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CA Automation Point 11.5.3

1 Release Notes

Summary of enhancements, fixes, and open issues.

This section contains the following information:

 Release Comparison
This chart shows the enhancements and changes in all Automation Point 11.5 patches and service packs.

This chart shows the enhancements and changes in all Automation Point 11.5 patches and service packs.

Key Features Service Pack 3 (11.5.3) Service Pack 2 (11.5.2) Service Pack 1 (11.5.1) Version 11.5

Full TLS 1.2 support yes no no no

CCI-PC interface to
OPS/MVS. For more
information, see Use
CCI-PC Instead of
NSM CCI Services.

yes no no no

Timestamps in the Stop
Rexx window

yes no no no

Restart CA Automation
Point remotely

yes no no no

Windows Server 2016
support (except for CA
Unicenter Network and
Systems Management,
which is no longer
supported)

yes no no no

SQL Server 2014 SP 1
support

yes no no no

SQL Server 2016 SP 1
support

yes no no no

Close Remote Viewer
sessions remotely. For
more information, see
Close Remote Viewer
Sessions

yes no no no

Hide the successful
result dialog for reload
options

yes no no no

Create an audit log
record of users who
issue a shutdown

yes no no no

Administrators can
automatically or
selectively kill remote
connections

yes no no no

Recycle CA
Automation Point
remotely

yes no no no

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Suppress *!*!*!
*!* web message
monitoring stop/start
messages

yes no no no

STOP REXX window
shows Start Date and
Time of running Rexx
programs

yes yes no no

Select the type of
keepalive packets sent
to the iSeries TN5250
server

yes yes yes no

Establish TLS v1.0
connections even
when the Allow
Compromised
Protocols session is not
enabled

yes yes yes no

Convert KEY
and XKEY script
statements to
KEYENC and
XKEYENC statements
that contain encrypted
values

yes yes yes no

If the WAIT parameter
expires before a new
message arrives, the
ADDRESS AXC
READBUF command
generates a return code
of 3

yes yes yes no

The AP Desktop
application uses the
in.deb debug message
control file only in
specific conditions.
For more information,
see Fixes Included in
11.5.1.2 in Published
Fixes

yes yes yes no

Send session
commands from the
Command Dialog to be
cached for later recall

yes yes yes no

Updates to all HAF
templates newer than
2005 to support the
new ENDED HMC
event

yes yes yes no

New HAF template
file to match the latest
HWMCAWIN.DLL
file from IBM
(3-5-2016)

yes yes yes no

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Changes to the TN3270
logic to prevent a CNS
ABEND when a bad
order is sent from the
TN3270 controller

yes yes yes no

Diffie-Hellman Group
Exchange technique for
SSH support

yes yes yes no

POODLE remediation yes yes yes yes

Support added to SSH
client for the CTR
encryption cipher
mode (aes128, aes192,
aes256)

yes yes yes yes

Reject extra arguments
for the ADDRESS
GLV PURGE
command

yes yes yes yes

Skip patched files
while a patch is in
process without errors

yes yes yes yes

Remote Notification
Manager Setup runs
on Microsoft Windows
Server 2012

yes yes yes yes

 Enhancements and Changes
This section discusses enhancements and changes that were made to the product with this release of .

This section discusses enhancements and changes that were made to the product with this release of CA Automation Point.

Apply Configuration Changes to a Running AP Desktop

Configuration changes made to sessions, function windows, and other options within a session definition set can be applied
without:

• Restart of Automation Point Desktop.
• Affecting items that were not modified, for example, interrupting automation in unchanged sessions.

Configuration changes can be applied from the Session Definition Sets dialog in Configuration Manager or using ADDRESS
AXC 'CONFIG' Rexx command.

For more details, see Apply Configuration Changes to a Running AP Desktop.

Improved Undo Feature in Configuration Manager

The Undo Changes feature, available in the Session Definition Sets dialog in Configuration Manager, has been improved:

• Changes can be undone for individual sessions, function windows, all sessions, or all function windows.
• Changes are no longer forgotten after leaving the Session Definition Sets dialog - they persist for the whole lifetime of the

Configuration Manager process.
• Values revert to the point when the dialog was first opened or the last time they were applied to runtime from the same

dialog.

Added Audit Log for Configuration-Related Actions

We have introduced a new auditing log that contains configuration-related operations. The audit log contains entries for the
following actions:

• Configuration changes made from Configuration Manager. The existing ‘Report Changes’ feature is superseded by this
new audit log.
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• Any operation that applies configuration changes to a running AP Desktop instance. Both from Configuration Manager and
from Rexx.

• Any instance of a license check warning being ignored by the user in Configuration Manager.

Configuration and context help for this feature is available by selecting Configuration Auditing from the File menu in
Configuration Manager.

Dropped Support For Open-REXX

Starting with this release CA Automation Point only supports the Open Object REXX interpreter. The previously distributed
Open-REXX interpreter is no longer available. CA Automation Point 11.5 distributes Open Object Rexx version 4.2.0.

During the installation or upgrade process the setup program launches the Open Object REXX installer if a compatible version
of Open Object REXX is not yet available on the system. This does not apply to unattended (silent) setups. Open Object
REXX can also be installed at any time from the Third Party Software dialog in Configuration Manager.

These REXX interpreters have differences. Some of the REXX scripts that were designed to run under the Open-REXX
interpreter can fail to run under the Open Object REXX interpreter. To alleviate this problem a scanning tool which can help
identify these compatibility issues is provided with this version of Automation Point. This tool, called REXX Compatibility
Tool, can be launched from several places before or after the setup process finishes:

• From the Product Explorer window using the ‘REXX Compatibility Tool’ entry.
• During an upgrade process, the setup program allows the user to run the tool before any files are upgraded. This option

only appears if Open-REXX was the configured interpreter.
• After the install or upgrade process finishes the tool can be launched from the File > REXX Compatibility Tool menu item

in Configuration Manager.

For more details about the REXX Compatibility Tool see the context help available in the application and the help text
available in the reports that are generated by this tool.

New Mobile-friendly Notification Website

The notification website now contains a mobile friendly web page. This new web page provides an appropriate user experience
from devices such as iPhone or Android smart phones. The capabilities of the mobile website are limited to viewing
notifications and responding to them.

New Notification Manager Methods

A new Notification Manager method invocation program, NMMAILSMS.REX, was added in this release. This new REXX
program provides an easy way to send a Short Message Service (SMS) text message to a mobile device. To use this new
method invocation program, your mobile device provider must provide an SMS gateway that accepts email messages. This
SMS gateway then, in turn, forwards the email message to the mobile device as an SMS text message.

Four new method definitions were added to the sample Notification Manager database to support this new method invocation
program. These four method definitions are:

• Text Msg via ATT
• Text Msg via Sprint
• Text Msg via T-Mobile
• Text Msg via Verizon

Three new Notification Manager method definitions were added in this release to modify the behavior of previously existing
Notification Manager method invocation programs. These new method definitions are:

• 2-Way Pager with URL
• Email with URL
• Speak with URL

Each of these method definitions includes a new “SendURL” method parameter. The value of this method parameter
determines whether the URL of the Notification Website is appended to the notification text sent out using the associated
method.

Web Message Viewer User Configuration Profiles

Web MV was enhanced to allow a user to define, save, and load one or more Web MV user configuration profiles for an
established remote host connection. In addition to visual display attributes, these user configuration profiles include the list of
sessions selected for viewing when the profile was last saved. Due to this enhancement, all previously defined Web MV user
configuration profiles are not migrated.

Selecting Multiple Sessions for Viewing in Web MV
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The Web Message Viewer component was initially designed to provide a common, remotely accessible message window
to view all messages that are received and processed by the rules engine. The user could filter the displayed messages that
are based on the session name from which the message was received. In the previous release, the user had only two message
filtering options. The user could choose to see messages from a single session, or they could choose to see messages from all
sessions for which they had at least VIEW permission.

In this release, the message filtering options were changed to allow the user to see messages from a selected subset of sessions.
This supersedes the “one or all” nature of the previous implementation, allowing the user to choose which subsets of sessions
to monitor.

Mobile Device Detection for the Notification Website

The Notification Website home page is modified to automatically detect the classification of the requesting device and forward
the website request to the appropriate series of web pages. If the request originated from a mobile phone, the Notification
Website browse request is forwarded to the series of web pages that are designed specifically for mobile devices. Any
requests originating from either a tablet or non-mobile device (such as a laptop or a desktop PC) is forwarded to the series of
Notification Website web pages that provide more functionality.

Dropped Support for Microsoft Windows XP

The Microsoft Windows XP operating system officially entered the end of support phase on April 8, 2014. As a result,
Microsoft no longer provides any technical assistance on this version of Windows, which includes providing software updates
and patches. Since Microsoft no longer supports the Windows XP operating system, our client component installation program
has been modified to not allow installation on this platform. Furthermore, we no longer support any of our client components
on the Windows XP operating system (Remote Viewer, AP Speak, Notification Website, or Web MV client).

Added Support for Microsoft Windows 8

Microsoft Windows 8 and Microsoft Windows 8.1 are now supported platforms for client components.

Added Support for Microsoft Windows Server 2012

The Microsoft Windows Server 2012 and Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 operating systems are now included in the list
of supported platforms for both client and server components.

Change in Privileges Required to Install AP Client Components

AP client components can now be installed by standard users, without administrator privileges. For more information about the
installation of AP client components, see Client Setup Installation Modes.

Added NM Database Backup and Restore Dialog to Configuration Manager

A new dialog was added to the Configuration Manager. This dialog allows the user to do the following:

• Create a backup copy of their NM database (export)
• Restore their backup copy (import)
• Merge their existing NM database with a previously exported copy of the NM database (merge)

To access the dialog, open Configuration Manager, then Notification Services, then Notification Manager, and then NM
Database Backup and Restore.

Implemented Demand Analysis Requests (DARs)

The following DARs have been implemented with this release of CA Automation Point:

• 17194128-1: After changes product needs to be restarted
• 19459689-1: Dynamically add a session to running AP
• 9184177-2: Dynamic reload of session parameters
• 8625986-2: Change AUTOMATE parameter without recycling AP
• 12454808-1: Reload session parameters dynamically

With the new Apply Configuration Changes to a Running AP Desktop feature it is now possible to make changes to
Session Definition Sets and apply those changes dynamically to a running Automation Point Desktop.

• 19055079-1: Select sessions option in WebMV
• 12603331-1: WebMV session selection

It is now possible to select any set of sessions for viewing from the Web Message Viewer user interface.
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This product includes Adaptive Communication Environment (ACE)5.7.8, which is distributed in accordance with the
following terms:

Copyright and Licensing Information for ACE(TM), TAO(TM), CIAO(TM), and
CoSMIC(TM)

[1]ACE(TM), [2]TAO(TM), [3]CIAO(TM), and [4]CoSMIC(TM) (henceforth
referred to as "DOC software") are copyrighted by [5]Douglas C.
Schmidt and his [6]research group at [7]Washington University,
[8]University of California, Irvine, and [9]Vanderbilt University,
Copyright (c) 1993-2010, all rights reserved. Since DOC software is
open-source, freely available software, you are free to use, modify,
copy, and distribute--perpetually and irrevocably--the DOC software
source code and object code produced from the source, as well as copy
and distribute modified versions of this software. You must, however,
include this copyright statement along with any code built using DOC
software that you release. No copyright statement needs to be provided
if you just ship binary executables of your software products.

You can use DOC software in commercial and/or binary software releases
and are under no obligation to redistribute any of your source code
that is built using DOC software. Note, however, that you may not do
anything to the DOC software code, such as copyrighting it yourself or
claiming authorship of the DOC software code, that will prevent DOC
software from being distributed freely using an open-source
development model. You needn't inform anyone that you're using DOC
software in your software, though we encourage you to let [10]us know
so we can promote your project in the [11]DOC software success
stories.

The [12]ACE, [13]TAO, [14]CIAO, and [15]CoSMIC web sites are
maintained by the [16]DOC Group at the [17]Institute for Software
Integrated Systems (ISIS) and the [18]Center for Distributed Object
Computing of Washington University, St. Louis for the development of
open-source software as part of the open-source software community.
Submissions are provided by the submitter ``as is'' with no warranties
whatsoever, including any warranty of merchantability, noninfringement
of third party intellectual property, or fitness for any particular
purpose. In no event shall the submitter be liable for any direct,
indirect, special, exemplary, punitive, or consequential damages,
including without limitation, lost profits, even if advised of the
possibility of such damages. Likewise, DOC software is provided as is
with no warranties of any kind, including the warranties of design,
merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose,
noninfringement, or arising from a course of dealing, usage or trade
practice. Washington University, UC Irvine, Vanderbilt University,
their employees, and students shall have no liability with respect to
the infringement of copyrights, trade secrets or any patents by DOC
software or any part thereof. Moreover, in no event will Washington
University, UC Irvine, or Vanderbilt University, their employees, or
students be liable for any lost revenue or profits or other special,
indirect and consequential damages.

DOC software is provided with no support and without any obligation on
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the part of Washington University, UC Irvine, Vanderbilt University,
their employees, or students to assist in its use, correction,
modification, or enhancement. A [19]number of companies around the
world provide commercial support for DOC software, however.

DOC software is Y2K-compliant, as long as the underlying OS platform
is Y2K-compliant. Likewise, DOC software is compliant with the new US
daylight savings rule passed by Congress as "The Energy Policy Act of
2005," which established new daylight savings times (DST) rules for
the United States that expand DST as of March 2007. Since DOC software
obtains time/date and calendaring information from operating systems
users will not be affected by the new DST rules as long as they
upgrade their operating systems accordingly.

The names ACE(TM), TAO(TM), CIAO(TM), CoSMIC(TM), Washington
University, UC Irvine, and Vanderbilt University, may not be used to
endorse or promote products or services derived from this source
without express written permission from Washington University, UC
Irvine, or Vanderbilt University. This license grants no permission to
call products or services derived from this source ACE(TM), TAO(TM),
CIAO(TM), or CoSMIC(TM), nor does it grant permission for the name
Washington University, UC Irvine, or Vanderbilt University to appear
in their names.

If you have any suggestions, additions, comments, or questions, please
let [20]me know.

[21]Douglas C. Schmidt
________________________________________________________________________________
ANT-CONTRIB v.1.0b3

This product includes software developed by the Ant-Contrib project
(http://sourceforge.net/projects/ant-contrib). It was obtained under the
following terms:

/*
* The Apache Software License Version 1.1
*
* Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Ant-Contrib project. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms with or without
* modification are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
*
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution if
* any must include the following acknowlegement:
* "This product includes software developed by the
* Ant-Contrib project (http://sourceforge.net/projects/ant-contrib)."
* Alternately this acknowlegement may appear in the software itself
* if and wherever such third-party acknowlegements normally appear.
*
* 4. The name Ant-Contrib must not be used to endorse or promote products
* derived from this software without prior written permission. For
* written permission please contact
* ant-contrib-developers@lists.sourceforge.net.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Ant-Contrib"
* nor may "Ant-Contrib" appear in their names without prior written

http://sourceforge.net/projects/ant-contrib
http://sourceforge.net/projects/ant-contrib
mailto:ant-contrib-developers@lists.sourceforge.net
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* permission of the Ant-Contrib project.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS|&"&| AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ANT-CONTRIB PROJECT OR ITS
* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT INDIRECT INCIDENTAL
* SPECIAL EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT STRICT LIABILITY
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
*/
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes Apache Commons Codec 1.4 which is distributed
in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes Apache Commons Logging 1.1.1 which is distributed
in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
Apache Tomcat content was obtained from the Apache Software Foundation under various licenses set forth below, and is
distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. The
following
information sets out certain notices, attributions and/or other information CA is required to provide to you by the third party
licensors of this component. The terms contained in the CA license agreement are offered by CA and not by the third party
licensors. The contents set forth below are for informational purposes only and do not modify the terms of the license
agreement
between you and CA. The third party licensors of these components provide them on an "AS-IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of
TITLE, NONINFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and disclaim liability for any claim or loss,
including, without limitation, direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. Source code for Apache
Tomcat be obtained from http://tomcat.apache.org/. In addition, CA makes the source code for certain components contained
in
Apache Tomcat available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001626_7/ under the terms of their respective open source licenses.

Apache Tomcat is distributed in accordance with the following:

Apache Tomcat
Copyright 1999-2016 The Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The Windows Installer is built with the Nullsoft
Scriptable Install System (NSIS), which is
open source software. The original software and
related information is available at
http://nsis.sourceforge.net.

Java compilation software for JSP pages is provided by Eclipse,
which is open source software. The original software and
related information is available at
http://www.eclipse.org.

For the bayeux implementation
The org.apache.cometd.bayeux API is derivative work originating at the Dojo Foundation
* Copyright 2007-2008 Guy Molinari
* Copyright 2007-2008 Filip Hanik
* Copyright 2007 Dojo Foundation
* Copyright 2007 Mort Bay Consulting Pty. Ltd.

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:
- javaee_5.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
- javaee_6.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
http://tomcat.apache.org/
http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001626_7/
http://www.apache.org/
http://nsis.sourceforge.net
http://www.eclipse.org
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- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
- jsp_2_2.xsd
- web-app_3_0.xsd
- web-common_3_0.xsd
- web-fragment_3_0.xsd
may be obtained from http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/javaee/
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices
and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and
conditions of the following licenses.

For the ecj-x.x.x.jar component:

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC
LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM
CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation
distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a
Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to
the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not
derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such
derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.
This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the
Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to
its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to
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Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of
intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole
responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.
For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to
distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright
rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in
this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its
own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and
conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and
non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for
damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential
damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by
that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,
and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a
medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the
Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if
any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the
originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who
includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner
which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if
a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such
Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages
and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal
actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the
extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in
connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product
offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses
relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order
to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial
Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor
to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and
any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may
participate in any such claim at its own expense.
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For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that
Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties
related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such
Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the
Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other
Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court
requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial
Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and
distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of
rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs
of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,
programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY
CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS
GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable
law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the
terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such
provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself
(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)
infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under
Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does
not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of
such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,
Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as
reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement
and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and
survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be
modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to
publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.
No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation
may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable
separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a
distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always
be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was
received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,
Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)
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under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)
above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of
any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,
estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under
this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the
intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year
after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
any resulting litigation.

For the Windows Installer component:

* All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and
graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where
otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.
* The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng
license.
* The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.
* The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public
License version 1.0.

zlib/libpng license

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In
no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of
this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including
commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to
the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim
that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a
product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

bzip2 license

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim
that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a
product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING
IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
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OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@acm.org
Common Public License version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC
LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM
CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation
distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent
Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a
Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to
the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not
derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such
derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.
This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the
Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to
its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to
Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of
intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole
responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.
For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to
distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
before distributing the Program.

mailto:jseward@acm.org
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d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright
rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in
this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its
own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and
conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and
non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for
damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential
damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by
that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,
and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a
medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the
Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if
any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the
originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who
includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner
which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if
a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such
Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages
and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal
actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the
extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in
connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product
offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses
relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order
to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial
Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to
control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any
related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in
any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that
Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties
related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such
Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the
Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other
Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court
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requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial
Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and
distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of
rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of
program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,
programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY
CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS
GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable
law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the
terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such
provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to
a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a
lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient
under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In
addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program
itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)
infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under
Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does
not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of
such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,
Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as
reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement
and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and
survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be
modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to
publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.
No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.
IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve
as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the
Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including
Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement
under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement
is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its
Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections
2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the
intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether
expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not
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expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the
intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year
after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
any resulting litigation.

Special exception for LZMA compression module

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for
NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind
by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without
subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version
1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module
for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version
1.0.

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
- javaee_6.xsd
- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd
- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd
- jsp_2_2.xsd
- web-app_3_0.xsd
- web-common_3_0.xsd
- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes
to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,
prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the
Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,
or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files
containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source
Code.

1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes
Original Software available under this License.

1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions
thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. License. means this document.

1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent
possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently
acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the
following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or
modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software
or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or
previous Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under
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the terms of this License.

1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of
computer software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter
acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus
claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in
which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included
in or with such code.

1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising
rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For
legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled
by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this
definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the
outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to
third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby
grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,
perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or
portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of
a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of
Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and
offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software
(or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the
date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the
Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this
License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:
(1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for
infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original
Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with
other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third
party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a
world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,
perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such
Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,
with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of
Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in
combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or
otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or
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portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by
that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such
combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on
the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the
Modifications available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:
(1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor
Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party
modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of
Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except
as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under
Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.
Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in
Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that
Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.
You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code
form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.
You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form
as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a
reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software
exchange.

3.2. Modifications.
The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed
by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your
Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient
rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.
You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies
You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter
any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered
Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving
attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.
You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source
Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License
or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to
charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to
one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on
Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any
Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,
support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and
You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor
for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as
a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the
terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,
which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are
in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the
Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights
in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You
distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different
license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ
from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer
or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and
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every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code
not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work
as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements
of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.
Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish
revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each
version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided
in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to
modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.
You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered
Software available under the terms of the version of the License under
which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial
Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from
being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version
of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software
available under the terms of the version of the License under which You
originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose
to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under
the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the
license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.
When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for
Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this
License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the
name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from
this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains
terms which differ from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,
MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK
AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD
ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY
SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN
ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED
HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to
cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.
Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the
termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory
judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the
Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim
is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant
Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a
Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the
Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then
any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such
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Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not
the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2
of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate
prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day
notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your
claim with respect to the Participant Software against such
Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement
with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end
user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any
distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses
granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY
OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF
ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,
COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR
LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR
DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT
APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS
EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48
C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as
that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial
computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212
(Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1
through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered
Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights
clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or
provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this
License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter
hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it
enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction
specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such
jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this
License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the
jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original
Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without
limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The
application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the
International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation
which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against
the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are
responsible for compliance with the United States export administration
regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other
countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered
Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.
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As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible
for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its
utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial
Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable
basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any
admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION
LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State
of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating
to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of
the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of
California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

--------------------------------------
________________________________________________________________________________
Portions of this product include software developed by the Apache Software Foundation. The Apache software is distributed in
accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this
document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more
of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not
limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated
by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and
for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of
authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely
link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the
copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes
of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its
representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue
tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a
Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by
Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or
Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to
make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those
patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of
their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any
entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that
Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative
Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as
part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and
conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided
Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or
conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement
you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names
of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor
be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss
of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such
Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole
responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor
harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such
warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes Apache Commons CLI v.1.3.1, which is distributed in
accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
EXPAT 2.0.1

This software was obtained under the following terms:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Copyright (c) 1998 1999 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd
and Clark Cooper
Copyright (c) 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Expat maintainers.

Permission is hereby granted free of charge to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software") to deal in the Software without restriction including
without limitation the rights to use copy modify merge publish
distribute sublicense and/or sell copies of the Software and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT
TORT OR OTHERWISE ARISING FROM OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes httpclient 4.2, which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this
document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more
of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not
limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated
by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and
for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of
authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely
link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the
copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes
of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its
representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue
tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a
Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by
Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or
Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to
make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those
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patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of
their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any
entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the
Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that
Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative
Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as
part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and
conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided
Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or
conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement
you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names
of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor
be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss
of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such
Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole
responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor
harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such
warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
Jackson content is distributed in accordance with the following:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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# Jackson JSON processor

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library. It was
originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has been in
development since 2007. It is currently developed by a community of developers,
as well as supported commercially by FasterXML.com.

## Licensing

Jackson core and extension components may licensed under different licenses. To
find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.
For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact
FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com). ## Credits A list of contributors may be
found from CREDITS file, which is included in some artifacts (usually source
distributions); but is always available from the source code management (SCM)
system project uses.

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

http://iki.fi
http://FasterXML.com
http://FasterXML.com
http://fasterxml.com
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

---------------------------------
________________________________________________________________________________
JAXB

JAXB was obtained under the CDDL v.1.0 license, the terms and conditions
of which are set forth below. JAXB is distributed by CA for use with this
CA product in unmodified, object code form, under the CA End User License
Agreement. Any provisions in the CA End User License Agreement that differ
from the CDDL are offered by CA alone and not by any other party. Source
code for JAXB is available at https://jaxb.dev.java.net/. In addition, CA
makes the source code for JAXB available at http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/05944_16/
under the terms of the CDDL v.1.0. license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

1. Definitions.

1.1. “Contributor” means each individual or entity that creates or contributes
to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. “Contributor Version” means the combination of the Original Software, prior
Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that
particular Contributor.

1.3. “Covered Software” means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or
(c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files containing
Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. “Executable” means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

1.5. “Initial Developer” means the individual or entity that first makes Original
Software available under this License.

1.6. “Larger Work” means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof
with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. “License” means this document.

1.8. “Licensable” means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,
whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of
the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. “Modifications” means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the
following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the
contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous
Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of
this License.

1.10. “Original Software” means the Source Code and Executable form of computer
software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. “Patent Claims” means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired,
including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
https://jaxb.dev.java.net/
http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/05944_16/
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Licensable by grantor.

1.12. “Source Code” means (a) the common form of computer software code in which
modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or with such
code.

1.13. “You” (or “Your”) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights
under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal entities,
“You” includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common
control with You. For purposes of this definition, “control” means (a) the power,
direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether
by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of
the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party
intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable
by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and
distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or without
Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original
Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or
otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date
Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software
available to a third party under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code
that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by:
(i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original
Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party
intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide,
royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable
by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute
the Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a
Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications
made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version
(or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or
otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions
thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its
Contributor Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date
Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications available to
a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code
that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by:
(i) third party modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications
made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or
other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.
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3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must
also be made available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only
under the terms of this License. You must include a copy of this License with every copy of
the Source Code form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You
must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can
obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a
medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of
this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s)
and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor
of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices
contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text
giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters
or restricts the applicable version of this License or the recipients’ rights hereunder. You
may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability
obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your
own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it
absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered
by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for
any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,
support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License
or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this
License, provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license
for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient’s rights in the Source
Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered Software in
Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms
which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or
Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any
liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such terms
You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the
terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You
must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions
of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.
Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify
this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under
the terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software.
If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being
distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must
distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the License
under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use,
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distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent
version of the License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software,
You may create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove
any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from
this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ from
this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF
ANY KIND,
EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED
SOFTWARE IS
FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE
RISK AS TO
THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED
SOFTWARE PROVE
DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME
THE COST
OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY
CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL
PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT
UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply
with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions
which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial
Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is
referred to as “Participant”) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version
where the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial
Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or
indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the
Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days
notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day
notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the
Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement
with Participant.

6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been
validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted
to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
CONTRACT, OR
OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF
COVERED
SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT,
SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,
DAMAGES FOR LOST
PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND
ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL
DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES. THIS
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY
RESULTING FROM SUCH
PARTY’S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT
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ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS
EXCLUSION AND
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a “commercial item,” as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995),
consisting of “commercial computer software” (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1))
and “commercial computer software documentation” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995).
Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S.
Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S.
Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or
provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this
License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make
it enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice
contained within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise),
excluding such jurisdiction’s conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be
subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice
contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without
limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses. The application of the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation
which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to
this License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export
administration regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,
distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,
directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial
Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended
or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding
conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of
the Federal Courts of the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California,
with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.
________________________________________________________________________________
Jersey

Jersey was obtained under the CDDL v.1.1 license, and portions under additional
licenses, the terms and conditions of which are set forth below. Jersey is
distributed by CA for use with this CA product in unmodified, object code form,
under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA license agreement that
differ from these licenses are offered by CA alone and not by any other party.
The third party licensors of this component provide it on an "AS-IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,
including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, and
disclaim liability for any claim or loss, including, without limitation,
direct, indirect, special, punitive, exemplary or consequential damages. CA
makes the source code for the CDDL portion of Jersey available at
http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001815_6/ under the terms of the CDDL v.1.1.
license:

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)Version 1.1

1. Definitions.

1.1. “Contributor” means each individual or entity that creates or contributes
to the creation of Modifications.

1.2. “Contributor Version” means the combination of the Original Software,

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001815_6/
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prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made
by that particular Contributor.

1.3. “Covered Software” means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,
or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files
containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

1.4. “Executable” means the Covered Software in any form other than Source
Code.

1.5. “Initial Developer” means the individual or entity that first makes
Original Software available under this License.

1.6. “Larger Work” means a work which combines Covered Software or portions
thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.7. “License” means this document.

1.8. “Licensable” means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent
possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently acquired,
any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. “Modifications” means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the
following:

A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of
the contents of a file containing Original Software or previous Modifications;

B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous
Modification; or

C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms
of this License.

1.10. “Original Software” means the Source Code and Executable form of computer
software code that is originally released under this License.

1.11. “Patent Claims” means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter
acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims,
in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.12. “Source Code” means (a) the common form of computer software code in
which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included in or
with such code.

1.13. “You” (or “Your”) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights
under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal
entities, “You” includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is
under common control with You. For purposes of this definition, “control” means
(a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such
entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty
percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

2. License Grants.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third
party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a
world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,
sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or
without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original
Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or
otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date
Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the Original Software
available to a third party under the terms of this License.
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(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for
code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for infringements
caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the
combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third
party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a
world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)
Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display, perform,
sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or
portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as
Covered Software and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of
Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in combination with
its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,
offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made
by that Contributor (or portions thereof); and (2) the combination of
Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or
portions of such combination).

(c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the
date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the Modifications
available to a third party.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for
any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for
infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,
or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other
software (except as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3)
under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of
Modifications made by that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Availability of Source Code.

Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in
Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that Source
Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License. You must
include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the
Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform
recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form as to how they can
obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or
through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

3.2. Modifications.

The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by
the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your Modifications
are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the
rights conveyed by this License.

3.3. Required Notices.

You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as
the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright,
patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered Software, or any
notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any
Contributor or the Initial Developer.

3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code
form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License or the
recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for,
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warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients
of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on
behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely
clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is
offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer
and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or
such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms
You offer.

3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms
of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice, which may
contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in compliance
with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form
does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code
form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the Covered
Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it
absolutely clear that any terms which differ from this License are offered by
You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby agree to
indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability
incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such
terms You offer.

3.6. Larger Works.

You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not
governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work as a
single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this
License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

4. Versions of the License.

4.1. New Versions.

Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new
versions of this License from time to time. Each version will be given a
distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other
than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

4.2. Effect of New Versions.

You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered
Software available under the terms of the version of the License under which
You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer includes
a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or
otherwise made available under any subsequent version of the License, You must
distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms of the
version of the License under which You originally received the Covered
Software. Otherwise, You may also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make
the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent version of the
License published by the license steward.

4.3. Modified Versions.

When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your
Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this License if
You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the name of the
license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License);
and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which differ
from this License.

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN “AS IS” BASIS, WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,
MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK
AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD
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ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART
OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT
UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

6. TERMINATION.

6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically
if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30
days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their nature, must
remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment
actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or
Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as “Participant”)
alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where
the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant
is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then any
and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the
Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all
Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days
notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the
expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within such 60 day period
You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software against such
Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with
Participant.

6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging
that the Participant Software directly or indirectly infringes any patent where
such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the
initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the
licenses granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken
into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user
licenses that have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder
prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any distributor)
shall survive termination.

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY
OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF
ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH
PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL
INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW
PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR
LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND
LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Software is a “commercial item,” as that term is defined in 48
C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of “commercial computer software” (as that
term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and “commercial computer
software documentation” as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept.
1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through
227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software
with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is
in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision
that addresses Government rights in computer software under this License.
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9. MISCELLANEOUS.

This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter
hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such
provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it
enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction
specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the
extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such
jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this
License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the
jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original
Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without
limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The
application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that
the language of a contract shall be construed
against the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone
are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration
regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries)
when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible
for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its utilization
of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer and
Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing
herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE
(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of
California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating to
this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the
Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of
California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

%% The following software may be included in this product: ASM
Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jettison
Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

Copyright 2006 Envoi Solutions LLC

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and
distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright
owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities
that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.
For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by
contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising
permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and
configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or
translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object
code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form,
made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is
included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that
is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an
original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works
shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by
name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original
version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or
Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for
inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes
of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or
written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including
but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code
control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf
of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in
writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf
of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently
incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this
License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,
non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to
reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or
Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,
non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this
section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import,
and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those
patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by
their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the
Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a
lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work
constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent
licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of
the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or
Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in
Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of
this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that
You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You
distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the
Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any
part of the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then
any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the
attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the
following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the
Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative
Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that
You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as
modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or
distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a
whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise
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complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any
Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the
Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall
supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have
executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names,
trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required
for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in
writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its
Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties
or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks
associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in
tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by
applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in
writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any
direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any
character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to
use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work
stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial
damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the
possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or
Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for,
acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations
and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such
obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole
responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree
to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your
accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate
notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own
identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also
recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on
the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification
within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License,
Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on
an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

%% The following software may be included in this product: Jackson

Use of any of this software is governed by the terms of the license below:

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Jackson is dual-licensed under two alternative popular Open Source licenses:
Apache (AL 2.0) and Gnu Lesser GPL (LGPL 2.1). You choose one or the other, as
necessary (if you want to redistribute the code ¿ for use, you do not need
license), and abide by the license rules as defined by the respective license
agreement (and only that one).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and
distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright
owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities
that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.
For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by
contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising
permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and
configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or
translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object
code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form,
made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is
included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that
is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an
original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works
shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by
name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original
version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or
Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for
inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal
Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes
of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or
written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including
but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code
control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf
of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in
writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf
of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently
incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this
License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to
reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or
Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this
License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,
non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this
section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import,
and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those
patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by
their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the
Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent
litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a
lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work
constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent
licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of
the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or
Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in
Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of
this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that
You changed the files; and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You
distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the
Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any
part of the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then
any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the
attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the
following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the
Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along
with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative
Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that
You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as
modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide
additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or
distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a
whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise
complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any
Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the
Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any
additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall
supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have
executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names,
trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required
for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in
writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its
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Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY
KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties
or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks
associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in
tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by
applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in
writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any
direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any
character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to
use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work
stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial
damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the
possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or
Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for,
acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations
and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such
obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole
responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree
to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your
accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate
notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own
identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also
recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on
the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification
within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner] Licensed under the Apache License,
Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on
an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express
or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes libcurl v.7.21.1 software distributed in accordance with the following terms:

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE
Copyright (c) 1996 - 2010, Daniel Stenberg, .
All rights reserved.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose
with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN
NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,
DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE
OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not
be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes Log4cplus 1.0.2 and is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this
document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause
the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more
of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not
limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated
by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and
for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of
authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely
link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the
copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes
of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its
representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue
tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a
Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by
Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or
Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to
make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those
patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of
their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any
entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the
Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that
Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative
Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as
part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and
conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided
Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or
conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement
you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names
of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor
be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss
of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such
Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole
responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor
harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such
warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
Log4cplus content is distributed in accordance with the following:

Contents
========

1. Log4j license
2. Log4cplus license
1. Log4j license
================
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

2. Log4cplus license
====================
Each file of log4cplus source is licensed using either two clause BSD license
or Apache license 2.0.

2.1 Two clause BSD license
==========================
Copyright (C) 1999-2009 Contributors to log4cplus project.
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of
source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

2.2 Apache 2.0 license
======================
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright 1999-2009 Contributors to log4cplus project

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
Apache Log4J content is distributed in accordance with the following license
agreement(s):

Apache Log4j
Copyright 1999-2016 Apache Software Foundation

This product includes software developed at
The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

ResolverUtil.java
Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

Dumbster SMTP test server
Copyright 2004 Jason Paul Kitchen

TypeUtil.java
Copyright 2002-2012 Ramnivas Laddad, Juergen Hoeller, Chris Beams

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
"control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
including but not limited to software source code, documentation
source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

http://www.apache.org/
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
limitations under the License.

----------------------------------------
________________________________________________________________________________
Portions of this product include software developed by the
Kerberos Contributors. The MIT Kerberos software is distributed
in accordance with the following license agreement:

MIT Kerberos License information
Copyright © 1985-2012 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in
binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or
other materials provided with the distribution. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED
BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN
NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Downloading of this software may constitute an export of cryptographic
software from the United States of America that is subject to the United
States Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR 730-774. Additional
laws or regulations may apply. It is the responsibility of the person or
entity contemplating export to comply with all applicable export laws and
regulations, including obtaining any required license from the U.S. government.

The U.S. government prohibits export of encryption source code to certain
countries and individuals, including, but not limited to, the countries of
Cuba, Iran, North Korea, Sudan, Syria, and residents and nationals of those
countries.

Documentation components of this software distribution are licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)

Individual source code files are copyright MIT, Cygnus Support, Novell, OpenVision
Technologies, Oracle, Red Hat, Sun Microsystems, FundsXpress, and others.

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Project Athena, Athena, Athena MUSE, Discuss, Hesiod, Kerberos, Moira, and
Zephyr are trademarks of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). No
commercial use of these trademarks may be made without prior written permission
of MIT.

“Commercial use” means use of a name in a product or other for-profit manner. It
does NOT prevent a commercial firm from referring to the MIT trademarks in order
to convey information (although in doing so, recognition of their trademark status
should be given).

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following copyright and permission notice applies to the OpenVision Kerberos
Administration system located in kadmin/create, kadmin/dbutil, kadmin/passwd,
kadmin/server, lib/kadm5, and portions of lib/rpc:

Copyright, OpenVision Technologies, Inc., 1993-1996, All Rights Reserved

WARNING: Retrieving the OpenVision Kerberos Administration system source code, as
described below, indicates your acceptance of the following terms. If you do not
agree to the following terms, do not retrieve the OpenVision Kerberos
administration system.

You may freely use and distribute the Source Code and Object Code compiled from it,
with or without modification, but this Source Code is provided to you “AS IS”
EXCLUSIVE OF ANY WARRANTY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY,
WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IN NO EVENT WILL OPENVISION HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR
ANY LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF DATA OR COSTS OF PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF
THIS AGREEMENT, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THOSE RESULTING FROM THE USE OF
THE SOURCE CODE, OR THE FAILURE OF THE SOURCE CODE TO PERFORM, OR FOR ANY
OTHER REASON.

OpenVision retains all copyrights in the donated Source Code. OpenVision also
retains copyright to derivative works of the Source Code, whether created by
OpenVision or by a third party. The OpenVision copyright notice must be
preserved if derivative works are made based on the donated Source Code.

OpenVision Technologies, Inc. has donated this Kerberos Administration system
to MIT for inclusion in the standard Kerberos 5 distribution. This donation
underscores our commitment to continuing Kerberos technology development and
our gratitude for the valuable work which has been performed by MIT and the
Kerberos community.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions contributed by Matt Crawford crawdad@fnal.gov were work performed at
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, which is operated by Universities
Research Association, Inc., under contract DE-AC02-76CHO3000 with the U.S.
Department of Energy.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions of src/lib/crypto have the following copyright:

Copyright © 1998 by the FundsXpress, INC.

All rights reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a
specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility
of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license
before exporting.WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify,
and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and
without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice
appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this
permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of
FundsXpress. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

mailto:crawdad@fnal.gov
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FundsXpress makes no representations about the suitability of this
software for any purpose. It is provided “as is” without express or
implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The implementation of the AES encryption algorithm in
src/lib/crypto/builtin/aes has the following copyright:

Copyright © 2001, Dr Brian Gladman brg@gladman.uk.net, Worcester, UK.
All rights reserved.

LICENSE TERMS

The free distribution and use of this software in both source and
binary form is allowed (with or without changes) provided that:

distributions of this source code include the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer;
distributions in binary form include the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other associated materials; the copyright
holder’s name is not used to endorse products built using this
software without specific written permission.

DISCLAIMER

This software is provided ‘as is’ with no explcit or implied
warranties in respect of any properties, including, but not
limited to, correctness and fitness for purpose.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions contributed by Red Hat, including the pre-authentication
plug-in framework and the NSS crypto implementation, contain the
following copyright:

Copyright © 2006 Red Hat, Inc.
Portions copyright © 2006 Massachusetts Institute of Technology
All Rights Reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions
in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution. Neither the
name of Red Hat, Inc., nor the names of its contributors may be
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
“AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

mailto:brg@gladman.uk.net
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The bundled verto source code is subject to the following license:

Copyright 2011 Red Hat, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”),
to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
THE SOFTWARE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The implementations of GSSAPI mechglue in GSSAPI-SPNEGO in src/lib/gssapi,
including the following files:

lib/gssapi/generic/gssapi_err_generic.et
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_accept_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_acquire_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_canon_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_compare_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_context_time.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_delete_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dsp_status.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_dup_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_exp_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_export_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_glue.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_imp_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_init_sec_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_initialize.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_inquire_names.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_process_context.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_buffer.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_name.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_rel_oid_set.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_seal.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_sign.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_store_cred.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_unseal.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_userok.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_utils.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/g_verify.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/gssd_pname_to_uid.c
lib/gssapi/mechglue/mglueP.h
lib/gssapi/mechglue/oid_ops.c
lib/gssapi/spnego/gssapiP_spnego.h
lib/gssapi/spnego/spnego_mech.c

http://gssapi_err_generic.et
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and the initial implementation of incremental propagation, including
the following new or changed files:

include/iprop_hdr.h
kadmin/server/ipropd_svc.c
lib/kdb/iprop.x
lib/kdb/kdb_convert.c
lib/kdb/kdb_log.c
lib/kdb/kdb_log.h
lib/krb5/error_tables/kdb5_err.et
slave/kpropd_rpc.c
slave/kproplog.c
are subject to the following license:

Copyright © 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”),
to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation
the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the
Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Kerberos V5 includes documentation and software developed at the
University of California at Berkeley, which includes this copyright
notice:

Copyright © 1983 Regents of the University of California.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary
form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions
and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution. Neither the name of the University nor the
names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING
IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions contributed by Novell, Inc., including the LDAP database backend, are
subject to the following license:

http://kdb5_err.et
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Copyright © 2004-2005, Novell, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must
reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution. The copyright holder’s name is not used to endorse or promote
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN
ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions funded by Sandia National Laboratory and developed by the University of
Michigan’s Center for Information Technology Integration, including the PKINIT
implementation, are subject to the following license:

COPYRIGHT © 2006-2007
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
Permission is granted to use, copy, create derivative works and redistribute this
software and such derivative works for any purpose, so long as the name of The
University of Michigan is not used in any advertising or publicity pertaining to
the use of distribution of this software without specific, written prior
authorization. If the above copyright notice or any other identification of the
University of Michigan is included in any copy of any portion of this software,
then the disclaimer below must also be included.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT REPRESENTATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN AS TO ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY BY THE UNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES,
INCLUDING SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WITH RESPECT
TO ANY CLAIM ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF IT HAS BEEN OR IS HEREAFTER ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The pkcs11.h file included in the PKINIT code has the following license:

Copyright 2006 g10 Code GmbH
Copyright 2006 Andreas Jellinghaus
This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives unlimited
permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without modifications, as
long as this notice is preserved.

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions contributed by Apple Inc. are subject to the following license:

Copyright 2004-2008 Apple Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific
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license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person
or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.
WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,
and that the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining
to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Apple
Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.
It is provided “as is” without express or implied warranty.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The implementations of UTF-8 string handling in src/util/support and
src/lib/krb5/unicode are subject to the following copyright and permission
notice:

The OpenLDAP Public License
Version 2.8, 17 August 2003
Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation (“Software”),
with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements and notices,
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright statements and
notices, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution, and Redistributions must
contain a verbatim copy of this document. The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this
license from time to time. Each revision is distinguished by a version number.
You may use this Software under terms of this license revision or under the terms
of any subsequent revision of the license.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS”
AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S) OR
OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in advertising or
otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing in this Software without specific,
written prior permission. Title to copyright in this Software shall at all times
remain with copyright holders.

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City, California, USA. All
Rights Reserved. Permission to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document
is granted.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Marked test programs in src/lib/krb5/krb have the following copyright:

Copyright © 2006 Kungliga Tekniska Högskola
(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
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of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must
reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of KTH nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY KTH AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL KTH OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS
OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions of the RPC implementation in src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc have
the following copyright and permission notice:

Copyright © 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce
the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the “Oracle America, Inc.” nor the names of its contributors may be
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior
written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
“AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO
EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright © 2006,2007,2009 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation).
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer as the first lines of this file
unmodified. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright 2000 by Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation
for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission
notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie Mellon
University not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of
the software without specific, written prior permission.

CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL
CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT
OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright © 2002 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL/CCS)

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation
is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright notice and this permission
notice appear in all copies of the software, derivative works or modified
versions, and any portions thereof.

NRL ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS “AS IS” CONDITION AND DISCLAIMS ANY
LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions extracted from Internet RFCs have the following copyright notice:

Copyright © The Internet Society (2006).

This document is subject to the rights, licenses and restrictions contained in
BCP 78, and except as set forth therein, the authors retain all their rights.

This document and the information contained herein are provided on an “AS IS”
basis and THE CONTRIBUTOR, THE ORGANIZATION HE/SHE REPRESENTS OR IS SPONSORED BY
(IF ANY), THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING TASK FORCE DISCLAIM
ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY
THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright © 1991, 1992, 1994 by Cygnus Support.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation
for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission
notice appear in supporting documentation. Cygnus Support makes no representations
about the suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided “as is”
without express or implied warranty.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright © 2006 Secure Endpoints Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”), to deal in
the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies
of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do
so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
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INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION
OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions of the implementation of the Fortuna-like PRNG are subject to the
following notice:

Copyright © 2005 Marko Kreen
All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary
form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions
and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND
CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT
NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright © 1994 by the University of Southern California

EXPORT OF THIS SOFTWARE from the United States of America may require a
specific license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility
of any person or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license
before exporting. WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to copy, modify, and
distribute this software and its documentation in source and binary forms is
hereby granted, provided that any documentation or other materials related
to such distribution or use acknowledge that the software was developed by
the University of Southern California.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”. The University of
Southern California MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.
By way of example, but not limitation, the University of Southern California
MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. The University of Southern California shall not be held
liable for any liability nor for any direct, indirect, or consequential
damages with respect to any claim by the user or distributor of the ksu
software.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright © 1995
The President and Fellows of Harvard University

This code is derived from software contributed to Harvard by Jeremy Rassen.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
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must display the following acknowledgement:

This product includes software developed by the University of California,
Berkeley and its contributors.

Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors may be
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific
prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING
IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright © 2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Copyright 1995 by Richard P. Basch. All Rights Reserved.
Copyright 1995 by Lehman Brothers, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific
license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person or
organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting. WITHIN
THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and
its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that
the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice
and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of
Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity
pertaining to distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.
Richard P. Basch, Lehman Brothers and M.I.T. make no representations about the
suitability of this software for any purpose. It is provided “as is” without express
or implied warranty.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following notice applies to src/lib/krb5/krb/strptime.c and
src/include/k5-queue.h.

Copyright © 1997, 1998 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.
All rights reserved.
This code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Klaus Klein.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or
other materials provided with the distribution.

All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must
display the following acknowledgement:

This product includes software developed by the NetBSD Foundation, Inc.
and its contributors.

Neither the name of The NetBSD Foundation nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS
“AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following notice applies to Unicode library files in
src/lib/krb5/unicode:

Copyright 1997, 1998, 1999 Computing Research Labs,
New Mexico State University
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the “Software”), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished
to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COMPUTING RESEARCH
LAB OR NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
SOFTWARE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following notice applies to src/util/support/strlcpy.c:

Copyright © 1998 Todd C. Miller Todd.Miller@courtesan.com

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose
with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice
and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH
REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,
INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM
LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE
OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following notice applies to src/util/profile/argv_parse.c and
src/util/profile/argv_parse.h:

Copyright 1999 by Theodore Ts’o.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose
with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice
and this permission notice appear in all copies. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”
AND THEODORE TS’O (THE AUTHOR) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,
INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR
ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN
ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN
CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE. (Isn’t it sick that the
U.S. culture of lawsuit-happy lawyers requires this kind of disclaimer?)

mailto:Todd.Miller@courtesan.com
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following notice applies to SWIG-generated code in
src/util/profile/profile_tcl.c:

Copyright © 1999-2000, The University of Chicago

This file may be freely redistributed without license or fee provided this
copyright message remains intact.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following notice applies to portiions of src/lib/rpc and src/include/gssrpc:

Copyright © 2000 The Regents of the University of Michigan. All rights reserved.

Copyright © 2000 Dug Song dugsong@UMICH.EDU. All rights reserved, all
wrongs reversed.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must
reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
distribution. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Implementations of the MD4 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright © 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified as
the “RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm” in all material mentioning
or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works are
identified as “derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message Digest Algorithm”
in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the merchantability
of this software or the suitability of this software for any particular purpose. It
is provided “as is” without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation
and/or software.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Implementations of the MD5 algorithm are subject to the following notice:

Copyright © 1990, RSA Data Security, Inc. All rights reserved.

License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it is identified
as the “RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message- Digest Algorithm” in all material
mentioning or referencing this software or this function.

License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided that such works
are identified as “derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest

mailto:dugsong@UMICH.EDU
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Algorithm” in all material mentioning or referencing the derived work.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the
merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for
any particular purpose. It is provided “as is” without express or implied
warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation
and/or software.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following notice applies to src/lib/crypto/crypto_tests/t_mddriver.c:

Copyright © 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All rights reserved.

RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either the
merchantability of this software or the suitability of this software for any
particular purpose. It is provided “as is” without express or implied warranty
of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation
and/or software.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions of src/lib/krb5 are subject to the following notice:

Copyright © 1994 CyberSAFE Corporation.
Copyright 1990,1991,2007,2008 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
All Rights Reserved.

Export of this software from the United States of America may require a specific
license from the United States Government. It is the responsibility of any person
or organization contemplating export to obtain such a license before exporting.
WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this
software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that
copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,
and that the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission. Furthermore
if you modify this software you must label your software as modified software and
not distribute it in such a fashion that it might be confused with the original
M.I.T. software. Neither M.I.T., the Open Computing Security Group, nor CyberSAFE
Corporation make any representations about the suitability of this software for
any purpose. It is provided “as is” without express or implied warranty.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions contributed by PADL Software are subject to the following license:

Copyright (c) 2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this
list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form
must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with
the distribution. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software without specific prior written permission. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED
BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE
OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The bundled libev source code is subject to the following license:

All files in libev are Copyright (C)2007,2008,2009 Marc Alexander Lehmann.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,
are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list
of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must
reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT
OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Alternatively, the contents of this package may be used under the terms of the GNU
General Public License (“GPL”) version 2 or any later version, in which case the
provisions of the GPL are applicable instead of the above. If you wish to allow
the use of your version of this package only under the terms of the GPL and not
to allow others to use your version of this file under the BSD license, indicate
your decision by deleting the provisions above and replace them with the notice
and other provisions required by the GPL in this and the other files of this
package. If you do not delete the provisions above, a recipient may use your
version of this file under either the BSD or the GPL.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes Mobile ESP v.2015.05.13 which is distributed in
accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and
distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the
copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other
entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with
that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the
power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such
entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent
(50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such
entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising
permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including
but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration
files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or
translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made
available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included
in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that
is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,
annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an
original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works
shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by
name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version
of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works
thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by
the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on
behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor
or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic
mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are
managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and
improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or
otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of
whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated
within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License,
each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,
royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such
Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each
Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge,
royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make,
have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where
such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that
are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their
Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim
in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work
constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted
to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation
is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative
Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object
form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this
License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed
the files; and

(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,
all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the
Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works;
and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any
Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution
notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain
to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a
NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated
by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The
contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the
License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You
distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional
or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your
modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction,
and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution
intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under
the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any
separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,
service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and
customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the
NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,
including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT,
MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks
associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort
(including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law
(such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any
Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this
License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited
to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction,
or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has
been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or
Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance
of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act
only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other
Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor
harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor
by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice,
with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information.
(Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate comment
syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description
of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
identification within third-party archives.

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this
file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF
ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language
governing permissions and limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes portions of Not-yet-commons-ssl 0.3.10
which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:

Apache License
Version 2.0 January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE REPRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use reproduction
and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
other entities that control are controlled by or are under common
control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition
"control" means (i) the power direct or indirect to cause the
direction or management of such entity whether by contract or
otherwise or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
outstanding shares or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications
including but not limited to software source code documentation
source and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
transformation or translation of a Source form including but
not limited to compiled object code generated documentation
and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship whether in Source or
Object form made available under the License as indicated by a
copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
(an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work whether in Source or Object
form that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
editorial revisions annotations elaborations or other modifications
represent as a whole an original work of authorship. For the purposes
of this License Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
separable from or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship including
the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
to that Work or Derivative Works thereof that is intentionally
submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition "submitted"
means any form of electronic verbal or written communication sent
to the Licensor or its representatives including but not limited to
communication on electronic mailing lists source code control systems
and issue tracking systems that are managed by or on behalf of the
Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual
worldwide non-exclusive no-charge royalty-free irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce prepare Derivative Works of
publicly display publicly perform sublicense and distribute the
Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
this License each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual
worldwide non-exclusive no-charge royalty-free irrevocable
(except as stated in this section) patent license to make have made
use offer to sell sell import and otherwise transfer the Work
where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
or contributory patent infringement then any patent licenses
granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium with or without
modifications and in Source or Object form provided that You
meet the following conditions:

(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that You changed the files; and

(c) You must retain in the Source form of any Derivative Works
that You distribute all copyright patent trademark and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work
excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of
the Derivative Works; and

(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
distribution then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
within such NOTICE file excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works in at least one
of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
documentation if provided along with the Derivative Works; or
within a display generated by the Derivative Works if and
wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute alongside
or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work provided
that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
for use reproduction or distribution of Your modifications or
for any such Derivative Works as a whole provided Your use
reproduction and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
the conditions stated in this License.
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5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise
any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License without any additional terms or conditions.
Notwithstanding the above nothing herein shall supersede or modify
the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
names trademarks service marks or product names of the Licensor
except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
agreed to in writing Licensor provides the Work (and each
Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS
WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND either express or
implied including without limitation any warranties or conditions
of TITLE NON-INFRINGEMENT MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory
whether in tort (including negligence) contract or otherwise
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
negligent acts) or agreed to in writing shall any Contributor be
liable to You for damages including any direct indirect special
incidental or consequential damages of any character arising as a
result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill
work stoppage computer failure or malfunction or any and all
other commercial damages or losses) even if such Contributor
has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
the Work or Derivative Works thereof You may choose to offer
and charge a fee for acceptance of support warranty indemnity
or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
License. However in accepting such obligations You may act only
on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility not on behalf
of any other Contributor and only if You agree to indemnify
defend and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
incurred by or claims asserted against such Contributor by reason
of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
________________________________________________________________________________
Nullsoft Scriptable Install System 2.46

Copyright (C) 1995-2008 Contributors

This product contains Nullsoft Scriptable Install System 2.46 (Third Party
Product), portions of which are governed by the Common Public License v1.0
(CPL). Any provisions that differ from the Common Public License v1.0 are
offered by CA alone and not by any other party. CA distributes the Third
Party Product in unmodified, binary form, and makes the Third Party Product
available under the terms of the CPL at: http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001382_1.
The Third Party Product is being provided to you in accordance with the
following terms and conditions:

COMMON PUBLIC LICENSE VERSION 1.0
---------------------------------

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC
LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM
CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001382_1
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1. DEFINITIONS

"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and
documentation distributed under this Agreement, and
b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and
are distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates'
from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself
or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include
additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software
distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license
agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this
Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby
grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license
to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly
perform, distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if
any, and such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby
grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license
under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and
otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source
code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination
of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added
by the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination
to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to
any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is
licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the
licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by
any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other
intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims
any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on
infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to
exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby
assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights
needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to
allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility
to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient
copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license
set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under
its own license agreement, provided that:
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a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties
and conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of
title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability
for damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and
consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are
offered by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such
Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on
or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the
Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within
the Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution,
if any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify
the originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who
includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a
manner which does not create potential liability for other Contributors.
Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product
offering, such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend
and indemnify every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any
losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,
lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the
Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such
Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in
a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply
to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged intellectual
property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must:
a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and
b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control, and cooperate with the
Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement
negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim
at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If
that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers
warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are
such Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the
Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other
Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a
court requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the
Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON
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AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR
CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the
appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks
associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but
not limited to the risks and costs of program errors, compliance with
applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and
unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY
CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION
LOST PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE
EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under
applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the
remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the
parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent
necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect
to a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim
in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such
Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation
is filed. In addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any
entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that
the Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software
or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's
rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such
litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and
does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming
aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement
terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as
soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this
Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall
continue and survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be
modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to
publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to
time. No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this
Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the
responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate
entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing
version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be
distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was
received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,
Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)
under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)
above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property
of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,
estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under
this Agreement are reserved.
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the
intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year
after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial
in any resulting litigation.

SPECIAL EXCEPTION FOR LZMA COMPRESSION MODULE
---------------------------------------------

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for
NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or
bind by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without
subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version
1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module
for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License
version 1.0.
________________________________________________________________________________
Open Object Rexx

This product is distributed with content from Open Object Rexx. This content was obtained
under the Common Public License v.1.0, and is distributed by CA for use with this CA product
in unmodified, object code form, under the CA license agreement. Any provisions in the CA
license agreement that differ from the CPL license are offered by CA alone and not by any
other party. CA makes the source code for the this component available at
http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001382_3/ under the terms of the Common Public License v.1.0.
Alternatively, you may obtain the source code or instructions for obtaining the source code
for this component from http://www.oorexx.org.
________________________________________________________________________________
Open Object Rexx Documentation 4.2.0

This product includes content from Open Object Rexx Documentation 4.2.0 that was obtained
under the Common Public License v.1.0, and is distributed by CA for use with this CA product
in accordance with the terms of the CPL.

Common Public License Version 1.0

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC
LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM
CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

1. DEFINITIONS
"Contribution" means:

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and
documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i) changes to the Program, and

ii) additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are
distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a
Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone
acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to
the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in
conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not
derivative works of the Program.

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are
necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when
combined with the Program.

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,
including all Contributors.

http://opensrcd.ca.com/ips/00001382_3/
http://www.oorexx.org
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2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to
reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such
derivative works, in source code and object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants
Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the
Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.
This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the
Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such
addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the
Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations
which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses
to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any
Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual
property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to
Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of
intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the
rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole
responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.
For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to
distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
before distributing the Program.

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient
copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set
forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS
A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its
own license agreement, provided that:

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b) its license agreement:

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and
conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and
non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for
damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential
damages, such as lost profits;

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered
by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such
Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or
through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the
Program.

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if
any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the
originator of the Contribution.

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
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Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with
respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who
includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner
which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if
a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such
Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages
and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal
actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the
extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in
connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product
offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses
relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order
to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial
Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to
control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any
related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in
any such claim at its own expense.

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product
offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that
Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties
related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such
Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the
Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other
Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court
requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial
Contributor must pay those damages.

5. NO WARRANTY
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN
"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each
Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and
distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of
rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of
program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,
programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY
CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST
PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS
GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

7. GENERAL
If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable
law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the
terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such
provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such
provision valid and enforceable.

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to
a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a
lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient
under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In
addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity
(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program
itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)
infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under
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Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to
comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does
not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of
such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,
Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as
reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement
and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and
survive.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in
order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be
modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to
publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.
No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.
IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve
as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the
Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including
Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement
under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement
is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its
Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections
2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the
intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether
expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not
expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the
intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year
after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in
any resulting litigation.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the
OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/) and cryptographic software written by
Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license i.e. both the conditions of
the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.
See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style
Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL
please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

OpenSSL License
---------------

/* ====================================================================
* Copyright (c) 1998-2011 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms with or without
* modification are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
*
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
* software must display the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

http://www.openssl.org/
http://cryptsoft.com
mailto:openssl-core@openssl.org
http://www.openssl.org/
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*
* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
* endorse or promote products derived from this software without
* prior written permission. For written permission please contact
* openssl-core@openssl.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
* nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
* permission of the OpenSSL Project.
*
* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
* acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY
* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT INDIRECT INCIDENTAL
* SPECIAL EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT
* STRICT LIABILITY OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED
* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
*
* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
* (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
*/

Original SSLeay License
-----------------------

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)
* All rights reserved.
*
* This package is an SSL implementation written
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
*
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
* the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution be it the RC4 RSA
* lhash DES etc. code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
* Copyright remains Eric Young's and as such any Copyright notices in
* the code are not to be removed.
* If this package is used in a product Eric Young should be given attribution
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms with or without
* modification are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

mailto:openssl-core@openssl.org
http://www.openssl.org/
http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
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* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes cryptographic software written by
* Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
* The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library
* being used are not cryptographic related :-).
* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
* the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT INDIRECT INCIDENTAL SPECIAL EXEMPLARY OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE DATA OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY WHETHER IN CONTRACT STRICT
* LIABILITY OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]
*/
________________________________________________________________________________
JRE
This Product is distributed with JRE from Oracle America, Inc. Oracle owns the Java trademark and all Java-related
trademarks, logos and icons including the Coffee Cup (the “Java Marks”). Any source code provided is solely for reference
purposes. Use of the Commercial Features of the JRE for any commercial or production purpose requires a separate license
from Oracle. 'Commercial Features' means those features identified Table 1-1 (Commercial Features In Java SE Product
Editions) of the Software documentation accessible at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/
index.html. Oracle has provided additional copyright notices and information that may be applicable to portions of the JRE in
the THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt file that accompanies the JRE files.
________________________________________________________________________________
JRE
This Product is distributed with JRE from Oracle America, Inc. Oracle owns the Java trademark and all Java-related
trademarks, logos and icons including the Coffee Cup (the “Java Marks”). Any source code provided is solely for reference
purposes. Use of the Commercial Features of the JRE for any commercial or production purpose requires a separate license
from Oracle. 'Commercial Features' means those features identified Table 1-1 (Commercial Features In Java SE Product
Editions) of the Software documentation accessible at http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/
index.html. Oracle has provided additional copyright notices and information that may be applicable to portions of the JRE in
the THIRDPARTYLICENSEREADME.txt file that accompanies the JRE files.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes PCRE 8.1 which is distributed in accordance with the following terms:

PCRE LICENCE
------------

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax
and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as
specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"
directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also
included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions.

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index.html
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/documentation/index.html
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---------------------------

Written by: Philip Hazel
Email local part: ph10
Email domain: cam.ac.uk

University of Cambridge Computing Service,
Cambridge, England.

Copyright (c) 1997-2010 University of Cambridge
All rights reserved.

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS
-------------------------

Contributed by: Google Inc.

Copyright (c) 2007-2010, Google Inc.
All rights reserved.

THE "BSD" LICENCE
-----------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google
Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or
promote products derived from this software without specific prior
written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

End
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes the following subcomponents, which are distributed in accordance with their
respective license agreements:

Axis v.1.2; Apache Tomcat v.4.1.31; Xerces-C v.2.6.0; and Xerces-C v.2.70

Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by
Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting
the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled
by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i)

http://cam.ac.uk
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract
or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial
ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to
software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source
form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to
other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the
License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is
provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived
from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any
modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to
Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized
to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any
form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives,
including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and
issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing
and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution
has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor
hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,
sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby
grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as
stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise
transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor
that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any
entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution
incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent
licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is
filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in
any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the
following conditions:

1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files;
and

3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright,
patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those
notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works
that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within
such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative
Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the
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Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the
Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such
third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational
purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within
Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the
Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the
License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or
different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your
modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction,
and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally
submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein
shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with
Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service
marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in
describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides
the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES
OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or
conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and
assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),
contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts)
or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect,
special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of
the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work
stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if
such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof,
You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other
liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations,
You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other
Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any
liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such
warranty or additional liability.

 

Expat v.1.95

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999, 2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the
"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
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SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

ICU4C v.3.5

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later
COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright (c) 1995-2009 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and
associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the
Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above
copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of the Software and that both the
above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,
DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION,
ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or
otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization
of the copyright holder.

Ipmitool v.1.6.0

Copyright (c) 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
are met:

Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of
contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
from this software without specific prior written permission.

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind.
ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED.
SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE
FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING
OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES. IN NO EVENT WILL
SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA,
OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF
LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE,
EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

You acknowledge that this software is not designed or intended for use
in the design, construction, operation or maintenance of any nuclear
facility.

 

OpenSSL v.0.9.7d and OpenSSL v.0.9.8h

The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of
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the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.
See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style
Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL
please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.
OpenSSL License
---------------

/* ====================================================================
* Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.
*
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this
* software must display the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"
*
* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to
* endorse or promote products derived from this software without
* prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
* openssl-core@openssl.org.
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"
* nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written
* permission of the OpenSSL Project.
*
* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
* acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
* for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS|&"&| AND ANY
* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT
* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
* ====================================================================
*
* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young
* (eay@cryptsoft.com). This product includes software written by Tim
* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
*/

Original SSLeay License
-----------------------
/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

mailto:openssl-core@openssl.org
http://www.openssl.org/
mailto:openssl-core@openssl.org
http://www.openssl.org/
http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
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* All rights reserved.
*
* This package is an SSL implementation written
* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).
* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.
*
* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
* the following conditions are aheared to. The following conditions
* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,
* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code. The SSL documentation
* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms
* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).
*
* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in
* the code are not to be removed.
* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution
* as the author of the parts of the library used.
* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or
* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
* documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
* must display the following acknowledgement:
* "This product includes cryptographic software written by
* Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
* The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library
* being used are not cryptographic related :-).
* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from
* the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:
* "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS|&"&| AND
* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.
*
* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or
* derivative of this code cannot be changed. i.e. this code cannot simply be
* copied and put under another distribution licence
* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

 

PCRE v. 4.4

PCRE LICENCE
------------

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax
and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
http://cryptsoft.com
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Written by: Philip Hazel <ph10@cam.ac.uk>

University of Cambridge Computing Service,
Cambridge, England. Phone: +44 1223 334714.

Copyright (c) 1997-2001 University of Cambridge

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any
computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following
restrictions:

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by
explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use
PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or
otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,
which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright
by the University of Cambridge, England.

somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant
files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for
the source, that is, to

ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not
intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,
it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package
A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE
independently).

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU
General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),
then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with
which it is incompatible.

The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc" directory, is distributed
under the same terms as the software itself.

Quartz v.1.3.4

/* ====================================================================
* The OpenSymphony Software License, Version 1.1
*
* (this license is derived and fully compatible with the Apache Software
* License - see http://www.apache.org/LICENSE.txt)
*
* Copyright (c) 2001-2004 The OpenSymphony Group. All rights reserved.
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
* are met:
*
* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
* notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
* the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
* distribution.

http://cam.ac.uk
ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/
http://www.apache.org/LICENSE.txt
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*
* 3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,
* if any, must include the following acknowledgment:
* "This product includes software developed by the
* OpenSymphony Group (http://www.opensymphony.com/)."
* Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,
* if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.
*
* 4. The names "OpenSymphony" and "The OpenSymphony Group"
* must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
* software without prior written permission. For written
* permission, please contact license@opensymphony.com .
*
* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSymphony"
* or "Quartz", nor may "OpenSymphony" or "Quartz" appear in their
* name, without prior written permission of the OpenSymphony Group.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS|&"&| AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
* LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF
* USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND
* ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
* OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
* SUCH DAMAGE.

 

WCTPXML v.1.1

MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 1.1
---------------

1. Definitions.

1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the
Covered Code available to a third party.

1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to
the creation of Modifications.

1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original
Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications
made by that particular Contributor.

1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the
combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case
including portions thereof.

1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally
accepted in the software development community for the electronic
transfer of data.

1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source
Code.

1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified
as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit
A.

1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or
portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

1.8. "License" means this document.

http://www.opensymphony.com/
mailto:license@opensymphony.com
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1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum
extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or
subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the
substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous
Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a
Modification is:
A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file
containing Original Code or previous Modifications.
B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or
previous Modifications.

1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code
which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as
Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this
License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or
hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method, process,
and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for
making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus
any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control
compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code
differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another
well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The
Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the
appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available
for no charge.

1.12. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity
exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this
License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.
For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is
controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of
this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,
to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by
contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent
(50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such
entity.

2. Source Code License.

2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,
non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property
claims:

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or
trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,
modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original
Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or
as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or
selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,
sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the
Original Code (or portions thereof).

(c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are
effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes
Original Code under the terms of this License.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is
granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)
separate from the Original Code; or 3) for infringements caused
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by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the
combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

2.2. Contributor Grant.
Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor
hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or
trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,
display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications
created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an
unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code
and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

(b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or
selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either alone
and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions
of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have
made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that
Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of
Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor
Version (or portions of such combination).

(c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are
effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of
the Covered Code.

(d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is
granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the
Contributor Version; 2) separate from the Contributor Version;
3) for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of
Contributor Version or ii) the combination of Modifications made
by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the
Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims
infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by
that Contributor.

3. Distribution Obligations.

3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are
governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation
Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be
distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version
of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a
copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You
distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code
version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this
License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include
an additional document offering the additional rights described in
Section 3.5.

3.2. Availability of Source Code.
Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be
made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License
either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted
Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an
Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic
Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)
months after the date it initially became available, or at least six
(6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification
has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for
ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the
Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.
3.3. Description of Modifications.
You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a
file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and
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the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that
the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original
Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the
Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an
Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the
origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

3.4. Intellectual Property Matters
(a) Third Party Claims.
If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's
intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights
granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,
Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code
distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the
party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will
know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after
the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,
Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies
Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps
(such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)
reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered
Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

(b) Contributor APIs.
If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming
interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which
are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must
also include this information in the LEGAL file.

(c) Representations.
Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to
Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's
Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or
Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by
this License.

3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source
Code. If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source
Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a
location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely
to look for such a notice. If You created one or more Modification(s)
You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in
Exhibit A. You must also duplicate this License in any documentation
for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership
rights relating to Covered Code. You may choose to offer, and to
charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability
obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You
may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial
Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than
any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is
offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial
Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the
Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,
support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.
You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the
requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,
and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of
the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,
including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the
obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included
in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or
collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the
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Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered
Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may
contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in
compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the
Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's
rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this
License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different
license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ
from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial
Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the
Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by
the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such
terms You offer.

3.7. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code
not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger
Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the
requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this
License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to
statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with
the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)
describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description
must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must
be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the
extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be
sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to
understand it.

5. Application of this License.

This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has
attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

6. Versions of the License.

6.1. New Versions.
Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised
and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version
will be given a distinguishing version number.

6.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the
License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that
version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms
of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one
other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to
Covered Code created under this License.

6.3. Derivative Works.
If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may
only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code
governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that
the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",
"MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your
license (except to note that your license differs from this License)
and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license
contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and
Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial
Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in
Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of
this License.)

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
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COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF
DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.
THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE
IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,
YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE
COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER
OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF
ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

8. TERMINATION.

8.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure
such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All
sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall
survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their
nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License
shall survive.

8.2. If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement
claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer
or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom
You file such action is referred to as "Participant") alleging that:

(a) such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly
infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such
Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License
shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,
unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)
agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable
royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such
Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to
the Contributor Version against such Participant. If within 60 days
of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not
mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim
is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under
Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of
the 60 day notice period specified above.

(b) any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's
Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then
any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)
and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,
sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that
Participant.
8.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant
alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or
indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as
by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent
infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses
granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken
into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or
license.

8.4. In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,
all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)
which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder
prior to termination shall survive termination.

9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL
DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,
OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR
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ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY
CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,
WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER
COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN
INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF
LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY
RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW
PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO
THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in
48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer
software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such
terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48
C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),
all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those
rights set forth herein.

11. MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject
matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent
necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by
California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if
any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.
With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,
or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United
States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be
subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern
District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,
California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including
without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and
expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on
Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.
Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract
shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this
License.

12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is
responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,
out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to
work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such
responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or
shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as
"Multiple-Licensed". "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial
Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under
Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified
by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License
Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in
compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/
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under the License.

The Original Code is the WCTP Toolkit.

The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ITQ LATA, LLC.
Portions created by ITQ LATA, LLC. are Copyright (C) 2001
ITQ LATA, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Contributor(s):
ITQ LATA, LLC. wctpxml@itqlata.com

 

Windows Packet Capture Library (winpcap) v.3.1

COPYRIGHT
Copyright (c) 1999 - 2004 NetGroup, Politecnico di Torino (Italy). All rights reserved. Redistribution and
use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following
conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer.
Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
Neither the name of the Politecnico di Torino nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse
or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This product includes software developed by the University of California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
and its contributors.

Zlib v.1.2.3

zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library
version 1.2.1, November 17th, 2003

Copyright (C) 1995-2003 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.
Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly jloup@gzip.org

Mark Adler madler@alumni.caltech.edu
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes UnZip 6.0 content which distributed in accordance with the following terms:

This is version 2009-Jan-02 of the Info-ZIP license.
The definitive version of this document should be available at
ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely and
a copy at http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html.

mailto:wctpxml@itqlata.com
mailto:jloup@gzip.org
mailto:madler@alumni.caltech.edu
ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html
http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html
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Copyright (c) 1990-2009 Info-ZIP. All rights reserved.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as
the following set of individuals:

Mark Adler, John Bush, Karl Davis, Harald Denker, Jean-Michel Dubois,
Jean-loup Gailly, Hunter Goatley, Ed Gordon, Ian Gorman, Chris Herborth,
Dirk Haase, Greg Hartwig, Robert Heath, Jonathan Hudson, Paul Kienitz,
David Kirschbaum, Johnny Lee, Onno van der Linden, Igor Mandrichenko,
Steve P. Miller, Sergio Monesi, Keith Owens, George Petrov, Greg Roelofs,
Kai Uwe Rommel, Steve Salisbury, Dave Smith, Steven M. Schweda,
Christian Spieler, Cosmin Truta, Antoine Verheijen, Paul von Behren,
Rich Wales, Mike White.

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express
or implied. In no event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable
for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages
arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the above disclaimer and the following restrictions:

1. Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain
the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list
of conditions.
2. Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries)
must reproduce the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer,
and this list of conditions in documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution. Additional documentation is not needed
for executables where a command line license option provides these and
a note regarding this option is in the executable's startup banner. The
sole exception to this condition is redistribution of a standard
UnZipSFX binary (including SFXWiz) as part of a self-extracting archive;
that is permitted without inclusion of this license, as long as the
normal SFX banner has not been removed from the binary or disabled.
3. Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating
systems, existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with
modified or added functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library
versions not from Info-ZIP--must be plainly marked as such and must not
be misrepresented as being the original source or, if binaries,
compiled from the original source. Such altered versions also must not
be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not
limited to, labeling of the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP"
(or any variation thereof, including, but not limited to, different
capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without the
explicit permission of Info-ZIP. Such altered versions are further
prohibited from misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP
e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP
will provide support for the altered versions.
4. Info-ZIP retains the right to use the names "Info-ZIP," "Zip," "UnZip,"
"UnZipSFX," "WiZ," "Pocket UnZip," "Pocket Zip," and "MacZip" for its
own source and binary releases.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes Apache Xerces-c v.3.1.1 which is distributed in accordance with the following license agreement:
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004
http://www.apache.org/licenses/
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
1. Definitions.
"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this
document.
"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.
"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under
common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more
of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.
"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code,
documentation source, and configuration files.
"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not
limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated
by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and
for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of
authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely
link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or
additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the
copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes
of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its
representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue
tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a
Contribution."
"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by
Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.
2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative
Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or
Object form.
3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a
perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to
make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those
patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of
their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any
entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the
Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that
Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.
4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or
without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:
(a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
(b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
(c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative
Works; and
(d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as
part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,
provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License.
You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and
conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided
Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.
5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion
in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or
conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement
you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names
of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the
content of the NOTICE file.
7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS
OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-
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INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for
determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of
permissions under this License.
8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor
be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character
arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss
of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such
Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may
choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights
consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole
responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor
harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such
warranty or additional liability.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within third-party archives.
Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
License. You may obtain a copy of the License at
http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"
BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the
specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
________________________________________________________________________________
This product includes Zip 3.0 software distributed pursuant to the following terms:

This is version 2007-Mar-4 of the Info-ZIP license.
The definitive version of this document should be available at
ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html indefinitely and
a copy at http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html.

Copyright (c) 1990-2007 Info-ZIP. All rights reserved.

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Info-ZIP" is defined as
the following set of individuals:

Mark Adler, John Bush, Karl Davis, Harald Denker, Jean-Michel Dubois,
Jean-loup Gailly, Hunter Goatley, Ed Gordon, Ian Gorman, Chris Herborth,
Dirk Haase, Greg Hartwig, Robert Heath, Jonathan Hudson, Paul Kienitz,
David Kirschbaum, Johnny Lee, Onno van der Linden, Igor Mandrichenko,
Steve P. Miller, Sergio Monesi, Keith Owens, George Petrov, Greg Roelofs,
Kai Uwe Rommel, Steve Salisbury, Dave Smith, Steven M. Schweda,
Christian Spieler, Cosmin Truta, Antoine Verheijen, Paul von Behren,
Rich Wales, Mike White.

This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind, express
or implied. In no event shall Info-ZIP or its contributors be held liable
for any direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages
arising out of the use of or inability to use this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the above disclaimer and the following restrictions:

1. Redistributions of source code (in whole or in part) must retain
the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer, and this list
of conditions.

2. Redistributions in binary form (compiled executables and libraries)
must reproduce the above copyright notice, definition, disclaimer,
and this list of conditions in documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution. The sole exception to this condition

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
ftp://ftp.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html
http://www.info-zip.org/pub/infozip/license.html
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is redistribution of a standard UnZipSFX binary (including SFXWiz) as
part of a self-extracting archive; that is permitted without inclusion
of this license, as long as the normal SFX banner has not been removed
from the binary or disabled.

3. Altered versions--including, but not limited to, ports to new operating
systems, existing ports with new graphical interfaces, versions with
modified or added functionality, and dynamic, shared, or static library
versions not from Info-ZIP--must be plainly marked as such and must not
be misrepresented as being the original source or, if binaries,
compiled from the original source. Such altered versions also must not
be misrepresented as being Info-ZIP releases--including, but not
limited to, labeling of the altered versions with the names "Info-ZIP"
(or any variation thereof, including, but not limited to, different
capitalizations), "Pocket UnZip," "WiZ" or "MacZip" without the
explicit permission of Info-ZIP. Such altered versions are further
prohibited from misrepresentative use of the Zip-Bugs or Info-ZIP
e-mail addresses or the Info-ZIP URL(s), such as to imply Info-ZIP
will provide support for the altered versions.

4. Info-ZIP retains the right to use the names "Info-ZIP," "Zip," "UnZip,"
"UnZipSFX," "WiZ," "Pocket UnZip," "Pocket Zip," and "MacZip" for its
own source and binary releases.
________________________________________________________________________________
Zlib 1.2.5

This product contains Zlib, which is distributed in accordance with the following:

Copyright (C) 1995-2010 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied
warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages
arising from the use of this software.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
freely, subject to the following restrictions:

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software
in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be
appreciated but is not required.
2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
misrepresented as being the original software.
3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

Jean-loup Gailly
Mark Adler
________________________________________________________________________________
Portions of this product include software developed by Eric Crahen. This product includes ZThread 2.3.2 software which is
distributed in accordance with the following terms:

Copyright (c) 2005, Eric Crahen

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished
to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
copies or substantial portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,
WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
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CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 Known Issues
The following sections discuss known behavior in Release 11.5:

The following sections discuss known behavior in CA Automation Point Release 11.5:

 Notification Manager Issues
This section discusses known issues regarding the Notification Manager:

This section discusses known issues regarding the Notification Manager:

  

 CA Product Compatibility
The Notification Manager component of uses version 1.5 of the CA Management Database (MDB) to
store notification policy data. When you install other CA products to operate against the same MDB, you
must be aware of your database compatibility for all such products.

The Notification Manager component of CA Automation Point uses version 1.5 of the CA Management Database (MDB) to
store notification policy data. When you install other CA products to operate against the same MDB, you must be aware of
your database compatibility for all such products.

• When CA applications for your site have been designed to operate with MDB 1.5, no special actions are required to install
and use those applications.

• When creating a fresh Notification Manager database with CA Automation Point and installing other applications that do
not yet support version 1.5 of the MDB. Before installing these products, make your MDB backwardly compatible. The
steps that are required for this backward compatibility process are available at the CA technical support site. Locate this
procedure by selecting the Advanced Search link on the main page and using the keywords “CA Management Database
Mixed Version Installation”.

 Notification Monitoring Applies to Both CA OPS/MVS and CA NSM Event Manager
When you enable the monitoring of notification requests from CA OPS/MVS, you automatically enable
the monitoring of notification requests from CA NSM. The reverse is also true. If you do not want
to monitor one of these two sources, do not select any hosts for that source, and will not perform any
unnecessary monitoring.

When you enable the monitoring of notification requests from CA OPS/MVS, you automatically enable the monitoring of
notification requests from CA NSM. The reverse is also true. If you do not want CA Automation Point to monitor one of these
two sources, do not select any hosts for that source, and CA Automation Point will not perform any unnecessary monitoring.

 Dialogic Voice Card Drivers on 64-bit Windows Server 2003
The Dialogic drivers that are provided on the installation DVD2 do not run under Windows Server 2003
64-bit.

The Dialogic drivers that are provided on the CA Automation Point installation DVD2 do not run under Windows Server 2003
64-bit.

 Notification Manager Status of Initializing
Under certain circumstances, the initializing status of a notification request that is submitted and
displayed by the Notification Website does not progress beyond the initializing state. If a notification
request remains in the initializing state for an extended period, the notification request can be considered
a failure and should be re-issued. If you continue to see that the notification requests do not progress past
the Initializing state, verify that the Notification Server is correctly configured to establish a database
connection. Also, make sure that the database server is ready to accept database connections and the
Notification Server is currently active.

Under certain circumstances, the initializing status of a notification request that is submitted and displayed by the Notification
Website does not progress beyond the initializing state. If a notification request remains in the initializing state for an extended

http://www.ca.com/support
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period, the notification request can be considered a failure and should be re-issued. If you continue to see that the notification
requests do not progress past the Initializing state, verify that the Notification Server is correctly configured to establish a
database connection. Also, make sure that the database server is ready to accept database connections and the Notification
Server is currently active.

 Web Message Viewer Client User Interface Does Not Appear
In some cases, when attempting to access the Web Message Viewer client application from a web
browser using Java 8, the Web Message Viewer user interface does not appear. This can be due to a bug
present in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 8 prior to release 8u40. This does not affect users running
Java 7.

In some cases, when attempting to access the Web Message Viewer client application from a web browser using Java 8, the
Web Message Viewer user interface does not appear. This can be due to a bug present in the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
8 prior to release 8u40. This does not affect users running Java 7.

A long term solution is to upgrade the JRE to version 8u40 or higher when it becomes available. Before then, a possible
workaround is to reload the Web Message Viewer launch page in the browser. If the issue persists after multiple reload
attempts, contact CA Technical Support for further assistance.

 Session Definition Sets
If you have multiple session definition sets and you have applied the event monitoring settings to only a
subset of these session definition sets, and then you activate one of the session definition sets to which
event monitoring settings were not applied, you will not see the sessions that are associated with the
monitored event when is started. However, when you go into the particular event monitoring dialog, all
settings appear enabled.

If you have multiple session definition sets and you have applied the event monitoring settings to only a subset of these session
definition sets, and then you activate one of the session definition sets to which event monitoring settings were not applied, you
will not see the sessions that are associated with the monitored event when CA Automation Point is started. However, when
you go into the particular event monitoring dialog, all settings appear enabled.

 MDB Cell Error During Installation of CA Common Services
During the installation of ’s interfaces to CA NSM or CA OPS/MVS EMA, you can encounter an
error. This message states ‘MDB Cell setup has failed’. This error message gives you the opportunity
to continue or cancel the installation. Select continue and the installation completes successfully, and
all components uses operate successfully. CCS DIA DNA component issues this error message. CCS
automatically installs the CCS DIA DNA component but does not use this component.

During the installation of CA Automation Point’s interfaces to CA NSM or CA OPS/MVS EMA, you can encounter an error.
This message states ‘MDB Cell setup has failed’. This error message gives you the opportunity to continue or cancel the
installation. Select continue and the installation completes successfully, and all components CA Automation Point uses operate
successfully. CCS DIA DNA component issues this error message. CCS automatically installs the CCS DIA DNA component
but CA Automation Point does not use this component.

 Open File Dialog during Installation
In rare cases, a generic Open File dialog appears during the installation process requesting a file with
an .exe extension. This dialog happens under some circumstances when CA Secure Socket Adapter is
installed on the system (usually as part of another CA product).

In rare cases, a generic Open File dialog appears during the installation process requesting a file with an .exe extension. This
dialog happens under some circumstances when CA Secure Socket Adapter is installed on the system (usually as part of
another CA product).

You can close the Open File dialog by clicking Cancel on the dialog; the CA Automation Point setup should finish
successfully. The only side effect of this issue is that the Windows Add/Remove facility now contains two separate entries for
CA Secure Socket Adapter. These entries have no impact on the runtime operations of CA Automation Point. If you want to
remove the obsolete entry, contact CA Technical Support for further assistance. 
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 CA Automation Point and CA MICS Q&amp;R Workstation
and CA MICS Q&R Workstation cannot be installed on the same machine. CA MICS Q&R Workstation
uses an older version of CA Common Communication Interface (CCI) than does. The new CCI installed
with causes CA MICS Q&R Workstation services to fail.

CA Automation Point and CA MICS Q&R Workstation cannot be installed on the same machine. CA MICS Q&R
Workstation uses an older version of CA Common Communication Interface (CCI) than CA Automation Point does. The new
CCI installed with CA Automation Point causes CA MICS Q&R Workstation services to fail.

 Very Long Site Path or Session Definition Set
When you specify a very long customized user files folder during installation or specify very long session
definition set names, configuration data may not be saved or imported properly. We recommend that all
session definition set names and the install user files directory are no more than 100 characters long.

When you specify a very long customized user files folder during installation or specify very long session definition set names,
CA Automation Point configuration data may not be saved or imported properly. We recommend that all session definition set
names and the install user files directory are no more than 100 characters long.

Note:  Install user directory path is stored in environment variable %AP_DATA%. Session definition set name is used as part
of file name that stores session definitions and stored under %AP_DATA%\Site\config directory. Other various configuration
and user files are stored under %AP_DATA% as described in How Site Files are Managed. All previously mentioned file paths
must be valid Windows paths and are subject to length limit of MAX_PATH (259 characters). Also consider possible files and
session definition sets you will import or store in this directory structure in the future.

 Apache Tomcat Monitor Fails to Start as a Standard User
The version of Apache Tomcat that is shipped with includes a component named the Apache Tomcat
Monitor. This component runs in the system tray area and allows you to control the running status of the
Apache Tomcat server. Because this Apache Tomcat Monitor program requires permission to interact
with system services, it cannot be executed as a standard user. A standard user is defined as a user
account not in the Administrators permission group. As a result, if a standard user signs in to the server
machine, the Apache Tomcat Monitor displays an error message and shuts down. The error message that
is displayed is Unable to open the service ‘Tomcat7’.

The version of Apache Tomcat that is shipped with CA Automation Point includes a component named the Apache Tomcat
Monitor. This component runs in the system tray area and allows you to control the running status of the Apache Tomcat
server. Because this Apache Tomcat Monitor program requires permission to interact with system services, it cannot be
executed as a standard user. A standard user is defined as a user account not in the Administrators permission group. As a
result, if a standard user signs in to the CA Automation Point server machine, the Apache Tomcat Monitor displays an error
message and shuts down. The error message that is displayed is Unable to open the service ‘Tomcat7’.

To allow this program to execute properly when launched as a standard user, the privilege level of the Apache Tomcat Monitor
executable must be elevated to run as an administrator. The Microsoft Windows Server 2003 operating system does not
provide a compatible permission elevation technique that allows this Tomcat Monitor program to start successfully when
executed from a standard user account. When using the Microsoft Windows Server 2008 or later operating system, use the
following steps to change the properties of the Apache Tomcat Monitor executable to allow a standard user to run this program
with elevated privileges.

To change user permissions.

1. Locate the tomcat7w.exe program in Windows Explorer (the default directory is C:\Program Files\Apache Software
Foundation\Tomcat 7.0\bin).

2. Right-click the name of this file and select the Properties context menu item. 
The tomcat7w Properties dialog displays.

3. Select the Compatibility tab and click either the "Show settings for all users" button or the "Change settings for all users"
button at the bottom of the dialog.
A new tomcat7w.exe Properties dialog displays with a single tab entitled Compatibility for all users.

4. At the bottom of this dialog, in the Privilege Level group box, select the Run this program as an administrator.
The Apache Tomcat Monitor executable will now execute with the required privileges when run from a standard user
account.

After making this change, a standard user may need to specify the administrator password each time they sign into the
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 or later machine to launch the Apache Tomcat Monitor application.
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 No ADDRESS TNG Error Text
When the CA-AP NSM Gateway service is not running, and a REXX program that calls an ADDRESS
TNG command executes, the ADDRESS TNG command fails with error code 30. This command failed
because the CA-AP NSM Gateway service must be running to enable ADDRESS TNG commands.
However, the TNG.ERROR stem variable does not contain any text to explain this scenario.

When the CA-AP NSM Gateway service is not running, and a REXX program that calls an ADDRESS TNG command
executes, the ADDRESS TNG command fails with error code 30. This command failed because the CA-AP NSM Gateway
service must be running to enable ADDRESS TNG commands. However, the TNG.ERROR stem variable does not contain
any text to explain this scenario.

 Version of AP Help from AP Viewer May Not Correspond to Your CA Automation Point Server
The help that is provided by the 'AP Help' entry in the AP Viewer menus describes the capabilities of
the Server Desktop. This help is installed with the AP Viewer client, and that client may be at a different
release than the server to which you connect. Therefore, the help could describe a different version of
than the version running on your server.

The help that is provided by the 'AP Help' entry in the AP Viewer menus describes the capabilities of the CA Automation
Point Server Desktop. This help is installed with the AP Viewer client, and that client may be at a different release than the CA
Automation Point server to which you connect. Therefore, the help could describe a different version of CA Automation Point
than the version running on your server.

 Remote Viewer Windows Do Not Open after Layout Load
Loading Remote Viewer layouts in rapid succession can prevent one or more remote windows from
opening. Subsequent attempts to load these windows will fail. To fix this problem, restart Remote
Viewer.

Loading Remote Viewer layouts in rapid succession can prevent one or more remote windows from opening. Subsequent
attempts to load these windows will fail. To fix this problem, restart Remote Viewer.

 Changing Fonts Causes Layouts to Load Incorrectly
When you change the set of fonts available to , and subsequently load a layout saved before such a
change, desktop windows may be sized incorrectly. This may happen after you use the Customize Fonts
feature of Configuration Manager or the /fonts command-line switch.

When you change the set of fonts available to CA Automation Point, and subsequently load a layout saved before such
a change, desktop windows may be sized incorrectly. This may happen after you use the Customize Fonts feature of
Configuration Manager or the /fonts command-line switch.

To correct the window size, change the window font size by using the Select Font option from the Window menu, then save
the layout.

 ADDRESS AXC GETVAR with Non-existent Variables
When issuing the following REXX command:

When issuing the following REXX command:

GETVAR varname rexxvar 

if the variable varname does not exist (it has not been previously set), return code in RC is 0, and rexxvar is set to an empty
string.

 Configuration Manager Process Does Not Close
Sometimes when you close Configuration Manager, the settings are saved and the interface closes, but
the process remains in the process list. Because you can launch another Configuration Manager process,
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this problem does not have any functional impact. You can use the Windows Task Manager to end the
running process.

Sometimes when you close Configuration Manager, the settings are saved and the interface closes, but the process remains in
the process list. Because you can launch another Configuration Manager process, this problem does not have any functional
impact. You can use the Windows Task Manager to end the running process.

 The EventID=6 Message Appears in My Application Log
The following message appears in your Windows Server Application Log when you boot the server:

The following message appears in your Windows Server Application Log when you boot the server:

EventID=6

Source=Microsoft-Windows-RPC-Events

Reason:

Application ("C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA_APPSW\quenetd.exe") (PID: 0x5A0) is using Windows functionality that is not
present in this release of Windows. For obtaining an updated version of the application, please, contact the application vendor.
The technical information that needs to be conveyed to the application vendor is this: "An RPC method has been called on
a connectionless protocol sequence ncadg_ip_udp. Usage and support of this protocol sequence has been deprecated for this
release of Windows. For information on the deprecation process, please, see http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=36415."
User Action Contact the application vendor for updated version of the application.

Action:

CCI is trying to use RPC protocol for communication and when this fails, CCI goes back to using TCP. You add the Windows
Server System Environment variable QUEPROTOCOLS with value TCP. Then, you set the environment variable forces the
CCI to use TCP instead of trying to use RPC:

Follow these steps

1. Enter the Windows Control Panel, System and Security, User Accounts.
2. Select User Accounts.
3. Select Change my Environment Variables.
4. Add to the System Variables the QUEPROTOCOLS variable with the value TCP.

 Published Fixes
32

Automation Point 11.5.3
Fixes included in 11.5.3.4 (Problem #757)

• 01219661: Fixed a premature timeout which would occur while adding an HMC host.
• 01257105: Fixed an occasional service-startup crash after reboot.
• Fixed an issue with service-startup orders which occasionally caused notification services to crash on startup or when

network PPQ communication would malfunction.
• Fixed a graphical glitch in the Services dialog, in Configuration Manager, which caused the wrong services title to display.

Fixes included in 11.5.3.3 (Problem #756)

• 01182801: Fixed an error causing Recycle OPS command to never finish.
• 01194610: Fixed a memory handle leak in logging mechanism, which could cause issues with log file rolling and could

lead to a crash.

Fixes included in 11.5.3.2 (Problem #755)

• 01002633: Removed undocumented "Log on locally" requirement for Remote Viewer user authentication.
• 01099321: Fixed issue causing 3270 sessions to not initialize properly when using "Erase/write alternate" 3270 commands.
• 01110720: Fixed an issue where starting a new REXX script and rolling REXX log at the same time could cause a crash.

Fixes included in 11.5.3.1 (Problem #754)

• 00955219: Fixed an error which prevented the Rexx logging mechanism from logging after the first log file was filled.
• 00979501: Fixed a formatting issue with Rexx logs.

http://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=36415
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Fixes included in 11.5.3.0 (Problem #753)

• 00846099: Fixed an issue where Automation Point treated undefined COM ports as enabled.
• 00845743: Added security headers to the Notification Manager website to address the potential for cross-site attack

vulnerabilities.
• 00727312: Resolved severe slowdown when using TLS encryption under certain conditions.

Automation Point 11.5.2
Fixes included in 11.5.2.4 (Problem # 752)

• 00755495: Fixed an "access denied" error that appeared when FILE access security was used for sessions in combination
with domain groups. This error was caused by an unnecessary CA Automation Point requirement for the full security
context of a domain user. 

• You can now remotely close running Remote Viewer sessions. For more information, see Close Remote Viewer Sessions.

Fixes included in 11.5.2.3 (Problem #751)   

•  00726677: Fixed a premature script termination inside the distributed initialization script for MCS consoles (mcsinit.scr).
•  00721884: Fixed a false Out of memory error in GLV module.
•  Start Date and Time of running Rexx programs is now shown in "STOP REXX" window.

Fixes included in 11.5.2.2 (Problem #750)      

• 00530173: Added support for z/VSE r5.x console sessions.
• 00533960: Fixed VSE console sessions crashing after PAUSE/RESTART of Automation.

Fixes included in 11.5.2.1 (Problem #749)                                 

• 00506845: Fixed Remote Viewer access error due to the corrupted path. (Path was partially overwritten by the session's
title if the title was too long.)

Fixes included in 11.5.2.0 (Problem #748)

• 00463404: Fixed asorexx.exe processes not shutting down with AP Desktop when using VIO session for AXCREXX,
caused by axcrexx.exe being terminated before signal to shutdown running rexx programs was sent.

Automation Point 11.5.1
Fixes included in 11.5.1.5 (Problem #747)

• 00445524: Fixed a crash in the Remote Manager service caused by attempting to access a memory block used by the
Primary Control Mode feature after the memory block had already been released.

Fixes included in 11.5.1.4 (Problem #746)

• 00364004: Modified the MCS.SCR and MCSINIT.SCR files to search for the IEE187I message and allow the customer to
specify logon credentials for the MCS console if the LOGON(REQUIRED) statement was added to the console definition.
Also modified our internal console processing logic to avoid sending console commands and explicitly call the MCSINIT
script when the IEE187I message is displayed on the console (console logon prompt).

• Added support for the new Diffie-Hellman Group Exchange technique (packet type 34) for SSH. Some newer SSH servers
may not support the previous technique. Contact CA Technical Support for information on how to enable this feature. By
default, the old packet type (type 30) will be used.

Fixes included in 11.5.1.3 (Problem #745)

• 00367980: Updated the Remote Manager component to avoid costly reverse DNS lookups (when possible) during Remote
Viewer trusted remote hosts authentication.

• 00336154: Updated the apcmosi.rex sample program to remove the RxFuncQuery() workaround added to support earlier
versions of OOREXX. Starting with 4.2.0, the RxFuncQuery() OOREXX command now works as documented, causing the
apcmosi.rex program to return a "Routine not found" error (43).

• Modified the TN3270 logic to avoid throwing a CNS abend when a bad order is sent from the TN3270 controller.
• Added new HAF template file to match the latest HWMCAWIN.DLL file created by IBM (3-5-2016). Also updated all

HAF templates newer than 2005 to support the new ENDED HMC event.
• Command Dialog Recall enhancement: Allow session commands sent from the Command Dialog (either from the AP

Desktop or from a Remote Viewer client) to be cached for later recall. Pressing either the Up or Down arrow keys inside
the Command edit field on the Command Dialog will cause previously issued commands to be recalled for submission.
These cached commands will only be available for as long as the application (AP Desktop or Remote Viewer) is executing.

Fixes included in 11.5.1.2 (Problem #744)

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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• Modified the AP Desktop application to only use the in.deb debug message control file if it is either specified on the
axc2p.exe command line using the /i switch or specified in the Message control file edit field in the Debugging dialog
contained within the Configuration Manager application.

• Modified the ADDRESS AXC READBUF command to generate a return code of 3 if the wait time specified in the WAIT
parameter expires before a new message arrives in the message buffer.

• 00247716: Updated the EBCDIC/ASCII translation tables used by the OPS/AP Interface to properly translate the vertical
bar character.

• 00217130: Modified the ASOREXX program to pass the original command line to the REXX program instead of parsing
out each command line argument separately. Also updated the as400ctl.cmd program to allow the # character to be part of
an AS/400 message.

• Encrypt script file enhancement: Allow KEY and XKEY script statements to be converted into KEYENC and XKEYENC
statements that contain encrypted values.

Fixes included in 11.5.1.1 (Problem #742)

• 00233969: Issuing a power-on-reset (POR) to a disconnected VIO session (a VIO session without an underlying Windows
Command Prompt window) failed to recover the session.

Fixes included in 11.5.1.0 (Problem #741)

• 00218699: The stored password for the Notification Server user ID was being modified to remove trailing whitespace
characters. This was preventing passwords that ended with a space from working properly.

• 00094658 and 00150353: Selecting the MCSX value for the Advanced X-State Handling configuration option would cause
session automation to fail.

• Added the ability to select the type of keepalive packets sent to the iSeries TN5250 server. If the TN5250 server is also the
iSeries HMC, then the "Keep Alive Disabled" option must be selected.

• Allow TLS v1.0 connections to be established even when the "Allow Compromised Protocols" session setting is not
selected.

Automation Point 11.5.0
Fixes included in 11.5.0.8 (Problem #740)

• 00153232: Fixed random AP Desktop crash when Remote Viewer users disconnected. Also expanded PPQ VER command
buffer to handle extra text displayed when running a testfix.

• 00098358: Modified internal queue logic to avoid disconnecting Remote Viewer users when a temporary error is
encountered. Also modified the AP Desktop thread management logic to be more responsive.

• 00032168: Updated HAF template (2005_09_16_18_10_18) to address updates made by IBM to the format of an HMC
hardware message.

Fixes included in 11.5.0.7 (Problem #739)

• 00139186: Avoid deadlock when deleting action messages.
• 00096496: Modified the Remote Manager service to recover after the AP Desktop is shutdown to allow for the AP Desktop

to be restarted remotely.
• 00018210: Prevent iSeries HMC connections from encountering a prolonged X-SYSTEM wait state. Also added a TCP

keepalive to all connections initiated from the AP Desktop application.

Fixes included in 11.5.0.6 (Problem #736)

• 00081029: The ACKNOWLEDGEAP and ACKNOWLEDGEOPS options on the NMFIND.REX program were modified
to permit the use of a single quote in the TELL string of the notification text.

• Allow the Remote NM Setup program to run on Microsoft Windows Server 2012.
• Allow previously patched files to be skipped during the patch process without being flagged as errors.

Fixes included in 11.5.0.5 (Problem #735)

• 00042124: Allow notification messages than span multiple lines to be imported using the ADDRESS VOX NMIMPORT
command.

Fixes included in 11.5.0.4 (Problem #733)

• 00081061: Fixed problem with multi-line message indentation on the Merged Msg window. If a message was too long to
be displayed on a single line in the Merged Msg window, the remaining lines were not indented to line up with the first line
according to the length of the message prefix.

Fixes included in 11.5.0.3 (Problem #732)
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• 00045564: Added more message IDs to the list of messages displayed during NIP so that the console driver can detect
when the console is in NIP mode.

• 00061503: Fixed problem with applying schedule changes for individuals and groups from the NM Website. Attempting to
commit schedule changes would result in the changes not getting applied and no confirmation message.

Fixes included in 11.5.0.2 (Problem #730)

• Reject extra arguments for the ADDRESS GLV PURGE command.
• Fix ADDRESS GLV SELECT to accept only supported subcommands.
• Fix deadlock (HAN ABEND) on ADDRESS AXC SESSCMD "@EXIT" command.
• Added support to our SSH client for the CTR encryption cipher mode (aes128,aes192,aes256).
• Only log the "Found NULL in old screen image" ASOTRACE message if /tt trace flag is turned on.
• 22051128: Modified to allow 0xfe character to be part of the screen data on a TN5250 connection. Without this fix, the

screen would stop being drawn when the 0xfe character was found.
• 21936371: Prevent a previously deleted session definition from stopping the creation of a new session with the same name.

Fixes included in 11.5.0.1 (Problem #727)

• Fixed typo in OOREXX detection logic in the apcmosi.rex program.
• Poodle remediation.
• Fix bug introduced in AP115 that causes SSH_MSG_IGNORE messages to be sent to the host every 60 milliseconds

instead of every 60 seconds of inactivity.
• 21966092: Allow action messages captured from the built-in OPS session to be added to the action message table. This

allows the GETMSGI processor to retrieve these action messages and the DOM processor to DOM these messages.
• 22031560: Products Stop Working On Every log roll. Every two days, when the rules engine forced a log roll at midnight,

the AP Desktop would get into a deadlock condition and crash after 8 minutes.
• 21947161: Fix traceInMem exception caused by wrong number of vs-style parameters.
• 22004570: If multiple Remote Viewer clients request the same session window at nearly the same time, the Remote

Manager service would crash.
• 21936380: Under certain conditions, the Session Definition Set dialog within the Configuration Manager application would

not allow the user to enable a session.

2 Getting Started

An overview of features and basic use of the product.

The content in this section provides an overview of CA Automation Point and covers the following topics:

Note:

: The content found in this section is the same as the content previously found in the CA Automation Point Product Guide. The
content is now referred to as CA Automation Point Getting Started (available only on the CA Automation Point wiki).

 Getting Started Content Changes
The following content updates have been made since the last release:

The following content updates have been made since the last release:

• Changed the name of the CA Automation Point Product Guide to Getting Started (on the CA Automation Point wiki only)
• Updated the Web MV Interface in the The Web Message Viewer section
• Updated the Text-to-Speech section in Notification Methods
• Updated the Notification Website Architecture section in The Notification Website
• Updated the Notification Website Security section
• Updated the Notification Website Home Page section in The Notification Website

 First Steps
This section introduces you to . It is important that you feel comfortable with before you begin to use it.

This section introduces you to CA Automation Point. It is important that you feel comfortable with CA Automation Point
before you begin to use it.
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 Tasks Overview
lets you perform a variety of essential tasks in various management areas, which are discussed in the
following topics of this section:

CA Automation Point lets you perform a variety of essential tasks in various management areas, which are discussed in the
following topics of this section:

 Event Monitoring and Automation Tasks
In the areas of event monitoring and automation, you can do the following:

In the areas of event monitoring and automation, you can do the following:

• Manage events from multiple platforms and devices
• Consolidate management of all host consoles from different systems, platforms, and devices into a central point
• Increase system availability by automating systems management and problem detection, notification, and resolution
• Initiate and automate the entire IPL/IML process.
• Simultaneously view and automate the following:

• z/OS MCS consoles
• JES3 console sessions
• VTAM and CA Remote Console sessions
• VM and VSE console sessions
• TPF sessions
• iSeries (AS/S400) sessions
• Telnet, SSH, UNIX, LINUX, OpenVMS sessions

• Remotely view managed secured sessions from a Windows workstation through the Remote Viewer and the Web Message
Viewer

• Capture messages and events from the Windows Event log
• Handle automation requirements using rules. Rules can be message-, time-, or command-based
• Handle the management of complex automation applications using REXX programming
• Export a message during rules processing to a customer-written function using a rules keyword
• Enable session-level and user-level security by leveraging Windows file security

 Notification and Escalation Tasks
In the areas of notification and escalation, you can do the following:

In the areas of notification and escalation, you can do the following:

• Sound audible alarms when critical messages arise
• Automatically contact personnel over the telephone through sophisticated inbound and outbound voice communications, by

playing either pre-recorded or dynamically defined messages for notification or escalation of critical events
• Send notifications to numeric and alphanumeric paging devices
• Send messages to and receive replies from two-way paging devices
• Send notifications using the following methods:

• Email
• Text-to-speech technology to remote workstations with sound cards
• Implementation of notification policies through a secure notification website, excluding the need for REXX

programming
• Provide corporate-wide access through a secure notification website for maintaining personal notification data

 Interfacing Tasks with Other CA Products
Through an interface with CA NSM, you can do the following:

Through an interface with CA NSM, you can do the following:

• Create, manipulate, and delete objects in the CA NSM Common Object Repository
• Enable the communication of messages, commands, SNMP traps, and notification requests to and from the CA NSM Event

Management component
• Automatically populate icons on the CA NSM WorldView map that represent the CA Automation Point server and its

selected sessions
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• Directly interface with the CA OPS/MVS Multiple-System Facility (MSF) using TCP/IP communication technology

 Console Consolidation Tasks
Today, many companies find that their mission-critical computer systems are spread over several
locations. Even if your company is not particularly large, and has not grown by acquisition or merger,
you may have several data centers that are physically separated from each other and possibly distant from
some of the people who need to operate them.

Today, many companies find that their mission-critical computer systems are spread over several locations. Even if your
company is not particularly large, and has not grown by acquisition or merger, you may have several data centers that are
physically separated from each other and possibly distant from some of the people who need to operate them.

With CA Automation Point, operators can monitor messages across multiple heterogeneous host systems and display them in
a single focal point window for easy operator viewing. Operators are alerted to problems quickly, and actions can be taken to
reduce impact on affected systems before the problems escalate, saving both time and money.

How Console Consolidation Works

Using CA Automation Point, you could respond to the problem of multiple sites as follows:

• Consolidate alerts. Since you typically want to interact with a system in response to a problem, it is inefficient to have to
inspect each system for those problems. Collecting the alerts provides a starting point for managing your various systems
on a priority basis.

• Coordinate activity across systems. Your order entry system may be tightly tied to your distribution system. Responding
to a problem may require interacting quickly with more than one system to address the real problem plaguing your
enterprise.

• Use a centrlized notification application. When you need some outside expertise, you typically use your
telecommunication facilities to contact an expert - phone, pager, and so on. You should feed problems from all systems
into such a notification mechanism, not through a data center that happens to have the connection to your paging service
provider.

• Group systems by function or type. Once you have access to all of your enterprise, you can group systems in a fashion
meaningful to your site. You can group by a system type (such as z/OS, VAX, or UNIX), or you can group by the function
performed (such as all systems involved in your payroll system, or your billing system).

The following illustration shows a sample end result of this console consolidation (we will revisit this illustration later):

Multiple Monitored Systems

CA Automation Point can collect and consolidate messages from multiple software consoles. After you designate which
console sessions CA Automation Point controls, the product collects highlighted and non-highlighted messages from each
controlled session, displays each type of message in a separate window, and combines both types of messages in a single
Merged Msg window. Operators can be alerted to problems or changing conditions as follows:

• Displaying important messages in a variety of colors
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• Sounding audible alarms when critical messages appear
• Printing selected messages on the workstation printer to create a hardcopy log
• Preserving selected messages in log files
• Displaying selected system data graphically in real time through dedicated plot windows

Operators can issue commands directly to any connected host system. Because the product can be simultaneously connected to
multiple host systems, you can also coordinate activities among the systems or pass messages between them.

 Graphical User Interface for Configuration Tasks
Using a graphical user interface tool, you can do the following:

Using a graphical user interface tool, you can do the following:

• Specify session and communications settings
• Set customizable options for each component of CA Automation Point
• Obtain directed help through use of online guides and help systems provided in specific easy-to-use formats
• Use a directory structure that separates site-created or site-edited files from the files that are distributed with the product

 The Environment
provides event monitoring and automation to help you manage systems and operations at your data
center.

CA Automation Point provides event monitoring and automation to help you manage systems and operations at your data
center.

Primary Monitoring Capabilities

The primary monitoring capabilities provided by CA Automation Point include:

• Watching for organized data streams of information referred to as messages
• Processing messages through user-specified predefined rules
• Sending commands to platforms under the product's control (often in response to the processed messages' need to initiate

an action)

CA Automation Point Servers

The number of CA Automation Point servers you choose to run depends on the following:

• The location of the monitored platforms
• The number of platforms monitored
• The quantity of message or data stream activity
• The extent you use the product's notification capabilities
• Your need for backups to the CA Automation Point servers
• The processor speed and size of RAM on each workstation

Common Platforms

The following illustration shows the common platforms (and other externally generated data streams) that CA Automation
Point is capable of monitoring. It also shows the various services used by the product for notifying data center personnel of
problems, securing product functions, or remotely accessing the CA Automation Point servers.
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 Components
The following components work together to provide automation, event monitoring, and notification
capabilities.

The following CA Automation Point components work together to provide automation, event monitoring, and notification
capabilities.

• CA Automation Point Desktop
Displays and manages CA Automation Point sessions using your workstation's graphical user interface

• Configuration Manager
Enables you to configure various CA Automation Point functions and services. It is composed of two interfaces:

• The Wizard Interface, which you can use to initially set up your site configuration
• The Expert Interface, which you can use to fine tune CA Automation Point

• Notification Server
Services all notification requests from the VOX client command environment, manages the interaction of the VOX
environment with the workstation's notification facilities (voice card, paging services, and email), and returns result
information to the VOX client command environment.

• VOX Client
Provides remote connectivity from one CA Automation Point Server to the Notification Server component running on
another remote CA Automation Point server machine.

• Notification Manager
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Helps you implement automated notification policies in your operations. Notification methods can include paging, email,
text-to-speech, voice notification, solicitation of input through DTMF tones, pre-recorded messages, message forwarding,
and combinations of these functions.

• PPQs
Provides a means for REXX programs to communicate with each other even if they are running on different computers.

• Notification Website
Lets you to manage (create, edit, view, and delete) the methods, contacts, schedules, and login names used with
Notification Manager.

• Web Message Viewer
Provides a common, remotely accessible message window from which you can view all of the messages received and
processed through rules by CA Automation Point in as close to real time as possible.

• Remote Viewer
Provides access to sessions that are managed by CA Automation Point from a remote workstation.

• Speech Notification Client
Receives text-to-speech notification requests that are sent from the CA Automation Point server machine.

 Interfaces to Companion Products
The following interfaces to companion CA products can be installed with .

The following interfaces to companion CA products can be installed with CA Automation Point.

CA OPS/MVS Interface

The CA OPS/MVS Interface supplies a direct interface to the CA OPS/MVS Multiple-System Facility (MSF) using TCP/IP
communication technology. MSF can be used to interface with multiple copies of the product running on different z/OS images
(such as z/OS and z/OS.e), and offers two-way communication using CAICCI services.

CA NSM WorldView Map Interface

Through its WorldView Map, CA NSM provides ways to manage complex enterprise environments on a high level. Using
the ADDRESS TNG environment, you can access the objects contained in the Common Object Repository for CA NSM and
perform various management tasks.

CA NSM Event Manager Interface

The Event Traffic Controller provides an interface between CA Automation Point and the Event Manager component of CA
NSM, letting you control the flow of event traffic between the two products.

Note:  These interfaces do not need to be installed on the CA Automation Point server machine if CA NSM is already installed
on the machine.

 Monitoring Enterprise Systems
Today's eBusiness applications are often complex and deployed in multi-tier, multiplatform
configurations. Due to mergers and acquisitions, independent business units, and the heterogeneous
nature of a corporation's computer platforms, today's businesses often find that their mission critical
computer systems are spread over several locations. In addition, business transactions are increasingly
initiated through the Internet. All of this creates the need for an efficient, simplified approach to
enterprise management. provides a response to that need with intelligent, single-point monitoring of
disparate platforms and application servers, along with outstanding notification capabilities.

Today's eBusiness applications are often complex and deployed in multi-tier, multiplatform configurations. Due to mergers
and acquisitions, independent business units, and the heterogeneous nature of a corporation's computer platforms, today's
businesses often find that their mission critical computer systems are spread over several locations. In addition, business
transactions are increasingly initiated through the Internet. All of this creates the need for an efficient, simplified approach to
enterprise management. CA Automation Point provides a response to that need with intelligent, single-point monitoring of
disparate platforms and application servers, along with outstanding notification capabilities.

CA Automation Point provides this solution by supporting connections to a variety of host systems and consolidates them to a
single workstation desktop. It simplifies your complex environment by focusing on your specific monitoring needs through the
flexibility provided by its outboard automation feature.

In addition to its automation features, CA Automation Point has a suite of notification capabilities, including paging,
telephone, email, and text-to-speech, as well as network message pop-ups. For more information about notification and the
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Notification Manager aspects of CA Automation Point, refer to those sections. This section focuses on outboard automation,
which is the basis for the complete solution that CA Automation Point offers.

Related information:

 Outboard Automation
Two types of automation-inboard and outboard-must be implemented to monitor systems most
efficiently. Inboard automation is performed locally and involves actions on the local platform. Outboard
automation provides a much more comprehensive type of automation that targets exceptions and the
most critical problems. Outboard automation does not replace inboard automation, but complements it.
Inboard automation products such as CA OPS/MVS on the z/OS platform can manage 90% or more of all
messages, leaving exceptions and critical messages that require further analysis and action for outboard
automation. Outboard automation is a primary feature of .

Two types of automation-inboard and outboard-must be implemented to monitor systems most efficiently. Inboard automation
is performed locally and involves actions on the local platform. Outboard automation provides a much more comprehensive
type of automation that targets exceptions and the most critical problems. Outboard automation does not replace inboard
automation, but complements it. Inboard automation products such as CA OPS/MVS on the z/OS platform can manage 90% or
more of all messages, leaving exceptions and critical messages that require further analysis and action for outboard automation.
Outboard automation is a primary feature of CA Automation Point.

The following illustration depicts the inboard/outboard automation concept:

 

 

As you read the following sections and view the illustrations, keep in mind the following questions concerning CA Automation
Point and its outboard automation capabilities.

• Can CA Automation Point connect to all of the platforms that need to be monitored? How do you make these connections?
• Can CA Automation Point control mainframe HMC (processor) consoles as well as operator consoles?
• Can CA Automation Point manage non-CPU devices such as computer room environmental systems through RS232

connections?
• How are host console images displayed and controlled by CA Automation Point?
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• Can you use CA Automation Point to replace and consolidate existing consoles?
• Can CA Automation Point analyze and respond to events that occur on the hosts it is connected to?
• Can CA Automation Point read console messages, run them though automation for possible action, and issue commands to

the various host systems where necessary? If so, how does it do this?
• Does CA Automation Point allow remote access so that you can monitor the various hosts from a dial-up connection or

web browser?
• Can you issue remote commands to control the hosts?
• What kind of authentication is required before permitting remote access, and how is that security administered?

When you have finished reading this set of content, you not only will have learned the answers to these specific questions, but
you also will be aware of a solution to the broader problem of how to simplify the complexity of your enterprise environment
and meet your monitoring needs.

 Connections Under CA Automation Point
correlates and consolidates events and coordinates actions across mainframe systems, distributed systems,
and non-IT devices. You can connect the workstation on which runs to a system almost anywhere that
you would connect a terminal as a processor console, software console, VTAM terminal, or workstation.
monitors systems through remote connections to those systems. The remote connection to the monitored
system is normally through a bisynchronous or asynchronous physical connection or a LAN connection.
Once connected, can be set up to monitor the system data stream, or it can function solely as a terminal
emulator. These connections are referred to as sessions.

CA Automation Point correlates and consolidates events and coordinates actions across mainframe systems, distributed
systems, and non-IT devices. You can connect the workstation on which CA Automation Point runs to a system almost
anywhere that you would connect a terminal as a processor console, software console, VTAM terminal, or workstation. CA
Automation Point monitors systems through remote connections to those systems. The remote connection to the monitored
system is normally through a bisynchronous or asynchronous physical connection or a LAN connection. Once connected,
CA Automation Point can be set up to monitor the system data stream, or it can function solely as a terminal emulator. These
connections are referred to as sessions.

Related information:

 Session Types
A session is a link to a host console or to a function. displays each session in its own window. There are
two types of sessions.

A session is a link to a host console or to a CA Automation Point function. CA Automation Point displays each session in its
own window. There are two types of sessions.

• Terminal emulator sessions
• CA Automation Point function windows

Note: The session window is for the convenience of the operator. CA Automation Point can automate the session without a
window.

Terminal Emulator Sessions

Using terminal emulator sessions, you can view various host console screens from windows on your workstation. You can
configure CA Automation Point sessions in multiple ways, so your session configurations can reflect the tasks an operator
currently needs to perform. A CA Automation Point workstation can have multiple terminal emulator sessions running on
it concurrently. You can define these sessions for your site, and then monitor and control them from CA Automation Point
windows.

Function Windows

CA Automation Point function windows let you view different types of information from windows. You use these windows to
monitor and control CA Automation Point processing. For example, you can use a window to view and act upon highlighted
messages displayed by the host console.

 Connection Types
supports a wide variety of simultaneous connections to both mainframe systems and asynchronous-type
host systems without requiring any software to be installed on the host system.
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CA Automation Point supports a wide variety of simultaneous connections to both mainframe systems and asynchronous-type
host systems without requiring any software to be installed on the host system.

The following list shows the connections available with CA Automation Point. Note that the connection type affects how CA
Automation Point communicates to the monitored host and how it detects messages.

3270

• TN3270 session - TCP/IP connection to a TN3270 server

Asynchronous

• RS-232 Session - cable connection, through serial (com) port
• Telnet session - TCP/IP connection
• SSH session - TCP/IP connection

Windows Command Prompt

• VIO session - Virtual I/O connection

If your system can communicate through one of the connections that are illustrated above, CA Automation Point can
communicate with your system. For example, suppose that you want to know if CA Automation Point can connect to an
AIX system. Or you have a system with an HP2625 terminal on its console, and you want to know if CA Automation Point
can automate that system. Look at the connections in the illustration; if the particular system that you want to connect to CA
Automation Point can communicate using one of the methods listed, then your answer is yes.

The following sections provide quick reference lists of console types and terminal types that CA Automation Point supports.

Console Types

CA Automation Point can control the following types of consoles:

• Asynchronous consoles, including VAX, Tandem, and DataFrame consoles
• MCS consoles
• JES3 consoles
• Sessions for CA Remote Console
• Sysplex consoles
• TPF consoles - 3270 and asynchronous
• VM consoles
• VSE consoles

Terminal Types

The following lists describe the kinds of terminal emulation that you can use for your sessions.

3270 Sessions

• 3278 Model 2 (24x80
• 3278 Model 3 (32x80)
• 3278 Model 4 (43x80)
• 3278 Model 5 (27x132)
• 3279 Model 2 (24x80)
• 3279 Model 3 (32x80)
• 3279 Model 4 (43x80)
• 3279 Model 5 (27x132)

Asynchronous Sessions

• Tandem 6530 (conversational or block mode)
• VT52 terminal emulation
• VT100 terminal emulation
• VT320 terminal emulation
• An asynchronous (ASCII TTY) terminal

Windows Command Prompt Sessions

• VIO

TN3270E Connection Support
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One of the principle functions of CA Automation Point is to provide outboard monitoring and automation of mainframe
systems. This is done by establishing 3270 connections to the mainframe host.

To meet connectivity requirements for currently supported 3270 console controllers, CA Automation Point provides native
support for TN3270E connections.

 Session Configuration
You can easily configure your sessions using the Session Definition Sets dialog in the Configuration
Manager graphical user interface. Defaults are incorporated into the dialogs, and if you omit a value for
an option that is required, you are reminded before you leave the dialog. What's This? help is available for
fields to help you choose among optional values.

You can easily configure your sessions using the Session Definition Sets dialog in the Configuration Manager graphical user
interface. Defaults are incorporated into the dialogs, and if you omit a value for an option that is required, you are reminded
before you leave the dialog. What's This? help is available for fields to help you choose among optional values.

 Remote Access
Remote access capabilities are of great value to your data center, particularly at these times:

Remote access capabilities are of great value to your data center, particularly at these times:

• When the proximity of the CA Automation Point Server to monitored systems (when direct connections are used) or to
telephony equipment makes human access inconvenient

• When an operator control room is geographically separated from the enterprise servers, including CA Automation Point
servers

CA Automation Point supports secured remote access to any of the systems to which it is connected-even across multiple CA
Automation Point servers-providing geographic and off-hours flexibility for operator access to systems.

This section provides information about the following topics:

 The Remote Viewer
The Remote Viewer lets you access and control sessions that are running on workstations at remote sites.
Through a TCP/IP connection, the Remote Viewer enables one or more users to simultaneously connect
up to 200 sessions from any number of engines connected to the network. The Remote Viewer is a
separately installable client component. It provides session-level security, logon, and auditing capabilities
by mapping sessions to Windows file security.

The CA Automation Point Remote Viewer lets you access and control sessions that are running on CA Automation Point
workstations at remote sites. Through a TCP/IP connection, the Remote Viewer enables one or more users to simultaneously
connect up to 200 sessions from any number of CA Automation Point engines connected to the network. The Remote Viewer
is a separately installable client component. It provides session-level security, logon, and auditing capabilities by mapping
sessions to Windows file security.

You can perform the following actions with the Remote Viewer:

• Remotely view CA Automation Point host sessions
• Send commands to monitored CA Automation Point sessions
• Shut down and restart CA Automation Point remotely
• Submit REXX programs for execution on the CA Automation Point server machine

The following diagram shows how each remote viewer simultaneously displays sessions from each host.
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After you are connected to the CA Automation Point Server, you can choose any session or window to view. You can display
multiple windows on your remote PC all at one time. Essentially, you can recreate the CA Automation Point server windows
that are on a remote machine.

 The Web Message Viewer
Contents

Contents

The Web Message Viewer (Web MV) is a web-based message-oriented application for viewing managed CA Automation
Point sessions. It uses TCP/IP to connect to the CA Automation Point server, and is accessible from any machine running a
Java-enabled Web browser. Since the applet runs in a web browser, there is no need for CA Automation Point software on
your machine.

You can use the Web MV application to select which CA Automation Point sessions to monitor.

Web MV provides a common, remotely accessible message window that lets you view all of the messages received by CA
Automation Point in as close to real time as possible. These include not only the messages received from CA Automation
Point-managed sessions, but also messages generated by CA Automation Point.

In addition to viewing CA Automation Point messages, you can also use Web MV to access detailed information about each
message, separated into logical columns and displayed according to your specification. You can also specify the number of
messages you want to store in a database, and scroll back as far as you need to view previous messages.

With Web MV, you can also:

• Set the visual attributes of messages (including color and font)
• Set the visual attributes of session windows (including background color, columns, and size)
• Send commands to monitored sessions
• Issue CA Automation Point DOM requests for action messages

How Web MV Works

The following illustration shows how Web MV works:

 

 

1. You request the Web MV HTML page through the client Web browser.
2. From this page, you download and launch the Web MV application.
3. The Web MV application uses TCP/IP to connect to the CA Automation Point server from which it was launched.
4. You select which CA Automation Point sessions to monitor.
5. TCP/IP is used to transport both HTML page requests and messages captured from web-enabled CA Automation Point

sessions.

The Web MV Interface

The main window of the Web MV interface has three separate areas:

• The Action Messages table, which displays DOMable action messages
• The Normal Messages table, which displays action and normal messages
• The Command area, which you can use to issue session commands
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 How Remote Access Provides Flexibility
The following graphic expands upon the preceding console consolidation illustration, showing you the
flexibility achieved through remote access to any of the consoles on any of your data centers.

The following graphic expands upon the preceding console consolidation illustration, showing you the flexibility achieved
through remote access to any of the consoles on any of your data centers.

 Security
With the Remote Viewer and Web MV you have a great deal of concentrated power. To secure that
power, validates both the Remote Viewer and Web MV through the use of the Remote Manager service,
which is a CA-provided service that runs on Windows. You can select your level of security, either by
specifying a list of trusted hosts (including localhost for Web MV), or through user login security (either
no user security or Windows security).

With the Remote Viewer and Web MV you have a great deal of concentrated power. To secure that power, CA Automation
Point validates both the Remote Viewer and Web MV through the use of the Remote Manager service, which is a CA-provided
service that runs on Windows. You can select your level of security, either by specifying a list of trusted hosts (including
localhost for Web MV), or through user login security (either no user security or Windows security).

You select the level of security using the Remote Viewing dialog in Configuration Manager.

User Login Security

CA Automation Point uses the following security levels for remote access.

• No User Security
If you choose No User Security for login security, the user login (ID and password) is not verified. Session-level security is
determined by the value set in the Permission Level field for your session.

• Windows Security
Choosing Windows Security for login security means that you want to use the Windows security system to enforce
user access privileges. The user login is verified on the host machine or domain, if specified. Session-level security is
determined by the value set in the Permission Level field for your session. Session-level security by user is optionally
determined by mapping session permissions to file permissions.

 How CA Automation Point Automates the IPL Process
A crucial capability related to outboard automation is the ability to automate the IPL process.

A crucial capability related to outboard automation is the ability to automate the IPL process.

CA Automation Point can display and automate the startup process for mainframe or distributed systems. Inboard automation
applications (like CA OPS/MVS on z/OS) cannot control these startup processes because their environment is not available
until the operating system has completed its startup.
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CA Automation Point can establish and controlsoftware console full-screen sessions with the mainframe. This capability
lets CA Automation Point initiate and automate (from the software console) the IML/IPL process. For CMOS mainframe
processors, CA Automation Point Point can initiate the IML/IPL process through a distributed REXX program. This
program communicates, through SNMP, requested IML/IPL functions to the CMOS processors-just as the HMC (Hardware
Management Console) GUI application does.

 Monitoring HMC
You can monitor the Hardware Management Consoles (HMC) at your site through the Hardware
Automation Facility (HAF) feature. HAF extends use of the HMC, moving in step with the IBM vision
for the future of systems consoles. HAF collects all event and status, hardware-related messages sent to
an IBM or Amdahl (Fujitsu IT Holdings) HMC from a CMOS processor.

You can monitor the Hardware Management Consoles (HMC) at your site through the CA Automation Point Hardware
Automation Facility (HAF) feature. HAF extends CA Automation Point use of the HMC, moving in step with the IBM vision
for the future of systems consoles. HAF collects all event and status, hardware-related messages sent to an IBM or Amdahl
(Fujitsu IT Holdings) HMC from a CMOS processor.

Even though the HMC is intended to provide an easy-to-use GUI interface, an operator must still drive the process. HAF
actively monitors the HMC at your site, and you can use an asynchronous/memory session to view the messages that CA
Automation Point receives. In addition to monitoring these messages from the HMC, you can write rules against these
messages and use a REXX program distributed with CA Automation Point to direct your HMC to take actions.

HAF is easily configurable, using the same Configuration Manager GUI available for configuration of other CA Automation
Point interfaces.

The following is an illustration of a HAF window collecting consolidated hardware messages from your HMCs.

 Event Management
Today's requirements for managing your enterprise include detecting and monitoring events, data,
messages, and alerts across multiple systems; evaluating these events; and controlling and coordinating
the states and actions of multiple hardware machines, software, and people across place and time. This
sounds like a difficult objective to attain, but can help you achieve a high level of system availability that
is critical to eBusiness success.

Today's requirements for managing your enterprise include detecting and monitoring events, data, messages, and alerts
across multiple systems; evaluating these events; and controlling and coordinating the states and actions of multiple hardware
machines, software, and people across place and time. This sounds like a difficult objective to attain, but CA Automation Point
can help you achieve a high level of system availability that is critical to eBusiness success.

Related information:

 Availability Management
The term availability in this context means managing system events through a single point of control,
suppressing non-essential events, and bringing disparate platforms together. It means increased
productivity and reduced down-time, and systems running when and where they should, saving time
and money. The term availability management is increasingly associated with event automation tools,
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especially when these tools improve uptime percentages for eBusiness and other traditional online
applications.

The term availability in this context means managing system events through a single point of control, suppressing non-
essential events, and bringing disparate platforms together. It means increased productivity and reduced down-time, and
systems running when and where they should, saving time and money. The term availability management is increasingly
associated with event automation tools, especially when these tools improve uptime percentages for eBusiness and other
traditional online applications.

 Automation
Event management through automation is the key to providing availability across systems. An event is an
occurrence on your system at a particular place and time. Messages transmitted by an application, system,
or device typify events in particular ways so that they can be managed. Through automation, you can
suppress the non-essential messages, while at the same time act upon messages that require response. In
addition, by using predefined corrective actions and notification techniques, you can respond proactively
to problems and resolve them quickly.

Event management through automation is the key to providing availability across systems. An event is an occurrence on your
system at a particular place and time. Messages transmitted by an application, system, or device typify events in particular
ways so that they can be managed. Through automation, you can suppress the non-essential messages, while at the same time
act upon messages that require response. In addition, by using predefined corrective actions and notification techniques, you
can respond proactively to problems and resolve them quickly.

CA Automation Point manages events by performing these operations:

• Detection-Monitors events, data, messages, and alerts
• Analysis-Evaluates and correlates the events it detects
• Action-Responds to events with predetermined actions such as:

• Suppressing, highlighting, and rewording messages
• Performing recovery procedures
• Starting and stopping tasks of other resources
• Restarting jobs, processes, or other resources

• Notification-Notifies personnel through various policies and procedures using the following:

• Numeric and alphanumeric paging
• Email
• Text-to-speech audio messages
• Windows popup messages
• Voice:

• Respond to queries through telephone keypad entries
• Play prerecorded or dynamically built voice messages
• Record and forward of voice messages

The following illustration shows how this process works:
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The following sections describe how CA Automation Point manages events through rules, REXX programming, and
integration with external event collection systems:

 Automating Through Rules
Through rules, automates system tasks by managing messages and variables. Each rule specifies a
message, group of messages, or time interval to which responds. The rules language allows to detect and
respond to system conditions automatically. Executing efficiently and using little system overhead, rules
can handle about 80 percent of your automation needs, including automation for most time-sensitive
operator tasks and for most message responses. Your rules can respond directly to system events or can
invoke a script or a REXX program to further automate tasks.

Through rules, CA Automation Point automates system tasks by managing messages and variables. Each rule specifies a
message, group of messages, or time interval to which CA Automation Point responds. The CA Automation Point rules
language allows CA Automation Point to detect and respond to system conditions automatically. Executing efficiently and
using little system overhead, rules can handle about 80 percent of your automation needs, including automation for most time-
sensitive operator tasks and for most message responses. Your rules can respond directly to system events or can invoke a CA
Automation Point script or a REXX program to further automate tasks.

Through the CA Automation Point rules language, a variety of events can be specified for detection. When an event is
detected, a rule can specify the action to be taken. This action can be as simple as issuing commands to the host system or
displaying messages to an operator. An action can also include notifying someone to work on a problem by turning an icon red
on the CA NSM WorldView Map or by calling, paging, or emailing someone. For more complex actions, you can specify a
rule that initiates a REXX program.

Note: You can also send messages to the CA NSM Event Console to further consolidate information about critical events.

Rule Types

CA Automation Point uses three types of rules:

• Message rules that tell CA Automation Point what action to take when a specified message appears on a console
• Time rules that tell CA Automation Point what action to take when a specified time or time interval occurs
• Command rules tell CA Automation Point what action to take when a user issues a specified command to a console

You can use the CA Automation Point rules action keywords to trigger a variety of actions. These actions occur in real time to
control ongoing event management activity (such as logging and display). You can also use the REXX programming language
and a rich set of command environments provided by CA Automation Point to perform a variety of complex tasks, including:

• Taking complex conditional actions with respect to event management
• Automatically issuing commands to connected systems
• Retrieving or storing data relevant to a REXX procedure
• Interfacing with the CA NSM WorldView Map and Event Console
• Interfacing with CA OPS/MVS
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• Using the rich set of CA Automation Point notification services

Rules Processing

Rules are loaded when CA Automation Point starts. Rules are then compiled for optimal runtime performance and checked for
syntax errors. You can:

• Define rules for specific sessions.
• Write a rule or REXX program to reload rules dynamically without stopping and restarting CA Automation Point or

disrupting monitoring activity. Loading an alternate set of rules from a different rules file may be useful as your workload
changes from shift to shift.

For each automated session, CA Automation Point starts a rules processor to monitor the message stream for that session.
Multiple, automated sessions are monitored concurrently by multiple rules processors. Each rules processor monitors the
events defined in a common rules file.

Rules Actions

CA Automation Point provides various action capabilities that can be triggered by rules processing to control the following
types of activity:

• Synchronous activity that occurs and must complete in real time with the processing of each message
• Asynchronous activities set up in real time, but which do not restrict ongoing message processing

The action capabilities can be grouped into the following categories:

• Display actions that control ongoing attributes of the CA Automation Point depiction of monitored systems.These include
the coloring, highlighting or lowlighting, prefixing, and rewording of received messages and controlling whether the
received message is displayed in theCA Automation Point Merged Msg window.

• Logging actions that control the logging and printing of received messages.These actions control whether the message is
sent to the CA Automation Point message log file or whether the message is printed on the local printer.

• Notification actions that control the following:

• Notifying local operators with auditory alarming when a given event occurs
• Issuing messages to either an operator or the automation log
• Notifying someone remotely through Notification Manager
• Forwarding messages, session information, or other user-specified data to the CA NSM Event Console

• Automation actions,which act as triggers and constraints on the execution of rules.In addition to the primary rule types of
message pattern matching and time-of-day,you can use actions to do the following:

• Control time intervals for rule execution
• Control the maximum number of times a rule may execute absolutely
• Control the maximum number of times a rule may execute in a fixed time interval

Note: Conditional rule activity can also be controlled by data comparison.
• System event actions that let you automatically issue commands to:

• The operating system of monitored systems
• Applications running on monitored systems
• The operating system of the CA Automation Point workstation
• Reply to WTORs on monitored systems
• Dynamically write and read status variables
• Run basic command sequences to configure the behavior of monitored systems
• Run complex procedural activity
• Write messages or other important data to a Program-to-Program Queue (PPQ) for processing by a REXX program on

the same or another workstation

 Automating with REXX Programs
supports automation procedures written in the SAA-compliant REXX programming language. When
responding to a message or automating a task requires a complex series of operator actions, you can write
a REXX program to manage the response. Then, you can write a rule to invoke the REXX program at
some specific time or whenever a specific message appears.

CA Automation Point supports automation procedures written in the SAA-compliant REXX programming language. When
responding to a message or automating a task requires a complex series of operator actions, you can write a REXX program to
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manage the response. Then, you can write a CA Automation Point rule to invoke the REXX program at some specific time or
whenever a specific message appears.

REXX programs can automate long, command-intensive procedures such as logically partitioning a mainframe processor and
IPLing the partitions. REXX programs also excel at automating the following tasks:

• Performing complex procedures to determine the proper response to a message
• Retrieving all of the information needed for automation

Either the operator or a CA Automation Point rule can start a REXX program.

Note: For more information about REXX programs, see the Administrator Guide.

Uses of REXX Procedures

Through CA Automation Point, either you or your rules can initiate REXX programs to:

• Execute more complex automation logic when an automation task is too big for rules alone to handle, or when the
automation task must include a wait.

• Automate consoles that CA Automation Point does not directly support.
• Notify someone through voice, paging, or e-mail to resolve a problem or address an outstanding situation.

Command Environments

To enhance the usefulness of REXX-and CA Automation Point connectivity to other hardware and software, CA Automation
Point allows lets your REXX programs access special command environments, including the following:

• ADDRESS AXC
Used to communicate within the CA Automation Point environment and the console windows. This is the default
environment for issuing command processors specific to CA Automation Point.

• ADDRESS CMD
Used to execute operating system commands.

• ADDRESS GLV (global variables)
Lets you to store status values while CA Automation Point is running in order to maintain consistent data across restarts.

• ADDRESS OPS
Involves interaction with the CA OPS/MVS interface.

• ADDRESS PPQ (Program-to-program queues)
Used for queuing information between processes and remote systems. It can be used locally and over a network.

• ADDRESS TNG
Involves interaction with CA NSM using the CA NSM WorldView and Event Management interfaces.

• ADDRESS VOX
Involves inbound and outbound voice processing, paging, and email.

Note:  For information about accessing various command environments from REXX programs, see the Reference Guide.

 Integration with External Event Collection Systems
This section describes how integrating with external event collection systems allows flexibility in your
data center:

This section describes how integrating with external event collection systems allows flexibility in your data center:

 

 CA OPS/MVS Interface
To simplify message-handling, we recommend that you use a mainframe-based automation product, such
as CA OPS/MVS, to perform the following tasks:

To simplify CA Automation Point message-handling, we recommend that you use a mainframe-based automation product,
such as CA OPS/MVS, to perform the following tasks:

• Limit much of the message traffic to the master console by either suppressing a message entirely or using route codes to
limit the number of consoles displaying the message. This is especially important for highlighted messages.

• Monitor the status of the WTO buffers and clear the buffers if they begin to fill up. Sample rules are available for CA OPS/
MVS for this purpose. (This is not necessary for RCS sessions, because CA Remote Console does not allow the buffers to
fill up.)
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The CA Automation Point ADDRESS OPS command environment provides the outbound communication to CA OPS/MVS
for the interface. The interface lets you perform the following outbound communication tasks:

• Send CA Automation Point messages to CA OPS/MVS
• Execute commands from CA OPS/MVS
• Execute REXX programs or TSO commands under an OSF TSO server on a CA OPS/MVS system
• Return a list of CA OPS/MVS systems currently defined to CA Automation Point with their current status

The CA Automation Point to CA OPS/MVS Interface also supports inbound communication from CA OPS/MVS. Using this
interface, you can initiate the following tasks from CA OPS/MVS:

• Send WTO messages directly to CA Automation Point rules processing
• Invoke REXX programs on the CA Automation Point workstation
• Trigger NMFIND (notification) requests
• Issue PPQ WRITE commands from CA Automation Point

 Interfacing with CA NSM
Contents

Contents

Interfacing with CA NSM components is easier than ever. Even if you do not purchase CA NSM, CA Automation Point ships
with CA Common Services (CCS), which provides components necessary to monitor particular types of events.

Through integration with CA Common Services, CA Automation Point offers you these additional benefits:

• The CA NSM command environment lets you store objects that represent the systems, and resources that are monitored
by CA Automation Point, in the CA NSM Common Object Repository. It also enables you to display these objects and
resources on the WorldView Map.

• The Remote Viewer lets you view and enter commands to CA Automation Point monitored sessions from a wide variety of
remote Windows desktop or server operating systems. You can also launch the Remote Viewer from an icon that represents
a system that is managed by CA Automation Point on the WorldView Map.

• The CA Automation Point Event Traffic Controller enables you to use messages, events, commands, and requests for
actions to communicate between CA Automation Point and the CA NSM Event Manager component.

Using the CA NSM Command Environment

Through its WorldView Map, CA NSM provides a new mechanism for the high-level management of complex enterprise
environments. CA Automation Point can directly participate in this process from the interface through the methods described
below.

The ADDRESS TNG environment provides a REXX-based programming interface to the objects contained in the Common
Object Repository. This interface enables you to do the following:

• Create new objects
• Read and write values into properties of existing objects
• Set a color associated with an object based on the severity level of the problem
• List all objects that belong to a specific class
• Delete existing objects
• Place objects that represent resources monitored by CA Automation Point into the CA NSM Business Process Views

Using the ADDRESS TNG environment, you can graphically depict the activity that is being conducted by CA Automation
Point on the WorldView Map. For example, you could create an object to represent each system that is being monitored by CA
Automation Point and, using a combination of rules and REXX, turn an icon different colors based on various changes in the
state of the managed session-such as a communication failure turning the icon red.

In this discussion, a system is referred to as both an object and an icon. When referred to as an object, the system relates to the
Common Object Repository, or database. When referred to as an icon, the system relates to the WorldView Map.

New CA Automation Point users may want to use the ADDRESS TNG environment to place system icons on the WorldView
Map and to update their statuses. When applications gain sophistication, CA Automation Point and CA NSM provide greater
flexibility in the extent of monitoring and follow-up actions for items placed on the map.

Launching the Remote Viewer

From the WorldView map, you can launch the CA Automation Point Remote Viewer (also known as APVIEW) to display
the console of a system that is experiencing a problem. This capability is useful when you have an icon on the WorldView
Map that represents a system and the color of the icon has turned yellow or red, indicating a warning or critical state. You can
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use the CA Automation Point ADDRESS TNG environment to set the severity level of the system object. The severity level
determines the color of the icon.

The following illustration shows how you launch the Remote Viewer to display the console of a system:

Note: A significant benefit of the Remote Viewer is that you can customize the right-click menu for the system icons to launch
the Remote Viewer to view the console for that system.

The Remote Viewer is distributed on the CA Automation Point DVD and can be installed separately from the rest of the
product on any Windows workstation, including workstations that run the WorldView Map. (There are no licensing restrictions
as to the number of workstations on which the Remote Viewer can be installed.)

The Remote Viewer also provides you with both logon and session-level security.

The Event Traffic Controller

The Event Traffic Controller provides an interface between CA Automation Point and the CA NSM Event Manager
component, enabling you to control the flow of event traffic between the two products. It is a set of programs that gather events
from and forward events to CA NSM Event Manager. It can be likened to an air traffic controller system, in that it obtains a list
of events, like flights, and routes or reroutes them to their destinations. The Event Traffic Controller provides the following:

• Bidirectional message passing
• SNMP capabilities for CA Automation Point
• Notification capabilities for CA NSM Event Manager

Both CA Automation Point and CA NSM Event Manager enable you to monitor and process system events. Both products
provide event capture and viewing capabilities, along with message matching and the ability to perform automated actions on
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selected system events. Both products also enable you to monitor the Windows event logs. However, each product has its own
particular strengths regarding event processing, which are noted in the following sections.

CA Automation Point Strengths

Enables the capture of z/OS console messages and the communication of commands back to z/OS

Enables the automation of systems to which it is connected, eliminating the need to install the product on each system that is to
be managed

Provides automated notification policies and procedures through voice, paging, and email services

Provides screen capture facilities that enable your custom automation applications to extract relevant events from arbitrary text
streams

CA NSM Event Manager Event Processing Strengths

Enables events and actions to be defined using a graphical user interface (GUI)

Enables message forwarding between multiple copies of Event Manager to be set up using a GUI, simplifying the process of
defining a site policy for the management of numerous UNIX and Windows systems

Provides the ability to capture, forward, and act upon SNMP traps

Enables the viewing of all events across the enterprise through the Event Management Console

Choosing Your Event Management Tool

Considering the strengths of CA Automation Point and CA NSM Event Manager, you must determine the following:

• Which product should capture a particular event?
• Which product can resolve the event most efficiently?
• Which product provides the interface that is best suited for the desired operator action?
• Where will an operator perform most of his or her system interactions (distributed system or mainframe system)?

The Event Traffic Controller leverages the strengths of each product, providing new and extended functionality for
unparalleled enterprise-wide automation.

Configuring the Event Traffic Controller

You can easily configure the Event Traffic Controller using Configuration Manager. From the Event Traffic Configuration
dialog, do the following:

• Enable or disable a given CA NSM event type.
• Specify the CA NSM hosts you want to process.
• Turn logging on or off for a given event type.
• Forward all CA Automation Point messages to CA NSM by default.
• Control performance metrics, including the frequency of event polling.
• Modify the session definition.
• Add rules for the session.

 How You Collect Information from the Windows Event Log
You can collect information from the Windows event log by enabling it to be monitored through
Configuration Manager. Alternatively, you can use the Event Traffic Controller to remotely collect
information from the Windows event log through CA NSM Event Manager.

You can collect information from the Windows event log by enabling it to be monitored through Configuration Manager.
Alternatively, you can use the Event Traffic Controller to remotely collect information from the Windows event log through
CA NSM Event Manager.

Note: One key benefit of monitoring the Windows application event log is to obtain licensing messages into CA Automation
Point. You can then take actions using rules and REXX.

As previously mentioned, both CA Automation Point and CA NSM Event Manager can be configured to monitor the Windows
event logs. The following are considerations for deciding which of the two products best meets your needs:

• CA Automation Point understands more substitution parameters than CA NSM Event Manager does.
• CA Automation Point does not require you to install software on the monitored Windows system.
• CA Automation Point truncates log messages to 512 bytes.
• CA NSM Event Manager scales through the use of agents.
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 How You Interface with Third-party Software Applications

AP Web Services

Third-party products, like service desk or network monitoring applications, can remotely utilize the capabilities of CA
Automation Point. CA Automation Point provides a web service API to enable such third-party applications to make requests
of an AP server and receive data from an AP server. Such applications can be written in any programming language, can run
under any operating system, and can reside on any computer in the corporate network.

Examples of operations that you can perform through the web service API are:

• Notifications

• Request that AP send a notification.
• Get the status of a notification.
• Answer a notification

• Sessions

• Get status
• Connect/disconnect
• Automate/pause
• Execute a command

• Messages

• Get messages that are received and processed by rules in a selected AP session.
• Submit a message into an AP session to be processed by AP rules.

The following sources of documentation can assist you in using CA Automation Point web services:

• The Getting Started content (this section)

• Why you want to use the AP web services.
• What types of things you can do with the AP web services.
• What programs work together to deliver the AP web services.

• The Administration content

• How you configure the AP web service listener on the AP server.
• How you deploy and configure the optional AP web service client on a remote computer.
• How you establish appropriate security.

• The Command and Keyword Reference content

• How you use the AP web service API to perform specific operations.
• XML Schema Definitions

• XML documents are used to transmit information to the AP web services. These XML documents are formally defined
by XML schemas. The XML schemas for all AP web service XML documents are contained in:

%AP_HOME%\distrib\websvc\*.xsd

• Schemas are exact specifications of particular types of XML documents. Schemas can also be used to programmatically
validate an existing XML document. However, user-friendly documentation also exists, which describes the purpose
and content of the AP XML documents. Documentation for all AP web service XML schemas is contained in:

%AP_HOME%\Doc\help\websvc\xmlSchemas\*.html

• Java Client API
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• You can choose to use the CA Automation Point client-side Java API to communicate to the AP web service. You can
view that API documentation at:

%AP_HOME%\Doc\help\websvc\javaAPI\index.html

• Command Line Client Options

• You can choose to use the CA Automation Point client-side command-line program (named ‘RequestService’) to
communicate to the AP web service. You can view the documentation for using that program by running the program
with no command-line parameters:

%AP_HOME%\bin\RequestService

The AP web service API utilizes a REST (Representational State Transfer) architecture. A REST architecture uses the HTTP
methods POST, GET, PUT, and DELETE against a well-defined URI hierarchy representing CA Automation Point objects.
Use these HTTP methods to achieve required CRUD operations (create, read, update, delete).

Most of the AP RESTful HTTP operations include an attached XML payload containing parameters that are associated with
the desired operation. Similarly, the replies that you receive and your error results are delivered in XML documents. By
parsing the XML reply document, you can process detailed results from your request.

The design of our web service uses Java Servlet technology, so our web service must be deployed under a servlet-compliant
application server. Since CA Automation Point already redistributes the Apache Tomcat application server for use with our
Notification Website, we also utilize Tomcat to host the AP web service.

AP Web Service Components

AP Web Service Listener

The AP Web Service Listener is a Java application that accepts web service requests from clients and returns replies to those
clients. The Listener is bundled into a web application archive (or .WAR file) and deployed under Tomcat. The Listener must
be running for the AP web services to be operational.

Once the AP Web Service Listener is deployed, you can write application software to issue HTTP methods to the appropriate
URI. By sending HTTP methods with attached XML documents, applications can talk directly to the AP server from any
computer in your corporate network.

The Listener dispatches the requests that it receives to the appropriate AP component to perform the desired operation for
the calling program. The two AP components that perform the actual operations are the Automation Request Processor (AP
Desktop) and the Notification Request Processor (Notification Server).

• Automation Request Processor
This term represents the threads and logic within the AP Desktop application that perform the desired web service
operations that are related to automation. This term includes, operations on messages and operations on sessions.

• Notification Request Processor
This term represents the threads and logic within the Notification Server that perform the desired web service operations
that are related to notifications. This term includes, send, answer, and query a notification.

• RequestService Java client API
You are not required to use any CA client software to communicate to the AP web services. From many different
programming languages, you can issue HTTP requests against specific URIs and can process their replies.
However, if you are the programmer of a Java application you likely already have the expertise to invoke Java methods.
You may not have the expertise (or inclination) to perform web service communications. The RequestService Java API
performs all of the communications necessary to transmit requests and receive replies from the AP web service. Use of the
Java API can shorten the time that is required for you to integrate your Java application with CA Automation Point.

• RequestService command-line client application
Engineering staff often perform their integration work using command line tools and scripting languages. The requirement
to write a complete application program that correctly uses the HTTP protocol can sometimes be more time consuming
than an organization can afford. We provide an optional command-line client application that is called RequestService to
reduce programming effort and to reduce the requirement to understand fully the HTTP protocol.
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The RequestService application has the following capabilities:

• Accepts options from the command line and data from XML files
• Performs the client-side web service protocol that is required to send a request to a CA Automation Point server
• Produces XML reply data on standard output

Behind the scenes, the RequestService command-line application utilizes the RequestService Java API to perform most of its
functionality. A Java Runtime Environment (JRE) must be installed before you can use the RequestService application.

The RequestService command-line application is less flexible in processing XML replies than the RequestService Java API.
However, the RequestService command-line application provides an easy on-ramp for integrating a third-party application to
CA Automation Point through web services with minimal programming.

The following diagram shows how the AP web service components are deployed.

Export From AP Rules To A Local C Program

Use EXPORTMSG to export a message that CA Automation Point has processed into another program residing on that same
AP server. The EXPORTMSG keyword has a simpler working environment, but is less flexible than web services in the
capabilities that it provides.
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EXPORTMSG is a rules keyword. Using this keyword, an efficient, programmatic mechanism can be built for transmitting
CA Automation Point messages to an API of any third-party software application. EXPORTMSG enables you to export any
message that is processed through a rule into a C program that you create.

Example of how this export is done:

 Notification Overview
This section describes how can use notification to enhance your automation processes:

This section describes how CA Automation Point can use notification to enhance your automation processes:

 

 Beyond Automation
There may be times when you need more than standard automation scripts to handle the complex
problems that occur at your data center. Consider the following example.

There may be times when you need more than standard automation scripts to handle the complex problems that occur at your
data center. Consider the following example.

You work for a bank that has systems that monitor the level of currency in all ATM machines across the city. One of your
busiest ATMs is low on currency on a Friday night because of heavier than usual withdrawals. Your system puts out a message
letting you know about this problem. Scripts and REXX programs cannot address this situation, as it is one that requires human
intervention. This is a time when the notification capabilities of CA Automation Point could prove invaluable.

There are a number of such scenarios that require capabilities that are beyond the scope of automation. They fall into these
categories:

• Your automated scripts are not complex enough to handle all of the possible events that occur in your data center.
• Some events are too unusual or complex for automated scripts to apply the kind of judgment required. Human awareness or

intervention is required for decisions that must be made.
• Technical experts who could aid in solving a problem may not be readily available.
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When automation is not enough to handle events, CA Automation Point provides you with the means to address those
problems that require human attention, and possibly intervention. Your staff may need to become aware of these problems so
they can make informed decisions about how to resolve them. Sometimes it is necessary to communicate the potential side
effects of a problem or resolution to the appropriate people, or to require manual intervention from experts. CA Automation
Point supplements inboard and outboard handling of events with notification and escalation policies that meet these needs.

 Whom Can You Notify and How?
Whom can you notify using , and by what means? The following are a few of the answers to these
questions:

Whom can you notify using CA Automation Point, and by what means? The following are a few of the answers to these
questions:

• You can alert desktop staff over a network through TCP/IP, through speech over TCP/IP, and over public address speakers.
• You can notify mobile staff through email, one-way paging, two-way paging, and voice telephony.
• You can receive acknowledgements from notifications. For example, you can notify through two-way paging or through

one-way paging with callback by telephone.

 Making Your Workstation into a Voice Server with Paging Capabilities
provides a VOX environment, which consists of multichannel inbound and outbound voice processing
software that transforms your workstation into a sophisticated voice server. Although a significant part of
the function of the VOX environment is to provide voice processing services, paging and email services
are also provided.

CA Automation Point provides a VOX environment, which consists of multichannel inbound and outbound voice processing
software that transforms your workstation into a sophisticated voice server. Although a significant part of the function of the
VOX environment is to provide voice processing services, paging and email services are also provided.

The VOX environment consists of the following components:

• notification server

• Services all voice processing requests from the VOX client
• Manages interaction with the workstation voice card, with the workstation modem (for one-way paging), with Internet-

accessible paging services (for two-way paging), and with the SMTP interface modules (for email)
• Returns resulting information to the VOX client

• VOX command environment
Enables your REXX programs to request notification services from one or more notification servers and return the result to
the calling REXX program

• voice word library
Contains a voice index file and a voice data file

Related information:

 Where Do These Components Reside?
The notification server component resides on a workstation of your choice. If you install more than one
notification server, each one must reside on a separate workstation. The VOX command environment
component can reside on a notification server workstation or on any network-connected workstation from
which REXX-based VOX commands originate. The voice word library resides on a notification server
workstation.

The notification server component resides on a workstation of your choice. If you install more than one notification server,
each one must reside on a separate workstation. The VOX command environment component can reside on a notification
server workstation or on any network-connected workstation from which REXX-based VOX commands originate. The voice
word library resides on a notification server workstation.

The following illustration shows how the Notification components work together:
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 Using a Dedicated Notification Server
If you plan to use to automate several systems and expect to use notification capabilities of intensively,
you have the option of using a dedicated notification server for performance optimization. To do so, you
would install the server on two machines, named, for example, AUTOSVR (for automation server) and
NOTIFSVR (for notification server). On the automation server, you would configure the Notification
Services startup options to disable the notification server, and use NOTIFSVR as the target notification
server name for the VOX client.

If you plan to use CA Automation Point to automate several systems and expect to use notification capabilities of CA
Automation Point intensively, you have the option of using a dedicated notification server for performance optimization. To
do so, you would install the CA Automation Point server on two machines, named, for example, AUTOSVR (for automation
server) and NOTIFSVR (for notification server). On the automation server, you would configure the Notification Services
startup options to disable the notification server, and use NOTIFSVR as the target notification server name for the VOX client.

The following dialog shows how you would do this.

Note: Besides performance optimization, another reason for using a dedicated notification server is proximity to hardware and
communication equipment.

 Notification Methods
supports notification methods of varying complexity from alphanumeric paging, telephone, and email to
two-way paging and text-to-speech notification.

CA Automation Point supports notification methods of varying complexity from alphanumeric paging, telephone, and email to
two-way paging and text-to-speech notification.
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The notification methods that are described in the sections that follow can be used in multiple ways to notify people and
communicate problems, thereby leading to resolutions for those problems quickly and efficiently.

Contents

One-Way and Two-Way Paging

You can notify a person at any time of day or night through a page that conveys the specifics of an event. If the pager supports
two-way communication, you can use the paging device to respond directly to the event that triggered the notification. Two-
way paging lets you take advantage of wireless technology to better track the status of a page request, and to retrieve a
response from a person who has the wireless device. These paging requests are transmitted over the Internet, instead of using a
modem, letting you avoid telephone dialing delays. You can also handle a greater number of different paging service providers
concurrently without adding additional modems. You can use a two-way paging utility to display the status of an outstanding
two-way page request in real time.

If a one-way pager is used, the incoming telephone answer capabilities provided by the Notification Server can be used to
remotely respond to the event.

CA Automation Point supports paging providers who follow the standards outlined by the Telocator Alphanumeric Protocol
(TAP). Support for additional protocols is available with NMTAP, which supports sending multiple pages to a paging service
with a single phone call, and TAPPAGE, which enables you to issue a TAP page directly from the command prompt without
going through the NMFIND command (or using the Notification Manager database). REXX programming is required for both
these protocols.

Note: For one-way paging, CA Automation Point supports controller-based hardware modems.

CA Automation Point supports two-way paging through both of the following protocols:

• Simple Network Paging Protocol (SNPP). This protocol uses TCP/IP sockets to connect to an SNPP server application
maintained by the paging service. To use SNPP, you must be able to connect a socket to a host outside of your firewall.

• Wireless Communications Transfer Protocol (WCTP). This protocol uses XML over HTTP (or HTTPS) as its transport
mechanism instead of using raw TCP/IP sockets. Because it uses HTTP (the same protocol as your web browsers) it can
traverse proxy servers and firewalls.

If the WCTP protocol is used, the paging service must support version 1.1 of this protocol. The VOX command processor,
PAGE2WAY, lets you submit two-way page requests.

The following illustration shows how two-way paging works.

Two-Way Paging Diagram

Telephone

To use telephone as a notification method, you must configure a Dialogic voice card.

The VOX environment supports up to 36 analog voice channels in a single workstation. These channels can be logically
grouped so that you can control the available channels more easily.
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The VOX environment accepts input from touch-tone and network devices. Touch tone telephones generate Dual Tone Multi-
Frequency (DTMF) signals. Telephone network devices such as Central Office (CO) and Private Branch Exchange (PBX)
switches generate Multi-frequency (MF) signals.

The following are some practical examples of how CA Automation Point provides telephone notification:

• Help desk. Through the Answer Tree application, the VOX environment waits for an incoming call, verifies the user ID
and password of a caller, and presents the caller with a list of system incidents. When the caller selects an incident item, a
voice file that details the status of the incident is played.

• Problem escalation. The VOX environment plays an announcement message over an intercom system one or more times,
possibly increasing the volume and preamble each time. If an operator does not respond, the VOX environment dials the
extension of each person on an internal notification list and plays the message. If there is no response, each person on an
on-call list is called, and each person's beeper is activated in the order listed.

• Auto-attendant. One or more voice channels wait to answer an incoming telephone call. On the specified ring, the
VOX environment answers the call and presents the caller with a menu of several options. Then depending on the menu
selection, the VOX environment presents the caller with another menu, or transfers the caller.

Email

The Notification server manages the interaction between the VOX environment and the supported SMTP email protocol. To
use the SMTP protocol for transmitting email messages, you do not need to install any additional software.

You use the VOX SENDMAIL command to send email notifications.

Whether you can use email paging depends on whether the feature is available through your paging service. If this feature is
available, call costs can be significantly reduced by not requiring a modem or analog telephone lines.

Text-to-Speech

The Text-to-Speech notification feature of CA Automation Point delivers spoken messages over your TCP/IP network. If the
receiving PC is capable of using the Microsoft Agent technology (Microsoft Windows 7/Server 2008 R2/8/Server 2012/8.1/
Server 2012 R2), the text message is spoken by an animated Microsoft Agent character.

If the platform is not capable of running the Microsoft Agent technology (Microsoft Windows 7/Server 2008 R2), a dialog box
displays containing the message text, and this message text is sent through the Microsoft Speech API (SAPI) for text-to-speech
processing.

The following illustration shows how text-to-speech notification works.

Text-to-Speech Notification Diagram
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Two mechanisms are used to produce the text-to speech capability:

• The Notification Manager Speak method is used to notify a Notification Manager contact point-to-point.
• The ALARMSAY rules keyword uses the CA Automation Point alarm mechanism to send notifications to the local CA

Automation Point server and to any Remote Viewer client currently monitoring the session.

The AP Listener icon is in the Status Tray Area of the receiving system. The appearance of the icon represents different states
of the notification queue.

 Configuring Notification Methods
In the preceding sections, you have learned about the various notification methods that supports. This
section discusses how you can easily configure two-way paging.
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In the preceding sections, you have learned about the various notification methods that CA Automation Point supports. This
section discusses how you can easily configure two-way paging.

To both enable two-way paging support and to define the connection information for one or more paging services, you use the
2-Way Paging Setup dialog in Configuration Manager.

To define the connection settings, you use the fields in the Remote Connection Settings group box. You can further customize
how the Notification Server interacts with each paging service using the fields in the Local Performance Settings group.

 Issuing Notification Commands Through the ADDRESS VOX Environment
How do you use the VOX environment? You can quickly create elaborate voice applications using the
voice processing (VOX) commands from the VOX environment in your REXX programs. ADDRESS
VOX statements in your REXX programs enable you to access the VOX command environment.

How do you use the VOX environment? You can quickly create elaborate voice applications using the voice processing (VOX)
commands from the VOX environment in your REXX programs. ADDRESS VOX statements in your REXX programs enable
you to access the VOX command environment.

Related information:

 How to Use Outbound Recording with Voice Message Delivery
You are now aware of the wide variety of notification methods that provides, and have seen how easy
they are to configure. Perhaps you are now wondering how you use the VOX environment. This too is
easy. Typically, an outbound recording with a voice message delivery application involves the VOX
environment making a phone call and retrieving user security information before allowing a user to
record a voice message. Depending on the application, voice messages can be deleted, recorded again, or
forwarded to others.

You are now aware of the wide variety of notification methods that CA Automation Point provides, and have seen how
easy they are to configure. Perhaps you are now wondering how you use the VOX environment. This too is easy. Typically,
an outbound recording with a voice message delivery application involves the VOX environment making a phone call and
retrieving user security information before allowing a user to record a voice message. Depending on the application, voice
messages can be deleted, recorded again, or forwarded to others.

For example, you might use this type of notification if you were maintaining system status on a daily basis, and an individual
within a support group is responsible for updating the system status every hour.

 Implement Notification Strategy
This section tells you how to implement your notification strategy:

This section tells you how to implement your notification strategy:

 Introducing Notification Manager
You may find it necessary on occasion to hard-code a phone number, pager ID, or other information
into a REXX program so that you can notify a particular person that a critical event has occurred. If you
rely on this kind of hard-coded information, you can find yourself doing extra work in the long run. For
example, suppose that a person leaves your company, and that person's telephone number is hard-coded
in your program as the person to notify. You would have to change the program so that another person's
telephone number could be used instead.

You may find it necessary on occasion to hard-code a phone number, pager ID, or other information into a REXX program
so that you can notify a particular person that a critical event has occurred. If you rely on this kind of hard-coded information,
you can find yourself doing extra work in the long run. For example, suppose that a person leaves your company, and that
person's telephone number is hard-coded in your program as the person to notify. You would have to change the program so
that another person's telephone number could be used instead.

Notification Manager helps you avoid using hard-coded information in your programs altogether. It enables you to create
a policy in which the telephone number of the person to be notified does not have to be hard-coded. It also enables you to
expand upon that policy so that other people could be notified if the first person was unavailable. With Notification Manager,
you can specify different ways of notifying different people in different locations and obtain responses from those people. The
Notification Website lets you obtain the information characterizing the people you need to notify.
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If you do not require ongoing, real-time queries to an external corporate data source in order to obtain information to notify
someone, you can avoid the time and effort required to write the ADDRESS VOX programming described in the previous
chapter on notifications. Instead, you can populate a database with the notification information, individual schedules, and
escalation options collectively known as policies, and let Notification Manager do the rest.

Notification Manager offers the following advantages:

• Enables you to implement a sophisticated notification strategy without any REXX programming
• Lets you keep personal data such as name, pager number, and phone number out of rules
• Lets you keep time-specific information out of rules
• Handles escalation and forwarding
• Enables remote control of automation
• Enables confirmation of pages
• Provides store-and-forwarding of messages

 Notification Manager Structure
To meet your notification needs, Notification Manager provides a specialized database structured to
support notification policies, a user interface for managing those policies, and the programmatic expertise
to issue the underlying ADDRESS VOX calls to effectively notify a particular person at the time of the
event.

To meet your notification needs, Notification Manager provides a specialized database structured to support notification
policies, a user interface for managing those policies, and the programmatic expertise to issue the underlying ADDRESS VOX
calls to effectively notify a particular person at the time of the event.

The CA Automation Point DBMS

Notification Manager stores its data with the CA Automation Point DBMS (database management system). The CA
Automation Point DBMS lets you access Notification Manager from your Web browser and lets you provide security
restrictions for the operations that can be performed. Such security restrictions involve who can send a notification, who can
modify his or her own schedule, who can modify schedules of other people, and who can modify notification methods.

The Web browser allows more platform independence; that is, it allows administration for an expanding number of client
systems. This means you do not need to install software on PCs in every corporate department to send notifications or update
notification policies.

 Notification Manager Policies
Notification Manager can help you implement automated notification policies and procedures in your
operations without writing REXX programs. Notification procedures can include numeric paging,
alphanumeric paging, email, voice notification, solicitation of input through DTMF (telephone keypad)
tones, text-to-speech, Windows pop-ups, prerecorded or dynamically built messages, recording and
forwarding of messages, or various combinations of these methods.

Notification Manager can help you implement automated notification policies and procedures in your operations without
writing REXX programs. Notification procedures can include numeric paging, alphanumeric paging, email, voice notification,
solicitation of input through DTMF (telephone keypad) tones, text-to-speech, Windows pop-ups, prerecorded or dynamically
built messages, recording and forwarding of messages, or various combinations of these methods.

Related information:

 Understanding Notification Manager Terminology
The basic purpose of Notification Manager is to find and contact someone using specified methods, tell
them something, and optionally ask them something. It uses the following terminology:

The basic purpose of Notification Manager is to find and contact someone using specified methods, tell them something, and
optionally ask them something. It uses the following terminology:

• Login
Identifies you to Notification Manager. It determines that you are who you claim to be before you can carry out any tasks.

• Contact
Specifies a person or group you notify.

• Method
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Specifies a means by which you can notify a particular contact. Some people have numeric pagers, some alphanumeric
pagers, and some no pager at all. Notification Manager lets you use different methods of notification depending on the
person you are contacting and on the current time and day.

• Notification Schedule
Defines time blocks that describe how to reach a contact during a particular block of time. For example, when a person is
scheduled to be in the office you may want to send them a voice message, but when they are on the road, you may want to
use a pager to contact them.

• Parameter
Establishes and defines actions for a specified method. For example, when you use a pager, the phone number of the pager
service, the pager number, and the maximum length this pager service allows for messages are all parameters.

 Ways to Implement Your Strategy
Contents

Contents

With this terminology in mind, you can plan to implement your strategy by performing these actions:

• Choosing the method (for example, voice, or pager) used to contact people based on the time or day
• Choosing the behavior of the method (for example, number of times to let the phone ring, number of times to retry on busy)

based on the individual being contacted or the time of day
• Providing multiple (backup) methods of contacting individuals
• Assigning responsibilities based on the time or day
• Assigning backup responsibilities based on the time or day
• Providing for temporary or periodic reassignment of responsibilities
• Grouping people by common job function or any other criteria
• Notifying just one or all of the people in a group about a situation
• Automatically escalating to the next contact when a person or group cannot be contacted

If you want to use Notification Manager to contact people by methods other than voice, paging, email, text-to-speech, or
Netsend, you can easily integrate user-written REXX code into Notification Manager. Notification Manager treats your method
exactly the same way it treats the methods provided with the product.

Expanding Upon Your Strategy

CA Automation Point expands upon the strategy described above by offering you extra flexibility through the following
features:

• Clone a contact. You can reduce the amount of data entry that you must perform when populating your database by
cloning a contact. For example, suppose you want to notify a person named John, and John has a similar schedule and
methods of notification as another person Tom, who is already in the database. When defining John as a person to notify,
you can clone Tom's definition, and just make minor revisions to this definition to make it specific to John.

• Mark a contact as unavailable. You can use this feature like an out-of-office notice, telling Notification Manager to skip
this contact even if there are active notification entries in that contact's schedule. This way, you can avoid delays that result
from trying to notify a contact that is not available. It is much easier than requiring users to delete all their schedule entries
when they go on vacation, and then recreate them when they return.

• Use of method types. All the Notification Manager methods are categorized into specific types of methods. When
sending a notification, you can request that Notification Manager use only one or some of the possible method types for
notification. For example, suppose John Smith has two active schedules, one assigned to use the Email 1 method and
the other assigned to use the Alphanumeric Pager 1method. If you have an urgent problem that requires John Smith's
immediate attention, you can use the Pager method type on the notification request to force Notification Manager to use
only those methods assigned to this method type. Because Alphanumeric Page 1 is a Pager method type, John Smith is
notified using the Alphanumeric Pager 1 method instead of the Email 1 method.

 The Notification Website
Using the Notification Website, you can perform these major tasks:

Using the Notification Website, you can perform these major tasks:

• Create, modify, and delete contacts, methods, and logins
• Send notifications
• View the status of notifications that you send
• Adjust your own schedule

Contents
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Notification Website Home Page

The desktop Notification Website is divided into three major areas, which are represented by buttons on the home page. These
buttons direct you to pages where you can perform major tasks.

The mobile notification website displays a list of notifications that you are permitted to see. Generally, you are permitted to see
a notification because it has been sent to you, or because you have permission to see all notifications.

Notification Website Architecture

The following illustration shows the primary elements that work together to provide the Notification Website. The notification
website provides a desktop application, which is suited for use on a desktop or laptop computer. The website also provides a
mobile application, which is suited for use on a smartphone.

This illustration shows a separate web server and a CA Automation Point server; however, a site could also configure the web
server functionality directly on the CA Automation Point Server.

Note:  Your web server environment must provide a servlet hosting facility. CA Automation Point redistributes the free
Apache Tomcat servlet hosting application for those sites that do not have their own servlet hosting software. For details, see
the CA Automation Point Administrator Guide.

Bundled into the notification website is a mobile-friendly website. The mobile website is automatically available when the
notification website is enabled. The mobile website enables users to view their notifications and to respond to notifications
from smartphones. The elements of the mobile website fit into the design that is shown in the previous diagram. The following
diagram shows the elements specific to the mobile functionality.
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The following articles will show you how to work with the notification website:

 Notification Website Security
provides a security mechanism for the Notification Website that maximizes platform independence, while
providing the widest user base with maximum functionality. This product incorporates these security
principles:

CA Automation Point provides a security mechanism for the Notification Website that maximizes platform independence,
while providing the widest user base with maximum functionality. This product incorporates these security principles:

• Physical Security
The CA Automation Point server and the web server are expected to run behind the corporate firewall within the company
intranet on the company property. Your company controls any direct access to the physical site, the computers, and the
software on them.

• Data Encryption
The data transmitted to and from the Notification Website is encrypted and protected. The webmasters at your site control
the means for establishing secure data transmission mechanisms, such as SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), between the web
server and the client browsers that are connected. The data transmitted between the web server and the AP server is
encrypted using proprietary algorithms.

• Authentication
The Notification Website is protected from illicit users. The identity of a user is verified and confirmed before they are
allowed to use the Notification Website.

• Authorization
The Notification Website prevents authenticated users from using the website in unauthorized ways. User privileges and
permissions are checked before a legitimate user is allowed to access particular information or to use particular methods.

• The mobile website uses existing Notification Manager security
The site-wide security mechanisms of the NM database applies to both the desktop notification website and the mobile-
friendly website.
Login names and passwords are authenticated and authorized by the same mechanisms as the desktop website.
Built-in NM privileges also apply to both websites. The only such privileges applicable to the mobile website are ‘View All
Notifications’ and ‘Answer All Notifications’.

Note:

: LDAP security can be used for either or both authentication and authorization. For more information, see Administrating.

Access Privileges
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All web pages on the Notification Website have separate access privileges. You can probably grant the privilege to update a
contact's own schedule to most people. Privileges to modify other people's schedules and to modify the methods themselves
are usually granted to fewer people.

 Update Notification Policies Web Page
The Update Notification Policies page is the entry point to web pages for the three Notification Manager
components that comprise notification policy. You access this page by clicking the Update Notification
Policies button on the home page.

The Update Notification Policies page is the entry point to web pages for the three Notification Manager components that
comprise notification policy. You access this page by clicking the Update Notification Policies button on the home page.

You can use the links on the Update Notification Policies page to access the Add, Modify, and Delete pages for each of the
three Notification Manager components. You can also use the menu system to navigate to any area of notification policy.

 Modify Individual Web Page
The staff administrator can use the Modify Individual Contact page to modify information about an
individual contact (person), including the contact's schedule. (There is also a web page for a group.) The
bottom part of the page shows the notification schedule, which emphasizes methods used to notify that
person.

The staff administrator can use the Modify Individual Contact page to modify information about an individual contact
(person), including the contact's schedule. (There is also a web page for a group.) The bottom part of the page shows the
notification schedule, which emphasizes methods used to notify that person.

Contacts can use other web pages to modify their own schedules. Other pages enable a staff administrator to modify
Notification Manager methods and logins.

 The Notification Process
This section explains how the notification process works.

This section explains how the notification process works.

The Notification runtime process begins when CA Automation Point issues the single command NMFIND to initiate a
notification. The NMFIND command does the following:

1. Automatically accesses the database to gather notification and individual schedule information
2. Automatically executes algorithms for multiple notification attempts, forwarding, and escalation
3. Automatically executes the appropriate notification server operations to accomplish the desired form of notification
4. Optionally provides acknowledgement of results to multiple targets

Note:

: For detailed information on how to set up Notification Manager, see Administrating.

 

 

3 Installing

Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product.

This section introduces you to CA Automation Point and provides you with information on how to install the product. It also
provides a brief overview of the product. It is important that you feel comfortable with CA Automation Point before you begin
to use it.

 

 Installing Content Changes
The following updates have been made since the last release:

The following updates have been made since the last release:
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• Updated Requirements for the CA Automation Point Server Components
• Updated Requirements for the CA Automation Point Client Components (Remote Viewer Client or Speech Notification

Client)
• Updated Smart Phone Requirements for Access to Mobile Notification Website 
• Updated Database Requirements for the Workstation Housing the Notification Manager Database 
• Updated Notification Server Requirements
• Updated Software Requirements 
• Updated Standard User and C:\Program files 
• Updated Backward Compatibility with a Previous Version of Apache Tomcat 
• Updated Different Java Versions Installed on the CA Automation Point Server
• Updated Web MV and IIS 
• Updated Interaction With UAC
• Updated Review the Export Declaration
• Updated Install CA Automation Point 
• Updated Unattended Setup
• Updated Upgrade from CA Automation Point Release 11.3 or Release 11.4 
• Updated Back Up Your Current Configuration 
• Updated Install a Remote Client without Distribution Media 
• Updated Notification Manager Database Upgrade Considerations 
• Updated To Upgrade a CA Automation Point Server That Connects to a Local Notification Manager Database 
• Updated To Upgrade Multiple CA Automation Point Servers That Connect to a Single NM Database 
• Updated How Site Files Are Managed 
• Updated Export and Import Utility 

 CA Automation Point Overview
lets you perform a variety of essential tasks in various management areas, which are discussed in the
following sections:

CA Automation Point lets you perform a variety of essential tasks in various management areas, which are discussed in the
following sections:

Event Monitoring and Automation

In the areas of event monitoring and automation, you can do the following:

• Manage events from multiple platforms and devices
• Consolidate management of all host consoles from different systems, platforms, and devices into a central point
• Increase system availability by automating systems management and problem detection, notification, and resolution
• Initiate and automate the entire IPL/IML process.
• Simultaneously view and automate the following:

• z/OS MCS consoles
• JES3 console sessions
• VTAM and CA Remote Console sessions
• VM and VSE console sessions
• TPF sessions
• iSeries (AS/S400) sessions
• Telnet, SSH, UNIX, LINUX, OpenVMS sessions

• Remotely view managed secured sessions from a Windows workstation through the Remote Viewer and the Web Message
Viewer

• Capture messages and events from the Windows Event log
• Handle automation requirements using rules. Rules can be message-, time-, or command-based
• Handle the management of complex automation applications using REXX programming
• Export a message during rules processing to a customer-written function using a rules keyword
• Enable session-level and user-level security by leveraging Windows file security

Notification and Escalation

In the areas of notification and escalation, you can do the following:
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• Sound audible alarms when critical messages arise
• Automatically contact personnel over the telephone through sophisticated inbound and outbound voice communications, by

playing either pre-recorded or dynamically defined messages for notification or escalation of critical events
• Send notifications to numeric and alphanumeric paging devices
• Send messages to and receive replies from two-way paging devices
• Send notifications using the following methods:

• Email
• Text-to-speech technology to remote workstations with sound cards
• Implementation of notification policies through a secure notification website, excluding the need for REXX

programming
• Provide corporate-wide access through a secure notification website for maintaining personal notification data

Interfacing with Other CA Products

Through an interface with CA NSM, you can do the following:

• Create, manipulate, and delete objects in the CA NSM Common Object Repository
• Enable the communication of messages, commands, SNMP traps, and notification requests to and from the CA NSM Event

Management component
• Automatically populate icons on the CA NSM WorldView map that represent the CA Automation Point server and its

selected sessions
• Directly interface with the CA OPS/MVS Multiple-System Facility (MSF) using TCP/IP communication technology

Graphical User Interface for Configuration

Using a graphical user interface tool, you can do the following:

• Specify session and communications settings
• Set customizable options for each component of CA Automation Point
• Obtain directed help through use of online guides and help systems provided in specific easy-to-use formats
• Use a directory structure that separates site-created or site-edited files from the files that are distributed with the product

 The CA Automation Point Environment
provides event monitoring and automation to help you manage systems and operations at your data
center.

CA Automation Point provides event monitoring and automation to help you manage systems and operations at your data
center.

Primary Monitoring Capabilities

The primary monitoring capabilities provided by CA Automation Point include:

• Watching for organized data streams of information referred to as messages
• Processing messages through user-specified predefined rules
• Sending commands to platforms under the product's control (often in response to the processed messages' need to initiate

an action)

CA Automation Point Servers

The number of CA Automation Point servers you choose to run depends on the following:

• The location of the monitored platforms
• The number of platforms monitored
• The quantity of message or data stream activity
• The extent you use the product's notification capabilities
• Your need for backups to the CA Automation Point servers
• The processor speed and size of RAM on each workstation

Common Platforms

The following illustration shows the common platforms (and other externally generated data streams) that CA Automation
Point is capable of monitoring. It also shows the various services used by the product for notifying data center personnel of
problems, securing product functions, or remotely accessing the CA Automation Point servers.
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 CA Automation Point Components
The following components work together to provide automation, event monitoring, and notification
capabilities.

The following CA Automation Point components work together to provide automation, event monitoring, and notification
capabilities.

• CA Automation Point Desktop
Displays and manages CA Automation Point sessions using your workstation's graphical user interface

• Configuration Manager
Enables you to configure various CA Automation Point functions and services. It is composed of two interfaces:

• The Wizard Interface, which you can use to initially set up your site configuration
• The Expert Interface, which you can use to fine tune CA Automation Point

• Notification Server
Services all notification requests from the VOX client command environment, manages the interaction of the VOX
environment with the workstation's notification facilities (voice card, paging services, and email), and returns result
information to the VOX client command environment.

• VOX Client
Provides remote connectivity from one CA Automation Point Server to the Notification Server component running on
another remote CA Automation Point server machine.

• Notification Manager
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Helps you implement automated notification policies in your operations. Notification methods can include paging, email,
text-to-speech, voice notification, solicitation of input through DTMF tones, pre-recorded messages, message forwarding,
and combinations of these functions.

• PPQs
Provides a means for REXX programs to communicate with each other even if they are running on different computers.

• Notification Website
Lets you to manage (create, edit, view, and delete) the methods, contacts, schedules, and login names used with
Notification Manager.

• Web Message Viewer
Provides a common, remotely accessible message window from which you can view all of the messages received and
processed through rules by CA Automation Point in as close to real time as possible.

• Remote Viewer
Provides access to sessions that are managed by CA Automation Point from a remote workstation.

• Speech Notification Client
Receives text-to-speech notification requests that are sent from the CA Automation Point server machine.

 Companion Products Interfaces
The following interfaces to companion CA products can be installed with :

The following interfaces to companion CA products can be installed with CA Automation Point:

CA OPS/MVS Interface

The CA OPS/MVS Interface supplies a direct interface to the CA OPS/MVS Multiple-System Facility (MSF) using TCP/IP
communication technology. MSF can be used to interface with multiple copies of the product running on different z/OS images
(such as z/OS and z/OS.e), and offers two-way communication using CAICCI services.

CA NSM WorldView Map Interface

Through its WorldView Map, CA NSM provides ways to manage complex enterprise environments on a high level. Using
the ADDRESS TNG environment, you can access the objects contained in the Common Object Repository for CA NSM and
perform various management tasks.

CA NSM Event Manager Interface

The Event Traffic Controller provides an interface between CA Automation Point and the Event Manager component of CA
NSM, letting you control the flow of event traffic between the two products.

Note:  These interfaces do not need to be installed on the CA Automation Point server machine if CA NSM is already installed
on the machine.

 System Information
This section covers the following topics:

This section covers the following topics:

 Operating System Support
The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating system, including Windows Server 2012
and Windows 8. Unless specifically designated, Windows refers to any Microsoft Windows operating
system supported by .

The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating system, including Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8.
Unless specifically designated, Windows refers to any Microsoft Windows operating system supported by CA Automation
Point.

CA Automation Point runs on the Intel chip version of Windows, not the MIPS or Alpha version.

CA Automation Point requires the Windows operating system to have the OEM code page set to 437 or 858. 

437

Specifies the US English setting, and this value is also the Windows default setting
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858

Specifies the European setting, which is the European equivalent of 437. The main difference between 437 and 858 is the
pound versus the Euro symbol.

Warning:

CA Automation Point does not support OEM code page value of 850. If you use 850 as your code page, the product
does not behave properly, and the out.deb log indicates an unsupported codepage value. To fix this issue, in
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Nls\CodePage], change the OEMCP value to 437
or 858, then reboot the computer.

Related information:

 Requirements for the CA Automation Point Server Components
You must have one of the following operating systems installed:

You must have one of the following operating systems installed:

Operating System Edition 32-bit or 64-bit

Microsoft Windows Server 2008

(Full Installation only)

Standard, Enterprise, or Datacenter x86 or x64

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2

(Full Installation only)

Standard, Enterprise, or Datacenter x64 only

Microsoft Windows Server 2012

(Server with a GUI only)

Foundation, Essentials, Standard,
Datacenter

x64 only

Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2

(Server with a GUI only)

Foundation, Essentials, Standard,
Datacenter

x64 only

Note:

• Microsoft must currently support the operating system (including service pack levels) installed on the CA Automation
Point server.

• The Server Core Installation option of newer Microsoft Windows Server operating systems is not supported.

 Requirements for the CA Automation Point Client Components (Remote Viewer Client or Speech Notification Client)
You must have one of the following operating systems installed:

You must have one of the following operating systems installed:

Operating System Edition 32- bit or 64-bit

Windows Vista Home Premium, Business, Enterprise, or
Ultimate

x86 or x64

Windows 7 Home Premium, Enterprise, or Ultimate x86 or x64

Windows 8 and 8.1 Standard (unnamed), Pro, or Enterprise x86 or x64

Microsoft Windows Server 2008

(Full Installation only)

Standard, Enterprise, or Datacenter x86 or x64

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2

(Full Installation only)

Standard, Enterprise, or Datacenter x64 only

Microsoft Windows Server 2012

(Server with a GUI only)

Foundation, Essentials, Standard,
Datacenter

x64 only
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Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2

(Server with a GUI only)

Foundation, Essentials, Standard,
Datacenter

x64 only

Note:

:

• The client components are usually installed in an environment in which software other than CA Automation Point client
components software is also installed. Typically, CA Automation Point software is not the overriding factor in resource
requirements for your workstation. Microsoft must currently support the installed operating system (including service pack
levels).

• The Server Core Installation option of newer Microsoft Windows Server operating systems is not supported.

 

 

 Smart Phone Requirements for Access to Mobile Notification Website
To access the Mobile Notification Website from your smart phone, use one of the following operating
system and browser combinations:

To access the Mobile Notification Website from your smart phone, use one of the following operating system and browser
combinations:

Operating System Version Browser

iOS 6.x Safari, Chrome

iOS 7.0 Safari

Android 4.x Browser (stock), Chrome

 Requirements for the RequestService Web Service Client Java API and Command Line Program
The RequestService API and command line program execute on the same versions of Windows listed for
the Components. The RequestService API and command line program can also execute under the Linux
operating system. CA verified the operation of these CA components under the 64 bit (x64) CentOS 6.2
version of Linux. CA has also verified these components for use on Unix System Services (USS) under z/
OS 1.13.

The RequestService API and command line program execute on the same versions of Windows listed for the CA Automation
Point Components. The RequestService API and command line program can also execute under the Linux operating system.
CA verified the operation of these CA components under the 64 bit (x64) CentOS 6.2 version of Linux. CA has also verified
these components for use on Unix System Services (USS) under z/OS 1.13.

 Database Requirements for the Workstation Housing the Notification Manager Database
A Notification Manager database requires an instance of Microsoft SQL Server. The following versions
of Microsoft SQL Server can be used to store the Notification Manager policy information in either a
named instance or the default (unnamed) instance:

A Notification Manager database requires an instance of Microsoft SQL Server. The following versions of Microsoft SQL
Server can be used to store the Notification Manager policy information in either a named instance or the default (unnamed)
instance:

Database MinimumServicePack Edition 32-bit or 64-bit

SQL Server 2005 Service Pack 4 Standard, Workgroup, or
Enterprise

x86 or x64

SQL Server 2008 Service Pack 2 Standard, Workgroup, or
Enterprise

x86 or x64

SQL Server 2008 R2 Service Pack 1 Standard, Workgroup, or
Enterprise

x86 or x64

SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 1 Standard, Workgroup, or
Enterprise

x86 or x64
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The SQL Server instance that is used to maintain the Notification Manager Database requires the following settings:

• The mixed-mode authentication
• The dictionary sort order of case-insensitive or case-sensitive
• 1252 Character Set

Note:  The version of SQL Server (including service pack levels) must be currently supported by Microsoft.

 Requirements for the CA Automation Point Server Connecting Remotely to a Notification Manager Database
A Server that connects remotely to a Notification Manager Database does not require any Microsoft SQL
Server components to be installed, unless IPv6 support is required. If you require IPv6 support, you must
install the Microsoft SQL Server client connectivity tools on the server machine.

A CA Automation Point Server that connects remotely to a Notification Manager Database does not require any Microsoft
SQL Server components to be installed, unless IPv6 support is required. If you require IPv6 support, you must install the
Microsoft SQL Server client connectivity tools on the CA Automation Point server machine.

 System Requirements
This section covers requirements for the hardware and software used with :

This section covers requirements for the hardware and software used with CA Automation Point:

These specifications apply only to the workstation on which the server components of CA Automation Point are installed. This
workstation is referred to as the CA Automation Point workstation throughout the CA Automation Point documentation.

Note:

: The client components are generally installed in an environment in which software other than CA Automation Point client
components software is also installed. Typically, CA Automation Point software is not the overriding factor in resource
requirements for your workstation.

 Hardware Requirements
This section describes hardware requirements for :

This section describes hardware requirements for CA Automation Point:

Client-only Requirements

These requirements apply when executing only the client programs of CA Automation Point:

• 550 MHz Pentium processor (or the minimum processor requirements that are specified for the operating system,
whichever is larger)

• 1 GB RAM (or the minimum memory requirements that are specified for the operating system, whichever is larger)
• 80 GB hard drive

Server Requirements

This section covers requirements for installing CA Automation Point on a server machine.

Basic CA Automation Point Processing Load

These requirements apply when executing the full server-side programs of CA Automation Point (such as system automation)
on a relatively small number of sessions (perhaps with notifications). We recommend that you install the product on a
Windows-certified server-class workstation with the following minimum attributes:

• 2 GHz Pentium processor (or equivalent)
• 2 GB RAM
• 80 GB hard drive

High-Volume CA Automation Point Processing Load

These requirements apply when executing a combination of CA Automation Point functions or when the server also has CA
NSM installed. This combination of functions may include high levels of system automation, notifications, or web server
interaction. We recommend that you install the product on a Windows-certified server-class workstation with the following
minimum attributes:

• 2.4 GHz Pentium dual-core processor (or equivalent)
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• 4 GB RAM
• 160 GB hard drive

Notification Server Requirements

If you plan to use the notification server component for voice notification, install extra hardware and software.

• CA Automation Point includes a copy of Dialogic System Release 6.0 Service Update 271. CA has verified voice
functionality within CA Automation Point using the SU 271 software.

• Dialogic states that System Release 6.0 is supported on the following operating systems:

• Windows Server 2003
• Windows Server 2003 R2
• Windows Server 2008
• Windows Server 2008 R2
• Windows Server 2012
• Windows Server 2012 R2

• CA has verified voice functionality within CA Automation Point using the following Dialogic voice cards on the specified
operating systems:

Voice Card Operating system

D/4PCIU4SD/4PCIUF Windows Server 2003 32 bitWindows Server 2008 32 bit and
64 bitWindows Server 2008 R2 64 bit

D/4PCIUFW Windows Server 2003 32 bit

D/4PCIUFEQEU Windows Server 2003 32 bit

D/41PCI Windows Server 2003 32 bit

D/4JCT-LS Windows Server 2003 32 bit

D/4JCT-LS-W Windows Server 2003 32 bit

Dialogic provides European (EU) versions of voice cards (for example, D/4PCIUFWEU) that are also supported. The EU
version has a different front end than the U.S. version due to variations in the analog signaling in Europe.

Dialogic provides voice cards that are manufactured with lead free solder to achieve EU RoHS compliance. These cards add
the character ‘W’ to the name. The only difference between such a card and its counterpart is the lead in the solder joints. The
architecture and functionality of the cards are identical.

 Software Requirements
The following software is required only if you are using the specified functionality:

The following software is required only if you are using the specified functionality:

• If you are using Web Message Viewer (Web MV) on the CA Automation Point server machine:

• Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS).
• Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.7 or 1.8 (CA is redistributing version 1.8 of this component on the product

DVD).
• If you are using the Web MV GUI on a client machine:

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, or 11.0
• Google Chrome 35.0
• Mozilla Firefox 29.0
• Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.7 or 1.8

• If you are using Notification Manager, one of the following is required:

• Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Service Pack 4 or greater
• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Service Pack 2 or greater
• Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Service Pack 1 or greater
• Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Service Pack 1 or greater

• If you are enabling two-way paging support in the Notification Server on the CA Automation Point server machine:

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0 or greater (WCTP protocol only).
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• If an authenticating proxy server is used to gain access to the Internet, this proxy server must support the Basic
authentication method. This proxy server also supports the relay of credentials when multiple proxies are used in a
chain (WCTP protocol only).

• The Microsoft XML Parser (Version 6) is included and automatically installed with the CA Automation Point
distribution (WCTP protocol only).

• If the WCTP protocol is used to issue two-way page requests, the paging service must support version 1.1 of the WCTP
protocol.

• If you are using the Notification Website with the included Apache Tomcat Java Servlet environment:

• On a 32-bit Windows Server operating system:

• Oracle 32-bit Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.7 or 1.8 (CA redistributes version 1.8 of this component on the
product DVD)

• On a 64-bit Windows Server operating system:

• Both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.7 or 1.8 (CA redistributes version 1.8
of this component on the product DVD)

• If you are accessing the Notification Website on a client machine:

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 7.0, 8.0, 9.0, 10.0, or 11.0
• Google Chrome 35.0
• Mozilla Firefox 29.0

• If you are using RequestService web service client Java API or command-line program on a client machine:

• Oracle Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 1.7 or 1.8 (obtain a client machine version of this component from http://
www.java.com).

 Installation Considerations
There are several things you should consider before you can successfully install and configure .

There are several things you should consider before you can successfully install and configure CA Automation Point.

 Standard User and C:/Program Files
Starting with Windows Server 2008, standard users (users without administrative privileges) are
prevented from writing to any files or folders under the C:\Program Files folder. The installation program
selects default directories to avoid placing user data under the C:\Program Files folder. If you override
this default and place the user files folder under C:\Program Files, such as in the folder C:\Program
Files\CA\\UserData, Windows Server 2008 and later blocks a standard user's write access to that data.
Therefore, we cannot support the use of on Windows Server 2008 or later using a standard user with its
user files folder located under the C:\Program Files folder.

Starting with Windows Server 2008, standard users (users without administrative privileges) are prevented from writing to any
files or folders under the C:\Program Files folder. The CA Automation Point installation program selects default directories to
avoid placing user data under the C:\Program Files folder. If you override this default and place the user files folder under C:
\Program Files, such as in the folder C:\Program Files\CA\CA Automation Point\UserData, Windows Server 2008 and later
blocks a standard user's write access to that data. Therefore, we cannot support the use of CA Automation Point on Windows
Server 2008 or later using a standard user with its user files folder located under the C:\Program Files folder.

 Files in Use
During installation, ensure that all files that are to be copied or deleted and their directories are not in use.
If you receive a message that a copy or delete operation has not completed successfully or that files or
directories are in use, shut down any open applications and if necessary, use Task Manager to close any
hidden tasks that may be running. Then click Retry. If you click Ignore, Abort, or Cancel in this situation,
Setup does not complete the requested operation and may result in a call to Technical Support.

During installation, ensure that all files that are to be copied or deleted and their directories are not in use. If you receive a
message that a copy or delete operation has not completed successfully or that files or directories are in use, shut down any
open applications and if necessary, use Task Manager to close any hidden tasks that may be running. Then click Retry. If you

http://www.java.com
http://www.java.com
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click Ignore, Abort, or Cancel in this situation, Setup does not complete the requested operation and may result in a call to
Technical Support.

A file or directory can be locked (considered in use) because of NTFS permissions on it or its directory hierarchy, or because
a process outside the control of CA Automation Point is using it. If NTFS permissions are not the problem, shut down the
process or processes that are causing the locks. The following partial list shows processes that you should consider shutting
down. For some of these processes, you may need to use Task Manager or the Services Administrative tool to shut them down.

• Any editor (for example, Notepad)
• Command Prompt windows
• Windows Explorer windows
• Any antivirus program
• Any HTTP server for Web Message Viewer (for example, Microsoft IIS)
• Any JSP Server for the Notification Manager Website (for example, Apache Tomcat)
• The Notification Manager database manager (SQL Server)
• Any component of CA NSM WorldView, Event Management, or CCI
• Cam.exe: (CA NSM Message Queuing Server service)
• Caunisrv.exe (CA-Unicenter service)
• Ccinrsd.exe (CA-Unicenter (NR-Server) service)
• Ccirmtd.exe (CA-Unicenter (Remote) service)
• DISCSRV.EXE (CA-AutoDiscovery service)
• INETINFO.EXE (IIS Admin Service service)
• IPXDSCVR.EXE (CA-IPXDiscovery service)
• Lic98Rmt.exe (CA-License Client service)
• Microsoft Outlook
• Tomcat.exe or Tomcat7.exe (Apache Tomcat service)
• Quenetd.exe (CA-Unicenter (Transport) service)
• SEVPROP.EXE (CA-Unicenter TND Severity Propagation service)
• TaskMgr.exe (Task Manager)
• Wvschdsv.exe (CA-Unicenter Discovery Scheduler service)

Warning:

• apServerInstall.exe and apClientInstall.exe should never be stopped because they are required by the installation
program.

• Sometimes the Windows kernel locks a file or directory. If you have shut down everything that Task Manager
allows and the files or directories are still locked, then reboot your system and retry the installation before
performing any other operations.

 

 

 Apache Tomcat Installation Considerations

Upgrade Previous Versions of Tomcat

Note:  CA Automation Point redistributes Apache Tomcat version 7.0. If you do not use Apache Tomcat for applications
other than CA Automation Point, we recommend that you uninstall older versions of Apache Tomcat. The Apache Tomcat
installation process does not automatically uninstall a previous version.

To uninstall Apache Tomcat and upgrade to the latest version.

1. From the Windows Control Panel, select Administrative Tools, Services.
The Services list appears.

2. Select Apache Tomcat from the list and click Stop the service.
3. From the Windows Control Panel, uninstall the previous version of Apache Tomcat.
4. In Configuration Manager, navigate to Expert Interface, Notification Services, Notification Manager, NM Website.

The NM Website Dialog appears.
5. Clear the Enable access to the notification website check box and click the OK button.
6. Navigate to Expert Interface, Infrastructure, Web Services.

The Web Services Dialog appears.
7. Disable all Web Service modules and click the OK button.
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8. Navigate to Expert Interface, Infrastructure, Java/Tomcat Installation.
The Java/Tomcat Installation Dialog appears.

9. Select the Install button for the Apache Tomcat component.
10. After Apache Tomcat installs, on the NM Website Dialog, check Enable access to the notification website and check Use

local Java Servlet environment.
11. On the Web Services Dialog, enable any required Web Service modules.

Coexist with Previous Versions of Apache Tomcat

When running both an older and a newer version of Apache Tomcat simultaneously, configure one of the copies of Apache
Tomcat to operate on a different TCP/IP port number. Configure the appropriate applications to communicate to Apache
Tomcat through that port. After installing the new version of Apache Tomcat, use Configuration Manager to redeploy both the
Notification website and any required Web Service modules under this version of Tomcat.

To redeploy the Notification website and Web Service modules under the new version of Apache Tomcat.

1. Open the NM Website dialog.
2. Uncheck or clear the Use local Java Servlet environment.
3. Click OK to save and close the dialog.
4. Reopen the NM Website dialog.
5. Select Use the Local Java Servlet environment.
6. Click OK to save and close dialog.
7. Open the Web Services dialog.
8. Disable all Web Services modules.
9. Click OK to save and close the dialog.
10. Reopen the Web Services dialog.
11. Enable any required Web Service modules.
12. Click OK to save and close the dialog.
13. Recycle Apache Tomcat.

Backward Compatibility with a Previous Version of Apache Tomcat

You can continue to run the CA Automation Point Notification Website with previous versions of Apache Tomcat. However,
you must reconfigure Apache Tomcat to utilize an installation of either version 1.7 or 1.8 of the Java Runtime Environment.

 Different Java Versions Installed on the CA Automation Point Server
If you have installed an earlier version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) or an earlier version of
the Java Development Kit (JDK) for use with an earlier release of , you can uninstall either or both, then
install the JRE distributed with . To run Release 11.5, you must have JRE version 1.7 or greater. Version
1.8 of the JRE is redistributed by CA with .

If you have installed an earlier version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) or an earlier version of the Java Development
Kit (JDK) for use with an earlier release of CA Automation Point, you can uninstall either or both, then install the JRE
distributed with CA Automation Point. To run CA Automation Point Release 11.5, you must have JRE version 1.7 or greater.
Version 1.8 of the JRE is redistributed by CA with CA Automation Point.

 Multiple Instances of Java Required on 64-bit Systems
If you choose to enable access to a local Notification Website on a 64-bit version of the Microsoft
Windows Server operating system, you must install both the 32-bit version of the Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) and the 64-bit version of the JRE. Both versions of the JRE are distributed by CA, so
you should not need to download these components separately. The 32-bit version of the JRE is required
to run the NM Web Gateway service, and the 64-bit version of the JRE is required for the Apache Tomcat
server distributed by CA. The NM Web Services dialog in the Configuration Manager application
requires that both versions of the JRE be installed before a local Notification Website can be configured.

If you choose to enable access to a local Notification Website on a 64-bit version of the Microsoft Windows Server operating
system, you must install both the 32-bit version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) and the 64-bit version of the JRE.
Both versions of the JRE are distributed by CA, so you should not need to download these components separately. The 32-
bit version of the JRE is required to run the NM Web Gateway service, and the 64-bit version of the JRE is required for the
Apache Tomcat server distributed by CA. The NM Web Services dialog in the Configuration Manager application requires that
both versions of the JRE be installed before a local Notification Website can be configured.
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 Web MV and IIS
The Web Message Viewer server component (Web MV) uses Microsoft's Internet Information Services
component (IIS) to provide remote access to the Web MV client application (written as a Java Applet).
Starting with Microsoft Windows Server 2008, newer versions of this IIS component (7.0, 8.0, and 8.5)
are now bundled as an available server role. This Web Server role uses a new management interface
that is not compatible with previous IIS versions, such as the version of IIS used by Microsoft Windows
Server 2003 (IIS version 6.0).

The Web Message Viewer server component (Web MV) uses Microsoft's Internet Information Services component (IIS) to
provide remote access to the Web MV client application (written as a Java Applet). Starting with Microsoft Windows Server
2008, newer versions of this IIS component (7.0, 8.0, and 8.5) are now bundled as an available server role. This Web Server
role uses a new management interface that is not compatible with previous IIS versions, such as the version of IIS used by
Microsoft Windows Server 2003 (IIS version 6.0).

To allow Web MV to work in all supported Windows Server environments, install another Web Server role service when
you are using Microsoft Windows Server 2008 or later. This role service is called IIS 6 Management Compatibility and is not
automatically selected when you select to install the Web Server role. To integrate the Web MV server component with IIS on
these newer operating systems, select this optional role service for installation when installing the Web Server role.

 Interaction with UAC
When you install  on operating systems that have User Access Control (UAC) enabled, there may be a
delay before the initial setup window displays. This delay occurs because the UAC service copies and
scans the setup executable before launching it.

When you install CA Automation Point on operating systems that have User Access Control (UAC) enabled, there may
be a delay before the initial setup window displays. This delay occurs because the UAC service copies and scans the setup
executable before launching it.

Note:

Operating systems with UAC include Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 R2,
Windows 8, Windows Server 2012, Windows 8.1, and Windows Server 2012 R2.

Warning:

If you start the AP Desktop from Autostart Manager, the AP Desktop window does not display because of the session
0 isolation that Microsoft added in Windows Server 2008. To view any AP Desktop windows, you must use Remote
Viewer.

Starting with Windows Server 2008, Microsoft does not allow any application that started as a service to display a
user interface. All service applications start in what Microsoft calls session 0, which is a non-interactive session. This
behavior is not a bug with CA Automation Point. In Windows Server 2008, when you are at the AP Configuration
Manager and you define the Autostart, the Show AP Desktop option is disabled. This option is disabled because of
this new session isolation in Windows 2008. When you require the AP Desktop, start AP manually after you log on to
Windows.

 Optional Interface Components
When installing any of the optional Interface components (CA OPS/MVS EMA, CA NSM Event
Manager, or CA NSM WorldView), make sure that a network connection is available on that computer. If
there is no network connection, the installation of some or all of the interface components may fail.

When installing any of the optional Interface components (CA OPS/MVS EMA, CA NSM Event Manager, or CA NSM
WorldView), make sure that a network connection is available on that computer. If there is no network connection, the
installation of some or all of the interface components may fail.

Note:

: This does not impact the setup of the CA Automation Point Server or Client components.

 Installation Scenario
The content in this section illustrates how to:

The content in this section illustrates how to:
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• Install the server and client, the unattended procedure, or both.
• Install the Notification Website Application on a different server.
• Uninstall the server and client, the unattended procedure, or both.
• Add features or re-install this product.

Related information:

 Before You Begin
 

 

Review the following considerations:

• Review the requirements for installation.
• The new version of this product removes any older version that you previously installed. If an older version is present,

your current configuration is automatically backed up. You also have the opportunity to continue using your current
configuration for the new installation.

Prepare ISO file from CA Support Online

The ISO file for a given disc contains every piece of information written to the disc. The file can therefore be used to create an
exact copy of a disc even when the user does not have a physical copy of the disc.

Generally, it is unnecessary to open ISO files and view their contents, because they can be written to a disc without doing so.

Knowing how to open ISO files will allow you to troubleshoot any problems with the disc image or locate specific data within
the image.

Download and install an archive utility:

By default, most operating systems will not know how to handle ISO files, so you will need to install an archive utility (also
called a compression utility). 

Double-click 7-Zip/Tools/Options to open the options Screen after the installation process. You will see a Screen where you
can select which files are associated with 7-Zip. There you can press the .iso radio button to activate the possibility to edit ISO
files.

If you open a ISO file afterwards with the 7-Zip File Manager you will see the content of the ISO file. The 7-Zip File Manger
works as in the same manner as the Windows Explorer.

Prepare Directories for Installation

Before you install this product, ensure that any files or directories that are accessed by the setup process are not being used.
This includes existing Automation Point files or directories where you plan to install CA Automation Point.

A file or directory can be locked (considered in use) when:

• There are NTFS permissions on it.
• A process outside the control of CA Automation Point is using it.

If NTFS permissions are not the problem, shut down the process or processes that are causing the locks. The following
partial list shows processes that you should consider shutting down. For some of these processes, you may need to use Task
Manager or the Services Administrative tool to shut them down.

• • Any editor (for example, Notepad)
• Command Prompt windows
• Windows Explorer windows
• Any antivirus program
• Any HTTP server for Web Message Viewer (for example, Microsoft IIS)
• Any JSP Server for the Notification Manager Website (for example, Apache Tomcat)
• The Notification Manager database manager (SQL Server)
• Any component of CA NSM WorldView, Event Management, or CCI
• Cam.exe: (CA NSM Message Queuing Server service)
• Caunisrv.exe (CA-Unicenter service)
• Ccinrsd.exe (CA-Unicenter (NR-Server) service)
• Ccirmtd.exe (CA-Unicenter (Remote) service)
• DISCSRV.EXE (CA-AutoDiscovery service)

https://www.ca.com/us/services-support/ca-support.html
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• INETINFO.EXE (IIS Admin Service service)
• IPXDSCVR.EXE (CA-IPXDiscovery service)
• Lic98Rmt.exe (CA-License Client service)
• Microsoft Outlook
• Tomcat.exe or Tomcat7.exe (Apache Tomcat service)
• Quenetd.exe (CA-Unicenter (Transport) service)
• SEVPROP.EXE (CA-Unicenter TND Severity Propagation service)
• TaskMgr.exe (Task Manager)
• Wvschdsv.exe (CA-Unicenter Discovery Scheduler service)

Warning:  Do not stop apServerInstall.exe and apClientInstall.exe because they are required by the installation
program.

Note:  Sometimes the Windows kernel locks a file or directory. If you have shut down everything that Task Manager
allows and the files or directories are still locked, then reboot your system and retry the installation before performing any
other operations.

 How to Install, Uninstall, and Reinstall CA Automation Point Server and Client
The following illustration shows the steps to install uninstall, and reinstall server and client.

The following illustration shows the steps to install uninstall, and reinstall CA Automation Point server and client.

Complete the following steps to install the CA Automation Point server, including Open Object Rexx and CA Common
Services component using the wizard.

1. Play the Installation DVDs
2. Install the Server

Complete the following steps to install the remote client using the wizard.

1. Play the Installation DVDs
2. Install the Remote Client.

Complete the following steps to install the Notification Website Application on a different server.

1. Play the Installation DVDs
2. Install the Notification Website Application on a Different Server.
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Complete the following steps to add features or reinstall CA Automation Point.

1. Play the Installation DVDs
2. Add Features or Reinstall.

Complete the following steps to perform an unattended installation.

1. Play the Installation DVDs
2. Unattended Installation

Complete the following steps to perform an unattended uninstallation.

1. Play the Installation DVDs
2. Unattended Uninstallation

Complete this step to uninstall CA Automation Point.

• Uninstall CA Automation Point.

 Play the Installation DVDs
This product is distributed on two DVDs. DVD #1 contains all of the product software. DVD #2 contains
drivers for Dialogic brand voice cards.

This product is distributed on two DVDs. DVD #1 contains all of the CA Automation Point product software. DVD #2
contains drivers for Dialogic brand voice cards.

Play the first DVD using one of the following methods:

• Autoplay
• Autorun
• Manually

The Product Explorer displays.

Note:  The Dialogic drivers that are provided with this product do not run under Windows Server 2003 64-bit. These drivers
run on all other CA Automation Point supported operating systems.

Product Explorer

The Product Explorer is a graphical user interface that you can use to start some of the installation procedures that are
described in this document and access CA Support.

 Install the Server
The Install Server option in the Product Explorer launches a wizard that guides you through the server
software installation.

The Install Server option in the Product Explorer launches a wizard that guides you through the server software installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Install Server in the Product Explorer.
2. Close all other applications before continuing this installation.
3. Click Next, on the Introduction panel.
4. Review the Introduction panel and click Next.
5. Read the Licensee Agreement and then either:

1.1 Click I Agree to sign.
2.1 Click Cancel if you do not agree and exit the setup process.

6. Select the optional features that you want to install. The server and client features are required. You can select as many
features as needed. These features are:

• CA Automation Point Server (Required)
Installs the CA Automation Point server applications.

• CA Automation Point Client (Required)
Installs the CA Automation Point client applications.

• Interface to CA OPS/MVS EMA (Optional)
Installs the interface to CA OPS/MVS EMA. This option provides a REXX API for sending and receiving commands
to and from CA OPS/MVS EMA.

• Interface to CA NSM Event Manager (Optional)
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Installs the interface to the CA NSM Event Manager. This option provides the GUI, rules, and REXX mechanisms for
sending messages and commands to and from CA NSM Event Manager.

• Interface to CA NSM WorldView (Optional)
Installs the interface to the CA NSM WorldView map. This option provides the GUI and REXX mechanisms for
creating, querying, and changing objects and their attributes on the CA NSM WorldView map.

Note:  When installing any of the optional Interface components ensure that a network connection is available on the
computer. If there is no network connection, the installation of some or all of the interface components can fail. The setup
components for the CA Automation Point Server or Client are not impacted by network connections.

7. Click Next.
8. Select the destination locations for installing this product. You can accept the defaults or you can choose other directory

locations. We recommend using the selected defaults so that most executables for this product can be run by Standard
Users.

Note:  With Windows Server 2008, standard users are prevented from writing to any files or folders under the C:
\Program Files folder. The installation program selects default directories to avoid placing user data under the C:\Program
Files folder. If you override the default and place the user files folder under C:\Program Files, such as in the folder C:
\Program Files\CA\CA Automation Point\UserData, Windows Server 2008 blocks a standard user's write access to that
data. Therefore, we do not support the use of CA Automation Point on Windows Server 2008 using a standard user with
its user files folder located under the C:\Program Files folder.

9. Click Next.
10. If you are upgrading from an older version of CA Automation Point and depending on your configuration, you might

be presented with a Rexx compatibility panel. This panel informs you that starting with Release 11.5 the only supported
Rexx interpreter is Open Object Rexx. This panel also allows you to launch the Rexx Compatibility Tool.

11. Click Next.
12. If there are no conflicts, click Next.

Conflicts are typically resolved by stopping running processes that are using the files of this product. After you have
stopped these processes, click Refresh to ensure that the processes were stopped. Repeat this process as needed. When all
processes are stopped, click Next.

Warning:  If this procedure is not completed the installation is likely to fail.

Note:  If you receive a message that a copy or delete an operation has not completed successfully or that files or
directories are in, use, shut down any open applications. If necessary, use Task Manager to close any hidden tasks that
may be running and then select Retry. If you select Ignore, Abort, or Cancel in this situation, Setup does not complete the
requested operation.

13. Review all the settings.

• Click Back to change any incorrect setting.
• Click Install to install this product.

14. Wait for this product to install.
If Open Object Rexx is not already installed a dialog box displays. Follow the instructions in the dialog box. For help
installing Open Object Rexx visit http://www.oorexx.org/docs/.

Note:

- If you selected to install the Interface to CA NSM Event Manager, the Interface to CA NSM WorldView, or both you
will presented with a separate CA Common Services setup program used to install those components.

- If the CA Common Services setup process fails, review the reinstall CA common Service section.

a. On the Welcome to the CA Common Service Install, click Next.

b. Enter your name and Company name. Click Next.

c. Enter the Master KB Node or click Next and the displays the Master KB Node and other system information. Click
OK.

d. If the SQLBrower service is disabled, enable it.

e. Enter the Management Database (MDB) Instance Name. If this field is empty, the default (unnamed) server instance is
used.

f. Enter your password and confirm you password. Click Next.

g. Update the Database Selection and Configuration information. Click Next.

http://www.oorexx.org/docs/
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h. To confirm the installation directories, click Next or to change a director press F2.

i. To see if processes are locking files, review the installation summary. Click Next to view a list of these processes, click
Next.

j. Shut down all processes that are on the Active Process List. Skip this step if there are no active processes.

k. Click Install. Wait for the CCS installation to finish.

 
15. Select your reboot option, click Finish.
16. After the CA Automation Point, CCS, and Open Object Rexx installations are complete, you can configure various CA

Automation Point functions and services by using the Configuration Manager wizard. To start Configuration Manager,
from the Start menu, choose Programs, CA, CA Automation Point, Configuration Manager.

17. If you upgraded from an older version of CA Automation Point, we suggest that you review the contents of the Import
Report that is generated during the install into %AP_DATA%\Logs\ImportReport.html. You can access the report directly
or you can access it from the Manage Site Files utility.

 Reinstall CA Common Services
The installation program successfully completes the installation of a server before it installs any CCS
components. When an error occurs while installing CCS components, the server is unable to use the
connections to the CCS components, but is otherwise operational.

The installation program successfully completes the installation of a CA Automation Point server before it installs any CCS
components. When an error occurs while installing CCS components, the CA Automation Point server is unable to use the
connections to the CCS components, but is otherwise operational.

If CCS installation errors occur, you can reinstall the CCS components without having to completely reinstall CA Automation
Point.

Follow these steps:

1. Access a Windows command prompt.
2. Type the following command:

ccsReinstall

3. Enter the path of the CA Automation Point DVD.
4. Enter the desired companion product interfaces.

 Add Features or Reinstall
If you want to add optional features or reinstall , rerun the Setup installation program after the initial
installation is complete. The Setup program does not remove or modify your configuration data. Be aware
that every time you run the installation program, it shuts down the currently installed version.

If you want to add optional features or reinstall CA Automation Point, rerun the Setup installation program after the initial
installation is complete. The Setup program does not remove or modify your configuration data. Be aware that every time you
run the CA Automation Point installation program, it shuts down the currently installed version.

 Install the Remote Client
The Install Remote Client option in the Product Explorer launches a wizard that guides you through the
client software installation. This installation includes the CA AP Remote Viewer and text-to speech client
software. Use this option on a computer that is remote from your server.

The Install Remote Client option in the Product Explorer launches a wizard that guides you through the client software
installation. This installation includes the CA AP Remote Viewer and text-to speech client software. Use this option on a
computer that is remote from your CA Automation Point server.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Install Remote Client in the Product Explorer.
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2. Click Next on the Introduction panel.
3. Review the Introduction panel and click Next.
4. Read the Licensee Agreement and then either:

1.1 Click I Agree to sign.
2.1 Click Cancel if you do not agree and exit the setup process.

5. Select the destination locations for installing this product. You can accept the defaults or you can choose another directory
location. We recommend using the selected defaults so that most executables for this product can be run by Standard Users.
Click Next.

Note:  With Windows Server 2008, standard users are prevented from writing to any files or folders under the C:\Program
Files folder. The installation program selects default directories to avoid placing user data under the C:\Program Files
folder. If you override the default and place the user files folder under C:\Program Files, such as in the folder C:\Program
Files\CA\CA Automation Point\UserData, Windows Server 2008 blocks a standard user's write access to that data.
Therefore, we do not support the use of CA Automation Point on Windows Server 2008 using a standard user with its user
files folder located under the C:\Program Files folder.

6. If there are no conflicts, click Next.
When there are conflicts, they are typically resolved by stopping running processes that are using the files of this product.
Once you have stopped these processes, click Refresh to ensure that the processes were stopped. Repeat this process as
needed. When all processes are stopped, click Next.

Warning:  If this procedure is not completed the installation is most likely to fail.

7. Review all the setting.

• Click Back to change any incorrect setting.
• Click Install to install this product.

8. Wait for this product to install.

Note:  If you receive a message that a copy or delete an operation has not completed successfully or that files or directories
are in use, shut down any open applications. If necessary, use Task Manager to close any hidden tasks that may be running
and then select Retry. If you select Ignore, Abort, or Cancel in this situation, Setup does not complete the requested
operation.

9. Click Finish program.

 Install the Notification Website Application on a Different Server
When running the Notification Website application on a server other than the server, manually
deploy the web application archive file (.WAR file) into your JSP/Servlet engine. The Notification
Website application is packaged in the caapnfy.war file, which can be found in the %AP_HOME%
\Classes directory on the server. For instructions on how to deploy this application, see the JSP/Servlet
environment documentation.

When running the Notification Website application on a server other than the CA Automation Point server, manually deploy
the web application archive file (.WAR file) into your JSP/Servlet engine. The Notification Website application is packaged
in the caapnfy.war file, which can be found in the %AP_HOME%\Classes directory on the CA Automation Point server. For
instructions on how to deploy this application, see the JSP/Servlet environment documentation.

 Unattended Installation
An unattended client or server installation is done manually by running the clientInstall
\apClientInstall.exe or serverInstall\apServerInstall.exe executables respectively from the distribution
media.

An unattended client or server installation is done manually by running the clientInstall\apClientInstall.exe or serverInstall
\apServerInstall.exe executables respectively from the distribution media.

Follow these steps:

1. Read the License Agreement in \unattended\readme.txt on the distribution media.
2. Review these parameters and select the parameters as needed.

• Required parameters

• /Silent
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This parameter tells the setup to run in unattended (silent) mode. An unattended installation by a user account with
insufficient privileges aborts without warning.

• /LicenseAgree yes
This parameter is required for installation in unattended mode.

• Common optional parameters

• /InstallPath <path>
Specifies where to install AP runtime files.

• /UserPath <path>
Specifies where to install the configuration and custom user files.

• /Reboot [yes|no|force]
Specifies if the setup will auto-reboot when reboot is required after the installation finishes. The force option forces
a reboot. The default is not to reboot automatically.

• /ReuseUserData [yes|no]
Specifies if user data kept from a previous installation should be reused for a new installation. This data is valid only
if there is reusable user data from a previous installation present. The default is to reuse the data.

• Optional parameters specific to a client install

• /AllUsers
Specifies that the product should be installed for All Users. This installation requires Administrator privileges. This
parameter is the default when the installation is run by a user with Administrator privileges.

• /CurrentUser
Specifies that the product should be installed for the Current User only. This mode does not require Administrator
privileges. This parameter is the default when the installation is run by a user without Administrator privileges.

3. Run the client or server setup executables that are on the distribution media in serverInstall\ or clientInstall\ respectively
with the command-line parameters as needed.

Examples:

D:\serverInstall\apServerInstall.exe /Silent /LicenseAgree yes /
InstallPath c:\caap /ReuseUserData no /Reboot yes
D:\clientInstall\apClientInstall.exe /Silent /LicenseAgree yes /
UserPath c:\apconf /Reboot force

For another example, see Client_Install.bat in \unattended\samples on the distribution media.

 Unattended Uninstallation
These instructions show how to run an unattended uninstall for the server or client.

These instructions show how to run an unattended uninstall for the server or client.

Follow these steps:

1. Review these parameters. and select the parameters to use on your command.

• Required parameters

• /Silent
This parameter tells the setup to run in unattended (silent) mode. Unattended uninstallation by a user account with
insufficient privileges are aborted without warning.

• Common optional parameters

• /Reboot [yes|no|force]
Specifies if the setup will auto-reboot when reboot is required after the uninstallation finishes. The force option
forces a reboot. The default is not to reboot automatically.

• /KeepUserData [yes|no]
Specifies if user data is going to be removed or not during the uninstall process. The default is to keep the data.

• Optional parameters specific to a client uninstall

• /AllUsers
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Specifies that the product is installed for All Users. In this case Administrator privileges are required. This is the
default when the install is run by a user with Administrator privileges.

• /CurrentUser
Specifies that the product is installed for the Current User only. In this case Administrator privileges are not
required. This is the default when the install is run by a user without Administrator privileges.

2. Run the command-line uninstall executable uninst.exe found under the %AP_HOME%\Bin directory with the command-
line parameters as needed.

Uninstallation Example:

%AP_HOME%\bin\uninst.exe /Silent /KeepUserData no /Reboot no

 Uninstall CA Automation Point
To uninstall , use the Add/Remove Programs or Programs and Features facility in the Windows Control
Panel.

To uninstall CA Automation Point, use the Add/Remove Programs or Programs and Features facility in the Windows Control
Panel.

 Installing
Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product.

This section introduces you to CA Automation Point and provides you with information on how to install the product. It also
provides a brief overview of the product. It is important that you feel comfortable with CA Automation Point before you begin
to use it.

 

 Review the Export Declaration
The U.S. government has completed a technical review on the encryption capabilities within and has
provided a Commerce Classification of CCATS # G075616 and 5D002 ENC.

The U.S. government has completed a technical review on the encryption capabilities within CA Automation Point and has
provided a Commerce Classification of CCATS # G075616 and 5D002 ENC.

 Before You Install CA Automation Point
Before you begin installing , be aware that the new version of the product removes any older version that
has been previously installed. If an older version is present, your current configuration is automatically
backed up. You also have the opportunity to continue using your current configuration for the new
installation.

Before you begin installing CA Automation Point, be aware that the new version of the product removes any older version that
has been previously installed. If an older version is present, your current configuration is automatically backed up. You also
have the opportunity to continue using your current configuration for the new installation.

 Install CA Automation Point
is distributed on two DVDs. DVD #1 contains all of the product software. DVD #2 contains drivers for
Dialogic brand voice cards.

CA Automation Point is distributed on two DVDs. DVD #1 contains all of the CA Automation Point product software. DVD
#2 contains drivers for Dialogic brand voice cards.

Note:  The Dialogic drivers that are provided with this product do not run under Windows Server 2003 64-bit. These drivers
run on all other CA Automation Point-supported operating systems.

To install CA Automation Point.
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1. Log on to Windows using an account with an Administrator authority.
2. Insert CA Automation Point DVD #1 into the DVD drive on your workstation.

The CA Automation Point DVD Launcher program should begin automatically. If it does, click Install Server or Install
Remote Client.
If this application does not start automatically, do the following procedure:

1.1 Click Start on the taskbar, and then choose Run.
2.1 In the Open field of the Run dialog, type d:\setup.exe (where d: is the letter of the drive that contains the CA

Automation Point DVD) and then click OK.
3. The installation wizard guides you through the installation. Follow the instructions on the dialogs.

Note:  At the beginning of the installation, a dialog informs you that if you have any features of CA Automation Point
running, they will be stopped. At this point, any existing release of the product is stopped, and then removed once the
installation process begins.

Perform the following tasks during the installation:

• Accept the license agreement
• Reuse or delete user data that is found from a previous installation.

A dialog for these options appears only if Setup detects user data in an existing copy of CA Automation Point on your
machine. In that case, you are given the following options:

• To configure the copy you are installing, using the configuration data from the existing copy.
• Delete the user data. The results are the same as if an earlier version of the product had not been found.

Note:   Either way, your user data is automatically backed up into the Export directory under your User directory
path.

• Select the features that you want to install. When you run the Server installation, both server and client components are
installed. If you are running the Remote Client installation, only Client components are installed.

Note:  The interfaces to companion products are already installed if CA NSM is installed on the computer.
• To install the program, select a location.

The CA Automation Point installation program prompts you for a Product installation folder where the program is
installed and User files folder location where you want all site-specific files to be stored. You can accept the defaults or
you can choose another directory location. We recommend that you use defaults, which have been selected so that many
of CA Automation Point's executables can be run by Standard Users.

• Review settings

Note:  Any old versions of CA Automation Point are erased if you proceed.

Warning:  If, during setup, you receive a message telling you that files or directories are in use and the
operation cannot be completed, see Installation Considerations for instructions on completing that operation.

• Copy program files
4. If a reboot is required to complete the installation process, the setup program requests a reboot.
5. To reboot the workstation, click the Reboot Now option.

Note:  An installation log is created in the  CA Automation Point Logs directory.

Related information:

 Client Setup Installation Modes
The client setup program can be installed in two different modes: AllUsers and CurrentUser.

The client setup program can be installed in two different modes: AllUsers and CurrentUser.

• AllUsers
Use the AllUser mode when the user account performing the installation has Administrator privileges.
The AllUsers mode allows you to deploy the client applications in a way that makes them available to all users logged in to
the system. When performing this installation, the user account requires Administrator privileges.

• CurrentUser
Use the CurrenUser mode when the user account does not have Administrator privileges.
The CurrentUser mode does not require Administrator privileges to perform the installation. However the deployed
applications are only available to the user account where the installation was performed. This mode enables deployment
of the client applications in restricted environments where Administrator privileges are not readily available. The client
installation can be deployed in CurrentUser mode on one machine as many times as needed under different user accounts.
This procedure allows multiple users to use the client applications while still not requiring Administrator privileges during
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a deployment. The fact that CurrentUser mode does not require Administrator privileges is achieved by writing files and
registry values to user-specific locations. The default installation paths are different in this mode. These paths point to a
location under the user profile directory where the user has write access permissions by default. When overriding these
default installation paths, select directories where the user has previously been granted write access permissions.

By default the AllUsers mode is used when the user account performing the installation has Administrator privileges. The
CurrentUser mode is used by default when the user account does not have Administrator privileges.

Command-line options can be used to select the desired mode. The /AllUsers command-line option selects the AllUsers mode.
The installation aborts if the AllUsers mode is selected this way and the user account does not have Administrator privileges.
The /CurrentUser command-line option selects the CurrentUser mode.

Examples:

D:\clientInstall\apClientInstall.exe /AllUsers
D:\clientInstall\apClientInstall.exe /CurrentUser

The unattended installation sample script is located in the unattended/samples directory on the installation media. This script
shows how these command-line options can be used to deploy the CA Automation Point client applications.

Warning:  Installing the product in both the AllUsers and CurrentUser modes at the same time on a single machine is
not supported. If at any time a transition from an AllUsers-mode deployment to a CurrentUser-mode one is required,
the product has to be uninstalled first. The same applies to the opposite transition from a CurrrentUser to an AllUsers
deployment.

Note:  When performing an unattended installation, the /CurrentUser command-line switch is required to confirm that a
CurrentUser mode installation is acceptable. This restriction is in place to prevent an accidental deployment in CurrentUser
mode due to insufficient privileges. Similarly, the /AllUsers command-line option can be used during an unattended
installation to ensure the AllUsers mode is being used.

 How CA Common Service Components are Installed
incorporates CA Common Services (CCS) to provide connectivity to CA NSM Event Management, CA
NSM WorldView, and CA OPS/MVS. Selecting any of these options automatically installs the relevant
CCS components.

CA Automation Point incorporates CA Common Services (CCS) to provide connectivity to CA NSM Event Management, CA
NSM WorldView, and CA OPS/MVS. Selecting any of these options automatically installs the relevant CCS components.

When selecting CA NSM Event Manager and/or CA NSM WorldView, either establish a connection to a previously created
remote CA NSM repository database, or create a local CA NSM repository database during the CA Automation Point
installation. CA OPS/MVS EMA does not require a database connection.

The CA Automation Point installation program always successfully completes the installation of a CA Automation Point
server before it installs any CCS components. When an error occurs while installing CCS components, the CA Automation
Point server is unable to use the connections to the CCS components, but will be otherwise operational.

If CCS installation errors occur, you can reinstall the CCS components without having to completely reinstall CA Automation
Point. From a Windows command prompt, type the following command:

ccsReinstall

This program asks for the path of the CA Automation Point DVD, and which companion product interfaces you want to install.

 Unattended Setup
The file Readme.txt located in the unattended directory on the installation media outlines the procedures
necessary to run an unattended installation or uninstallation.

The file Readme.txt located in the unattended directory on the installation media outlines the procedures necessary to run an
unattended installation or uninstallation.
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Additionally, a sample script that shows how to execute an unattended client installation is available in the unattended/samples
directory on the installation media. Read the Readme.txt file, before using this sample.

 Install with CA Software Delivery
You can retrieve and install using the CA Software Delivery (USD) application. Use the SD Explorer
interface on a USD server to do this. For details on this process, see the CA Software Delivery
Administrator Guide.

You can retrieve and install CA Automation Point using the CA Software Delivery (USD) application. Use the SD Explorer
interface on a USD server to do this. For details on this process, see the CA Software Delivery Administrator Guide.

You can also register CA Automation Point with USD using an application called SDREGISTER.EXE. This utility is located
in the softwareDelivery directory on the installation media. The file Readme.txt in the same directory explains how to use this
application.

 Upgrade from CA Automation Point Release 11.3 or Release 11.4
If you plan to upgrade from Release 11.3 or Release 11.4, consider the points in this section before
proceeding with the installation:

If you plan to upgrade from CA Automation Point Release 11.3 or Release 11.4, consider the points in this section before
proceeding with the installation:

Uninstall a Previous Version

If you plan to install CA Automation Point Release 11.5 on a machine that is currently running the product, you do not need
to uninstall the previous version. The installation program automatically handles any uninstallation steps that need to be
performed.

Back Up Your Current Configuration

To back up your CA Automation Point configuration, use the Export and Import utility. This utility is accessible
from the Manage Site Files option in the Configuration Manager File menu. After exporting your configuration, copy
the Export directory to a backup location. This Export directory can be found under the %AP_SITE% directory.

Your configuration is also automatically backed up by the installation program into the Export directory. The Export directory
is located underneath the User files folder directory.

Note:  For more information, see File Directory Structure .

 To Add Features or Reinstall CA Automation Point
If you want to add any optional feature or reinstall , rerun the Setup installation program after the initial
installation is complete. Your configuration data will not be removed or modified by the Setup program.
Be aware that every time you run the installation program, it will shut down the currently installed
version.

If you want to add any optional feature or reinstall CA Automation Point, rerun the Setup installation program after the initial
installation is complete. Your configuration data will not be removed or modified by the Setup program. Be aware that every
time you run the CA Automation Point installation program, it will shut down the currently installed version.

 To Uninstall CA Automation Point
To uninstall , use the Add/Remove Programs or Programs and Features facility in the Windows Control
Panel.

To uninstall CA Automation Point, use the Add/Remove Programs or Programs and Features facility in the Windows Control
Panel.

 Install a Remote Client without Distribution Media
You can install a Remote Client on a computer that does not have access to the installation media (that is,
one that does not have access to the product DVD).

You can install a CA Automation Point Remote Client on a computer that does not have access to the installation media (that
is, one that does not have access to the product DVD).
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• From a computer from which you can read the installation DVD, copy the apClientInstall.exe installation program from the
clientInstall\ folder on the distribution media to a network shared drive that is accessible to the target computer.

• From the target computer, establish a connection to the network shared drive and run apClientInstall.exe to install the
Remote Client.

 Install the Notification Website Application on a Non-CA Automation Point Machine
If you decide to run the Notification Website application on a machine other than the server machine,
you must manually deploy the web application archive file (.WAR file) into your JSP/Servlet engine. The
Notification Website application is packaged in the caapnfy.war file, which can be found in the installdir
\classes directory on the server machine. For instructions on how to deploy this application, see the JSP/
Servlet environment documentation.

If you decide to run the Notification Website application on a machine other than the CA Automation Point server machine,
you must manually deploy the web application archive file (.WAR file) into your JSP/Servlet engine. The Notification Website
application is packaged in the caapnfy.war file, which can be found in the installdir\classes directory on the CA Automation
Point server machine. For instructions on how to deploy this application, see the JSP/Servlet environment documentation.

 Before You Start CA Automation Point
Before you start for the first time, consider the information in this section:

Before you start CA Automation Point for the first time, consider the information in this section:

 Initial Configuration
If you installed the server component, you need to configure before you start the product for the first
time. Configuration Manager provides a wizard to guide you through this process. The Wizard Interface
lets you functionally configure the automation facilities and notification services that are essential for to
perform various functions.

If you installed the server component, you need to configure CA Automation Point before you start the product for the first
time. Configuration Manager provides a wizard to guide you through this process. The Wizard Interface lets you functionally
configure the automation facilities and notification services that are essential for CA Automation Point to perform various
functions.

Configuration Manager also provides the Expert Interface, which lets you access the settings of the CA Automation Point
components, letting you drill down and quickly make changes to specific features.

For detailed information on Configuration Manager, the Wizard Interface, and the Expert Interface, see Administrating.

 Set Up Licensing

  

When you purchase CA Automation Point, you receive a license certificate with your order. To run CA Automation Point on a
Server machine, you need to access your license for the product.

 To access your CA Automation Point license  

1. Within the ca_lic directory (usually located under the Program Files\CA\SharedComponents directory, or at the root of the
machine), search for a file named ca.olf.

2. If the ca.olf file does not exist, use a text editor to create a file with that name. Copy all of the information from the
Execution Key from your license certificate into this file, and save it into the ca_lic directory.

3. If the ca.olf file does exist, open it using a text editor and make the following edits:

1.1 Replace all lines beginning with ID_ with the ID_ lines indicated in the Execution Key from your license certificate.
2.1 At the bottom of the file, immediately following any existing FEATURE lines, add the FEATURE line from the

Execution Key from your license certificate.

Note:

:

• Do not remove any existing FEATURE lines.
• The FEATURE line may wrap to a second line on the license certificate, but it must be entered on a single line

with no carriage return in the ca.olf file.
3.1 Save the edited ca.olf file into the ca_lic directory.
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To make the license installation process easier, a merged license file based on your Site ID is available to dow{notnload
from http://ca.com/support.

Note:

: Check your license certificate for the most up-to-date licensing instructions.

Monitoring Licensing Messages

To ensure that CA Automation Point is properly licensed, you can do one of the following:

• Monitor the AP Msg Recall window located on the Automation Point Desktop application
• Monitor the Windows application event log for CA Licensing messages.

To monitor licensing messages sent to the AP Msg Recall window, you can write rules to capture the AXC0554W and
AXC0555W messages.

To monitor licensing messages sent to the Windows application event log, you can configure the Automation Point Desktop
application to monitor this event log using the Events Interface section of the Configuration Manager application.

Understanding CA Automation Point Licensing Codes

There are two types of licensing codes for CA Automation Point:

• Licensing codes for the base product
• Licensing codes for optional 3270 connections

Licenses for 3270 connections include all connections to 3270 console family, regardless of connection type. Starting with CA
Automation Point Release 11.3, these licenses also include connections to the 5250 family of consoles.

The following table lists information about license codes:

 License Name  Code  Category  Release Introduced 

Unicenter Automation Point 2UNA base product 4.0

 CA Automation Point 2UNB base product 11.3

Unicenter Automation Point
3270 Interface Option

2UNI 3270/5250 console
connection

4.0

Unicenter Automation Point
3270 Interface Option

2UN3 3270/5250 console
connection

11.1

 CA Automation
Point 3270/5250 Option

2UN4 3270/5250 console
connection

11.3

License keys are accepted from the release when they were first introduced (see previous table). Valid newer keys override
keys from older releases. Although valid licensing keys from previous releases still work with newer releases, newer keys
allow for higher connection counts, as shown in the following table:

   Licensed Connections 

 Name  Code  Minimum  Maximum 

Unicenter Automation Point
3270 Interface Option

2UNI 16 16

Unicenter Automation Point
3270 Interface Option

2UN3 12 32

 CA Automation
Point 3270/5250 Option

2UN4 16 64

 Migration Information

Note:

: If you are upgrading from either Release 11.3 or Release 11.4, read the following migration topic:

• How You Upgrade Notification Manager Databases

http://www.ca.com/support
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 How You Upgrade Notification Manager Database
This section describes how to upgrade an existing Notification Manager database. The NM database
resides within the CA MDB (Management Data Base). Release 11.5 can upgrade any version of the CA
MDB running under a supported version of SQL Server.

This section describes how to upgrade an existing Notification Manager database. The NM database resides within the CA
MDB (Management Data Base). CA Automation Point Release 11.5 can upgrade any version of the CA MDB running under a
supported version of SQL Server.

 Notification Manager Database Upgrade Considerations
The database schema in Release 11.5 has changed to support enhancements to the Notification Manager
website and new ADDRESS VOX commands. This database schema is compatible with previous
versions of starting with Release 11.3. All notification data that were created in previous releases is
retained during an upgrade to Release 11.5.

The database schema in CA Automation Point Release 11.5 has changed to support enhancements to the Notification Manager
website and new ADDRESS VOX commands. This database schema is compatible with previous versions of CA Automation
Point starting with Release 11.3. All notification data that were created in previous releases is retained during an upgrade to
Release 11.5.

However, the following limitations apply when accessing notification request entries created with a different version of
Notification Manager:

• Notification request entries that are created in a previous version of CA Automation Point do not contain detailed
notification status information. This expanded notification status information is only available for requests that are
submitted from CA Automation Point Release 11.5.

• Notification request entries utilizing the ASK parameter of the NMFIND program that is created in CA Automation Point
Release 11.5 store the answer choices separately from the question text. These answer choices are not available to instances
of CA Automation Point Release 11.3 or earlier that share the same Notification Manager database.

 To Upgrade a CA Automation Point Server That Connects to a Local Notification Manager Database
Follow these steps:

Follow these steps:

1. Start the CA Automation Point Release 11.5 installation program.
2. Select the Install server option.
3. Proceed through the installation dialogs until the NM database upgrade dialog displays.
4. Select Yes. The Notification Manager database upgrade takes place immediately.
5. Continue with the CA Automation Point upgrade.

Note:

• You can only upgrade CA Automation Point from Release 11.3 or Release 11.4 to Release 11.5. If you have an earlier
release of CA Automation Point, upgrade to CA Automation Point Release 11.3 or Release 11.4 before upgrading to
Release 11.5.

• When the NM database resides on the same machine as an older CA Automation Point server, we recommend backing up
your configuration. To create a backup of your database, run the ADDRESS VOX NMEXPORT command before each
upgrade step. This backup procedure is not mandatory but is helpful to restore the previous release.

• When No is selected in the NM database upgrade dialog, NM database is not upgraded and Notification Manager and NM
Website is disabled. To enable NM database run Configuration Manager and follow the instructions.

 

 

 

 To Upgrade a Notification Manager Database on a Different Machine Than the CA Automation Point Server
Follow these steps:

Follow these steps:

1. Start the CA Automation Point Release 11.5 installation program on your CA Automation Point server.
2. Select the Install server option. No NM database questions are asked. Complete the upgrade.
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Follow the instructions in How You Create Or Update a Notification Manager Database on a Non-CA Automation Point
Server.

 To Upgrade Multiple CA Automation Point Servers That Connect to a Single NM Database
Release 11.3 and Release 11.4 can share the same Notification Manager database with Release 11.5. The
limitations for this cross-release database sharing are described in .

CA Automation Point Release 11.3 and Release 11.4 can share the same Notification Manager database with CA Automation
Point Release 11.5. The limitations for this cross-release database sharing are described in Notification Manager Database
Upgrade considerations.

Upgrade the Notification Manager database as described in this section. You can then upgrade the remaining CA Automation
Point servers pointing to that database in any order without impacting the operations of other CA Automation Point servers.

We recommend upgrading all CA Automation Point server installations that are connected to a single NM Database
expediently to this new version. This database upgrade provides full functionality and limits the impact to Notification Website
users.

 How Site Files Are Managed
keeps customer-modified data separate from CA distributed data so that when a patch or upgrade is
run, it leaves the customer-modified data intact. All customer-modified data is kept under the Site files
directory. The system-level environment variable %AP_SITE% is populated to point to the current Site
directory in use by .

CA Automation Point keeps customer-modified data separate from CA distributed data so that when a patch or upgrade is run,
it leaves the customer-modified data intact. All customer-modified data is kept under the Site files directory. The system-level
environment variable %AP_SITE% is populated to point to the current Site directory in use by CA Automation Point.

The Site files reside under their own parent directory in a location independent of the install directory. The CA Automation
Point installation program prompts you for a UserData path where all site-specific files are stored. You can accept the default
(recommended) or you can choose another directory location. The default has been selected so that many CA Automation
Point executables can be run by Standard Users. Under Windows Server 2008 or later, the default UserData path resides under
the ProgramData directory. The following diagram shows this new structure:

However, the CA Automation Point installation program are not prompt you for a UserData location on upgrades from
previous releases. On upgrade installations running on a pre-Windows 2008 operating system, you do not need to move the
Site files to a user-writable location because the Windows operating system does not require it.

Note:  During an upgrade installation of CA Automation Point, any preexisting files that are found in the Bin\ or Distrib
\ (formerly RUNTIME\) directories that are not among the product-distributed files to be installed, are moved into
the UserData directory structure. These files are either user files or formerly distributed files that are no longer supported in
the current release. You can choose to retain or delete these files under the UserData directory structure.

 Export and Import Utility
The Export and Import Utility supports moving configuration settings from an older, supported,
installation to a clean installation of the current . This utility also supports moving configuration settings
from one server to another.

The Export and Import Utility supports moving configuration settings from an older, supported, CA Automation Point
installation to a clean installation of the current CA Automation Point. This utility also supports moving configuration settings
from one CA Automation Point server to another.

Migration of your current configuration settings is handled automatically during an upgrade installation.
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You can move configuration settings from CA Automation Point on one machine to a clean install of CA Automation Point on
another machine in one of the following ways:

• Perform an upgrade and export settings.
• Manually migrate configuration settings

To migrate configuration settings by upgrading.

1. Upgrade the server to CA Automation Point Release 11.5.
2. Export CA Automation Point configuration settings from the source machine.
3. Copy the exported zip file to the destination machine.
4. Run importSess on the destination machine and point to the exported zip file on the local destination machine.

To manually migrate configuration settings from an older, supported, release to a clean CA Automation Point Release
11.5 installation.

1. On a CA Automation Point Release 11.3 or Release 11.4 server machine, choose the Manage Site Files option in the File
menu of Configuration Manager to run the Export and Import utility.

2. Export your site configuration settings to standby Sites. For more information, see the  CA Automation Point Administrator
Guide.

3. Find the folder with exported Site configuration. This folder is in the %AXC_SITE_PATH%\Export.
4. Copy the entire exported Site folder to a removable storage device, such as USB flash drive.
5. On a CA Automation Point Release 11.5 server machine, copy the exported Site configuration folder from the removable

storage device to the %AP_DATA%\Export folder on the server.
6. On the CA Automation Point Release 11.5 server machine, choose the Manage Site Files option in the File menu

of Configuration Manager to run the Export and Import utility. The exported Site configuration from the older CA
Automation Point Release appears in the list of Standby Site Archives.

7. In the list of Standby Site Archives, select the items that you want to import and click Import to Site.

Your configuration settings are imported to CA Automation Point.

For more information about the Export and Import utility, see Managing Site Files.

4 Administrating

Information for customizing and maintaining this product.

The content in this section uses the following conventions:

• Text in italic indicates a variable or command for which you must supply a value.
• Keywords that appear in [ ] are optional.
• A vertical bar (|) means you must choose between mutually exclusive values.
• Keywords in all uppercase must be entered exactly as shown

This section provides information about the following topics:

 Administrating Content Changes
The following content updates have been made since the last release:

The following content updates have been made since the last release:

Configuring CA Automation Point

• Updated Windows Server 2003.
• Updated Search Order For REXX Programs.
• Updated Export.
• Updated Import.
• Added Apply Configuration Changes to a Running AP Desktop.

Asynchronous Host Sessions

• Updated The Asynchronous Communication Status Display.

Viewing Remote Sessions
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• Updated the entire Viewing Remote Sessions section.

Configuring and Writing REXX

• Updated REXX Search Order Considerations.
• Updated Unbinding a Session.

Using Notification Services

• Updated Configuring a Text-to-Speech Client.
• Updated Notification Manager Database Maintenance Commands.
• Updated Notification Commands.
• Updated Voice Processing Commands.
• Updated Utility Commands.
• Updated REXX Code Listing (Outbound Voice Notification with Input from Caller).
• Updated REXX Code Listing (Inbound Application with Input from Caller).

Using Notification Manager

• Updated Notification Manager Overview.
• Updated Defining Methods to Notification Manager.
• Updated Method Types.
• Updated Notification Manager Method Programs.
• Updated Connecting to the Notification Website.
• Updated Website Areas.
• Updated Menu System.
• Updated REXX Program Not Included in Invocation List.
• Updated New CA-Supplied NM Policy Definitions Not Included.
• Updated Deployments to Enable Access to the Mobile Notification Website.

Using AS/400 Manager

• Updated Customizing CA Automation Point Files to Install AS/400 Manager When Connecting to Multiple Stand-alone
Systems.

 Configuring CA Automation Point
This section discusses Configuration Manager and how you can set up the various automation tools. It
also describes how you can use Configuration Manager to set up sessions.

This section discusses Configuration Manager and how you can set up the various CA Automation Point automation tools. It
also describes how you can use Configuration Manager to set up sessions.

 Component Privileges

When you run any component of CA Automation Point, you do so as a Windows user account. During configuration of CA
Automation Point, you can specify user accounts for a number of components that are run automatically.

Each new version of Windows places an increased emphasis on running applications with the minimum possible privileges.
By following this commonly recommended security practice, you can reduce your security vulnerability and thus minimize the
possibility of a costly security breach.

Those CA Automation Point components that do not require the privileges of a Windows administrator can be run as a
standard user. The following table identifies whether a given component can be run by a user who is a member of the Windows
Administrators group or by a user with standard user rights. It also identifies any additional privileges that must be assigned to
that user to accomplish certain operations.

Component Run with administrator rights Run with standard user rights

CA Automation Point Installation
Program

Yes No

Configuration Manager Yes No
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Manage Site Files--Export/Import
Utility

Yes No

All CA AP Windows Services
(Notification Server, PPQs, and so on)

Yes

See Requirement 1

No

Automation Point Desktop Yes

See Requirement 2

Yes

See Requirement 2

VOX Client REXX programs Yes Yes

Notification Manager REXX programs Yes Yes

PPQ REXX programs Yes Yes

Notification Website Yes Yes

Web Message Viewer Yes Yes

Remote Viewer Yes Yes

Speech Notification Client Yes Yes

Requirement One

By default CA AP Windows services run as the LocalSystem account that has administrative privileges. If configured to run as
another user, that account must have the following user rights:

• Belong to the Administrators group
• Act as part of the operating system
• Allow log on locally
• Log on as a batch job
• Log on as a service

Requirement Two

Your decision to run the CA Automation Point Desktop as an administrator or as a standard user may vary based on the
Windows operating system that you run at your site.

Windows Server 2003

Starting the Automation Point Desktop using AP Autostart Manager or AP Remote Viewer

The user name specified in the "Automation Services Startup Options" dialog and/or the "Remote Viewing" dialog must be a
member of the Administrators group.

Starting the Automation Point Desktop as an Application

The CA Automation Desktop is started as an application when you start it from the Windows Start Menu. In this situation, you
can run the Automation Point Desktop as either an administrator or a standard user.

Windows Server 2008 and Above

Running the Automation Point Desktop as a Standard User

Typically, it is easiest to configure the Automation Point Desktop as a standard user and assign to that user the ‘privileges
required for standard users’, which are listed below. Such a configuration works when the Automation Point Desktop is started
from the AP Autostart Manager, the AP Remote Viewer, or the Windows Start Menu.

Autostarting the Automation Point Desktop as an Administrator

You can start the Automation Point Desktop from the Windows Start Menu as an administrator with no special configuration.
However, if you choose to start the Automation Point Desktop, from the AP Autostart Manager or the AP Remote Viewer as a
user who is a member of the Administrators group (but who is not the built-in Administrator), you must re-configure a value in
the Windows User Account control (UAC) security settings.

Beginning with Windows Vista, Microsoft has included an enhanced security feature called User Account Control (UAC). A
primary function of this UAC component is to prompt the user for acknowledgment when a program elevates into a privileged
state. Because the Automation Point Desktop can require one or more advanced privileges, UAC displays an interactive
prompt for acknowledgment before allowing execution of the Automation Point Desktop. No interactive prompt displays
when you start the Automation Point Desktop using either the AP Autostart Manager or the AP Remote Viewer. Therefore,
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the prompt goes unanswered and the application appears to hang. The application can then only be stopped using the Windows
Task Manager. You can prevent this hang by reconfiguring a value in the Windows UAC security settings.

To reconfigure UAC so that the AP Autostart Manager and the AP Remote Viewer can start the Automation Point
Desktop as an administrator

1. Log in as an administrator.
2. From a Windows command prompt, type secpol.msc and press Enter.
3. If a UAC prompt displays, click Continue. 

The Local Security Policy dialog displays.
4. Navigate to the following tree item located in the left pane of this dialog: Security Settings, Local Policies, Security

Options.
5. To run the Automation Point Desktop using the built-in ‘Administrator‘ account, find the following security policy in the

right pane of this dialog: 
‘User Account Control: Admin Approval Mode for the Built-in Administrator account‘. 
The Windows default value for this UAC setting is ‘Disabled’. If that is your current value, no change is required to run the
Automation Point Desktop as the built-in Administrator.

6. To run the CA Automation Point Desktop using a member of the local ‘Administrators‘ user group (who is not the built-in
‘Administrator‘), find the following security policy in the right pane of this dialog: 
‘User Account Control: Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode‘. 
The Windows default value for this UAC setting is ‘Enabled’. This value must be changed to ‘Disabled’ to run the
Automation Point Desktop as an administrator other than the built-in Administrator.

Warning:  Setting this value to ‘Disabled’ reduces the overall security of your system. For this reason, only choose
this option if your corporate policy prevents you from running the Automation Point Desktop as a standard user.

7. Double-click the appropriate security policy entry, and make sure the Disabled radio button is selected.
8. Click OK on the Security Policy dialog to save your changes (if any).

Warning:  This configuration setting will affect all applications.

Privileges Required for Standard Users

Regardless of operating system, if your site uses the following features and chooses to run the Automation Point Desktop as a
standard user, you must assign the following rights to that standard user:

If you do one of the following:

• Send or receive messages from CA NSM Event Manager
• Send or receive messages from CA OPS/MVS

then the CA Automation Point user must have the following user right:

• Create global objects

If you monitor the Windows Security Event log, the CA Automation Point user must have the following rights:

• 'Manage auditing and security log' user right
• Read permission for the following Windows registry key: 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\Eventlog
\Security 

You can assign Read permission to this registry key with the apAddRegRead program.

 Configuration Manager
Configuration Manager is a graphical user interface you can use to configure various functions and
services.

Configuration Manager is a graphical user interface you can use to configure various CA Automation Point functions and
services.

To start Configuration Manager, from the Start menu, choose Programs, CA, CA Automation Point, Configuration Manager.
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Configuration Manager is composed of two interfaces:

• The  Wizard Interface allows you to functionally configure the automation facilities and notification services.
• The  Expert Interface  allows you to access the settings of the CA Automation Point components. You can use this interface

to drill down and quickly make changes to specific features.

Note:  We recommend that you use the Wizard Interface to perform the initial configuration of essential facilities and services.
However, you may want to use the Expert Interface to make smaller modifications. For example, if you have already used the
Wizard Interface for initial configuration and only want to modify a specific setting, you may find the Expert Interface more
expedient.

The following illustration shows the Configuration Manager expandable tree view with the interfaces and their components:

 Wizard Interface

The Configuration Manager Wizard Interface provides two intelligent graphical setup wizards, the Automation Setup Wizard
and the Notification Setup Wizard, to guide you through a functionally complete configuration of the CA Automation Point
automation facilities and notification services.

The following sections describe the function of each setup wizard.

Automation Setup Wizard

The Automation Setup Wizard guides you step-by-step through the configuration of the key components of an automation
server. This setup wizard explains the relevance of each component to automation system operations, helping you determine
whether a component is required for the automation needs of your site.

Examples of tasks that the Automation Setup Wizard lets you configure include:

• Automatic startup
• Scripts
• Session definition sets
• Rules
• Remote viewing
• Web message viewing
• Program-to-Program Queues
• Interface to CA NSM
• Interface to CA OPS/MVS
• Interface to HAF
• Windows Event Logs

Click Next on the Automation Setup Wizard to perform the next recommended task, and click Finish when you are through
with your configuration.

Notification Setup Wizard

The Notification Setup Wizard guides you step-by-step through the configuration of the key facilities of Notification
Services. This setup wizard explains the relevance of each facility, helping you determine whether a facility is required for the
notification needs of your site.
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Examples of tasks that the Notification Setup Wizard enables you to configure include:

• Voice card installation
• Notification Startup Options
• E-mail Notification Facilities
• Notification Manager Database

 Expert Interface

The Configuration Manager Expert Interface provides direct access to the settings of each CA Automation Point component.
The CA Automation Point components follow:

• Automation
• Notification Services
• Infrastructure

You can drill down to your particular area of interest, access each component's underlying facilities and make a specific
change, add more sessions, add more rules, and so on.

Note: The Expert Interface does not  provide guidance on how to set up a combination of components to achieve a functional
goal. For this type of assistance, refer to the Wizard Interface.

The following sections describe the three components of the Expert Interface.

The Automation Component

The Automation component of the Expert Interface allows you to configure the facilities that control the automated system
operations of your site. With the Automation component, you can configure all of the facilities presented by the Automation
Setup Wizard, and other less commonly modified features. By navigating through an expandable tree structure, you can drill
down to a particular feature of interest and modify its configuration settings.

The facilities that you can configure using the Automation component of the Expert Interface include:

• Automation Services Startup Options
• Scripts
• Session definition sets
• Rules
• REXX
• Automation Point Desktop settings
• Message logging settings
• Non-volatile status variables
• Remote viewing
• Web message viewing
• Events interface
• AS/400 Manager

The Notification Services Component

The Notification Services component of the Expert Interface allows you to configure the facilities used to provide notification
capabilities for your site. With the Notification Services component, you can configure all of the facilities presented by the
Notification Setup Wizard, and other less commonly modified features. By navigating through an expandable tree structure,
you can drill down to a particular feature of interest and modify its configuration settings.

The facilities that you can configure using the Notification Services component of the Expert Interface include:

• Notification Services startup options
• Paging
• Voice
• Email
• Notification Manager

The Infrastructure Component

The Infrastructure component of the Expert Interface allows you to configure the underlying facilities used in support of both
your Automation and Notification facilities.

The facilities that you can configure using the Infrastructure component of the Expert Interface include:
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• Error Tracing
• Debugging
• Program-to-program queues (PPQs)
• Services
• Diagnostic reports
• Java/Tomcat Installation

 Managing Your Site Configuration
supplies you with a rich set of extensions that you can use to configure and manage your site’s data to suit
your needs.

CA Automation Point supplies you with a rich set of extensions that you can use to configure and manage your site’s data to
suit your needs.

• Use Configuration Manager to configure, view, and edit settings saved in user data files that customize your site.
Configuration Manager saves the user data files in a directory structure separate from the directory where CA Automation
Point-distributed files are installed.

• Use the Export and Import Utility to backup, export, or import the full set of Configuration Manager user data files and
accompanying user supplied files residing in the Site directory. Configuration files exported from the local CA Automation
Pointserver can be imported for use by a different CA Automation Point server. Likewise, configuration files exported from
another CA Automation Point server can be imported for use by the local CA Automation Point server. Use the Export
and Import Utility to facilitate upgrading the operating system or base hardware for a preconfigured CA Automation Point
server.

• Use the Import Sessions Utility to import or export the user data files that define just your session definition sets. Importing
and exporting session definition sets from one CA Automation Point server to another allows you to move session
definitions without manually reconfiguring them.

 File Directory Structure
The installation program prompts you to supply the following:

The CA Automation Point installation program prompts you to supply the following:

• A "Product installation folder" where you want the program to be installed. This folder is referred to in this guide as
installDir.
For a new installation, the default  installDir path is %PROGRAMFILES%\CA\CA Automation Point
(%PROGRAMFILES(X86)%\CA\CA Automation Point on a 64-bit system)

• A "User files folder", where you want all site-specific files to be stored. This folder is referred to in this guide as
installUserDir.
For a new installation, the default installUserDir path is %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\CA\CA Automation Point.

System variables pointing to defined system folders (%var%) are present on all supported operating systems; however, their
exact location may vary based on the version of the operating system and its settings.

Your current configuration and user files are located in the Site directory (referred to in this guide as siteDir). During
installation of a new release, a shortcut to this directory is placed in the CA Automation Point folder in your Start menu.

Environment variables that point to the above-mentioned directories are created at installation time:

• Product installation folder (installDir): %AP_HOME%
• User files folder (installUserDir): %AP_DATA%
• Site folder (siteDir): %AP_SITE%

Following diagrams shows detailed directory structure:
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Note that all CA Automation Point-distributed files reside in directories under the installation directory. The site-specific files
you create reside in directories under the Site directory. Site folder subdirectories include the following:

• Bin
Contains site-specific and customer-created CA Automation Point-related executables and DLLs. Executables and DLLs
for product patches and test fixes should not be put in this directory.

• Config
Contains configuration files that you can modify using CA Automation Point tools. These include user interface
layouts, the PPQ hosts file, the remote view hosts file, the session definition sets, and various binary files generated by
Configuration Manager.

• Data
Contains site-specific and customer-created CA Automation Point-related binary files. The GLV subdirectory contains the
data files used to store the values of non-volatile GLV variables. The Voice subdirectory contains voice files such as VOX
files, voice library files, and voice files created during the execution of the Notification Manager component.

• MyFiles
Contains customization files that you can modify using a generic editor. These files include rules files, script files,
keyboard parameter files, scan code files, screen fonts files, menu files, and log format files. The REXX subdirectory holds
site-specific REXX programs.

Other directories that have a fixed location under installUserDir are as follows:

• Logs
Contains various output log files and log files moved from previously exported sites (in separate subfolders)

• Export
Contains exported site configuration archives and a backup of the current site configuration archive (created automatically
before any import operation is performed).

 How CA Automation Point Looks for Files
looks for many customization files, both when it starts and during operation. It distributes these files,
which are stored in the installDir\Distrib directory, for use in initial site setup. You can create your own
such files, which are stored in the %AP_SITE%\MyFiles directory, to extend the use of the product. uses
a special search order to support this directory structure.

CA Automation Point looks for many customization files, both when it starts and during operation. It distributes these files,
which are stored in the installDir\Distrib directory, for use in initial site setup. You can create your own such files, which are
stored in the %AP_SITE%\MyFiles directory, to extend the use of the product. CA Automation Point uses a special search
order to support this directory structure.

The search order for site-customizable files such as rules and scripts follows:

1. Site customization files directory, the %AP_SITE%\MyFiles subdirectory
2. Product support files directory, the installDir\Distrib directory

Search Order For REXX Programs

When a REXX script is launched directly by CA Automation Point (for example, from rules) it uses the following search
order:

1. The site REXX files directory, the %AP_SITE%\MyFiles\REXX subdirectory.
2. Product support files directory, the installDir\Distrib directory.

When a REXX script is launched, from another REXX script using the CALL instruction the search order depends on the
default interpreter behavior. To replicate the same search order that this product uses when launching REXX scripts directly,
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you can use the .ap~excall method that is provided in the aplib.rex REXX library that is distributed with the product. For more
details about the .ap~excall method and other search order considerations see REXX Search Order Considerations.

 Managing Site Files
You can use the Export and Import Utility to help you manage your site files and make backup copies
regularly. It is important that you conduct ongoing backups of your directory so that you can recover your
configuration settings and notification policies in the event of hardware failure.

You can use the CA Automation Point Export and Import Utility to help you manage your site files and make backup copies
regularly. It is important that you conduct ongoing backups of your CA Automation Point directory so that you can recover
your configuration settings and notification policies in the event of hardware failure.

You can use the Export and Import Utility to do the following:

• Restore configuration settings that were lost due to an unforeseen event. For example:

• Your disk crashes and you want to restore it from a CD.
• You accidentally change your configuration settings and you want to return to your original settings.

• Save multiple configuration settings that are based on the needs of different end users. For example, there could be
different settings for the following shifts, eliminating the need to change the settings when a new shift begins:

• Day shift
• Night shift
• Weekend shift

• Import a configuration from a different CA Automation Point installation, including a configuration from a previous
currently supported release.
After you perform such an import, you can view a report in HTML with the following format:

• Imported settings that were automatically changed.
• Settings that you may need to manually change so that they work properly in the new CA Automation Point installation.

You can execute the Export and Import Utility from Configuration Manager or from the command line. Executing the utility
from Configuration Manager is referred to as  interactive mode. Executing the utility from the command line is referred to as
unattended  mode.

Note:  Because the Export and Import Utility requires administrator rights, it is not generally possible to execute it from a
rules file. If you try to run the utility from a rules file, the application can either fail (Windows Server 2003) or display a UAC
interactive prompt (Windows Server 2008 and above). However, if the Automation Point Desktop is already running with
administrator rights, the Export and Import Utility will inherit the required privileges, and the required operation can complete
successfully.

 Export and Import Operations

Export

You can use the Export Settings function to copy all configuration settings into an archive you specify. These site archives
reside in the installUserDir\Export directory, which is created by CA Automation Point. The export can be completed without
shutting down any CA Automation Point applications or services.

All files are compressed and stored in this archive. To create different configurations for use under various circumstances,
specify different archive names. These archives become standby site settings that you can later import into your active site
directory.

You can export configuration settings using Configuration Manager. Select Manage Site Files from the File menu from a
rules file if Automation Point Desktop is running with administrator rights. You can also use the Windows command prompt
window.

You can also transfer exported configuration settings from one CA Automation Point server to another CA Automation Point
server where you can import them using the same Export/Import utility.

1. On the server from which you want to transfer exported configuration settings, locate the exported site archives in the
%AP_DATA%\Export directory.

2. Copy the exported site archives to any removable storage device (such as USB flash drive).
3. On the target CA Automation Point server, copy the site archives from the removable storage device to the %AP_DATA%

\Export folder.
4. From Configuration Manager, run Manage Site Files.

The imported configurations are displayed in the Standby Site Archives list of the utility dialog.
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Import

You can use the Import Settings function to switch from using the active site settings to the previously archived site
settings.This will also restart all CA Automation Point services for the new configuration. You can import configuration
settings using the Export and Import utility, which you can launch from Configuration Manager or from a Windows Command
Prompt window.

The import process works as follows:

1. All CA Automation Point services are stopped by this product, before starting the import operation.
2. The import operation automatically backs up current site files to an archive named "Site_autobackup" and stores the

archive in the installUserDir\Export directory. You can use this backup to switch back to the previous state before
performing an import operation.

3. The site directory is cleared and the selected archived site files are extracted to that directory.
4. All CA Automation Point services are restarted as specified by the imported configuration settings.
5. A successful import operation generates a report named importReport.html and stores it in the Logs directory. This report

shows the following information:

• Settings that were automatically changed from an import from a previous release of CA Automation Point.
• Settings that you can change if the previous configuration came from a different CA Automation Point installation on a

different machine.

Note:  Importing exported configuration settings from CA Automation Point 11.2 or older is not supported in new versions of
this product.

Manage Site Files Using Configuration Manager

To manage your site files from Configuration Manager, choose Manage Site Files from the File menu.

The Manage Site Files dialog appears, displaying the current active site directory and a list of standby site directories that are
not currently in use, including ones that were previously exported. You can use this dialog to perform the following actions:

• Select from or sort the list of standby directories.
• Make a backup copy of the active site configuration.
• Switch to a standby site configuration. This automatically backs up the current site configuration to a fixed archive named

"Site_autobackup," then extracts the former standby site archive into the active site directory.
• Delete a standby site archive.

For more information about this dialog, see the dialog Help.

Manage Site Files Using the Command Line Interface

In the unattended mode, you must specify which operation you want to perform and supply additional parameters to complete
the operation successfully. If you do not specify any command line parameters, the application starts in interactive mode.

The command line syntax is as follows:

• Export:

expimpcfg.exe  - e [folderpath] [-n archivename] [-d description]

• Import:

expimpcfg.exe  - i [folderpath] -n archivename [-s]

• Other:
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expimpcfg.exe [-v|-ver|-?|-h|-help]

Parameters can be specified with a preceding ‘-‘ or ‘/’ character.

• /e [folderpath] or -e [folderpath]
Specifies an export operation. If you do not specify the optional folderpath, the exported archive will be stored in the
standard Export folder (specified by %AP_DATA%\Export).

• /i [folderpath] or -i [folderpath]
Specifies an import operation. If you do not specify the optional folderpath, the operation looks for the site archive in the
standard Export folder (specified by %AP_DATA%\Export)

• /n archivename  or - n archivename
Specifies the name of the archived site on which you want to perform either export or import operation.
If you specify /e, this parameter indicates the name of an archive (without extension) into which the current site files will be
exported. If this parameter is omitted the application uses the default archive name "AP_Site_backup".

Note:  If the target site archive already exists, it will be overwritten without notification.

If you specify /i, this parameter indicates the name of an archive (without extension) from which site files are extracted and
copied to the current site folder. This parameter with its value is required for an import operation.

• /d description or - d description
Supplies an additional description of the currently exported site. Use only with the /e parameter (export operation).

• /s or -s
Specifies that the configured CA Automation Point services are not to be started after the import operation completes. This
parameter is used only with the /i parameter (import operation). You can manually start services later using the Services
dialog of Configuration Manager or by restarting the computer

• /v or - v
• /ver or - ver

Displays version information and exits

You can view these parameter descriptions from a Windows Command Prompt window by entering one of the following
commands:

expimpcfg.exe /? or -?
expimpcfg.exe /h or -h
expimpcfg.exe /help or -help

To view the status of the operation, and the status messages it generates, see the ExpImpCfg.log file.

Example

To export configuration settings to an archive named AP_BACKUP, enter the following command:

expimpcfg.exe  - e  - n AP_BACKUP

Return Code

If the operation ends successfully, the application returns a 0. Otherwise, it returns a 1. You can check the return code by
running the expimpcfg.exe excecutable within an MS-DOS batch script (.bat), then checking the %ERRORLEVEL% variable.

For more information about the process and possible cause of failure, see the ExpImpCfg.log file in the %AP_DATA%\Logs
directory.

Automating the Backup Process Through Rules
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If Automation Point Desktop is running with administrator rights, you can back up your configuration settings automatically
by writing a time rule. For example:

TIME(02:00), DOSCMD(expimpcfg.exe /e /n DailyBackup /
d "Backup generated by time rule")

This example backs up the site configuration to the archive named DailyBackup at 2:00 a.m. each day and includes a
description.

For more information about writing time rules, see Writing Rules.

Import Sessions Utility

You may want to move only your session definitions from one machine to another, and leave the remainder of your destination
machine’s configuration unchanged. Such an operation can be useful when preparing a disaster recovery machine or when
load-balancing your sessions across multiple CA Automation Point servers. You can use the Import Sessions utility program
to accomplish this task. You can launch the Import Sessions program from the Configuration Manager menu item: File, Import
Sessions. You can also run the Import Sessions program directly by running the program importSess.exe.

For detailed information about the operation of the Import Sessions program, go to Help, Usage on the Import Sessions menu.

 Using Configuration Manager to Set Up Sessions
To configure sessions for to monitor, start Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation,
and click Session Definition Sets. Using this entry point, you can perform the following tasks:

To configure sessions for CA Automation Point to monitor, start Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation,
and click Session Definition Sets. Using this entry point, you can perform the following tasks:

• Configure CA Automation Point sessions and function windows.
• Define multiple session definition sets.
• Define communication options necessary to connect to a monitored session.

Related information:

 Creating a Session Definition Set

In the Session Definition Sets dialog a default session definition set is created for you. To modify this session definition set and
create new ones, use the right-click options on the Session Definition Set tree. Double-click an item to view or modify your
session definition sets.

Default values and temporary names are provided on the Session Definition Sets dialogs to help you with your initial
configuration. When you configure your session definition sets, you must customize these values for your site, and enter values
for options that have no preset values. If you omit entering a value for an option that is required, you are reminded before you
leave the dialog.

The following items in the session definition set tree allow you to access specific options for configuring a session definition
set. These settings collectively configure the CA Automation Point operating environment.

• Rules Settings
• Global Session Settings
• Overriding REXX Settings
• Sessions
• Function Windows

For details about each option on the Session Definition Sets dialogs, see the dialog-specific Help. The Help for the Session
Definition Sets dialog explains the use of the right-click options on the Session Definition Set tree.

Activating a Session Definition Set

To activate a session definition set, right-click name of the session definition set and choose Set As Active from the drop-
down menu. Only one session definition set can be active at a time. The active session definition set is loaded the next time CA
Automation Point starts up.
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Enabling a Session or Function Window

To enable a session or function window, check the appropriate box in its definition. Session and function windows must be
defined to the active session definition set and be enabled before they will appear on the Automation Point Desktop.

 Creating AXCREXX Sessions
Standard output stream for REXX programs started within the environment or from the Automation
Point Desktop is displayed in the AXCREXX window. You can define this window as a session on the
Automation Point Desktop so that you can view it remotely using the Remote Viewer.

Standard output stream for REXX programs started within the CA Automation Point environment or from the Automation
Point Desktop is displayed in the AXCREXX window. You can define this window as a session on the Automation Point
Desktop so that you can view it remotely using the Remote Viewer.

To create an AXCREXX session

1. In the Session Definition Sets dialog in Configuration Manager, add a new session.
2. Choose the Default Console Type.
3. Choose the VIO terminal.
4. Specify AXCREXX as the session name.
5. Customize your session settings in the Windows Command Prompt Session Settings dialog as follows:

1.1 Select the viont.scn key codes file.
2.1 Set the window height to 25.
3.1 Set Send Delay to 0.

In the local session settings, ensure that web viewing is not enabled for the session.

 Creating Windows Command Prompt Sessions
A Windows Command Prompt session is a terminal emulator session to the local machine that appears
on the Automation Point Desktop. From the Automation Point Desktop session window, you can type
commands to the server machine and view its output. You can do this locally, or you can do it remotely
through the use of the Remote Viewer.

A Windows Command Prompt session is a terminal emulator session to the local machine that appears on the Automation
Point Desktop. From the Automation Point Desktop session window, you can type commands to the CA Automation Point
server machine and view its output. You can do this locally, or you can do it remotely through the use of the Remote Viewer.

Windows Command Prompt sessions are non-automated sessions; however, you can use the CA Automation Point ADDRESS
command environments to programmatically control the session and perform automation tasks for character-based applications
running locally out of the command prompt window.

To create a Windows Command Prompt Session

1. In the Session Definition Sets dialog in Configuration Manager, add a new session.
2. Uncheck the Automate Session checkbox.
3. Choose the Default Console Type.
4. Choose the VIO terminal.
5. Specify a unique session name.
6. Customize your session settings in the Windows Command Prompt Session Settings dialog as follows:

1.1 Select the viont.scn key codes file.
2.1 Set the window height to 25
3.1 Set Send Delay to 0.

In the local session settings ensure that web viewing is not enabled for the session.

 How You Create External Event Monitoring Sessions
has the ability to monitor events from external event systems such as CA NSM Event Manager, CA
OPS/MVS, the Hardware Management Console for mainframe CMOS processors, and Windows event
logs. The sessions required to monitor events from these sources are generated automatically when the
appropriate event interface is configured using Configuration Manager. To configure the appropriate
event interface, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, and then select the event interface
that you want to configure (CA NSM Event Manager, CA OPS/MVS, HAF, or Windows Event Logs).
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CA Automation Point has the ability to monitor events from external event systems such as CA NSM Event Manager, CA
OPS/MVS, the Hardware Management Console for mainframe CMOS processors, and Windows event logs. The sessions
required to monitor events from these sources are generated automatically when the appropriate event interface is configured
using Configuration Manager. To configure the appropriate event interface, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Events
Interface, and then select the event interface that you want to configure (CA NSM Event Manager, CA OPS/MVS, HAF, or
Windows Event Logs).

Because these types of sessions are automatically generated, you are not able to view or modify these sessions using the
Session Definition Sets dialog. If you want to view or modify the session definition for a specific event interface, you can
choose the Session Definition button located on the corresponding event interface configuration dialog.

 Apply Configuration Changes to a Running AP Desktop
When the Automation Point Desktop is started, it is initialized with settings configured by the AP
Administrator using Configuration Manager. During the AP Desktop startup, sessions and function
windows are opened on the desktop according to configuration settings associated with the session
definition set designated as active. While the AP Desktop is running, Configuration Manager can be
used to update configuration settings offline. Updated session definition set configuration settings can be
applied to a running AP Desktop without:

When the Automation Point Desktop is started, it is initialized with settings configured by the AP Administrator using
Configuration Manager. During the AP Desktop startup, sessions and function windows are opened on the desktop according
to configuration settings associated with the session definition set designated as active. While the AP Desktop is running,
Configuration Manager can be used to update configuration settings offline. Updated session definition set configuration
settings can be applied to a running AP Desktop without:

• Restarting AP Desktop.

• Affecting items that were not modified.

• Interrupting automation for sessions that were not modified.

All other updated configuration settings that are not dynamically loaded by Configuration Manager cannot be applied to the
runtime environment until the next time the AP Desktop is started. The process of applying the configuration changes is further
referred to as a reload.
The AP Administrator can control how the configuration changes are applied to the AP Desktop runtime environment. Applied
configuration changes can be limited to:

• The ADDRESS AXC CONFIG RELOAD command processor.

• Session Definition Sets dialog in Configuration Manager.

The AP Administrator can control the scope of configuration changes that are applied to the AP Desktop runtime environment
by reloading all settings for:

• A selected Session Definition Set

• An active Session Definition Set

• All sessions in the active Session Definition Set

• All function windows in the active Session Definition Set

• A selected session in the active Session Definition Set

• A selected function window in the active Session Definition

The AP Administrator can control when configuration changes are applied to the AP Desktop runtime environment:

• On-demand configuration reload due to dynamic system operating requirements can be manually triggered using
Configuration Manager.

• Event driven configuration reload can be automatically triggered using rules and REXX programs.

• Scheduled configuration reload due to system maintenance requirements can be automatically triggered using rules and
Rexx programs.

Note:

:

• To dynamically load one or more configuration updates that add, remove, or rename a session or function window affecting
an active AP Desktop, we recommend applying or reloading the configuration update at session definition set level. At
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this level, rules that correlate with an updated set of sessions and function windows can also be loaded, if necessary. This
product can start termination and initialization Rexx programs, which are updated to correlate with a changing AP Desktop,
in the correct sequence for a configuration reload.

• Sessions and function windows are identified by their name. Before applying configuration changes for a single session or
function window, ensure that the session or function window does not conflict with:

• Other existing sessions or function windows.

• Automation that is defined in rules or REXX scripts.

For example, verify that a duplicate session managing the same console is not currently running or that function window of
the same unique type (any except PLOT) does not already exist.

• A license check is done before the reload from Configuration Manager. If the number of enabled 3270/5250 sessions
exceeds the licensed maximum, a warning message displays. The user can choose to ignore the warning message and
continue with the reload process. If the user complies with the license warning, then the reload process is aborted.

 Configuration Options That Can Be Reloaded
All of the options that are part of the Session Definition configuration dialog and any sub dialogs
are applied when reloading a session regardless the runtime state of the session. If you changed the
session connection or automation state, for example, using ADDRESS AXC SESSCNTL command, the
configured value is used. Some of the options behave in specific ways that might not be obvious:
Session Settings

All of the options that are part of the Session Definition configuration dialog and any sub dialogs are applied when reloading
a session regardless the runtime state of the session. If you changed the session connection or automation state, for example,
using ADDRESS AXC SESSCNTL command, the configured value is used. Some of the options behave in specific ways that
might not be obvious:

• Sizing
When reloading a session or function window configuration the window Sizing value takes effect only if it is the first
time that the window was opened in the active layout. This means that a reload does not change the sizing or position of a
window if it was previously displayed on the screen.

Function Window Settings

All Function Window Definition configuration dialog options and any sub dialogs are applied when reloading a function
window. Additionally the options to enable web message viewing for the subset of function windows that support this feature
are reloaded. These options are part of the Web Message Viewing dialog. Sizing configuration for function windows works as
described in Session Settings.

Global Session Settings

All of the options in the Global Session Settings dialog and any sub dialogs are applied when reloading sessions or function
windows unless they have been overridden in Local Session Settings.

Rules Settings

All of the options that are part of the Rules Settings dialog can be optionally reloaded when reloading a Session Definition Set.
This reload includes the configured rules file, regardless of whether the rules file name or its contents changed.

Termination Rexx Program

Optionally a configured Termination Rexx program is executed before the new configuration is applied during a reload of
a Session Definition Set. The executed Rexx program is the one configured for termination when the AP Desktop was last
started or when the configuration was last applied and reloaded.

Note:  Options from both the Rexx Settings and the Overriding Rexx Settings dialogs are applied the same as they are applied
during the start of AP Desktop.

Initialization Rexx programs

Optionally configured Initialization Rexx programs are restarted when reloading a Session Definition Set. The restart process
consists of two parts. First, any previous Initialization Rexx programs that are still running in AP Desktop are terminated.
Second, any Initialization Rexx programs that are configured at the time of the reload are started.

Note:

• Options from both the Rexx Settings and the Overriding Rexx Settings dialogs account are applied the same as they are
applied during the start of AP Desktop.
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• Initialization Rexx programs are identified by name and arguments. When an initialization program is terminated and is
then later re-launched with same arguments, it is terminated during the reload.

 Configuration Options That Cannot Be Reloaded
This section lists sets of options that are not included in the reload process that a user might expect to be
reloaded.

This section lists sets of options that are not included in the reload process that a user might expect to be reloaded.

• Events Interface
No configuration from the Events Interface configuration dialogs can be reloaded.

• Automation Point Desktop Settings
None of the configuration options in the Automation Point Desktop Settings dialog are taken into account during a reload.

 Configuration Reload Scope
You can control the scope of the reload to:

You can control the scope of the reload to:

• A single session or function window.
• All sessions or all function windows.
• Whole session definition set, optionally including rules, Initialization, and termination Rexx programs.

Sessions and function windows that do not have any pending configuration changes are always skipped during a reload.

 Session Definition Set Configuration Reload Order
The configuration is reloaded in the order listed.

The configuration is reloaded in the order listed.

1. Mark session definition set as active. (When reloading configuration for other than active session definition set.)
2. Run previously configured termination Rexx program. (When reload Termination Rexx Programs is selected.)
3. Stop previously configured Initialization Rexx Programs if they are running. (When reload Initialization Rexx Programs is

selected.)
4. Close or stop automation for any sessions and function windows with pending configuration changes.
5. Reload rules (When reload rules option is selected.)
6. Reload configuration for any sessions and function windows with pending configuration changes and apply those changes.
7. Run Initialization Rexx Programs (When reload Initialization Rexx Programs is selected.).

 Impact on Sessions and Function Windows
Changes to session or function window configuration not included in the following list force a complete
restart of the associated session or function window. This, most importantly, includes restart of
established connections and restart of automation.

Changes to session or function window configuration not included in the following list force a complete restart of the
associated session or function window. This, most importantly, includes restart of established connections and restart of
automation.

Settings that do not impact any other aspect of a running session or function window:

• Description for sessions.
• System Name for sessions.
• Title for sessions and function windows.
• Window Sizing for sessions and function windows.
• Menu for sessions and function windows.
• Auto Sign-on User and Password settings for iSeries sessions.
• Automated Terminal Session Window.

Settings that only impact automation of sessions:

• The Automate setting.
• Automation scripts.
• VM Console Driver Settings for VM sessions.
• The Begin Message Word and Column settings for Asynchronous sessions.
• All Session Timeout settings.
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Settings that only impact connection and automation of sessions:

The Connect setting. This setting always gets applied when reloading, regardless of whether the value changed.

•  Settings under the Customize Session Settings dialog excluding the following:

• Window Height setting for VIO sessions.
• Screen Columns setting for Asynchronous sessions.

Settings that only impact remote connections:

• All Remote Permissions settings.
• All the Enable Windows for Web Viewing settings in the Web Message Viewer dialog.

For more details about the impact on remote connections, see Impact on Remote Viewer Connections and Impact on WebMV.

 Impact on Remote Viewer Connections
Under the following circumstances, affected sessions or function windows are disconnected:

Under the following circumstances, affected sessions or function windows are disconnected:

• When a session or function window is closed or completely restarted during a reload operation.
• When any Remote Permissions setting changes, excluding the Enable Web Message Viewer setting.

The remotely connected users are notified about the disconnect by a message appearing in the AP Viewer Msg window. The
message text varies depending on the Remote Viewer version and window type.

For 11.5 and some 11.4 versions of Remote Viewer

• AXC2102I Disconnect from Hostname ‘Session SessionName’ reason:configuration reload.
• AXC2102I Disconnect from Hostname ‘FunctionWindowName’ reason:configuration reload.

For all other versions

• AXC2104I Configuration reload on the server caused ‘Session SessionName’ to disconnect.
• AXC2104I Configuration reload on the server caused ‘FunctionWindowName’ to disconnect.

 Impact on Web MV
Under the following circumstances, Web Message Viewer clients displaying messages from affected
sessions or function windows are impacted:

Under the following circumstances, Web Message Viewer clients displaying messages from affected sessions or function
windows are impacted:

• When a session or function window is closed or completely restarted during a reload operation.
• When any Remote Permissions setting changes, excluding any of the Primary Control settings.

For any client viewing an affected session or function window:

• Any associated messages are removed from the list of normal and action messages.
• The session or function window is removed from the set of sessions that are selected for viewing.

 

 Auditing
Any reload operation request and result generates an entry into the Configuration audit log when auditing
is enabled. The Configuration audit log can be configured by selecting File then Configuration Auditing
menu in the Configuration Manager. In the event a user requests a reload operation from Configuration
Manager containing a number of 3270/5250 sessions that exceeds the licensed maximum number of
those sessions, a warning message displays. If the user ignores the warning message, the generated audit
message contains the license information.

Any reload operation request and result generates an entry into the Configuration audit log when auditing is enabled. The
Configuration audit log can be configured by selecting File then Configuration Auditing menu in the Configuration Manager.
In the event a user requests a reload operation from Configuration Manager containing a number of 3270/5250 sessions that
exceeds the licensed maximum number of those sessions, a warning message displays. If the user ignores the warning message,
the generated audit message contains the license information.
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The format of a reload operation audit entry is:

<date> <time> [<user>] (<source>) <text> 

The individual components of each entry have the following meaning:

• <date>
Date in DD-MM-YYYY format.

• <time>
Time in HH:MM:SS format.

• <source>
Identifies the source of the operation. This source is Configuration Manager for operations that are initiated from the
Configuration Manager UI or Rexx for operations that are initiated using ADDRESS AXC 'CONFIG' Rexx command.

• <user>
Identifies the user that is associated with the operation.

• For Configuration Manager source
The user account that is used to launch Configuration Manager.

• For Rexx source
The user account that launched the Rexx program. If the Rexx program was launched from the AP Desktop, then this
field displays the user account initially used to launch the AP Desktop.

• <text>
Describes the type and scope of the reload operation.

 Related Configuration Tasks
As you create and configure your sessions and set your communication settings, it will also be necessary
to perform other configuration tasks, including the following:

As you create and configure your sessions and set your communication settings, it will also be necessary to perform other
configuration tasks, including the following:

• Configure global Automation Point Desktop settings
• Configure message logging settings
• Edit REXX programs and set other REXX-related options
• Create and specify prefixes for non-volatile status variables
• Edit and configure options related to script files

You can access these items using Configuration Manager by clicking the appropriate item under Expert Interface, Automation.
Instructions and HTML help are provided with the interface.

 

 Establishing Host Sessions
This section describes how you can establish communication between and mainframe or midrange hosts
using TN3270 or TN5250 connections.

This section describes how you can establish communication between CA Automation Point and mainframe or midrange hosts
using TN3270 or TN5250 connections.

 Communicating with the Mainframe
The maximum number of combined 3270 and 5250 sessions that can be configured is 64. The maximum
number of sessions you are allowed (by license) depends on the particular interface license you have
purchased.

The maximum number of combined 3270 and 5250 sessions that can be configured is 64. The maximum number of sessions
you are allowed (by license) depends on the particular interface license you have purchased.
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Communicating With Mainframe Host Using TN3270

Before you can establish communications between CA Automation Point and your IBM or IBM-compatible mainframe host,
you must configure a communication server that supports TN3270 (such as OSA-Integrated Console Controller (OSA-ICC) or
IBM 2074 Console Controller) to host either operating consoles or VTAM applications using TN3270E connections through
IBM 3278/3279 model 2,3,4, or 5 display terminals.

Note:   For a 3270 session defined to CA Automation Point to properly connect to a z/OS console, the console must
also be defined to the mainframe host. A z/OS console is defined on the mainframe host in member CONSOLxx in the
SYS1.PAEMLIB library, where the xx in the CONSOLxx is the value of the CON parameter in member IEASYS00.

TN3270E terminal emulation is native to CA Automation Point.  Using Configuration Manager, you must also configure
corresponding TN3270E connection settings and terminal display emulation for each mainframe host session you wish CA
Automation Point to establish.  Console type, when applicable, must also be specified for each defined 3270 session to enable
built-in console drivers to manage the session accordingly. 

Note:  For faster message processing and better action message handling by CA Automation Point, we recommend that you
configure 3270 console sessions for IBM 3278/3279 model 4 terminal emulation.

Communicating with Midrange Host Using TN5250

Before you can establish communications between CA Automation Point and your IBM System i host (system i is also
designated as iSeries or i5/OS or AS/400), you must configure a communication server that supports the TN5250 terminal
communications protocol on that host.

Note:

• For IBM iSeries connections, CA Automation Point supports the 5292 terminal type only. This provides a 24x80 screen
size.

• Sessions of this type are not automatable within CA Automation Point.

Configuring SSL for CA Automation Point

Secure Socket layer (SSL) is a protocol for securing data transfer by applying cryptographic techniques for data authentication
and encryption. CA Automation Point installs and uses an internal CA product called CA Socket Adapter, an OpenSSL
application, to implement support for SSL. Under CA Automation Point, CA Socket Adapter is configured to use the
Anonymous Diffie-Hellman (ADH) key exchange. The base Diffie-Hellman algorithm for key exchange is used without
authenticating the remote TN3270 or TN5250 server. Therefore, certificates are not required to establish a secure connection.
Data exchange is still encrypted according to cipher specifications negotiated between remote server and CA Socket Adapter.

Automation Point Desktop sessions with 3270 or 5250 connections may be configured to run using SSL. To configure, use
Configuration Manager to enable SSL when specifying connection options for a 3270 or 5250 session definition.

Monitoring Connection Status

The last line of each session window displays connection-related status information. For a description of the status codes for
TN3270E and TN5250 sessions, see TN3270 and TN5250 Considerations.

You can reference the status information programmatically using the built-in ADDRESS AXC command environment. Issue
the GETSCRN command to capture and save the session's screen image into REXX variables for automated processing. For
more details, see Command and Keyword Reference.

 Automating the IPL Process for z/OS
can initiate and complete the IPL process. The product initiates the IPL through the APCMOSI.REX
console session and then automates the early messages that appear during the IPL process though the z/
OS system (or MCS) console session.

CA Automation Point can initiate and complete the IPL process. The product initiates the IPL through the APCMOSI.REX
console session and then automates the early messages that appear during the IPL process though the z/OS system (or MCS)
console session.

Processor Consoles

The Hardware Management Console (HMC) is the GUI application that acts as the processor console for CMOS mainframe
processors. It runs on a Linux workstation. In addition to providing GUI dialogs, the CMOS hardware vendors provide, as
part of the HMC software, an application programming interface (API) for performing IPL activities. This API is called from
REXX.
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CA Automation Point is not designed to automatically navigate through and interact with a series of HMC GUI dialogs.
Therefore, it supports automating the IPL activities for a CMOS processor through REXX programming calls to the APIs.

CA Automation Point provides a REXX program named APCMOSI.REX, which can be automatically executed in a
managed session from a menu on the Automation Point Desktop or from a time rule. After CA Automation Point initiates
the IPL through APCMOSI.REX, z/OS begins issuing IPL-related messages to the first active MCS console that it finds. By
controlling this console, the product can respond to each message automatically.

For information on APCMOSI.REX, see Managing CMOS Processors.

Setting Up IPL Automation

To set up IPL automation, you configure your host system so that it sends its IPL-related messages to an MCS console
monitored by CA Automation Point. Because z/OS sends IPL messages to the first active console that it finds, you need to
define (or set during system generation) the console with console ID 01 as a CA Automation Point-controlled session.

To set up IPL automation

1. Using Configuration Manager, go to Session Definition Sets and define a 3270 host connection to the IPL console for the
mainframe host:

1.1 Define a session with console type MCS and enable it for automation.
2.1 Designate the defined session as the IPL console, enabling CA Automation Point to recognize IPL messages and

direct them to rules for processing:
3.1 Click Customize Scripts.
4.1 Select IPL for Console Type/State.
5.1 Click Add.
6.1 The IPL state is added to the MCS session definition.
7.1 Click Customize Session Settings, then specify your connection settings.

2. Write specific CA Automation Point rules to do the following:

• Initiate the IPL
• Reply to IPL-related messages

The sample rules file, named axcrules.rul, contains CA Automation Point rules for automating responses to the IPL-related
messages that are sent to the MCS console. You may need to customize the rules for your site.

You can initiate the IPL process in any of the following ways:

• A menu item—For information on initiating APCMOSI.REX from a menu item, see the section on customizing menus
Managing Sessions Using CA Automation Point Windows.

• The Host Command Area—From any CA Automation Point function window with a Host Command Area, you can
initiate the APCMOSI.REX manually by entering the name of the REXX program to start.

• A time rule—For information on initiating APCMOSI.REX from a time rule, see Writing Rules.
• A command rule—For information about initiating APCMOSI.REX from a command rule, see Writing Rules.

 Synchronizing Date and Time with the Mainframe Host
You can enable rules to trigger events or actions by time of day according to the local server. Before
activating automation, we recommend that you synchronize the local server clock with mainframe host
clocks for all configured 3270 sessions.

You can enable CA Automation Point rules to trigger events or actions by time of day according to the local server. Before
activating automation, we recommend that you synchronize the local server clock with mainframe host clocks for all
configured 3270 sessions.

Setting the Local Server Clock

Before setting the local server's internal clock, we recommend that you exit from CA Automation Point completely and restart
it after you have set the clock.

If you must change the local server clock while CA Automation Point is running, remember that the CA Automation Point
internal timing operations are not dependent on the clock. However, several environmental variables (&DAY, &DATE,
&LDATE, &JULDATE, &LJULDATE, and &TIME) and time rules still reference the local server clock.

Date and Time Environmental Variables

If you have written rules that are dependent on the &DAY, &DATE, &LDATE, &JULDATE, &LJULDATE, and &TIME
environmental variables, you can change the clock while CA Automation Point is running without affecting automation.
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Time Rules

If you have written time rules, exit from CA Automation Point completely before changing the clock; otherwise, your time
rules may execute erratically. Because of the complex relationship between time rules and the local server clock, the effect on
automation at your site is unpredictable.

Note:   Changing just the date has no effect on time rules.

 Establishing Cooperative Processing with Mainframe Host Automation
can act as a server to mainframe automation products such as CA OPS/MVS. To establish cooperative
processing, you need to set up a few rules in each product.

CA Automation Point can act as a server to mainframe automation products such as CA OPS/MVS. To establish cooperative
processing, you need to set up a few rules in each product.

When CA Automation Point wants to request a service from a mainframe automation product, it sends a command and
receives one or more messages as an acknowledgment. When a mainframe automation product wants to request a service
from CA Automation Point, it sends a message and receives one or more commands as an acknowledgment. The mainframe
automation product needs to know which consoles CA Automation Point controls so that it can send a service request message
to the correct console.

CA provides the AXCCOMM application, which sets up and dismantles the logical host-workstation connections. It also
handles error conditions that may arise when other applications "sign in" to receive a certain type of data from the host
and "sign out" when they no longer need to receive the data. The application works with the AXC HERE and AXC GONE
commands in the default CA Automation Point state and pause scripts. For more information, see the AXCCOMM.txt file.

General Guidelines

When setting up and configuring your system, follow these guidelines:

• Suppress much of the message traffic to the master console by either suppressing the message entirely or by using route
codes to display the message only on the consoles that need to see it. This is especially important for highlighted messages.
We recommend that you suppress 90% of your message traffic.

• Monitor the status of the WTO buffer for master consoles and clear the buffers if they begin to fill up. Sample rules are
available for CA OPS/MVS for this purpose. See the axcrules.rul file.

 Understanding Console Management
directly automates certain types of consoles by using built-in console drivers. The console type you
choose in the Console Type field when you are defining your session determines how the session is
managed.

CA Automation Point directly automates certain types of consoles by using built-in console drivers. The console type you
choose in the Console Type field when you are defining your session determines how the session is managed.

This section discusses the how CA Automation Point manages various session types, and how it handles messages.

 SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS Consoles

SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS are keywords used in the session definition to specify the kind of session that CA Automation
Point is to automate.

• SYSPLEX - Master consoles receiving messages from multiple systems
• MCS - Master consoles receiving messages from only one system
• RCS - CA Remote Console sessions

Automating SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS

CA Automation Point uses a similar method to automate SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS sessions. (JES3MCS is a synonym for
SYSPLEX.) Use the red command area or Command dialog to manually enter commands into an automated session.

Keep the following points in mind:

• Do not manually issue K commands (such as k e,n) that directly affect the messages on the emulation window while
automation is active in the session. Other K commands that do not affect the messages (such as K Q and K E,D) are
acceptable.

• Do not create a display area while automation is active in the session. Doing so produces unpredictable results.
• By default, keyboard input is inhibited while automation is active on these consoles.
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Determining the State of a Session

When automating a session, CA Automation Point examines the screen contents to determine the state of the session. If CA
Automation Point cannot identify the current state of the session, the console is considered to be in the INIT state and the INIT
script is initiated (if the INIT state has been specified). The purpose of the INIT script is to put the console in a state that CA
Automation Point can recognize.

A state script is an interpreted CA Automation Point file that sets the console to the proper mode for automation. CA supplies
sample state scripts with CA Automation Point. You can use the sample files as they are or edit them as needed.

The purpose of the state script is to put the console in non-delete mode with the appropriate message format required for rules
processing. A state script determines the console state by looking for the appropriate console-specific message on the status
line. If found, the state script issues the console command to set the console characteristics required for use by CA Automation
Point.

If the console will also receive IPL messages and you want to process the IPL messages through rules:

• Specify IPL in the Console Type/State field on the Customize Scripts dialog.
• In your 3270 session settings, set the number of lines on the IPL screen in the IPL Window Height field.

Console Processing for SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS

All SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS sessions should have an INIT script specified for the session. When CA Automation Point
recognizes the SYSPLEX, MCS, or RCS state, the appropriate state script is started.

SYSPLEX Consoles

CA Automation Point recognizes a SYSPLEX session by the IEE612I or IEE512I message. The state script puts the console in
non-delete mode and formats the messages to include time stamps, session name, and job names. The state script also deletes
any existing display areas and issues a message telling CA OPS/MVS that CA Automation Point is active on this console. (See
the AXCCOMM application.) CA provides a sample SYSPLEX.scr file with CA Automation Point. For more information on
AXCCOM, see the AXCCOMM.txt file.

A message on a SYSPLEX console may look like this:

*09.28.38 X2345678 SYSABC *093 IEF355A INITIATOR TERMINATED, RESTART

When processing this message, CA Automation Point sets the following environmental variables as follows and passes the
message to rules for processing:

Variable Is Set to This Value

&HOSTTIME 09.28.38

&JOBNAME JOB45678

&JES3NAME SYSABC

&REPLYID 093

&MSG IEF355A INITIATOR TERMINATED, RESTART

&WORD1 IEF355A

&WORD2 INITIATOR

&WORD3 TERMINATED,

&WORD4 RESTART

MCS Consoles

When you configure z/OS, define the device addresses to be controlled by CA Automation Point as an MCS console. If you
plan to use CA Automation Point to reply to IPL messages, define or set the first console (console ID 01) as a CA Automation
Point-controlled session.

CA Automation Point recognizes an MCS session by the IEE612I or IEE512I message. The state script puts the console in
non-delete mode and formats the messages to include time stamps and job names. The state script also deletes any existing
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display areas and issues a message telling CA OPS/MVS that CA Automation Point is active on this console. (For more
information on AXCCOM, see the AXCCOMM.txt file.) CA provides a sample mcs.scr file with CA Automation Point.

Specify the consoles that are to receive the IPL messages by running the z/OS configuration program with the following
statements:

IODEVICE ADDRESS=xxx,...
NIPCON=(xxx, ...other consoles... )

z/OS sends IPL messages to the first active console defined on the NIPCON parameter.

You can also set up alternate configurations and request one of them during IPL. For example, you may want to control your
data center locally on weekdays and remotely on the weekend (for remote IPL). The following example shows one way that
you can set up alternate configurations for CA Automation Point:

For normal operations --  Set up the standard configuration using console 01, a local 3279, as the first NIP console.

For remote operations -- Set up the alternate configuration using console 02 connected to CA Automation Point as the first
NIP console.

A message on an MCS console might look like this:

*09.28.38 X2345678 *093 IEF355A INITIATOR TERMINATED, RESTART

When processing this message, CA Automation Point sets the following environmental variables as follows, and passes the
message to rules for processing:

Variable Is Set to This Value

&HOSTTIME 09.28.38

&JOBNAME JOB45678

&REPLYID 093

&MSG IEF355A INITIATOR TERMINATED, RESTART

&WORD1 IEF355A

&WORD2 INITIATOR

&WORD3 TERMINATED,

&WORD4 RESTART

RCS Consoles

CA Automation Point recognizes a CA Remote Console session by the RCS5663 or RCS5664 message. The state script puts
the console in non-delete mode and formats the messages to include time stamps and job names. The state script also deletes
any existing display areas and issues a message telling CA OPS/MVS that CA Automation Point is active on this console. CA
provides a sample rcs.scr file with CA Automation Point. For more information on AXCCOM, see the AXCCOMM.txt file.

Note:

If your RCS console operates with anything other than 20 lines on the screen, you must change the value of the SEG parameter
(on the KEY statement) in the RCS script. This is the default KEY statement:

KEY=(K S,DEL=N,SEG=20,CON=N,MFORM=(T,J)@E)
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RCS messages are processed similarly to MCS messages.

Message Handling for SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS Consoles

When CA Automation Point encounters a SYSPLEX, MCS, or RCS session in non-delete mode, it reads the first line on the
console. If the message does not have a time stamp, CA Automation Point deletes the line. This process continues until CA
Automation Point finds a time-stamped message on the first line of the session.

When CA Automation Point reads a message, it processes the message by assigning values to environmental variables,
building a PREFIX for the message and processing the message through rules.

An environmental variable is a CA Automation Point variable that contains information about the current system environment
when a message is issued. For example, the variable could store the current time or the job ID associated with the message.

Action Message Handling for SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS Consoles

An action message is a highlighted message on a sysplex, MCS, or RCS console. If CA Automation Point encounters an action
message, it performs additional processing, including:

• Displaying the message in the action message area of the Merged Message window
• Displaying the message in the action message window
• Deleting the non-highlighted messages above the action message so that all action messages float to the top of the screen.

(If the highlighted messages fill more than half the screen, CA Automation Point begins deleting the highlighted messages
that are near the top of the screen.)

When an action message receives a reply, the action message indicator changes. CA Automation Point recognizes the change
and removes the action message from the action message area of the Merged Message window and from the action message
window.

If the message receives a reply after it clears from the console window, CA Automation Point does not recognize that it
should clear the message. The message remains in the action message area until it scrolls off the screen, and it remains in the
action messages area of the Merged Message window until it either scrolls off the screen or someone manually deletes it. CA
Automation Point periodically issues a command to delete messages from the terminal session.

Warning:  When a line on the screen does not begin with a time stamp, CA Automation Point assumes that the line
is a continuation of the previous message. CA Automation Point concatenates the two lines and processes them as
one message. If a message is longer than two lines, CA Automation Point processes the first line through rules, and
processes each additional line using the characteristics of line one for display, printing, and logging.

Note: Using a Model 4 console improves action message handling.

 

 JES3 Consoles

CA offers the following recommendations for automating JES3 consoles:

• For JES3 LOCAL consoles, the host route the messages to the MCS operator console, and then have CA Automation
Point automate the MCS console. This scenario is possible with all current versions of JES3.

• For JES3 GLOBAL consoles, route the messages to the MCS operator console and have CA Automation Point automate
the console as type SYSPLEX.

Message Handling for JES3 Consoles

To determine whether a session is running on a JES3 console, CA Automation Point looks for the screen to display IAT7185 in
column 1 and S.P. in column 70. CA supplies a JES3 state script in the active rules file JES3.scr that slows the JES3 console's
scroll rate to allow CA Automation Point to keep up with it. To use the script, you need to write this rule:

TIME(00:00) EVERY(1 MINUTE) MATCHLIM(1)
SCRIPT((JES3.SCR) SESSION(sessname))

Note:  CA Automation Point does not run the JES3 state script automatically. You must run it through a rule.

If you have defined a pause script for this session and you pause automation (either globally or for this session), CA
Automation Point executes the pause script. (A pause script returns the console to the state it was in before CA Automation
Point executed the state script.) When CA Automation Point is not monitoring the console, the pause script places the console
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in the mode in which the operator normally uses it. CA provides a sample pause script called pause.scr on the CA Automation
Point distribution media.

When the screen is full, the messages on a JES3 console wrap around, overwriting the older messages. A dashed line separates
the older messages from the newer ones. CA Automation Point follows the dashed line when processing JES3 messages.

Message Processing for JES3 Consoles

This is how CA Automation Point processes JES3 console messages:

• CA Automation Point recognizes the first line of a message by the time stamp. If a message line has no time stamp, that
the line is assumed to be a continuation of a previous line. CA Automation Point concatenates the lines and processes the
message through rules.

• If a message is longer than two lines, CA Automation Point processes the first line through rules. The display
characteristics of continued message lines (such as color, prefix, and whether the message should be displayed or
suppressed) are set to match the display attributes of the first line of the message.

CA Automation Point recognizes both JES3 and z/OS messages on a JES3 console. The following points indicate how CA
Automation Point determines whether a message is a z/OS or JES3 message:

• A z/OS message has the string R between columns 10 and 19. When CA Automation Point recognizes a z/OS message, it
parses the message and places the information in these environmental variables:

• &HOSTTIME
• &JOBNAME
• &REPLYID
• &MSG

Warning:   CA Automation Point recognizes the "*" and "@" action message indicators for z/OS messages on a
JES3 console.

• CA Automation Point treats any other message as a JES3 message. It parses the message and places the information in
these environmental variables:

• &HOSTTIME
• &MSG

In this case, the &JOBNAME environmental variable always contains the JES3 value.

 VSE Consoles
This section discusses support for VSE consoles.

This section discusses CA Automation Point support for VSE consoles.

ASI Facility

When configuring CA Automation Point to support VSE consoles, you can set up your hardware to use VSE's Automatic
System Initialization (ASI) Facility. When you use this facility, you can configure hardware for CA Automation Point
automatically by reinitializing VSE. The ASI Facility lets you redefine the system console on the supervisor parameters
command so that the console device address is automatically assigned to CA Automation Point during IPL. For example, the
following command sets 0F3 as the SYSLOG console address:

0F3,$$A$SUP1,P,LOG

Note:  The command must be the first statement in the ASI IPL procedure.

To be controlled by CA Automation Point, a VSE console must meet the following requirements:

• The console must not be in message redisplay mode. If it is, CA Automation Point does not see any new messages and
rejects most VSE commands that would otherwise be issued.

• The console must operate in non-delete mode.

Scripts

The first time CA Automation Point recognizes this session as coming from a VSE console, it executes the VSE state script for
this session (if you have defined one).
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If CA Automation Point either detects a change in any of the parameters displayed on line 24 (ACT_MSG, PAUSE, SCROLL,
MODE) or finds the text SUSPEND on line 24, it executes the VSE state script again.

If you have defined a pause script for this session and you select the Pause option from the Cmdarea menu, CA Automation
Point executes the pause script. When CA Automation Point is not monitoring the console, the pause script places the console
in the mode in which the operator normally uses it.

Message Handling for VSE Consoles

CA Automation Point analyzes the message prefix to determine whether a line on the screen is a command or a message. If
CA Automation Point finds a reply ID and a partition name (such as Fn, AR, SP, or BG), it assumes that the line is a message.
Otherwise, CA Automation Point treats the line as a command.

Warning:  CA Automation Point must have control of the console to efficiently process the messages that appear on
it. Enter commands for a session from a CA Automation Point command area.

Note:

: Mainframe software that changes the behavior of the VSE console may disable message processing. If you are running such
software, you may need to use REXX to control the console.

Warning:

WARNING! Do not issue K commands from CA Automation Point that directly affect the emulation window (such as
K E,n). Other K commands (such as K Q and K E,D which affect the queue) are acceptable.

Message Parsing

CA Automation Point parses messages on VSE consoles as follows:

• Treats the text beginning in column 10 as the message ID and places the text in the &MSG environmental variable
• Places the three-digit reply ID in the &REPLYID environmental variable
• Places the partition number and the reply ID in the &JOBID variable

Command Echo Parsing

CA Automation Point parses command echoes as follows:

• Treats the text beginning in column 2 as the message ID and places that text in the &MSG environmental variable
• Sets the &JOBID and &REPLYID environmental variables to null

Message Lines

When columns 2 and 3 of a message line are blank, CA Automation Point assumes that the message is continued from a
previous line and does not pass the continued message text to its rules for processing.

The display characteristics for continued message lines (such as color, prefix, and whether the message should be displayed or
suppressed) are set to match the display attributes of the first line of the message.

When the last message line is full, CA Automation Point issues a K command to delete messages that it has already seen from
the screen.

When CA Automation Point finishes processing a highlighted message, it immediately issues a K E,n command to clear the
message from the screen.

Action Message Handling for VSE Consoles

CA Automation Point also supports action message handling for highlighted messages on VSE consoles. Action message
handling works the same way for VSE consoles as it does for SYSPLEX, MCS, and RCS consoles.

 z/VM Consoles
This section discusses how handles z/VM consoles.

This section discusses how CA Automation Point handles z/VM consoles.

Message Handling for z/VM Consoles

CA Automation Point treats each line on the z/VM console as a message, with each line containing no more than 132
characters. Messages that must be split for display purposes are not spliced back together for CA Automation Point processing.

To determine whether a session is running on a z/VM console, CA Automation Point looks for one of the following status
indicators in the last line of the screen:
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• RUNNING
• HOLDING
• MORE
• VM READ
• CP READ
• NOT ACCEPTED

State scripts are not commonly used with z/VM sessions. If the status is NOT ACCEPTED, CA Automation Point executes a
z/VM state script for the session, if you have defined one.

To define a VM state script

1. Create the VM.SCR file in the %AP_SITE%\MyFiles directory that contains the actions to take for the NOT ACCEPTED
condition. (A sample vm.scr file is not provided because it is rarely used.)

2. In Configuration Manager, navigate to the session definition panel for the z/VM session (Expert Interface, Automation,
Session Definition Sets, Sessions, Automation Point Session Definition).

3. Select Customize Scripts.  
The Customize Scripts dialog appears.

4. Assign this new state script (VM.SCR) to the z/VM state.

When CA Automation Point encounters the RUNNING status indicator, it is in a valid automation state. If the z/VM logon
screen at your site displays the indicator, CA Automation Point processes the screen data through rules. In such a case, INIT or
state scripts cannot log on to z/VM, although you could use CA Automation Point rules to execute a logon script.

Before it processes each message from the z/VM screen, CA Automation Point checks for the following conditions:

• If the screen contains either the "HOLDING" or the "MORE..." status indicator, CA Automation Point automatically issues
a PA2 keystroke to clear the screen.

• If the console is not in z/VM state or any other defined state, CA Automation Point starts the INIT state script, which tries
to reinitialize the session.

CA Automation Point processes all messages on the screen. When it reaches the last line of the screen, it looks for the
HOLDING or MORE status indicators. If the screen contains either indicator, it rechecks the status of the session.

Message Parsing for z/VM Consoles

As it processes each line on the screen, CA Automation Point analyzes that line to determine where the message ID is and sets
environmental variables. CA Automation Point parses messages as follows:

• Secondary Console Image Facility (SCIF) messages
If the message has a colon (:) in column 9 or 10 and non-blank data in columns 1 through 8, CA Automation Point treats
the message as a SCIF message. It also does the following:

• Places the data in columns 1 through 8 in the &JOBID environmental variable
• Increments the "beginning of message text" to the first non-blank character past column 10

In the following sample message, VTAM2 is the value that goes into the &JOBID variable and TIME IS 09:07:25 EDT
TUESDAY 10/12/90 is the message text.

VTAM2    : TIME IS 09:07:25 EDT TUESDAY 10/12/90

• CP messages
If the message has an attribute byte in column 1, CA Automation Point treats the message as a CP message (issued by the
MSG or WNG commands). It then searches the message for the strings MSG FROM xxxxxx or WNG FROM xxxxxxxx. If
either string is present, it places the value of xxxxxxxx in the &JOBID variable. (If neither string is present, this variable
is set to null.) For CP messages, CA Automation Point increments the "beginning of message text" to the first non-blank
character after xxxxxxxx.
In the following sample message, "Intervention-required" is the message ID, and VM3812B is the value that CA
Automation Point places in the &JOBID environmental variable.

MSG FROM VM3812B : Intervention-required on 3812:
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check paper path

• Time-stamped messages
CA Automation Point looks for a time-stamped message to contain a colon in columns 3 and 6 and two-digit numbers
beginning at columns 1, 4, and 7. If the message contains these characters, it places the value of the time stamp in the
&HOSTTIME environmental variable and treats the next non-blank character string as the message ID. The parsing logic
described applies to all z/VM message types.
The following is a sample time-stamped message. Because the message contains a two-digit number starting in column 1,
CA Automation Point places the time stamp in the &HOSTTIME variable and treats HCPCFC003E as the message ID.

09:02:19 HCPCF003E Invalid option  -  HILITE

• Blank messages
CA Automation Point ignores messages that contain only blanks or include only a JOBID or HOSTTIME value. For
example, CA Automation Point ignores these messages:

10:34:11
MSG FROM VM3812B:

• All other messages
Some messages (such as command echoes, most CP command replies, and resource status messages) do not fit into any of
the previously described categories. When parsing the messages, CA Automation Point uses the first word as the message
ID.
In the following examples, SEND and LOGON/JOB are the message IDs:

SEND VTAM2 Q T
LOGON/JOB INITIATION - INVALID PASSWORD

 z/OS Guest Consoles

If you intend to use CA Automation Point to manage a z/OS session that runs as a guest under z/VM, you may need to
configure the z/VM BREAK key to ensure that the z/VM console session operates smoothly. The BREAK key allows you to
toggle between the z/VM console and the z/OS console.

You cannot send a key operation intended for z/OS using the key configured as the z/VM BREAK key because z/VM
intercepts the key first. CA Automation Point requires that the BREAK key be set to Clear, which neither CA Automation
Point nor the operator uses.

Note:  The default z/VM BREAK key is PA1, which CA Automation Point does not use; however, a z/OS operator can use the
PA1 key to retrieve and reissue the previous z/OS command when the console is under manual control. IBM suggests setting
the z/VM BREAK key to a less commonly used key, such as PA2; however, the CA Automation Point MCS console scripts
use the PA2 key to reset the console if an error state occurs.

Determining the Current VM BREAK Key Setting

To determine the current setting of the VM BREAK key, toggle to the z/VM console and enter the following command:

QUERY TERMINAL
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The current BREAK key (BRKKEY) setting displays in the command response.

Changing the BREAK Key Setting to Clear

If the BREAK key is not set to Clear, you can set it temporarily or permanently.

To set the key temporarily, issue the following CP command:

TERMINAL BRKKEY CLEAR

The temporary setting is useful for verifying that your terminal type supports the modified BREAK key.

Note:   If an error message displays, contact your z/VM systems programmer for assistance.

To set the key permanently, edit the PROFILE EXEC file, replacing the keyname value in this CP command with CLEAR:

TERMinal BRKKEY keyname

(To use the z/VM XEDIT editor, issue the X PROFILE EXEC command. Be sure to file (save) the modified PROFILE EXEC
file.)

Test the new BRKKEY setting by logging off the VM user ID and logging on again. The z/VM logoff causes the guest z/OS
operating system to shut down, so you may want to schedule the test.

 MCS Session Automation and the OSA-ICC DHD Option
When the Deferred Host Disconnect (DHD) option for the OSA-ICC controller is enabled, the OSA-ICC
controller defers reporting the MCS console disconnect status to z/OS for a period specified by the DHD
option.

When the Deferred Host Disconnect (DHD) option for the OSA-ICC controller is enabled, the OSA-ICC controller defers
reporting the MCS console disconnect status to z/OS for a period specified by the DHD option.

If CA Automation Point's MCS session reconnects before the deferred disconnect time expires, then the OSA-ICC controller
automatically simulates the 3270 CLEAR key, triggering z/OS to reformat the console screen and to continue sending
console messages. In this case, CA Automation Point's MCS session automation automatically resumes upon reestablishing a
connection.

If the deferred disconnect time expires before CA Automation Point's MCS session reconnects, the OSA-ICC controller signals
z/OS that the MCS console is disconnected and the MCS console status is set to OFFLINE. In this case, once CA Automation
Point's MCS session reconnects, the operator must manually vary the MCS console back to the ONLINE status before MCS
session automation can be restarted.

Note:

: For more information on the DHD option, see the IBM Redbook OSA-Express Integrated Console Controller Implementation
Guide.

 Asynchronous Host Sessions
This section describes how you set up your asynchronous sessions and manage asynchronous
communication.

This section describes how you set up your asynchronous sessions and manage asynchronous communication.

 Asynchronous Sessions
Data streams that originate from any host or device that communicates asynchronously using the RS-232
protocol and asynchronous terminal type must be defined as asynchronous sessions.
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Data streams that originate from any host or device that communicates asynchronously using the RS-232 protocol and
asynchronous terminal type must be defined as asynchronous sessions.

If CA Automation Point supports the asynchronous console for which you are defining a session -- that is, if the console is one
of the valid console types that you can specify in the Console Type field in the Session Definition dialog -- you can define the
asynchronous session as an  automated  session (meaning that CA Automation Point automates the session directly through
rules). If CA Automation Point does not support your console type, you cannot define an automated session.

Note:

: CA Automation Point can control non-automated  asynchronous sessions indirectly through REXX programs.

Configuring CA Automation Point for asynchronous sessions is similar to configuring it for 3270 sessions. For more
information about configuring your asynchronous sessions, see the Configuration Manager HTML help.

 Hardware Connections
Before connecting your hardware, check the console connections. If they do not resemble telephone wire,
assume that the Data Set Ready and Clear To Send signals are present.

Before connecting your hardware, check the console connections. If they do not resemble telephone wire, assume that the Data
Set Ready and Clear To Send signals are present.

When you have determined which signals are present and have set any necessary communication settings, connect the host to
your workstation and plug the connector from the host into the appropriate port on your workstation.

Using Serial COM Ports

To monitor asynchronous hosts or perform alphanumeric paging, you must use serial COM ports. Historically, computers were
configured with two COM ports on the back of the machine. Some newer computers no longer provide such COM ports. If
your computer has no COM ports, or if two ports are insufficient for your needs, you can use a network-attached serial port
expansion device to increase the number of COM ports.

A network-attached serial port expansion device is connected to the corporate network. CA Automation Point (which also must
be connected to the corporate network) communicates to the serial port expander through TCP/IP socket connections. Serial
devices are connected to the serial port expander. CA Automation Point communicates to the serial devices through the serial
port expander.

To operate with CA Automation Point, one must configure the serial port expander to act like a native COM port. This
typically involves installing driver software from that vendor. The driver simulates a COM port, but then sends all of the data
that it receives to the serial port expander over the TCP/IP network.

CA Automation Point is configured and operated as if it were using a native COM port on the back of the computer. You must
follow the installation and configuration documentation from the vendor of the serial port expander to setup the expansion
device and the driver software associated with that device. Contact CA Support for information on a serial port expansion
device that has been fully verified for use with CA Automation Point.

How You Switch Asynchronous Signals with a Null Modem

To achieve acceptable asynchronous signal conditions, you may need to install a device known as a null modem. Most
asynchronous devices communicate using a wiring protocol called RS-232. One side of a connection is called the data terminal
and the other side is called the data set. As long as your host device is wired as a data set and the COM ports are wired as data
terminals, there should be no communication problems. However, if the host you are connecting to is wired as a data terminal,
mismatching signals will result. Consequently, you need to insert a null modem. Use the following components to establish
this type of connection:

• 9-pin or 25-pin null modem (a null modem can also be purchased with a built-in gender changer)
• Standard cable
• 25-pin to 9-pin converter (you may not need this)
• Gender changer (if the connector of the standard cable is incorrect)

Note:

: When RS-232 signals are mixed up, one-way communication results.
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 How You Test Asynchronous Communications
Start and jump to the session that you have just defined to verify that can communicate with the host. If
everything is working properly, you should see Cn=R or Dn=R (with n equal to a number from 1 to 8) in
the status line of the session window.

Start CA Automation Point and jump to the session that you have just defined to verify that CA Automation Point can
communicate with the host. If everything is working properly, you should see Cn=R or Dn=R (with n equal to a number from 1
to 8) in the status line of the session window.

Note:  For more information about the status line, see The Status Line.

Asynchronous Communication Problems

If CA Automation Point cannot communicate with the host, check the following items and use the status line to help you solve
the problem:

• CTS signal

• If you expect a CTS signal and you see either a minus sign (-) or an X as the third character in the display, verify that
both sides of the cable are plugged securely into their respective devices. If they are, you may have a cable problem or
you may need to insert a null modem into the line.

Note:  For more information, see the topics in the Establishing Host Connections section.
• If you do not expect a CTS signal and see an X as the third character, change the Clear To Send setting in the

communication settings for this session to NO. You should then see a minus sign (-) where the X used to be, indicating
an acceptable state.

• DSR signal

• If you expect a DSR signal and the fourth character in the display is either an F or a question mark (?), verify that both
sides of the cable are plugged securely into their respective devices. If they are, check the Clear to Send indicator:

• If the indicator is a question mark (?), the cable is probably faulty.
• If the indicator is a minus sign (-), try installing a null modem. You may see the CTS indicator change to an equal

sign (=), indicating that the CTS signal was present but required the null modem.
• If you do not expect a DSR signal and see a question mark (?) as the fourth character in the display, change the Data Set

Ready setting in the communications settings for this session to NO. You should then see an F where the question mark
used to be, indicating an acceptable state.

• Cable connection
If you changed the values of both the Clear To Send and Data Set Ready settings to NO and you still cannot communicate
with the host, try installing a null modem. If the null modem allows you to establish communication with the host, you may
see the CTS and/or DSR indicators appear.

If none of the previous steps corrects the communication problem, discuss it with the communication specialist at your data
center.

 How You Verify Message Processing
After you establish communication with the asynchronous host, look at the Merged Messages window to
verify that is processing the console messages. If the window contains no messages, verify that you have
specified a valid console type for your session.

After you establish communication with the asynchronous host, look at the Merged Messages window to verify that CA
Automation Point is processing the console messages. If the window contains no messages, verify that you have specified a
valid console type for your session.

 Asynchronous Telnet Sessions
You can use to automate an asynchronous Telnet client session using any of the VT series terminal
emulators currently supported by . Follow the steps below to set up and configure automated Telnet client
sessions on the Automation Point Desktop.

You can use CA Automation Point to automate an asynchronous Telnet client session using any of the VT series terminal
emulators currently supported by CA Automation Point. Follow the steps below to set up and configure automated Telnet
client sessions on the Automation Point Desktop.

How You Set Up Asynchronous Telnet Sessions
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To set up an asynchronous telnet session, select TELNETCLIENT as the communication device in the RS232 settings for the
session. Other settings for the telnet appear in the same dialog.

How You Test the Session

You should test the new asynchronous session before putting it into production.

To test the asynchronous session, start CA Automation Point and view to the AP Message Recall window.

If TCP/IP is not active on the system, the following message displays:

AXC0983E TCPIP not available 

The following message indicates that the connection has been established to the host:

AXC1353I TELNETCLIENT INITIATED - Result: success Session: sessname Host: Telnet

If you do not see this message, verify that the Telnet host name specified in the communication settings is correct. If you are
not successfully connected to the Telnet host, the status line continuously displays X-SYSTEM until a successful connection is
established.

 Asynchronous SSH Sessions
You can use to establish up to 175 automated asynchronous session connections using version 2 of
the SSH (Secure Shell) protocol (SSH-2). The SSH-2 client protocol implemented by uses TCP/IP to
establish a secure terminal connection to the remote host running a compatible SSH-2 server. You can
define this terminal connection using any of the VT series terminal emulators currently supported by .

You can use CA Automation Point to establish up to 175 automated asynchronous session connections using version 2 of
the SSH (Secure Shell) protocol (SSH-2). The SSH-2 client protocol implemented by CA Automation Point uses TCP/IP to
establish a secure terminal connection to the remote host running a compatible SSH-2 server. You can define this terminal
connection using any of the VT series terminal emulators currently supported by CA Automation Point.

Although the SSH-2 protocol defines a suite of applications used to send data securely across a TCP/IP network, CA
Automation Point currently allows you only to establish a secure terminal session to the SSH-2 server. This terminal session
functionality was designed to closely match the capabilities of the existing CA Automation Point Telnet interface. If you are
upgrading from a previous release of CA Automation Point and have Telnet sessions already defined, you should be able
to transition these sessions to our SSH-2 client implementation with minimal effort. As part of this design, CA Automation
Point currently only supports the user authentication methods that require the user to specify login credentials directly (which
mirrors the user authentication used for Telnet sessions). The supported SSH-2 user authentication methods (as defined by
both the SSH-2 protocol and additions to the SSH-2 specification) are: "password" and "keyboard-interactive." Both of these
user authentication mechanisms require the user to specify a valid login name and optional password to confirm their identity
before a terminal session is established.

 Security Features of the SSH-2 Protocol Implementation
One key advantage of using the SSH-2 protocol for asynchronous terminal connections is the
combination of encryption and data integrity mechanisms defined by this protocol. The SSH-2 protocol
defines a preliminary negotiation phase, during which the client and server agree upon both the
encryption and data integrity algorithms to use for the current connection. After this negotiation phase
is complete, all future communications between client and server are encrypted using the negotiated
encryption algorithm. In addition, each data segment sent across the TCP/IP network is verified by the
recipient to ensure that the contents of the data segment have not changed since the initial creation of
the data segment by the original sender. This verification is performed using the data integrity algorithm
selected during the initial negotiation phase.
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One key advantage of using the SSH-2 protocol for asynchronous terminal connections is the combination of encryption and
data integrity mechanisms defined by this protocol. The SSH-2 protocol defines a preliminary negotiation phase, during which
the client and server agree upon both the encryption and data integrity algorithms to use for the current connection. After
this negotiation phase is complete, all future communications between client and server are encrypted using the negotiated
encryption algorithm. In addition, each data segment sent across the TCP/IP network is verified by the recipient to ensure that
the contents of the data segment have not changed since the initial creation of the data segment by the original sender. This
verification is performed using the data integrity algorithm selected during the initial negotiation phase.

The following encryption protocols are available for selection during the SSH-2 protocol negotiation phase: Blowfish,
AES-256, AES-192, AES-128, and Triple DES. The following data integrity algorithms are available for selection during the
SSH-2 protocol negotiation phase: HMAC-SHA1, HMAC-MD5, HMAC-SHA1-96, and HMAC-MD5-96. The selection of
encryption and data integrity algorithms to use is negotiated between CA Automation Point and the SSH-2 server based upon
the preference order of the algorithms listed previously. For example, if the SSH-2 server supports the Blowfish protocol, this
protocol will always be selected because it is listed first in the SSH-2 client's (CA Automation Point's) encryption algorithm
list. These algorithm lists are not configurable within CA Automation Point. If you wish to connect CA Automation Point to
an SSH-2 server using a specific series of protocols, you should define the SSH-2 server to only advertise those protocols you
wish to use.

In addition to providing encryption and data integrity mechanisms, CA Automation Point also employs host verification as
outlined by the SSH-2 protocol. Each SSH-2 server is responsible for maintaining a public host key that uniquely identifies
itself to SSH-2 clients. This public host key is securely sent to each SSH-2 client during the initial protocol negotiation phase.
CA Automation Point stores the host key reported during the first connection request for a particular session and uses this
stored key to validate the transmitted host key during future connection attempts. If the public host key transmitted by the
SSH-2 server does not match the previously stored host key associated with this session, a warning message is displayed,
and the user is given a choice whether or not to continue with the current connection attempt. This host verification helps to
mitigate potential "man-in-the-middle" (MITM) cryptographic attacks by ensuring the identity of the SSH-2 server before
sending any sensitive data.

 Set Up Asynchronous SSH Sessions
You set up an asynchronous SSH session from Configuration Manager. 

You set up an asynchronous SSH session from Configuration Manager. 

To set up an asynchronous SSH session

1. From the Session Definition Sets dialog, right-click the Sessions node and select Add Session to create a new session.
The Automation Point Session Definition dialog displays.

2. In the Console Type field, select ASYNCH, then click Customize Session Settings.
The Asynchronous Session Settings dialog displays.

3. Select SSHCLIENT as the communication device.
4. Select other settings as desired, then click OK to save session settings.

For more information on the options available for an asynchronous SSH session, see the Configuration Manager HTML help.

 Test the Session
To make sure the new asynchronous host SSH session is established, start and select the AP Message
Recall window.

To make sure the new asynchronous host SSH session is established, start CA Automation Point and select the AP Message
Recall window.

If the connection to the SSH host is successful, the following message displays in the AP Message Recall window:

AXC1361I SSHCLIENT INITIATED - Result: success Session: sessname Host: hostname

If you do not see this message, verify that the SSH host name specified in the communication settings is correct. If you are
not successfully connected to the SSH host, the status line continuously displays X-SYSTEM until a successful connection is
established.
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If TCP/IP is not active on the system, the following message displays:

AXC0983E TCPIP not available

 Send Key Operations to Asynchronous Sessions
When is monitoring an asynchronous terminal session, you can send control key operations to that session
using rules, scripts, or REXX procedures. For example, pressing Ctrl+K from any asynchronous session
sends a vertical tab.

When CA Automation Point is monitoring an asynchronous terminal session, you can send control key operations to that
session using CA Automation Point rules, scripts, or REXX procedures. For example, pressing Ctrl+K from any asynchronous
session sends a vertical tab.

For a list of the key operations available for asynchronous sessions and a description of how to send those operations to a
session, see Customizing Special CA Automation Point Files.

You must halt automation before entering keystrokes unless you specify View with Keyboard Input in the Automated Terminal
Session Window field for the session. However, we recommend that you leave this setting at View Only; otherwise, the
characters that you type could be confused with those that CA Automation Point generates while performing its automation
tasks.

 Manage Asynchronous Communication
can communicate with many asynchronous hosts or devices conforming to the RS-232 wiring protocol.
Communication is possible using a serial communications port accessible to your workstation.

CA Automation Point can communicate with many asynchronous hosts or devices conforming to the RS-232 wiring protocol.
Communication is possible using a serial communications port accessible to your CA Automation Point workstation.

 The Status Line

In an asynchronous console session, the bottom line of the terminal screen displays information about the status of message
processing for that session. The status line has three components.

The following illustration shows you what the status line might look like for a VT320 console session:

C1=R                (01,020)              ?
 1                    2                   3

Callout Explanation

1 Communication status display

The characters C1 indicate that this session is using the
COM1 serial port on the workstation. The equal sign
(=) indicates that the port is sending a CTS signal, and
the character R indicates that the remote host is ready to
communicate with CA Automation Point.

2 Current row and column position of the cursor for VT52,
VT100, or VT320 sessions. In the example, the cursor is
located at row 1, column 20.
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3 The message parsing status display

The question mark (?) indicates that this session has not
received any messages to process.

The Asynchronous Communication Status Display

The asynchronous communication status display consists of the characters in the left corner of the status line. These characters
indicate the state of the communication device for the current session. Interpreting these characters can help you resolve most
types of asynchronous connectivity problems.

When the port is closed, communication status displays two characters !C.

When the port is open, the asynchronous communication status display includes four characters:

• First character
A character indicating the type of communication device the session is using. The character is one of the following:

Character Communication device

C COM

M Memory

T Telnet

Z SSH

• Second character
When a communication device is a COM port, the port number is indicated by a character in range 0 through 9, then A
to Z, then a to z. For example, COM port 12 is displayed as C. For COM ports 62 and higher the indicator displays !. For
other communication devices, this position is blank.

• Third character
A character indicating the status of the Clear to Send (CTS) line for this asynchronous connection. You may see any of
these indicators:

Character Meaning

= The session is detecting a CTS signal. This is an acceptable
state for the indicator.

- No CTS signal is present, but CA Automation Point
expects none because you set Clear to Send to No in
the communication settings for this session. This is an
acceptable state for the indicator.

X No CTS signal is present, but CA Automation Point
expects one because you set Clear to Send to Yes in
the communication settings for this session. This is an
unacceptable state for the indicator; it means that CA
Automation Point cannot communicate with the host
associated with this session.

Note:

When X displays, take one of these actions:

• Determine why no CTS signal is present by checking cable and communications port connections.
• Change the value of the Clear to Send setting to No if no CTS signal is expected.

• Fourth character
A character indicating the state of the Data Set Ready (DSR) signal. You may see any of these indicators:

Character Meaning

R The session is detecting a DSR signal. This is an acceptable
state for the indicator.
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F No DSR signal is present, but CA Automation Point does
not expect one because you set Data Set Ready to No in
the communication settings for this session. In effect, this
setting forces the DSR line into an acceptable state.

? No DSR signal is present, but CA Automation Point
expects one because you set Data Set Ready to Yes in
the communication settings for the current session. This
is an unacceptable state for the indicator; it means that
CA Automation Point cannot communicate with the host
associated with this session.

Note:

When ? displays, take one of these actions:

• Determine why no DSR signal is present by checking cable and communications port connections.

For more information, see Establishing Host Sessions.
• Change the Data Set Ready communications setting to No if no DSR signal is expected.

• Fifth character
A plus sign (+) indicating that a Carrier Detect (CD) signal is present. If CA Automation Point is not receiving a CD signal,
this position is blank. This indicator is for your information and does not affect the ability that CA Automation Point has to
communicate with the host for this session.
Some cables, adapters, and host connections provide the CD signal for compatibility purposes; however, no CD signal is
required if you are using a direct connection.

Example:

For example, suppose that C3-R+ appears in the display. The indicators tell you that CA Automation Point is communicating
with the host device for this session under these conditions:

• You are using the third accessible COM port.
• No CTS signal is present, but none is expected.
• A DSR signal is present and in an acceptable state.
• A CD signal is present and in an acceptable state.

The Message Parsing Status Display

For all types of asynchronous consoles, the right corner of the status line displays characters reporting the state of message
parsing for the current session. Understanding the message parsing status display can help you solve problems when CA
Automation Point does not generate the messages you expect.

If you have an ASYNCH console, the message parsing status display contains one character. (These console names designate
how CA Automation Point processes the data on the screen. For more information, see Establishing Host Sessions.)

The characters you may see are as follows:

Character Meaning

? The session has not received any characters since CA
Automation Point was started.

I The session is receiving characters, but CA Automation Point
is ignoring them because they do not fit the type of message
that was requested. A session running on an ASYNCH
console does not display the I character because all characters
received by this type of console become part of a message.

H CA Automation Point is trying to match the incoming
characters as the message header for the message types
requested. If the characters do not eventually complete the
header, the H changes to an I and CA Automation Point
resumes searching for the header.

F CA Automation Point matched the appropriate header and
is now filling the message text. Filling continues until the
session receives the appropriate termination characters.
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R The session received the appropriate message termination
characters and has released the message to the CA
Automation Point rules processor.

O The message being filled, which contained more than 512
characters, was released to the CA Automation Point rules
processor because of an overflow condition. CA Automation
Point ignores the extra characters (characters 513, 514, and so
on) until it receives the beginning of the next message.

T CA Automation Point was filling a message but did not
receive any characters within the corresponding timeout
period. The timeout period is ten seconds for ASYNCH
consoles. If the timeout period expires, the session forwards
the message text that it has already received to the CA
Automation Point rules processor.

As message traffic flows between the host and CA Automation Point, the message processing state indicator changes.
Normally, the character is I until the session receives a message header. The character changes to H as CA Automation Point
checks the header, and then changes to F when CA Automation Point begins filling the message text. When the session
receives termination characters, the indicator changes to R and CA Automation Point releases the message.

Normally, the O and T indicators do not appear. If you see either indicator, verify that the corresponding session window is
receiving messages intact. Communication problems with the host may cause message text to become fragmented.

 Communication Problems
You can use the information on the status line of your asynchronous console to resolve most common
problems associated with asynchronous connections, including missing and mismatched signals. Because
does not try to communicate with the host until all required signals are present (or forced), you must
achieve acceptable signal conditions before resolving other asynchronous configuration issues (such as
baud rate and parity).

You can use the information on the status line of your asynchronous console to resolve most common problems associated
with asynchronous connections, including missing and mismatched signals. Because CA Automation Point does not try to
communicate with the host until all required signals are present (or forced), you must achieve acceptable signal conditions
before resolving other asynchronous configuration issues (such as baud rate and parity).

 Asynchronous Console Management

CA Automation Point performs message processing on asynchronous consoles by monitoring the incoming character stream
and extracting messages that conform to message criteria for the current console type. After CA Automation Point extracts
a message, that message goes to the rules processor, just as any other console message would. At that time, rules can take
whatever actions are specified, including sending one or more replies back to the session that generated the message.

Asynchronous Console Types

CA Automation Point supports message processing for the asynchronous console types shown in the following table.

Note:   These terms are not industry-standard console names. Rather, they refer to the Console Type setting for the session,
which designates how CA Automation Point should process the data on the screen.

Asynchronous Console Type Description

ASYNCH Generates messages matching the ASYNCH message criteria

TANDEM Generates messages matching the EMS format

TANDEMALL Generates EMS messages, but passes text not matching the
EMS format for processing through rules as an ASYNCH
message

VAX Generates messages that match the OpenVMS OPCOM
message criteria

VAXALL Generates OpenVMS OPCOM messages, but passes text not
matching the OPCOM format for processing through rules as
an ASYNCH message
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DTX When attached to the DataFrame environmental monitoring
product, this console type parses the special message format
used by DataFrame and creates standard CA Automation
Point messages

Message Criteria for Asynchronous Consoles

When processing an incoming character stream on asynchronous consoles, CA Automation Point looks for the following:

• A header to indicate that a message has started
• The text of the message
• A terminating condition or trailer to indicate that the message has ended

ASYNCH refers to the CA Automation Point asynchronous console driver. The console types in the next few sections are
specific to various asynchronous formats. Specify the ASYNCH driver if none of the specific drivers apply to your console.

To the CA Automation Point console driver, a message begins with any character and continues up to the first new line
(carriage return or line feed) character. If the console sees no new line character within ten seconds of receiving the last
character, it releases the message text received up to this point to the CA Automation Point rules processor.

Define the console type as ASYNCH in the following situations:

• When CA Automation Point is connected to an asynchronous system such as UNIX or Linux
• When CA Automation Point is connected directly to another workstation running CA Automation Point, such as a

workstation dedicated to voice processing
• When CA Automation Point is monitoring a serial printer port on a host
• When the data stream does not include escape (ESC) sequences

If an ASYNCH console receives a OpenVMS OPCOM message, each of its lines generates an individual message.

For example, suppose that the console receives the following sample message text:

%%%%%%%%%%%  OPCOM 01-JAN-1994 12:00:00:00  %%%%%%%%%%%
Message from user JOB_CONTROL
%JBC-E-SYMDEL, unexpected symbiont process termination
 
>TEST

CA Automation Point treats each line of message text on an ASYNCH console as a separate message and sends each message
to the rules processor. Given the sample message text, CA Automation Point generates five messages; for example, the first
message sent to the rules processor is:

%%%%%%%%%%%  OPCOM 01-JAN-1994 12:00:00:00  %%%%%%%%%%

In this case, the OPCOM header is a message because ASYNCH message criteria do not distinguish between headers and other
parts of the incoming character stream.

 Readlog Technique
Readlog is a technique for acquiring external events on remote systems that have no specialized event
monitor.

Readlog is a CA Automation Point technique for acquiring external events on remote systems that have no specialized event
monitor.
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On UNIX systems use the following command:

tail -f

You can use a comparable command line tool on any asynchronous system to continually feed a system log or application log
into CA Automation Point.

 Managing Sessions Using CA Automation Point Windows
This section covers the following topics:

This section covers the following topics:

 Using the Automation Point Desktop
When starts, the first screen that displays is the Automation Point Desktop. The desktop displays icons
that represent the terminal emulator and function windows you defined in the session definition set.

When CA Automation Point starts, the first screen that displays is the Automation Point Desktop. The desktop displays icons
that represent the terminal emulator and CA Automation Point function windows you defined in the session definition set.

Window icons on the Automation Point Desktop represent your CA Automation Point windows. If you want, you can
minimize all these windows to icon size and enlarge a window for display only when you want to read its contents.

CA Automation Point updates displayed windows periodically, regardless of their size, to reflect activity in the session
for each window (such as new messages being displayed or new commands being issued). To enhance performance, the
background windows are updated less often than the window in focus.

Related information:

 Layouts

After you have moved or resized your session and function windows, you can save the layout and restore it later as needed. A
layout contains the position, size, and font specification for session, function, and dialog windows. This feature is common to
the Automation Point Desktop and Remote Viewer applications. Remote Viewer-specific features are described later in this
topic in section Remote Viewer Layouts.

Note:

• You must first save a layout before you can load one.
• If an operation being performed as a result of loading a layout cannot be processed (for example, a window does not exist

in a currently active session definition set), it is silently ignored.
• After a successful save or load operation, the AXC2001I or AXC2002I messages are displayed, respectively.
• We strongly recommend that you let the user interface stabilize before performing another layout operation, especially

when using Remote Viewer, where establishing of a connection can take a long time, depending on network latency.
• Layout name length is limited to 259 characters.
• Layout names “*New*" and "*Empty*” are reserved and cannot be used.

Working with Layouts

To manage your layouts, select Layouts from the Action menu. The Layout dialog displays, listing currently saved layouts.

• To save a new layout, select New, then click Save. You are prompted for a name for the layout.
• To save your current layout to an existing name, select an existing layout and click Save.
• To load previously saved layout, select the layout name from the list and click Load.
• To restore default window positions according to the Sizing setting in the session definition set, select *Empty*, then click

Load.
• To rename a layout, select the layout name and click Rename. You are prompted to enter the new name.
• To delete a layout, select the layout name and click Delete.
• To exit the dialog, click Close.
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Command-line Option /l

The optional command line option /l layout_name lets you specify which layout should be loaded upon application startup.

If you specify /l *Empty*, no layout is initially loaded:

• For Automation Point Desktop, window positioning is based on the session definition set.
• For Remote Viewer, only the Remote Viewer Msg Window loads.

If you do not specify the /l option,

• For Automation Point Desktop, a layout named Default is loaded, if it exists.
• For Remote Viewer, no layout is loaded.

Examples:

axc2p /l "My layout" 
apview /l Shift2 

Active Layout

The optional SCREEN_SAVE and SCREEN_LOAD key operations use the active layout from which to save to or load layout
information. The active layout is set by the following actions:

• When you specify the /l layout_name command line option. If this command is omitted, CA Automation Point uses the
default value specific to the application

• When you save or load a layout or when you rename the current active layout from the Layouts dialog

Note:  When the active layout is set to *Empty*, SCREEN_SAVE and SCREEN_LOAD operations do not perform any
actions.

Remote Viewer Layouts

You can save your currently active user interface layout and restore it later as needed.

In Remote Viewer, a layout also contains connection information: which session on which host belongs to a specific window.
When you load a layout in Remote Viewer, the application tries to restore the connection to the Automation Point Desktop that
was connected at the time the layout was saved. Loading an empty layout closes all currently open connections.

Remote Viewer layouts are separate from Automation Point Desktop layouts; if you use both applications on the same
machine, they cannot share layouts.

Security Notes:

• For connections to remote Automation Point Desktop hosts, username and password authentication may be required by the
remote session. You are prompted a username and password when preparing a layout by opening the connections.

• Saving a layout does not store any usernames or passwords. However to facilitate quick loading, logon sets are stored that
keep information about which sessions used the same username and password to connect to a specific host. When loading
a layout, you are prompted for username and password for only one session from a given logon set. This logon information
is then reused for all sessions that had the same username and password when they were saved. If the supplied username or
password is not valid, you are prompted to re-enter them. If you choose to cancel at this point, no further sessions from that
logon set are loaded.

 Understanding Function Windows
The function windows let you monitor and control processing. provides the function windows listed in the
following table:

The CA Automation Point function windows let you monitor and control CA Automation Point processing. CA Automation
Point provides the function windows listed in the following table:

Function Window Purpose
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Command Lets you issue commands to sessions that CA Automation
Point manages. Some CA Automation Point function
windows also have command areas which function like the
Command window.

Merged Msg Displays the messages that CA Automation Point collects
from the sessions it manages and upon which CA Automation
Point rules act. This window contains a command area and
areas displaying the most recently issued action and normal
messages.

Action Msg Recall Displays the last 500 lines of outstanding action message text
-- messages waiting for an operator's response -- received
from sessions that CA Automation Point monitors. An action
message is a message that requires a response from CA
Automation Point or, in this window, from an operator.

AP Msg Displays 20 lines of the most recently issued CA Automation
Point messages. This window contains a command area.

AP Msg Recall Displays the last 500 lines of message text that CA
Automation Point issued.

Normal Msg Recall Displays the last 500 lines of non-highlighted message text
that CA Automation Point received from the sessions it
monitors.

AP Log Displays the contents of the current message log file.

Host Log Displays the contents of the current host message log file.

Plot Displays information about system operations shown as bar
or line graphs. Create these graphs using the CA Automation
Point Plot feature.

AP Notification Messages Displays the last 500 messages generated by the notification
server, notification (NMFIND) request, or Answer Tree
application.

CA OPS/MVS Messages Displays WTO messages generated by CA OPS/MVS.

Each of the CA Automation Point function windows is optional, except for the AP Msg Recall window, which always
displays. You can configure CA Automation Point to display only the function windows that you want to see.

 Window Menu Options
The function windows and terminal emulator windows have a common Window pull-down menu listing
options for managing your windows. To display the menu, click Windows on the menu bar.

The CA Automation Point function windows and terminal emulator windows have a common Window pull-down menu listing
options for managing your windows. To display the menu, click Windows on the menu bar.

The following table describes the Window menu options:

Option Purpose

Jump to window Displays the CA Automation Point window you specify.
Selecting this option displays the Jump to Window dialog,
which contains a scrollable list of available windows.

Next window Displays the next window without giving you a list of
windows from which to choose.

Increase font Enlarges the current window and the size of the text in the
window.

Decrease font Reduces the current window and the size of the text in the
window.
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Select font Displays the Select Font dialog, from which you choose
a new font and size for the current window. For more
information, see Changing the Size of a Window.

Close this window Removes the current window from the CA Automation Point
desktop without affecting automation.

Related information:

 Selecting a Window
To view a function window or a terminal emulator window, select its icon from the desktop using the
mouse or keyboard. When you choose a window, displays the window in normal size unless you changed
the size previously. If you change the size of a window, displays the window in its new size each time
that you select it.

To view a CA Automation Point function window or a terminal emulator window, select its icon from the CA Automation
Point desktop using the mouse or keyboard. When you choose a window, CA Automation Point displays the window in normal
size unless you changed the size previously. If you change the size of a window, CA Automation Point displays the window in
its new size each time that you select it.

You can jump between windows on the CA Automation Point desktop, regardless of their current size using, any of these
methods:

• Click the icon for the desired window. To enlarge the window, double-click the window's icon. If you click the window
name instead, CA Automation Point selects the window without enlarging it.

• Press the key defined for Jump (Alt+J is the default) repeatedly, jumping to the next available window until the CA
Automation Point desktop normalizes your desired window. You can also choose Next Window from the Window menu.

 Closing a Window
Closing a window does not eliminate that window's function, or stop the automation occurring in the
window; it only removes the session from the desktop. You can reopen the window using the Jump to
Window dialog. To remove a window's function, delete the session from the session definition set.

Closing a window does not eliminate that window's function, or stop the automation occurring in the window; it only removes
the session from the desktop. You can reopen the window using the Jump to Window dialog. To remove a window's function,
delete the session from the session definition set.

To close a window from the CA Automation Point desktop, select the window that you want to close, and then choose Close
This Window from the Window menu.

 Changing the Size of a Window
When you change the font that a window uses to display text, the size of the window changes
automatically to accommodate the larger or smaller text.

When you change the font that a window uses to display text, the size of the window changes automatically to accommodate
the larger or smaller text.

CA Automation Point gives you several options for choosing fonts:

• Select the next larger font in one of these ways:

• Press the Ctrl+right arrow keys.
• Choose Increase Font from the Window menu.

• Select the next smaller font in one of these ways:

• Press the Ctrl+left arrow keys.
• Choose Decrease Font from the Window menu.

• You can choose a specific font by choosing Select Font from the Window menu. Select one of the fonts listed in the Choose
Font dialog.

Note:   Note: You can use the AXCUTIL2 utilities program to select other default screen fonts.

 Displaying Multiple Windows
To display multiple windows in readable size

To display multiple windows in readable size
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1. Choose the windows you want to display.
2. Select one of those windows.
3. Press the Ctrl+left arrow keys repeatedly until the window is the size you want.
4. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for the next window you want to display.
5. Move the selected windows to the positions where you want them on your screen.

Note:

: You can select multiple windows to display together, but displaying too many windows at one time clutters the CA
Automation Point desktop and makes it more difficult to use.

 Moving Displayed Windows
When a window is opened from an icon, it displays in the upper-left part of the screen. If you move the
window to a new location, you should save your desktop to ensure that the window displays in its new
location each time you open it. The window displays in this new location until you move it again.

When a window is opened from an icon, it displays in the upper-left part of the screen. If you move the window to a new
location, you should save your desktop to ensure that the window displays in its new location each time you open it. The
window displays in this new location until you move it again.

 Scrolling Information in Windows
When a function window displays too many recalled messages to fit on the screen, the scroll bar on the
right side of the window indicates the current position in the file. You can scroll through the information
using the mouse or the keyboard.

When a CA Automation Point function window displays too many recalled messages to fit on the screen, the scroll bar on the
right side of the window indicates the current position in the file. You can scroll through the information using the mouse or
the keyboard.

To scroll information using the keyboard, press these keys:

Key Operation

Home Go to the top of the file.

End Go to the end of the file.

Page Up Scroll backward one screen.

Page Down Scroll forward one screen.

Up arrow Move up one line.

Down arrow Move down one line.

Left arrow Scroll one column to the left.

Right arrow Scroll one column to the right.

Tab Toggle between the list management and command areas of
the display. (Remote sessions only)

Enter Return to the left margin on the screen.

 Customizing Menus
includes a set of predefined menus for all function and session windows. By default, the Configuration
Manger Session Definitions Sets dialog automatically selects the menu designed for the session of its
type. Menu options simplify manual key entry by providing the console operator with point-and-click
access to common desktop operations.

CA Automation Point includes a set of predefined menus for all CA Automation Point function and session windows. By
default, the Configuration Manger Session Definitions Sets dialog automatically selects the menu designed for the session of
its type. Menu options simplify manual key entry by providing the console operator with point-and-click access to common
CA Automation Point desktop operations.

Besides providing built-in menus for built-in operations, CA Automation Point also allows you to customize menus, extending
the available menu options. You can add menu options that invoke site-specific commands or operations with the same point
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and click convenience from the CA Automation Point desktop. Using menu options to issue predefined keystroke strings also
minimizes operator key entry and usage errors.

Related information:

 Understanding the Menu System
The menu system controls the menus and menu options that are available for each window on the
desktop. Statements in the following two files define a menu system:

The CA Automation Point menu system controls the menus and menu options that are available for each CA Automation Point
window on the desktop. Statements in the following two files define a menu system:

• axc2p.mnu is a file distributed by CA Automation Point and installed into the installdir\Distrib directory. This file defines
the default menus for CA Automation Point desktop windows.

Note:  axc2p.mnu is a fixed file. Do not modify it.
• user.mnu is a file created by the user and located in the %AP_SITE%\myfiles directory. This file defines user-customized

menus.

Settings in the active Session Definition Set associate a menu with each session window or function window displayed on the
CA Automation Point desktop.

You should never modify the axc2p.mnu file to customize menus. Instead, create a file named user.mnu in the %AP_SITE%
\myfiles directory to specify all user menu customizations. User.mnu must be a plain ASCII text file. When defining a new
menu, use Configuration Manager to override the default menu setting for a session definition or function window definition
with a customized menu setting.

When you start CA Automation Point, it searches your site directory first for customized menu files before searching the files
distributed with CA Automation Point. The user.mnu file (if it exists) is appended to the axc2p.mnu file before CA Automation
Point creates the menu system. The CA Automation Point desktop displays windows and their associated menus according to
settings in the active Session Definition Set.

 Selecting Menus for the Function Windows
The menu displayed for each function window appearing on the desktop is configurable from
Configuration Manager through Session Definition Sets dialogs. Before a user-customized menu can
appear as a selectable menu, it must be previously defined by MENU and SUBMENU statements in the
user.mnu file as directed in sections titled, Adding New Menu Options to Existing Submenus, Defining a
New Menu, and Adding New Submenus to Existing Menus.

The menu displayed for each function window appearing on the CA Automation Point desktop is configurable from
Configuration Manager through Session Definition Sets dialogs. Before a user-customized menu can appear as a selectable
menu, it must be previously defined by MENU and SUBMENU statements in the user.mnu file as directed in sections titled,
Adding New Menu Options to Existing Submenus, Defining a New Menu, and Adding New Submenus to Existing Menus.

If you do not want to customize the menu, CA Automation Point automatically selects from its default menu system a
predefined menu for the function window based on its type. For example, if Terminal is set to 6530, then CA Automation Point
selects the menu named SESSION_6530 for the default menu.

If you want to select a user-customized menu for a function window, follow these steps to configure the menu for a function
window.

1. From Configuration Manager, click on Session Definition Sets to open the Session Definition Sets dialog. Expand the
Session Definition Sets tree and double click on the function window you wish to configure.

2. From the CA Automation Point Function Window Definition dialog, click on the Menu edit box and select a menu from a
list of defined menus. Click OK to save and close the dialog.

3. Click on Close to exit the Session Definition Sets dialog.
4. CA Automation Point must be recycled before a new menu displays on a desktop window.

Example:

When you create a new function window of type PLOT, CA Automation Point does not provide a predefined menu. Add the
following MENU and SUBMENU statements to user.mnu to include 'plot' in the list of selectable menus that can be configured
for a function window by the Session Definition Sets dialog.
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MENU = plot,
   SUBMENU = window,
   SUBMENU = plot_control

SUBMENU = plot_control,
   NAME = (control),
   ITEM = ('start plot', XCCMD('REXX "plot start"')),
   ITEM = ('stop plot', XCCMD('REXX "plot stop"'))  

 Selecting Menus for Session Windows
The menu displayed for each session window appearing on the desktop is configurable from
Configuration Manager through Session Definition Sets dialogs. Before a user-customized menu can
appear as a selectable menu, it must be previously defined by MENU and SUBMENU statements in the
user.mnu file as directed in sections titled, Adding New Menu Options to Existing Submenus, Defining a
New Menu, and Adding New Submenus to Existing Menus.

The menu displayed for each session window appearing on the CA Automation Point desktop is configurable from
Configuration Manager through Session Definition Sets dialogs. Before a user-customized menu can appear as a selectable
menu, it must be previously defined by MENU and SUBMENU statements in the user.mnu file as directed in sections titled,
Adding New Menu Options to Existing Submenus, Defining a New Menu, and Adding New Submenus to Existing Menus.

If you want to select a predefined CA Automation Point menu or specify a user-customized menu for a session window, follow
these steps to configure a menu for a session window:

1. From Configuration Manager, click on Session Definition Sets to open the Session Definition Sets dialog. Expand the
Session Definition Sets tree and double click on the session window you wish to specify a menu for.

2. From the Automation Point Session Definition dialog, click on the Menu edit box and select a menu from a list of defined
menus. Click OK to save and close the dialog.

3. Click Close to exit the Session Definition Sets dialog.
4. You must recycle CA Automation Point before a new menu displays on a desktop window.

If you do not want to customize the menu, CA Automation Point automatically selects from its default menu system a
predefined menu designed for the terminal emulation specified by the Terminal setting. For example, if Terminal is set to
6530, CA Automation Point selects the menu named SESSION_6530 for the default menu.

 Menu Control Statements

You can define the menu bar, submenus, and menu options through menu control statements in the user.mnu file. The
statement's syntax and description refer to menus, submenus, and items. On the CA Automation Point desktop, they are
defined as follows:

• From the CA Automation Point desktop, if you click on a window to select, the menu associated with the window displays
on the menu bar at the top of the desktop window. A menu is the complete set of submenus and their associated menu
options selectable from the menu bar for a given function or session window.

• A unique menu name must be assigned to each menu. Each session window or function window definition has a menu
defined for it. The name of the menu used for a session or function window is specified in Configuration Manager's,
Session Definition Sets dialog for the selected session or function window definition under Window Attributes, menu edit
box.

• Each item on the menu bar is a submenu. If you click on a submenu, a drop down list of menu options will appear.
• Each menu option is a submenu item.

For example, if you select the Merged Msg function window from the CA Automation Point desktop, the menu bar displayed
consists of submenus titled, Action, Window, Edit, Cmdarea, and Help. Select the Edit submenu and a drop-down list displays
with two items titled, Copy and Paste.

MENU Statement

The MENU keyword assigns a name to the set of submenus designated to appear on the menu bar.
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MENU=MenuName , 
SUBMENU= SubmenuName   [, 
SUBMENU= SubmenuName]  [,
... 
SUBMENU= SubmenuName]

• MenuName
Identifies the unique name assigned to the menu.

• SubmenuName
Identifies the internal name of the submenu to be included in the menu bar. SubmenuName refers to the corresponding
SUBMENU statement(s), specified in the menu definitions file, that define each menu option appearing in the submenu.

Note: Place commas after each line in the statement except the last one. See the following example of the MENU statement.

Example:

The following MENU statement defines the menu for the Merged Msg function window.

MENU        =  mergedmsg,
   SUBMENU  =  action,
   SUBMENU  =  window,
   SUBMENU  =  edit,
   SUBMENU  =  cmdbox,
   SUBMENU  =  help

SUBMENU Statement

The SUBMENU keyword defines the items to appear in the drop-down list of menu options. Each item can be defined to
perform either one of the following tasks:

• Keyboard operation: Standard terminal operations and CA Automation Point desktop operations that can be initiated from
the keyboard. For more information, see the appendix "Customizing Special CA Automation Point Files."

• AXC command processor: CA Automation Point built-in command processors that perform automation-related tasks such
as, issuing z/OS commands to an automated session or initiating a REXX program. For more information, see ADDRESS
AXC Commands in the Command and Keyword Reference Guide.

The item also specifies the descriptive title for the menu option as well as an optional hot key that may also be used to invoke
the menu option. Select the menu option to invoke the keystroke operation or AXC command string specified.

SUBMENU= SubmenuName, [NAME=(SubmenuTitle[, HelpKey] ) ,]
ITEM=('ItemTitle', KEY(KeyOperation) | XCCMD(AXCCommandString)
[ , ItemComment | TYPE(REM | PM) ] ) [, 
ITEM=('ItemTitle', KEY(KeyOperation) | XCCMD(AXCCommandString)
[ , ItemComment | TYPE(REM | PM) ] )  ]    [,
...
ITEM=('ItemTitle', KEY(KeyOperation) | XCCMD(AXCCommandString)
[ , ItemComment | TYPE(REM | PM) ] )  ]

• SubmenuName
Internal name assigned to the submenu.

• SubmenuTitle
(Optional) External submenu name or title that is displayed on the menu bar. A SubmenuTitle must be specified to define a
submenu not previously defined either by CA Automation Point in the axc2p.mnu file or by the user in the user.mnu file.
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(Optional) Submenu hot key: The SubmenuTitle text can also be used to specify a hot key. To assign a hot key to a
submenu, insert a tilde character (~) before any letter in the SubmenuTitle text. The hot key must be unique within the
menu.

• HelpKey
(Optional) This option applies only to versions of CA Automation Point running in a non-Windows environment. CA
Automation Point disregards this option when running in a Windows environment.

• ItemTitle
Descriptive text for the menu option that displays in the drop-down list of menu options. The text must not exceed 31
characters.
(Optional) Menu option hot key: The ItemTitle text can also be used to specify a hot key. A hot key executes a menu option
if you press it while viewing the menu containing that option. To assign a hot key to a menu option, insert a tilde character
(~) before any letter in the ItemTitle text. The hot key must be unique within the submenu.

• KEY(KeyOperation)
Invokes the key operation specified by KeyOperation keyword and the CA Automation Point keyboard parameter file. See
"Customizing Special CA Automation Point Files" for a list of valid key operation keywords and their descriptions.

• XCCMD( 'AXCCommandString ')
Issues the AXC command specified by AXCCommandString.
Note: &FOCUS_WIN is a special variable that can be referenced in the XCCMD statement that contains the name of the
window from which you selected the menu option.

• ItemComment
(Optional) Additional text that displays to the right of the ItemTitle in the drop-down list of menu options. This text may be
used to specify the hot key for the menu option if it exists.

• TYPE
(Optional) The TYPE keyword is used to indicate where the menu option is to be displayed. If the TYPE keyword is not
specified, then the menu option is displayed in both the CA Automation Point desktop and Remote Viewer windows.

• PM
Displays this menu option only in menus that appear on the CA Automation Point desktop.

• REM
Displays this menu option only in menus that appear on Remote Viewer windows.

Notes:

• Place commas after each line in the statement except the last one. See the examples of SUBMENU statements.
• To enable the specified hot keys from the CA Automation Point desktop, press the Alt key to display hot key submenu

indicators for the selected window. The hot key for the submenu will be underscored in the menu bar. Press any hot key
and the associated drop down list of menu options displays. Hot keys for any of the menu options will also be underscored
in the drop-down list. Press hot key designated for a menu option to execute.

Example 1:

The following set of SUBMENU statements specifies each submenu for the Merged Msg window.

SUBMENU  =  action, NAME  =  (  ~Action, help_window ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Open remote connection',    KEY(rem_conbox),                 TYPE(REM)),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Refresh automation rules',  XCCMD('REXX "loadrules.rex"') ),
   ITEM  =  (  'Save desktop ~layout',       KEY(screen_save),                TYPE(PM) ),
   ITEM  =  (  'New ~host log',              KEY(new_hostlog) ),
   ITEM  =  (  'New AP ~msg log',            KEY(new_xclog) ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Dump screen to SCREEN.OUT', KEY(screen_dump) ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Shutdown Automation Point', KEY(kill_xc) )

SUBMENU  =  window, NAME  =  (  ~Window, help_window ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Jump to window',      KEY(jump) ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Next window',         KEY(win_next),          Alt+J),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Increase font',       KEY(font_larger),       Ctrl
+right ),
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   ITEM  =  (  '~Decrease font',       KEY(font_smaller),      Ctrl
+left  ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Select font',         KEY(font_dialog) ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Close this window',   KEY(quit) )

SUBMENU  =  edit, NAME  =  (  Edit, help_3270 ),
   ITEM  =  (  'Copy',  KEY(copy) ) ,
   ITEM  =  (  'Paste', KEY(paste) )

SUBMENU  =  cmdbox,  NAME  =  (  ~Cmdarea, help_3270 ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Command recall'             , KEY(up)               , Up       ),
   ITEM  =  (  'C~lear command line'         , KEY(esc)              , Esc     ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Next session'               , KEY(next)             , Alt
+N      ),
   ITEM  =  ( '~Enter command to session'    , KEY(cmd_host)             ),
   ITEM  =  ( 'Sta~rt REXX program or script'   , KEY(execute)           ),
   ITEM  =  ( 'St~op REXX program'              , KEY(cancel_rexx)        ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Pause/
restart automation'   , KEY(pause)                       )

SUBMENU  =  help, NAME  =  (  ~Help, help_help ),
   ITEM  =  (  'A~P Help'             , KEY(xc_msg_help)                          ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~About Automation Point'      , KEY(about)                    )

Example 2:

The following SUBMENU statement specifies a menu option that enters a command to a session. This example uses the slash
(/) character as an alternate delimiter in the AXC command string because the command string contains an embedded single
quote.

SUBMENU  =  AS4aid, NAME  =  (  ~Aid, help_3270 ),
   ITEM  =  ('Display status', XCCMD('SESSCMD /
dspstat ALL/ Session(as400rul)') )

Example 3:

The following SUBMENU statement specifies a menu option that will start a REXX program. This example uses the double
quote (") character as an alternate delimiter in the AXC command because the command string contains an embedded single
quote.

SUBMENU  =  action_opsmsg, NAME  =  ( ~Action, help_window ),
   ITEM  =  ( '~Refresh automation rules', XCCMD('REXX "loadrules.rex"') )

Example 4:

The following SUBMENU statement specifies hot keys for the submenu, 'Window', and its menu options.
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SUBMENU  =  window, NAME  =  (  ~Window, help_window ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Jump to window',      KEY(jump) ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Next window',         KEY(win_next),          Alt+J),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Increase font',       KEY(font_larger),       Ctrl
+right ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Decrease font',       KEY(font_smaller),      Ctrl
+left  ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Select font',         KEY(font_dialog) ),
   ITEM  =  (  '~Close this window',   KEY(quit) )

Hot key specified for the 'Window' submenu is W. Hot key specified for the 'Next window' function is N. Press the Alt key to
enable the hot keys. Then press W to display the menu options for the 'Window' submenu. Press N to select the 'Next window'
menu option.

 Adding New Menu Options to Existing Submenus
When you select a submenu from the menu bar in a function or session window, a drop down list of menu
options appear. If you wish to add a menu option to an existing submenu, you'll first need to reference
existing names for menus and submenus before adding customized menu options. Follow these steps to
customize.

When you select a submenu from the menu bar in a CA Automation Point function or session window, a drop down list of
menu options appear. If you wish to add a menu option to an existing submenu, you'll first need to reference existing names for
menus and submenus before adding customized menu options. Follow these steps to customize.

1. Identify the MenuName specified for the function or session window you wish to customize. To determine the name of
the menu used for a desktop window, go to Configuration Manager's, Session Definition Sets dialog and open the selected
session or function window definition. See Window Attributes, menu edit box.

Note:

If the menu setting is set to default, the actual name of the menu will follow these naming conventions:

• Default menus for function windows will have the same name as the function window type setting. For example, the
Merged Msg window has a function window type of MERGEDMSG. Therefore, the default menu name for the Merged
Msg window is MERGEDMSG.

• The default menu name for 3270 session windows with default terminal emulation specified is 'session_3278'.
• The default menu name for asynchronous session windows with default terminal emulation specified is

'session_asynch'.
• The default menu name for session windows with a non-default terminal emulation specified is 'session_' followed by

the terminal emulation specified for the session.
• The default menu name for a session window with terminal emulation of 3278 models 2-5 is 'session_3278'.  Similarly,

the menu name for a session window with terminal emulation of 3279 models 2-5 is 'session_3279'.  For example, if
the terminal setting for a 3270 session is 3279_4, then the name of the default menu associated with this session is
'session_3279'.

2. Identify the SubmenuName for the submenu to which you wish to add a menu option. Search axc2p.mnu and user.mnu
files for all MENU statements whose name is MenuName as determined in step 1. This should return submenu names for
each item on the menu bar. For each submenu name on the MENU statements, search axc2p.mnu and user.mnu files for the
SUBMENU statement that defines the external submenu name or submenu title for the submenu you wish to customize.

3. Add a SUBMENU statement to the user.mnu file. Specify the SUBMENU statement with your customized ITEM settings
using the SubmenuName and SubmenuTitle identified in step 2. Edit user.mnu file to include the new SUBMENU statement
and save.

Note:  Submenus many be defined in more than one menu. If you add a menu option to an existing submenu, the menu
option will appear in every desktop window that uses a menu defined with that submenu name. If this is not the desired
result, you may wish to create a new submenu with the customized menu options and include that submenu on menus of
your choice. For more information, see the section Adding New Submenus to Existing Menus.
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Example: The following SUBMENU statement included in the user.mnu file will add three more menu options to the
Cmdarea submenu in the Merged Msg window.

SUBMENU  =  cmdbox, 
   ITEM  =  ( '~Fast background updates',   XCCMD('SESSCNTL BWUPDATE(1)')),
   ITEM  =  ( 'Normal ~background updates', XCCMD('SESSCNTL BWUPDATE(5)')),
   ITEM  =  ( '~Slow background updates',   XCCMD('SESSCNTL BWUPDATE(9)')) 

 Adding New Submenus to Existing Menus
When you select a session or function window on the desktop, the menu bar for the selected window
displays at the top of the desktop window. If you wish to add a submenu to the menu bar of an existing
menu, you'll first need to reference the name of the menu specified for the desktop window before
creating a new submenu for it. The new submenu will appear only on those windows that use that menu.
Follow these steps to customize the menu:

When you select a session or function window on the CA Automation Point desktop, the menu bar for the selected window
displays at the top of the desktop window. If you wish to add a submenu to the menu bar of an existing menu, you'll first need
to reference the name of the menu specified for the desktop window before creating a new submenu for it. The new submenu
will appear only on those windows that use that menu. Follow these steps to customize the menu:

1. Identify the MenuName specified for the function or session window you wish to customize. To determine the name of
the menu used for a desktop window, go to Configuration Manager's, Session Definition Sets dialog and open the selected
session or function window definition. See Window Attributes, menu edit box.

Note:

If the menu setting is set to default, the actual name of the menu will follow these naming conventions:

• Default menus for function windows will have the same name as the function window type setting.  For example,
the Merged Msg window has a function window type of MERGEDMSG.  Therefore, the default menu name for the
Merged Msg window is MERGEDMSG.

• The default menu name for 3270 session windows with default terminal emulation specified is 'session_3278'.
• The default menu name for asynchronous session windows with default terminal emulation specified is

'session_asynch'.
• The default menu name for session windows with a non-default terminal emulation specified is 'session_' followed by

the terminal emulation specified for the session.
• The default menu name for a session window with terminal emulation of 3278 models 2-5 is 'session_3278'.  Similarly,

the menu name for a session window with terminal emulation of 3279 models 2-5 is 'session_3279'.  For example, if
the terminal setting for a 3270 session is 3279_4, then the name of the default menu associated with this session is
'session_3279'.

2. Add a SUBMENU statement to the user.mnu file. Specify the SUBMENU statement with your customized ITEM settings
using a new SubmenuName. Edit user.mnu file to include the new SUBMENU statement and save.

3. Add the following MENU statement to user.mnu file using MenuName determined in step 1 and SubmenuName determined
in step 2.

MENU   =  MenuName , SUBMENU  =  SubmenuName

4. Edit user.mnu file to include the new MENU statement and save.

Example:
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Add the following MENU and SUBMENU statements to the user.mnu file to add a new submenu titled 'Refresh' to an existing
menu defined for the Merged Msg window by CA Automation Point in the axc2p.mnu file. The default menu for the Merged
Msg window is mergedmsg.

MENU =  mergedmsg,
   SUBMENU = b_refresh
SUBMENU  =  b_refresh, NAME=(~Refresh),  
   ITEM  =  ( '~Fast background updates',   XCCMD('SESSCNTL BWUPDATE(1)')),
   ITEM  =  ( 'Normal ~background updates', XCCMD('SESSCNTL BWUPDATE(5)')),
   ITEM  =  ( '~Slow background updates',   XCCMD('SESSCNTL BWUPDATE(9)')) 

 Defining a New Menu
Follow these steps to create a new menu.

Follow these steps to create a new menu.

1. Add a SUBMENU statement for each new submenu you wish to include in the menu bar. Specify the SUBMENU
statement with your customized ITEM settings using a new SubmenuName. Edit user.mnu file to include the new
SUBMENU statements and save.

2. Identify SubmenuName for each existing submenu you wish to include in the menu bar. It is highly recommended that
you include the existing submenu named, window, to your new menu. To determine the name of a predefined submenu
given its submenu title, search axc2p.mnu and user.mnu files for all SUBMENU statements with the desired SubmenuTitle
specified. The first operand in the SUBMENU statement is the submenu name.

3. Add a new MENU statement with a new menu name and specify all the submenu names you want to include in the menu
bar. Edit user.mnu file to include the new MENU statements and save.

4. Assign a new menu to the function or session window. Use Configuration Manager's, Session Definition Sets dialog to
open the selected function window or session definition dialog. Select the desired menu from the menu edit box and exit
the Session Definition Sets dialog to save.

5. CA Automation Point must be recycled before the new menu displays on the desktop window.

Example:

When you create a new function window of type PLOT, you may need to create a new menu for it. The following MENU and
SUBMENU statements added to the user.mnu file define a new menu with two submenus named, plot_control and window.
Submenu plot_control is user defined and submenu window is defined in the axc2p.mnu file. A new plot type function window
is configured to use a menu named 'plot'. The existing submenu named, window, provides common CA Automation Point
desktop navigational operations.

MENU = plot,
   SUBMENU = window,
   SUBMENU = plot_control   

SUBMENU =  plot_control, NAME = (~control),
   ITEM = ('start plot',  XCCMD( 'REXX  "plot start"') ) ,
   ITEM = ('stop plot',  XCCMD( 'REXX   "plot stop"') )

 Customizing Screen Fonts
This section describes how you can customize the screen fonts:

This section describes how you can customize the CA Automation Point screen fonts:

 Understanding Screen Fonts
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If you choose, you can change the font of each window that you view with CA Automation Point. To do this, from the
window, choose Window, and then select Increase font or Decrease font. You can also press Ctrl+right to make the font larger
or Ctrl+left to make the font smaller.

When you open a window to its normal size, CA Automation Point uses the next-to-last screen font in your font list. When you
maximize a window, CA Automation Point uses the last font in the list. Therefore, the last font should be large enough so that
an 80-column, 25-row window fills the screen.

Note:   Keep in mind that the fewer number of fonts in your font list, the fewer number of keystrokes or Next font menu
selections you need to reduce or enlarge a window.

When you change the font size, CA Automation Point automatically resizes the window to be proportionate with the new font
size.

Default Fonts

CA Automation Point lists its default fonts in the AUTOMATE.fnt file. This file is located in the installdir\Distrib directory.

Deciding Which Fonts to Include

You can experiment with the screen fonts to decide which ones to include in your font selection list.

For instructions on experimenting with different fonts for local and remote workstations, see the sections Changing the Font
List on the Local Machine and Changing the Font List for the Remote Machine, respectively.

 Changing the Font List on the Local Machine

You can change the font selection list on the machine that is running CA Automation Point locally. See the section Changing
the Font List for the Remote Workstation for information on changing the fonts on a workstation running CA Automation
Point remotely.

If CA Automation Point and the Remote Viewer are running on the same workstation, a common font list is referenced.
Changes to the font list using the font configuration program will affect the available fonts for the Remote Viewer the next
time it is started.

Font Configuration Program

To change the font selection list, use the CA Automation Point font configuration program.

Note:

: The font configuration program and CA Automation Point cannot run at the same time. Before you run the font configuration
program, verify that CA Automation Point is not running.

To change the font list on the local machine, follow this procedure:

1. Start Configuration Manager.
2. Choose Expert Interface, Automation, Automation Point Desktop Settings.
3. Click the Customize Fonts to start the font configuration program. The Select Fonts dialog displays.

A list of the available fonts that are installed on your workstation is displayed. The selection list includes only non-
proportional (monospaced) fonts large enough to be readable, yet small enough to allow 80 columns of text to display. The
fonts listed appear in order, from the smallest to the largest.

4. Highlight each font you want to use.
Keep in mind that the fewer number of fonts in your font list, the fewer number of keystrokes or Next font menu selections
you need to reduce or enlarge a window.

5. Click OK.
6. Choose Action, Shutdown AP Utilities to stop the program and save your font selections.

CA Automation Point stores your font selections in the AUTOMATE.fnt file, which is used by both CA Automation Point
and the Remote Viewer running on the workstation.

7. Restart CA Automation Point to put your updated font list into effect.

Experimenting with Different Screen Fonts for Font Configuration

To experiment with different screen fonts to include in your font selection list

1. Start the font configuration program as described in the section Font Configuration Program.
2. In the Select Fonts dialog, select all  the fonts that the font configuration program offers.
3. Restart CA Automation Point.
4. Switch to any window (other than a Plot window) and select fonts one at a time to see how they appear.
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If a font is too small to read or if it produces a window size too similar to that produced by another font, omit that font from
your font list. Note the names and sizes of the fonts you want to use.

5. Start the font configuration program again and reselect all the fonts that you chose in Step 4.

 Changing the Font List for the Remote Workstation

This section describes the procedure for changing the font selection list for a workstation that will run the CA Automation
Point Remote Viewer.

If CA Automation Point and the Remote Viewer are running on the same workstation, a common font list is referenced.
Changes to the font list using APVIEW /FONTS will affect available fonts for CA Automation Point the next time it is started.

APVIEW /FONTS Utility Program

To change the font selection list, use the CA Automation Point APVIEW/FONTS utility program

Note: The APVIEW /FONTS utilities program and the Remote Viewer (APVIEW.exe) cannot run at the same time. Before
you run the APVIEW /FONTS program, verify that the Remote Viewer is not running.

To change the font list for the remote workstation, follow this procedure:

1. Issue this command from your workstation operating system prompt:

APVIEW /FONTS

The program displays a list of the available fonts that are installed on your workstation. The selection list includes only
non-proportional (mono-spaced) fonts large enough to be readable, yet small enough to allow 80 columns of text to display.
The fonts listed appear in order, from the smallest to the largest.

2. Highlight each font you want to use.

Note:  Keep in mind that the fewer number of fonts in your font list, the fewer number of keystrokes or Next font menu
selections you need to reduce or enlarge a window.

3. Click OK.
4. Choose Exit Remote Viewer from the APVIEW /FONTS system menu to stop the program and save your font selections.

CA Automation Point stores your font selections in the AUTOMATE.fnt file.
5. Restart the Remote Viewer to put your updated font list into effect.

Experimenting with Different APVIEW Screen Fonts

To experiment with different screen fonts to include in your font selection list for APVIEW

1. Follow the procedure in the section APVIEW /FONTS Utility Program to display a list of the available fonts that are
installed on your workstation.

2. Select all  the fonts that the APVIEW /FONTS program offers.
3. Restart CA Automation Point.
4. Switch to any window (other than a Plot window) and select fonts one at a time to see how they appear.

If a font is too small to read or if it produces a window size too similar to that produced by another font, omit that font from
your font list. Note the names and sizes of the fonts you want to use.

5. Start the APVIEW /FONTS program again and reselect all the fonts that you chose in step 4.

Note:

: If your workstation does not already have suitable fonts installed, you may install third-party font packages. CA Automation
Point will use only those fonts that are non-proportional (mono-spaced) and those that fall within a size range that would be
viewable on the Automation Point Desktop. Third-party fonts must be of type Bitmap, which means the font file contains
bitmap pictures of each character at a supported size.

If you plan to use third-party fonts with Remote Viewer, you must also install these fonts on all Remote Viewer client
workstations. If you are unable to see these qualifying third-party fonts in the appropriatCA Automation Point font utility
program, you can either rename or remove the automate.fnt file, then re-execute the font utility program.

 Issuing Commands
This section contains information about issuing various types of commands:
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This section contains information about issuing various types of commands:

 Command Dialog
Use the Command Dialog as a quick way to enter console commands to a session.

Use the Command Dialog as a quick way to enter console commands to a session.

To access the Command Dialog

1. Select the session window.
2. Choose Command Dialog from the menu, or press Alt+X.
3. Enter the command and press OK, or press Submit for sending multiple commands to the same session.

Note:

Previously entered commands can be recalled using up and down arrow keys. Commands submitted through Command Dialog
are stored in a local buffer independent of the session. This is an easy way to repeat the same or similar commands in multiple
sessions while not revealing potentially sensitive information such as logon credentials to remote users. Such content will only
be available until the Automation Point Desktop is closed. The buffer can hold up to 200 unique commands. 

 Command Area
Several function windows display the command area in the lower part of the window. From the command
area, you can:

Several CA Automation Point function windows display the command area in the lower part of the window. From the
command area, you can:

• Issue console commands to sessions that CA Automation Point manages
• Start a REXX program or a CA Automation Point script

 The Command Area State
The command area prompt indicates the current state of the command area and determines what types of
commands you can enter. There are two possible states for the command area, so the prompt can be either
of the following:

The command area prompt indicates the current state of the command area and determines what types of commands you can
enter. There are two possible states for the command area, so the prompt can be either of the following:

• AXC0100A: Enter command for session
• AXC0103A: Enter REXX program or script to execute in session

The current state depends on what type of command operation you chose last from the Cmdarea menu, or the last command
that was issued.

Changing the State of the Command Area

To change the current state of the command area for  another type of command operation, select another option from the
Cmdarea menu, or do the following:

1. Press the up arrow and down arrow keys to scroll through previously entered commands.
As each command displays, the state of the command area (associated with each recalled command) changes.

2. When you have found a command and command area state that you want, press Esc to erase the command text (or REXX
program or script file name) from the command area.

3. After you erase the command text, the current state of the command area (associated with the erased command) remains
unchanged. You can then enter a similar command.

 Issuing a Console Command
To send a console command to a specific session

To send a console command to a specific session

1. Open a window that contains a command area.
2. Press the Next Session key (the default key is Alt+N) or click the Next session option from the Cmdarea menu until the

command area displays the name of your target session.
3. Select the Cmdarea menu.
4. Choose Enter command to session.
5. Enter the console command in the command area.
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Note:

: You can send only displayable characters. You cannot send key functions such as a PF key, Reset, or Clear.

 Executing REXX Programs or Scripts
To start a REXX program or a script in a session managed by

To start a REXX program or a script in a session managed by CA Automation Point

1. Open a window that contains a command area.
2. Press the Next Session key (the default key is Alt+N) or click the Next session option from the Cmdarea menu until the

command area displays the name of your target session.
3. Display the Cmdarea menu.
4. Choose Start REXX program or script.
5. Enter the name of the REXX program or script in the command area.

Warning:

CA Automation Point uses the three-character file name extension to determine whether a REXX program or a script
should execute. Follow this convention when naming your REXX programs and scripts:

• Give the extension .cmd or .rex to all REXX programs.
• Give the extension .scr to all scripts.

When you enter the REXX program or script file name in the command area, supplying the extension is optional. If you
specify a file name without an extension, CA Automation Point searches first for a REXX program, and then for a script with
that file name.

 Stopping a REXX Program
To end the execution of a REXX program

To end the execution of a REXX program

1. Choose Stop REXX program from the Cmdarea menu.
A dialog displays that lists all of the queued REXX programs.

2. Highlight the REXX program that you want to terminate.
3. Select Stop to stop the REXX program or Cancel if you change your mind.

 Recalling Previously Entered Commands
The command area allows you to recall commands that you had entered previously. The recall feature
recalls both the text of the entry and the command area state.

The command area allows you to recall commands that you had entered previously. The recall feature recalls both the text of
the entry and the command area state.

To find a previous command, do either of the following:

• Choose Command recall from the Cmdarea menu.
• Move the cursor into the command area and press the up arrow and down arrow keys to scroll through previous commands.

When you have found the command that you want, you can do any of the following:

• Press Enter to issue the command again.
• Edit the command, and then press Enter to issue it.
• Press Esc to erase the command text (or REXX program or script file name) from the command area.

You can then enter another similar command.

 Displaying Recalled Messages
This section describes how to view recalled messages:

This section describes how to view recalled messages:

 Windows for Viewing Messages
provides the following windows for viewing messages:

CA Automation Point provides the following windows for viewing messages:
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• The Action Message Recall window
This window displays the last 500 lines of highlighted (action) message text. These messages, highlighted by a CA
Automation Point rule, by MCS, or by VSE, are the same messages that appear in the action messages area of the Merged
Msg window. Even if a message has scrolled off the Merged Msg window, you can view it in the Action Msg Recall
window.
Highlighted messages usually report system errors and other conditions requiring a response from either CA Automation
Point or an operator. The Action Msg Recall window displays these messages in the order in which CA Automation Point
processed them.

• The Normal Msg Recall window
This window displays the last 500 lines of non-highlighted (normal) message text. Normal messages also appear in the
main message area of the Merged Msg window. Even if a message has scrolled off the Merged Msg window, you can view
it in the Normal Msg Recall window.

• The AP Msg Recall window
This window displays, in chronological order, the last 500 lines of message text generated by the currently active CA
Automation Point.

CA Automation Point periodically updates the text displayed in its message recall windows; these windows have the following
characteristics:

• You can scroll the displayed message list forward, backward, left, or right as you view it.
• You can use a highlighted bar to indicate a specific line in the message list.
• You can delete the message text in the highlighted bar.

 Marking a Place in the List
You can designate a line on a message recall window to mark a particular place in the message list.
The place marker line highlights message text in reverse video. When you first display a message recall
window, the first line on the screen is the place marker line.

You can designate a line on a message recall window to mark a particular place in the message list. The place marker line
highlights message text in reverse video. When you first display a message recall window, the first line on the screen is the
place marker line.

To select another screen line as the place marker, either click it or move to it using the up arrow and down arrow keys. After
you position the place marker, it remains on the line you selected.

 Deleting a Recalled Message
If a message is not important, you can delete it by selecting the line displaying that message as the
highlighted place marker line, and then pressing the Delete key. You can also choose Delete highlighted
line from the menu.

If a message is not important, you can delete it by selecting the line displaying that message as the highlighted place marker
line, and then pressing the Delete key. You can also choose Delete highlighted line from the menu.

 Browsing Recalled Messages
When viewing recalled messages, keep this information in mind:

When viewing recalled messages, keep this information in mind:

• When a console receives an action message, CA Automation Point rules process that message. If a rule suppresses or
lowlights the action message, CA Automation Point does not display it in the action message area of the Merged Msg
window or in the Action Msg Recall window.

• If a rule highlights a normal message, CA Automation Point displays that message in the Merged Msg and Action Msg
Recall windows.

• When an outstanding action message is resolved and the message is still displayed in the terminal emulator window, CA
Automation Point automatically removes that message from the action message area in the Merged Msg window and from
the Action Msg Recall window.

• Deleting a message from the Action Msg Recall window does not delete it from the console. The message remains on the
console until it scrolls off.

 Managing a Recalled Message List
message recall windows include a Listmgt menu that lets you choose from a series of list management
tasks. See the Automation Point Desktop online help for descriptions of the Listmgt menu options.
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CA Automation Point message recall windows include a Listmgt menu that lets you choose from a series of list management
tasks. See the Automation Point Desktop online help for descriptions of the Listmgt menu options.

 Displaying Recent CA Automation Point Messages
To see the last 20 messages that issued, display the AP Msg window. The window also has a command
area from which you can issue commands to sessions that manages.

To see the last 20 messages that CA Automation Point issued, display the AP Msg window. The window also has a command
area from which you can issue commands to sessions that CA Automation Point manages.

If you do not want to issue commands to sessions, or if you want to see the last 500 lines of message text issued by CA
Automation Point, display the AP Msg Recall window instead of the AP Msg window.

 Merging Messages from Managed Sessions
The terminal emulator sessions allow you to operate multiple processor and software console sessions
from one workstation. The Merged Messages (Merged Msg) window lets you use a single window to
view both action and normal (non-highlighted) messages from all of those sessions.

The CA Automation Point terminal emulator sessions allow you to operate multiple processor and software console sessions
from one workstation. The Merged Messages (Merged Msg) window lets you use a single window to view both action and
normal (non-highlighted) messages from all of those sessions.

The Merged Msg window displays only the most recent action and normal messages. You can view more of these messages by
displaying the Action Msg Recall and Normal Msg Recall windows as described in the section Displaying Recalled Messages.

The following is a sample Merged Msg window. In this sample, the action message area displays at the top of the window.
Below the action message area is the normal message area, which fills most of the window. The command area displays at the
bottom of the window.

The Merged Msg window contains these areas:

• Title line
The top line of the screen displays the name of the current window

• Menu bar
When the Merged Msg window is selected, the CA Automation Point desktop menu bar displays its associated Window,
Edit, Cmdarea, and Help options
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• Action message area
The top part of the screen contains the action message area, which displays the highlighted messages that CA Automation
Point receives from terminal emulator sessions. You can specify the size of this area in the Action Msg Area field of your
Automation Point Desktop Settings.
The action message area can display up to 19 of the most recent highlighted messages. To see the last 500 lines of
highlighted message text, display the Action Msg Recall window.

• Main message area
The center of the screen contains the main message area, which displays messages from the sessions managed by CA
Automation Point. If CA Automation Point manages more than one session, it merges messages from those sessions. The
main message area displays up to 20 of the most recent normal messages. To see the last 500 lines of normal message text,
display the Normal Msg Recall window.

• Command area
The bottom of the screen contains the command area, from which you can issue commands to the session indicated in the
AXC0100A message. The AP Msg and Command windows also have a command area.

Note:  The number of messages that can be displayed for the entire Merged Msg window can be configured through
Configuration Manager. To do so, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Automation Point Desktop Settings.

 Displaying Log File Contents
Two function windows let you view the contents of log files:

Two CA Automation Point function windows let you view the contents of log files:

• The AP Log window shows you the contents of the AP message log file, which stores CA Automation Point messages.
• The Host Log window displays the contents of the host message log file, which stores host messages.

Scrolling Through Log Contents

To scroll forward and backward through the message text in the windows, press Page Down and Page Up, arrow keys, or
operate the windows' scroll bar with your mouse.

Both windows also offer a Logmgt menu, giving you more scrolling options. See the Automation Point Desktop online help
for descriptions of the Logmgt menu options.

 Displaying Notification Server and Notification Manager Messages
The AP Notification Messages window displays the last 500 messages generated by the notification
server, notification (NMFIND) request, or Answer Tree. The AP Notification Messages window contains
two menus that enable you to obtained detailed information about the notification server:

The AP Notification Messages window displays the last 500 messages generated by the notification server, notification
(NMFIND) request, or Answer Tree. The AP Notification Messages window contains two menus that enable you to obtained
detailed information about the notification server:

• Diagnostics
• Trace

Displaying Diagnostic Information

The Diagnostics menu enables you to obtain diagnostics information about the notification server. See the Automation Point
Desktop online help for descriptions of the Diagnostics menu options.

Displaying Trace Information

The Trace menu enables you to obtain trace information about the notification server. See the Automation Point Desktop
online help for descriptions of the Trace menu options.

Note:

 Trace commands turn tracing on if it is currently off, and turn tracing off if it is currently on. To display the current status of
all the trace types, use the Trace status command.

 Getting Information About CA Automation Point Messages
For information about the messages generated by the product, see . This section contains such
information as the message ID, message text, detailed information about the message, and the action to
take, if any, in response to the message.
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For information about the messages generated by the CA Automation Point product, see Messages. This section contains such
information as the message ID, message text, detailed information about the message, and the action to take, if any, in response
to the message.

 Displaying Graphs of System Information
The Plot window displays graphs that contain information about your system. The Plot feature generates
the graphs. For more information, see .

The Plot window displays graphs that contain information about your system. The CA Automation Point Plot feature generates
the graphs. For more information, see Using the Plot Feature.

 Stopping CA Automation Point
Before it ends, stops automation in all automated sessions and closes all windows.

Before it ends, CA Automation Point stops automation in all automated sessions and closes all windows.

To stop CA Automation Point

1. Choose Shutdown Automation Point from the Action menu.
2. When the Shutdown Automation Point dialog displays, select Shutdown at the warning prompt to quit, or select Cancel to

return to CA Automation Point.

 Viewing Remote Sessions
provides you with the following applications for configuring and viewing managed sessions from a
remote workstation:

CA Automation Point provides you with the following applications for configuring and viewing managed sessions from a
remote workstation:

• Remote Viewer
Extends the CA Automation Point real-time console emulation to a remote Windows workstation.

• The Web Message Viewer
Allows you to remotely access and view a recent history of messages received and processed by CA Automation Point
using a Web browser.
The Web Message Viewer provides you with a line-by-line interpretation of the messages received by CA Automation
Point, not exact console emulation. However, the Web Message Viewer allows you to change the visual attributes of the
messages and view messages that have scrolled off the screen.

Although the Remote Viewer and Web Message Viewer are both remote viewing applications, they perform different
functions, as described in the following sections:

 

 

 Remote Viewer
The ability to access and control system automation across multiple sites can be performed efficiently
using the Remote Viewer application of . The Remote Viewer provides access to sessions that are
managed by from a remote workstation.

The ability to access and control system automation across multiple sites can be performed efficiently using the Remote
Viewer application of CA Automation Point. The Remote Viewer provides access to sessions that are managed by CA
Automation Point from a remote workstation.

The Remote Viewer provides you with an exact emulation of the CA Automation Point messages. It allows you to access and
control sessions on workstations that are running CA Automation Point at remote sites. The Remote Viewer allows one or
more users to simultaneously connect to sessions from any number of CA Automation Point workstations.

Note:

• CA Automation Point provides an HTML report that shows you the status of all Remote Viewer connections to the CA
Automation Point server. The Remote Connections Report gives you an overview of all Remote Viewer users who are
currently connected to the CA Automation Point server. It also shows what sessions or function windows these users
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are connected to, and when they were first connected. The report is automatically generated and dynamically updated
whenever a Remote Viewer user connects or disconnects to the CA Automation Point server.

• The Remote Connections Report is provided on the CA Automation Point server where Remote Manager is running. You
can display the report using Configuration Manager by specifying Expert Interface, Automation, Remote Viewing, and
clicking View Remote Connection Report. If you keep the report open in your browser for a long period of time, be sure to
refresh the browser's display to get the most recent content of the report.

Remote Access

The Remote Viewer allows you to access and control sessions on workstations that are running CA Automation Point at
remote sites. Many of the sessions that CA Automation Point manages are system consoles for the monitored platform (for
example, master consoles for z/OS systems). Therefore, Remote Viewer is primarily a tool for those operators and systems
programmers who need to access the system consoles, address exceptions and alerts, or perform IPL-related functions.

The Remote Viewer allows one or more users to simultaneously connect to multiple sessions from multiple CA Automation
Point workstations. Through a TCP/IP connection, the Remote Viewer provides the capability to perform the following:

• Connect a single Remote Viewer to one or more sessions appearing on the host CA Automation Point desktop. Each CA
Automation Point session displays on the Remote Viewer workstation as a separate window.

• Connect a single Remote Viewer to sessions across multiple CA Automation Point workstations. You can remotely connect
to any number of CA Automation Point workstations using Remote Viewer.

• Multiple Remote Viewer sessions can connect to the same CA Automation Point workstation. These remote views can be
opened by one or more Remote Viewers running on different remote hosts. They can also connect to the same session.

You can open up to 200 remote views to one CA Automation Point workstation from one or more Remote Viewers. Remote
Viewer can open up to 200 remote views of sessions on one or more CA Automation Point workstations.

The following diagram illustrates the many capabilities of the Remote Viewer. In this illustration, two Remote Viewers are
connected to two CA Automation Point hosts. Each remote workstation has a TCP/IP connection to the two CA Automation
Point hosts. Notice that the sessions for System B, System X, and PCON B are being viewed by both remote workstations.
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CA Automation Point is accessible from multiple Remote Viewers as long as there is a TCP/IP connection and CA AP Remote
Manager is running. CA AP Remote Manager handles concurrent keyboard entries across multiple Remote Viewers and
intercepts session screen displays on CA Automation Point to display them on all connected Remote Viewers.

Related information:

 Enabling CA Automation Point for Remote Viewing
, through CA AP Remote Manager, allows other computers to view and interact with remotely. On
the workstation that is running , CA AP Remote Manager manages the connections to the remote
workstations that are running the Remote Viewer. For more information, see Installing for instructions on
installing the Remote Viewer.

CA Automation Point, through CA AP Remote Manager, allows other computers to view and interact with CA Automation
Point remotely. On the workstation that is running CA Automation Point, CA AP Remote Manager manages the connections to
the remote workstations that are running the Remote Viewer. For more information, see Installing for instructions on installing
the Remote Viewer.

To properly enable CA Automation Point for remote viewing, you first need to verify that TCP/IP is working by performing
the following steps:

1. Try to ping the workstation from a command prompt by entering the following command:

echo %computername%

The name of your computer is returned.
2. Enter the following command:

ping name

name is the name returned in the echo command. Ping returns an echo of "Reply from ip-address."
If there is no reply, you should install TCP/IP from the Windows installation process before proceeding. TCP/IP must be
installed and configured on the computer for the Remote Access feature of CA Automation Point to work.

3. Press Ctrl+Break to exit ping.

Accessing the Remote Viewing Dialog

When the TCP/IP connection has been verified, you are ready to enable server-side support for the Remote Viewer.

To set up remote viewing

1. Start Configuration Manager.
2. Choose Expert Interface, Automation, Remote Viewing. The Remote Viewing dialog displays.
3. Click the Enable Remote Viewing check box.
4. If you intend to use Remote Viewer to remotely start CA Automation Point, specify a domain name, user account name,

and password. The user Account is the account under which CA Automation Point runs when it is started from the Remote
Viewer. The user account is used by both the Remote Viewer and the automatic startup feature (if enabled).

5. Optionally, enter the IP names or IP addresses for which you want to enable access to CA Automation Point.
If you specify IP names or IP addresses in the Trusted Remote Host Name list, CA AP Remote Manager server will accept
connections from only those workstations that you specify in the list. If you do not specify anything in the Trusted Remote
Host Names list, CA AP Remote Manager server will accept connections from any IP connection.

• IP Names
IP names in the Trusted Remote Host Names list are compared to the resolved IP name of the incoming connection.
You can specify IP name masks to allow pattern matching. For example, an IP name mask of APLAB* matches any IP
host name beginning with the characters APLAB. An IP name mask of *.mylan.com matches any incoming host name
within the mylan domain.
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• IP Addresses
You can enter IPv4 or IPv6 addresses in the Trusted Remote Host Names list, keeping the following in mind:

• You can explicitly specify IPv4 addresses.
Explicitly specified addresses match only the exactly matching IP address.
For example, 172.24.51.6 allows access to connections only from IP address 172.24.51.6.

• You can use an IPv4 IP address containing one or more 0s to match a range of addresses.
For example, 172.24.51.0 matches 172.24.51.1 to 172.24.51.255. A mask value of 0.0.0.0 matches any address;
therefore, access is not restricted by host name or IP address.

• You can explicitly specify an IPv6 address.
Explicitly specified addresses match only the exactly matching IPv6 address.

Note:  You must enclose IPv6 addresses in square brackets ([ ]).

For example, the mask value [2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1:8a2e:370:7344] matches (and thereby allows access) to an
incoming connection only from the IPv6 address 2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1:8a2e:370:7344.

• You can explicitly specify IPv6 subnet mask to allow wildcard matching. IPv6 IP addresses containing a subnet
mask are treated as wildcards matching any incoming connection within the subnet range.
For example, the IPv6 address [2001:0db8:85a3:08d3:1:8a2e:370:7344]/32, matches any address in the range
2001:0db8:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000:0000 to 2001:0db8:ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff:ffff.

6. By default, the CA Automation Point server and Remote Viewer communicate using the TCP/IP port number 5500. You
may change it if it is already in use or you want it to be unknown. If you use a value other than 5500, you have to specify
this value when you connect to CA Automation Point through the Remote Viewer.

7. Choose from the following levels of Remote User Login Security:

No User Security

Specifies that the user login (ID and password) is not verified. Session-level security is determined by the value set in the
Permission Level field for your session.

Windows Security

Specifies that you want to use the Windows security system to enforce user access privileges. The user login is verified on the
host machine or domain, if specified. Session-level security is determined by the value set in the Permission Level field for
your session. Session-level security by user is optionally determined by mapping session permissions to file permissions.

 Securing the Remote Viewer

  

The best strategy for preventing local access abuses is to limit physical access to the CA Automation Point workstation. You
can run both the CA-AP Autostart Manager and CA AP Remote Manager services without accessing the desktop, requiring
local users to use the Remote Viewer directly on the CA Automation Point workstation. To disable access to the desktop, open
Configuration Manager and choose Expert Interface, Automation, Remote Viewing. On the Remote Viewing dialog, uncheck
the Show AP Desktop checkbox.

Note:   The Show AP Desktop check box is available only for Windows Server 2003 and earlier.

Security Capabilities

Before you use the Remote Viewer, review the security capabilities that CA Automation Point and the Windows operating
system provide.

 CA Automation Point provides the following security capabilities, which allow you to set up a secure environment for using
the Remote Viewing Dialog:

• You can list the IP names and IP addresses that can access CA Automation Point using the Trusted Remote Host Names
edit box. Doing so prevents all other workstations from accessing the CA Automation Point server.
You can choose the TCP/IP port number (the supplied default or one of your own) that the remote workstation uses when
accessing CA Automation Point. Using a port number ensures that all TCP/IP communication to the CA Automation
Point server from the Remote Viewer is done from within your sites firewall.

• To protect the transmission of data between CA Automation Point and the Remote Viewer workstation, encryption is
provided for the logon (user ID and password), command, keyboard, and display packets. This function eliminates the
sniffing of packets.

• You can set up a login ID and password for the Remote Viewer to use when connecting to CA Automation Point. The
logon ID and password can be the same as those used for Windows (defined for your CA Automation Point server), or can
be defined by Windows at the domain level. If the logon ID and password are defined at the domain level, Remote Viewers
can connect to multiple CA Automation Point sessions with the same logon ID and password.
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• You can configure the Single Sign-on feature which allows remote connection to an Automation Point server without the
need to retype login credentials.

• You can specify session-level access permissions by using a combination of values set in your session definition set and
User and Permission GUI facilities that are part of the Windows system.

Note:   For information about session-level access permissions, see the next section Global and Local Session Settings.
• You can view any logon failures and connection attempts by illegal IP addresses using the Windows Security Event log on

the CA Automation Point server.

Global and Local Session Settings

Use the Permission Level field in your global or local session definitions to specify access permissions for a session. You can
apply this setting to all defined sessions or to a specific session.

The following levels of access permissions are available:

•  VIEW
All users can view the session, but they cannot issue commands.

•  EXEC
All users can view the session and issue commands through the command dialog.

•  FULL
All users are granted FULL access and can issue commands directly through the session.

•  NONE
No users are granted remote access.

•  FILE
The level of access is based on the user's permission level for a file that you specify.

Note:   To set this level of access, in Configuration Manager, navigate to Expert Interface, Automation, Remote Viewing,
Remote User Login Security, and make sure that Windows Security is selected.

To allow only one user at a time to control a session, you can enable Primary Control Mode. For more information,
see Primary Control Mode.

CA AP Remote Manager and Windows Security

When CA AP Remote Manager is configured to use Windows security, CA Automation Point prompts each Remote Viewer
connection for a valid Windows user ID and password. However, Single Sign-on usually does not require a user ID and
password. Valid user IDs and passwords are defined on the CA Automation Point server using the Windows User Manager and
in the Active Directory database when the CA Automation Point server is part of a Windows domain.

CA AP Remote Manager can be configured to use Windows security with a specified Windows file. CA Automation
Point maps the access permissions that are specified for the Windows file to correspond with the sessions’ access permissions.
User-level access permissions to the file are defined using the NTFS Windows File System. For a session defined with a
Permission Level of FILE, the Remote Manager checks the specified Windows file access permissions before granting access
to the session.

Security and the Windows Operating System

When Windows security is selected in the CA Automation Point Remote Viewing dialog, use Windows User Manager and
NTFS Windows File system to define user IDs, passwords, groups, and access permissions.

Windows facilities serve the following functions for CA Automation Point Remote Viewing:

• Specify valid user IDs and passwords on the local machine so CA Automation Point can validate Remote Viewer logon
before establishing a connection.

• Specify file-level access permissions by user ID or group so CA Automation Point can map them to correspond with its
session-level access permission by user ID or by group.

Adding Users

You can add users and groups on the CA Automation Point workstation from Windows.

 To add users on the CA Automation Point workstation 

1. Open a Windows command prompt and execute the following command:

mmc.exe %windir%\system32\lusrmgr.msc
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2. In the Local Users and Groups window, open the Users folder.
3. On the menu bar, click Action.
4. From the drop-down menu, choose New User. The New User dialog displays.
5. In the New User dialog, specify the appropriate information in the following fields:

• User Name
• Full Name
• Description
• Password
• Confirm Password

6. Select or clear the check boxes (as desired) for the following fields:

• User must change password at next logon
• User cannot change password
• Password never expires
• Account is disabled

7. To create an additional user, click Create and then repeat steps 2 through 4. If you are not creating any additional users,
skip this step and go to step 8.

8. To finish, click Create and then click Close.
The new users that you created appear in the Users folder in the console tree.

Adding Groups

You create new group IDs to associate Windows file permissions with a group rather than just a single user.

 To add groups on the CA Automation Point workstation 

1. Open a Windows command prompt and execute the following command:

mmc.exe %windir%\system32\lusrmgr.msc

2. In the Local Users and Groups window, open the Groups folder.
3. On the menu bar, click Action.
4. From the drop-down menu, choose New Group. The New Group dialog displays.

Note:   To add one or more users to a group, click Add in the New Group dialog.
5. In the New Group dialog, specify the appropriate information in the following fields:

•  Group Name
Specifies the name for the new group.

•  Description
Describes the new group.

6. To create an additional group, click Create and then repeat steps 2 through 4. If you are not creating any additional groups,
skip this step and go to step 7.

7. To finish, click Create and then Close. The new group(s) that you created will appear in the Groups folder in the console
tree.

Defining Access Permissions

To define access permissions for a session for which you have specified FILE in the Permission Level field in the global or
local session definition, you create a file on an NTFS file system. (The FAT file system does not support security.)

 CA Automation Point maps the access permissions defined for this file to correspond with session-level access permissions.

We recommend that you create all security files outside of the Site directory. This prevents those files from being overwritten
when you import or export other site configuration settings and preserves their security access permissions. When you import a
saved Site configuration, all files in the Site directory are deleted, and new files are extracted to the Site directory. The import
operation resets all permissions of all files and directories to be inherited from the parent folder.

Warning:  Before you assign access permissions to selected users or groups, see the following table. The table shows
how CA Automation Point maps assigned Windows file permissions to correspond to sessions' access permissions.

 Windows Permission   CA Automation Point Session
Permission 

 Default Permission Level 
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Read User can view sessions but not issue
commands.

VIEW

Read & Execute User can view sessions and issue
commands through command dialog.

EXEC

Full Control User can view sessions and type directly
into console window.

FULL

If none of the permissions are checked, the user has no access to the session. The permission level then is NONE.

Single Sign-on

When Windows security is selected on the Remote Viewing configuration dialog, it is possible to enable the Single Sign-
on feature. This feature allows a Windows user to open a Remote Viewer session without manually specifying login
credentials. To take full advantage of the Single Sign-On feature, the Windows workstation should be part of a Windows
domain (using domain accounts). This feature might not work under some circumstances when using workstations outside of a
Windows domain.

A requirement for this feature is a valid Service Principal Name (SPN) registration in the Active Directory database for the
designated domain. The CA Automation Point administrator can select automatic registration by the Remote Manger or select
manual registration by the domain administrator.

•  Automatic SPN registration
The default Logon user account for the CA-AP Remote Manager service is the Local System account. The Local System
account by definition has all the required privileges for performing automatic SPN registration.
If a different Logon user account is specified for the CA-AP Remote Manager service using the Windows Control Panel,
ensure that it is granted the required privileges. In this case, the Logon user account that is specified for the CA-AP Remote
Manager service must have the Write ServicePrincipalName privilege that is assigned by a domain administrator.
Enable automatic SPN registration by selecting the Automatic radio button under the Service Principal Name group
box. With automatic registration, the Remote Manager service registers an SPN in the Active Directory database in the
following form:

apview/<hostname>

•  Manual SPN registration
Under normal circumstances, use automatic SPN registration. If automatic SPN registration is not possible or a different
SPN format is required, use the manual SPN registration process.
Enable manual SPN registration by selecting the Manual radio button under the Service Principal Name group box. Enter
the SPN, manually registered by the domain administrator, into the Service Principal Name edit box. This registration can
be done using a utility such as setspn.

Note:   If the specified SPN is missing from the Active Directory database, the feature can fail under certain circumstances.

Command-Level Security for the Merged Msg, AP Msg, and Command Windows

The command area that displays on the Merged Msg window, the AP Msg window, and the Command window can be used
to issue commands to any automated session. By default, remote access to these windows is unrestricted (FULL permission).
If the permission level of any of these windows is either FULL or EXEC, the remote user has the ability to type into the
command area of that window. If the command area is in the session command state, the remote user will only be able to
submit the session command if this user has at least EXEC permission for the session that is the target for the command. If
the permission level for the window containing the command area is VIEW, the remote user will not be able to type into the
command area, no matter what permission level is assigned to that user for the target session. This permission level of VIEW
also prevents the remote user from using the command area on that window to execute REXX programs or scripts.

Be sure to secure access to these windows by specifying an appropriate permission level for each window containing a
command area defined in the session definition set.

Primary Control Mode

When multiple remote viewer users interact simultaneously with a remote host over the same session, enable Primary Control
Mode to manage contention for session access.

While Remote Manager operates in Primary Control Mode, only one remote user with primary control, is permitted to submit
host commands at a time. All other remotely connected users with secondary control are prohibited from submitting host
commands. At any time, remote users can dynamically request or relinquish primary control using session window menu
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options. Remote Manager processes those requests and transfers primary control according to policy specified by Primary
Control Mode settings for each session.

Configuration

To enable Primary Control Mode for a session, checkmark the option, Enable Remote Viewer Primary Control Mode in the
session definition’s session settings.

When Primary Control Mode is enabled, only one remotely connected user can have primary access (EXEC or FULL) to the
session. All other users have secondary access (VIEW or NONE). No user can gain a higher access level than entitled to by
settings. Only users that have EXEC or FULL permission to a session can gain primary control.

The following configuration options are available:

•  Enable Primary Control Mode
Specifies if the Primary Control Mode feature is enabled.

•  Primary Control - Required Permission
The minimum privilege that is required for Primary Control can be set to EXEC or FULL.

•  Primary Control - Grant primary control to the first user
This option specifies whether an eligible remotely connecting user automatically gets Primary Control when there is
no other user with Primary Control at the time. This option is forced enabled when the Secondary Control - Highest
Permission option is set to NONE.

•  Secondary Control - Highest Permission
The Highest (effective) permission level a remotely connected user can have while in Secondary Control of a session. This
permission is NONE or VIEW. If a user normally has a higher permission level, it is lowered to the one set in this option.

•  Secondary Control - Auto-request primary control
This option specifies if a user remotely connecting to a session where another user already has Primary Control, can
automatically request a Primary Control transfer. This option is valid only when the Secondary Control - Highest
Permission option is set to NONE.

•  Request Timeout - Timeout duration
Specifies the amount of time in seconds a user has available to respond to a Primary Control transfer request before deemed
unresponsive, at which point the configured timeout action is taken. When set to zero, the timeout action takes place
immediately.

•  Request Timeout - Timeout action
CA Automation Point server uses this action when a Primary Control transfer request times out. This permission can be
KEEP or YIELD. The KEEP value means that the request is denied. The YIELD means that the request is accepted.

Remote Viewer Session Windows in Primary Control Mode

When Primary Control Mode is enabled for a given session, the control state for the session connection is displayed in the
session window’s title bar. For a detailed description of each status indicator, refer to Remote Viewer Help. From the AP
Viewer Msg window, select Help, AP Viewer Help.

Remote users are expected to refer to the title bar to view their current session control status. Given their current session
control state, a remote user can initiate actions to change it. From the session window’s Action menu, a user can select options
to yield primary control or request primary control. While the request is being processed, the remote user can view the AP
Viewer Msg window for Primary Control Mode messages reporting results. For a detailed description of how primary control
is transferred among remote users, refer to Remote Viewer Help. From the AP Viewer Msg window, select Help, AP Viewer
Help.

Securing Remote Viewers to Interface with CA OPS/MVS

CA AP Remote Manager enforces Remote Viewer user logons and access permissions according to the security policy set for
the CA Automation Point workstation. After the username is validated and access permissions are granted, requests to issue
commands through the CA OPS/MVS Interface are sent and identified with the username issuing the request. After the request
is received by CA OPS/MVS, it is subject to the security policy set on the local platform.

CA OPS/MVS OSFSECURITY Parameter

 When the CA OPS/MVS OSFSECURITY parameter has a value of CHECKUSERID -- The following rules apply:

• When you use Remote Viewer to access CA Automation Point sessions, all commands are associated with the Remote
Viewer username. The remote Viewer username overrides the CA OPS/MVS APDEFAULTUSERID parameter, and must
conform to the restrictions of your z/OS security package.

• When you use Remote Viewer to access CA Automation Point sessions, all commands are associated with the Remote
Viewer username. The remote Viewer username overrides the CA OPS/MVS APDEFAULTUSERID parameter, and must
conform to the restrictions of your z/OS security package.
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• The Remote Viewer username(s) should be granted the proper security access on z/OS.

 When the CA OPS/MVS OSFSECURITY parameter has a value of NOSECURITY -- Commands sent from CA
Automation Point to CA OPS/MVS execute with the security attributes of the OSF TSO servers.

For details about these parameters, see the CA OPS/MVS documentation.

 Starting Remote Operations

To access CA Automation Point from a remote workstation.

1. Ensure that the CA Automation Point host machine has been enabled for remote viewing using Configuration Manager.
2. Establish connectivity through TCP/IP or an internet provider.
3. Install the Remote Viewer component from the CA Automation Point client.
4. From Windows, click Start on the taskbar, and then choose Programs, CA, CA Automation Point, Remote Viewer. The

AP Viewer Msg window displays.
5. To connect to a CA Automation Point machine, choose Open Remote Connection from the Action menu. The Connect to

Automation Point dialog displays.
6. In the Host field, enter the name or host address of the CA Automation Point host machine that you want to connect to.

You can use the optional :port operand to specify the port number to which you want to connect. If CA Automation Point
has been enabled for remote viewing using a port other than the default, specify that port number.

7. In the Session field, specify the name of a CA Automation Point desktop window you want to view remotely. Guidelines
for specifying different session types follow:

• For terminal emulator sessions:
Prefix the session name with Session. For example, to connect to a session named RCS2 in the session definition that
is set, specify Session RCS2.

• For function windows
Enter the name or title of the function window as it appears on the CA Automation Point desktop. The default window
names follow:

• AP Msg Recall
• Merged Msg
• Action Msg Recall
• Host Log
• AP Log
• Normal Msg Recall
• AP Msg
• Command
• AP Notification Messages

Note:

• The Session field is case-sensitive.
• If you do not specify a value for the Session field, by default, CA Automation Point opens AP Msg Recall session.

8. If Single Sign-on is configured and you want to use a different user account set the Use Explicit Credentials checkbox.
9. Click Connect.

If session-level security is configured, the Automation Point Login dialog displays.
10. Enter your user ID and password, if requested.
11. After you are connected to one CA Automation Point machine, you can connect to others from the AP Viewer Msg

window by choosing Action, Open Remote Connection.

To start CA Automation Point remotely, click Startup. You can specify the optional parameter session definition set name in
the Start field when you want to start CA Automation Point with a particular session definition set.

For example, to start CA Automation Point with the session definition set, SessDefSet, you would specify this name in the
Start field of the Connect to Automation Point dialog.

Note:  If you do not specify any session definition set in the Start field, the active session definition set is used to start CA
Automation Point.

After you are connected to one CA Automation Point machine, the AP Message Recall window or the window specified in the
Session field displays. You can view other session and function windows by choosing the Jump to the window option from the
Window menu.
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Starting the Remote Viewer Using a Command Line

The following two examples show ways of starting CA Automation Point remotely using a command line. These are
alternatives to using the dialog discussed previously.

Examples

• To connect to the host named DataCenter, start CA Automation Point (if it is not already running) and view the Merged
Msg window:

APVIEW /hDataCenter /s"Merged Msg" /x

• To connect to the IP address 172.24.123.456 on port 7000, start CA Automation Point (if it is not already running) and
view the session named PCON:

APVIEW /h172.24.123.456:7000 /s"Session PCON" /x

In the preceding two scenarios, the /x switch without the session definition set name causes the active session definition set to
be used.

Note:

:

• The name of the function window or session must be in double quotes. Single quotes are not allowed.
• To connect to a session, you must prefix the name of the session with the word "session."

To remotely start CA Automation Point using a different session definition set, first verify that the following conditions are
true:

• The new session definition set exists
• CA Automation Point is not running

If either of the conditions listed previously are not met, you will not be able to access CA Automation Point from the remote
workstation using a different session definition set. Someone at the host workstation site must then either terminate CA
Automation Point so that you can try again, or you can restart CA Automation Point using the different session definition set
so that it is already running when you connect to the host workstation. For example:

APVIEW /hDataCenter:7000 /x"SessDefSet"

In the preceding example, the session definition set, SessDefSet is used to remotely start CA Automation Point.

Note:  You must enclose the name of the session definition set in double quotes. Single quotes are not allowed.

Moving Between Sessions After Initiating the Remote Viewer

You can select a new window for the sessions that are managed by the same CA Automation Point host by choosing Jump to
Window from the session Window menu.

In the Jump to Window dialog that displays, select the desired window from the list and click OK (or press Enter).

The selected window displays on your screen.

Issuing Commands to a Session Using the Command Dialog

You use the Command dialog to issue commands to a session. You can use this dialog with sessions that are automated,
controlled, or not controlled. A key benefit of this dialog is that it allows sessions to be shared by more than one remote user.
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To display the Command dialog use the hot key (Alt+X) or choose Command Dialog from the SessCntl menu. When selected
from a Session window, the dialog prompts you for a character string to send to that session without the possibility of
intermingled characters.

Note:  The Remote Viewer permits multiple users on their own remote workstations to access the same CA Automation
Point host session. When multiple users type directly into a shared window, they risk intermingled characters because CA
Automation Point is managing only one physical console for each session. When remote viewing is enabled, CA AP Remote
Manager provides a view of the same physical console to all Remote Viewers.

The command dialog has the following buttons:

• OK
Submits the command and closes the dialog

• Submit
Submits the command and keeps the dialog open

• Cancel
Closes the dialog without submitting the command

Note:

Previously entered commands can be recalled using up and down arrow keys. Commands submitted through Command Dialog
are stored in local buffer independent of the session it was sent to. It provides easy way to repeat same or similar commands
in multiple sessions while not revealing potentially sensitive information such as logon credentials to other remote users or
Automation Point Desktop administrators. Such content will only be stored until Remote Viewer is closed. The buffer can hold
up to 200 unique commands.

Launching the Remote Viewer from the CA NSM WorldView Map

You can launch the Remote Viewer from a WorldView Map connection from the menu of the icon that represents the system
you want to access. The simplest way to customize CA NSM WorldView for this type of access is to import CA Automation
Point classes, and then create objects with icons on the map for your managed sessions. These icons will have a menu
(accessed by right-clicking the mouse) that contains a "Go to console" item for entering the Remote Viewer.

The following windows illustrate this use:
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Note:   The Remote Viewer component must be installed on the machine containing the CA NSM WorldView Map. For
instructions on configuring CA NSM Objects for CA Automation Point, see Interacting with External Event Systems.

 Restarting the Server
This section explains how to restart a server from a remote session.

This section explains how to restart a server from a remote session.

Note:

You can restart an Automation Point server only from a remote session, not directly from the server.
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Follow these steps:

1. In Remote Viewer, select Restart Automation Point from the Action menu.
The Restart Automation Point dialog displays.

2. Select Restart.
The server issues a full shutdown and logs that the server is disconnected on AP Viewer Msg. The reason is restart.
The server stops all active sessions on the server, closes all windows, and attempts to restart with the credentials used
previously to connect to the server. 

You have restarted the server.

 

 Web Message Viewer
The Web Message Viewer provides you with a line-by-line interpretation of the messages received
by , not exact console emulation. Therefore, you can change the visual attributes of the messages and
view messages that have scrolled off the screen. Web MV allows you to not only choose the messages
that you want to view, but to break the messages down into columns of information based on your needs.

The Web Message Viewer provides you with a line-by-line interpretation of the messages received by CA Automation
Point, not exact console emulation. Therefore, you can change the visual attributes of the messages and view messages that
have scrolled off the screen. Web MV allows you to not only choose the messages that you want to view, but to break the
messages down into columns of information based on your needs.

Related information:

 What is Web MV?
Web Message Viewer (Web MV) provides a common, remotely accessible message window that allows
you to view all of the messages received and processed through rules by in as close to real time as
possible. This includes not only the messages received from -automated sessions, but messages generated
by also.

Web Message Viewer (Web MV) provides a common, remotely accessible message window that allows you to view all of the
messages received and processed through rules by CA Automation Point in as close to real time as possible. This includes not
only the messages received from CA Automation Point-automated sessions, but messages generated by CA Automation Point
also.

In addition to viewing CA Automation Point messages, Web MV allows you to access detailed information about each
message, separated into logical columns and displayed according to your specification. Web MV also allows you to specify the
amount of messages you want to store in a database, allowing you to scroll back as far as you need to view previous messages.

With Web MV, you can also:

• Set the visual attributes of messages (including color and font)
• Send commands to monitored sessions
• Issue CA Automation Point DOM requests for action messages

Areas of Web MV

Web MV can be broken into the following four major areas:

• Web MV Command Processor
Receives messages from the CA Automation Point rules engine and passes them to the Web MV Web server. It only
receives CA Automation Point messages that are eligible for Web viewing.
For more information on the eligibility requirements for Web MV messages, see Messages Eligible for Web Viewing in
this chapter .

• Web MV Web Server
Receives new messages from the Web MV Command Processor and receives requests from remote Web MV clients. All
new messages received from the Web MV Command Processor are written to the Web MV database using the Web MV
Database Interface.

• Web MV Database Interface
Archives and recovers CA Automation Point messages that are selected for remote Web viewing. The Web MV Web
Server uses this interface to store and retrieve CA Automation Point messages. This interface is also used to store
individual user profiles for remote Web MV clients.

• Web MV Graphical User Interface (the Web MV main window)
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The primary graphical user interface (GUI) for viewing Web MV messages. It communicates directly with the Web MV
Web Server.

 How Does Web MV Work?
This section explains Web MV message transport, Web MV data source, and Web MV message
processing.

This section explains Web MV message transport, Web MV data source, and Web MV message processing.

Web MV Message Transport

To communicate with the CA Automation Point server machine, Web MV uses an approach similar to that of the Remote
Viewer. The steps in the communication process are:

1. From your workstation, request an HTML page from the Microsoft IIS Server that is currently running on the CA
Automation Point server machine.

2. The HTML page allows you to download and launch the Web MV GUI.
3. The Web MV GUI establishes a connection with the CA Automation Point Web Message Server service that is running on

the CA Automation Point server machine.
4. The CA Automation Point Web Message Server service receives and processes requests from your workstation and

responds to you with the requested session information.

Processing Messages Forwarded from Rules

Web MV may resemble the Remote Viewer regarding message transport, but the data source for the Web MV is completely
different. Unlike the Remote Viewer, Web MV receives messages on a line-by-line basis. The messages Web MV receives
are those forwarded from within the CA Automation Point message parsing routines, which are tightly integrated with CA
Automation Point rules processing.

On the CA Automation Point server, a separate command processor is provided to asynchronously process the messages
forwarded from rules processing. (This approach closely mimics the way CA Automation Point forwards messages to a CA
NSM Event Management Console.) The following diagram explains this concept:
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Unlike the process CA Automation Point uses to forward messages to a CA NSM Event Management Console, Web MV does
not use rules keywords to enable the propagation of messages. The Enable Web MV field in the local session settings of the
session definition set determines whether the specified session forwards messages through the Web MV Command Processor.

Note:  You can enable Web Viewing in the global session settings to apply it to all defined sessions, unless specifically
overridden at the session level.

Messages Eligible for Web Viewing
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For Web MV to receive a session's messages, that session must be either:

• Defined as automated
• Managed by an external REXX program that sends messages through the rules engine using the MSG command processor.

Only the messages that originate from Web MV-enabled sessions are forwarded to the Web MV Command Processor. Once
inside the Web MV Command Processor, these messages are sent to the Web MV Web Server, which temporarily stores
them in the Web MV database. The Web MV Web Server then forwards these messages to all Web clients who are currently
registered to receive messages from the specified session.

The AP Msg Recall, CA OPS/MVS Messages, and the AP Notification Messages windows are internal sessions. These
internal sessions windows are configurable under function windows. These three sessions are Web MV-enabled through the
Configuration Manager Web Message Viewer dialog. All other sessions must be web-enabled through their session definitions
in the session definition that is set to be viewed from the Web MV graphical user interface.

Note:  For information on how to enable the AP Msg Recall, CA OPS/MVS Messages, and AP Notification Messages sessions
using Configuration Manager, see Enabling Web MV.

Warning:  When you pause a session from CA Automation Point, the word PAUSED displays on the top of the Web
MV GUI screen at the end of the toolbar. While a session is paused, incoming session messages are not passed to the
rules engine or forwarded to Web MV for processing. Therefore, while a session is paused, you are not able to view
messages with Web MV.

Timely Delivery of Messages

To allow you to receive CA Automation Point messages in as close to real time as possible, a message subscription convention
exists between you and the CA Automation Point Web Message Server service. When you request messages of a given type
(based on session name), all messages matching this request are forwarded to you by the CA Automation Point Web Message
Server.

 Installing Web MV
The installation process for Web MV is very simple, because you do not have to install any software
remotely. As long as your remote client workstation has a Web browser, Web MV can be automatically
downloaded from the server and run on the local machine. This also reduces your installation efforts for
future versions, because the Web browser will download the new versions and the software will not have
to be updated manually at each specific workstation.

The installation process for Web MV is very simple, because you do not have to install any software remotely. As long as
your remote client workstation has a Web browser, Web MV can be automatically downloaded from the server and run on the
local machine. This also reduces your installation efforts for future versions, because the Web browser will download the new
versions and the software will not have to be updated manually at each specific workstation.

For software requirements for Web MV, see the Release Notes.

 Enabling Web MV
To access the Web Message Viewer dialog and configure your Web MV options, choose Expert Interface,
Automation, and then Web Message Viewing from the Configuration Manager main window. The Web
Message Viewer dialog displays:

To access the Web Message Viewer dialog and configure your Web MV options, choose Expert Interface, Automation, and
then Web Message Viewing from the Configuration Manager main window. The Web Message Viewer dialog displays:

Check the Enable Web Message Viewer check box to activate Web MV. After Web MV is activated, you can change the
configurable parameters pertaining to Web MV.

Web MV Dialog

The areas of the Web Message Viewer dialog are as follows:
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• The Message Database Settings area allows you to specify the maximum number of messages to keep in the database. You
can only view as many messages as you specify in this setting.

• For example, specifying keeping 10,000 messages and then viewing message 10,001, Web MV overlays message 1 with
message 10,001. In this scenario, Web MV keeps overlaying messages, only allowing you to view the last 10,000 messages
at a time.
You can specify a maximum of 10000000 messages. We recommend that you allocate a minimum of at least 20,000
messages.

Warning:

• The database resides in the directory %AP_DATA%\Temp. This directory is created on the hard drive on which
CA Automation Point is installed.

• Web MV deletes the existing database before creating a database with an updated message capacity.
• Web MV deletes the existing message database when Web Message Viewer is disabled, but saves the user

profile settings for future use. These user profile settings are used when you next activate the Web Message
Viewer.

• The Enable Windows for Web Viewing area of the dialog allows you to specify which CA Automation Point-managed
sessions are eligible for Web Message viewing. Because these sessions are not defined in the session definition set, these
check boxes provide the same functionality as the Enable Web MV field for user-defined sessions. To view messages from
these sessions, select the appropriate session name in the Web Message Viewer application. The following session names
are assigned to these CA Automation Point-managed sessions: AXC (AP Msg Recall), OPS (CA OPS/MVS) Messages,
and VOX (AP Notification Messages).

• The Advanced button displays the Advanced dialog, which allows you to further configure Web MV.
For information on the Advanced dialog, see the Configuration Manager help.

• The Security button displays Remote Security dialog, which allows you to configure the security for Web MV.
For information on the Remote Security dialog, see the Configuration Manager help.

 Web MV Security

Web MV uses the same security as Remote Viewer. However, Web MV does not use all of the permissions handled by Remote
Viewer and does not support the Single Sign-on feature.

Note: To learn how to set up the security for Web MV, see Securing the Remote Viewer. For Web MV-specific security
issues, see the following sections.

Warning:  CA AP Remote Manager Service is required for Web MV security to work.

User ID and Configuration Protection

Each remote user of Web MV must sign on with a valid user ID. The user ID determines the level of access granted to the
remote user. The CA Automation Point server machine also uses this user ID to create an individual user profile. Each user
profile contains settings for all of the Web MV client-configurable options. These configuration settings are read by the
CA Automation Point Web MV Web Server and passed to the Web Message Viewer graphical user interface upon client
initialization.

For a detailed explanation of the login process, see Connecting to Web MV.

Protection by Level of Access

As mentioned previously, remote users are granted access to Web MV in different levels. These levels of access affect Web
MV security as explained in the following tables.

This table explains the levels of access permitted for Web MV sessions by Windows:

Windows Special Access Web MV Session

Deny Permission Level is NONE. That session will not be
displayed on the session drop-down list on the user's remote
workstation.

Read Permission Level is VIEW. The user can view sessions but
cannot issue commands or DOM action messages.

Write Permission Level is FULL. The user can view messages,
issue commands, or DOM action messages.
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Execute Permission Level is EXEC. The user can view messages,
issue commands, or DOM action messages.

Note: For Web MV, Write and Execute Permission are the
same.

 Connecting to Web MV
To connect to Web MV

To connect to Web MV

1. To launch Web MV from a remote Web browser, type in the URL that includes the names of your default virtual directory
and your CA Automation Point server machine, followed by /WebmvGUI.html.
For example, if you choose the default virtual directory name AP, and the name of the CA Automation Point server
machine is appgh1, the following URL launches Web MV from a remote Web browser:

http://appgh1/AP/WebmvGUI.html

The home page of the Web MV GUI displays.
2. The Web MV connection dialog is automatically launched to establish a connection to a CA Automation Point server.

When a Java Runtime Environment is not installed on the computer, instructions for downloading a JRE are displayed. A
link to the JRE download website is also displayed.

Warning:  You must have internet access to download the JRE.

Note: During the installation of the JRE, the Java Plug-in is set as the default Java runtime for your web browser. You can
remove this default setting by using the Java Plug-in Control Panel.

After you have connected to a CA Automation Point server, the Web MV main window displays.

 Web MV Main Window

The following is an example of the Web MV main window:

Areas of the Web MV Main Window

The Web MV main window consists of the following three areas:

• Action Messages table
Displays action (highlighted) messages. You can delete messages from this table. However, the corresponding messages
are not deleted from the Normal Messages table. This procedure allows you to view them from the Normal Messages table.
Deleting a message from this Action table sends a DOM request for the selected message. The Action Messages table is
located under the menu bar in the top portion of the Web MV main window.
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• Normal Messages table
Displays both action (highlighted) and normal (non-highlighted) messages. The Normal Messages table is directly
underneath the Action Messages table.
Note: Web MV allows standard Java table controls and edit box handling. For example, you can alter the view size of the
tables or independently resize the table columns.

• Command area
Allows you to submit a session command to one or more of the selected sessions for which you have command execute
permission. The command area portion of the window is located directly beneath the Normal Messages table, at the bottom
of the window.

Permission to submit commands is granted to remote users on a session-by-session basis and is validated through the same
CA Automation Point security as the Remote Viewer. If you submit a session command, it is sent to the Web MV Web Server
service. This service sends it to the rules engine, where it waits in a queue to be processed.

For more information on CA Automation Point session level security, see Securing the Remote Viewer.

Menu Bar

The following information describes the options that you can access from the menu bar of the Web MV main window.

• The File menu at the top left of the Web MV main window contains four options: Connect, Disconnect, Select Session(s),
and Exit.

• The Connect option displays the host connection dialog, where you specify a login ID and password.

Warning:  The server name cannot be changed because the host must be the CA Automation Point server from
which this application was launched.

• The Disconnect option closes the connection to the host and clears the Action and Normal Messages tables.
• The Select Session(s) option displays the session selection dialog, where you to choose the list of sessions to monitor.
• The Exit option exits the Web MV main window.

• The Edit menu contains two options:

• The Copy option allows you to copy the text of the selected messages in the Action and Normal Messages tables to the
system clipboard.

• The DOM Action Msg option. This option lets you issue a DOM request for each selected message in the Action
Messages Table.
Note: To use the DOM Action Msg option, you must have the authority to issue commands to the currently selected
session and at least one Action message must be selected from the Action table.

• The Auto End menu allows you to display and set current table modes. If a table is in Auto End mode, it automatically
scrolls to the last message received from the CA Automation Point server. By default, both the Action Messages and
Normal Messages tables are placed:

• In Auto End mode, each time Web MV is launched.
• A new session is selected from the Session drop-down box in the Command area of the Web MV main window.

• The Options menu contains both configuration options that are used to customize messages and the ability to load or save
the current configuration profile. For descriptions of these dialogs and the visual attributes that you can configure with
them, see Configuring Visual Attributes.

 Viewing Messages with Web MV

Filtering Messages

You can filter the messages that you want to view based on their session names. Each Web MV client can choose the list of
sessions to monitor by using the following configuration dialog:
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Note: All CA Automation Point messages originating from Web MV-enabled sessions are stored in a relational database
for later retrieval. For detailed information about this database and how to select the volume of messages you want to store,
see Enabling Web MV.

Viewing Previous and Newer Messages

The Web MV Action Messages and Normal Messages tables each allow you to view up to 1000 messages from the CA
Automation Point server at any given time. However, you can scroll back or forward to view previous or newer messages in
each table:

To view previous messages:

Follow these steps:

1. Drag the scroll box to the top of the scroll bar.
2. Click the Up arrow

A previous message request is automatically generated and the previous 400 messages are added to the top of the table.

To view newer messages:

Follow these steps:

1. Drag the box to the bottom of the scroll bar.
2. Click the Down arrow

A newer message request is automatically generated and the next 400 messages are added to the bottom of the table.

Note:  This procedure is only necessary if the table is not in Auto End mode. If the table is in Auto End mode, it
automatically scrolls to the latest message received from the CA Automation Point server.

 Submitting Commands
You can submit commands to monitored sessions using the Command area. To submit a session
command, type a command in the Command edit box and click the Submit Cmd button. If more than one
session is selected for viewing, the Multiple Session Selection dialog displays. This dialog allows you to
choose which sessions you receive the session command that you have specified.

You can submit commands to monitored sessions using the Command area. To submit a session command, type a command in
the Command edit box and click the Submit Cmd button. If more than one session is selected for viewing, the Multiple Session
Selection dialog displays. This dialog allows you to choose which sessions you receive the session command that you have
specified.

Note:

• The Multiple Session Selection dialog only displays if more than one session is selected for viewing.
• Depending on your Web MV security configuration, the session selection list for submitting a command may or may not be

the same as the list of currently selected sessions for viewing. Therefore, you may be able to view certain sessions, but be
unable to issue commands for them.

• If you only have VIEW permission for all currently selected sessions, the Submit Cmd button is disabled.

For more information about the fields in the Multiple Session Selection dialog, see the Web Message Viewer HTML Help.

 Messages Columns
The Web MV main window displays messages in two tables, the Action Messages table and the Normal
Messages table. Each table displays one line for each message that is received. Each line is then separated
into columns of information for that message.

The Web MV main window displays messages in two tables, the Action Messages table and the Normal Messages table.
Each table displays one line for each message that is received. Each line is then separated into columns of information for that
message.

The information found in the columns for each message is displayed in the following table:

Column Name Information Displayed

Session Name of the CA Automation Point session from which the
message was captured
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System Processor ID of the host system (if available), or host
system name as defined in the CA Automation Point session
definition (SYSNAME)

Date Current system date on the CA Automation Point server

Time Current system time on the CA Automation Point server

Host Time Time at which a message was received from the host (if
available)

Job ID* Current JES job ID associated with the message

Job Name* Job name of the address space that issued the message

EMS Date* Date contained in first eight characters of a TANDEM EMS
message

JES3 Name* System name of a JES3GLOBAL or sysplex console

MON Name* Source system name for a DataFrame message

MON Num* Source system number for a DataFrame message

MON Prty* Priority of the alert message issued by the DataFrame system

MON Type* Type of alert message issued by the DataFrame system

Act Ind* Character used to denote action messages on the host system
(for action messages only)

Msg Num ID of the message (assigned by CA Automation Point)

Seq Num Sequence ID of the message (assigned by CA Automation
Point)

Note: This number is greater than zero for multi-line
messages.

Message Text of the message

Reply ID* Reply number for a message that is a WTOR

Sess Type Type of session as defined by the Console Type control on
the Session Definition window

Act Msg Specifies whether this message is currently an action message
(in Y/N format)

* These columns may not contain data, depending upon the type of message.

For information on how to choose the columns you want to display, see Specifying Table Columns for Your Messages.

 Configuring Visual Attributes

From your workstation, you can configure the visual attributes of the CA Automation Point messages that are displayed in
the Web MV main window. The attributes that you configure can then be saved as part of the user profile. Each time a remote
user successfully authenticates with the Web MV server, the default profile for that user is downloaded and applied to the Web
MV user interface. The first time a specific user connects to the Web MV server, a generic profile is created and stored as the
default profile for that user. For each subsequent user connection, Web MV displays the message tables as specified in the last
active profile for that user. The visual attributes that you can configure are:

• Message font
• Message table columns
• Message color
• Time format

Keep in mind these tips when configuring visual message attributes:

• Visual attribute configurations are automatically saved in your default user profile when the Web MV user interface is
closed. You can manually load or save sets of visual attributes as a named profile by using the Load / Save Configuration
Profile dialog.
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• You can configure visual attributes on a per-table basis, allowing action messages to be different in their appearance from
normal messages

• Visual attribute settings for a specific message table apply to all messages contained within that table. You can determine
the foreground color of a message by mapping the message color that rules assigns to a user-selected color. You can
perform this mapping through a configuration dialog on the Web MV main window. For information on how to choose the
columns you want to display, see Message Color Mapping.

The following sections provide detailed descriptions of the visual attributes that you can configure with Web MV.

Changing Message Font

Web MV allows you to change the font name, font style, and font size of your messages.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Options menu at the top of the Web MV main window, choose Fonts.
The Message Font Selection dialog displays the currently selected fonts for both the Action Messages and Normal
Messages tables. The selected fonts are displayed in font name, font style, font size format.

2. Click Change next to the name of the table whose font you want to change.
A table-specific font selection dialog displays. For example, if you click Change for the Action Messages table, the Action
Message Font Selection dialog displays.

3. Choose a font from the list of currently installed fonts, and select the font attributes as desired.
4. Click OK.

Specifying Table Columns for Your Messages

Web MV provides several columns of information for each message displayed in the Action Messages and Normal Messages
tables. With Message Column Selection, you can select which columns you want to display, depending on the information you
want to access.

Column selection applies to both tables. For example, if you choose to display the Session, Date, Msg Num, Message, and Sess
Type columns for the Action Messages table, those same columns are displayed on the Normal Messages table.

To select the columns you want to display

1. From the Options menu, choose Table Columns
The Message Column Selection dialog displays,

2. Select the message columns you want to display, using the Add and Add All buttons to move column names from the
Available Columns list to the Displayed Columns list.

3. Use the Move arrows to change the order in which the columns will appear in both the Action Messages and Normal
Messages tables.

4. Click OK.

Specifying the Color of Your Messages

Web MV allows you to specify or change the colors of your messages. This feature can be helpful to you for message
organization, viewing, and so on, particularly if you are viewing a large volume of messages.

To specify or change the background color of your messages.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Options menu on the Web MV main window, select Colors.
2. Select Table Colors.

The Table Color Selection dialog displays.
3. Select the Table Background from the Color Properties drop-down list for the desired message type.
4. Click the corresponding Change button.

The specified Background Color Selection dialog displays.
5. Select a new color for this field, then click OK.

For more information about the fields in the Table Color Selection dialog, see the Web Message Viewer HTML Help.

Message Color Mapping

Web MV allows a user to define a specific color to a message. To understand the concept of message color mapping, consider
the following scenario:
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Jack is responsible for maintaining the CA Automation Point server machine and writing rules. Jack determines that all
messages beginning with IEE136I are to appear yellow on the Merged Messages window. To enforce this action, Jack adds the
following line in the rules file:

MSGID(IEE136I) COLOR(YELLOW)

Susie is a Web MV user viewing a session from the CA Automation Point machine for which Jack is responsible. Therefore,
by default, the messages that begin with IEE136I also appear yellow to Susie (because Jack has defined them as yellow).
However, Susie can choose to remap the color yellow to another color of her choice; for example, blue. Messages that begin
with IEE136I appear yellow in the Merged Message window, but Susie's viewing of Web MV displays them as blue. To map
the message colors, do the following.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Options menu on the Web MV main window, choose Colors.
2. Choose Msg Color Map.

The Message Color Mapping dialog displays
3. Map a specific color to each of the sixteen color constants.
4. Click Change.

CA Automation Point remaps the currently selected color to a "display color" of your choice.
Select your display colors from the sixteen possible message colors for all messages you receive from CA Automation
Point.

Note:  Message color mapping does not change the color attribute originally assigned to each message by Rules. Instead it
allows you to display each message in the remapped color for your viewing in Web MV.

Reset All

Resets all sixteen-color mapping assignments back to their original default values.

For more information about the fields in the Message Color Mapping dialog, see the Web Message Viewer HTML Help.

Changing Time Format

By default, Web MV displays the time attribute of each message using a standard 12 hour format (with AM and PM
indicators). To see the time stamp for each message without the AM or PM indicators, select the 24 hour time format from the
main Options menu.

 Choosing the Right Remote Viewing Tool
When deciding which tool to use to view messages from monitored systems, you can make your selection
by comparing the functionality provided by each of these two components. This section should help you
make this decision by stating a functionality requirement and suggesting the appropriate viewing tool.

When deciding which tool to use to view messages from monitored systems, you can make your selection by comparing
the functionality provided by each of these two components. This section should help you make this decision by stating a
functionality requirement and suggesting the appropriate viewing tool.

Requirement:

I require the ability to remotely manage the Automation Point Desktop application, including the ability to shut down and
restart this application.

Answer:

Remote Viewer. This is the only remote viewing tool that allows you to initiate both a remote shutdown and a remote
activation of the Automation Point Desktop application.

Requirement:

I require the ability to change the visual attributes of messages received from an automated session.

Answer:

Web MV. This tool allows you to set visual attributes such as message text font, background table color, message column
order, message columns displayed, and size of message display windows, and choose a foreground message text color mapping
assignment. Each of these visual attributes is saved on a per-user, basis.
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Requirement:

I require the ability to remotely view and manage non-automated sessions.

Answer:

Remote Viewer. Web MV will allow you to view only messages received from automated sessions. Remote Viewer allows
you to view and interact with both session and function windows defined to the Automation Point Desktop application.

Requirement:

I require the ability to remotely submit commands to managed sessions.

Answer:

Both. If all of the managed sessions are automated, you can use either Remote Viewer or Web MV to submit commands back
to the managed session. If one or more of these sessions are non-automated, you must use the Remote Viewer application to
submit commands to these sessions.

Requirement:

I require the ability to remotely initiate the execution of REXX programs on the CA Automation Point server machine.

Answer:

Remote Viewer. By design, Web MV does not natively allow remote users to initiate the execution of REXX programs on
the CA Automation Point server. This activity is viewed as an administrative function, better suited for the Remote Viewer
application.

Requirement:

I require the ability to allow remote users to see messages received from managed (automated) systems without having to
install any remote software directly.

Answer:

Web MV. Because the Web MV client application is designed to run inside the Java Virtual Machine contained within the
supported web browser, no additional CA Automation Point software is required on the remote machine.

Requirement:

I require the ability to pause and restart automation, either for an individual managed session or for the entire Automation Point
Desktop application.

Answer:

Remote Viewer. The Remote Viewer application allows the remote user to use the session menu system to execute commands,
including the ability to pause and restart session automation. If one of the CA Automation Point function windows containing
the command area is viewed, the remote user can then either pause or restart automation for all managed sessions. The ability
to execute menu commands is controlled by the security assigned to the remote user for the specified window.

Requirement:

I require the ability to view multiple session or function windows from multiple CA Automation Point server machines on the
same remote client machine simultaneously.

Answer:

Remote Viewer. Remote Viewer allows you to open connections to multiple CA Automation Point server machines and
display any number of session or function windows from each remote server. You can then build your own "virtual"
Automation Point Desktop from windows defined on multiple servers by arranging these windows in a tile pattern.

Requirement:

I require the ability to view a large number of messages received from automated sessions over a long period of time.

Answer:

Web MV. During configuration of the Web MV component, you can choose the size of the database used to store messages
received from automated sessions. This defined database size is used to determine how many messages will be stored for later
retrieval using the Web MV client application. The Web MV user can make use of the scroll bars located on both the Action
message area and Normal message area of the Web MV client application to view these previously stored messages. When the
Web MV database has reached the defined maximum size, the oldest messages are overwritten with newly received messages.
This database implementation of a rolling message log allows you to scroll back through a large number of messages without
exceeding the current hard disk capacity.
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 Close Remote Viewer Sessions
Administrators close Remote Viewer sessions connected to in cases where sessions are inactive and the
number of open sessions reaches the current limit of 300. This article explains how to close Remote
Viewer sessions in .

Administrators close Remote Viewer sessions connected to CA Automation Point in cases where sessions are inactive and the
number of open sessions reaches the current limit of 300. This article explains how to close Remote Viewer sessions in CA
Automation Point.

Enable Session Info

The option to close Remote Viewer sessions is disabled by default, and only available for administrators.

To enable the option, delete the asterisk (*) on the following line in the file C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\CA Automation
Point\Distrib\axc2p.mnu:

* ITEM = ( ‘~Remote viewer sessions' , KEY(SESSION_INFO) ),

This change allows you to call the Session Info dialog where you can close Remote Viewer sessions.

Note:  Make this change on each machine where CA Automation Point Remote Viewer or CA Automation Point Desktop is
installed.

Close Remote Viewer Sessions

Close Remote Viewer sessions that are inactive in cases where the number of open sessions reaches the current limit of 300.
This section describes how to close Remote Viewer sessions.

To close Remote Viewer sessions connected to CA Automation Point, use CA Automation Point Remote Viewer or CA
Automation Point Desktop.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click Action, Remote Viewer Sessions.
The Session Info dialog opens.

2. Select the sessions that you want to close and click Close Selected.
The session closes and the list of sessions refreshes.

Tip:

You cannot close your own Remote Viewer session from the Session Info dialog. To close your session, click X in the session
window, or call the Session Info dialog from another Remote Viewer session.

 

 Writing Rules
This section describes the rules language.

This section describes the CA Automation Point rules language.

 Understanding the Rules Language
The rules language is a set of keywords and symbolic variables that you use to create rules. Through
rules, automates system tasks by managing messages, variables, and commands. Each rule specifies a
message, group of messages, a command, a group of commands, or time interval to which responds.
When a message displays in a console session that controls, it processes any rules related to that message
and displays the resulting message (if any) in the Merged Msg window, and in either the Normal Message
Recall or the Action Message Recall window. When a user issues a command through , it processes any
rules related to that command.
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The CA Automation Point rules language is a set of keywords and symbolic variables that you use to create rules. Through
rules, CA Automation Point automates system tasks by managing messages, variables, and commands. Each rule specifies a
message, group of messages, a command, a group of commands, or time interval to which CA Automation Point responds.
When a message displays in a console session that CA Automation Point controls, it processes any rules related to that
message and displays the resulting message (if any) in the Merged Msg window, and in either the Normal Message Recall
or the Action Message Recall window. When a user issues a command through CA Automation Point, it processes any rules
related to that command.

Special Character Limitations

The rules engine does not detect certain special characters (comma, ampersand, and blank space) when you use any of these
characters as a suffix of words in a message. If you use any of these characters, they are removed by the rules engine if you try
to capture them in a &WORD variable and then attempt to use them in a REWORD clause.

Example Special Character Usage

Consider the following message:

\ETPRD1.$VH TANDEM.VHS.H 000006 VH: XDCC25 $PTR1 ALL REQUESTERS BUSY, TRANSACTION LOST.
Display text received from process $PTR1. Program file \ETPRD1.$DATA.OBJELB.XDCC25. Primary log file \ETPRD1.
$DATA4.VHS1.LOG0036.

In this example, the comma suffix of the word BUSY, is not detected by the (&WORD9 EQ 'BUSY,') subclause of the WHEN
clause of the following MSGID() rule:

MSGID() WHEN((&WORD3 EQ '000006') AND (&WORD8 EQ 'REQUESTERS') AND
 (&WORD9 EQ 'BUSY,') AND (&WORD10 EQ 'TRANSACTION') AND (&WORD11 EQ
 'LOST.'))
REWORD(Tandem_Message OPERATIONS &WORD1 &EMSDATE &HOSTTIME ALARM
 &WORD3 &WORD4 &WORD5 &WORD6 &WORD7 &WORD8 &WORD9 &WORD10 &WORD11
 &WORD12 &WORD13 &WORD14 &WORD15 &WORD16 &WORD17 &WORD18 &WORD19
 &WORD20 &WORD21 &WORD22 &WORD23 &WORD24)

In this example, the rule is never triggered.

Special Character Usage Solution

To trigger the rule and REWORD the message, you remove the special character (the comma in this example) from the suffix
of the word 'BUSY,'. The rules engine then detects this word in the message and rewords the message as intended.

MSGID() WHEN((&WORD3 EQ '000006') AND (&WORD8 EQ 'REQUESTERS') AND
 (&WORD9 EQ 'BUSY') AND (&WORD10 EQ 'TRANSACTION') AND (&WORD11 EQ
 'LOST.'))
REWORD(Tandem_Message OPERATIONS &WORD1 &EMSDATE &HOSTTIME ALARM
 &WORD3 &WORD4 &WORD5 &WORD6 &WORD7 &WORD8 &WORD9 &WORD10 &WORD11
 &WORD12 &WORD13 &WORD14 &WORD15 &WORD16 &WORD17 &WORD18 &WORD19
 &WORD20 &WORD21 &WORD22 &WORD23 &WORD24)

Related information:

 Types of Rules
uses three types of rules:

CA Automation Point uses three types of rules:

• Message rules
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Tell CA Automation Point what action to take when a specified message displays on a console.
• Time rules

Tell CA Automation Point what action to take when a specified time or time interval occurs.
• Command rules

Tell CA Automation Point what action to take when a specified command is issued through CA Automation Point.

Sample actions for these rule types include:

• Displaying console messages in color on the Merged Msg window
• Sounding alarms when critical messages appear
• Suppressing messages from Normal, Action, and Merged Msg windows
• Executing batch files
• Issuing commands
• Suppressing commands from being issued to the host
• Issuing reworded commands
• Replying to WTOR messages
• Issuing a Notification Manager Find request
• Forwarding a message to the CA NSM Event Console
• Writing a message to a Program-to-Program Queue (PPQ)
• Executing REXX programs
• Executing CA Automation Point scripts

 Ways to Use Rules
Rules can manage most simple automation tasks and can issue command processors that automate
complex tasks such as:

Rules can manage most simple automation tasks and can issue CA Automation Point command processors that automate
complex tasks such as:

• Managing a voice response system
• Manipulating the variables that CA Automation Point uses to store system data needed for automation

When an operations task requires multiple actions (separated by required wait states), you can write REXX programs that your
rules can invoke.

For more information about REXX programs, see Configuring and Writing REXX.

 Rules Keyword Summary
Rules keywords are used in writing rules. The section summarizes the following rules keywords:

Rules keywords are used in writing CA Automation Point rules. The section summarizes the following rules keywords:

Keywords for Defining Automation Criteria

Use the following keywords to define automation criteria.

• CMDIN
Defines the beginning of a command rule (which activates when the specified command is issued).

• EVERY
Specifies how often you want an action to be taken.

• LIMIT
Specifies how many times a CA Automation Point rule can execute in a given minute.

• MATCHLIM
Limits the number of times that an action specified by a rule takes effect.

• MSGID
Defines the beginning of a message rule (which activates when a message having the specified ID appears).

• TIME
Defines the start of a time rule (which activates at a certain time or after a specified time period has passed).

• WHEN
Defines additional conditions that must be true for a rule to activate.

Keywords for Responding to System Events

Use the following keywords to respond to system events.
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• DOSCMD
Issues an operating system command or executes a command file.

• OSCMD
Issues an operating system command to a console.

• PPQWRITE
Writes an item to a PPQ.

• REPLY
Specifies the reply to a WTOR message.

• REXX
Invokes a REXX program.

• SCRIPT
Starts a CA Automation Point script.

• SESSCMD
Sends a keystroke string to a session.

• SESSION
Restricts the processing of MSGID rules to a given session.

• SET
Creates, deletes, modifies, or assigns a value to a status variable.

• XCCMD
Invokes a CA Automation Point command processor from a rule.

Keywords for Controlling the Display

Use the following keywords to control the display.

• COLOR
Specifies the color in which you want a message to appear.

• DISPLAY
Displays a previously suppressed message in the Normal, Action, or Merged Msg window.

• DOM
Deletes an action message from the Action Message Recall window and from the action message area of the Merged Msg
window.

• HILIGHT
Displays a message in the Action Message Recall window and in the action message area of the Merged Msg window.

• LOWLIGHT
Displays a message in the Normal Message Recall window and in the main messages area of the Merged Msg window.

• PREFIX
Specifies the prefix of the messages that appear on Automation Point Message Recall and Merged Msg windows.

• REWORD
Alters the text of a message.

• SUPPRESS
Prevents a message from being displayed in Automation Point Message Recall and Merged Msg windows.

• WTO
Issues a message to the Merged Msg window and either the Action Message Recall window or the Normal Message Recall
window.

• WTXC
Issues a write-to-operator message and sends it to the CA Automation Point Msg window.

Keywords for Logging Messages

Use the following keywords to log messages.

• LOG
Sends a message to the host message log file or the CA Automation Point message log file.

• NOLOG
Prevents a message from being sent to the host message log file.

• NOPRINT
Prevents a message from being printed on the hardcopy log.

• PRINT
Prints a message on the hardcopy log.

Keywords for Controlling Commands
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Use the following keyword to control commands:

• CMDIN
Defines the start of a command rule.

Keywords for CA NSM Event Traffic Controller

Use the following keywords for CA NSM Event Traffic Controller.

• NOUNIFWD
Tells CA Automation Point notto forward a message that is processed by rules to CA NSM.

• SNMPTRAP
Sends an SNMP trap to the specified host.

• UNICMD
Tells CA NSM Event Manager, which resides on the specified host, to execute the supplied command.

• UNIFWD
Tells CA Automation Point to forward a message that is processed by rules to all recorded CA NSM hosts.

• UNIWTO
Sends the supplied message to CA NSM Event Manager on the specified host.

Keywords for Interfacing with Third-party Applications

Use the following keyword for Third-party Applications.

• EXPORTMSG
Tells CA Automation Point to send the message to an ApExportMsg function created by the user, which then forwards
messages to a third-party software application.

 How CA Automation Point Processes Rules Keywords

When processing a rule, CA Automation Point always executes keywords in this order:

type_keyword [conditional_list][output_list][action_list]

• type_keyword
Specifies the type of rule. Specify one type keyword per rule at the beginning of a rule. Use one of these keywords:

• MSGID
• CMDIN
• TIME

• conditional_list]
Specifies the restricting conditions for the rule. Specify each conditional keyword only once in a single rule. The rule
condition keywords execute in the order in which they appear in the rule. You can use these keywords:

• EVERY
• LIMIT
• MATCHLIM
• SESSION
• WHEN

• output_list
Sets output attributes in CA Automation Point. Specify each output keyword only once in a single rule. The rule output
keywords execute in the order in which they appear in the rule. You can use these keywords:

ALARM NOLOG

COLOR NOPRINT

DISPLAY PREFIX

HILIGHT PRINT

LOG REPLY
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LOWLIGHT REWORD

NOALARM SUPPRESS

The rule output keywords set output attributes that can be changed by subsequent rules. When a rule contains one or more
output keywords, the conditions they set remain in effect until CA Automation Point executes that rule and all other rules
referencing the same message ID or time value.

• action_list
Specifies tasks for CA Automation Point to execute. These actions occur or queue for execution immediately and cannot be
undone by a subsequent rule. You can specify action keywords multiple times in a single rule. The action keywords execute
in the order in which they appear in the rule. You can use the following keywords:

ALARMSAY SCRIPT

DOM SESSCMD

DOSCMD SET

OSCMD WTO

PPQWRITE WTXC

REPLY XCCMD

REXX  

How Rules Are Processed When More Than One Rule Applies to a Message or Command

CA Automation Point processes rule clauses in the following order:

• MSGID rule clauses: MSGID(), MSGID(string), MSGID(*)
• CMDIN rule clauses: CMDIN(), CMDIN(string), CMDIN(*)

 Creating a Rules File
Use any editor to create your own rules file or to customize the sample rules file (AXCRULES.rul).

Use any editor to create your own rules file or to customize the sample rules file (AXCRULES.rul).

When writing CA Automation Point rules, follow this syntax:

• Begin each rule with a MSGID, CMDIN, or TIME keyword; follow it with other appropriate keywords.
• Use positions 1 through 255 of each line.
• Do not split a keyword phrase across lines.
• Separate rules keywords within a line by using a comma, one or more blanks, or both.
• Write a comment line by placing an asterisk character (*) in column 1.

 Using Variables in Rules
With some rules keywords, you can use special symbolic variables to store useful system information.
rules can contain the following types of variables:

With some rules keywords, you can use special symbolic variables to store useful system information. CA Automation Point
rules can contain the following types of variables:

 Environmental Variables
Environmental variables contain information about the system environment that exists when processes a
rule. For example, a variable can contain the current time or the job ID associated with a message.

Environmental variables contain information about the system environment that exists when CA Automation Point processes a
rule. For example, a variable can contain the current time or the job ID associated with a message.

Environmental Variable Values

CA Automation Point sets an environmental variable when a rule first references it. If later rules also refer to that variable, the
value of that variable remains the same until CA Automation Point processes all rules for a system event. Some environmental
variables can have null values. For example, if a message contains four words, the variable &WORD5 is null.

Valid Environmental Variables
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Environmental variable names begin with an ampersand (&). The following table lists the valid environmental variables
that can be used in CA Automation Point rules. Special notes are included for events that are extracted from CA NSM or the
Windows event logs, and for messages generated by CA OPS/MVS.

• &AP_ACTIVE_RULES
Specifies the name of the active rules file.

• &AP_PARMFILE
Specifies the name of the currently used session definition set.

• &CMD
Specifies the first line of the command text.

• &DATE
Specifies the current system date for the workstation in the form mm/dd/yy.

• &DAY
Specifies the current day of the week for the workstation in the form SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, or SAT.

• &DOMID
Specifies the internal pointer to the current action message.

• &EMSDATE
Specifies the date contained in the first eight characters of a Tandem EMS message.

• &FOCUS_WIN
Specifies the desktop window that is the currently active window. This variable is only set in the menu. It is unavailable in
rules, REXX, and all other areas of CA Automation Point.

• &HAFHMC
Specifies the name of the HMC that generated this HAF message.

• &HAFMSGNUM
Specifies a six-digit number that is incremented each time a message is received by HAF from an HMC. Each HMC
has its own counter; that is, you will see message number 000001, message number 000002, and so on from each HMC.
This value is useful because many HMC messages must be split up into multiple HAF messages so they can be presented
properly (see the description of HAFMSGSEQ). This number allows you to relate the pieces of an HMC message to one
another in the rules that you write.

• &HAFMSGSEQ
A single HMC message often needs to be split into several HAF messages. HAFMSGSEQ is a six digit number that starts
with a value of 000001 for each new HMC message. It is incremented for each new message that HAF creates when
presenting the HMC message. As with HAFMSGNUM, you can use this to relate the pieces of an HMC message to one
another in rules. HMC messages are split for one of two reasons; either the HMC message itself contains formatting
characters that request that the HMC message be split into multiple HAF messages, or the HMC message contains more
data than can be passed into rules in a single HAF message. Each HAF message in a multi-line HMC message has the same
message ID (HAFxmmnn) and the same message number (&HAFMSGNUM), but &HAFMSGSEQ will be incremented by
one for each HAF message that is generated from the HMC message.

• &HAFMSGTYPE
A single HMC message often needs to be split into several HAF messages (see &HAFMSGSEQ). HAFMSGTYPE is set to
LAST if this is the only HAF message or last HAF message for an HMC message. It is set to FIRST if this is the first HAF
message for an HMC message that has been split into more than one HAF message. It is set to MIDDLE if either of the two
preceding conditions is not met.

• &HAFOBJECT
In HMC terminology, specifies the name of the object that this HMC message is describing. Typical HMC objects are
CPCs, LPARs, profiles, and IOCDSs.

• &HOSTTIME
Specifies the time when a message is received from the host or when a command is issued. It is in the form hh:mm:ss. If the
&HOSTTIME value is not available, CA Automation Point uses the &TIME value.
CA NSM and Windows Events:
Specifies the time at which the event was generated.

• &JES3NAME
Specifies the system name of a JES3 GLOBAL or sysplex console (parsed from the JES3 or sysplex message stream).

• &JOBID
Specifies the current JES job ID associated with the message or command. This variable is available for session types
MCS, RCS, and VM.
CA NSM Event:
Specifies the TCP/IP address of the device that sent an SNMP trap.
Windows Event:
Specifies the Windows event log ID.

• &JOBNAME
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Specifies the job name of the address space that issued the message or command. This variable is available only for JES3
sessions and certain types of VM messages.
CA NSM Event:
Specifies the value from the CA NSM Process field; this field normally contains the value "ProcessID,ExecutableName".
Windows Event:
Specifies the name of the source (application, service, driver, subsystem) that generated the event.

• &JULDATE
Specifies the current date for the workstation in Julian format: yyddd, where ddd can be 001 to 366.

• &LDATE
Specifies the current system date for the workstation in the form mm/dd/yyyy.

• &LJULDATE
Specifies the current date for the workstation in Julian format: yyyyddd, where ddd can be 001 to 366.

• &MONNAME
Specifies the source system name for a DataFrame message.
CA NSM and Windows Events:
The name of the host that generated the event.
CA OPS/MVSCA OPS/MVS:
Specifies the name of the CA OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility (MSF) that generated the message.

• &MONNUM
Specifies the source system number for a DataFrame message.
CA NSM Event:
Specifies the name of the CA NSM Event Manager host from whose log the event was extracted.
Windows Event:
Specifies the name of the Windows host from whose logs the event was extracted.
CA OPS/MVS:
Specifies the system ID of the Event Notification Facility (ENF) that issued the WTO.

• &MONPRTY
Specifies the priority of the alert message issued by the DataFrame system.
CA NSM Event:
Error, Warning, Info, Success, or Failure.
Windows Event:
Error (error event), Warning (warning event), Info (information event), Success (successful audit event), or Failure (failure
audit event).
CA OPS/MVS:
If specified, the console name indicated on the CA-OPS/MVS ADDRESS WTO command.

• &MONTYPE
Specifies the type of alert message issued by the DataFrame system.
CA NSM Event:
Twenty bytes from the CA NSM Facility field are combined with twenty bytes from the Category field, resulting in a value
of "Facility,Category".
Windows Event:
Specifies the name of the Windows event log (System, Application, or Security) from which the event was extracted.

• &MSG
Specifies the first line of the message text.

• &MSGTYPE
Specifies the type of message, either NORMAL or ACTION.

• &PREMSG
Valid in asynchronous sessions only, this keyword contains the text of the message prior to the position specified in the
Begin Message fields in the session definition. (See the Configuration Manager HTML help for more on these fields.)

• &REPLYID
Specifies the reply number for a message that is a WTOR (write-to-operator with reply). The value is null if the message is
not a WTOR.

• &SESSION
Specifies the name of the session from which the message or command was issued. If the message was issued by CA
Automation Point itself, the session name will be AXC. If the message was issued by the Notification Server, the session
name will be VOX. If the message was received through the CA-OPS/MVS Interface, the session name will be OPS.

• &SYSNAME
Specifies the default system name specified for the session.

• &TIME
Specifies the current time for the workstation in the form hh:mm:ss.

• &WORDn
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Specifies each word in the message or command text, where n is a number from 1 to 85. (&WORD0 is not a valid variable
name.) For example, &WORD1 is the first word in the message text and &WORD50 is the fiftieth word in message
text. Only the first 85 words of a message or command are available to CA Automation Point. A message or command
containing ten words causes CA Automation Point to store a null value in variables &WORD11 through &WORD85.
The value stored in the &WORDn variable can be as long as the entire message or command. When parsing message or
command text into words, CA Automation Point recognizes blank spaces or commas as delimiters between words. If the
message or command contains no blanks or commas, the &WORD1 variable stores the whole message or command as a
single word.

Warning:  WARNING! Spaces in session names and/or file names will affect word count and position. You must
account for this when you write rules against CA Automation Point messages or commands.

• &USER
Valid for CMDIN rules only, this keyword contains the logon information in the form of logon_name@logon_node of the
user who issued the command remotely. It is blank for local users using the CA Automation Point desktop.

• &XC_VER
Specifies CA Automation Point version information.

 Status Variables

Status variables are symbolic variables useful for building a body of operations data. These variables allow multiple rules or
sets of rules to share the same data and let CA Automation Point communicate with REXX procedures. Any rules keyword that
uses environmental variables can also use status variables. You can use the data to:

• Pass information between rules
• Pass information between CA Automation Point and REXX programs
• Control processing of a subsequent message
• Provide input for automation

Types of Status Variables

Status variables can be either volatile (residing in memory only) or non-volatile (disk-based). For more information about both
types of status variables, see Understanding Global Variables.

Creating Status Variables

To create a status variable and assign a name to it, use one of the following methods:

• Use the keyword SET(&varname=value) in a rule.
For example, specifying SET(&STATUS=WAITING) assigns a value of WAITING to the variable &STATUS.

• Issue the SETVAR command processor from within a REXX program.

Specifying Status Variables Names

When specifying a status variable name in CA Automation Point rules, note the following rules:

• The name cannot contain more than 32 characters.
• Precede a status variable name with an ampersand (&).
• The first character of the variable name (after the ampersand) and all remaining characters must be one of the following:

 A-Z  0-9  !  ?  _
• The name should end with one of the following characters or a space: ' " & . ( )
• Use only uppercase alphabetic characters.
• Do not use the name of a CA Automation Point environmental variable.

Assigning Status Variable Values

When assigning status variable values, note the following rules:

• Values must contain printable ASCII characters.
• The length of a value must be from one to 255 characters.

Nonvolatile Status Variables

Nonvolatile status variables are disk-based. CA Automation Point stores nonvolatile variables in a special disk file named
AXC.glv (which CA Automation Point reads and loads at startup). A nonvolatile status variable is distinguished from a regular
(volatile) status variable by a special prefix in the nonvolatile variable's name.

To create a nonvolatile status variable, place the prefix AXCDISK_ in the variable name. For example, specifying
SET(&AXCDISK_STATUS=WAITING) assigns a value of WAITING to the nonvolatile variable &AXCDISK_STATUS.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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In addition to the built-in AXCDISK_ prefix, you can define other nonvolatile-variable prefixes.

To define your own nonvolatile variable prefixes

1. From Configuration Manager, go to Expert Interface, Automation, Non-Volatile Status Variables.
The Non-Volatile Status Variables dialog displays.

2. Enter the new prefix name in the Prefix field.
3. Click OK.

Using Dynamic Status Variable Names

In rules, you can create status variable names from other variables and from constants. Therefore, you can dynamically create a
status variable name so that a single logical  status variable can reference or set several related status variables.

A dynamic status variable name can have these components:

• Other status variables
• Environmental variables (in message rules only)
• Unquoted text

Note:  Always enclose the components of the dynamic status variable in parentheses. At execution time, CA Automation Point
resolves all variables to form the actual variable name.

Example:

Suppose that your site sometimes has problems locating output tape volumes that are not in the tape library, because they are
still mounted on a drive, sitting on top of a drive, or sitting on a cart to be returned to the tape library. The tape drive where the
tape volume was last mounted is a good place to begin looking for the tape. z/OS issues the following message each time you
dismount a tape volume:

IEF234E D 480,TEST1,,DSIPS11H,TAPEINIT

The following message rule uses a dynamic status variable to store the device address, date, and time for each tape volume as
you dismount it:

MSGID(IEF234E), WHEN(&WORD4 NE ''),
  SET(&(DVOL_&WORD4)=&WORD3.&DATE.&TIME)

Using the example message IEF234E, the dynamic status variable name &(DVOL_&WORD4) becomes &DVOL_TEST1.
Assuming that the date is 03/23/00 and the time is 10:55:46, CA Automation Point sets this status variable to the value
48003/23/0010:55:46.

When you dismount the next tape volume, the message rule executes again, and saves the new device address, date, and time
in a status variable containing the name of the current tape volume. In this way, the same SET clause sets values to different
status variables.

Updating Status Variables

You can update status variables through rules or REXX programs.

From rules, use the SET keyword in a clause with this format:

SET(&statvarname=value)

• &statvarname
Specifies the name of the status variable that you are updating, and value is a literal value or the name of another variable.
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From REXX programs, remember the following:

• Issue the SETVAR command processor, or
• Use REXX's ADDRESS statement to access the CA Automation Point GLV command environment. From there, your

REXX programs can issue global variable-control commands.

These methods are useful for setting status variables in REXX programs running externally (outside of CA Automation Point).
See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for more information on these methods.

Referencing Portions of Variables

You can use substrings to reference portions of a status or environmental variable. To specify a substring, use this format:

varname(startcol:endcol)

Example 1:

If the variable &TIMESTAMP contains the value 00:12:31:23:59:59, then &TIMESTAMP(4:8) equals 12:31.

Example 2:

The following SET statement sets the value of a status variable by using substrings of environmental variables. Suppose
that the variable &DATE contains the value 12/31/00 and the variable &TIME contains the value 23:59:59. The following
&TIMESTAMP variable is set as follows:

The following SET statement:

SET(&TIMESTAMP=&DATE(7:8):&DATE(1:2):&DATE(4:5):&TIME)

Produces this variable setting:

&TIMESTAMP=00:12:31:23:59:59

Referencing Parts of Dynamic Status Variables

You can also use substrings to reference parts of a dynamic status variable.

Example:

If the variable &WORD4 has the value OPEN and the variable &FILE_OPEN has the value 480, then &(FILE_&WORD4)
(1:1)=4.

This example uses environmental and dynamic status variables in a rule that sets the clock of a mainframe computer.

During IPL, z/OS issues this message:

   IEA888A LOCAL DATE=2000.173,CLOCK=09.35.06 REPLY U, OR GMT/
LOCAL TIME
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To set the mainframe clock, you can write this rule:

MSGID(IEA888A LOCAL), WHEN(&(TIMESET_&SESSION) EQ YES),
  OSCMD(R 00, U)
 
MSGID(IEA888A LOCAL), WHEN(&(TIMESET_&SESSION) NE YES),
  SET(&(TIMESET_&SESSION)=YES),
  OSCMD(R 00, CLOCK='&TIME(1:2).&TIME(4:5).&TIME(7:8),
    DATE=&LJULDATE(1:4).&LJULDATE(5:7)')

If the value of the &(TIMESET_&SESSION) status variable is not YES, the rule sets the variable to the current date and time
according to the values in the &JULDATE and &TIME environmental variables.

 Specifying Text Strings in Rules
Many rules keywords have free-form text strings associated with them. The text strings can be one or
more of the following:

Many rules keywords have free-form text strings associated with them. The text strings can be one or more of the following:

• Character strings
• Status variables
• Environmental variables that have values to be substituted into the text string
• Key operations such as @"CLEAR" or key abbreviations such as @C (supported by the SESSCMD rules keyword)

Related information:

 Specifying Character Strings
You can specify character strings with or without quotes. For example, these keyword phrases are
equivalent:

You can specify character strings with or without quotes. For example, these keyword phrases are equivalent:

OSCMD(S   DEALLOC)
OSCMD('S   DEALLOC')

Both quoted and unquoted strings can contain the names of environmental variables. The current value of the variable replaces
the name within the string. For example, if the current job is DSIJS11A, CA Automation Point makes this substitution in a
SESSCMD statement: SESSCMD(CANCEL &JOBNAME)

Substitution:

SESSCMD(CANCEL DSIJS11A)

If a normal delimiter such as a blank, comma, right parenthesis, or quote does not follow a variable name, terminate the
variable name with a period (.) to distinguish it from the characters that follow.

Example:

This example uses a period to delimit a variable name. &JESCHAR is a status variable containing the JES2 command
character (such as $).
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The statement SESSCMD(&JESCHAR.SI4) becomes:

SESSCMD($SI4)

You can use concatenation in any CA Automation Point rules keyword supporting text strings, except the WHEN keyword.

 Enclosing Character Strings in Quotes
You must enclose a character string in quotes in these cases:

You must enclose a character string in quotes in these cases:

• When leading or trailing blanks are significant, as shown in this example:

WHEN(&JOBNAME EQ 'CICS    ')

• When the ampersand character displays in a string and it may be mistaken for the beginning of a variable name, as in the
following example. This example also shows how to concatenate quoted and unquoted strings by placing them side by side
in a text string.

WTO(NOT AN ENVIRONMENTAL '&'VARIABLE)

• When the string itself contains a quote or when the string has unbalanced parentheses, as shown in this example:

WTO('TEXT WITH MANY PARENS)))))')

• Within a quoted string, you specify the quote character by writing two adjacent single quotes, as shown in these examples:

WTO('TEXT WITH ''QUOTES'' IN IT')
OSCMD('SEND ''IMS HAS ABENDED'',BRDCST')

Note: If you place two adjacent single quotes  outside a quoted string, the two quotes evaluate to null, as shown in the
following example:

The phrase OSCMD(SEND ''IMS HAS ABENDED'',BRDCST) produces:

SEND IMS HAS ABENDED,BRDCST

 Writing Time Rules
A time rule begins with the TIME keyword. Time rules can also contain any of the following rules
keywords:
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A time rule begins with the TIME keyword. Time rules can also contain any of the following rules keywords:

ALARM SCRIPT

ALARMSAY SESSCMD

DOSCMD SET

EVERY SNMPTRAP

EXPORTMSG UNICMD

LIMIT UNIWTO

MATCHLIM WHEN

OSCMD WTO

PPQWRITE WTXC

REXX XCCMD

Related information:

 Evaluating Time Rules
Use the Evaluation Frequency field in the Rules Settings dialog in Configuration Manager to determine
how frequently evaluates time rules. You can use these environmental variables in time rules: &DATE,
&DAY, &JULDATE, and &TIME.

Use the Evaluation Frequency field in the Rules Settings dialog in Configuration Manager to determine how frequently
CA Automation Point evaluates time rules. You can use these environmental variables in time rules: &DATE, &DAY,
&JULDATE, and &TIME.

To execute a rule multiple times during the day, add a clause containing the EVERY keyword to that rule. If a time rule does
not contain an EVERY clause, it executes only at the time specified on the TIME keyword.

Example:

Suppose that a time rule begins with the clause TIME(08:00). Because CA Automation Point uses a 24-hour clock to process
time rules, this rule executes only once a day, at 8:00 a.m.

If you want the rule to execute at both 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m., rewrite it as follows:

TIME(08:00), EVERY(12 HOURS) ruletext

If you want the rule to execute every four hours, rewrite it as follows:

TIME(08:00), EVERY(4 HOURS) ruletext

The revised rule executes for the first time at 8:00 a.m., then at 12 noon, 4:00 p.m., 8:00 p.m., and midnight. After midnight,
the rule does not execute again until 8:00 a.m. (the time specified with the TIME keyword).

If CA Automation Point starts operating before the time when a rule is scheduled to execute, the rule executes at the specified
time or time interval. If CA Automation Point starts up after the time when a rule is scheduled to execute, that rule does not
execute unless it contains an EVERY clause. In such a case, CA Automation Point processes the rule as follows:

• CA Automation Point determines when the rule would have executed last, then continues executing the rule at the interval
specified on the EVERY clause.

• After midnight, CA Automation Point stops executing the rule until the time specified on the TIME clause.

 Evaluating Time Rules During Time Changes
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This section describes, in detail, how CA Automation Point processes time rules during time changes.

CA Automation Point does not use dates when it evaluates time rules. The product does, however, support the concept of a day
when it determines at what time the rules should be reset.

Time rules work on a 24-hour clock from 00:00 to 23:59. A day begins at 00:00. To determine when it should execute time
rules, CA Automation Point internally checks the clock according to the interval specified in the Evaluation Frequency field
in the Rules Settings dialog of Configuration Manager. See the dialog HTML help for more information about this field. The
default interval is 60 seconds.

When the Evaluation Frequency interval expires, CA Automation Point checks the clock to see which rules should execute
based on the current time and the time prior to the interval. Normally, all rules in this range execute. However, if the current
time has a value that is less than the prior time -- which, if the interval's value is 60 seconds, would normally occur between
the interval starting at 23:59 and ending at 00:00 -- CA Automation Point resets the rules, bypassing any rules that have a
time that is later than the start of the interval (for example, 23:59:59). Nevertheless, all rules between 00:00 and the end of
the interval execute (for example, if the interval that crosses midnight moves from 23:59:30 to 00:00:30, a rule for 00:00 or
00:00:20 executes).

The reset process involves moving the NEXT time rule to fire pointer to the top of the list; this stops the processing of the
EVERY keyword for the day that is ending (for example, the clause TIME(15:00) EVERY(1 HOUR) executes once an hour
beginning at 3 p.m. and ending at midnight when the reset is completed).

Daylight Savings Time

The CA Automation Point Enable Clock Change field in the Rules Settings dialog determines whether previously executed
time rules reexecute after a backward time change.

In CA Automation Point, time rule logic becomes complex when a workstation's clock is changed during a normal Evaluation
Frequency interval, such as the one-hour fall back change that occurs when switching the clock from daylight savings time
to standard time, or the one-hour move ahead change that occurs when switching from standard time to daylight savings
time. The move ahead change works in the same manner as if you had set the Evaluation Frequency interval to one hour -- all
rules in the one-hour range execute, with the same exception that was described previously when midnight is crossed. In this
instance, only the rules from midnight to the end of the interval execute.

By default, CA Automation Point interprets a fall back change to actually be a move forward by 23 hours. When 02:00 is set
back to 01:00 during an Evaluation Frequency interval, CA Automation Point views the time as moving forward 23 hours,
across midnight. In this example, all rules from 02:00 to 23:59 are bypassed (not executed) and all rules from 00:00 to 01:00
are executed. As the time moves forward, all rules continue to execute normally, including those that executed the first time
the clock advanced from 01:00 to 02:00. (Remember, because of the fall back change, the clock advances from 01:00 to 02:00 
twice  that day.) While CA Automation Point internally views this as a move forward by 23 hours, you will see that the rules
between 00:00 and 02:00 executed twice (or reexecuted) on that day; because CA Automation Point does not associate a date
with rules logic.

The primary purpose of enabling clock change is to allow you to determine how you want to handle fall back changes.
Additionally, you can use this setting to address any backward time resets of up to two hours.

When the Enable Clock Change box is unchecked and the time is set back two hours or less, any previously executed rules
within the time range from the backward reset time to the time the clock was prior to being set back will not reexecute. The
rules resume normal execution when the time reaches the exact time at which the clock was set back. For example, if the clock
is set back from 02:00 to 01:00, the rules do not resume executing until 02:00 is reached again. The rules behave this way even
when the set back occurs across midnight, as long as the time difference is two hours or less. For example, if the clock is set
back from 00:30 to 23:30 (which, when the Enable Clock Change box is unchecked, CA Automation Point interprets as a one-
hour backward reset), no rules execute until the time reaches 00:30.

When the Enable Clock Change box is checked or the time is set back more than two hours, CA Automation Point assumes
that the time moved forward. This logic works in the same manner described previously. If the move forward does not cross
midnight, all rules in the range execute. For example, if the clock is set back from 02:00 to 23:00, CA Automation Point
assumes that the clock moved forward 21 hours and that all rules from 02:00 to 23:00 executed. If the move forward crosses
midnight, only the rules from midnight to the end of the interval execute. If the clock is changed from 06:00 back to 03:00, CA
Automation Point assumes that the clock moved forward and crossed midnight. The rules from 06:00 to 23:59 are bypassed
(not executed), while the rules from 00:00 to 03:00 are executed.

Pictorial Time Rule Examples

This section contains illustrations that will help you to better understand how CA Automation Point processes time rules.

Note:  All clocks are 24-hours clocks. The times noted on the outside of the clocks indicate when time rules are scheduled to
execute.

Scenario 1: The time is set back from 02:00 to 01:00.
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If Enable Clock Change is checked:

• CA Automation Point assumes that the time moved ahead 23 hours - from 02:00 to 01:00 the next day - and that the move
crossed midnight. Therefore, all rules reset at 24:00.

• All rules defined from 24:00 to 01:00 execute immediately. Therefore, the 00:15 rule executes immediately.
• Rules processing resumes normally at 01:00. Therefore,

- The 01:30 rule executes at 01:30 the same day.
- The 23:45 rule executes at 23:45 the same day.

If Enable Clock Change is not checked:

• Any rules defined within the shaded area do not execute. Therefore, the 01:30 rule does not execute.
• Rules processing resumes normally at 2:00 the same day. Therefore,

- The 23:45 rule executes at 23:45 the same day.
- The 01:15 rule executes at 00:15 the following day.

Scenario 2: The time is set ahead from 01:00 to 02:00.

Enabling Clock Change does not affect forward moves.

• All rules defined within the shaded area execute immediately. Therefore, the 01:30 rule executes immediately.
• Rules processing resumes normally at 2:00. Therefore, the 4:00 rule executes at 04:00 the same day.

Scenario 3: The time is set back from 00:30 to 23:30.
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If Enable Clock Change is checked:

• CA Automation Point assumes that the time moved ahead 23 hours, and that the move did not cross midnight. Therefore,
the rules do not reset at 24:00.

• All rules defined outside the shaded area execute immediately. Therefore, the 02:00 rule executes immediately.
• Rules processing resumes normally at 23:30. Therefore,

- The 23:45 rule executes at 23:45 the same day.
- The 00:15 rule executes at 00:15 the following day.

If Enable Clock Change is not checked:

• Any rules defined within the shaded area do not execute. Therefore,
- The 23:45 rule does not execute.
- The 00:15 rule does not execute.

Rules processing resumes normally at 00:30. Therefore, the 02:00 rule executes at 02:00 the same day.

Scenario 4: The time is set back from 06:00 to 03:00.

If Enable Clock Change is checked:

• CA Automation Point assumes that the time moved ahead from 06:00 to 03:00 the next day and that the move crossed
midnight. Therefore, all rules reset at 24:00.

• All rules defined from 24:00 to 03:00 execute immediately. Therefore, the 02:00 rule executes immediately.
• Rules processing resumes normally at 03:00. Therefore,

- The 05:00 rule executes at 05:00 the same day.
- The 23:00 rule executes at 23:00 the same day.

If Enable Clock Change is not checked:

• Because the time moved back is more than two hours, the results are the same as when Enable Clock Change is checked.

 Writing Message Rules
In message rules, include the MSGID keyword and some text identifying the message or group of
messages that causes the rule to execute; the text, which causes the rule to execute, is usually the message
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number. For example, a rule beginning with MSGID($HASP395) executes when finds a message that
begins with $HASP395.

In message rules, include the MSGID keyword and some text identifying the message or group of messages that causes the
rule to execute; the text, which causes the rule to execute, is usually the message number. For example, a rule beginning with
MSGID($HASP395) executes when CA Automation Point finds a message that begins with $HASP395.

When writing rules to process messages from the VAX or VAXALL type of asynchronous consoles, you can specify the
MSGID keyword and part of the message text. (For VAX messages, do not include the OPCOM header as part of the
message text that CA Automation Point looks for.) For example, suppose that you want to write a rule that executes when CA
Automation Point sees this message:

%%%%%%%%%%%  OPCOM 18-JUL-94 16:26:07.89  %%%%%%%%%%%
Message from user DECNET...(message_text)

In your rule, specify Message as the text that CA Automation Point should look for. Your rule might look like this:

MSGID(Message), WHEN(WORD4 EQ DECNET), OSCMD(CANCEL)

The rule executes when CA Automation Point finds a message whose first word is Message and whose fourth word is
DECNET. When it sees such a message, CA Automation Point sends the write-to-operator message CANCEL to the console.

CA Automation Point also processes its own messages through the CA Automation Point rules processor, allowing you to
write rules to respond to those messages. To restrict a rule to only these internal product messages, use the SESSION keyword
and specify the session name of AXC.

 Writing Command Rules
A command rule begins with the CMDIN keyword followed by characters that identify a specific
command or group of commands that cause the rule to execute. For example, a rule beginning with
CMDIN(DRL) executes when determines that a command starting with DRL is issued through .

A command rule begins with the CMDIN keyword followed by characters that identify a specific command or group of
commands that cause the rule to execute. For example, a rule beginning with CMDIN(DRL) executes when CA Automation
Point determines that a command starting with DRL is issued through CA Automation Point.

Command rules can also contain any of these rules keywords:

ALARM REXX

ALARMSAY SCRIPT

DOM SESSCMD

DOSCMD SESSION

EVERY SET

LIMIT SUPPRESS

MATCHLIM WHEN

OSCMD WTO

PPQWRITE WTXC

REWORD XCCMD

Command rules can be used when you issue a command from the red command area or from the Command dialog using the
Automation Point Desktop, the Remote Viewer, or the Web Viewer.
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Command rules do not execute if you enter the command directly in the session window. CA Automation Point checks the
command rules, as well as the time rules, regardless of whether the session is configured as an automated session.

Note: You define a session to be automated by checking the Automate Session checkbox in the session definition.

In many instances, command rules and message rules are implemented similarly. However, two keywords, SUPPRESS and
REWORD, have slightly different meanings in command rules than they do in message rules. See the descriptions of these
keywords in the Command and Keyword Reference Guide.

Command rules let you suppress a command or allow operators to enter a pseudo-command from the command line and
reword it as another command, without going into REXX mode. The command rule can also intercept the command and
invoke a REXX routine or take other action as required.

Examples

• The following rule prevents an unauthorized remote operator from using an MVS STOP command to remotely stop CA
OPS/MVS, and issues a write-to-operator message to the CA Automation Point message console.

CMDIN(STOP) WHEN(&WORD2 EQ 'OPSS' AND &USER NE '' AND &USER(1:9) NE 'SYSADMIN@') SUPPRESS WTXC(&USER is not authorized to remotely stop CA-
OPS/MVS)

• The following rule enables an operator to get a complete list of the outstanding replies using the DRL pseudo-command,
which is converted to the D R, L, CN=(ALL) command.

CMDIN(DRL), REWORD(D R, L, CN=(ALL))

• The following rule rewords a complex MVS command so that the operator can issue the pseudo command 'SLIP0C1'
instead of the complete MVS command.

CMDIN(SLIP0C1), REWORD(SLIP SET, ID=P0C1, COMP=0C1, A=SVCD, MATCHLIM=1, JOBNAME=TESTPGR, END)

• When an operator issues the PAGE Bill command through CA Automation Point, this rule executes to intercept the
command. It keeps (suppresses) the PAGE pseudo-command from being issued to the host, invokes the page.rex program
to page Bill on demand, and issues a write-to-operator message to the CA Automation Point message console.

CMDIN(PAGE), SUPPRESS, REXX(page.rex &WORD2), WTXC(Requested paging &WORD2)

• The following rule enables an operator to get a complete list of the outstanding replies using the DRL pseudo-command,
which is converted to the D R, L, CN=(ALL) command. rule tracks the date and time the START command is issued
through CA Automation Point.

CMDIN(START), SET (&LAST_START = &TIME  &DATE), WTXC(Most Recent START issued at &LAST_START)

 Enabling a Rules File
This section describes how to activate a rules file - such as the sample rules file ACXRULES.rul provided
with - and how to replace the current rules file with another while is running.
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This section describes how to activate a rules file - such as the sample rules file ACXRULES.rul provided with CA
Automation Point - and how to replace the current rules file with another while CA Automation Point is running.

To activate the rules file that you want CA Automation Point to use at startup, specify its name in the Rules Settings dialog in
the session definition set. The rules file that you specify takes effect each time you start CA Automation Point.

Related information:

 Editing a Rules File
To locate and edit a rules file using Configuration Manager

To locate and edit a rules file using Configuration Manager

1. From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Rules, Edit Rule.
2. Select the rules file you want to edit.

 Replacing the Current Rules File Dynamically
There are two ways to replace the current rules file while is running:

There are two ways to replace the current rules file while CA Automation Point is running:

• Issue the LOADRULES command processor.
CA Automation Point does not activate a new rules file immediately. Instead, CA Automation Point temporarily blocks
processing of new incoming messages (that is, the messages that appear immediately after you issue the command to
activate the new rules file).
CA Automation Point waits until all active rules in the current rules file have finished processing. It then disables the
current rules file and activates the new rules file. CA Automation Point then releases the new incoming messages - those
that were temporarily blocked - so that the newly activated rules can process them.

• Follow these instructions:

1. From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Rules, Reload Rules.
2. Select the rules file you wish to reload.

Warning:

Keep the following information in mind when activating a rules file:

• CA Automation Point activates the rules file that you specify in the Rules Settings dialog in Configuration Manager
each time you start the product, even if you enable a new rules file while it is running.

• By default, CA Automation Point loads a new rules file even if one or more rules in the file contain syntax errors.
• If CA Automation Point cannot find the new rules file that you specify or if it does not exist, the current rules file

remains in effect.

Queued REXX programs initiated by rules in the previous rules file may continue to generate messages even after you activate
the new rules file.

 Configuring and Writing REXX
This section covers the following topics:

This section covers the following topics:

 Using REXX Programs for Automation

To automate simple tasks such as managing messages, you can define short instructions using the CA Automation Point rules
language. For more complex system operations tasks or tasks that require you to perform a series of procedures, you can use
REXX programs for automation.

Note:  REXX programs performing automated tasks should not contain the PULL statement, because this requires user
interaction. You should invoke non-automated programs of this type from a Command Prompt.  For more information, see the
section  Invoking REXX Programs.

With REXX programs, you can control complex tasks such as:

• Communicating with networked workstations using PPQs
• Manipulating and evaluating data stored in status and other variables
• Managing interactions between incompatible operating systems such as z/OS and Linux.
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• Manipulating mainframe status and configuration data stored as files on the workstation
• Interacting with a voice card in your workstation

For example, suppose that you want to respond to a host message by issuing a display command, comparing the display
output with the original message text, and then responding to the original message. Managing such a complicated response is
beyond the scope of rules, but you can do it through a REXX program that issues the CA Automation Point SESSCMD and
GETSCRN commands.

Note:   CA Automation Point cannot accept requests to run REXX programs unless you have checked the Enable AXCREXX
check box on the REXX Settings dialog.

Supplied Applications

CA supplies several automation applications with CA Automation Point. The applications include:

• Example applications that illustrate the CA Automation Point advanced features
The example applications may not provide the precise automation solutions appropriate for your site, but they show how all
the parts of a working application are coded. Use them as a starting point for building more complex applications.

• Complete solutions for common automation problems
After installing the applications and performing a few site-specific customization tasks, they are ready to run.

• Building blocks for common elements of larger applications
Building block applications are prerequisites for running other CA-provided applications.

Each application provided with CA Automation Point has a corresponding .txt file that contains information about the
application, such as:

• A description of what the application does
• A list of application components (that is, file names and their descriptions)
• Installation and customization instructions
• Diagnostic hints and tips
• A logical overview of the application's internal operations
• Other relevant information, where necessary

You can find these sample files in the installDir\SAMPLE directory.

 Invoking REXX Programs
You can invoke a REXX program in the following ways:

You can invoke a REXX program in the following ways:

• From the CA Automation Point command area or from the workstation's operating system prompt
From the command prompt, specify the REXX program and any optional arguments as follows:

asorexx rexxprog arguments

Note:

: If necessary, you can explicitly specify the directory where the REXX program resides. For information about CA
Automation Point file directory structure, see Configuring CA Automation Point.

With a REXX program, you can automate a long, command-intensive operator task, such as logically partitioning a
mainframe processor and IPLing the partitions. Instead of manually issuing a series of CA Automation Point commands,
system commands, or other types of commands, you can save time by manually invoking a REXX program to issue all of
the necessary commands automatically.

• From a CA Automation Point rule
When a task is too complex to be automated exclusively with CA Automation Point rules, you can use rule-initiated REXX
programs to perform automation. You may want to invoke REXX programs in this way when:

• Making the proper response to a message is too complicated
• Rules cannot provide all of the information needed
• The REXX program must execute at a particular time or after a specified time interval

• From another REXX program
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The CA Automation Point REXX command processor allows you to invoke one or more REXX programs from within
a single REXX program. All REXX programs queued by the original program can run concurrently while the original
program continues to execute.

• By selecting REXX program(s) for CA Automation Point to run at startup
You can select these programs in Configuration Manager from the REXX Settings dialog.

 REXX Search Order Considerations
When this product launches a REXX script the following search order is used to find the REXX script:

When this product launches a REXX script the following search order is used to find the REXX script:

1. Site REXX files directory, the %AP_SITE%\MyFiles\REXX subdirectory
2. Product support files directory, the %AP_HOME%\Distrib directory

Distributed REXX scripts use this search order when calling external scripts/routines. This makes it possible for dstributed
scripts to be overridden using custom versions that are placed in %AP_SITE%\MyFiles\REXX. To achieve this search order,
these scripts use the .ap~excall custom method for calling external scripts, instead of the call instruction which uses a slightly
different search order. The .ap~excall method is located in the aplib.rex REXX library which is installed in the %AP_HOME%
\Distrib directory along with the other distributed REXX scripts.

To take advantage of this method, in your own custom REXX scripts the aplib.rex library needs to be referenced using
the ::requires directive at the end of the script. The method can then be used within the script as shown by the following
example:

.ap~excall(bind, 'Session A' 300)

...

.ap~excall(unbind, 'Session A')

...
::requires 'aplib.rex'

For a detailed description of the .ap~excall method including its operands and return value see the inline help that is included
in the %AP_HOME%\Distrib\aplib.rex script.

For more details about the search order that is used by the built-in call instruction see the Open Object REXX documentation,
specifically section 7.2.1. Search Order in the Reference manual (rexxref.pdf).

 Accessing Various Command Environments Through REXX
Besides a standard set of built-in functions, the REXX programming language allows access to other
command environments. A command environment is a group of non-REXX commands that your REXX
programs can issue through an ADDRESS statement. These command environments provide additional
functions appropriate for each environment that eliminates the need to extend or modify the basic REXX
language definition for each unique implementation.

Besides a standard set of built-in functions, the REXX programming language allows access to other command environments.
A command environment is a group of non-REXX commands that your REXX programs can issue through an ADDRESS
statement. These command environments provide additional functions appropriate for each environment that eliminates the
need to extend or modify the basic REXX language definition for each unique implementation.

Command Environments

The following table shows a partial list of command environments that may be available at your site:

Environment Description

AXC(Default) CA Automation Point command processors. The AXC
environment is the default environment for REXX programs
invoked from within   CA Automation Point (using the
AXCREXX program). For more information, see How to
Issue Command Processors.
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PPQ Program-to-program queue (PPQ) commands

TNG The TNG ADDRESS environment provides a REXX-based
programming interface to the objects contained in the CA
NSM WorldView Repository

GLV Global variable control commands

VOX An environment that provides you with the ability to create
an executable statement that performs a specific voice
processing or voice-related action

OPS An environment that allows you to communicate with CA
OPS/MVS

Note:   Product-specific commands may be necessary to activate and deactivate additional environments.

Using the REXX ADDRESS Statement

REXX programs can access other command environments through an ADDRESS statement. For example, this REXX
statement accesses the CA Automation Point PPQ environment and allows you to issue PPQ commands:

ADDRESS PPQ "command [operands]"

When multiple command environments are active, the REXX ADDRESS statement directs commands to a specific
environment. If an environment is not active, commands provided under that environment are not available. Attempting to
address an invalid or inactive command environment generates a return code of -30, which is returned in the special REXX
variable RC.

The CA Automation Point AXCREXX program activates the AXC environment and makes it the default environment. The
AXC environment allows you to issue CA Automation Point command processors.

When the AXCREXX program executes, it generates these return codes:

Code Description

0 AXCREXX started the specified REXX program
successfully.

200 AXCREXX could not find the REXX program file that you
specified.

201 You did not specify a REXX program file name.

202 AXCREXX could not register its CA Automation Point
command processor with REXX.

203 AXCREXX could not detect the presence of CA Automation
Point.

204 No more return queues are available from which AXCREXX
can receive results of CA Automation Point REXX
commands.

 How to Issue Command Processors
You can issue command processors from:

You can issue CA Automation Point command processors from:

• REXX programs
• CA Automation Point rules
• A CA Automation Point menu

Command processors that you issue from REXX programs execute through REXX's external command interface. Use the
XCCMD rules or menu keyword to issue command processors from CA Automation Point rules or menus.
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The following sections describe each method for issuing CA Automation Point command processors:

 Issuing Command Processors from REXX Programs
The AXCREXX program activates the AXC environment and makes it the default environment. The
AXC environment allows you to issue command processors from your REXX programs.

The CA Automation Point AXCREXX program activates the AXC environment and makes it the default environment. The
AXC environment allows you to issue CA Automation Point command processors from your REXX programs.

All REXX programs invoked from within CA Automation Point -- for example, from rules or from a CA Automation Point
command line -- run under AXCREXX (and, therefore, access the AXC environment by default):

• To issue a CA Automation Point command processor from a REXX program invoked within CA Automation Point, place
the command processor and its associated operands on a separate statement line and enclose them in double quotation
marks, as follows:

"command operands"

For example:

"SETVAR REXX_MESSAGE (REXX SENT THIS MSG)"

• To access the AXC environment and issue a CA Automation Point command processor in any other way (for example,
from a visual REXX environment), use REXX's ADDRESS statement as shown:

ADDRESS AXC "command operands"

For example:

ADDRESS AXC "SETVAR REXX_MESSAGE (REXX SENT THIS MSG)"

 Issuing Command Processors From Rules
To issue a command processor from a rule, use equivalent rules keywords such as SESSCMD, REXX,
SCRIPT, WTO, and WTXC. If an equivalent rules keyword is not available, use the XCCMD rule
keyword in a rules clause; for example:

To issue a CA Automation Point command processor from a rule, use equivalent rules keywords such as SESSCMD, REXX,
SCRIPT, WTO, and WTXC. If an equivalent rules keyword is not available, use the XCCMD rule keyword in a rules clause;
for example:

XCCMD(cmdtext)

Note:
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:  cmdtext is the text of any CA Automation Point command processor, its operands, and the operands' values.

 

 

 Issuing Command Processors From Menus
You can issue command processors by selecting a menu item from the menus. For more information
about adding menu items to existing menus, see Managing Sessions Using CA Automation Point
Windows.

You can issue CA Automation Point command processors by selecting a menu item from the menus. For more information
about adding menu items to existing menus, see Managing Sessions Using CA Automation Point Windows.

The following example shows sample menu control statements that you can add to your USER.MNU file to invoke the
SCRIPT command processor:

SUBMENU=UserApps,  NAME=(~UserApps, help_window),
ITEM=('~My Script', XCCMD('SCRIPT MYSCRIPT.SCR SESSION(HELPDESK)'))

 Designing Portable REXX Programs
The REXX programming language, with its standard set of built-in functions, allows you to migrate your
REXX programs between implementations. For example, you can migrate REXX programs between and
CA OPS/MVS.

The REXX programming language, with its standard set of built-in functions, allows you to migrate your REXX programs
between implementations. For example, you can migrate REXX programs between CA Automation Point and CA OPS/MVS.

When designing REXX programs for portability, keep the following points in mind:

• Command processors are generally portable between the workstation and CA OPS/MVS.

Note:

: Command processors under different platforms may have additional platform-specific parameters and unique return
codes.

• Invoking host commands in a REXX program can cause that program to lose portability between environments.
REXX provides functions for determining the current host environment so that a REXX program designed for portability
can trap environment-specific commands. For more information, see How Do CA Automation Point and REXX
Communicate?.

• Some characters are not available on both ASCII (workstation) and EBCDIC (host) platforms.
For example, the "¬=" (not equal) operator works only on an EBCDIC platform; however, "<>" (also a not equal operator)
is valid on both ASCII and EBCDIC platforms.

 How Do CA Automation Point and REXX Communicate?
When invokes a REXX program:

When CA Automation Point invokes a REXX program:

• The REXX program issues standard REXX commands and commands available in other environments.
• The commands interact with internal code in CA Automation Point; the code performs the low-level work required by each

specific REXX function, and then returns control of the executing program to REXX.
• CA Automation Point passes information back to REXX in the form of REXX variables, or puts the information on the

external data queue.
• The standard REXX commands in the REXX program process the new REXX variables.

The following illustration shows how information flows between CA Automation Point and REXX.
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 Understanding REXX Statement Processing
REXX processes statements as follows:

REXX processes statements as follows:

• REXX treats every word in a statement as a REXX variable. The default value for each variable is the variable name itself.
• REXX calls its own built-in functions if a statement requires them, and places the values returned from the functions into

variables.
• REXX processes each statement arithmetically, removing operators such as *, /, +, and commas.
• If REXX does not recognize the resulting statement, it passes the statement to the current environment as a host command.
• REXX recognizes variables that the AXC ADDRESS environment must resolve when the variables appear within a string

surrounded by quotation marks.
Specify variables for the AXC ADDRESS environment to resolve by prefixing them with an ampersand character (&). For
example, the following statement places the value of the REXX variable MSG_CONTENTS into the CA Automation Point
variable &MSG_TEXT:

"SETVAR MSG_TEXT (&MSG_CONTENTS)"

When specifying REXX variables as part of a statement, you can also use double quotation marks to offset the variables.
For example, to substitute 'THIS IS A MESSAGE FROM REXX' for MSG_CONTENTS, use this syntax:

MSG_CONTENTS = 'THIS IS A MESSAGE FROM REXX'
"SETVAR REXX_MESSAGE ("MSG_CONTENTS ")"

When REXX encounters this statement, it substitutes only MSG_CONTENTS and preserves the parentheses.

Related information:

 Referencing a Status Variable From REXX
To reference a status variable from a REXX program, you can either:

To reference a CA Automation Point status variable from a REXX program, you can either:

• Invoke the GETVAR command processor to copy the value of the CA Automation Point variable into a REXX variable.
• Access the CA Automation Point global variable (GLV) command environment using an ADDRESS GLV statement.

From the GLV environment, select the AXC group, the CA Automation Point built-in variable group for status variables.
Each variable group has a unique group name, allowing GLV commands to act upon groups of variables. See Command
and Keyword Reference for further details.

 Preventing REXX From Parsing a Statement Incorrectly
To prevent REXX from parsing a statement incorrectly:

To prevent REXX from parsing a statement incorrectly:
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• Surround your requests for CA Automation Point command processors (and any other text that should not be parsed) with
double quotation marks (").

• If text to be sent to CA Automation Point contains embedded double quotation marks, use single quotation marks (') to
enclose that text.
For example, because logical operations that you want to send to the host session are always enclosed in double quotes,
enclose the entire command string in single quotes, as shown in this example:

'SESSCMD /@"POWER_RESET"/ SESSION(sessname)'

 Understanding Global Variables
This section discusses the global variable environment. It covers the following topics:

This section discusses the CA Automation Point global variable environment. It covers the following topics:

 Understanding the Global Variable Environment
The global variable environment allows your REXX programs to access and modify the values of all
variables in the GLV variable pool. The GLV variable pool contains:

The global variable environment allows your REXX programs to access and modify the values of all variables in the GLV
variable pool. The GLV variable pool contains:

• CA Automation Point status variables:

• Volatile (normal status variables)
• Nonvolatile (disk based -- stored in the AXC.glv file)

For more information about CA Automation Point status variables, see Writing Rules.
• Other GLV variables:

• Volatile
• Nonvolatile (disk based -- stored in .glv files)

REXX programs use GLV variables by placing their values into local REXX variables having the same names for processing.
You can update GLV variables by assigning them the value of the local REXX variable, or you can update them directly.

Related topics:

 What are Volatile Variables?
Volatile variables consist of regular status variables and GLV variables. Through the global variable
environment, multiple REXX programs can access volatile GLV variables if the programs are running
concurrently.

Volatile variables consist of regular CA Automation Point status variables and GLV variables. Through the global variable
environment, multiple REXX programs can access volatile GLV variables if the programs are running concurrently.

Volatile GLV variables are transient, rather than permanent; and are deleted when the REXX program that created them
terminates.

 What are Nonvolatile Variables?
Nonvolatile variables are disk-based. The names of files containing nonvolatile variables have .glv
extensions. The following facts apply to nonvolatile variables:

Nonvolatile variables are disk-based. The names of files containing nonvolatile variables have .glv extensions. The following
facts apply to nonvolatile variables:

• The CA Automation Point nonvolatile status variables reside in the AXC.GLV file. Those status variables can be identified
by a special prefix (such as the built-in AXCDISK_ prefix) or by a user-defined prefix.

• You can specify one or more prefix values. To add or delete user-defined prefixes, go to Configuration Manager, and
choose Expert Interface, Automation, and open the Non-Volatile Status Variables dialog.

• CA Automation Point reads the AXC.glv file -- and loads its contents into memory -- at start-up.
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• Nonvolatile GLV variables reside in .glv files, the names of which correspond to variable group names. (For more
information about variable groups, see What Is a Variable Group?.)

• You can specify one or more prefix values. To add or delete user-defined prefix values

Note:

: GLV creates backups of the .glv files in .glb files, the names of which correspond to variable group names.

Multiple REXX programs can access nonvolatile variables regardless of when the programs run. Also, nonvolatile variables
are not lost even when CA Automation Point terminates or if you switch your workstation's power off.

 What Is a Variable Group?
A variable group is a user-defined category of related variables. For example, you could group all VAX-
related variables into a variable group named VAX_VARS or all variables relating to voice processing
into a group named VOX_GRP.

A variable group is a user-defined category of related variables. For example, you could group all VAX-related variables into a
variable group named VAX_VARS or all variables relating to voice processing into a group named VOX_GRP.

A variable group contains both volatile and non-volatile (disk-based) variables. The .glv files containing non-volatile variables
have the same names as their associated variable groups. For example, non-volatile variables in a group named REMGROUP
are stored in a file named REMGROUP.glv.

The global variable environment regards variables that have the same name but belong to different groups as separate
variables. Such variables can contain different values.

What Is the AXC Variable Group?

The variable group named AXC is the built-in group for CA Automation Point status variables. Non-volatile status variables
are stored in the AXC.glv file.

Naming Conventions for Groups

Follow these guidelines when naming a variable group:

• The name can contain up to eight characters.
• These characters are valid:

A-Z  0-9  _  @  $  #

 Naming GLV Variables
Follow these guidelines when naming a GLV variable:

Follow these guidelines when naming a GLV variable:

• The name cannot contain more than 32 characters.
• The name must be a valid REXX variable name.
• The following characters are valid: A-Z  0-9 . ! ? _  "
• GLV variable names cannot start with a period (.) or a digit (0 through 9).  
• Use only uppercase alphabetic characters. Lowercase characters in a variable name are automatically converted to

uppercase. (Lowercase characters do not generate errors.)
• Do not use the name of a CA Automation Point environmental variable in the AXC group.

 Assigning Values
Follow these guidelines when assigning a value to a GLV variable:

Follow these guidelines when assigning a value to a GLV variable:

• Values must contain printable ASCII characters.
• The length of a value must be from 1 to 255 characters. When used in a REXX program, the length of a value can be up to

60,000 characters.

 Using the Global Variable Environment
The following illustration shows the flexibility that provides for accessing variables:
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The following illustration shows the flexibility that CA Automation Point provides for accessing variables:

You can use the SET rules keyword and command processors to control CA Automation Point status variables. However, the
global variable environment gives REXX programs global access to all  variables in the variable pool.

For more information on the SET rules keyword and command processors, see Command and Keyword Reference.

 Addressing the Global Variable Environment
This section describes how to issue GLV commands from REXX programs:

This section describes how to issue GLV commands from REXX programs:
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 Setting the GLV Path
You can optionally create a separate directory on your hard disk drive specifically for storing .glv
files. After you create this directory, assign the variable GLV_PATH to the directory's path. (From
your desktop, click Settings, Control Panel, System, Advanced Tab, Environment Variables, and then
Environment.) For example, to store .glv files on drive C in a directory named GLV_VARS, set the
variable GLV_PATH to C:\GLV_VARS.

You can optionally create a separate directory on your hard disk drive specifically for storing .glv files. After you create this
directory, assign the variable GLV_PATH to the directory's path. (From your desktop, click Settings, Control Panel, System,
Advanced Tab, Environment Variables, and then Environment.) For example, to store .glv files on drive C in a directory
named GLV_VARS, set the variable GLV_PATH to C:\GLV_VARS.

Note:

: GLV_PATH accepts more than one entry. If you do not create a separate directory for storing non-volatile variables, CA
Automation Point stores the .glv files in the %AP_SITE%\Data\GLV directory.

 Issuing GLV Commands
Issue a GLV command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS GLV statement, as
shown:

Issue a GLV command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS GLV statement, as shown:

ADDRESS GLV "glvcommand operand(s)"

 GLV Command Summary
The following topic lists the GLV commands that you can issue through the ADDRESS GLV statement
in a REXX program. See Command and Keyword Reference for command syntax.

The following topic lists the GLV commands that you can issue through the ADDRESS GLV statement in a REXX program.
See Command and Keyword Reference  for command syntax.

• GET
Retrieves the current value of a status or GLV variable and assigns that value to a local REXX variable of the same name

• GRPLIST
Places a list of all variable groups into the external data queue

• GRPLISTV
Places a list of all variable groups directly into a REXX variable

• LIST
Places the name and value of a variable into the external data queue

• LISTV
Places the name and value of a variable directly into the REXX variable

• PURGE
Deletes all volatile variables in a specified variable group

• PUT
Assigns the value of a local REXX variable to a volatile status or GLV variable of the same name

• PUTP
Assigns the value of a local REXX variable to a non-volatile status or GLV variable of the same name. (This command
creates or updates a .glv file.)

• SELECT
Selects a particular variable group for succeeding GLV commands to act upon. This command is valid globally as a stand-
alone command or locally as an operand in most other GLV commands.

• SET
Assigns values to one or more volatile variables

• SETL
Assigns a literal value, which can contain blanks, to a single volatile variable

• SETLP
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Assigns a literal value, which can contain blanks, to a single non-volatile variable. (This command creates or updates a .glv
file.)

• SETP
Assigns values to one or more non-volatile variables. (This command creates or updates a .glv file.)

• VER
Places the version number of GLV services on your workstation to the external data queue

• VERV
Places the version number of GLV services on your workstation into a REXX variable

 GLV Return Code Variable RCs
After a GLV command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC. The RC variable
contains a value of 0 (zero) if the command executed successfully; otherwise, the RC variable contains
one of these values:

After a GLV command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC. The RC variable contains a value of 0
(zero) if the command executed successfully; otherwise, the RC variable contains one of these values:

RC Description

-86 Unrecognized command name

-84 Unrecognized command operand

-82 Command operand is missing

If the RC variable contains any other value, contact Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

 Testing REXX Programs
This section explains the following guidelines for testing REXX programs:

This section explains the following guidelines for testing REXX programs:

 

Include a DEBUG Parameter in Your REXX Program

Before invoking REXX programs from CA Automation Point rules, be sure to test and debug them. A REXX program
containing errors can go into a loop without calling or returning control to CA Automation Point.

Note:

: If you are not sure that a loop in a REXX program will end and you want to ensure that CA Automation Point can cancel the
program if it "hangs," insert this statement into the suspect loop:

WAIT 0

If a REXX program does hang, you can always select the "Stop REXX program" option from the Cmdarea menu.

Example:

Most of the sample REXX programs in this guide contain a statement similar to the following, which starts the REXX
trace facility (for REXX programs invoked from within rules, you can edit the rules file and temporarily add the DEBUG
parameter):

PARSE UPPER ARG . 'DEBUG' +0 DEBUG +1
IF DEBUG \= '' THEN TRACE R
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The statement allows the REXX program to execute in "debugging" mode. Invoke the DEBUG option as follows:

progname arguments DEBUG

The trace output displays in the AXCREXX window.

Testing Procedure

To test a REXX program with the DEBUG parameter from within CA Automation Point

1. Open the Merged Messages window.
2. Choose Cmdarea.
3. Choose Start REXX program or script.
4. Enter the name of the REXX program (and any necessary arguments) with the DEBUG parameter.
5. Jump to the AXCREXX window to view the REXX trace messages.
6. Watch the REXX program execute.

If the program uses the CA Automation Point SESSCMD command processor, jump to the host-session window that the
program is controlling. This allows you to watch the command processors as they are being issued.

Run the REXX Program Outside CA Automation Point

To debug a REXX program quickly, you can run it outside of CA Automation Point. You can edit the REXX program
in a workstation window while CA Automation Point is active in another. Run your tests by invoking the program with
AXCREXX, so that you can test the CA Automation Point command processors.

View Multiple Windows During Debugging

By default, the CA Automation Point desktop window is maximized so that it uses the entire screen. For debugging, however,
it is often useful to view multiple windows. To do so, adjust the CA Automation Point desktop window size and move it to
allow space for the other windows.

Test Message-driven REXX Programs Locally

Because of the heavy processing that CA Automation Point rules perform, it is sometimes difficult to manually invoke and test
the REXX portions of some types of message-driven automation that use a combination of rules and REXX programs.

You can test a REXX program within a rule by using the following methods:

• When you create a test procedure on the host to send dummy messages, the messages activate the CA Automation Point
rule, which in turn invokes the REXX program. However, such a scenario may not be possible on the particular host that
you are automating.

• If you use the CA Automation Point MSG command processor to issue dummy messages locally from the same
workstation, write a separate REXX program to invoke the CA Automation Point MSG command processor one or more
times to produce a controlled message stream for testing.

• If you enter a message ID into the host session as a command, the host echoes the command, and then rejects it as invalid,
causing CA Automation Point to process the unknown command as a message. The rule that you have written to intercept
that message ID executes and the rule then executes your REXX program.

 Binding a REXX Program to a CA Automation Point Session

You may need to bind a REXX program to a CA Automation Point session, temporarily dedicating the session to processing
that REXX program without conflicts from other REXX programs. Binding a REXX program to a session is a good idea
because multiple REXX programs could try to write to a session at the same time, causing the programs to interfere with each
other.

Note:

: If the session is automated, you should also pause automation.

The CA Automation Point distribution media provides two REXX programs that you can call from within any other REXX
program:

• BIND.cmd
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Gives the REXX program that calls it control of a CA Automation Point session
• UNBIND.cmd

Releases the session for other processing

These programs can be found in the installDir\Distrib directory.

You can use BIND and UNBIND programs only if all  of your REXX programs use them.

How Does Binding Work in CA Automation Point?

Using the BIND.cmd program to bind a REXX program to a session is a user-implemented coding standard. It does not bind a
session in the same way that you would expect binding to work on the z/OS system.

To be effective at preventing REXX programs other than the current one from writing to a session,  all  of your REXX
programs must implement the BIND.cmd and UNBIND.cmd programs.

If one of your REXX programs does not adhere to the standard, it can still write to a session. Also, CA Automation Point and
your rules can always write to a bound session.

The BIND.cmd and UNBIND.cmd programs set and clear (respectively) a CA Automation Point status variable
(&BIND_sessname). When a REXX program that adheres to the standard tries to bind a session, it checks the status variable
first. If the variable is clear, the program binds the session -- preventing your other REXX programs from writing to that
session.

Binding a Session

To call the BIND.cmd program, insert the following statement at the beginning of a REXX program that you intend to bind:

.ap~excall(bind.cmd, sessname waittime)

• sessname
Specifies the name of the session to be bound.

• waittime
Specifies the number of seconds that you are willing to wait for the session to become available.

If the session, does not become available within the time you specify:

• The session is not bound.
• BIND.cmd issues a return code of 20.
• The return code goes into the special REXX variable RESULT within the REXX program that issued the bind request.

Unbinding a Session

Each REXX program that calls the BIND.cmd program must also call UNBIND.cmd to unbind the session when the calling
program terminates. Otherwise, no other REXX programs can run in that session.

To unbind a CA Automation Point session, insert the following statement at the end of the REXX program that issued the bind
request:

.ap~excall(unbind.cmd, sessname)

This statement releases the session, allowing it to process other REXX programs.

When the BIND and UNBIND REXX programs execute, they generate one of the following return codes:

Code Meaning

0 Successful execution

4 Syntax error

20 Time expired (BIND)Failure (UNBIND)
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 Using Program-to-Program Queues
This section covers the following topics:

This section covers the following topics:

 Understanding PPQs

CA Automation Point provides program-to-program queue (PPQ) support. A PPQ is a general purpose, inter-process
communication tool. PPQs provide an efficient and universal means for applications to communicate with each other by
allowing them to write to -- and read from -- common message data queues.

A queue is a list data structure providing, by default, first-in-first-out (FIFO) access to items in the list. List items are requests
waiting for processing, such as commands to execute, operations to perform, or messages to display.

The PPQ environment also supports last-in-first-out (LIFO) and random access. The queue items are requests waiting for
processing, such as operations to perform or messages to display.

A PPQ is owned by the application that created it. The memory for queue-item storage resides solely on the workstation
containing the owner application.

Types of PPQs

The two types of PPQs are:

• Network-shared PPQs are created on one CA Automation Point server and can be shared by applications running on
remote CA Automation Point servers. These Network-shared PPQs are connected over a local area network (LAN). When
developing automation scripts for your site, you need only reference the name of the network-shared PPQ to access it. The
underlying PPQ facility automatically determines on which CA Automation Point server the referenced network-shared
PPQ is physically located. Network-shared PPQs can also be shared by multiple applications running concurrently on the
local server.

• Local PPQs can only be shared among applications running on the local CA Automation Point server.

General Limitations

The number of queues allowed varies from site to site. Two factors to consider when determining a maximum number of
queues are:

• The size of a queue item
The maximum allowable size of any item on any queue is limited to 64 KB.

Note:

: If you are writing 128-byte items to a queue, you will not run out of memory as quickly as someone writing 64 KB items.
• The number of items written to a queue

A queue can contain up to 10,000 items. The default number of items is 100. You determine the maximum number of items
allowed in a queue when you create the queue.
In addition, each queue that you create has a 164-byte overhead (approximately) and each queue item has a 256-byte
overhead (approximately).

Memory Requirements

To get a general idea of the PPQ memory requirements for your site, use this formula for each queue you want to create:

(Max_Num_Queue_Items * (Expected_Max_Item_Size + 256)) + 164

Example:

Suppose that you want to create ten queues. For the sake of simplicity, assume that each queue can contain a maximum of 100
items (the default) and that the maximum item size is 1024 bytes (1 KB):
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Maximum item size = 1024 bytes (1KB)
Item overhead = 256 bytes (approximately)
Maximum number of queue items = 100 (the default)
Queue "anchor" overhead = 164 bytes (approximately)

The amount of memory required for a single queue is approximately 128,164 bytes (125 KB). If you create ten queues, each
having about the same requirements, the total amount of memory needed is approximately 1.25 MB.

 Design Guidelines
This section contains general design principles that you should read carefully before attempting to use
PPQs:

This section contains general design principles that you should read carefully before attempting to use PPQs:

• Deciding where to create queues
You should create a queue on the machine on which you plan to perform the majority of your processing. This will improve
the performance of an application when it is reading and writing queue data by minimizing the amount of work that is
executed over network connections.
You should also remember that PPQs do not back up queue data to a disk. When the PPQ server is terminated, all queues
that were created locally on that machine are lost. If you need to save your data, you should extract it and save it to a disk.

• Using the product in a client-server architecture
One of the most common uses of PPQs is in a client-server architecture. For example, a client could request a service or
function from a server by writing a message to a specific queue. (You should create the queue on the system on which the
server runs.) The server would then read the message from the queue and process the request. In this scenario, the server
does not have to send any data back to the client.
At times, a client may need to receive data from a server in response to a message that it placed on a queue. In this scenario,
you would create a response queue on the system on which the client runs and include the queue name in the message.
Including the name of the queue tells the server where it should send the message. The server would then process the
request and write a response message to the client's queue. (If you want, you can distinguish the response by designating a
client token.) If you want this queue to be temporary, you can delete it after the client processes the message.

• Using the product as a data transfer mechanism
Because PPQs are a data transfer mechanism, you should design your applications so that they allow only minimal
quantities of data to accumulate within the queues. Data should be placed into a queue by one process and pulled out of the
queue by another process as soon as possible. You should never use a queue as a data repository.

• Using the LIST command
For security reasons, the LIST command does not display every queue that exists in the PPQ complex. Users are only able
to see the queues that they have read from, written to, or listed. To use a queue, you either need to be the creator of the
queue or know the name of the queue.

• Verifying return codes
You should always check the return codes from PPQ calls because a code that may indicate an error in one situation can
be acceptable in another situation. For more information, see information on PPQ return information in the Command and
Keyword Reference Guide.

• Determining the size and number of items in a queue
You should try to keep the length of queue items at 100 to 200 bytes each. Because very long items use large amounts of
memory, performance will be optimized if a queue contains a small number of very large items.
You should also try to keep the number of items within a single queue relatively small. (The default number of items is
100.) Generally, your applications run better if you have a few small queues rather than one large queue.

 How to Issue PPQ Commands
You can issue PPQ commands from:

You can issue PPQ commands from:

• REXX programs
• CA Automation Point rules
• CA OPS/MVS

The following sections describe each method for issuing PPQ commands:

Issuing PPQ Commands from REXX Programs
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Issue a PPQ command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS PPQ statement, as shown:

ADDRESS PPQ 'ppqcommand operand(s)'

The following example creates a shared queue named MYQUEUE:

ADDRESS PPQ 'CREATE QUEUE(MYQUEUE) SHARE(YES)'

PPQ Command Summary

The following table provides a quick summary of the PPQ commands that you can issue through the ADDRESS PPQ
statement in a REXX program. See Command and Keyword Reference for command syntax.

Use Command Description

PPQ setup CREATE Creates a new queue

PPQ operations LOCK Prevents access to a queue by REXX
programs other than the current one

 READ Reads (accesses) one or more items
from a specified queue

 UNLOCK Restores access to a queue locked by a
previously issued LOCK command

 WRITE Writes (inserts) one or more items to a
specified queue

Dismantling PPQs DELETE Deletes all elements in a specified queue
and releases the memory allocated for
the queue

 DISCONNECT Breaks the connection with a specified
remote queue and closes all sessions
with the remote queue

Special PPQ commands COUNT Counts the number of items in a
specified queue

 DEBUG A diagnostic tool that controls
debugging trace output. This command
is useful for providing diagnostic
information to Technical Support.

 LIST Lists information about one or more
queues residing on the local or remote
machine, or both

 TRANSTATUS A diagnostic tool that returns a table
of transport-specific information.
This command is useful for providing
diagnostic information to Technical
Support.

 VER Provides the version number and
configuration of CA Automation Point
PPQs

Issuing PPQ Commands from Rules
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Issue a PPQ command from a rule by specifying the PPQWRITE keyword, as shown:

PPQWRITE((item) QUEUE(queuename))

The following example sends information to a queue named MESSAGE:

PPQWRITE((HELLO THERE) QUEUE(MESSAGE))

For details, see the description of the PPQWRITE Keyword .

Issuing PPQ Commands from CA OPS/MVS

You can write to a PPQ on the CA Automation Point workstation using the CA Automation Point interface to CA OPS/MVS.
For more information about the interface, see Using the CA OPS/MVS Interface.

 

 Configuring PPQs

If you installed Program-to-Program Queues (PPQs), you need to select the appropriate setting for PPQ transports from the list
of available network transports on the Program-to-Program Queues dialog.

To configure PPQs

1. 1. Open Configuration Manager.
2. 2. Select Expert Interface, Infrastructure, Program-to-Program Queues.

The Program-to-Program Queues dialog displays.
3. 3. Click Enable use of PPQs.

PPQs use the system name as a unique identifier for this system in its network communications. By default, the PPQ system
name is your computer name (shortened to eight characters). If your computer name is longer than eight characters, you should
override the default and choose an eight-character name that is unique to all machines that will be running PPQs.

Using the TCP/IP Transport

To use the TCP/IP transport:

Follow these steps:

1. Enable the TCP/IP check box.
2. List the CA Automation Point servers that are permitted to share access to locally created PPQs over the network.

If you configured PPQs to use the TCP/IP transport, it defaults to TCP port number 2000. This port is acceptable when it is not
being used. When the port is used change the default to another available port.

Note:

• All PPQs within your complex must be configured to use the same TCP port.
• When entering IPv4 or IPv6 addresses in the TCP/IP Host Names list, follow these guidelines.

• IPv4 addresses can be specified explicitly and the DNS server does not need to resolve these addresses.
• IPv6 addresses can be specified explicitly. Enclose IPv6 addresses in square brackets ([ ]). The DNS server does not

need to resolve these addresses.

PPQSTAT.bat Program

Run the PPQSTAT.bat program (located in the installDir\BIN directory) to display the status of CA Automation Point PPQs.
You can use PPQSTAT.bat to verify successful installation or to monitor the status of PPQ network transports. PPQSTAT.bat
displays the following:

• Queues on the local machine
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• Queues from the remote workstations that are accessed by REXX programs on the local workstation
• The current state of all Configured Network Transports
• The current state of each TCP/IP connection listed under TCP/IP Host Names in the Program-to-Program Queue dialog

 Using Notification Services
This section covers the following topics:

This section covers the following topics:

 Introducing the VOX Environment
The VOX environment is multi-channel inbound and outbound voice processing software that transforms
your workstation into a sophisticated voice server with paging capabilities. While a significant part of
the VOX environment function is to provide notification services, paging and email services are also
provided.

The VOX environment is multi-channel inbound and outbound voice processing software that transforms your workstation into
a sophisticated voice server with paging capabilities. While a significant part of the VOX environment function is to provide
notification services, paging and email services are also provided.

The VOX environment is easy to use. You can quickly create elaborate voice applications using the VOX environment voice
processing (VOX) commands in your REXX programs. ADDRESS VOX statements in your REXX programs enable you to
access the VOX environment command environment. For examples of REXX-based voice applications, see Example VOX
Environment Applications.

Related information:

 VOX Environment Capabilities
Possible application scenarios for the VOX environment include the following:

Possible application scenarios for the VOX environment include the following:

• Paging
A person can be notified of a particular event at any time of day or night by a numeric or alphanumeric page. A message
can be sent to define the specifics of the event. If the pager supports two-way communication, this device can then be used
to respond directly to the event that triggered the notification. If a one-way pager is used to receive the notification, the
incoming telephone answer capabilities provided by the Notification Server can be used to remotely respond to the event.
The combination of one-way paging, two-way paging, and telephone answer capabilities can provide a powerful tool for
solving problems without having to go into the office. It also provides a way to inform an operator when certain events,
such as backups, have been completed.

• Help desk
Through the Answer Tree application, the VOX environment waits for an incoming call, verifies a caller user ID and
password, and presents the caller with a list of system incidents. When the caller selects an incident item, the VOX
environment plays back a voice file that details the status of the incident. If appropriate, the VOX environment presents a
menu of possible actions.

• Problem escalation
A specified event occurs, causing the VOX environment to play an announcement message over an intercom system one or
more times, possibly increasing the volume and preamble each time. If an operator does not respond, the VOX environment
dials the extension of each person on an internal notification list and plays the message. If the VOX environment receives
no response, it begins to call each person on an on-call list, activating each beeper in the order listed. During each step, a
specified time period elapses before the VOX environment repeats the announcement message or dials the next number.

• Auto-attendant
One or more voice channels are waiting to answer an incoming telephone call. On the specified ring, the VOX environment
answers the call and presents the caller with a menu of several options. According to the menu selection, the VOX
environment presents the caller with another menu or transfers the caller.

 VOX Environment Features
This section describes the available features of the VOX environment:

This section describes the available features of the VOX environment:

Voice Channel Support
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The VOX environment supports up to 36 analog voice channels in a single workstation. The number of channels that your
REXX programs can realistically use at one time depends on the following factors:

• Peak load requirements
• Your workstation CPU type and speed
• The access time of your workstation's hard disk drive
• Whether the voice files reside in memory or remain stored on disk

The VOX environment can do the following:

• Answer and process incoming calls
• Place outgoing telephone calls, digital pager (beeper) calls, or alphanumeric pager calls using the pager applications
• Obtain and process DTMF (touch-tone) responses from a remote party
• Record a voice message from a remote party onto a disk file
• Send additional tone digits after  establishing a connection

Call Progress Analysis Customization

The Call Progress Characterization (CPC) program accurately determines the cadence of both ringing and busy signals. You
can insert the information that the CPC program provides into call progress analysis (CPA) variables using the CA Automation
Point Configuration Manager, enabling you to customize the VOX environment call progress analysis for your environment.

For more information, see Configuring Call Progress Analysis (CPA) Parameters.

Note:

: The VOX environment supports Dialogic voice cards. The CPC program is available from Dialogic.

Channel Grouping

The VOX environment enables you to logically group voice channels so that you can control the available channels more
easily.

Example:

Suppose that you have a 12-line telephone system with the lines allocated as follows:

• Six channels attached to an incoming 800 number
• Four channels for internal help desk calls
• Two channels for customer support purposes

You could define three channel groups (incoming 800, help desk, and support). Then, you could issue commands pertaining to
each group: answer any incoming 800 channel, secure the first available support channel to dial a digital beeper, and so on.

Note:

: For more information, see Configuring Channel Groups.

Voice File Support

In addition to its own voice word library, the VOX environment supports multiple non-indexed voice files. A non-indexed
voice file contains the voice data of a single prerecorded voice message and resides on a notification server workstation.

The VOX environment plays multiple no indexed voice files without pauses or clicks between each file.

Note:

: For more information, see The Voice Word Library.

DTMF (Touch-tone) and MF Input

The VOX environment accepts input from touch-tone and network devices. Touch-tone telephones generate Dual Tone Multi-
Frequency (DTMF) signals. Telephone network devices such as Central Office (CO) and Private Branch Exchange (PBX)
switches generate Multi-Frequency (MF) signals.

Note:

: Do not use the VOX environment with rotary-dial telephone systems. Your workstation's voice card cannot accurately detect
a rotary system's audio-pulse and loop-pulse signals.

Volume Control

You can control the volume at which the VOX environment plays your voice messages by issuing the SETVOLUME
command, which is described in Command and Keyword Reference.
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 Understanding the VOX Environment's Components
The VOX environment consists of these primary components:

The VOX environment consists of these primary components:

Notification Server

At the heart of the VOX environment, a notification server performs these tasks:

• Services all voice processing requests from the VOX client
• Manages the VOX environment interaction with the workstation voice card
• Manages the VOX environment interaction with the workstation modem to provide one-way paging capabilities
• Manages the VOX environment interaction with the Internet-accessible paging services to provide two-way paging

capabilities
• Manages the VOX environment interaction with the selected mail protocol to provide email capabilities
• Returns result information to the VOX client

Note:

: Notification messages display in the AP Notification Messages function window on the CA Automation Point desktop
provided that you first enable this function window in your session definition set.

VOX Command Environment

The VOX command environment enables your REXX programs to request notification services from one or more notification
servers that are local or network-connected by PPQs. Resulting information is returned to the calling REXX program.

For information on specific VOX commands and VOX return information, see Command and Keyword Reference.

Voice Word Library (VOXLIB)

The voice word library contains an index file and a voice data file, giving the VOX environment a capability similar to text-to-
speech.

The index file contains entries for each word in the library. Each entry consists of the following:

• The text of each word
• The starting position of -- or pointer to -- the associated (digitized) speech in the voice data file
• The length of the digitized speech segment (in bytes)

The voice data file contains the corresponding digitized speech data for each word in the index entry.

If a word does not exist in the voice word library, the VOX environment sounds out (spells) the letters of the unknown word,
preventing the remote party from otherwise missing parts of a message.

Note:

: For more information on maintaining the voice word library, see the online help.

 

 

 How the VOX Environment Components Work Together
The following illustration shows how the components of the VOX environment work together:

The following illustration shows how the components of the VOX environment work together:
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 Paging Capabilities
can issue page requests to any paging service that supports any of the following communication
protocols:

CA Automation Point can issue page requests to any paging service that supports any of the following communication
protocols:

• Telocator Alphanumeric Protocol (TAP)
• Simple Network Paging Protocol (SNPP)
• Wireless Communication Transfer Protocol (WCTP)

The TAP protocol (currently the most widely used protocol used by alphanumeric paging services in the United States) uses
a modem to establish a direct connection to the paging service. This TAP connection, by nature of the protocol, can only be
used to submit page requests. (Replies from two-way paging devices cannot be queried through this interface.) In contrast, the
SNPP and WCTP protocols both use the Internet to connect to the paging service and provide mechanisms to receive solicited
responses from two-way paging devices.

CA Automation Point provides several methods for initiating page requests to individuals. These methods include:

• Issuing a page request through the VOX environment -- With the VOX PAGE command processor, you can issue a
page request to any paging service supporting TAP protocol. With the VOX PAGE2WAY command processor, you can
issue a page request and receive a reply to this request from any paging service supporting either the SNPP protocol or the
WCTP protocol.

• Issuing a page request with the TAPPAGE command -- CA Automation Point provides a REXX program, Tappage.rex,
for issuing page requests directly through REXX without the use of use the VOX environment. It conducts its own I/O
directly with the modem that is dialing to the paging service. See Tappage.txt for details about using this program.
The advantages of issuing page requests directly through REXX include:
It does not require the notification server, which operates as a Windows service, to be active when voice or email services
are not being used.
Although the TAPPAGE command supports the TAP protocol, the REXX program itself can be customized to support
protocols other than TAP. Paging services in many countries outside the United States use other protocols.

• Issuing a page request with the MAILPAGE command  -- CA Automation Point provides a sample REXX program,
Mailpage.rex, for issuing page requests by sending emails directly to the paging service. The MAILPAGE command issues
the email messages through the VOX environment with the VOX SENDMAIL command processor. See Mailpage.txt for
details about using this program, and for information about formatting email messages for the example paging services.
The advantages of issuing page requests through email messages include the following:

• A modem connection is not required.
• Call costs can be significantly reduced.

Related information:

 Batching Page Requests
Both the VOX PAGE command and the Tappage.rex program support the batching of page requests
internally. Batching refers to the capability of sending multiple page requests that occur within a short
period of time (15 seconds) with one call to the paging service, depending on the ability of the paging
service to handle this. The advantages of batching page requests include the following:

Both the VOX PAGE command and the Tappage.rex program support the batching of page requests internally. Batching refers
to the capability of sending multiple page requests that occur within a short period of time (15 seconds) with one call to the
paging service, depending on the ability of the paging service to handle this. The advantages of batching page requests include
the following:

• The average time to issue page requests is reduced because the process of establishing and dropping the call is performed
only once for many requests

• Call costs can be significantly reduced

Both the VOX PAGE command and the Tappage.rex program require a modem. Depending on your level of concurrent paging
activity, you may decide to go with more than one modem. Because each modem you use and each asynchronous host console
you are monitoring requires a COM port, you may need to use a serial port expansion device to extend the number of ports.

Note:

: For more information about serial port expansion devices, see the Asynchronous Host Sessions section.

TAPI Support
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The notification server can use the Microsoft Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) to drive modem
initialization for page requests that require a modem connection, instead of using its own internal modem driver. You can
configure TAPI using the Windows Control Panel. TAPI allows you to set the options for your modem without impacting
any existing application code using a GUI provided by the Control Panel modem icon. TAPI also allows you to initialize
each modem using the manufacturer's modem driver written specifically for TAPI, rather than the modem driver internal
to the notification server, which was written for standard modems. Nonstandard modems should specify TAPI for modem
initialization.

To configure the notification server to use TAPI

1. Install your modem on Windows:

1.1 Click Start on the taskbar
2.1 Choose Settings, Control Panel, and double-click the Phone and Modem Options icon.

A wizard guides you through the process of installing your modem.
2. Enable the communication port for TAPI:

1.1 From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Paging, Alphanumeric Paging.
The Alphanumeric Paging Options dialog displays.

2.1 Select a COMPort from the Available paging devices list by clicking on the COMPort name.
3.1 Check Use TAPI modem initialization
4.1 Click OK.

Note:

: Any COMPort that does not have a modem attached to it should have the Enable selected device for use by Notification
Server box unchecked. This will prevent Notification Server service from attempting to access these COMPorts.

 Configuring Notification Services
This section describes options for configuring the notification server and the VOX client components of .
The options for each component are found in different sections of the same dialog.

This section describes options for configuring the notification server and the VOX client components of CA Automation Point.
The options for each component are found in different sections of the same dialog.

Notification Server Options

To configure notification server options

1. Open Configuration Manager.
2. Choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Notification Services Startup Options. The Notification Services Startup

Options dialog displays. The Notification Server area of the dialog controls the startup options for the notification server.
(This area is disabled if the notification server has not been installed on this workstation.)

3. Check Enable Server.
You can now use the notification server on this workstation.

For information about the other fields in this dialog, use the dialog help.

VOX Client Options

The VOX client must be installed on any machine that runs Notification Manager or for any REXX programs that issue
ADDRESS VOX commands.

Note:

: The VOX client is automatically enabled if the notification server is enabled.

 

To configure VOX client options

1. Open Configuration Manager
2. Choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Notification Services Startup Options.

The Notification Services Startup Options dialog displays.
The VOX Client area of the dialog controls the startup options for the VOX client. This group is disabled if the VOX client
has not been installed on this workstation.

3. Check Enable Client.
You can now use the notification server on this workstation.
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 For information about the other fields in this dialog, see the dialog help.

Installing the Dialogic Voice Card

Warning:  The voice card resides in a workstation that uses notification services. Perform the tasks in Configuring the
Dialogic Voice Card only if you plan to install the notification server component on this workstation. 

You must install and configure the Dialogic voice card and ensure that it is working properly before you install and customize
the notification services function. If you do not plan to use a Dialogic voice card with the CA Automation Point notification
services, skip ahead to Configuring the Email Feature.

Note:

: The notification server also supports paging and email; a voice card is not needed for these functions.

 

 

 Configuring the Dialogic Voice Card
This section describes how to configure one or more Dialogic voice cards. You should have physically
inserted the appropriate card in your machine before proceeding with the following instructions.

This section describes how to configure one or more Dialogic voice cards. You should have physically inserted the appropriate
card in your machine before proceeding with the following instructions.

Installing the Dialogic Software

To install the Dialogic software from your CA Automation Point DVD

1. Start the Dialogic Voice Card Driver installation program from the Configuration Manager main window.
2. Choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Voice, Voice Card Driver.
3. Insert the CA Automation Point DVD #2.
4. Specify the root directory of your DVD drive. For example, if your DVD drive is the D: drive, you would specify the

following:

D:\

5. Click OK.
The Welcome to Setup window displays.

6. Continue with the Dialogic installation program until the Select Components dialog is displayed.
7. On the Select Components dialog, select at least the Core Runtime Package for installation.

This option includes the device drivers that CA Automation Point needs to run its voice feature.
8. During the voice card driver installation, you may see a dialog called Found New Hardware Wizard. If this dialog

displays, click Cancel to close the window.
9. During installation, you may see one of the following dialogs:

• Security Alert - Driver Installation
• Windows Security

These dialogs warn you that these voice card drivers have not been digitally signed. Click Yes or Install to continue with
the installation process.

10. On the Setup Complete dialog, choose to reboot now by clicking Yes, then click Finish.
11. After you reboot the server, you must configure the voice card for automatic startup using the Dialogic Configuration

Manager (DCM) application. You can launch this application by selecting Start, Programs, Dialogic System Release,
Configuration Manager - DCM. 
The Dialogic Configuration Manager dialog displays.

12. On the Dialogic Configuration Manager dialog, select Settings, System/Device Autostart, Start System. 
This option automatically starts the voice card drivers when the server is rebooted.

13. Reboot the server before configuring the voice card for use with CA Automation Point.

Note:
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: You may see several pop-up dialogs during this process. Click OK on these dialogs to continue the configuration process.

Troubleshooting the Dialogic Product System Service

If you have problems starting the Dialogic product System Service, you may need to reconfigure the device properties.

To reconfigure the device properties

1. From the Start menu, select Programs, Dialogic System Release, Configuration Manager - DCM.
The Dialogic Configuration Manager dialog appears.

2. Highlight the device you want to reconfigure.
3. From the Device menu, choose Configure Device.

The Dialogic Configuration Manager -- Properties dialog displays.
4. Make the appropriate changes.
5. Click OK to save your changes.
6. From the System menu, choose Start System. (You can also do this by clicking the green arrow on the tool bar.)

Note:

: The parameter you change depends on the model of card you are using and the reason for failure. To see errors associated
with the Dialogic product System Service, see the Event Viewer System Log.

Configuring Your Workstation for Voice Processing

If you install a voice card in your workstation, you can play back prerecorded voice files through CA Automation Point
command processors invoked from REXX programs.

 Configuring Call Progress Analysis (CPA) Parameters

The Dialogic voice cards provide built-in call progress analysis (CPA) parameters. With assistance from Dialogic or CA
Technical Support, you can modify the CPA parameters to optimize the voice card performance and operation.

Note:

: Dialogic reserves the right to add, delete, or modify CPA parameters without notice.

 

You can modify CPA parameters permanently, using the Configuration Manager.

Warning:  WARNING! When permanently modifying CPA parameters, be aware that:

• The VOX environment can operate unpredictably if you change parameter settings improperly. (If you need help, contact
Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.)

• The Dialogic voice card requires that you restart the notification server workstation on which you make parameter changes.
(Restarting is necessary for the changes to take effect.)

You should be extremely careful when making changes to CPA parameters because incorrect parameter combinations can have
an adverse effect on the functionality of all CA Automation Point notification services. We strongly recommend that you do
not make changes to CPA parameters without first consulting with CA Technical Support .

To configure CPA parameters from a Configuration Manager client, ensure that the Configuration Manager client is connected
to a notification server. From the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Voice,
Call Progress Analysis Parameters. The Call Progress Analysis Parameters - EngineDefault dialog displays automatically open
to the Sets property sheet.

This dialog is discussed in the following topics.

Inserting a New Named Set of CPA Parameters

You manage named sets of CPA parameters from the Sets property sheet. Generally, you should not make any changes to the
Engine Default set because you may need to restore this configuration if the changes leave the notification services inoperable.

To create a new named set of Call Progress Analysis parameters

1. Type the name of the set in the Name field.
2. Click Insert.

The Configuration Manager client creates a new named set of CPA parameters that contains the same settings as the set that
was selected when you clicked Insert.
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Warning:  The Apply button at the bottom of the property sheet becomes active when you click Insert. The Apply
button commits changes to the notification server in the same way as the OK button; however, the Apply button does
not close the property sheet like the OK button does. If you want to add multiple named sets of CPA parameters to the
notification server, you must click Apply after each set you insert.

To add multiple named sets of CPA parameters

1. Type the name of the set in the Name field.
2. Click Insert.
3. Change any parameters that you want for the set.
4. Click Apply.
5. Repeat Steps 1 through 4 for each set you want to add.

Changing Individual CPA Parameters

After you have inserted a new named set of CPA parameters, you can choose another property sheet from the dialog. The
following is an example of the Page 1 property sheet:

The CPA parameters are listed on the Call Progress Analysis Parameters pages. You can change the value for a parameter by
either typing the new value over the old value, or by selecting a value using the up and down arrows. The field does not allow
you to set a value outside the correct range for the parameter you are editing. Validate the new value by clicking Apply or OK.

The Apply button becomes active any time you make a change to a value, allowing you to commit your changes to the server
immediately without closing the dialog. For example, you may want to use the Apply button if you are making incremental
changes to a notification server followed by a test of the notification services.

For descriptions of each field on the Call Progress Analysis Parameters pages, click the dialog help button.

You can reset the default values for any page in the property sheet by clicking Default.

When you are finished making changes to the parameters, click OK to commit your changes to the notification server.

Note:

: The Cancel button will not commit changes to the parameters if you have not clicked Apply.

 Configuring Channel Groups
To configure channel groups for the notification server, from the Configuration Manager main window,
choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Voice, Channel Groups.

Warning:  You can configure channel groups only on the workstation on which you plan to run the notification server.

To configure channel groups for the notification server, from the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert
Interface, Notification Services, Voice, Channel Groups.
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The Channel Groups dialog displays. This dialog lets you to create and delete groups, insert and remove channels from those
groups. The Channel Groups dialog always defaults to the group ALL when first displayed. The ALL group contains all
channels that are available for the voice card you are using. You cannot modify the ALL group.

For descriptions of each field in the Channel Groups dialog, see the Configuration Manager help.

When a VOX channel group is defined as interruptible, the channels in the group can be released from a pending ANSWER
GROUP when another program requests it using GETCHANNEL. When the other program releases the channel, the
notification server automatically adds it back to the ANSWER GROUP.

Note:

: The interruptible state of a group cannot be changed if the group is the NMANSWER group or if the group has been defined
to the AnswerTree application.

To create a new group of channels for the notification server

1. Type the name of the group in the Group Name field.
2. Click Create.

A new group is created that contains no channels. All channels that are available from the card are shown in the Available
from Card list.

3. Use the Insert and Remove buttons to insert and remove channels from the selected group.
4. Click OK to commit your changes to the notification server or click Cancel to discard your changes.

 Configuring Voice Channels
Before using the notification server, you should run the Voice Channel Setup utility. This utility sets up
the channels for use with the notification server, allowing faster access to the channels. It also lets you use
special channel-related features such as an internal speaker.

Before using the notification server, you should run the Voice Channel Setup utility. This utility sets up the channels for use
with the notification server, allowing faster access to the channels. It also lets you use special channel-related features such as
an internal speaker.

To set up the channels for use with the notification server:

1. From the Configuration Manager main window, select Expert Interface.
2. Select Notification Services, Voice, Channels.

The Voice Channel Setup dialog displays:

Note:  If this is your first time running the Voice Channel Setup utility, Configuration Manager initiates the channel detection
process before displaying the Voice Channel Setup dialog. This channel detection process may take some time to complete,
especially if the voice card contains a large number of channels.

If there is an active analog phone line connected to the channel, the channel's default value will be Normal. If an analog phone
line is not detected, the default value will be Not Active. You can change the channel options to any of the following supported
configurations:

• Not Active
Indicates that the channel is not available for use in the notification server.

• Normal
Indicates that the channel is available for use in the notification server.

• Internal Speaker
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Indicates the channel is available for use with an internal speaker (this speaker can be attached to the voice card -- refer to
the Dialogic documentation).

Use the Refresh button to detect physical changes to your voice card channels, such as adding or removing analog phone lines.

 The Voice Word Library
A voice library of spoken words is contained in the file sets VOXF_A.vdi and VOXF_A.vds, which are
located in the subdirectory in which you installed the VOX environment.

A voice library of spoken words is contained in the file sets VOXF_A.vdi and VOXF_A.vds, which are located in the
subdirectory in which you installed the VOX environment.

Note:

: The VOX environment ships with two sets of voice library spoken words, one by a female voice and one by a male voice.
These files are listed as VOXF_A.* (female set) and VOXM_A.* (male set).

Within a REXX application, words from the word library can be played using the PLAY, CALLPLAY, PLAYGETDIGITS,
or ANSWERPLAY ADDRESS VOX commands. This is achieved by coding FILETYPE(WORDLIB), with the FILE() and
VAR() keywords (filled in appropriately) on the command. For details about these commands, see the Command and Keyword
Reference Guide.

The .vdi file is an index (that is internally used by the VOX environment) to the .vds data file. Each word in the .vdi file refers
to a particular voice stream or message segment in the .vds data file. If a particular word is not found in the .vdi file, the VOX
environment sounds out the word (by explicitly spelling the word) and VOX message VOX5657I or VOX5658I is issued to the
VOX environment Configuration Manager (and log), specifying the letter or word that could not be found.

Note:

: Within a REXX application, when referring to the word library, do not code the .vdi or .vds extension within the FILE()
keyword.

The Voxmaint Application

The Voxmaint application is a GUI that allows you to perform the following actions on the words in a voice library
maintenance voice word library:

• View
View an existing voice word library.

• Create
Create a new voice library rather than using the male and female libraries that were supplied with CA Automation Point.

• Import
Add additional words to a voice word library.

• Rename
Rename an existing word in a voice word library.

• Delete
Delete a word from a voice word library.

• Export
Export a *.vox word from a voice word library.

To access the Voxmaint application

1. Start Configuration Manager.
2. Select Expert Interface, Notification Services, Voice, Voice Library Maintenance, Open Voice Library.
3. When prompted, select the appropriate file.

The Voxmaint dialog displays. All the words in the selected voice word library are displayed in the list.
4. To perform a function, either use the buttons on the dialog or right-click a word and choose an option from the pull-down

menu.

For more information about the specific functions of the Voxmaint application, see the online Help.

 Configuring Answer Tree
Answer Tree is a feature of the notification server. Answer Tree, which is written in REXX, allows you to
implement a generic, configurable help desk utility.

Answer Tree is a feature of the CA Automation Point notification server. Answer Tree, which is written in REXX, allows you
to implement a generic, configurable help desk utility.
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This application provides the ability to wait for incoming calls on all channels in a group. Use the Answer Tree dialog to
configure a tree-like structure of voice prompts to be played or REXX programs to be invoked when a call is received on one
of the voice channels in the configured channel group.

When an incoming call is detected on a monitored group of voice channels, the Answer Tree application reads the data
configured by the dialog and guides the caller through the hierarchy of voice prompts and REXX programs, based on the
caller's input of tone digits. In this manner, a series of prompts can be navigated and one or more actions taken based upon the
user's input.

Any messages generated by Answer Tree are displayed in the CA Automation Point Notification Messages window. Because
all messages appearing in the Notification Messages window are processed through rules, you can write rules to automatically
handle any Answer Tree error conditions. For more information, see Messages.

Note:

: User-written REXX programs can be external files in the Myfiles\Rexx subdirectory of your current Site directory. See the
file ATTemplt.rex in the \SAMPLE\ANSTREE directory for an example of how to write external REXX programs. You
must supply the file extension (.rex or .cmd) when you specify the REXX program in the Answer Tree dialog. There is also a
working sample named ATAskID.rex in the \SAMPLE\ANSTREE directory.

Related information:

 Sample Answer Tree Configuration
The following dialog is a sample HELPDESK application configured using the Answer Tree feature:

The following dialog is a sample HELPDESK application configured using the Answer Tree feature:

For a sample sequence of events using the HELPDESK group as configured previously, consider the following:

When a user calls into one of the channels in the HELPDESK group, the Answer Tree application:

1. Picks up the call
2. Plays a welcome message (this is a pre-recorded voice file that is supplied with Answer Tree)
3. Says "Press 1 to recycle a CICS region. Press 2 to vary a VTAM console online"
4. Waits for the user to press 1 or 2

• If the user presses 1, the application advances down the tree structure under Recycle a CICS region. Next, the user will
hear "Press 1 to recycle region Billing. Press 2 to recycle region accounts payable." Again, Answer Tree waits for the
user to enter 1 or 2.
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• If the user presses 2, he/she then hears "Recycle accounts payable," and the REXX program PAYABLE.rex is invoked.
After the REXX program runs, the user hears "Goodbye," and the line hangs up. Answer Tree then resets itself to begin
waiting on the line for another user to call in.

 Accessing Answer Tree
To access the Answer Tree dialog, open Configuration Manager. On the Configuration Manager main
window, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Voice, Answer Tree. Use the Edit menu or right-
click in the main window to access controls for this dialog.

To access the Answer Tree dialog, open Configuration Manager. On the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert
Interface, Notification Services, Voice, Answer Tree. Use the Edit menu or right-click in the main window to access controls
for this dialog.

Note:

: When accessing the Answer Tree dialog for the first time, the Answer Tree option is disabled. To enable the Answer
Tree option, you must first configure an Answer Tree group. After you configure an Answer Tree group, the Answer Tree
application is enabled.

 Configuring an Answer Tree Group

Answer Tree runs on any CA Automation Point workstation that has a notification server and a voice card installed. From
Configuration Manager, run the Notification Setup Wizard at least once before setting up Answer Tree.

Setting up Answer Tree requires several procedures. Each of these procedures is explained in detail in this section.

• Configuring a Channel Group
• Selecting the Channel Group and Opening the Answer Tree Dialog
• Editing the Answer Tree Voice Prompt Menu
• Enabling Channel Group for Answer Tree

Configuring a Channel Group

To configure a channel group

1. From within the Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Voice, Channel Groups.
The Channel Groups dialog displays.

2. In the Group Name field, select the ALL group and type over it, entering the name of the new channel group.

Note:

: The new channel group cannot be named ALL, NMANSWER, or NMCALL.
3. Uncheck the Interruptible check box.
4. Click Create.
5. Use the Insert and Remove buttons to insert channels into and remove channels from the group available from the card.
6. Click OK.

Selecting the Channel Group and Opening the Answer Tree GUI

To select the channel group and open the Answer Tree GUI

1. From the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Voice, Answer Tree.
2. Select Channel Group, Open.

A list of defined channel groups displays.
3. Click the channel group you want to configure.

The opened channel group name is displayed in a tree from which you can configure voice prompts and actions.

Editing the Answer Tree Voice Prompt Menu

To edit the Answer Tree Voice Prompt Menu

1. From within the Answer Tree dialog, use the Edit menu selections or right-click the main window to access controls for
this dialog.

2. To edit a voice prompt for a menu, select or highlight the menu item on the Answer Tree.
3. Select Edit and Insert, Change, or Delete from the menu.

When inserting or changing a menu, the Insert Answer Tree data or Change Answer Tree data dialog displays.
4. Enter or edit the name, answer string, and REXX program fields.
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The name displays in the Answer Tree window. The answer string is a voice prompt in the form of text or the file name of a
prerecorded voice file. In addition to the answer string, you can optionally specify a REXX program to be executed.

Note:

: When specifying the text for the voice prompt, refer to the Voxmaint utility for the available words in a given voice word
library.

5. When the voice prompt menu is complete, choose Channel Group Save to save, or choose Channel Group Exit to exit
without saving the changes.

Enabling a Channel Group for Answer Tree
To enable a channel group for Answer Tree

1. Open the Answer Tree dialog with the channel group you want to enable for Answer Tree.
2. Check the box labeled Enable this Group for Answer Tree. At this time, you can also choose between the male or female

voice word libraries or your own library. Answer Tree uses the library you select for all text strings specified in the Answer
Actions edit box.

3. Choose Channel Group Save to save this information.

Note:

: If necessary, Configuration Manager automatically stops and restarts the services needed to enable these changes.

 

 

 Configuring the Email Feature
You can use the Notification Server to initiate email notifications by submitting send mail requests to
a mail server, provided Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) over TCP/IP connectivity between the
Notification Server and the mail server can be established. To configure Notification Server for email
notification, you must specify the hostname for the mail server and the TCP/IP port number the mail
server is listening on. If an authentication mechanism is in operation, you must also configure associated
settings before the Notification Server can successfully establish an SMTP connection with the mail
server.

You can use the Notification Server to initiate email notifications by submitting send mail requests to a mail server, provided
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) over TCP/IP connectivity between the Notification Server and the mail server can be
established. To configure Notification Server for email notification, you must specify the hostname for the mail server and the
TCP/IP port number the mail server is listening on. If an authentication mechanism is in operation, you must also configure
associated settings before the Notification Server can successfully establish an SMTP connection with the mail server.

If the Notification Server fails to successfully submit a send mail request, the Notification Server can be configured to resubmit
send mail requests to the next mail server on a predefined list of available mail servers.

To configure the email feature of the Notification server

1. From the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Email.
The Email Settings dialog displays.

2. Select the Enable Mail Functions check box.
3. Create a list of mail servers with which the Notificatio Server can establish connections.
4. Add a server to the list of mail servers:

1.1 Click Add.
The Enter new server name dialog displays.

2.1 Enter a server name. Click OK.
3.1 Enter the host name for the SMTP mail server.
4.1 Enter the port number on which the SMTP mail server is listening for mail requests.

5. Repeat step 4 to add more servers.
6. Prioritize the mail servers.

The order in which the mail server names appear in the list is the order in which the Notification Server attempts to submit
a mail request. The Notification Server first submits mail requests to the mail server at the top of the list. To assign priority,
select a mail server in the list and click the up and down arrow buttons to position it in the list according to priority.

7. Enter a valid email address in the AP From mail address field. This address is the email address that displays in the From:
section of an email message sent successfully by Notification Server.
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8. Optionally, you can set the Server List retry value from 0 - 10.

When the following messages appear in the CA Automation Point Notification Services Console window, the notification
server is ready to submit mail requests:

VOX5660I  Mail handler is active.

 Configuring and Troubleshooting the Text-to-Speech Feature

The CA Automation Point text-to-speech feature uses either the Microsoft Agent technology (on platforms that support this
technology) or the Microsoft Speech API (SAPI) to provide text-to-speech capabilities for CA Automation Point messages sent
over the TCP/IP network.

This feature works in a client-server model. You can send a text-to-speech message from the CA Automation Point server to
a client computer over the TCP/IP network. The client computer must have the Speech Client component installed in order to
properly receive the message in speech form.

Configuring the AP Server for Text-to-Speech

You can send a text-to-speech message from the CA Automation Point server using either a Speak Notification Manager
method or the ALARMSAY rules keyword.

The AP server sends the text-to-speech messages to the client computer through a common TCP port number. The default port
number is set at 5700 on both the server and client sides. If there is a port number conflict with other applications, you can
change the sender port number on the AP Server using Configuration Manager.

To change the sender port number

1. From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Automation Point Desktop Settings,
2. Change the value in the Text-to-Speech Port Number field.

You must configure the new port number on all your text-to-speech client computers. Remember that the listener port must
match the sender port.

Configuring a Text-to-Speech Client

Two programs make up the Speech Client component. These are the AP Speak program and the AP Listener program. The
AP Speak program interfaces with either the Microsoft Agent (if available) or the Microsoft SAPI interface and announces the
received text using the installed text-to-speech engine. The AP Listener program intercepts and manages messages requested
by the CA Automation Point server and invokes the AP Speak program to deliver one text-to-speech message at a time.

The AP Listener program is installed as part of the startup programs group. It should be running when you log in and remain
running so that you do not miss any text-to-speech messages. The AP Listener icon displays in the Windows status area that is
usually in the bottom right corner of your screen. To access help for CA Automation Point text-to-speech notification, right-
click this icon and choose Help.

Neither the AP Speak program nor the AP Listener program requires additional configuration. The defaults should work under
most circumstances. However, if you should need to change the default settings for the AP Listener program, you can do so.

The syntax for invoking AP Listener at the command line is:

aplisten [options]

where options are:

• /p tcp-port-number
Specifies the TCP port number to listen on. The default port is 5700.

Note:   Use caution when setting the port number. For the listener client and the AP server to communicate, this port (the
listener port) must match the sender port on the AP server computer.

• /c max-number-msgs
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Specifies the maximum number of messages to put on hold in the message queue before any are rejected because the queue
is full. The default maximum is 25.

• /a
Indicates whether to automatically dismiss a message after it has been delivered as speech. The default requires the user to
explicitly dismiss the Microsoft Agent character by double-clicking it.

Troubleshooting Text-to-Speech Notification

If text-to-speech notification is not working on your client computer, follow this troubleshooting guide to determine the reason
for the problem.

Ask these questions: Check these solutions:

Does your computer have multimedia capabilities? Do you need a sound card and/or speakers?

Have you installed a driver for the card?

Have you turned on the power for the speaker?

Is the Listener running? Do you see its icon in your desktop
status tray?

AP Listener application should be part of the windows
startup group and running at all times. If so, you will see it
in your desktop status tray. If you do not see it, choose Start,
Programs, Startup, AP Listener to run the program.

Does the Listener listening port match the CA Automation
Point sending port?

These two ports must match for the programs to communicate
with each other. The default configuration port is 5700.
(Configure the Speech Notification TCP/IP Port option at
the CA Automation Point server side by using Configuration
Manager. Configure the client side by configuring the AP
Listener command line options that are documented earlier in
this section.)

 Two-Way Paging

Two-way paging is a notification method that can be used inside or outside Notification Manager. Notification Manager
supports two-way paging through the method NMPAGE2WAY.

Two-way paging lets you:

• Receive confirmation of message delivery
• Respond directly to monitored events using the same messaging or two-way paging device
• Use the ADDRESS VOX PAGE2WAY keyword to:

• Send messages to two-way messaging devices
• Query the paging service provider for confirmation of message delivery
• Receive responses sent from two-way messaging devices and match these responses to the initial page request

• Use the Notification Manager method NMPAGE2WAY to:

• Send the message specified in the TELL parameter to a two-way paging device
• Receive a response to the question specified by the ASK parameter from the two-way page recipient

• Use a dialog to:

• View status information for outstanding two-way page requests
• Find out whether two-way page requests have been delivered to the intended recipients
• Find out whether the recipient of a two-way page request read or responded to it

CA Automation Point supports two-way paging through both of the following:

• Simple Network Paging Protocol (SNPP)
• Wireless Communications Transfer Protocol (WCTP)

Both SNPP and WCTP use TCP/IP to transport page requests over the Internet to the paging service provider. This eliminates
the need for modems and phone lines to produce alphanumeric pages. If the WCTP protocol is used, the paging service must
support Version 1.1 of this protocol. The VOX command processor, PAGE2WAY, lets you submit two-way page requests
using either the SNPP or WCTP communication protocol. Before you can use the PAGE2WAY command, you must enable
and configure the CA Automation Point 2-Way Paging feature, using dialogs in Configuration Manager.
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Configure Two-Way Paging

To configure two-way paging

1. From the main window of Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Paging, 2-Way Paging,
2-Way Paging Setup.
The 2-Way Paging Setup dialog displays.

2. Click the Enable 2-way paging checkbox. 
This enables two-way paging inside the Notification Server, and allows you to start adding symbolic names of paging
service providers.

3. Right-click either the SNPP or WCTP provider tree and choose Add from the menu.
For example, if you want to add a new paging service provider, and this paging service supports the SNPP communications
protocol, right-click SNPP Providers and click Add.

Note:

: For you to use the WCTP protocol, the paging service must support Version 1.1 of the WCTP protocol.

A new item displays under either SNPP Providers or WCTP Providers, depending on which protocol type you have chosen.
4. Enter a unique name for the provider.
5. In the fields under Remote Connection Settings, configure your connection settings, using the dialog help to guide you. 

The connection fields that are contained within this group appear according to the connection protocol selected for the
current provider.

Note:

: The Paging Service Authentication button displays when you have added an item under the WCTP Provider section.
If the application on the paging service provider's Web server (used to service WCTP Client page requests) requires
user authentication, use this dialog to specify the user ID and password to be sent to this server application. For more
information, see the HTML help for this dialog.

6. In the fields under Local Performance Settings, configure your performance settings, using the dialog help to guide
you. You can customize this information to either provide additional information or control how the Notification Server
processes two-way page requests.

7. If you are planning to connect to one or more paging services implementing the WCTP protocol, you may want to click
Advanced to specify your site-specific Internet proxy settings. For more information about this dialog, see the dialog help.

8. When you have finished configuring your connection and performance settings, click OK.

 The VOX Command Environment
The VOX command environment performs the following primary functions:

The CA Automation Point VOX command environment performs the following primary functions:

• By issuing VOX commands, it enables your REXX programs to request notification services from one or more notification
servers

• It returns command result information to the calling REXX program

A VOX command environment does not have to reside on the same workstation as a notification server. A VOX command
environment can reside on any workstations from which REXX-based VOX commands originate. (A workstation running a
VOX command environment is network-connected by PPQs to one or more notification servers.)

Related information:

 What Is a VOX Command?

A CA Automation Point VOX command is an executable statement that performs a specific voice processing or voice-related
action. All VOX commands have required or optional operands, or both.

A notification server services all voice processing requests that are received from a VOX client through the VOX command
environment.

Requirements for Issuing VOX Commands
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To issue a VOX command, use an ADDRESS statement in your REXX program to access the CA Automation Point VOX
command environment, as shown:

ADDRESS VOX "voxcommand [operands...]"

If the VOX client does not reside on the same workstation as a notification server, the client workstation must be network-
connected (through PPQs) to one or more notification servers.

Usage Example

In response to a specified system problem, CA Automation Point can execute a problem-escalation REXX program. This
REXX program will take the appropriate action according to the success or failure of each attempt to notify a system
administrator.

Avoiding Errors in Your REXX Programs

When creating REXX programs that issue VOX commands, avoid naming your variables with names reserved for VOX
commands. For a list of VOX command names to avoid when naming your variables, see VOX Command Summary.

The REXX variable VOX.cmdseq is set to the command sequence number assigned to the VOX command by the VOX
client. Use this sequence number to identify and track the progress of the command on the CA Automation Point Notification
Services Engine console.

 VOX Command Summary
This section discusses the following types of commands:

This section discusses the following types of commands:

For command syntax, see the Command and Keyword Reference section.

Notification Manager Database Maintenance Commands

Use the following commands to manage the Notification Manager database.

• ALTERENTITY
Alters the characteristics of an entity.

• ALTERMETHOD
Alters the characteristics of a method.

• ALTERPARM
Alters the characteristics of a parameter.

• ALTERTIME
Alters the characteristics of a time block.

• CREATEENTITY
Creates an entity.

• CREATELOGIN
Creates a login.

• CREATEMETHOD
Creates a method.

• CREATEPARM
Creates a parameter.

• CREATETIME
Creates a time block.

• DESTROYENTITY
Destroys an existing entity.

• DESTROYLOGIN
Destroys an existing login.

• DESTROYMETHOD
Destroys an existing method.

• DESTROYPARM
Destroys an existing parameter.

• DESTROYTIME
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Destroys an existing time block.
• EPWCHECK

Checks the password for an entity.
• LISTENTITY

Lists all the data for one or more entities (except the password).
• LISTFIND

Lists the time blocks that are active for one or more entities at a given date and time. The list is a tree that can contain any
level of nesting.

• LISTFORTO
Lists all the time blocks that forward to a given entity (regardless of the time and date). The list is a tree that can contain
any level of nesting.

• LISTLOGIN
Lists all the data for one or more logins.

• LISTMETHOD
Lists all the data for one or more methods.

• LISTPARM
Lists all of the data for one or more parameters.

• LISTPERGRPS
Lists all personal groups for a specified contact.

• LISTTIME
Lists all the data for one or more time blocks.

• NMDBMERGE
Merges a previously exported copy of a database into the current Notification Manager database.

• NMEXPORT
Creates a copy of the current Notification Manager database in a format that can be easily moved to another system.

• NMIADDCALLER
Adds an entity to the list of entities that are allowed to call in on an item.

• NMIANSWER
Sets or retrieves the answer for an item in the Notification Manager database.

• NMICHECKCALLER
Checks to see whether an entity has been permitted to listen to/answer this item (by a call to NMIADDCALLER).

• NMIGETITEM
Retrieves the ask text and tell text for an item from the Notification Manager database.

• NMILISTANSWERS
Retrieves the answers that are specified using the NMFIND ASK parameter (if any) for a notification request item stored in
the Notification Manager database.

• NMILISTCALLERS
Retrieves status information about every notification attempt that is made during the processing of a notification request
item stored in the Notification Manager database.

• NMILISTITEMS

Retrieves detailed status information about notification request items stored in the Notification Manager database
• NMIMPORT

Imports a copy of a Notification Manager database.

Notification Commands

Use the following commands for notification tasks.

• PAGE
Issues an alphanumeric page to designated personnel using a modem-based alphanumeric paging service.

• PAGE2WAY
Issues an alphanumeric page to designated personnel using an Internet-based alphanumeric paging service.

• SENDMAIL
Generates an email message to designated personnel.

Voice Processing Commands

Use the following commands for voice processing tasks.

• ANSWER
Waits for an incoming telephone call on any available voice channel, any voice channel within a group, or a specific voice
channel only.
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• ANSWERPLAY
Waits for an incoming telephone call (in the same way as the ANSWER command) and plays one or more prerecorded
voice messages after answering.

• CALL
Initiates a telephone call using an open, available voice channel.

• CALLPLAY
Initiates a telephone call on an available voice channel and plays one or more prerecorded voice messages.

• CLEAR
Clears the digit buffer of a voice channel or its call progress analysis (CPA) parameters.

• GETCHANNEL
Serializes I/O activity on a voice channel by marking an available channel as in-use. The calling REXX program then has
exclusive access to the channel.

• GETCHANNELNUM
Identifies the physical voice channel number associated with a channel handle.

• GETDIGITS
Retrieves tone digits-such as menu selections or access codes that a remote party enters from a telephone keypad in
response to a voice prompt-from the digit buffer of a voice channel.

• GETGROUP
Returns a text string containing a group name and a list of all physical voice channel numbers associated with the group.

• GETSTATUS
Returns the current status of a voice channel.

• GETSYSNAMES
Retrieves the system names of all connected notification servers in a distributed environment.

• LOAD
Loads a voice file or voice word library index file into main memory for faster access.

• PLAY
Plays a prerecorded voice message through a specified voice channel.

• PLAYGETDIGITS
Plays a prerecorded voice message through a specified voice channel, and then retrieves tone digits that the remote party
enters from the telephone keypad.

• RECORDFILE
Records a voice message from the remote party and stores it in a disk file.

• RELEASECHANNEL
Resets a voice channel marked as in-use by the GETCHANNEL command, making the channel available to other REXX
programs issuing a GETCHANNEL command. Used with the GETCHANNEL command to serialize I/O activity on a
channel.

• SENDTONES
Sends tone digits through an already-open voice channel, useful for sending additional tones after CA Automation Point
has successfully called and connected to the remote party.

• SETGROUP
Associates a group name with one or more voice channels.

• SETHOOK
Sets the hook state of a voice channel to on-hook or off-hook, useful in special circumstances such as multiple CALL
operations within a single REXX program.

• SETVOLUME
Adjusts the volume for current and subsequent PLAY operations on a specified voice channel.

• STOP
Terminates an active I/O operation on a voice channel.

• VERIFYUSER
Checks the validity of the user ID and password combination of the remote party.

• WINK
Sends a brief "handshaking" protocol signal through a voice channel.

Utility Commands

The following commands are ADDRESS VOX utility commands.

• GETTAPIDEVICELIST
Lists all the TAPI devices that are installed under Windows.

• SETENGINE
Allows you to modify notification server settings.
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• SETMSGSTREAM
Duplicates the message stream from CA Automation Point to another queue that is accessible through PPQs, local or
remote.

• SETTRACE
Start and stop trace logging.

• SLEEP
Causes the issuing REXX EXEC to enter a system sleep state.

• STARTREXX
Starts another REXX program.

• VER
Provides the version number and configuration information of the CA Automation Point notification services at your site

VOX Commands that Perform I/O Operations

I/O activity occurs when a VOX command gathers data from a voice channel (for example, by collecting tone digits entered by
the remote party) or sends data out through a voice channel (for example, by placing an outgoing call).

The following VOX commands perform I/O operations:

Input Operations Output Operations Input and Output Operations

ANSWER CALL ANSWERPLAY

GETDIGITS CALLPLAY PAGE

GETSYSNAMES PLAY PLAYGETDIGITS

RECORDFILE SENDTONES  

 WINK  

 Example VOX Environment Applications
This section presents REXX programs that employ voice commands. The programs illustrate the
following application types:

This section presents REXX programs that employ voice commands. The programs illustrate the following application types:

Although the REXX code shown may vary slightly from the code on your distribution media, you can use the examples as a
basis for writing your own voice processing applications.

Each example REXX program is presented in the same format. Each example contains these elements in the order listed:

• A statement of the program's purpose, indicating what the program does and the primary operations that it illustrates
• A listing of the ADDRESS VOX commands used in the code
• A listing of the REXX source code
• A description of how the program works

 Outbound Voice Notification with Input from Caller

The following REXX program implements an outbound voice notification with input from caller application. Within the
UserApplication portion of the code, you can add specific logic that implements feedback from the connecting caller.
Examples of UserApplication include, but are not limited to:

• Implementation of problem notification. This is done by informing the connecting caller of problems currently assigned
and obtaining feedback whether the assigned problem has been resolved or is still outstanding.

• Implementation of message delivery. This is done by playing all messages that are to be delivered to the connecting caller.

VOX Commands Used

When coding a VOX environment application, use the following ADDRESS VOX commands:

• CALLPLAY
Initiates the phone call and automatically play a voice file or words from a word library as soon as the caller picks up the
phone. The advantage of using CALLPLAY instead of CALL then PLAY is that the VOX environment automatically loads
the voice message segment to play prior to making the phone call, thereby improving performance during initiation of the
call.

• GETCHANNEL
Obtains an available channel using a hard-coded channel number or retrieving a channel from a group.
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• GETDIGITS
Obtains user's DTMF tones, assuming the voice message segment played with CALLPLAY has prompted the user
appropriately.

• PLAYGETDIGITS
Obtains subsequent DTMF tones by first prompting the user with a voice message segment. PLAYGETDIGITS is
recommended over using PLAY then GETDIGITS, because it facilitates an improved reading and maintenance of your
application.

• RELEASECHANNEL
Releases the channel used by the phone call, making it available again.

• VERIFYUSER
Verifies the caller as a valid user of the application.

REXX Code Listing

The following sample REXX code illustrates an outbound notification application:

/* REXX */ 
ChannelInUse = 'N'        /* Channel not obtained yet */ 
/* Setup Error Handler in the event */
/* program encounters Ctrl-Break    */ 
SIGNAL ON HALT NAME DOEXIT 
 
  ...
/* Logic to determine which phone number to call */ 
/* goes here.                                    */
 
/* REXX variable PhoneNumber is set by user's */ 
/* application...it is hard-coded for          */ 
/* illustration purposes.                     */
 
PhoneNumber = '9,1800-555-1212'
 
Call GetFreeChannel
 
Call MakeOutboundCall PhoneNumber
 
Call UserApplication
 
Call ReleaseTheChannel
 
exit     
GetFreeChannel:
/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Obtain an available voice channel            */
/* Channel can be obtained by channel number    */
/* or by Group, in this example, a Group of ALL */
/* is used......                                */
/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
Address VOX "GETCHANNEL Group(All) Prefix(Handle)" 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Unable to obtain an available channel. RC='rc 
   exit 16
End 
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ChannelInUse = 'Y'   /* remember we now have a channel */ 
return 
MakeOutboundCall:
Arg OutboundNumber
/*-----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Call number and play preliminary greeting     */
/* For improved performance, use VOX CALLPLAY    */
/* since VOX message to be played is loaded into */
/* memory prior to making phone call.            */
/*-----------------------------------------------*/ 
OutboundNumber = STRIP(OutboundNumber) 
 
GreetingToPlay = 'greeting.vox getuserid.vox' 
         
Address VOX "CALLPLAY Channel("Handle") ", 
    "ToneString("OutboundNumber") ", 
    "File("GreetingToPlay") FILETYPE(NONINDEX)" 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem calling number: 'OutboundNumber ' RC='rc 
   return 16
End 
/* Before returning to main line code, you may want to  */
/* verify connecting caller, you can use VOX GETDIGITS, */
/* PLAYGETDIGITS and VERIFYUSER commands...             */
   
IdLen = 6                 /* Assume Userid is length 6  */
PinLen = 6                /* Assume Pin # is length 6   */ 
Address VOX "GETDIGITS Channel("Handle") ", 
            "Count("IdLen") Prefix(CallerId)" 
 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem obtaining caller userid RC='rc 
   return 16
End 
 
/* Get caller's pin number. */
         
Address VOX "PLAYGETDIGITS Channel("Handle") ",
            "FILE(GetPin.Vox) FILETYPE(NONINDEX)", 
            "Count("PinLen") Prefix(CallerPin)"
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem obtaining caller pin number RC='rc 
   return 16
End 
 
/* Verify the connected phone call */ 
 
Address VOX "VERIFYUSER Userid("CallerId") Pin("CallerPin")" 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Unable to Verify Caller RC='rc 
   return 16
End
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/* Caller is OK, now we can return to main line */ 
return 0 
 
UserApplication: 
/*---------------------------------------*/ 
/* User specific application can go here */
/*---------------------------------------*/ 
          ...
          ...
return 
 
ReleaseTheChannel: 
/*--------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Release the channel obtained, this is done */
/* by calling VOX RELEASECHANNEL command      */
/*--------------------------------------------*/ 
If (ChannelInUse = 'Y') Then Do 
    Address VOX "RELEASECHANNEL Channel("Handle") 
    If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
       say 'Unable to release channel RC='rc 
    End 
    Else 
            ChannelInUse = 'N' 
End 
return 
 
DoExit: 
/*---------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Perform any necessary cleanup such as releasing   */
/* the channel by calling VOX RELEASECHANNEL command */
/*---------------------------------------------------*/ 
Call ReleaseTheChannel 
/*  perform other application specific cleanup       */ 
       ....
       ...
/* terminate application */ 
exit 
return

How It Works

Typically, an outbound voice notification with input from a caller application involves the VOX environment making a phone
call and retrieving user data from the connecting caller (in the form of DTMF tones). Depending on the data received, the
application then takes any appropriate action or responds based upon the user's request.

An example of an outbound notification program could be calling support personnel and requesting what action should be
taken when a product at a specific site needs to be recycled.

 Outbound Recording with Voice Message Delivery

The following REXX program implements an outbound recording with voice message delivery application. Within the
UserApplication portion of the code, you can add specific logic. Examples of UserApplication include, but are not limited to:

• Implementation of status update
• Implementation of message forwarding
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VOX Commands Used

When coding such a VOX environment application, use the following ADDRESS VOX commands:

• CALLPLAY
Initiates a phone call and automatically play a voice file or words from a word library when a caller picks up the phone.
The advantage of using CALLPLAY instead of CALL then PLAY is that the VOX environment automatically loads the
voice message segment to play prior to making the call, improving performance during initiation of the call.

• GETCHANNEL
Obtains an available channel using a hard-coded channel number or retrieving a channel from a group.

• GETDIGITS
Obtains user's user ID (in DTMF tones), assuming the voice message segment played with CALLPLAY has prompted the
user appropriately.

• PLAY
Used to notify the caller that recording is about to begin.

• PLAYGETDIGITS
Plays voice messages with a prompt to retrieve the user's response to the prompt. We recommend you use
PLAYGETDIGITS instead of PLAY then GETDIGITS because it facilitates an improved reading and maintenance of your
application.

• RECORDFILE
Records the caller's message.

• RELEASECHANNEL
Releases the channel used by the phone call, making it available again.

• VERIFYUSER
Verifies the connecting caller.

REXX Code Listing

The following sample REXX code illustrates an outbound recording with voice message delivery application:

/* REXX */ 
ChannelInUse = 'N'        /* Channel not obtained yet */ 
/* Setup Error Handler in the event program encounters Ctrl-Break */ 
SIGNAL ON HALT NAME DOEXIT 
             ...
/* Logic to determine which phone number to call */ 
/* goes here.                                    */
/* REXX variable PhoneNumber is set by user's    */ 
/* application...it is hardcoded for             */ 
/* illustration purposes.                        */
PhoneNumber = '9,1800-555-1212'
Call GetFreeChannel 
Call MakeOutboundCall PhoneNumber 
Call UserApplication
Call ReleaseTheChannel
exit 
          
GetFreeChannel:
/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Obtain an available voice channel            */
/* Channel can be obtained by channel number    */
/* or by Group, in this example, a Group of ALL */
/* is used......                                */
/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
Address VOX "GETCHANNEL Group(All) Prefix(Handle)" 
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If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Unable to obtain an available channel. RC='rc 
   return  16
End 
ChannelInUse = 'Y'  /* remember we now have a channel */ 
return  
MakeOutboundCall:
Arg OutboundNumber
/*-----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Call number and play preliminary greeting     */
/* For improved performance, use VOX CALLPLAY    */
/* since VOX message to be played is loaded into */
/* memory prior to making phone call.            */
/*-----------------------------------------------*/ 
OutboundNumber = STRIP(OutboundNumber) 
GreetingToPlay = 'greeting.vox getuserid.vox' 
         
Address VOX "CALLPLAY Channel("Handle") ", 
          "ToneString("OutboundNumber") ", 
          "File("GreetingToPlay") FILETYPE(NONINDEX)" 

If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem calling number: 'OutboundNumber ' RC='rc 
   return 16
End 

/* Before returning to main line code, you may want to */
/* verify connecting caller, you can use VOX GETDIGITS,*/
/* PLAYGETDIGITS and VERIFYUSER commands...            */
   
IdLen = 6               /* Assume Userid is length 6   */
PinLen = 6              /* Assume Pin # is length 6    */ 
Address VOX "GETDIGITS Channel("Handle") ", 
            "Count("IdLen") Prefix(CallerId)" 

If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem obtaining caller userid RC='rc 
   return 16
End 

/* Get caller's pin number. */
         
Address VOX "PLAYGETDIGITS CHANNEL("Handle") ",
            "FILE(GetPin.Vox) FILETYPE(NONINDEX)", 
            "COUNT("PinLen") PREFIX(CallerPin)"
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem obtaining caller pin number RC='rc 
   return 16
End

/* Verify the connected phone call */ 
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Address VOX "VERIFYUSER Userid("CallerId") Pin("CallerPin")" 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Unable to Verify Caller RC='rc 
   return 16
End 

/* Caller is OK, now we can return to main line */ 
return 0 

UserApplication: 
/*---------------------------------------*/ 
/* User specific application can go here */
/*---------------------------------------*/ 
StatusMsg  = 'SYS1STAT.VOX' /* actual system status VOX file */ 
TmpMsg = '$STAT.VOX'   /* temporary hold for a VOX file */ 
PromptForRecord = 'StrRecd.Vox'   /* Vox file to prompt */
                                  /* for recording      */ 
PromptUserOptions = 'UserOpts.Vox'/* Vox file to prompt */
                                  /* user with options  */ 
SupportMgrExt = '1555'   /* Support Manager's Extension */ 
MgrMsg = 'STATCHG.VOX 'StatusMsg /* Vox files to play   */
                                 /* to support mgr      */
       Msg = 'Problem has been detected by application ' 
ReRecord: 
/* Prompt User before beginning recording session */ 
Address VOX "PLAY Channel("Handle") ",
                 "File("PromptForRecord") FILETYPE(NONINDEX) " 

Address VOX "RECORDFILE Channel("Handle") ",
                        "File("TmpMsg") OverWrite(YES) ", 
                        "Interrupt(YES) " 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   /* Tell connecting caller a problem has been encountered */
   say Msg  ' RECORDFILE RC: ' rc 
   Address VOX "PLAY Channel("Handle") ",
                     "FILE(VOXF_A) FILETYPE(WORDLIB) VAR(Msg)" 
   return  16
End 
PromptAgain: 
UserSelection = '' 
/* Present User with Options for the recording */ 
Address VOX "PLAYGETDIGITS  Channel("Handle") ",
            "File("PromptUserOptions") FILETYPE(NONINDEX) ",
            "Count(1) Prefix(UserSelection) " 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   /* Tell connecting caller a problem has been encountered */
   say Msg  ' PLAYGETDIGITS RC: ' rc 
   Address VOX "PLAY Channel("Handle") ",
                   "FILE(VOXF_A) FILETYPE(WORDLIB) VAR(Msg)" 
   return 16
End
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/* Process User's Response                */ 
/* 1 - Accept new recording and terminate */
/* 2 - Rerecord the message               */ 
/* 3 - Terminate without saving recording */ 
Select 
       When (UserSelection == 1) Then Do 
            /* Update the system status message */ 
            'COPY 'TmpMsg StatusMsg 
       End 
       When (UserSelection == 2) Then Do 
            /* Prompt user to rerecord the message */ 
            Signal ReRecord 
       End 
       When (UserSelection == 3) Then Do 
            /* don't update the system status message */
            nop 
       End 
       Otherwise 
            /* User Specified unrecognized option */ 
            Signal PromptAgain 
End 
Msg = 'Goodbye' 
Address VOX "PLAY Channel("Handle") ",
                  "FILE(VOXF_A) FILETYPE(WORDLIB) VAR(Msg)" 

/* Inform Support Manager that System Status has been updated */ 
/* So, hangup this call then call the support manager */  
Address VOX "SETHOOK CHANNEL("Handle") HOOKSTATE(ONHOOK)"  
Address VOX "CALLPLAY CHANNEL("Handle") TONESTRING("SupportMgrExt")" , 
                      "FILE("MgrMsg") FILETYPE(NONINDEX)" 
         
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   /* Unable to call support manager .... */
   say Msg  ' CALLPLAY RC:' rc 
   return 16
End 
return 0 

ReleaseTheChannel: 
/*--------------------------------------------*/
/* Release the channel obtained, this is done */
/* by calling VOX RELEASECHANNEL command      */
/*--------------------------------------------*/
If (ChannelInUse = 'Y') Then Do 
   Address VOX "RELEASECHANNEL Channel("Handle") 
   If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
      say 'Unable to release channel RC='rc 
   End 
   Else 
         ChannelInUse = 'N' 
End 
return 
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DoExit: 
/*---------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Perform any necessary cleanup such as releasing   */
/* the channel by calling VOX RELEASECHANNEL command */
/*---------------------------------------------------*/ 
Call ReleaseTheChannel 
/*  perform other application specific cleanup */ 
      ....
      ...
/* terminate application */ 
exit 
return

How it Works

Typically, an outbound recording with voice message delivery application involves the VOX environment making a phone call
and retrieving user security information prior to allowing a user to record a voice message. Depending on the application, voice
messages can be deleted, recorded again, or forwarded to others.

An example of an outbound recording with voice message delivery could be when maintaining system status on a daily basis,
where an individual within a support group could be responsible for updating the system status every hour.

 Inbound Application with Input from Caller

The following REXX program implements an inbound with input from caller application. Within the UserApplication portion
of the code, you can add specific logic that implements feedback from the connecting caller. Examples of UserApplication
include, but are not limited to:

• Inbound status checking, where any caller can call to retrieve latest status
• A help desk application

VOX Commands Used

When coding such a VOX environment application, use the following ADDRESS VOX commands:

• ANSWERPLAY
Begins the application in an ANSWER state. When a call comes in, the application can play a voice file or words from a
word library. The advantage of using ANSWERPLAY instead of ANSWER, then PLAY, is that the VOX environment
automatically loads the voice message segment to play prior to answering the phone call, thereby improving performance
during the initial connection.

• GETCHANNEL
Obtains an available channel using a hardcoded channel number or retrieving a channel from a group (see the note after the
table).

• GETDIGITS
Obtains a user's user ID (in DTMF tones), assuming the voice message segment played with ANSWERPLAY has
prompted the user appropriately.

• PLAYGETDIGITS
Plays voice messages with a prompt to retrieve the user's response to the prompt. PLAYGETDIGITS is recommended
instead of PLAY then GETDIGITS because it facilitates an improved reading and maintenance of your application.

• RELEASECHANNEL
Releases the channel used by the phone call, placing the channel in an available state for the next caller.

• VERIFYUSER
Verifies the caller as a valid user of the application.

Note: When coding an inbound application, you can eliminate the GETCHANNEL command by using the ANSWERPLAY
command with the GROUP keyword (waiting for a phone call from a group of channels); when a call comes in, the
ANSWERPLAY command returns the appropriate channel handle to be used on subsequent ADDRESS VOX commands.

REXX Code Listing
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The following sample REXX code illustrates a sample inbound status application:

/* REXX */ 
ChannelInUse = 'N'        /* Channel not obtained yet */ 
Terminate = 'N' 
/* Setup Error Handler in event program encounters Ctrl-Break */ 
SIGNAL ON HALT NAME DOEXIT 
 
Call GetFreeChannel 
  
Do While (Terminate <> 'Y') 
  Call WaitForACall 
  If (result <> 0) Then 
     Terminate = 'Y' 
  Else 
  Do 
    Call UserApplication
    If (result <> 0) Then 
       Terminate = 'Y' 
  End 
End 
Call ReleaseTheChannel
 
exit 
          
GetFreeChannel:
/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Obtain an available voice channel            */
/* Channel can be obtained by channel number    */
/* or by Group, in this example, a Group of ALL */
/* is used......                                */
/*----------------------------------------------*/ 
Address VOX "GETCHANNEL Group(All) Prefix(Handle)" 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Unable to obtain an available channel. RC='rc 
   exit 16
End 
ChannelInUse = 'Y'   /* remember we now have a channel */ 
return 
 
WaitForACall:
/*-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Waiting for a call on a specific channel before returning */ 
/* For improved performance, use VOX ANSWERPLAY              */
/* since VOX message to be played is loaded into             */
/* memory prior to making answering phone call.              */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
GreetingToPlay = 'greeting.vox getuserid.vox' 
         
Address VOX "ANSWERPLAY Channel("Handle") ", 
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          "File("GreetingToPlay") FILETYPE(NONINDEX)" 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem answering call  RC='rc 
   return 16
End 
 
/* Before returning to main line code, you may want to */
/* verify connecting caller, you can use VOX GETDIGITS,*/
/* PLAYGETDIGITS and VERIFYUSER commands...            */
   
IdLen = 6               /* Assume Userid is length 6   */
PinLen = 6             /* Assume Pin # is length 6     */ 
Address VOX "GETDIGITS Channel("Handle") ", 
                               "Count("IdLen") Prefix(CallerId)" 
 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem obtaining caller userid RC='rc 
   return 16
End 
 
/* Get caller's pin number. */ 
       
Address VOX "PLAYGETDIGITS Channel("Handle") ",
              "FILE(GetPin.Vox) FILETYPE(NONINDEX)", 
              "Count("PinLen") Prefix(CallerPin)"
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Problem obtaining caller pin number RC='rc 
   return 16
End 
 
/* Verify the connected phone call */ 
 
Address VOX "VERIFYUSER Userid("CallerId") Pin("CallerPin")" 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
   say 'Unable to Verify Caller RC='rc 
   return 16
End 
 
/* Caller is OK, now we can return to main line */ 
return 0 
 
UserApplication: 
/*--------------------------------------------*/ 
/* User specific application can go here      */
/*--------------------------------------------*/ 
  /* Can use VOX PLAY command to play  */ 
  /* stock quotes, system status etc., */ 
              ...
              ... 
/* Make sure phone is back on hook before returning to mainline */ 
Address VOX "SETHOOK Channel("Handle") HOOKSTATE(ONHOOK)" 
If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
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   say 'Unable to put phone back onhook  RC = 'rc 
   return 16
End 
 
return 0 
 
ReleaseTheChannel: 
/*-----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Release the channel obtained, this is done    */
/* by calling VOX RELEASECHANNEL command         */
/*-----------------------------------------------*/ 
If (ChannelInUse = 'Y') Then Do 
   Address VOX "RELEASECHANNEL Channel("Handle") 
   If (rc <> 0) Then Do 
      say 'Unable to release channel RC='rc 
   End 
   Else 
          ChannelInUse = 'N' 
End 
return 
 
DoExit: 
/*-----------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Perform any necessary cleanup such as releasing the */
/* channel by calling VOX RELEASECHANNEL command       */
/*-----------------------------------------------------*/ 
Call ReleaseTheChannel 
/*  perform other application specific cleanup */ 
     ...
     ...
/* terminate application */ 
exit 
return

How it Works

Typically, an inbound notification application remains in an ANSWER state until a call is received. Once the VOX
environment receives an inbound phone call, the application can provide status updates, acknowledge the receipt of a message,
or provide various MIS services.

 Using Notification Manager
This following topics are covered in this section:

This following topics are covered in this section:

 Notification Manager Overview
The Notification Manager component can help you implement automated notification policies and
procedures in your operations. The following Notification procedures are included:

The Notification Manager component can help you implement automated notification policies and procedures in your
operations. The following Notification procedures are included:

• Numeric paging
• Alphanumeric paging
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• Two-way paging
• Networked text-to-speech messages
• Email
• SMS (using two-way paging protocols or email)
• Voice notification
• Solicitation of input through DTMF (telephone keypad) tones
• Pre-recorded or dynamically built messages
• Recording and forwarding of messages
• Various combinations of these methods.

At its highest level, Notification Manager exposes a single program interface for use in a notification. This interface is
facilitated through the NMFIND.REX REXX program. By calling the NMFIND program with the appropriate parameters from
CA Automation Point rules or your own REXX programs, you can perform notification functions.

Related information:

 Notification Strategy
With Notification Manager, you can implement a sophisticated notification strategy without any REXX
programming. Your strategy can include:

With Notification Manager, you can implement a sophisticated notification strategy without any REXX programming. Your
strategy can include:

• Choosing the method (for example, voice, pager) used to notify people based on the time or day
• Choosing the behavior of the method (for example, number of times to let the phone ring, number of times to retry on busy)

based on the individual being notified or on the time or day
• Providing multiple (for example, backup) methods of notifying individuals
• Assigning responsibilities based on the time or day
• Assigning backup responsibilities based on the time or day
• Providing for temporary or periodic reassignment of responsibilities
• Grouping people by common job function or any other criteria
• Notifying just one or all the people in a group about a situation
• Automatic escalation, or forwarding, when a person or group cannot be notified

 Objects Used by Notification Manager
The basic purpose of Notification Manager is to find and notify someone using specified methods, tell
them something, and (optionally) ask them something. You can take advantage of this functionality
directly from rules, from within a REXX script that you write, from a command prompt, or by using the
Notification Website. Notification Manager uses five different kinds of objects to carry out this function:

The basic purpose of Notification Manager is to find and notify someone using specified methods, tell them something, and
(optionally) ask them something. You can take advantage of this functionality directly from rules, from within a REXX script
that you write, from a command prompt, or by using the Notification Website. Notification Manager uses five different kinds
of objects to carry out this function:

• Login
Identifies you to Notification Manager that you are who you claim to be before any tasks can be carried out.

• Contact
Specifies the person or group that you want to modify.

• Method
Determines the type of method to be used to notify a particular contact. Some people have numeric pagers, some
alphanumeric pagers, and some no pager at all. Notification Manager allows you to use different methods of notification
depending on the person you are contacting and on the current time and day.

• Time block
Describe how to reach a contact during a particular block of time. For example, when a person is scheduled to be in the
office you may want to send them a voice message, but when they are on the road, you may want to use a pager to contact
them.

• Parameter
Establish and define method actions. For example, when you use a pager, the phone number of the pager service, the pager
number, and the maximum length this pager service allows for messages are all parameters.

Note:
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: Any messages generated by notification (NMFIND) requests are displayed in the CA Automation Point Notification
Messages window.

 Notification Manager Scenarios
Here are some examples of Notification Manager's capabilities.

Here are some examples of Notification Manager's capabilities.

Example 1:

Suppose you determine that when a particular JES is having difficulties, you need to notify the lead JES systems programmer,
Jim Smith. The CA Automation Point rule that trapped the error message from JES would contain this clause:

REXX(NMFIND PERSON(JIM SMITH) TELL('JES is down'))

Notification Manager uses its database technology (which is based on a relational database) to determine which
communications method it should use to contact Jim Smith based on the time and day. Notification Manager proceeds to
contact Jim Smith and relay the message according to the following:

• If the notification method was CA Automation Point voice technology, Jim receives a phone call at the phone number
pointed to by his notification schedule.

• If the notification method was a numeric pager, Notification Manager pages Jim with the numeric message consisting of
the phone number that he needs to call and an ID number authorizing him to receive the voice message.

• If the appropriate notification method was an alphanumeric pager, the message displays on Jim's pager with a phone
number and ID that he can use to get any information that was not sent by his pager. (For example, the message to be sent
may be longer than his paging service supports.)

• If the notification method was CA Automation Point email technology, Jim receives an email message at the email address
pointed to by his notification schedule.

Warning:  You can support longer text notification with the email method than you can support with the voice and
paging methods.

Example 2:

Extending the previous example, suppose you have written a REXX program that obtains control whenever JES is down and
you have determined that you do not know how to handle the situation. Thus, you want to allow Jim to specify what should be
done about JES being down. You can code a call to Notification Manager within your REXX program as follows:

CALL NMFIND.REX "PERSON(JIM SMITH) TELL('JES is down')",
  "ASK('What should I do', 'WARM START', 'COLD START')"

Your program returns a value of 1 from NMFIND if Jim wants it to warm-start JES (because WARM START is the first
answer) and a value of 2 if Jim wants it to cold-start JES (because COLD START is the second answer).

Example 3:

Alternately, you may want to code REXX programs that handle various situations, and then code your automation so that
Notification Manager invokes those programs based on the response it gets from the person it calls. For example, you could
code the following invocation of Notification Manager in your rules file:

REXX(NMFIND PERSON(JIM SMITH) TELL('JES IS DOWN')
  ASK('What should I do,
      WARM START :: JESSTART.REX WARM,
      COLD START :: JESSTART.REX COLD,
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      IPL THE SYSTEM :: IPLSYS.REX'))

Note:

: The previous example is split across lines for presentation on the page. However, when you enter this code, it must be on a
single line.

If Jim asks for a warm start, Notification Manager will run the JESSTART REXX program with a parameter of WARM. If Jim
asks for a cold start, Notification Manager will run the JESSTART REXX program with a parameter of COLD. If Jim asks for
a system IPL, Notification Manager will run the IPLSYS REXX program.

Notification Manager also supports group definition and notification. For example, if you define a group
called CICS_SYS_PROGS, you could replace the PERSON(JIM SMITH) in the previous examples with
GROUP(CICS_SYS_PROGS). Instead of trying to contact just Jim Smith, Notification Manager systematically attempts to
contact each member of the CICS_SYS_PROGS group until someone is successfully contacted. You can also tell Notification
Manager to notify all members of the group by defining the group as a broadcast group.

 Define the Notification Manager Database
This section describes the steps you need to perform to define the Notification Manager database for use
at your site.

This section describes the steps you need to perform to define the Notification Manager database for use at your site.

Warning:  We highly  recommend that you use the Wizard Interface to initially configure the CA Automation
Point essential facilities and services. After you have used the Wizard Interface for initial configuration, you can
expediently modify a specific component by using the Expert Interface. See Configuring CA Automation Point for
more information about the Wizard and Expert interfaces.

To configure Notification Manager.

1. From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Notification Manager, NM Setup.
The NM Setup dialog displays.

2. Follow the instructions on the dialog to establish your connection to a Notification Manager database.

The machine that you select on this dialog as the Notification Manager database server (either local or remote) must already
have a supported version of Microsoft SQL Server installed. The selected Microsoft SQL Server instance must also have the
TCP/IP database protocol enabled. You can use the SQL Server Configuration Manager application that ships with Microsoft
SQL Server to view the enabled status of this protocol. If the selected Notification Manager database server is remote,
you must first ensure that the Notification Manager database has been installed on this remote machine before completing
this configuration. A Notification Manager database cannot be installed or upgraded remotely. If the selected notification
database is local, ensure that you login as a user with the SQL privileges necessary to update SQL databases using Windows
authentication, and ensure that location of the SQL command-line utility osql.exe is stored in the PATH environment variable
of that user.

After you have configured the Notification Manager database, you can enable Web access to Notification Manager using the
NM Website dialog. This dialog allows you to specify the required configuration information to make Notification Manager
accessible from a Web browser.

Note:

: For more information, see Notification Website Application.

To configure security constraints that apply to the use of Notification Manager from the Web, you can use the NM Security
dialog. This dialog allows you to specify the type of user authentication, the type of security, and the passwords for the built-in
Notification Manager user accounts.

 Install Notification Website Application
The Notification Website comprises two parts:

The Notification Website comprises two parts:

• The Notification Manager web application, which executes inside the JSP/Servlet environment that is selected to host the
Notification Website. The Notification Manager web application is responsible for creating the HTML pages that are used
to display the gathered Notification Manager data.

• The Notification Manager Gateway component, which is a service that is installed on the CA Automation Point server
machine. This component is responsible for retrieving data from the Notification Manager database that is initially
requested by the Notification Manager web application.
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Note:

: Before you can begin to configure the Notification Manager Website, you must first configure Notification Manager. You do
this on the NM Setup dialog.

The Notification Manager Website can be set up in two different ways:

• On the same machine where you installed the CA Automation Point Server
• On another machine hosting a Java Servlet environment

These situations are described in detail in the following sections:

 Install the Notification Website Application on the Same Machine as the CA Automation Point Server

The Notification Website is included when you choose to install the Server Features from the CA Automation Point
installation program.

To enable the Notification Website Application.

From the main window of Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Notification Manager, NM
Website.

The NM Website dialog displays.

• Check the Enable Access to Notification Website check box.
• The Notification Website application must run in a JSP/Servlet environment. Therefore provide your own JSP/Servlet

environment or install a redistributed version of the Apache Tomcat Server. The required version of the JRE must be
installed on your machine.

• The Java/Tomcat Installation dialog displays if either a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) or the Apache Tomcat JSP/
Servlet software is needed on your computer.

How You Set Up to Use the Apache Tomcat Server

To use the Apache Tomcat server that is redistributed with CA Automation Point as the web server for the Notification
Website.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the Use Local Java Servlet Environment check box.
2. Choose an appropriate context name for the Notification Manager website application and select a previously unused TCP/

IP port number for the Notification Manager Gateway service.
3. Confirm your configuration choices by clicking the OK button. The Java/Tomcat Installation dialog displays. This dialog

guides you through the process of installing the Apache Tomcat software and Java Runtime Environment.
The Notification Website configuration step is complete. Continue with the Optional Configuration Tasks.

How You Provide Your Own JSP/Servlet Environment

When providing your own JSP/Servlet environment, be sure to leave the Use Local Java Servlet Environment check box
unchecked.

The Notification Manager Gateway service requires a compatible version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) for the
Notification Manager web application to have access to the Notification Manager database. You can also select a previously
unused TCP/IP port number for the Notification Manager Gateway service.

After you have enabled the Notification Website, manually deploy the Notification Manager web application into this JSP/
Servlet environment. The Notification Manager web application is packaged into a web application archive file (a WAR file)
called caapnfy.war. This WAR file resides in the CA Automation Point CLASSES directory (for example, installDir\classes
\caapnfy.war). See your JSP/Servlet environment documentation for instructions on how to deploy this application. After
both enabling the Notification Website functionality and manually deploying the Notification Manager web application, see
Optional Configuration Tasks.

Confirm your configuration choices. When the Java/Tomcat Installation dialog, displays it guides you through the process of
installing a compatible version of the Java Runtime Environment.

 Install the Notification Website Application on a Non-CA Automation Point Machine
If you decide to run the Notification Website application on a machine other than the server machine,
you must manually deploy the web application archive file (.WAR file) into your JSP/Servlet engine.
The Notification Website application is packaged in the caapnfy.war file, which can be found in the
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installDir\classes directory on the server machine. Refer to your JSP/Servlet environment documentation
for instructions on how to deploy this application.

If you decide to run the Notification Website application on a machine other than the CA Automation Point server machine,
you must manually deploy the web application archive file (.WAR file) into your JSP/Servlet engine. The Notification Website
application is packaged in the caapnfy.war file, which can be found in the installDir\classes directory on the CA Automation
Point server machine. Refer to your JSP/Servlet environment documentation for instructions on how to deploy this application.

 Optional Configuration Tasks
This section describes the optional procedures that may be needed to complete the setup of Notification
Manager:

This section describes the optional procedures that may be needed to complete the setup of Notification Manager:

 How You Create Or Update a Notification Manager Database on a Non-CA Automation Point Server
A Notification Manager database can reside on a server where is not installed. This lets you centralize
your databases and minimizes the number of Microsoft SQL Server licenses your site requires. can
remotely connect to a Notification Manager database created on another system.

A Notification Manager database can reside on a server where CA Automation Point is not installed. This lets you centralize
your databases and minimizes the number of Microsoft SQL Server licenses your site requires. CA Automation Point can
remotely connect to a Notification Manager database created on another system.

You must install a supported version of Microsoft SQL Server on any server machine where the Notification Manager database
is to reside.

Note:

: For supported releases of Microsoft SQL Server, see Software Requirements.

After you install (or upgrade) a CA Automation Point server on one machine, you need to install (or upgrade) a remote
database.

To install a remote database

1. On the remote server, login as a user who has the SQL privilege to update SQL databases using Windows authentication.
Make sure that the SQL command-line utility osql.exe is on that user's PATH.

2. Start the CA Automation Point installation program from the CA Automation Point DVD.
3. Select Setup Remote NM database.
4. Enter the appropriate values into the fields on the dialog.
5. Click Setup to create or update the NM database schema on the local system.
6. Return to your CA Automation Point server, and navigate to Configuration Manager, Expert Interface, Notification

Services, Notification Manager, NM Setup.
7. Establish a connection from CA Automation Point to the remote NM database. This populates the database with initial

values. If you already established access to a remote database in your previous CA Automation Point release, disable
access, click OK, and then re-enable access. This confirms that CA Automation Point can establish a connection and
properly recognize the recently updated remote database.

 Configure Voice Notification and Call-in Features for Notification
To enable the voice notification and call-in features for Notification Manager, you create the Notification
Manager voice groups NMCALL and NMANSWER.

To enable the voice notification and call-in features for Notification Manager, you create the Notification Manager voice
groups NMCALL and NMANSWER.

Note:

Note: These features are available only to a notification server that has a voice card installed.

• NMCALL Group
When you define the NMCALL group, the voice notification feature is activated. The voice notification feature allows you
to notify a contact through a phone call or a voice message, and optionally to prompt the contacted person to respond to a
question using the phone's touch-tone pad.
Before configuring the NMCALL group, you must determine the number of channels you want to assign to it. You base
this number on the amount of notification traffic that you expect Notification Manager to generate. You can adjust the
number at a later time when the notification traffic is more clearly defined.
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• NMANSWER Group
When you define the NMANSWER group, the call-in feature is activated. The call-in feature allows the contacted person to
call Notification Manager to acknowledge receipt of the notification, and to address any reported problem or event through
the use of the phone's touch-tone pad. This feature provides notification methods that are inherently "outbound only" with
a way to acknowledge notifications or to respond to questions through the use of touch-tone pad entries. Examples of such
methods are email and paging.
Before configuring the NMANSWER group, you must determine the number of channels you want to assign to it. As with
the NMCALL group, the number of channels you assign to the NMANSWER group is based on the expected call load.
You must also specify the phone numbers of the channels assigned to the NMANSWER group.

To configure the NMCALL and NMANSWER groups

1. From the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Notification Manager, NM
Voice Groups.
The dialog NM Notification Server Voice Channel Groups displays.

2. Enter the name of a notification server that has the "Use Voice Card" option enabled.
The notification server can be either local or remote. If the notification server service is remote, the local notification server
and the the remote notification server must be network-connected using PPQs. Both local and remote notification servers
must also be configured to use the same NM database.

3. Choose Edit.
The dialog that displays has two tabs -- NMANSWER and NMCALL -- and displays a list of all the channels available to
the voice card.
At this point, you can designate which channels are to be used only to call out (NMCALL) and which channels can be
used only to call in (NMANSWER). For you to enable the call-in feature, at least one channel must be assigned to the
NMANSWER group along with at least one phone number. If more than one channel is part of the NMANSWER group,
CA recommends that you provide a phone number for each channel. One of the phone numbers entered here will be part of
the message Notification Manager issues to a contact when the contact is required to call in.

4. Click OK to commit the changes to the database.
If the notification server service is local, the service is recycled.
If the notification server service is remote, a dialog box displays stating that the service must be recycled on the remote
box before the changes cantake effect. Go to the remote workstation and manually recycle the notification server service to
ensure the changes are activated.
When the service is recycled, Notification Manager starts one NMANSWER program for each channel in the
NMANSWER group. The NMANSWER program secures an NMANSWER group channel and awaits a call-in from a
contact.

Note:

: The individual notification methods (for example, Alphanumeric Pager 1 or Email 1) do not need any configuration changes
(such as a change to the Usage setting) for you to use the call-in feature.

 Notification Website Search Capabilities
We recommend that Notification Website users specify at least a one- or two-letter search pattern when
conducting a search of contacts or logins. This is especially important on systems with large databases.
Limiting the search in this way provides for fast data retrieval and produces fewer records to scroll
through.

We recommend that Notification Website users specify at least a one- or two-letter search pattern when conducting a search of
contacts or logins. This is especially important on systems with large databases. Limiting the search in this way provides for
fast data retrieval and produces fewer records to scroll through.

If users of the Notification Website do not follow this practice of limiting searches, the general searches for contacts or logins
that are conducted may require a large number of records to be retrieved. The time it takes to retrieve these records may lead
to delays due to network performance issues. To minimize the delays, the Notification Manager administrator can configure
the Notification Manager Gateway Server to limit the number of records retrieved for each search. If the limit is reached, the
user is advised that not all records were returned and that he or she can use a more specific search pattern to lower the number
of records to be retrieved. The default value for this limit is 50. This value can be increased or decreased depending upon the
throughput of the network.

Consider this example. A Notification Website user wants to modify the contact James Smith, and decides to search for this
contact. The user enters the wildcard (*) in the search pattern. The database contains a thousand contacts. Because the wildcard
matches all contacts, all 1000 records are returned. A long time goes by before all these records are returned to the user, and
when they are, he or she must scroll through 1000 records to find James Smith. If the system is limited to returning only 50
records, 50 records are returned quickly and the user is advised to provide a more specific search pattern. James Smith might
be included in the 50 records returned, but this is not guaranteed. If the user puts Ja* in the search pattern, it is likely that far
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fewer than 50 records would be returned, and the scrolling to find the contact would be much easier. For future searches, the
Notification Website user would realize that the best way to quickly retrieve a record is to provide as much detail as possible in
the search pattern.

To limit the number of records retrieved on searches

1. From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Notification Manager, NM Website.
The NM Website dialog displays.

2. Change the value in the Maximum Number of Search Records field.
The default value is 50.

The NM Gateway Server service does not need to be recycled after the value is changed. The new setting takes effect as soon
as the NM Website dialog is closed.

 Security Options for Notification Manager

To establish security for the Notification Website, choose Expert Interface, Notification Services, Notification Manager, NM
Security from the Configuration Manager main window. Using this expert interface, you can configure the security options for
the Notification Website as follows:

• Establish authentication by choosing a login authentication mode.
• Control authorization by enabling or disabling the advanced LDAP permissions.
• Change the passwords of the NM built-in login names.

Note:

: For a description of Notification Website security and more information about Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
(LDAP), see Secure the Notification Website.

Login Authentication

The Notification Manager website supports three modes of login authentication, which are represented as options on the NM
Security Options dialog. The three modes are:

• No authentication
• Windows authentication
• LDAP authentication

The modes and the options you choose for them on the NM Security Options dialog are:

• No Authentication
To forgo any authentication for website users, choose the None option on the NM Security Options dialog. When you
choose None, passwords are not checked. This option is the default and is the same as what was done in previous releases.
However, before using this option long term, you should thoroughly evaluate your security situation.

• Windows Authentication
To specify that user names and passwords be checked against the Windows domain server, choose Windows Default
Domain Server in the NM Security Options dialog. If you do not specify a name for the default domain server, the CA
Automation Point server is used.
If you use Windows authentication, the CA Automation Point Server box must be running either in the domain where the
authentication occurs, or in a domain that shares a trust relationship with the domain where the authentication occurs.

Note:

: The user can optionally specify an alternate Windows domain server when logging on to the website. This is done by
using the backward slash character as a delimiter. For example, a user could specify the login user name as follows:

windomain_2\user_name

The login user name submitted for Windows authentication must match what is specified in the Notification Manager
database. In the preceding example of specifying alternate domain, the login name specified in the Notification Manager
database should also be windomain_2\user_name.

• LDAP Authentication
For the user name and password to be checked against an LDAP-compliant directory server, choose LDAP Default Login
Server and specify the following options on the NM Security Options dialog:
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• LDAP Default Login Server
The host name or host TCP/IP address of the default LDAP server (Required)

• Port Number
The host TCP/IP port number of the default LDAP server (Required)

• User DN Prefix
The user DN prefix used to make up the final user DNs to authenticate the login with the server

• User DN Suffix
The user DN suffix used to make up the final user DNs to authenticate the login with the server
Note: A DN (or Distinguished Name) is a unique identifier used by the LDAP server to authenticate logins. The final
user DNs are in the concatenated form of the user DN prefix, the login user name supplied by the user, and the user DN
suffix.

The user can optionally supply an alternate LDAP server and port number when logging on to the website. This is done by
using the backward slash character as a delimiter. For example, the user could specify the user name as follows:

ldapserver_2:port_2\user_name

The login user name submitted for LDAP authentication must match what is specified in the Notification Manager
database. In the preceding example of an alternate LDAP server and port number, the login name specified in the
Notification Manager database should also be ldapserver_2:port_2\user_name.

• NM Built-in Login Names
Notification Manager provides two built-in login names that you can use initially to start up your site, as well as for
subsequent transitions. These login names and their initial passwords are:

• NmAdmin
Identifies the built-in administrative login name, with a password "nmadmin"

• NmGuest
Identifies the built-in guest login name, with a password "nmguest"

You can use these login names as a basis for authorization as well as authentication. For detailed information on these login
names, see Secure the Notification Website

Warning:  We strongly recommended that you change these initial passwords before publishing the website.

Advanced LDAP Permissions

The Notification Website supports two modes of user authorization, Basic Privileges and Advanced LDAP Permissions. Basic
Privileges authorization is always enabled. Optionally, you can enable the advanced mode of permissions with a third-party
LDAP-compliant directory server. In this case, the LDAP server is queried for additional user permissions data. If you want to
enable advanced LDAP Permissions, specify the following options on the NM Security Options dialog. All of these options are
required.

• Enable
Enables, or disables, the Advanced LDAP Permissions user authorization option. The default is disabled.

• LDAP Permission Server Name
Configures the host name or host TCP/IP address of the LDAP server that has the advanced permissions data.

• Port Number
Configures the host TCP/IP port number of the LDAP server.

• AP Connection User DN
Configures the user DN that the Notification Website uses to authenticate with the LDAP server to query permissions data.

• AP Connection Password
Configures the password that the Notification Website uses to authenticate with the LDAP server to query permissions
data.

• NM Base DN
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Configures the base DN that identifies the root of the NM LDAP tree within the larger LDAP "forest." This root entry is
the directory from which all NM searches begin. All NM related advanced user permissions data should reside under this
base DN. For example, it may appear as follows:

ou=CAAP,o=your_company,c=your_country

Note:

: For more information about LDAP, see Secure the Notification Website. The Notification Website does not use a directory's
internal access controls for the implementation of the advanced LDAP permissions; instead, it follows the directory security
policies set by the LDAP server, as all other users of LDAP do. The Notification Website application connects with the LDAP
server using the AP Connection User DN and password that you specify, queries the LDAP server for the NM permissions
data, and then grants or denies the user permissions that are requested.

 

 

 Notification Manager Concepts
The core of Notification Manager is more of a control center and database handler than an actual method
of contacting people. It allows you to create any number of methods to be used to contact people. CA
provides you with a starter set consisting of voice paging, email, alphanumeric paging, and numeric
paging. You can add any number of your own methods. Currently, the method must be a REXX script.

The core of Notification Manager is more of a control center and database handler than an actual method of contacting people.
It allows you to create any number of methods to be used to contact people. CA provides you with a starter set consisting of
voice paging, email, alphanumeric paging, and numeric paging. You can add any number of your own methods. Currently, the
method must be a REXX script.

Notification Manager makes it possible to notify contacts through different methods. You almost always want to use a different
method to contact people depending on where they typically are at a particular time of day. If they always wear a pager, you
can always have them paged; however, there are other considerations.

The methods that Notification Manager uses to notify a contact fall into two categories:

One category notifies a contact by relaying a message and by soliciting a response to a question. The method accepts the
response and passes the data along for site automation. For example, a contact may be notified by a voice phone call that will
play prerecorded messages, record contact initiated messages for forwarding to all subsequent people handling the problem,
ask a question, and wait for a response.

Methods that fall into the second category simply relay a message. Such methods when combined with the Notification
Manager Call-in feature can be used to notify, confirm notification receipt, and solicit a response to a question. For example,
whenever Notification Manager notifies a contact using a pager, Notification Manager displays a call-in phone number and
item ID on the pager display. Upon receipt, the contact dials the displayed call-in number. After a voice call connection is
established, Notification Manager prompts the contact to enter the item ID, relays a message, asks a question, awaits the
response by the contact, and passes the response along for further automation.

Notification Manager supports a number of communication methods directly, including:

• TAP-compliant pager service
• Voice notification using the ADDRESS VOX environment
• Email
• Two-way paging notification using a paging service that supports either the SNPP protocol or the WCTP protocol (version

1.1)
• Text-to-speech network communications to a Windows desktop PC

Because Notification Manager is an open application, you can also define your own custom methods to use in particular
circumstances. Examples of custom methods include generating an operator message, sending a FAX, opening a problem
ticket, and putting a message on a CA Automation Point PPQ.

Related information:
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 Backup Methods
Notification Manager makes it possible to notify contacts through several different methods, one after
another. If the initial notification attempt fails, Notification Manager reverts to backup methods (which
you have defined) to notify the contact.

Notification Manager makes it possible to notify contacts through several different methods, one after another. If the initial
notification attempt fails, Notification Manager reverts to backup methods (which you have defined) to notify the contact.

Suppose that Joe is responsible for the very important payroll application. Notification Manager makes it easy to ensure that
every possible means of contacting Joe is used.

Note:

: If the current time is within the time(s) covered by a schedule entry, the time is said to be active; otherwise, it is said to
be inactive.

If you want Notification Manager to use more than one method when attempting to notify Joe, simply define multiple schedule
entries covering the same period of time and assign a different method to each one. For a very important application, you can
tell Notification Manager to try to contact Joe by phone whenever possible (for the reasons covered previously), but you would
also want to tell it to use a pager if Joe cannot be notified by phone.

Another reason to use backup methods is when you cannot be certain where to contact a person at a particular time. For
example, Joe leaves the office between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. each day to make his one hour commute home. In that case,
you would want Notification Manager to try to notify Joe:

• At work up to 6:00 p.m.
• In the car from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m.
• At home from 5:00 p.m. onward

Notification Manager will then try to notify him in all three places from 4:00 to 6:00. When you tell Notification Manager to
use backup methods, it provides you with a means, called priority, of telling it which method to try first.

 Overrides
Because a contact may have a standard weekly schedule, Notification Manager provides you with day
of the week (DOW) scheduling using time blocks. This allows you to input time entries that do not vary
from week to week. The time blocks may only have a single start and stop time but can cover any number
of the days of the week.

Because a contact may have a standard weekly schedule, Notification Manager provides you with day of the week (DOW)
scheduling using time blocks. This allows you to input time entries that do not vary from week to week. The time blocks may
only have a single start and stop time but can cover any number of the days of the week.

For example, Tim takes his lunch break from 12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. In this case, use a single time
block to specify his lunch breaks. As another example, Veronica has her planning meetings every Tuesday and Thursday
from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. Again, specify her schedule with a single time block. On the other hand, if Veronica's planning
meetings were from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. on Tuesday, but from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on Thursday, you would have to
use two different time blocks because the start and stop times are different. The completed DOW schedule consists of entries
telling Notification Manager what to do on a certain day or days of the week.

On the other hand, if you have a special assignment that changes how you should be contacted on a particular Tuesday,
you would not want to change the time entries for Tuesday to handle that special event. Notification Manager provides date
scheduling to make it easy to override the Tuesday schedule with a schedule that is specific to the Tuesday that falls on a
particular date. Note that the date schedule does not replace  the day of the week schedule. In this case, Notification Manager
uses the methods specified for the specified date, and then if those fail, the methods for Tuesday.

 Order of Events When Using Backups and Overrides
A date-specific schedule overrides a day of the week schedule solely because Notification Manager has
a built-in algorithm for determining the order to use when performing processing for a time that has
multiple active time blocks.

A date-specific schedule overrides a day of the week schedule solely because Notification Manager has a built-in algorithm for
determining the order to use when performing processing for a time that has multiple active time blocks.

That algorithm is as follows:

1. Time blocks that specify a date are always performed before time blocks that specify a day of the week. (A time block that
is specific to Tuesday, July 3 is probably more accurate than one that covers every Tuesday of the year.)
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2. The highest priority time block is selected. (The user knows best.)
3. If two time blocks that specify a date are active, the one whose beginning date is closest to the current date is performed

first.
4. If two day of the week time blocks are active, the one whose first active day of the week is closest to the current day of the

week is performed first. (A time block that covers July 15 through July 18 is probably more accurate on July 16 than one
that covers July 1 through July 31. Similarly, a time block that covers Wednesday through Friday is probably more accurate
on Thursday than a time block that covers Sunday through Saturday.)

5. If there is still a tie, the time block whose start time is closest to the current time is performed first. (A time block that starts
at 9 a.m. is probably more accurate at 10 a.m. than one that starts at 1 a.m.)

6. If there is still a tie, the time block whose end time is closest to the current time is performed first. (A time block that
covers from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. is probably more accurate at 10 a.m. than one that covers from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.)

7. If there is still a tie, a time block that forwards calls to another person is used after one that tries to reach the person
Notification Manager is currently trying to reach.

8. If there is still a tie, the order is random/undefined.

 Forwarding

Notification Manager allows you to forward notification to a predetermined contact in the event that the primary contact
is unavailable. This feature is useful for situations that are planned to occur on a regular basis, or for last-minute schedule
changes that require one contact to cover for another.

For example, Joe may be the person who is primarily responsible for the payroll application, but he wants to go on vacation.
You have over 100 CA Automation Point rules that make calls to Notification Manager to contact Joe for problems with
this application. Do you have to change them all? No. Joe can simply forward them to another contact. When Notification
Manager is told to notify a contact, it looks at the method it is supposed to use. If that method is to forward to another contact,
Notification Manager looks at the schedule of that other contact for the method to use.

Forwarding can also be used to handle lunch breaks, meetings, travel times between home and office, or anything that involves
one person needing to hand over responsibility for something to another person for a while. With forwarding, each person can
maintain an individual, personal schedule of notification methods. In other words, when Joe forwards his calls to Mary from 12
p.m. to 1 p.m. for his lunch break, he does not need to know how to notify Mary during that time. He simply forwards his calls
to her and Notification Manager looks up how to notify Mary, based on her schedule.

Create an Alias

Another powerful use of forwarding is to create pseudo-contacts, or aliases, that describe responsibilities. These aliases allow
you to isolate jobs from the people who are currently filling them.

For example, as in the previous section, there might be over 100 rules for the payroll application that need to notify this
application's administrator. If you set up those rules to notify Joe directly, when he moves into another position you must
recode all the rules to notify someone else. A much more maintainable method would be to define a contact such as a "payroll
administrator" to act as an alias. This alias will always be notified when there is a problem with the payroll application. Then,
you simply create a single 24x7 time block for that contact that forwards notification to Joe. Joe can change his personal
schedule any way he desires and Notification Manager can still find him when it needs to get in touch with the "payroll
administrator." Also, when Joe moves on and Mary takes his place, all you need to do is change the payroll administrator
contact to forward notification to Mary instead of Joe.

Forwarding can also be used to manage groups of people who take turns being responsible for something. For example,
Joe actually shares the role of the payroll administrator with Susan and Tracy. You can define time blocks for the payroll
administrator that divide the week or year up any way you want and make one of the three responsible for the payroll
application at each particular time.

Priority Forwarding

Extending the concept of backup methods discussed previously, you can use priorities to make sure that Notification Manager
tries multiple people anytime there is a problem, but tries them in a different order, depending on the time.

For example, you can define three schedule entries for the payroll administrator that cover 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday, assigning them priorities of 3, 2, and 1. Then, you make the priority 3 time block forward to Joe, the priority 2
time block forward to Susan, and the priority 1 time block forward to Tracy. Next, you create three schedule entries that cover
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m., Monday through Friday, and forward to Susan from the priority 3 time block, Tracy from the priority 2
time block, and Joe from the priority 1 time block.

When Notification Manager needs to notify the payroll administrator between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on Monday through
Friday, it tries to notify Joe, then Susan, then Tracy. If it needs to notify the payroll administrator between 5:00 p.m. and 8:00
a.m. on Monday through Friday, it tries Susan, then Tracy, then Joe.
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Nested Notification Forwarding

When one contact forwards notification to another contact, that contact can, in turn, forward to yet another, creating nested
forwarding. This nesting can be to any depth.

 Availability
Notification Manager allows you to change the availability status assigned to an individual contact. The
availability status of an individual determines how Notification Manager processes notification requests
for this individual. If the individual is marked as unavailable, Notification Manager does not directly
attempt to notify that individual. However, because forwarding methods point to a contact other than the
selected individual, Notification Manager does consider forwards during the notification request.

Notification Manager allows you to change the availability status assigned to an individual contact. The availability status
of an individual determines how Notification Manager processes notification requests for this individual. If the individual is
marked as unavailable, Notification Manager does not directly attempt to notify that individual. However, because forwarding
methods point to a contact other than the selected individual, Notification Manager does consider forwards during the
notification request.

You can use the Modify Individual Contact page within the Notification Website to change the availability of an individual
contact. In addition, you can use this web page to specify the reason that this individual is currently unavailable. This reason is
displayed on the Send a Notification web page, after the unavailable contact has been selected for notification.

Although Notification Manager processes forwards currently assigned to an unavailable contact, the Send a Notification
web page can only be used to send notification requests to those contacts that have at least one non-forward (direct) method
currently active. For this reason, you cannot notify an unavailable contact using this Send a Notification web page.

 Groups
Notification Manager enables you to create groups of people. The grouping can be based on any criteria
that you choose. Membership in a group can be on a 24 hour a day, 7 day a week basis, or it can be
based on a person's availability at various times of the day. By setting up time blocks according to the
availability of each person in the group, you can create a membership directory that will contact the
appropriate person at the appropriate time.

Notification Manager enables you to create groups of people. The grouping can be based on any criteria that you choose.
Membership in a group can be on a 24 hour a day, 7 day a week basis, or it can be based on a person's availability at various
times of the day. By setting up time blocks according to the availability of each person in the group, you can create a
membership directory that will contact the appropriate person at the appropriate time.

Note:

: Individual escalations and forward-tos do not occur if the contact they escalate or forward to is a member of the group. For
example, Jack and Jill are part of a group, and Jack escalates to Jill. When the group is notified and the calltree constructed,
Jack's escalation to Jill is suppressed because Jill is a member of the group.

 Broadcasting

Notification Manager's default behavior is to stop processing as soon as it successfully notifies one person or one member of
a group. However, it can also be used to broadcast information to an entire group or send information to an individual in more
than one way.

Example:

This example uses broadcasting to call a department meeting.

1. Create a group called Dept7.
2. Have Dept7 refer to each person in Department 7 for 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
3. Tell Notification Manager that it should use all active time blocks and notify all active members. (Recall that a time block

is active if the current time is included within the time span covered by the time block.)

The Dept7 group can now be used to notify all the members of the group.

Escalation

Sooner or later, Notification Manager will be unable to notify the contact that you request through any of the specified
methods. To help you handle this case, Notification Manager provides the concept of escalation. Escalation allows you to
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forward notification from one contact to another. Escalation is always active but is only used when all of the other methods
that you specified have failed.

The following examples illustrate the escalation functionality.

Example 1:

Joe Smith is a contact who can be contacted by the Voice 1 and the Alphanumeric Pager 1 methods. Joe escalates to Jane Doe.
Jane can be contacted by the Alphanumeric Pager 1 method. Jane escalates to Quinton Anderson. Quinton can be contacted by
the Voice at Work method. Quinton does not escalate to anyone. The call tree for this example would look as follows:

A notification is issued for Joe Smith (for example, NMFIND NAME(Joe Smith) TELL('JES is down')). Notification Manager
attempts to call Joe using Voice 1, but cannot reach him. It next attempts to use Alphanumeric Pager 1 to contact him, but this
also fails. Left with no more methods to attempt for Joe, Notification Manager escalates to Joe's escalate person. In this case,
the escalate person is Jane Doe. The attempt to contact Jane using Alphanumeric Pager 1 works. At this point the NMFIND is
successful and exits without an attempt to contact Quinton Anderson.

Example 2:

Using the same scenario as before, assume Joe Smith cannot be contacted. He escalates to Jane Doe. Jane Doe cannot be
contacted using the Alphanumeric Pager 1 method. Because no other methods are defined for Jane, Notification Manager
escalates to Quinton Anderson. Notification Manager attempts to contact Quinton using the Voice at Work method. This
method fails. Because Quinton has no more methods to attempt, Notification Manager attempts to escalate. However, Quinton
did not define a contact to escalate. Escalation has reached the termination point and NMFIND.REX completes without any
successful contacts.

Loops

Because forwarding can be nested, you can accidentally create a situation where forwards form a loop so that no one can be
notified. Notification Manager treats this case as a failure of all regular methods and tries to notify the contact's escalation
contact.

Duplicate Entities

Forwarding can also cause a situation where Notification Manager is supposed to use the same schedule entry (the same actual
method and parameter set for a particular contact) more than once. With Notification Manager's current architecture, these
duplicate notification attempts are suppressed (not performed).

Local Escalation

Notification Manager gives each contact a choice concerning escalation paths when the contact forwards notification.
The contact must choose whether the escalation path of the contacts that it forwards to should be used. For example, Joe
can specify a schedule entry that forwards notification to Mary. Notification Manager (at the appropriate times) uses this
information to notify Mary in Joe's absence. However, Notification Manager may be unable to notify Mary and thus need to
escalate. In this case, Joe must decide whether Notification Manager should use Mary's escalation path.

The decision is not whether to use Joe's escalation path. Joe's escalation path is always active when Joe is supposed to be
notified. When Joe forwards notification to Mary, he must decide whether he wants to allow Mary's escalation path to be tried
before his is tried. If Mary's escalation path is tried and actually succeeds in notifying someone, then Joe's forward to Mary is
considered successful.

Local Forwarding

Another decision that an individual contact must make is whether to allow Notification Manager to use the forwards of the
contacts that it forwards to.

To continue with the same example, a decision Joe must make when forwarding to Mary is whether to allow Notification
Manager to use the forwards that Mary has specified for her personal schedule. If Joe does not allow Notification Manager
to use Mary's forwards and it cannot find any other methods to notify Mary, the attempt to notify Mary is considered to
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have failed and Notification Manager uses Mary's escalation (provided that Joe allows it). If Joe does not allow Notification
Manager to use Mary's escalation, Notification Manager considers the forward to Mary to have failed and proceeds as
appropriate.

 REXX Programs

This section covers the REXX programs that Notification Manager uses to implement different tasks involved in the
maintenance and administration of Notification Manager. Among these, NMFIND is of special interest, as it is the REXX
program that you will invoke from your automation when you want Notification Manager to notify someone for you. The
programs follow:

• The NMFIND REXX program is used by anyone that wants to use Notification Manager to notify someone. Most likely,
those people are the ones that write automation at your site. However, it could also be a manager who wants to locate an
employee quickly.

• The NMANSWER REXX program provides Notification Manager's call-in feature. At installation time, this feature is
installed on a single client machine of each notification server that has an NMANSWER group defined. It spawns itself on
that computer until there is one NMANSWER running for each phone line in the NMANSWER notification server group.

• A Notification Manager method is a REXX program invoked by Notification Manager using parameters and settings
defined in the Notification Manager database. The invocation program is any REXX program that follows Notification
Manager's architectural parameter requirements. For your convenience, CA Automation Point provides invocation
programs that are architecturally compatible with Notification Manager along with sample Notification Manager method
definition data. The sample method data predefines parameters and their default settings. You customize these method
parameter settings with site-specific values. These REXX programs issue page, email, and voice notifications through the
use of the ADDRESS VOX command environment whenever the notification server is enabled. You can extend or modify
these REXX programs to create a Notification Manager method to meet the requirements of your site.

Modifying or Extending Notification Manager

Due to the open architecture of Notification Manager, you can modify or extend Notification Manager in these ways:

• By giving an existing REXX program a new personality (using parameters)
• By creating your own REXX programs that extend the ways in which Notification Manager can communicate with the

outside world beyond the voice, email, DTMF, and TAP paging services that CA provides. These REXX programs can
open problem tickets, send faxes, and non-TAP pages, or perform any other type of communication you need.

This section covers the conceptual basics of these processes. See the Command and Keyword Reference  for details of the
Notification Manager API.

Defining Methods to Notification Manager

Methods are aliases for a REXX program and a set of parameters. For Notification Manager to notify someone, it must use the
REXX programs that actually know how to communicate with the outside world. For example, the NMVOICE program knows
how to send speech over a phone line and accept DTMF input. Also the NMPAGE program knows how to send a page to a
TAP-compliant paging service.

We provide you with a starter set of the following REXX programs to use when creating your methods:

• NMPAGE, allows you to issue TAP-compliant alphanumeric and numeric pages through CA Automation Point's
notification services.

• NMTAP, allows you to issue TAP-compliant alphanumeric and numeric pages without the use of CA Automation Point's
notification services. The NMTAP REXX program can therefore be user customized to interface with paging services that
are not fully TAP-compliant.

• NMPAGE2WAY, allows you to issue a page request and receive a response to this page request using a paging service that
supports the SNPP protocol or the WCTP protocol.

• NMMAILPG, allows you to issue a page using the local email system.
• NMMAILSMS, allows you to issue a Short Message Service (SMS) text message using the local email system.
• NMMAIL, allows you to notify a person or group using the local email system.
• NMSPEAK, allows you to perform a speech notification using the TCP/IP network.
• NMVOICE, allows you to perform a voice notification.
• NMNETSND, allows you to perform a NET SEND notification from one workstation to another using the TCP/IP network.

Using these programs, CA creates the following methods in the sample Notification Manager database that is shipped with the
Notification Manager component:

• Voice at work
• Voice in the car
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• Voice at home
• Voice 1
• Voice 2
• Alphanumeric Pager 1
• Alphanumeric Pager 2
• Numeric Pager 1
• Numeric Pager 2
• 2-Way Pager 1
• 2-Way Pager 2
• 2-Way Pager with URL
• TAP 1
• TAP 2
• EMail 1
• EMail 2
• Email with URL
• Email pager via SkyTel
• Speak 1
• Speak 2
• Speak with URL
• Text Msg via ATT
• Text Msg via Sprint
• Text Msg via T-Mobile
• Text Msg via Verizon
• Net Send 1
• Net Send 2

The open architecture of Notification Manager allows you to create your own REXX programs and use them to define
additional methods that Notification Manager can use when attempting to notify people.

When installing Notification Manager consider the following points when deciding on a set of methods:

• The method names are independent of the actual invocation string. Thus, you can choose any name for the methods you
create. For example, you do not need to name a method that invokes the NMVOICE REXX program NMVOICE.

• A particular REXX program can be used to create any number of methods. Usually with a different set of parameters or
parameter values for each method.

You can define a single method that is always used to invoke NMVOICE and another that is always used to invoke NMPAGE.
This method is probably not in your best interest to do so. Rather, use the capabilities of Notification Manager to create
methods that have "personality." For example, the NMVOICE program has several parameters that specify the number of
times to call a person, the number of times to let the phone ring on each call attempt, and the amount of time to wait between
attempts.

You may want Notification Manager to persistently try to notify a particular person, or to run quickly through a whole list of
people because you need an answer quickly. You can accomplish this task by creating the following methods:

• LongVoice
Invokes NMVOICE and tells it to try to call the person 20 times at intervals of 5 minutes and let the phone ring 10 times on
each try.

• QuickVoice
Invokes NMVOICE and tells it to try to call the person only one time and to let the phone ring only three times.

Specify the LongVoice method during a particular time block is easier than it is to specify the NMVOICE method and the
parameters and values that make it behave like the LongVoice method.

Notification Manager Parameter Levels

Notification Manager must have a very general view of parameters. To Notification Manager, parameters are simply strings
that are passed to the appropriate method.

The most important consideration with parameters is the assigning of default values. Default values save typing, reduce data
entry errors, and make implementing changes easier. On the other hand, some parameters cannot have a default (for example,
the phone number for a particular contact). Notification Manager handles this diversity by providing the following three-level
scheme in which to store parameter values:

• Method level
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This is the highest level. It stores parameters that are associated only with a particular method.
• Personal level

This is the next level down. It stores parameters that are associated with a particular method and contact.
• Time block level

This is the lowest level. It stores parameters that are associated with a particular method, contact and time block.

Specifying Parameters

When specifying parameters to Notification Manager, place them at the highest possible level. For example, if everyone at
your site uses the same pager service phone number, specify that number at the method level. Similarly, specify a contact's
home phone number at the personal level rather than at the time block level.

In general, a value specified at a more specific level overrides a value specified at a less specific level.

Uses of the Three-Level Structure

The three-level structure for parameters is useful for reducing the number of times you have to specify a parameter's value.
For example, consider the NMPAGE program. You can define a method for each different pager service you use. Therefore,
for each pager service, you only need to define parameters like the pager service phone number, baud rate, and modem
initialization string once. Also, you only need to define the pager ID for each person once at the personal level, rather than in
every time block that needs to page the person. On the other hand, if the person needs to be notified using a different paging
service or pager ID during a particular time block, you can specify those parameters at the time block level and they will
override the method and personal level values.

Combined with the method concept, parameters also allow you to minimize data entry by giving parameters a more specific
meaning. For example, recall that the voice at work and voice at home methods both use the NMVOICE program. The
NMVOICE program does not have a HomePhoneNumber and a WorkPhoneNumber parameter; it has a single Phone()
parameter, which is the phone number to call. However, because you have defined two different methods that point to the
NMVOICE program, you only need to specify your home and work phone numbers once at the personal level for the two
methods.

As you can see, defining a single method to be used when invoking a particular program usually means that you have to
specify many parameters at the personal or time block level. Giving a program multiple "personalities" by creating more than
one method to be used when invoking it allows you to fix parameters at the method or personal level, thereby letting you
specify far fewer parameters at the more specific levels. Consequently, your maintenance overhead is greatly reduced.

On a separate note, you should be aware that when you are creating a method to specify a parameter at the time block or
personal level, you must specify it at the method level (even if you specify a null or dummy value at that level). An example
of this rule is the PHONE parameter of the NMVOICE program. It is highly unlikely that you will create a unique method for
each phone number you want to call. Nevertheless, you must specify the PHONE parameter whenever you create a method that
uses the NMVOICE program; otherwise, you cannot specify the phone number to use for a particular time block or contact.

Method Types

You can use method types with the notification requests methods to make these requests more specific. Each Notification
Manager method is associated with a method type. These method types allow you to group your notification methods into
distinct categories. These categories can limit the number of methods Notification Manager considers when initiating a
notification request.

Each method type (or category) is designated by a single letter from B through W. Notification Manager reserves the letter
"A" to represent the built-in category containing all defined methods. Some method types are pre-assigned to CA-supplied
methods. These methods are shown in the following table:

Website Method Type Description Method Type Code Assignment Method Name

Pager P • TAP 1
• TAP 2
• Alphanumeric Pager 1
• Alphanumeric Pager 2
• Numeric Pager 1
• Numeric Pager 2
• Email Page through Skytel

Two-Way Pager T • 2-Way Pager 1
• 2-Way Pager 2
• 2-Way Pager with URL
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Email E • EMail 1
• EMail 2
• EMail with URL
• Text Msg through ATT
• Text Msg through Sprint
• Text Msg through T-Mobile
• Text Msg through Verizon

Network Message N • Net Send 1
• Net Send 2
• Speak 1
• Speak 2
• Speak with URL

Voice Telephone Call V • Voice 1
• Voice 2
• Voice at home
• Voice at work
• Voice in the car

The remaining method type designators are available for creating method types either to categorize site-specific methods or to
change the default grouping of existing methods. The available method types are B, C, D, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, O, Q, R, S, U,
and W.

You can set the method type code for a specified method in two ways:

• Specify a custom method type code using the Create Method or Modify Method web page on the Notification Website.
• To represent a type of method, specify a TYP value when issuing either of the ADDRESS VOX commands

CREATEMETHOD or ALTERMETHOD.

Using Method Types

You can use method types in your notification strategy to help Notification Manager determine how to notify a contact. For
example, suppose that John Smith has two active schedules. One schedule is assigned to use the Email 1 method and the other
to use the Alphanumeric Pager 1 method. If you have an urgent problem that requires John Smith's immediate attention, you
can use the Pager method type (P) on the notification request to force Notification Manager to use only those methods assigned
to this method type. This would ensure that John Smith would be notified using the Alphanumeric Pager 1 method instead of
the Email 1 method.

Specifying Method Types Using the Notification Website

If you are using the Notification Website to send notification requests, you can use the Acceptable Types of Notification area
of the Send a Notification page to select which types of notification methods should be considered for use on a particular
notification request.

Using the MTUP Parameter on the NMFIND Command

If you are using the NMFIND program to directly issue a notification request, you can use the MTUP (Methods to Use Profile)
parameter to specify the types of methods to use for the request. You do this by specifying the method type codes assigned to
the methods to be considered for a particular notification request.

To view all currently defined method type codes assigned for all methods in the Notification Manager database, run the
Notification Manager utility program, listmeth.rex. You can find this utility in the subdirectory SAMPLE\NM in your CA
Automation Point installation directory. The method codes are listed as the TYP settings. For example, the following is an
entry in this file.

=====================================
Method name     :       Email 1
Key             :       200001010
Tmflags         :       00000000
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Use             :       TELL
Typ setting     :       E
Invoke          :       NMMAIL
======================================

The code assigned to the Email 1 method is E. You could use this value on the MTUP parameter to specify that the NMFIND
attempt only active schedules whose methods are defined as method type E.

Alternatively, you can view currently defined method type codes using the Notification Website. Choose to create or modify
a method and select a method name to view the method type setting. If a custom method type code was defined, that method
code will be displayed.

Note:   For more information on the MTUP parameter, see Command and Keyword Reference.

Telling and Asking

Notification Manager supports the following basic types of communication with personnel using the NMFIND program:

• Telling them something (specify using the TELL parameter of the NMFIND program)
• Asking them a question and then giving them a set of options from which to choose (specify using the ASK parameter of

the NMFIND program)

Note:   Notifications issued from the Notification Website are TELL only. For more information, see How You Use the
Notification Website.

When you define a method, you tell Notification Manager which of these capabilities the underlying REXX program has. For
example, a method that sends a FAX can tell, but it cannot ask because there is no way to get a response back from the person
by a FAX machine.

For each method you define, you tell Notification Manager that you want to allow the method to be used to tell or both tell
and ask. Notification Manager then enforces this selection when the method is used by a time block. In other words, if the
method is defined as only supporting the TELL parameter of NMFIND, Notification Manager does not allow the method to be
specified as the ask method for a time block.

If the method is specified as supporting both the TELL and ASK parameters of NMFIND, you are allowed to specify it as just
the TELL method for a time block, or as both the TELL and ASK methods.

NMANSWER and the Call-in Feature

Many methods (for example, pager and email) can only be used to tell a contact about an event. In many situations it is
desirable for the contact to acknowledge that a notification was received or to take an action to address a problem. Notification
Manager supports a call-in feature that allows every method to support the ASK function. See Configure Voice Notification
and Call-in Features for Notification for details on how to activate this feature.

Using the Call-in Feature

The following scenario describes how a contact could use the call-in feature.

A contact receives a notification and wants to use the call-in feature to either acknowledge that the notification has been
received or to reply to the question raised by the ASK function. To do this, the contact needs four pieces of data. The first
two are his or her contact ID and contact password. This information, needed for security purposes, can be obtained from
the Notification Manager administrator or from the Notification Manager Website. The third piece of information is the item
number of the notification to which the contact is responding. This four-digit number is part of the notification sent to the
contact. The fourth piece of information is a valid NMANSWER phone number. The notification sent to the contact provides
one of the valid NMANSWER phone numbers.

Note:   The user is not limited to calling in on just the NMANSWER phone number provided in the notification. Any of the
phone numbers that the NMANSWER group represents can be used.

When the contact calls in, an NMANSWER channel picks up, and the NMANSWER program processes the call. After an
introduction message, the user is prompted to type his or her contact ID and contact password. Then the system prompts for
the item number the contact is responding to. After confirming the contact is permitted to handle the supplied item number, the
message is played with a list of actions the user can take. If someone else has already called in and taken action on this item
number, the system communicates that the item has already been handled and tells the caller what action was taken.

Notification Manager Commands

The following list describes the Notification Manager commands. See Command and Keyword Reference for command
syntax.
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• NMANSWER
Invokes the external interface for the call-in feature.

• NMFIND
Invokes the external interface used for invoking Notification Manager to call personnel.

Notification Manager Method Programs

The following list describes Notification Manager method programs.

• NMMAIL
Provides a means for NMFIND to notify a person or group using the local email system.

• NMSPEAK
Provides a means for NMFIND to notify a person or group through speech using the TCP/IP network.

• NMMAILPG
Provides a front-end to the NMMAIL program. NMFIND uses this command to notify a person or group by initiating an
alphanumeric page using the email system.

• NMMAILSMS
Provides a front-end to the NMMAIL program. NMFIND uses this command to notify a person or group by initiating a
Short Message Service (SMS) text message to a mobile device using the email system.

• NMNETSND
Provides a means for NMFIND to notify a person or group through the NET SEND command using the TCP/IP network.

• NMPAGE
Allows NMFIND to notify someone using a TAP alphanumeric or numeric pager.

• NMPAGE2WAY
Allows NMFIND to notify someone using a 2-way messaging device. If a question was specified, the user can also respond
to the question by replying to the page request.

• NMTAP
Allows NMFIND to notify someone through a TAP alphanumeric or numeric pager. This method differs from NMPAGE
in that the REXX code talks directly to the modem instead of using the ADDRESS VOX PAGE command to perform the
page. NMTAP supports the batching of pages (that is, sending multiple pages to a paging service with a single phone call).
NMTAP is designed so that you can easily modify it to support a different protocol than TAP. For more information, see
the NMTAP.txt file in the Distrib directory.

• NMVOICE
Allows NMFIND to notify someone using a voice card and, optionally, ask them to make a selection from a set of options.

For more information, see Command and Keyword Reference.

 Basic Rules for Creating a Personal Schedule
The Notification Manager architecture allows you to create a robust notification strategy using a few
basic rules:

The Notification Manager architecture allows you to create a robust notification strategy using a few basic rules:

• Any number of time blocks (notification schedules) can be specified for an individual or group.
• Two or more time blocks can span:

• The exact same period of time. For example, you can use multiple active time blocks to cause Notification Manager to
attempt to contact you by phone, and if that fails, to:

• Attempt to contact you by phone at a different number
• Attempt to contact you by pager
• Forward to someone else who is acting as a backup for you during a particular period of time

• Overlapping periods of time. You can use this to tell Notification Manager that your schedule is somewhat flexible. For
example, suppose you leave work anywhere from 4:00 to 6:00 in the evening. You would tell Notification Manager to
try you at work from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., in the car from 4:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., and at home starting at 5:00 p.m.

• Completely separate periods of time.
• Time blocks can be specified either to cover a date range or to span a subset of the days of the week. If two time blocks

cover the same period of time and have the same priority value, Notification Manager prefers those time blocks that specify
a date range to those that specify a weekly schedule. Time blocks that are based on a date range are useful when you need
to define a temporary change to your weekly notification schedule for events such as vacations.

• Time blocks can cross midnight. This is determined by the values specified for BeginTime and EndTime. When the
EndTime is earlier in the day than the BeginTime, the time block is interpreted as crossing midnight into the next day.
Consider the following time block:
BeginTime: 11:00 PM
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EndTime: 7:00 AM
This time block starts at 11:00 at night, crosses midnight, and ends at 7:00 the next morning.
Similarly, when the EndTime is the same as the BeginTime, the time block is interpreted as crossing midnight into the next
day. Consider the following time block:
BeginTime: 9:00 AM
EndTime: 9:00 AM
This time block starts at 9:00 in the morning, crosses midnight, and ends at 9:00 the next morning.
When scheduling by date, you cannot specify the same BeginDate and EndDate when your times specify that your
timeblock will cross midnight. For example, you will receive an error if you specify 7/10 for both BeginDate and EndDate
in either of the two previous examples. Both of those examples begin on one day, cross midnight, and end the next day.
Therefore, the appropriate EndDate would be 7/11.
In general, you can interpret that notifications will stop at the EndTime on the EndDate. The one exception is midnight.
Notification Manager interprets an EndTime of 12:00 AM as the end of the current day, not the beginning of the next day.
Consider the following time block:
BeginTime:12:00 AM
EndTime: 12:00 AM
BeginDate: 7/10
EndDate: 7/10
This time block is interpreted as starting as the first thing in the morning on July 10, and ending as the last thing at night on
July 10. Because a time block which ends at 12:00 AM, never actually crosses midnight, the specified EndDate should not
be the date of the next day.

• A specified BeginTime/EndTime constraint is enforced separately on each individual day of a multi-day timeblock.
Consider the following time block:
BeginTime: 5:00 PM
EndTime: 12:00 AM
BeginDate: 7/1
EndDate: 7/5
With this time block specification, the person to be notified would be on-call from 5:00 in the afternoon until midnight on
each of the five days of the time block. On each of those 5 days, the person will not be notified in the morning or afternoon,
until 5:00 PM.

• One way to place someone continuously on-call from the StartTime on the StartDate to the EndTime on the EndDate is to
use a 24 hour time block. This is accomplished by specifying the same time for the BeginTime and EndTime. Consider the
following time block:
BeginTime: 10:00 AM
EndTime: 10:00 AM
BeginDate: 7/1
EndDate: 7/5
With this time block specification, the person to be notified would be on-call continuously from 10:00 on the morning of
July 1st until 10:00 on the morning of July 5th. If your BeginTime and EndTime are not the same time, you have to use
multiple time blocks to achieve continuous notifications.

• Time blocks can cross into the next year. Because a year is not specified as part of the value for either the BeginDate or
EndDate, if the EndDate is earlier than the BeginDate, the time block will cross into the next year. Consider the following
time block:
BeginDate: 10/1
EndDate: 2/15
This time block will start in October, and continue until February of the next year.

• Time blocks react to leap years. If you specify a BeginDate or EndDate of 2/29, that exact date will only occur every four
years. On the years which do not have 2/29, Notification Manager interprets the other dates within the time block as if a
2/29 did exist. The difference is most noticeable when such a time block also crosses midnight. Consider the following time
block:
BeginTime: 8:00 PM
EndTime: 3:00 AM
BeginDate: 2/15
EndDate: 2/29
Every year, the person will always be notified on 2/28 from 12:00 in the morning until 3:00 AM, and again from 8:00 PM
until midnight that same night. During leap years, the person will also be notified on 2/29 from 12:00 in the morning until
3:00 AM.
This behavior is exactly what was specified by the time block. However, you must recognize that the person will be
notified from 8:00 PM until midnight on the last day of February on non-leap years, but not on leap years.
Similarly, consider the following time block:
BeginTime: 8:00 PM
EndTime: 3:00 AM
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BeginDate: 2/29
EndDate: 3/5
Every year, the person will always be notified on 3/1 from 12:00 in the morning until 3:00 AM, and again from 8:00 PM
until midnight that same night. During leap years, the person will also be notified on 2/29 from 8:00 PM until midnight.
Again, the behavior is exactly what was specified by the time block. However, you must recognize that the person's
notifications will start at 8:00 PM on the last day of February during leap years, but will not start until 12:00 AM on the
first day of March during non-leap years.
Note that you should have fewer special considerations if your times do not cross midnight. There are also no special
considerations if your date range crosses 2/29, as long as neither your BeginDate nor EndDate is specifically 2/29.

• If it is important to your notification policy to specify the last day of February, and the behavior described previously is not
acceptable, you can use a second time block for just the date of 2/29 to override the default behavior.

 Creating Your Own Invocation Programs
This section explores some specific functions of Notification Manager that are helpful when using REXX
programs.

This section explores some specific functions of Notification Manager that are helpful when using REXX programs.

The open architecture of Notification Manager allows you to create your own REXX programs, and then specify them as the
invocation strings for methods in the Notification Manager database so that they can be used when NMFIND needs to notify
someone. When you create your own program, its parameters fall into the following classes:

• Architected parameters, which are the interface between NMFIND and any program it calls
• Method-specific parameters, which are unique to your program
• Runtime parameters, which need to be passed between successive calls to your code (to notify different people) by a

particular invocation of NMFIND

Related information:

 Sample Code
Several sample programs are installed with and are located in the SAMPLE\NM\ directory. Here is a list
of the files:

Several sample programs are installed with CA Automation Point and are located in the SAMPLE\NM\ directory. Here is a list
of the files:

Program Description

listanswers.rex Lists supplied answers for the specified notification request
item

listcallers.rex Lists contacts notified for the specified notification request
item.

listent.rex Lists contacts in the database

listfind.rex Displays a call tree for a contact

listitems.rex Lists status information for issued notification request items

listlogin.rex Lists logins in the database

listmeth.rex Lists methods in the database

listMTUP.rex Displays a call tree using the MTUP operand

listparm.rex Lists parameters in the database

listpergrps.rex Lists either the members of a particular group or the groups
that are associated with a particular individual.

listtime.rex Lists time blocks in the database

lstforto.rex Lists forwards to for a contact

nmdupmet.rex Duplicates a method

nmdupper.rex Duplicates a person

nmnewper.rex Creates a person
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nmshell.rex Template for creating in-house methods

nmshell.txt Explains how to use nmshell.rex to create in-house methods.

build_db.rex Builds a database from a text file

Note:  Certain .rex files have a corresponding .txt file that contains more information.

 Architected Parameters
Notification Manager always passes the following parameters to your program. Do not place these
parameters in the Notification Manager database if possible.

Notification Manager always passes the following parameters to your program. Do not  place these parameters in the
Notification Manager database if possible.

• Ask
Specifies question and answer arguments. For a detailed description of this parameter, see Command and Keyword
Reference.

• Debug
Determines whether your program produces debugging messages in the ASOTRACE log. Values are:
YES -- Your program should produce debugging messages in the ASOTRACE log. For an example of how to do this from
a REXX program, see the DEBUGMSG subroutine in either the NMPAGE or the NMVOICE program. You can also use
the ERRORMSG subroutine found in either of these programs.
NO -- Your program should not produce debugging messages in the ASOTRACE log.

• Item
Each time NMFIND is invoked, it obtains a unique four-digit number (called its item number) that distinguishes it from all
other active NMFIND requests. This is that number. Only specify this parameter if you intend to allow your target person
to use the call-in feature.

• ItemDepth
When NMFIND is invoked, it builds a tree that contains all the time blocks that are active for the contact and time
specified. This number specifies the depth of the tree node containing the time block that is causing your code to be
invoked. Only use this parameter if you intend to pass parameters to other invocations of your code.

• ItemIX
When NMFIND is invoked, it builds a tree that contains all the time blocks that are active for the contact and time
specified. This number specifies the index of the tree node containing the time block that is causing your code to be
invoked. Only use this parameter if you intend to pass parameters to other invocations of your code.

• Tell
The string or voice file that you want to tell the notified personnel. The maximum length of the TELL string is 250
characters.

• Use
Determines whether your program should handle the ASK parameter, the TELL parameter, or both parameters on this
particular invocation. Values are:
ASK -- Your program should only handle the ASK parameter.
TELL -- Your program should only handle the TELL parameter.
BOTH -- Your program should handle both the ASK and the TELL parameters.

 Method-specific Parameters
Method-specific parameters are parameters unique to your code. These parameters must be stored in the
Notification Manager database because this is the only way that Notification Manager can pass them to
your code when NMFIND invokes it. The following rules apply to method-specific parameters:

Method-specific parameters are parameters unique to your code. These parameters must be stored in the Notification Manager
database because this is the only way that Notification Manager can pass them to your code when NMFIND invokes it. The
following rules apply to method-specific parameters:

• Parameter names must be 32 characters or less and consist of A-Z, 0-9, and underscore.
• Parameter values must be 250 characters or less.
• If a parameter value contains left or right parentheses, the value must be enclosed in single or double quotes when it is

stored in the database.
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 Runtime Parameters
NMFIND allows the programs it calls to hand it parameter strings to be stored and then passed as part of
the parameter list to every subsequent program it calls. These parameters are called runtime parameters.
The strings passed to NMFIND must adhere to the standard REXX program parameter format, as follows:

NMFIND allows the programs it calls to hand it parameter strings to be stored and then passed as part of the parameter list
to every subsequent program it calls. These parameters are called runtime parameters. The strings passed to NMFIND must
adhere to the standard REXX program parameter format, as follows:

• They must be in the form keyword or keyword(value)
• If the value specified contains parentheses, the entire value string must be enclosed in single or double quotes

There are no further restrictions on the values passed to NMFIND. NMFIND does not do anything with the values. It simply
stores and forwards them.

This feature is used, for example, by the NMVOICE program to pass the name of the file that contains the record and
forward .vox file. Recall that NMVOICE provides the ability for a person called by Notification Manager to record a message
to be heard by all subsequent people that Notification Manager calls during a particular invocation of NMFIND. When
a person asks to record a message, NMVOICE generates a unique file name and then stores the message in it. To have
subsequent calls to NMVOICE (by NMFIND) find this file, NMFIND provides NMVOICE with a facility that enables it to
pass the file name to every subsequent call to NMVOICE. NMFIND does not even know that it is storing the name of a voice
file. It simply stores a parameter string that it knows should be passed on to all subsequent calls it makes.

If you plan to use this feature in your own programs, be aware of the following:

• NMFIND passes these values to all subsequent programs it calls. Thus, you should expect to see parameters in your
program that you did not explicitly define to Notification Manager.

• The parameter strings are cumulative. For example, if program A passes back APARM(A) and program B passes back
BPARM1(B1) and BPARM2, all subsequent programs called by NMFIND see the string APARM(A) BPARM1(B1)
BPARM2.

• NMFIND does not allow you to modify strings after you have passed them back. Thus, you cannot change a parameter
value once it is passed to NMFIND -- you can only override or ignore it. For example, if NMFIND calls program A and it
passes back APARM(A1), and then it calls A again and A decides that the value of APARM should be A2, it cannot tell
NMFIND to dispose of the APARM(A1) value. It can only tell NMFIND to add another string, APARM(A2), and then
code its handling for APARM to only use the last value found.

Your code must use the REXX external data queue (REXX XDQ) facility to pass parameter strings back to NMFIND. The
format of the command is:

PUSH "NEWPARMS: string"

where string contains keyword(value) pairs or one or more keyword names. There must be a blank after NEWPARMS:. In the
preceding example, program A's code would look something like this:

PUSH "NEWPARMS: APARM(A)"

Program B's code would look something like this:

tval = "B1"
PUSH "NEWPARMS: BPARM1("||tval||") BPARM2"

Again, keep in mind that this facility is used by all methods that NMFIND invokes (even NMVOICE and NMPAGE) and that
your code may not be the only method that is invoked by NMFIND. Thus, your code must be able to discard any parameters it
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finds in the parameter string that it does not understand. Also, you must be careful to choose names that will not conflict with
the names chosen by the programmers of other methods. All methods that CA supplies use parameters whose names start with
"_NM". Do not  use this prefix on any runtime parameters that you pass back to NMFIND. For examples of how to handle this
type of parameter, see the NMVOICE program.

 Emergency Mode Processing

NMFIND provides you, the user of the NMFIND script, with emergency mode processing for a simple reason. As the coder of
NMFIND in your automation, you have no control over the methods that are used to notify the person you need to reach, and
many methods can take a long time to complete.

For example, the LongVoice method, which invokes NMVOICE and tells it to try to call the person 20 times at intervals
of 5 minutes and let the phone ring 10 times on each try, can take over 100 minutes to complete before returning control to
NMFIND. Thus, even if there were other methods to be tried after the LongVoice method, they are not attempted for over 100
minutes. This is unacceptable when you need a response in a short amount of time.

Emergency mode processing circumvents this problem by providing you with a way to specify the amount of time each
method can hold up the process of getting notification to someone who can handle the problem for which you invoked
NMFIND. Emergency mode processing (using the EMERGENCYWAIT and FAILUREREXX operands) also gives you a way
to specify the maximum amount of time you want to wait before attempting some other means (besides NMFIND) of obtaining
a solution to a problem.

When you specify EMERGENCYINTVL(n), NMFIND always starts new actions approximately n seconds apart. Even if
all prior actions have completed so that none are running, NMFIND waits for the time interval to expire before starting a
new action. NMFIND starts actions asynchronously on Windows by issuing the START command. Thus, each action runs
as a separate process, using far more system resources than running all the actions synchronously inside a single process.
Therefore, use this feature sparingly.

Before starting a new action, NMFIND checks all prior actions to see whether the request has been satisfied. If the contact
had the "perform all active methods" flag set to OFF, the success of a single action satisfies the request. If the contact had the
"perform all active methods" flag set to ON, all the actions that belong to the contact have to succeed before the request is
satisfied. After the request is satisfied, NMFIND does not submit any new actions.

Because NMFIND submits new actions without regard to the completion of prior actions, NMFIND can end up with several
actions running simultaneously. Therefore, NMFIND's normal behavior of quitting after the first successful action completes is
somewhat modified. After an action completes successfully, new actions are not submitted, but actions that are already running
are allowed to complete normally.

If NMFIND is only telling asynchronously (no ASK operand was specified), the first time NMFIND succeeds in telling the
message, it considers the NMFIND request to be complete. When NMFIND considers the request complete, it stops starting
new actions, but actions that it has already started continue to run and may eventually succeed in telling the message to the
person who was supposed to be notified. Thus, more than one person can receive the message. In the synchronous case, only
one person receives the message.

If a question is being asked asynchronously, the first answer received from someone is considered to be the answer to the
question (even if that person was not the first person that NMFIND attempted to notify). After the question is answered, no
new actions are started, but actions that were previously started continue to run. If another action subsequently succeeds in
reaching someone, then that person hears the TELL message, the ASK question and answers, and the answer that was chosen,
but NMFIND does not allow the person to answer the question.

Return Codes from Your Code

CA has reserved return codes in the range from 6200 to 6300 for your use. Your code should not return any other return codes.

To indicate failure conditions in your code to Notification Manager, you should exit with a return code and PUSH an entry
onto the REXX XDQ. The format of the command is:

PUSH "ERROR: string"

• string
Contains a return code that is optionally followed by explanatory text.

There must be a blank after the "ERROR:".
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For example, if your code determines that it must terminate abnormally because of a shortage in virtual memory and you have
defined return code 6208 to mean "insufficient virtual memory," your code could issue either of the following code sequences
to exit properly according to the Notification Manager API:

Sequence 1:

rc = 6208
PUSH "ERROR:" rc
EXIT rc

Sequence 2:

rc = 6208
PUSH "ERROR:" rc "Insufficient Virtual Memory"
EXIT rc

Order of Parameters Passed to Your Code

When Notification Manager invokes a method, it passes all parameter types (architected, method-specific, and runtime) and
levels (method, personal, and time block) of method-specific parameters to the method. The Notification Manager API defines
the order in which your program receives the parameters:

• Architected parameters are passed first
• Method-specific parameters are passed next
• Runtime parameters are passed last

The order within the method-specific parameters is as follows:

• The parameters from the time block level are passed first
• The parameters from the personal level are passed next
• The parameters from the method level are passed last

The order in which parameters are passed is of particular interest in the case of method-specific parameters because the
same parameter may have a value in the Notification Manager database at all three levels and, if that is the case, your
method receives three different instances of that parameter. It is up to the method to decide how to handle this situation. The
NMVOICE and NMPAGE methods both handle this by using the value found in the first instance of each parameter. (This
means that they use the most specific value stored in the Notification Manager database.) Methods that you write can handle
individual parameters differently.

For example:

• The method can take the most specific value for a particular parameter by using the first value it finds.
• The method can take the most general value for a particular parameter by using the last value it finds.
• The method can concatenate all values it finds.

 How You Populate the Notification Manager Database
To establish your site's notification policies, you must perform the following administrative tasks in the
order shown.

To establish your site's notification policies, you must perform the following administrative tasks in the order shown.

1. Set up methods.
In this step, you either modify supplied methods to better meet your site's needs or create new methods that refer to your
own user-written REXX.

2. Set up people.
In this step, you define each person in the Notification Manager database, identify the methods by which a person can be
notified, and set up the schedule for each person.
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3. Set up groups.
In this step, you create a group name, create time blocks for the group, and then associate members of the group with each
time block.

 How You Use the Notification Website
The Notification Website is used to manage (create, edit, view, and delete) the methods, contacts,
and login names used with Notification Manager. You must define a DBMS before you can use the
Notification Website.

The Notification Website is used to manage (create, edit, view, and delete) the methods, contacts, and login names used with
Notification Manager. You must define a CA Automation Point DBMS before you can use the Notification Website.

Related information:

 Connecting to the Notification Website
Use your web browser to connect to the Notification Website home page. The Notification Website
home page will then determine which series of web pages to display based upon the detected device
classification. For example, if you use the web browser on a mobile phone to access the Notification
Website, you are redirected to the series of Notification Website pages specifically designed for mobile
devices. If you browse to the Notification Website home page using either a tablet device or a non-mobile
device (such as a laptop or desktop PC), you are redirected to the desktop Notification Website.

Use your web browser to connect to the Notification Website home page. The Notification Website home page will then
determine which series of web pages to display based upon the detected device classification. For example, if you use the web
browser on a mobile phone to access the Notification Website, you are redirected to the series of Notification Website pages
specifically designed for mobile devices. If you browse to the Notification Website home page using either a tablet device or a
non-mobile device (such as a laptop or desktop PC), you are redirected to the desktop Notification Website.

The format of the Notification Website home page URL is:

http://webserverhost:port/context/default.jsp

• webserverhost
Specifies the host name of the machine running the Java Servlet environment used to host the Notification Website.

• port
Specifies the TCP/IP port number used by the Java Servlet environment to accept page requests. If you installed and
configured the Java Servlet environment shipped with CA Automation Point, 8080 is the default port number used for these
requests.

• context
Specifies the context name (or servlet context) where the Notification Website was installed in the Java Servlet
environment. By default, the context name used by the Notification Website is caapnfy.

Example:

You plan to install the Java Servlet environment shipped with this product on the same machine as Notification Manager; the
fully qualified host name of this machine is appgh1.ca.com; the context name is not changed from the default value; and the
Java Servlet environment is not modified to change the default TCP/IP port number.

Under these conditions, the following URL is used to launch the Notification Website home page:

http://appgh1.ca.com:8080/caapnfy/default.jsp
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If you wish to avoid the automatic device detection provided by the Notification Website home page and browse directly to the
desktop Notification Website, you can use the following URL:

http://appgh1.ca.com:8080/caapnfy/nmWebHome.jsp

If you wish to browse directly to the mobile Notification Website, you can use the following URL:

http://appgh1.ca.com:8080/caapnfy/mobilenfy/nmMobileHome.jsp

 Overview of the Notification Website

The Notification Website allows authorized users to both update notification policy and issue notification requests to
individuals and groups stored in the Notification Manager database.

Website Areas

The desktop Notification Website is divided into three major areas, each of which is represented by a button on the
Notification Website home page. These buttons provide access to pages described in the following table:

Button Initial Page Purpose

Send a Notification Send a Notification Initiate a notification request to any
individual or group in the Notification
Manager database.

Adjust My Schedule Modify Individual Contact Modify a subset of the policy
information stored in the Notification
Manager database for the individual
associated with your current login.

Update Notification Policies Update Notification Policies Allow authorized users to access and
update any aspect of Notification
Manager Policy.

 

The mobile notification website displays a list of notifications that you are permitted to see. Generally, you are permitted to see
a notification because it has been sent to you, or because you have permission to see all notifications.

From the summary list of notifications, you can:

• View the details of a selected notification
• See the response provided by someone to a notification that asked a question
• Provide a response to a notification that has an unanswered question.

Menu System

The menu system at the top of each main page allows you to navigate the desktop Notification Website. You can use this menu
system to access any page contained within the same area of the website. For example, if you select the Update Notification
Policies area from the home page, the menu system on the pages throughout that area let you navigate to any other page
contained in that area.

Logging In

Before you can perform any Notification Manager functions from this website, you must log in using an approved Notification
Manager login. The authority granted to your login determines which Notification Manager functions you can perform. For
information on Notification Manager logins and the privileges associated with them, see Secure the Notification Website.

When you request to perform a Notification Manager function, you are automatically directed to the Notification Website
Login page.
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Method Information

For complete details about the notification methods provided by CA Automation Point, see the Command and Keyword
Reference.

 Updating Notification Policies
You can update Notification policies using the PolicyInfo web page. To access this page, choose Update
Notification Policies from the Notification Website home page.

You can update Notification policies using the PolicyInfo web page. To access this page, choose Update Notification Policies
from the Notification Website home page.

From this the Notification Website home page, you can access any area of notification policy, including methods, contacts, and
logins.

For more information on updating Notification Policies, see the Notification Website Help.

 Troubleshooting the Notification Website

This section contains hints and tips about using the Notification Website.

Notifications Not Updated

Symptom:

I made a schedule change for a contact (added, changed, or deleted a schedule entry). Why didn’t Notification Manager initiate
notifications according to the updated schedule?

Solution:

The modifications to the contact were not saved. If you clicked OK after you added, changed, or deleted a schedule entry, the
local copy of the schedule was refreshed, and you can see the updated schedule. However, you must click Commit to save the
changes to the Notification Manager database. The Notification Website notifies contacts according to schedules that have
been "committed" or saved in the Notification Manager database.

Methods Not Updated

Symptom:

I modified the parameter definitions for a method (added, changed, or deleted a parameter). Why didn’t Notification Manager
issue notifications using the updated method parameter definitions?

Solution:

The method modifications were not saved. You must click Commit to save the changes to the Notification Manager database.
See the answer to the previous question for an explanation.

Notification Failure

Symptom:

I sent a notification to a contact that the Notification Website indicated was available. Why did the notification fail with an
RC=6178?

Solution:

The contact schedule displayed is the active schedule as of the time you logged on to the Notification Website. If subsequent
changes are made to the schedule, and a send notification is initiated, the contact is notified according to the currently active
schedule. If no methods are defined for the current time, then the notification will fail with an RC=6178. To view the current
contact schedule before sending a notification, log off and then log back on to the Notification Website. Jump to the Notify
page and reselect the contact.

REXX Program Not Included in Invocation List

Symptom:

I created a REXX program in the site\myfiles\rexx directory to be invoked by a Notification Manager method. When I create
or modify a method from the Notification Website, why doesn’t the Notification Website include the new REXX program in
the list of possible invocation programs?

Solution:
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The list of invocation programs displayed from the Notification Website is the list of programs available as of the time you
logged on to the Notification Website. If the REXX program was created after you logged on to the Notification Website, it
will not be listed. To view the current list of invocation programs, log off and then log back on to the Notification Website.
Jump to either Create Methods or Modify Methods and re-select the invocation program.

 New CA-Supplied NM Policy Definitions Not Included

Symptom:

The Release Notes for this release states that new NM policy definitions were added, but these new policy definitions are not
in my NM database.

Solution:

The install program attempts to load any new NM policy additions into the existing NM database during a product upgrade. If
the install program cannot load these new definitions, you may need to merge manually these additions into your existing NM
database using the following command from a REXX program:

ADDRESS VOX “NMDBMERGE PATH(installDir\sample\nm\nmdbupdates)”

Login Message

Symptom:

I remained logged in to the Notification Website with no activity and was prompted to log back in again. What happened?

Solution:

You are logged out of the Notification Website after 30 minutes of inactivity.

RC=6040 Error

Symptom:

I attempted to update a contact schedule, but after clicking Commit, I received an RC=6040 error stating that the Times key
specified does not exist.

Solution:

This situation can occur when multiple users are updating the same contact at the same time. Both users get the same data from
the database, but once one user makes changes and commits them to the database, the data on the second user screen is out of
date. If the second user commits changes, the updates may be to time blocks that no longer exist. To correct this error, return
to the Modify Contact page and reselect the contact you are attempting to update. This obtains the latest information from the
database. If there is still a problem at this point, contact your notification administrator.

 Secure the Notification Website
The Notification Website allows you to take full advantage of the rich set of notification management
features provided by . You can make the website accessible within the company intranet and enable it as
an open platform for authorized usage from anywhere, anytime.

The Notification Website allows you to take full advantage of the rich set of notification management features provided by
CA Automation Point. You can make the website accessible within the company intranet and enable it as an open platform for
authorized usage from anywhere, anytime.

The security measures that you take for the Notification Website can ensure many aspects of security and protection, while at
the same time provide the widest user base with maximum functionality. To this end, the Notification Website provides these
kinds of security:

• Physical Security - The CA Automation Point server and the web server are expected to run behind the corporate firewall
within the company intranet on the company property. Your company controls any direct access to the physical site, the
computers, and the software on them.

• Data Encryption - The data transmitted to and from the Notification Website is encrypted and protected. Your site's
webmasters control the means for establishing secure data transmission mechanisms, such as SSL (Secure Sockets Layer),
between the web server and the client browsers that are connected. The data transmitted between the web server and the AP
server is encrypted using proprietary algorithms.

• Authentication - The Notification Website is protected from illicit users. The identity of a user is verified and confirmed
before he or she is allowed to use the Notification Website.
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• Authorization - The Notification Website prevents authenticated users from using the website in unauthorized ways.
User privileges and permissions are checked before a legitimate user is allowed to access particular information or to use
particular methods.

 Deployments to Enable Access to the Mobile Notification Website
End users who work from a desktop/laptop computer typically access the desktop notification website
from within their corporate network. However, a smart phone user is often away from the corporate
office, and outside the corporate firewall. This access presents extra security concern for mobile phone
users who access the notification website. Viable deployments of the notification website for mobile
usage are discussed follows.

End users who work from a desktop/laptop computer typically access the desktop notification website from within their
corporate network. However, a smart phone user is often away from the corporate office, and outside the corporate firewall.
This access presents extra security concern for mobile phone users who access the notification website. Viable deployments of
the notification website for mobile usage are discussed follows.

1. You can place the notification website on the public Internet.
Most companies require some web publishing procedures be followed and that approvals are achieved before placing
an application on the public Internet. To deploy on the public Internet, configure secure HTTP (HTTPS) into your web
application server to ensure proper security.

2. End users can connect to a private notification website through wireless hotspots within their corporate offices.
Such access could be used by people on-the-go within the workplace. Someone in a meeting room, walking down the hall,
or strolling across the corporate campus, could be able to view notifications while away from their desk.
Wireless hotspots do not include people at home, in the car, or at a customer site. However, wireless hotspots can be used
as an option with a VPN solution.

3. A Virtual Private Network (VPN) can be used to access a private notification website from outside the corporate firewall.
Using a VPN to access corporate applications from outside the firewall is a common practice. An end user has to enter the
corporate VPN before using the mobile notification website. This action requires the user to take additional steps to use the
website. However, it minimizes the effort that it takes to deploy the notification website.

 User Authentication

When a user attempts to enter the Notification Website, he or she is asked to log in by providing a user name and a password.
Confirming the user's identity, or authenticating it, is the first security measure that is employed. This ensures that a user is
who he or she claims to be. The user name and password are verified through an authentication service provider.

Notification Manager Website supports two forms of authentication:

• Windows authentication through a Windows domain server
• LDAP authentication through an LDAP-compliant directory server

You can forgo authentication altogether, but this option should be reserved only for abnormal or temporary situations, and only
after you have thoroughly evaluated any potential security risks your site may be exposed to as a result.

Windows Authentication

Under Windows authentication mode, the login name and password supplied on a login dialog from the web page is passed
back to the AP server, which then confirms the user's identity with a Windows domain controller. Sites that are maintaining
their user logins and passwords for their Windows domains may prefer this option. Your site can choose whether to maintain
the user account data on the local AP server or within a domain controller, and you can use standard operating system facilities
for maintaining login names, passwords, and expiration policies. In either case, the login names and passwords that are
authenticated under this mode are valid Windows user accounts.

LDAP Authentication

Under LDAP authentication mode, the login name and password supplied by the website user is confirmed with an LDAP-
compliant directory server. Two types of sites may prefer this mode:

• Sites that are maintaining their user logins and passwords in their corporate directories
• Sites that are maintaining the user accounts data on mainframes and have LDAP access to these data centers

In either case, the login names and passwords that are authenticated are valid LDAP directory user accounts.

Note:   The login names you create to be users of the Notification Website must directly correspond to either the Windows
user accounts (if you use Windows authentication mode), or the LDAP directory user accounts (if you use LDAP
Authentication mode). Otherwise, the authentication, if enabled, will fail.
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How You Use NM Built-in Names

Notification Manager provides two built-in login names that you can use initially to set up your site, and use as a basis for
subsequent transitions. These are NmAdmin and NmGuest. These names can be used both for authentication and authorization.

Note:   For more information about authorization, see User Authorization.

The built-in login names are described in the following table:

Login Name Description Privileges

NmAdmin Administrative login name. Regardless
of the authentication mode, the
Notification Website checks the
internally stored password to confirm
this user.

When confirmed, this user can perform
all operations available within the
website.

NmGuest Guest login name.

Regardless of authentication mode,
the Notification Website checks the
internally stored password to confirm
this user.

When confirmed, this user can perform
authorized operations within the
Notification Website.

NMGuest has a set of privileges that are
assigned by default. You can modify
this login name through the Notification
Website.

Warning:  We strongly recommend that you change the passwords of the built-in login names before you publish the
website, and allow only limited access to these accounts. The built-in logins are especially necessary during startup,
but if used improperly, they could endanger your security measures.

 User Authorization

After a user is successfully authenticated, he or she can use the Notification Website to perform various tasks. The kinds of
tasks and the degree to which the user can perform them depends on whether the user is properly authorized.

The fundamental question involved in user authorization is "who can do what to whom." In the case of the Notification
Website user authorization, the who corresponds to the Notification Manager login object; the whom corresponds to the
Notification Manager contact object; and the what corresponds to the operations available within the Notification Website.
Such operations include the following:

• Notify someone by using the available Notification Manager notification methods
• Read schedule or contact information data
• Update schedule or contact information data
• Manage logins (create and delete login users within the Notification Website)
• Manage methods (create, modify and delete Notification Manager methods)

Authorization Modes

The Notification Website supports two modes of user authorization: a basic mode and an advanced mode.

Basic Privileges Mode -- This mode is supported intrinsically by the Notification Website; that is, it can be managed using the
Notification Website, and its data is stored internally by Notification Manager itself. Use this mode to manage broad privileges
of a specific login that pertain to all contacts, such as "Joe can notify everybody."

Advanced Permissions Mode -- This mode is supported by the Notification Website through the use of an external LDAP-
compliant directory server. The Advanced Permissions mode allows you to specify detailed permissions of a specific login to
a specific contact, such as "Joe can notify Jane." Your site can manage the advanced permissions data using any third-party,
LDAP-compliant directory server product. The Notification Website queries this directory for the permissions data to achieve a
fine degree of authorization control.

When and How Are These Modes Enabled?

The basic mode of user authorization is always enabled. You can enable or disable the advanced mode at your site. The
Notification Website always checks the basic privileges data, and only checks the advanced permissions data if the Advanced
LDAP Permissions mode is enabled.

The two modes of user authorization are evaluated according to a combinatory-granting rule; that is, authorizations that are
granted to subjects from both authorization modes are combined. This means that an authorization is considered granted if it is
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granted in either the basic mode or the advanced mode, or in both; an authorization is considered denied if it is not granted at
the basic mode level and not granted at the advanced mode (if that mode is enabled).

Amount of Control Exerted

The Basic Privilege mode gives you broad control over all contacts. For this reason, it is easier and quicker to set up. However,
the Advanced Permissions mode gives you detailed and specific authorization capabilities by allowing access to external
directory data. If your site wishes to curtail unauthorized access to the website as much as possible and is experienced with
using directory structure, enabling these Advanced Permissions can provide you with a better and more scalable security
solution.

If your site does not want to employ authorization controls to a fine degree, does not yet have a detailed security plan, or is
relatively unfamiliar with directory use, you can choose to start up your site using just the Notification Manager's basic mode
of authorization. Later, when you have formulated a security policy that meets your needs and you have gained knowledge
and expertise with directories, you can choose to place the permissions data in the directory and enable the Advanced LDAP
Permissions option with the Notification Website.

Basic Privileges Mode

The operations that can be authorized for a specific login user under the Basic Privileges Mode of authorization are described
in the following table:

Operation The specified login user can use the website to:

Notify All Contacts Send a notification to any contact listed in the Notification
Manager database.

Update Personal Schedule Update schedule and contact information for the contact that
is associated with the current login account.

Update Personal Groups Update the group schedule and group membership
information for groups of which the contact is a member. For
this privilege, a user is considered a member of the group
when their associated contact is defined in at least one group
schedule.

View All Contacts View schedule and contact information for any contact
defined in the Notification Manager database

View All Notifications View the status of all issued notification requests.

Answer All Notifications Provide an answer for any pending notification request for
which the ASK parameter was specified.

Manage All Contacts Modify schedule and contact information of any contact
listed in the Notification Manager database or create or delete
any contact in the Notification Manager database.

Manage All Methods Create, modify, or delete any methods in the Notification
Manager database.

Manage All Logins Create, modify, or delete any logins in the Notification
Manager database, including changing the basic privileges of
these logins.

In accordance with the overall authorization evaluation process, the basic privileges are evaluated according to the
combinatory-granting rule. Authorizations that are granted to subjects from all the basic privileges are combined. As soon as
the requested authorization is determined to be granted, the evaluation stops. For example, in the case of updating a personal
schedule, an authorization is considered granted if it is granted either through the Update Personal Schedule privilege or the
Manage All Contacts privilege.

Manage Basic Privileges

The Notification Manager intrinsically implements the Basic Privileges authorization mode, and stores the basic privileges
data internally in the NM database. You can use the web pages on the Notification Website to manage the Basic Privileges user
authorization.

From the Notification Website home page, you can follow the Update Notification Policies link to the Update Notification
Policies web page where links are provided to let you create, modify, or delete a login name. For details on completing these
tasks, see the online help.
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Note:

:

• Before you can manage these basic privileges, you must have the Manage All Logins privilege. For this reason, you may
want to use the NM Built-in NmAdmin administrator login account during the early stages of the website setup.

• You must ensure that whatever login names and passwords you create correspond to the accounts that are to be
authenticated with the external authentication services, either the Windows user account or the LDAP directory account.

By default, a newly created login has the same sets of privileges that the NM Built-in NmGuest guest login user has. The
authorized administrator can use this login as a basis and adjust the privileges as appropriate for a particular login user. The
authorized administrator can also adjust the privileges assigned to the "NmGuest" account to change the defaults for all future
new logins.

Advanced Permissions Mode

The operations that can be authorized for a specific login user for a specific contact under the Advanced Permissions Mode of
authorization are described in the following table:

Permission The specified login user can use the website to…

Notify Contact Send a notification to a specific contact

Read Contact Read the schedule and contact information of a specific
contact

Update Contact Update or read the schedule and contact information of a
specific contact

In accordance with the overall authorization evaluation process, the advanced permissions are evaluated following the
combinatory-granting rule; that is, authorizations granted to subjects from all the advanced permissions, as well as from all the
basic privileges, are combined, and as soon as the requested authorization is determined to be granted, the evaluation stops. For
example, in the case of reading schedule information of a contact, an authorization is considered granted if it is granted either
through the Update Personal Schedule basic privilege, by the Manage All Contacts basic privilege, by the Update Contact
advanced permission, or by the Read Contact advanced permission.

Manage Advanced Permissions

The Notification Website uses an external LDAP-compliant directory service to support the Advanced Permissions
authorization mode. The permissions data is stored externally in the directory. The external directory server product provides
you with tools to administer and manage the directory and the data.

The Notification Website uses the LDAP protocol to communicate with the directory for the permissions data. This open
standard allows CA Automation Point to provide you with the fine granularity of authorization control, without restricting your
directory choice to any particular product or vendor. Please refer to the documentation supplied with your particular directory
product for directory related technical guidance and specific assistance.

More information about the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) follows:

• A directory is a specialized database supporting hierarchical tree-like data structures.
• LDAP Runs over TCP/IP.
• Directories are typically optimized for large volume reading and searching.
• LDAP is an open standard that has wide industry support.
• Many vendors currently offer LDAP-compliant directory products and services, including CA, which offers CA Directory,

and Microsoft Corporation, which offers Active Directory.

The Notification Website uses the LDAP protocol to communicate with the directory for the permissions data. This open
standard allows CA Automation Point to provide you with the fine granularity of authorization control, without restricting your
directory choice to any particular product or vendor. Please refer to the documentation supplied with your particular directory
product for directory related technical guidance and specific assistance.

The following is a list of general actions you can take to manage the Advanced Permissions in your directory, assuming that
you have successfully configured basic privileges for the login users and have successfully installed the directory on a server
that the AP server has TCP/IP access to:

• Survey your website users to determine their responsibility hierarchy and decide who should have what access to whom.
Use the survey to decide upon the hierarchical branching layout if one is necessary. Design permissions policies with a
focus on long term success.

• Extend the directory with the CA Automation Point Notification Manager Advanced Permissions schema, using the tools
provided by the directory product.
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• Put the Advanced Permission data into the directory using the tools provided by the directory product.
• Enable the Advanced LDAP Permission in CA Automation Point.
• Gradually disable the basic privileges that were previously granted and can be replaced by the advanced permissions.

The following sections provide you with detailed information about the object definitions used to implement the Advanced
Permissions for the website, the recommended branching layout in the directory information tree, and a few scenarios to
illustrate how to set up your site.

NM LDAP Object Definitions
Entries, objectClasses, and Attributes

A directory contains data called entries, which contain information about particular objects. Each entry represents one or more
objectClasses that defines the type of entry. An objectClass defines the attributes that are associated with it. Therefore, each
entry is a collection of attributes with their values, and attributes that belong to the entry depend on the objectClass the entry is
based on.

Schema

A directory uses a schema for the definitions of objectClasses and attributes. Directories are commonly shipped with a standard
set of schema definitions such as country, organization, organizational unit, person, and so on.

OIDs

You can extend a directory's schema to suit your site's needs by allowing it to recognize and accept the objectClasses and
attributes that are used to implement the Advanced Permissions authorization mode for the Notification Website. To allow
for customization of directory schemas on-site, it is necessary to avoid any naming conflict among the objects defined by
different entities. This is done through the use of guaranteed unique numbers called Object Identifiers (OIDs), each of which
unambiguously identifies an objectClass or attribute. These Object Identifiers are guaranteed to be unique across all networks
worldwide.

The OIDs form a hierarchy, as shown in the following example:

1 ISO- The root authority

1.3 ISO Identified Organization

1.3.6 US Department of Defense

1.3.6.1 Internet OID assignments

1.3.6.1.4 Internet Private

1.3.6.1.4.1 IANA - Registered Private Enterprises

1.3.6.1.4.1.791 CA, Inc.

The Notification Manager facility is assigned OID 1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3. All OIDs used in our attributes and objectClasses
stem from this root OID. This grants unique identification, regardless of what directory product you are using.

NM Attributes Definitions

The following table shows the attribute definitions used for the Advanced Permissions.

Attribute Name and OID Description Syntax

nmLoginName

apnmOID.1.1
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.1)

NM login name for whom the
permissions are being specified

This is also used to construct the NM
login team branch in your directory

Case-insensitive string or
caseIgnoreString string

nmLoginTeam

apnmOID.1.2
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.2)

A directory in the hierarchy entry
containing all login names for whom the
contact privileges are being specified

DistinguishedName

nmNotifyContacts

apnmOID.1.3
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.3)

NM contact name who may be notified Case-insensitive string or a
caseIgnoreString string
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nmReadContacts

apnmOID.1.4
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.4)

NM contact name whose schedule and
contact information may be read

Case-insensitive string or a
caseIgnoreString string

nmUpdateContacts

apnmOID.1.5
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.5)

NM contact name whose schedule and
contact information may be updated

Case-insensitive string or a
caseIgnoreString string

nmNotifyContactTeams

apnmOID.1.6

(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.6)

A directory entry in the hierarchy
containing all contact names that may be
notified

DistinguishedName

nmReadContactTeams

apnmOID.1.7
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.7)

A directory entry in the hierarchy
containing all contact names whose
schedule or contact information may be
read

DistinguishedName

nmUpdateContactTeams

apnmOID.1.8

(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.8)

A directory entry in the hierarchy
containing all contact names whose
schedule or contact information may be
updated

DistinguishedName

nmContactName

apnmOID.1.9
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.1.9)

Notification Manager contact name.
This is used to construct the Notification
Manager contact team branch in your
directory.

Case-insensitive string or a
caseIgnoreString string

NM Object Class Definition

The following table shows the objectClass definitions used for the Advanced Permissions.

ObjectClass and OID Description and Attributes Structure

apnmLoginRights

apnmoid.2.1
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.2.1)

Defines entries representing the
NM login user. Contains attributes
that specify the NM authorization
permissions

Mandatory attributes:

commonName

Optional attributes:

nmLoginNamenmLoginTeamnmNotifyContactsnmReadContactsnmUpdateContactsnmNotifyContactTeamsnmReadContactTeamsnmUpdateContactTeams

Multiple values may be set for any of
these attributes.

This is a structural object subclassed
from the top.

An apnmLoginRights entry may be
placed under an organizationalUnit
entry in the directory.

For more information on the directory
hierarchy, see the section How You
Extend the Schema.

apnmLoginPerson

apnmoid.2.2
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.2.2)

Defines entries representing NM login
user. Use to construct the NM login
team branch in your directory.

Mandatory attributes:

commonNamenmLoginName

Multiple values may be set for either of
these attributes.

This is a structural object subclassed
from top.

An apnmLoginPerson entry may be
placed under an organizationalUnit
entry in the directory.

For more information on the directory
hierarchy, see the section How You
Extend the Schema.
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apnmContactPerson

apnmoid.2.3
(1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.10.5.3.2.3)

Defines entries representing the NM
contact user. Use to construct the NM
contact team branch in your DIT.

Mandatory attributes:

commonNamenmContactName

Multiple values may be set for either of
these attributes.

This is a structural object subclassed
from top.

An apnmContactPerson entry may be
placed under an organizationalUnit
entry in the directory.

For more information on the directory
hierarchy, see the section How You
Extend the Schema.

Note:  A special "everyone" contact name can be used for attributes that specify permissions for an NM contact user. These
attributes include nmNotifyContacts, nmReadContacts, and nmUpdateContacts. This special value is recognized internally
by CA Automation Point, and can be used to indicate the broad permissions a login user may have.

How You Extend the Schema

Warning:  Extending the directory schema is an advanced and complex operation with far-reaching implications.
Different directory products have different syntax and methods for modifying and extending the schema. Before you
do this, be sure to consult your directory's documentation.

CA Automation Point provides three sample files to help you extend the directory schema. They are:

• nm_ldap_schema_for_eTrust.txt
If you are using the CA Directory product, you can use this file as a sample eTrust .dxc configuration script file.

• nm_ldap_schema_for_MSAD.txt
If you are using the Microsoft Corporation Active Directory product, you can use this file as a sample LDAP Data
Interchange Format (LDIF) script file. Alternatively, you can use the Active Directory Schema MMC Snap-in to extend the
schema.

• nm_ldap_schema_for_apacheds.txt
If you are using the Apache Directory server product, you can use this file as a sample LDAP Data Interchange Format
(LDIF) script file.

You can find these samples in the directory installDir\SAMPLE\NM\WebSecurity.

The NM LDAP Directory Hierarchy
Tree Structure

Directory data is arranged in a hierarchical tree-like structure. This data tree is called a directory information tree (or DIT). A
node of this tree is an entry. Each entry is identified by a Distinguished Name (DN).

For more information on LDAP terminology, see NM LDAP Object Definitions.

The NM Base DN Entry

In the tree structure, a single base organizational unit directory entry called the NM Base DN entry, identifies the root of the
NM LDAP tree within the larger directory. All NM-related advanced user permissions data resides under this base DN. You
must establish this base entry first by creating an organizational unit entry, and use Configuration Manager to provide your
settings to CA Automation Point. All NM searches begin from this root entry in your directory.

Setting Up Your Site

Under the base directory, apnmLoginRights entries are stored. These entries contain advanced user permissions data. For
each NM login user, you can create an apnmLoginRights entry and specify the NM contacts that the login can notify, read,
or update. You do this by specifying the attributes nmNotifyContacts, nmReadContacts, and nmUpdateContacts with the
appropriate NM contact names.

Also under the base directory, you can optionally establish two subdirectories, and use them to assign permissions to many
logins, and/or for many contacts. For example, you can create an organizational unit entry named nmContactTeams and put all
apnmContactPerson entries together into teams of contacts under this entry. You can also create an organizational unit entry
named nmLoginTeams and put all apnmLoginPerson entries together into teams of logins under this entry.

Constructing contact teams allows you to assign user permissions to a specific login for all the contacts under the
particular team DN hierarchy for whom the login can notify, read, or update. You do this by filling the attributes of
nmNotifyContactTeams, nmReadContactTeams, and nmUpdateContactTeams with the corresponding contact team DN value.
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Constructing login teams allows you to assign user permissions to a team of logins. You do this by filling the attribute
nmLoginTeam with the corresponding login team DN values. All logins specified under the particular team DN hierarchy are
given the permissions at once.

Using this directory structure, your site can explicitly set the permissions that each login name has for each contact. Your site
can also organize the contacts and logins into teams and assign the permissions to these teams at the same time. The number
of data entry tasks varies depending on the approach you take, but you are able to maintain precise control, regardless of
approach.

The following is a partial sample directory structure:

NM LDAP Scenarios

This section provides some examples of possible ways to arrange advanced permission data in the LDAP tree based on the
nature of your site and the scale of your Notification Website. In the sample organization used throughout these examples, the
following names are used:

• Brian - Head of the division in the company; oversees Marketing and Sales
• Sandy - Brian's assistant
• George - Directory of Marketing
• Elaine, Robert, and Peter - Marketing staff
• Julie - Manager of Sales
• Don and Sam - Sales staff
• Mike and Jake - Technicians in the IS department; IS is responsible for maintaining the computer resources throughout the

company.

NM LDAP Scenario 1

Assign permissions for individual contacts to individual logins.

A site can easily assign permissions for individual contacts to individual logins by creating new entries of apnmLoginRights
objectClass in the LDAP tree. In the following scenario, George, the marketing director can read and update contact
information for all the marketing staff, including Elaine, Robert and Peter. Sandy, Brian's assistant, can notify and help
maintain contact information for every NM contact, even though she may not have a corresponding contact in the NM
database.
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NM LDAP Scenario 2

Assign permissions for many contacts.

By using the LDAP hierarchical tree-like structure to organize the contacts into teams, and assigning permissions for these
contact teams as a whole, a site can easily manage permissions of many contacts.

In the following scenario, Julie, the sales manager can access contact information for everyone in the sales department. Brian,
the head of the division, can read and update contact information for everyone in marketing and sales departments. Now,
the simple act of adding Sam, another support engineer, to the sales department automatically gives both Julie and Brian the
contact permissions for him.

NM LDAP Scenario 3

Assign privileges to many logins.

Use the LDAP tree structure to organize logins into teams and assign permissions to these login teams as a whole. This allows
you to easily manage permissions of many logins.

In the following scenario, all IS people, including Jake, Mike, and the technicians in "Division 2," can maintain contact
information for every NM contact. If Jake hires Fred tomorrow and adds Fred to the IS Division 1 branch in the LDAP tree,
Fred automatically gets all the permissions his group has.
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LDAP Resources

The following LDAP Request for Comments (RFCs) are listed for your reference.

• RFC-2251 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3) (December 1997)
• RFC-2252 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3): Attribute Syntax Definitions (December 1997)
• RFC-2253 Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (v3): UTF-8 String Representation of Distinguished Names (December

1997)

The following websites provide more information on LDAP standards and Directory management:

• The International Standard Organization website at http://www.iso.ch/
• The Internet Engineering Task Force website at http://www.ietf.org/
• The CA Directory page at the CA Support Online website
• The Active Directory Programmer's Guide at the Microsoft website at http://www.microsoft.com/
• The OpenLDAP project, an "Open Source" implementation of LDAP, has its website at http://www.openldap.org/

 Understanding Notification Manager Log Files
During the operation of Notification Manager, several log files are used to record progress and status
information. These log files reside in the %AP_DATA%\Logs directory and are described in detail in the
following sections.

During the operation of Notification Manager, several log files are used to record progress and status information. These log
files reside in the %AP_DATA%\Logs directory and are described in detail in the following sections.

VOXNM.LOG

REXX programs that comprise Notification Manager use this log file to record progress information on notification requests.
This progress information includes the parameters used to launch the various REXX programs and the return codes from each
REXX program. This log file has a maximum size of 4MB, and the logging system retains 10 previous copies of this log file.
Each log message recorded in this file begins with a common prefix, which is formatted into the following fields:

YY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS SYSNAME YY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS.mmm DOMAIN\USER PID/
TID PROGNAME:UNIQUEID

• YY/MM/DD
Specifies the year, month, and day as recorded by the Notification Server.

• HH:MM:SS
Specifies the time (in hours, minutes, and seconds) as recorded by the Notification Server.

• SYSNAME

http://www.iso.ch/
http://www.ietf.org/
http://www.ca.com/support
http://www.microsoft.com/
http://www.openldap.org/
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Specifies the system name (PPQ name) of the VOX client from which the request was initiated.
• YY/MM/DD

Specifies the year, month, and day as recorded by the VOX client from which the request was initiated.
• HH:MM:SS.mmm

Specifies the time (in hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds) as recorded by the VOX client from which the request
was initiated.

• DOMAIN\USER
Specifies the user account (in Windows domain format) used to initiate the request on the VOX client.

• PID/TID
Specifies the process ID (PID) and thread ID (TID) from which the initial request was generated on the VOX client.

• PROGNAME
Specifies the name of the REXX program executing on the VOX client that initiated the log request

• UNIQUEID
Specifies the unique identifier used to represent the current instance of the running REXX program. This unique ID is
used to differentiate between different running instances of the same REXX program executing on the same VOX client
machine

WEBNM.LOG

This log file is used by the Notification Manager Web Gateway Service (NM Gateway Server) to record activity initiated from
the Notification Website. This logged activity includes the following:

• Changes made to notification policy data (using the Notification Website)
• Starting and stopping of the NM Gateway Server service
• An audit trail of notification requests issued from the Notification Website

For this log file to be used, you must enable notification policy change logging on the NM Website dialog contained within the
Configuration Manager application. After you have enabled this change-logging feature, you can adjust the logging parameters
(log file maximum size and number of log files to retain) using the same Configuration Manager dialog. Each log message
recorded in this file begins with a common prefix, which is formatted into the following fields:

YY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS (user:function)

• YY/MM/DD
Specifies the year, month, and day the logged action was recorded by the NM Gateway Server.

• HH:MM:SS
Specifies the time (in hours, minutes, and seconds) the logged action was recorded by the NM Gateway Server.

• user:function
Specifies the NM login account used to initiate the logged action, and the name of the function currently being performed.
If the logged action was the result of an internal system request instead of a login user request, the user name "SYSTEM"
displays.

CAAPNFY.LOG

This log file is used by the Notification Manager web application that executes inside of the JSP/Servlet environment selected
to host the Notification Website. The main purpose of this log file is to provide diagnostic information on the execution of
the server-side Java programs used to dynamically create the web pages contained within the Notification Website. If the
redistributed Apache Tomcat JSP/Servlet environment is used to host the Notification Website on the local CA Automation
Point server machine, this log file will reside in the %AP_DATA%\Logs directory. The %AP_SITE%\Config directory
contains a configuration file called caapnfy.lcf that controls logging parameters, such as those that control the amount of
information written to the caapnfy.log file, the maximum size of this log file, and the number of previous log files to retain. Do
not modify these settings in the caapnfy.lcf file unless you are instructed to do so by CA Technical Support. Each log message
recorded in this file begins with a common prefix, which is formatted into the following fields:

YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS,mmm LEVEL (MODULE:FUNCTION[:HOST])

• YYYY-MM-DD
Specifies the year, month, and day that the logged action was recorded by the Notification Manager web application.

• HH:MM:SS,mmm
Specifies the time (expressed in hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds) the logged action was recorded by the
Notification Manager web application.
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• LEVEL
Specifies the logging level assigned to the logged action (ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG).

• MODULE
Specifies the name of the source code module

• FUNCTION
Specifies the function name from which the log message was generated

• HOST
Specifies the name of the machine viewing the Notifi

 

 JolBeep Panel Emulation
interfaces with CA FAQS ASO for z/VSE to monitor the JolBeep panel and to send notifications based
on conditions that appear there.

CA Automation Point interfaces with CA FAQS ASO for z/VSE to monitor the JolBeep panel and to send notifications based
on conditions that appear there.

To use the CA FAQS ASO for z/VSE interface to monitor the JolBeep panel

1. Install the complete CA Automation Point product.
2. Define to Notification Manager all the people and groups that you want Jolbeep to be able to contact. You do this using the

Contacts pages on the Notification Website. (See the section How You Use the Notification Website in this chapter.) The
names you define must match the names that appear in the PC Call List column of the PCS J panel. (The comparison is not
case-sensitive.)

3. Define to Notification Manager a person named "JolBeep Mainframe Down."
Note: The person you define will be notified when the mainframe goes down or when the emulation is not working. When
this person is notified, he or she must restore the CA Automation Point JOLBEEP session back to a state where the PCS J
panel is working again. At that point, the emulation will start running again.

4. Create a session for the JOLBEEP mainframe session. In Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation,
Session Definition Sets. Right click on Sessions, and choose Add.

5. Define the session using the Automation Point Session Definition dialog.

1.1 Click Customize Session Settings.
2.1 Click Local Session Settings. In the dialog that displays, specify @E in the Restart String field. Click OK.
3.1 Click OK on the Automation Point Session Definition dialog.

6. Write a script that logs on to the JolBeep PCS J panel.
7. Name this script JOLBEEP.SCR and place it in the %AP_SITE%\MyFiles directory.
8. In Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, REXX, REXX Settings. On the REXX Settings dialog,

browse to and select the JOLBEEP.REX program and add it as an "Initialization REXX Program" in your session definition
set.

You have completed the configuration.

 Managing CMOS Processors
's Hardware Access Facility (HAF) and the APCMOSI REXX program are remote HMC console
applications that interact with the Hardware Management Console (HMC) or Service Element (SE)
from the Automation Point Desktop environment. Use HAF and the APCMOSI Rexx program to
manage CMOS processors from the Automation Point Desktop environment. This chapter discusses the
following:

CA Automation Point's Hardware Access Facility (HAF) and the APCMOSI REXX program are remote HMC console
applications that interact with the Hardware Management Console (HMC) or Service Element (SE) from the Automation Point
Desktop environment. Use HAF and the APCMOSI Rexx program to manage CMOS processors from the Automation Point
Desktop environment. This chapter discusses the following:

• Establishing connectivity between CA Automation Point server and the HMC/SE.
• Establishing the HMC Console Application Programming Interfaces (API) runtime environment on the CA Automation

Point server.
• Issuing HMC console commands using the APCMOSI Rexx program.
• Monitoring HMC status messages using HAF
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Related information:

 CMOS Processors

With the introduction of CMOS processors by IBM, the technology used for the hardware processor console changed from
the legacy 3270-type console that was used with bipolar processors to a workstation application called the HMC. IBM System
zSeries mainframe systems are examples of CMOS processors.

Hardware Management Console (HMC)

The Hardware Management Console (HMC) is a Linux workstation application featuring a graphical user interface (GUI)
for operator access and console application programming interface (API) support for local and remote console applications.
The console API allows programmatic access for performing system maintenance for HMC-managed mainframe systems
automatically.

The HMC controls and manages one or more mainframe systems through a local area network connection (LAN) to the
associated Service Element (SE) for each mainframe system.

Service Elements (SE)

The Service Element is the hardware component attached to a single mainframe system. It is used to control and manage
the associated mainframe system, as well as serve as the interface between the local area network (LAN) and the mainframe
system. The SE provides GUI dialogs for operator access that performs the same functions as those of an HMC. The same
console API that is supported on the HMC is also supported on the SE. Therefore console applications that function with the
HMC function with the SE as well.

 Communicating with CMOS Processors
All remote HMC console applications such as must communicate with CMOS processors through
the associated HMC or SE. After communications between and the HMC or SE are established, you
can direct IPL type commands either manually or automatically from the Automation Point Desktop
environment to any of the mainframe systems that the HMC or SE manages. You can also receive HMC/
SE status messages for monitoring by . If you are operating with more than one HMC, you can configure
to communicate with multiple HMC workstations.

All remote HMC console applications such as CA Automation Point must communicate with CMOS processors through
the associated HMC or SE. After communications between CA Automation Point and the HMC or SE are established, you
can direct IPL type commands either manually or automatically from the Automation Point Desktop environment to any of
the mainframe systems that the HMC or SE manages. You can also receive HMC/SE status messages for monitoring by CA
Automation Point. If you are operating with more than one HMC, you can configure CA Automation Point to communicate
with multiple HMC workstations.

The following illustration show how CA Automation Point connects to HMC and SE to manage mainframe machines.
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Related information:
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 Establishing Connectivity with the HMC/SE
Accomplishing all the following steps to achieve HMC connectivity may require that you contact and
work with your Network Administrator or Security Administrator.

Accomplishing all the following steps to achieve HMC connectivity may require that you contact and work with your Network
Administrator or Security Administrator.

For more information about configuring SNMP for use between CA Automation Point and your HMC, see the IBM manual
SB10-7030: System z Application Programming Interfaces. Specifically, Chapter 6, "Configuring for the data exchange APIs,"
gives detailed a description of SNMP configuration.

The HMC/SE communicates using the SNMP network protocol. You need to configure the CA Automation Point server and
the HMC/SE to send and receive SNMP traps between each other.

Note:  Accomplishing all of the following steps to achieve HMC connectivity may require that you contact and work with your
Network Administrator or Security Administrator.

For more information about configuring SNMP for use between CA Automation Point and your HMC, see the IBM manual
"SB10-7030: System z Application Programming Interfaces". Chapter 6 "Configuring for the data exchange APIs" gives
detailed a description of SNMP configuration.

To establish connectivity with the HMC/SE

On the local CA Automation Point server:

1. Install Windows SNMP Service.
2. Determine the community name and TCP/IP address for every HMC/SE that CA Automation Point must communicate

with. Note the community name and TCP/IP address for each HMC/SE.

1.1 The community name and TCP/IP address for the target HMC/SE are required parameters for each APCMOSI Rexx
program call.

2.1 The community name and TCP/IP address for each monitored HMC/SE is required for configuring HAF under
Configuration Manager.

3. Configure the Windows SNMP Service through the additional tabs on the properties for the SNMP service. From the Traps
tab, configure SNMP service to receive and initiate traps from the list of HMC/SE community names and TCP/IP addresses
with which CA Automation Point must communicate.

Note:  Community names are case sensitive.

On each HMC/SE workstation:

1. Determine the community name and TCP/IP address for each CA Automation Point server with which the HMC/SE must
communicate.

2. Add the CA Automation Point servers to the broadcast list for HMC/SE using the community name and TCP/IP address for
each CA Automation Point server.
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 Establishing Runtime Environment for HMC Console API
's Hardware Access Facility (HAF) and the APCMOSI Rexx program are remote console applications
that interact with the HMC/SE from the Automation Point Desktop environment. As a remote HMC
console application, must have runtime access to the file named, hwmcawin.dll, an IBM provided
Dynamic Link Library (DLL) that provides underlying support for the HMC console API. hwmcawin.dll
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is a 32-bit Windows dynamic link library containing the C language Data Exchange APIs and Commands
API.

CA Automation Point's Hardware Access Facility (HAF) and the APCMOSI Rexx program are remote console applications
that interact with the HMC/SE from the Automation Point Desktop environment. As a remote HMC console application,
CA Automation Point must have runtime access to the file named, hwmcawin.dll, an IBM provided Dynamic Link Library
(DLL) that provides underlying support for the HMC console API. hwmcawin.dll is a 32-bit Windows dynamic link library
containing the C language Data Exchange APIs and Commands API.

To prepare the runtime environment on the CA Automation Point server

1. Download the most current copy of the DLL file, hwmcawin.dll, from the IBM Resource website, www.ibm.com/servers/
resourcelink onto the CA Automation Point server. The HMC/SE is also expected to run with a compatible version of the
DLL files.

2. The DLL file must be accessible by the APCMOSI Rexx program at runtime. Copy the hwmcawin.dll file into a directory
that is part of the search path. Note the directory where the hwmcawin.dll file is copied. The directory and file name are
required for configuring HAF using Configuring Manager.

3. Whenever you upgrade the code level of your HMC/SE, also upgrade the copy of the DLL file residing on the CA
Automation Point server.

For information on how to configure the HMC to use the console API, see the IBM System z Application Programming
Interfaces manual (SB10-7030-11).

The following illustration shows how CA Automation Point supports the HMC Console API.

http://www.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink
http://www.ibm.com/servers/resourcelink
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 Using CA Automation Point to Manage CMOS Processors
's remote HMC console applications, HAF and APCMOSI REXX program, can be configured to interact
directly with the HMC/SE using the HMC console API over an SNMP connection. can be used to
interface with an HMC in the following ways:

CA Automation Point's remote HMC console applications, HAF and APCMOSI REXX program, can be configured to interact
directly with the HMC/SE using the HMC console API over an SNMP connection. CA Automation Point can be used to
interface with an HMC in the following ways:

• Through a HAF-configured session, named HAF_EVENTS, you can monitor all messages or state changes that occur on
any number of HMC/SE workstations or the mainframe system objects that they control.
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• Through the APCMOSI REXX program, you can query or set the state of any number of HMC/SE workstations and the
mainframe system objects that they control.

• Through CA Automation Point message ID rules, you can invoke APCMOSI Rexx program to automate state changes in
the HMC/SE workstations or the mainframe system objects that they control.

• Through CA Automation Point time rules, you can make scheduled state changes to the HMC/SE workstation or the
mainframe system objects that they control.

 APCMOSI REXX Program
APCMOSI.REX is a -provided sample program that can be initiated from the Automation Point Desktop
environment to programmatically perform all actions on mainframe systems that can be manually
initiated by the operator through the controlling HMC/SE. Submitting HMC console commands using
the APCMOSI.REX program provides you the ability to remotely automate console commands using
standard facilities. When initiating HMC console commands from , you'll able to integrate or coordinate
HMC console automation with other monitored session activities.

APCMOSI.REX is a CA Automation Point-provided sample program that can be initiated from the Automation Point Desktop
environment to programmatically perform all actions on mainframe systems that can be manually initiated by the operator
through the controlling HMC/SE. Submitting HMC console commands using the APCMOSI.REX program provides you the
ability to remotely automate console commands using standard CA Automation Point facilities. When initiating HMC console
commands from CA Automation Point, you'll able to integrate or coordinate HMC console automation with other monitored
session activities.

Note:

: APCMOSI.REX is a working sample that can also be customized as needed. Before APCMOSI.REX can be started from
within the Automation Point Desktop environment, you must copy the program, APCMOSI.REX from installDir\sample
\APCMOS to %AP_SITE%\site\myfiles\REXX directory. For syntax and detailed description of the sample APCMOSI.REX
program, reference embedded comments in the program source. Reference the apcmosi.txt file found in the installDir\sample
\APCMOS directory for most current details about the APCMOSI.REX program.

 Submitting HMC commands with APCMOSI REXX Program
As a REXX program, with APCMOSI.REX, you'll be able to initiate the HMC commands targeted for
the mainframe system in the same ways any REXX program can be started within the Automation Point
Desktop environment.

As a REXX program, with APCMOSI.REX, you'll be able to initiate the HMC commands targeted for the mainframe system
in the same ways any REXX program can be started within the Automation Point Desktop environment.

• Manually initiated by operator

• By selecting a user-customized menu option to start the APCMOSI.REX program
• By selecting Start Rexx menu option and entering APCMOSI program call with operator specified parameters into the

host command area
• Automatically initiated by CA Automation Point

• A rule triggered to start the APCMOSI.REX program.
• A running REXX program, programmed to start the APCMOSI.REX program.

 APCMOSI Command Syntax

Given the HMC console command and associated parameters, APCMOSI.REX directs the request and data as specified to a
designated HMC/SE for execution using the SNMP protocol.

The command has the following format:

APCMOSI     {ACTION(hmc_command) [{additional_argument(setting) ...}] | 
ACTION(GetAttribute) ATTRIBUTE(attribute_name) |
ACTION(SetAttribute) ATTRIBUTE(attribute_name) VALUE(attribute_value) |
ACTION(GetStatus) }
CPC(cpc_name)
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COMMUNITY(hmc_community)
[LPAR(lpar_name)]
TARGET(hmc_tcpip_address) 

• ACTION
Specifies the HMC command to perform.
GetAttribute is an APCMOSI supported ACTION that is not a direct console command or action specified in the HMC
Console API. ACTION(GetAttribute) returns the value of a specified attribute for a specified CPC or LPAR. The value of
the returned attribute appears in a text message that is written to the default output stream.
SetAttribute is an APCMOSI supported ACTION that is not a direct console command or action specified in the HMC
Console API. ACTION(SetAttribute) sets the value for a specified attribute for a specified CPC or LPAR. 

Note:

: Some attributes are read-only and therefore cannot be set. 

GetStatus is an APCMOSI supported ACTION that is not a direct console command or action specified in the HMC
Console API. ACTION(GetStatus) returns a status indicator for a specified CPC or LPAR. The status appears in a text
message that is written to the default output stream. For descriptions of returned status, see the IBM System z Application
Programming Interfaces manual (SB10-7030-11) .
For a full list of possible ACTION parameter values that are supported by the APCMOSI command, see the apcmosi.txt
file found in installDir\sample\APCMOS directory. For a detailed description of the HMC command, see the IBM System z
Application Programming Interfaces manual (SB10-7030-11). 

Note:

 To simplify the APCMOSI program call, APCMOSI accepts the console command without the standard prefix or
suffix. Therefore, the HMC commands as described in the IBM System z Application Programming Interfaces manual
(SB10-7030-11), are listed under the full name, which includes the prefix and suffix. 

For example,

ACTION(RESETNORMAL) is described under HWMCA_RESETNORMAL_COMMAND

Note:

: APCMOSI.REX may be customized to add support for HCM commands that are not already supported by APCMOSI or
listed in the apcmosi.txt file.

• [{additional_argument(setting) …}]
Specifies additional command arguments and their settings, if required, associated with the command specified by the
ACTION parameter. For a list of possible additional argument values that are supported by the APCMOSI command for
ACTION specified, reference the apcmosi.txt file found in installDir\sample\APCMOS directory. For a detailed description
of command arguments applicable to the specified action, see the IBM System z Application Programming Interfaces
manual (SB10-7030-11).

• ATTRIBUTE
Specifies the name of the attribute that is subject to either the SetAttribute or the GetAttribute action. Forr the names of
attributes that can be retrieved or set, see the IBM System z Application Programming Interfaces manual (SB10-7030-11).

Note:

: To simplify the APCMOSI program call, APCMOSI accepts attribute names with or without the prefix and suffix. 

ATTRIBUTE(weight) is equivalent to ATTRIBUTE(hwmca_weight_suffix)

• COMMUNITY
Specifies the community name of the HMC/SE workstation to which the HMC command specified in ACTION parameter
is directed. 

Note:
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: This value is case sensitive.
• CPC

Specifies the name of the Central Processing Complex (CPC) to which the HMC command specified in ACTION
parameter is directed.

• LPAR
Specifies the name of the Logical Partition (LPAR) within a given CPC where each partition supports one copy of the z/OS
or other operating system to which the HMC command specified in ACTION is directed.

• TARGET
Specifies the TCP/IP address of the HMC/SE workstation to which the HMC command specified in ACTION parameter is
directed.

• VALUE
Specifies the value the SetAttribute action sets for a specified attribute.

Follow these rules when invoking the APCMOSI command:

• Keywords and values are not case-sensitive.
• Parameters shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.
• Parameter names can be abbreviated to the minimum number of characters that will uniquely identify the parameter. For

example, if LPAR and CPC are the only required parameters, you can specify L(lpar1) and C(cpc1) in place of LPAR
(lpar1) and CPC(cpc1). However if Action and ActivationProfile are allowable parameters, you must specify at least
ACTIO(pswrestart) and ACTIV(activation-profile-name).

• There are no default values for the parameters. The APCMOSI.REX program can be customized to set default values for
parameters. If you set default values within the APCMOSI.REX program, you do not have to specify the parameter when
invoking the APCMOSI command. However, you can still override the default values by specifying the parameter with
overriding value. For example, if you have only one HMC/SE workstation or CPC, setting default values for Community,
CPC, and Target parameters in APCMOSI.REX will simplify required parameter settings for APCMOSI program call to
just the ACTION parameter.

APCMOSI Return Information

Upon successful completion of the HMC console command API, APCMOSI sets the REXX variable RC to 0 (zero). Non-
zero return codes incurred while executing the HMC console command API are returned by APCMOSI in the REXX variable
RC. For a detailed description of each return code and directions for resolving error, see the IBM System z Application
Programming Interfaces manual (SB10-7030-11).

Examples:

Given the community name and TCP/IP address for the HMC/SE controlling the CPC named cpc1, issue the APCMOSI
command to get the value of the processor weight attribute for LPAR named lpar1. For the name of attributes that can be
retrieved, see the IBM System z Application Programming Interfaces manual (SB10-7030-11).

APCMOSI COMMUNITY(public) TARGET(101.102.103.104) CPC(cpc1) LPAR(lpar1) ACTION(GetAttribute) ATTRIBUTE(weight)

Issue the APCMOSI command to set the weight attribute to 10.

APCMOSI COMMUNITY(public) TARGET(101.102.103.104) CPC(cpc1) LPAR(lpar1) ACTION(SetAttribute) ATTRIBUTE(weight) VALUE(10)

Given the community name and TCP/IP address for the HMC/SE controlling the CPC named cpc1, issue the APCMOSI
command to activate the LPAR named lpar1 using the default activation profile. For acceptable syntax for specifying
additional arguments required by the activate action, see the apcmosi.txt file found in installDir\sample\APCMOS directory

APCMOSI COMMUNITY(public) TARGET(101.102.103.104) CPC(cpc1) LPAR(lpar1) ACTION(Activate) ACTIVATIONPROFILE()
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Issue the APCMOSI command to deactivate LPAR named lpar1. For acceptable syntax for specifying the ACTION parameter,
see the apcmosi.txt file in the installDir\sample\APCMOS directory.

APCMOSI  COMMUNITY(public) TARGET(101.102.103.104) CPC(cpc1) LPAR(lpar1) ACTION(Deactivate)

 Hardware Access Facility (HAF)
The Hardware Access Facility (HAF) is a remote console application that uses the HMC console API
provided by IBM to monitor the status of HMC/SE workstations and mainframe system objects or
devices under their control.

The Hardware Access Facility (HAF) is a remote console application that uses the HMC console API provided by IBM to
monitor the status of HMC/SE workstations and mainframe system objects or devices under their control.

If you want to use the HAF interface to monitor HMC messages, you specify these firewall ports that the HMC designates for
SNMP traps:

• 161
• 162
• 3161

Note:

For more information about these HMC and TCP/IP Firewalls, see the following IBM documentation:

• HMC Firewall Information
• TCP/IP Firewall-Related Information

Related information:

 Configuring HAF
To configure HAF

To configure HAF

1. In Configuration Manager, navigate to Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, HAF Interface.
2. Check mark the Enable Monitoring box.
3. To the HMC list, add the community name and TCP/IP address for each HMC/SE workstation you wish HAF to monitor.
4. Specify the path and filename of the HMC API DLL file (hwmwinca.dll), copied to the local CA Automation Point server.
5. Click OK.

Your settings are saved.
6. Restart CA Automation Point to activate HAF.

 Monitoring HMC Messages with HAF
HAF automatically polls the HMC/SE workstations that you have selected to detect whether a target
HMC/SE can be reached and whether it will respond to a simple request for information. HAF reports
when an HMC/SE is inaccessible or hung.

HAF automatically polls the HMC/SE workstations that you have selected to detect whether a target HMC/SE can be reached
and whether it will respond to a simple request for information. HAF reports when an HMC/SE is inaccessible or hung.

Using the same HMC console API, HAF is designed to be used in conjunction with the APCMOSI REXX program. Although
HAF can only passively receive broadcasted messages from selected HMC/SE workstations, you must use the APCMOSI
REXX program to issue commands to targeted HMC workstations.

When HAF and the APCMOSI REXX program operate under the control of the Automation Point Desktop, HMC automation
can be written to correlate or interact with other defined sessions on the Automation Point Desktop. Messages received by
HAF are displayed on the Automation Point Desktop in a session window named HAF_Events and automatically sent through
CA Automation Point rules engine for processing. Therefore, you can write CA Automation Point rules to detect a HMC
generated status message or event, and react by invoking APCMOSI to issue a predetermined HMC console command.

 HAF Message Format

http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=nas8N1019111
http://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSWRCJ_3.5.0/com.ibm.safos.doc_3.5/tcpipfilewall.html?cp=SSWRCJ_3.5.0
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The messages sent from the HMCs through the API are in MIB format; that is, they consist mostly of sectioned numbers (for
example, 1.2.3.4.5…) called object IDs or OIDs.

Wherever possible, these object IDs are translated into the English text that they represent (for example, the name of an LPAR
or command).

Whether the HAF translates the object IDs or not, it does not reorder the pieces of information provided by the API.

Note:

: A multi-line message is an exception.

Because the HAF does not reorder pieces of information in messages, you can use the IBM API documentation to
determine what data displays in the message and the order in which it displays. For example, if the HMC Access Facility
receives a message containing 1.9243.7 (new status), 121.3.459.87.33874295.0 (the fictional LPAR ID for MVS001), and
11.259.44.783.91 (the event), it translates this to "Powered Off MVS001 Status Change." You might thing that rearranging the
elements of the message so that it says "MVS001 Status change: Powered Off" would make the message easier to understand,
but such re-ordering of data chunks would make it impossible to use the manufacturer's documentation to determine what the
format of each message should be.

HAF message have the following format:

HAFImmnny name type event keyword1 = value1 keyword2 = value2 ...hmc_name MMM NNN

• mm
Specifies a number that indicates the type of message. To determine an mm value for a given event type, see Determining
HAF Message Numbers. This number corresponds to the event portion of the message.
Note: Each time you change the code level of your HMC, look at the messages that it generates to ensure that the mm
section of the message numbers has not changed for any of the messages that you are automating.

• nn
Specifies a number that indicates the version of the message. Each time IBM changes the format of a particular message
type, this number changes as well. This allows you to write an appropriate rule for the new data layout.

Note:

: Each time you change the code level of your HMC, look at the messages that it generates to ensure that the nn section of
the message numbers has not changed for any of the messages that you are automating.

• y
When a single HMC message is split up into multiple HAF messages, this single letter indicates which portion of the split
HMC message this HAF message belongs to. (For more information about split messages, see the following descriptions of
MMM and NNN.) Values are:

• S (Single)
Indicates that HAF was able to present this HMC message as a single HAF message.

• F (First)
Indicates that this HAF message is the first line of a split HMC message.

• L (Last)
Indicates that this HAF message is the last line of a split HMC message.

• M (Middle)
Indicates that this line is between the first and last lines of a split message.

• name
Specifies the name of the HMC, SE, PEP, CPC, or LPAR that this message is about. In rare cases, the HAF cannot
determine the name of the object from the object ID that displays in the raw message. If this is the case, the object IDs are
shown.

• type
Specifies the type of object (CPC_IMAGE_GROUP, CPC_Image, and so on) that this message is for.

• event
Specifies the type of event that this message describes (STATUS_CHANGE, OBJECT_CREATED, and so on).

• keywordN = valueN
Specifies a keyword/value pair that is part of a series that makes up the HMC message. The keyword portion is a MIB
that describes what kind of data the value portion of the pair represents. The value portion contains the actual data that
the pair is meant to convey. For example, two pairs could have a value portion of 2, but the first pair could have the MIB
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for RETURN_CODE as the keyword portion, and the second pair could have the MIB for MACHINE_STATUS as the
keyword portion.
Each keyword/value pair in the HMC message is presented in the form keyword = value:

• keyword
Specifies the ASCII text name for the type of object ID

• value
Specifies the numeric value or the name of the specific instance of the type of object ID

Examples

• Suppose that in the IBM keyword/value pair, 1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.42.0 and 1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.42.0.3329843724 are the object ID
for a CONSOLE_ID and the object ID for console MVS45C01, respectively. This object ID type/value pair would be
displayed in the CA Automation Point message as CONSOLE_ID = MVS45C01.

• Suppose that in the IBM keyword/value pair, 1.3.6.1.4.1.2.6.42.0.20.0 and 1234567890 are the object ID for a
CPC_SERIAL and the numeric value of the CPC serial number. This pair would be displayed as CPC_SERIAL =
1234567890.

Note:

:

• Spaces are present on either side of the equal sign (=) in the  keywordN = valueN pairs. This allows you to more easily
use the word functions to parse the object names out of the message when you are using CA Automation Point rules.

• A hexadecimal value that has been translated to a name is also translated into a decimal number and included in
parentheses after the name. For example, the condition code X'14' is presented as COMMAND_CONDITION_CODE =
REQUEST_RECV_ERROR (20), rather than COMMAND_CONDITION_CODE = REQUEST_RECV_ERROR.

• Within a single code level of a manufacturer's API for a given event type, the position and number
of keywordN = valueN pairs will not change. However, although highly unlikely, the manufacturer may change the
order of pairs or add or remove pairs when it changes the code level of the HMC. See the previous description of
the nn portion of the message number for details.

• hmc_name
The name of the HMC that generated this message. Use this along with MMM and NNN to relate the pieces of an HMC
message to one another in the rules that you write.

• MMM
A six-digit number, called the message number, that is incremented each time a message is received by HAF from an
HMC. Each HMC has its own counter; that is, you will see message number 000001, message number 000002, and so on
from each HMC. This value is useful in cases when HMC messages have been split into multiple HAF messages. You
can use it to relate the pieces of a message to one another in the rules that you write. (See the NNN description for more
information on split messages.)

• NNN
A six digit number that starts with a value of 000001 for each new HMC message. This number is incremented for each
new message that HAF creates when presenting the HMC message. As with MMM, you can use NNN to relate the pieces
of an HMC message to one another in rules. HMC messages are split for one of two reasons; either the HMC message
itself contains formatting characters that request that the HMC message be split into multiple HAF messages, or the
HMC message contains more data than can be passed into rules in a single HAF message. Each HAF message in a multi-
line HMC message has the same message ID (HAFxmmnn) and the same message number (MMM), but NNN will be
incremented by one for each HAF message that is generated from the HMC message.

Note:

:

• NNN (with a value of 1) is placed on the end of the first message for a raw message even if the data from the raw
message requires only one message; that is, the data will not be split into multiple messages.

• As described previously, the keywordN/valueN pairs of a message are only reordered in special circumstances. Some
messages, such as hardware event messages, contain preformatted multi-line text as part of their data. When a message
contains such known multi-line components, those keyword/value pairs are moved to the end of the data. This makes
it easier to write rules against the message because NNN will vary for any piece of data that comes after any multi-line
component of a message.

• ASCII text for a keywordN or valueN never splits across lines unless it contains formatting characters or is so long that a
single value exceeds the maximum size of the rules buffer.

• In rare instances, a long message may split in a different place each time the message is passed through rules. If this
happens, contact CA Technical Support.
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As with z/OS or other operating system messages, you must study the format of the HAF messages that are received by CA
Automation Point and write rules accordingly. The IBM HMC API manuals contain detailed information about the content
of each of the HMC messages that HAF translates and presents.

Determining HAF Message Numbers

To determine a HAF message number (mm)

1. Look up the hexadecimal value of the event type in the document IBM System z Application Programming Interfaces
manual (SB10-7030-11).
The number will have either no bits or a single bit on. Use the following table to determine the HAF message number.

2. Find the position of the bit that is on by numbering the bit positions from right to left with the rightmost position being 1.
Consider no bits on to be position 0. Add one to the position to obtain the HAF message number.

3. Use the following table to find the mm value that corresponds to the hexadecimal event value.

Hexadecimal Event
Value

mm Value in
HAFxmmnn

 Hexadecimal Event
Value

mm Value in
HAFxmmnn

0x00000000 01  0x00010000 18

0x00000001 02  0x00020000 19

0x00000002 03  0x00040000 20

0x00000004 04  0x00080000 21

0x00000008 05  0x00100000 22

0x00000010 06  0x00200000 23

0x00000020 07  0x00400000 24

0x00000040 08  0x00800000 25

0x00000080 09  0x01000000 26

0x00000100 10  0x02000000 27

0x00000200 11  0x04000000 28

0x00000400 12  0x08000000 29

0x00000800 13  0x10000000 30

0x00001000 14  0x20000000 31

0x00002000 15  0x40000000 32

0x00004000 16  0x80000000 33

0x00008000 17    

Samples for Determining HAF Message Numbers

As described earlier, the mm portion of message number HAFImmnn is associated with HMC event message types. The
following samples show how to determine HAF message numbers for an IBM HMC.

This sample shows 14 different event types that are listed in IBM manual SC28-8141-09. The following names and
hexadecimal values of the event types are listed in numeric order with the associated HAF message number included at the end
in parenthesis:

• HWMCA_EVENT_COMMAND_RESPONSE 0x00000000 (01)
• HWMCA_EVENT_MESSAGE 0x00000001 (02)
• HWMCA_EVENT_STATUS_CHANGE 0x00000002 (03)
• HWMCA_EVENT_NAME_CHANGE 0x00000004 (04)
• HWMCA_EVENT_ACTIVATE_PROF_CHANGE 0x00000008 (05)
• HWMCA_EVENT_CREATED 0x00000010 (06)
• HWMCA_EVENT_DESTROYED 0x00000020 (07)
• HWMCA_EVENT_EXCEPTION_STATE 0x00000040 (08)
• HWMCA_EVENT_ENDED 0x00000080 (09)
• HWMCA_EVENT_HARDWARE_MESSAGE 0x00000100 (10)
• HWMCA_EVENT_OPSYS_MESSAGE 0x00000200 (11)
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• HWMCA_EVENT_NO_REFRESH_MESSAGE 0x00000400 (12)
• HWMCA_EVENT_STARTED 0x00000800 (13)
• HWMCA_EVENT_HARDWARE_MESSAGE_DELETE 0x00001000 (14)

Other code levels for an IBM HMC could number these event types differently or could have more or fewer event types. In
those cases, the HAF message numbers would change accordingly, but you would use the same process to determine what they
should be.

Keep in mind that the event portion of a HAF message contains the event type for the message. For example, the third word of
a HAFI05nn message for the previously mentioned level of IBM HMC would be ACTIVATE_PROF_CHANGE.

HAF Error Messages

You should always write a rule to detect and handle the following messages:

• HAFI9999
This message informs you of problems with the format of the messages that your HMC is producing, as well as messages
that are being lost because of performance parameters that are incorrectly set or because of program bugs.

• HAFX9999
These messages report problems with HAF that are not related to any particular HMC.

Note:

: The X in HAFX9999 is the literal letter 'x.'

 

 

 Interacting with External Event Systems
This section covers the following topics:

This section covers the following topics:

 Deploy and Configure CA Automation Point Web Services
External applications can interact with using Web Services. This section describes how to deploy and
configure Web Service components. For an overview of Web Services capabilities, refer to .

External applications can interact with CA Automation Point using Web Services. This section describes how to deploy and
configure Web Service components. For an overview of Web Services capabilities, refer to Getting Started.

 Configure Web Services
Configure web service capabilities on your server using Configuration Manager. Configuration Manager
displays a web services dialog after you navigate to the Expert Interface, Infrastructure, Web Services
entry in the configuration tree.

Configure web service capabilities on your CA Automation Point server using Configuration Manager. Configuration
Manager displays a web services dialog after you navigate to the Expert Interface, Infrastructure, Web Services entry in the
configuration tree.

CA Automation Point web services are accessed through a Java servlet. Therefore, install a Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
and a Java servlet application server on the AP server computer. The Configuration Manager dialog automatically detects
when a JRE is installed and if Apache Tomcat is installed. If not, the dialog guides you through the process of installing those
necessary components.

The web services provided by CA Automation Point are categorized into two areas of functionality automation and
notification. You can enable just automation services, just notification services, neither, or both.

For automation web service requests to be processed, configure and run both the CA Automation Point Desktop application
and the Remote Manager service.

Note:  The CA Automation Point Desktop can be started manually from the Windows Start menu, or started automatically by
the CA Automation Point Autostart Manager service.

For notification web service requests to be processed, configure and run the Notification Server service.
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 Deploy the RequestService Client
You are not required to run any CA software on your remote client computer. You can program
HTTP requests directly from many different programming languages. However, when utilizing the
RequestService Java API or command-line application, deploy CA software on your remote client
computer. The RequestService client can be used on Windows, Linux, or z/OS computers. For more
information, see supported operating systems.

You are not required to run any CA software on your remote client computer. You can program HTTP requests directly from
many different programming languages. However, when utilizing the CA Automation Point RequestService Java API or
command-line application, deploy CA software on your remote client computer. The RequestService client can be used on
Windows, Linux, or z/OS computers. For more information, see supported operating systems.

Install a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) from http://www.java.com on your remote client computer before you run the
RequestService client. JRE version requirements are described in Software Requirements.

Follow these steps:

To deploy the RequestService client to your remote client computer:

1. Copy the following file from the CA Automation Point server to your remote client computer.

%AP_HOME%\Sample\websvc\RequestServiceClientDist.zip

For the z/OS (USS) distribution, copy the following file instead:

%AP_HOME%\Sample\websvc\RequestServiceClientDist-USS.tar

2. Extract the contents of the file into a directory of your choice.
3. To obtain documentation about the options for the Request Service command-line application, run the program

YourClientUnzipDirectory\RequestService\bin\RequestService.

Client documentation and samples are also included in the client distribution.

 Define the RequestService Java API rootdir Property
When writing a client Java program that calls the RequestService Java API, the root directory of the
RequestService client distribution must be specified to the Java environment. You supply this information
using the -D flag to the java command when launching your own Java application. Through the -D flag,
you specify a property named com.ca.distauto.ap.websvc.rootdir. The value for this property is the root
directory of the RequestService directory tree that you unzipped onto your remote client computer.
Specify a directory path syntax that is appropriate for your Windows or Linux operating system. For
example, on Windows the command would be similar to this example:

When writing a client Java program that calls the RequestService Java API, the root directory of the RequestService
client distribution must be specified to the Java environment. You supply this information using the -D flag to the
java command when launching your own Java application. Through the -D flag, you specify a property named
com.ca.distauto.ap.websvc.rootdir. The value for this property is the root directory of the RequestService directory tree that
you unzipped onto your remote client computer. Specify a directory path syntax that is appropriate for your Windows or Linux
operating system. For example, on Windows the command would be similar to this example:

java -Dcom.ca.distauto.ap.websvc.rootdir="C:
\YourClientUnzipDirectory\RequestService" com.YourCompany.YourPackage.YourClass YourParameters

http://www.java.com
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Both of the CA command-line scripts RequestService and RequestService.bat utilize this -D flag to point to the java API root
directory. Both scripts are located in YourClientUnzipDirectory\RequestService\bin. The Java API uses the rootdir property to
determine the directory into which it will write log files. The rootdir property is also used to find the RequestService.properties
file, which controls configuration options for the Java API. This file controls security certificates and logging options.
Directions for setting properties for security certificates are documented in Configure a remote web service client for TLS. CA
support staff can provide directions for changing logging properties when needed for diagnostic purposes.

 Configure Web Service Security
All web service requests that processes are restricted to user IDs that are authorized to perform the desired
operation. Do not create new user IDs for web services. Instead, utilize user IDs that are already in use
by the underlying AP component. Operations against the web service sessions and intsessions objects are
authorized by the user IDs configured in the following configuration item and authenticated by Remote
Manager.

All web service requests that CA Automation Point processes are restricted to user IDs that are authorized to perform
the desired operation. Do not create new user IDs for web services. Instead, utilize user IDs that are already in use by the
underlying AP component. Operations against the web service sessions and intsessions objects are authorized by the user IDs
configured in the following configuration item and authenticated by Remote Manager.

  Configuration Manager

     Expert Interface

       Automation

          Remote Viewing

             Remote User Login Security

Similarly, operations against the web service notifications objects are authorized by the user IDs configured as Notification
Manager login names. The particular privileges that a user must possess for a given operation are provided in Web Service
API.

To secure the transmission of the user ID and password from the remote client to the CA Automation Point server, configure
your communications to use TLS. TLS stands for Transport Layer Security, also known as SSL - Secure Sockets Layer. When
sending HTTP requests to a TLS-secured web server, the HTTPS network scheme is required in your URI. This scheme
secures your communications from the remote client to the Apache Tomcat web server. Both sides of this communication
channel must be configured to use TLS.

 Create TLS Certificates
To configure TLS communications, create TLS certificates and create data stores to hold those
certificates. A server certificate represents the /Tomcat server. Depending on your security needs you can
also choose to create a client certificate.

To configure TLS communications, create TLS certificates and create data stores to hold those certificates. A server certificate
represents the CA Automation Point/Tomcat server. Depending on your security needs you can also choose to create a client
certificate.

The Apache Tomcat server and the optional CA RequestService client both understand Java keystore files, therefore this
document only describes the use of Java keystore files and certificates. When not using the RequestService client, Tomcat
PKCS11 or PKCS12 format keystores can be configured. These two additional options are beyond the scope of this manual.

A server in a TLS conversation (in this case Tomcat) has a keystore in which it stores the certificates that authenticate the
server. The server sends its certificate to a client during TLS negotiation. A client has a truststore, in which it stores certificates
that it is willing to trust. The client confirms the certificate that is sent by the server during TLS negotiations against the
client’s truststore.

Certificate Authorities, like VeriSign, Entrust, and DigiCert can be used to sign a given server’s certificate. With a signed
certificate, a client does not need a certificate from every server in the world stored in its truststore. If the client trusts the
Certificate Authority, it knows that it can trust a signed certificate that it receives from an otherwise unknown server. Public
web server applications often use this type of approach, because of the sheer volume of clients and servers. Obtaining a
certificate that is signed by a Certificate Authority is beyond the scope of this document.

A CA Automation Point server is typically deployed into a more confined corporate intranet. The time and cost of obtaining
a certificate that is signed by a Certificate Authority may not be warranted for this more restricted deployment. Create a self-
signed certificate for your server, place it into the server’s keystore and into the client’s truststore. This procedure configures
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a secure encrypted communication channel. Such a deployment remains practical as long as the number of AP clients and
servers is no more than a few dozen computers.

When using the CA RequestService client, you can configure RequestService to ignore server certificates. By so doing, the
client loses its ability to authenticate the server, however all data is securely encrypted. When you are confident that no rogue
server exists behind your corporate firewall that can impersonate an AP server for destructive purposes, this configuration
has the advantage that you only configure a server certificate into Tomcat’s keystore. You do not need to deploy any server
certificates into any client truststores. This is the minimal configuration that can be used to create a TLS connection between a
remote client and the CA Automation Point/Tomcat server.

Each client web service request contains a user ID and password and can be sufficient client authentication for your site.
However, you can also optionally configure the additional TLS security of client-side certificates. Client certificates are signed
by a Certificate Authority or the client certificates are self-signed just like server certificates. In this scenario, set up Tomcat’s
TLS configuration to demand a client certificate. Create a client certificate and store it into the client’s keystore and into the
Tomcat truststore. This technique is essentially the reverse of the procedure that is used to deploy a server certificate. Do this
procedure for every remote client in your environment. During TLS negotiation, Tomcat asks the client for its certificate.
The client retrieves its certificate from its keystore and sends it to Tomcat. Tomcat verifies the certificate against the Tomcat
truststore. Through this procedure, Tomcat verifies that the client application can be trusted.

Note:  CA Technologies web service will still perform its user ID and password verification on the request.

You can create keystores and truststores (both of which are formatted as Java keystore files) with a program named keytool
from your Java Runtime environment. That program can be found in YourJavaInstallationDirectory\bin\keytool. Keytool can
also create a self-signed certificate, place a certificate into a keystore, import a Certificate Authority signed certificate, export
a certificate from a keystore, and import a certificate into a truststore. Using these capabilities of keytool, you can create the
various scenarios described in this section. Read the documentation for keytool to understand the details that are required to
accomplish those steps.

 Configure Tomcat for TLS
Apache Tomcat is a third-party product. The most accurate source of documentation is from Apache
itself. The definitive reference for configuring SSL for Tomcat is the “Apache Tomcat SSL Configuration
HOW-TO”. You can use the “Apache Tomcat HTTP Connector Reference” to look up the definitions of
the configuration properties utilized in the HOW-TO document. Other web tutorials exist which describe
the configuration in a step-by-step fashion. Find and follow documentation for the version of Tomcat that
is used by the release of that is installed.

Apache Tomcat is a third-party product. The most accurate source of documentation is from Apache itself. The definitive
reference for configuring SSL for Tomcat is the “Apache Tomcat SSL Configuration HOW-TO”. You can use the “Apache
Tomcat HTTP Connector Reference” to look up the definitions of the configuration properties utilized in the HOW-TO
document. Other web tutorials exist which describe the configuration in a step-by-step fashion. Find and follow documentation
for the version of Tomcat that is used by the release of CA Automation Point that is installed.

In general, the TLS configuration tasks that you must accomplish for Tomcat are:

1. Use the keytool program to create the keystores, truststores, and certificates to achieve your desired security configuration.
2. Within Tomcat’s server.xml configuration file, modify the Connector element which has port="8443". This port is the

TLS connector. Specify a keystore file, the keystore type, and the keystore password. When using client certificate
authentication, enable that option and specify the truststore file, type, and password.

3. You now have access to your URIs with both TLS and with an unencrypted connection. Test your TLS connection
by specifying URIs with the HTTPS network scheme and the 8443 port. This test assumes that you retained the
default TLS port number of 8443. Specify your URIs in the following format: https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/
YourDesiredApResource.

4. Once you have successfully tested your TLS connection, you can disable (comment out) the unencrypted Connector
element, which has port 8080. This procedure prevents Tomcat from serving any requests over an unencrypted connection.

Note:  This procedure affects every application that is hosted under this particular Tomcat server.

 Configure a Remote Web Service Client for TLS
Once your server requires a TLS connection, configure your remote clients to use TLS connections. If
you are not using the CA RequestService client, follow the TLS techniques for your chosen programming
language. This section describes how to configure TLS for the RequestService client.

Once your server requires a TLS connection, configure your remote clients to use TLS connections. If you are not using the
CA RequestService client, follow the TLS techniques for your chosen programming language. This section describes how to
configure TLS for the RequestService client.
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Since you specify the URI to RequestService, you control the use of TLS, because you specify https and the 8443 port
number on your URI. To control the use of a keystore and/or truststore you must modify a Java properties file that is named
RequestService.properties.

To modify that file in a client distribution, first copy the file from the directory:

YourClientUnzipDirectory\RequestService\distrib

To the directory:

YourClientUnzipDirectory\RequestService\Site\Config

If you are using the RequestService client on the AP server, copy the file from this directory:

%AP_HOME%\distrib

To the directory:

%AP_DATA%\Site\Config

Within the RequestService.properties file, you control the use of keystores and truststores by using the following property
names:

com.ca.distauto.ap.websvc.client.keyStoreFile
com.ca.distauto.ap.websvc.client.keyStorePass
com.ca.distauto.ap.websvc.client.trustStoreFile
com.ca.distauto.ap.websvc.client.trustStorePass

With these properties, you can:

1. Validate server certificates against a client truststore that you have created.
2. Respond to a server request for a client certificate. A certificate is retrieved from a client keystore that you created, and the

certificate is returned to the server.

You can specify that one of these two capabilities, both of them, or neither of them are enabled. A property is enabled if it is
uncommented within the file and the property is assigned a value (Property=SomeValue). None of these properties are set by
default. These default settings lead to the following behavior.

1. Server certificates are accepted but are not validated. No client truststore is needed.
2. The client does not return a client certificate to a server. No client keystore is needed.

Comments within the RequestService.properties file describe the detailed behavior of each property and the meaning of the
value to which the property can be set.
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 Using the CA NSM Interface
can interface with CA NSM in the following ways:

CA Automation Point can interface with CA NSM in the following ways:

• Through the CA Automation Point ADDRESS TNG environment, objects that represent the systems and resources that are
monitored by CA Automation Point can be stored in the CA NSM Repository and displayed on the CA NSM WorldView
Map.

• Through the CA Automation Point Event Traffic Controller component and ADDRESS TNG environment, messages,
events, commands, and requests for actions can be communicated between CA Automation Point and the CA NSM Event
Manager.

• Through the CA Automation Point Remote Viewer application, sessions that are monitored by CA Automation Point can
be viewed from a remote Windows workstation. The Remote Viewer can be launched from an object that represents a
system that is managed by CA Automation Point on the WorldView Map. (This topic is discussed in detail in Viewing
Remote Sessions.)

Related information:

 Understanding the ADDRESS TNG Environment

This section contains information that will help you to better understand the ADDRESS TNG environment. There are separate
sections for the WorldView Map and the Event Traffic Controller, as the information that pertains to each differs.

Using the WorldView Map

The ADDRESS TNG environment provides a REXX-based programming interface to the objects contained in the WorldView
Repository. With this interface, you can

• Create new objects
• Read and write values into properties of existing objects
• List all objects that belong to a specific class
• Delete objects from the WorldView Repository

Using the ADDRESS TNG environment, you can graphically depict the activity that CA Automation Point is conducting on
the WorldView Map.

For a simple example, you can create an object to represent each system that is being monitored by CA Automation Point and,
using a combination of rules and REXX, turn an icon different colors based on various changes in the state of the managed
system. For example, a communication failure could turn the icon red.

You can also use the WorldView Map interface to launch the CA Automation Point Remote Viewer from the menu associated
with a session object, obtaining direct access to consoles monitored by CA Automation Point.

Before you can use the ADDRESS TNG environment to interface with the WorldView Map, you must have installed CA
NSM in your computing environment. This may be the same workstation on which you are running CA Automation Point. The
workstations running CA Automation Point only require the following:

• Network connectivity to reach the server holding the WorldView Repository
• Client-side database software to support the native database
• The CA NSM WorldView Map Interface component.

Currently, the CA-AP NSM Gateway service only supports concurrent access to one repository. You can change the repository
name through the CA NSM WorldView Repository dialog of Configuration Manager. All CA Automation Point access to the
WorldView Map will be to the new repository that you specify. The CA-AP NSM Gateway service runs as a Windows service.

The file \SAMPLE\APTNG\aptng.txt in the CA Automation Point directory contains information about importing class
definitions for objects managed by CA Automation Point, for example:

• Sessions in the WorldView Repository
• A list of provided sample programs that illustrate the use of interfacing ADDRESS TNG with the WorldView Map.

Note:

: For more information about linking session objects to a Business Process View under the WorldView Map, see the CA NSM
documentation.

 

Using the Event Traffic Controller
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The ADDRESS TNG environment enables REXX programs to send events to the CA NSM Event Manager. The interface
allows you to:

• Send a message to CA NSM Event Manager (and, optionally, wait for an operator's reply)
• Send a command to be executed by CA NSM Event Manager
• Send an SNMP trap to any SNMP-aware system manager (for example,CA NSM Event Manager).

For example, a REXX application that is performing an automation task in response to a z/OS event could issue a message to
the CA NSM operator console, wait for the operator's reply, and then use the reply to proceed down one of several possible
paths to a solution for the problem.

You could also use SNMP traps to communicate to any SNMP-knowledgeable system manager. Through this technique, you
could convey events gathered from a legacy system (through a direct-connect data feed between the legacy system and CA
Automation Point) to an SNMP manager that would otherwise have no mechanism to connect to the legacy system.

Before you can use the ADDRESS TNG environment to communicate with CA NSM Event Manager, you must have installed
the CA NSM Event Manager Interface component on the machine that is running CA Automation Point.

The CA-AP NSM Gateway Service

For the ADDRESS TNG environment to operate between different machines, you must establish network connectivity to the
machines that hold the CA NSM Repository or run Event Manager.

When you are ready to access the ADDRESS TNG environment from CA Automation Point, you must have an operating CA-
AP NSM Gateway service on the machines running CA Automation Point.

To install the CA-AP NSM Gateway service

1. Start Configuration Manager.
2. Select Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA NSM WorldView Repository.
3. Place a check mark in the box Enable the ADDRESS TNG Environment.
4. Enter the information requested for the WorldView Repository, User Name, and Password fields.
5. Click OK.

TNG Command Summary

After the CA-AP NSM Gateway service is running, you can access the WorldView Repository from the ADDRESS TNG
REXX environment. This environment supports these major commands (see the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for
command syntax):

• CREATE
Creates a new object

• DELETE
Deletes a specified object

• GET
Reads one or more PROPERTY/VALUE pairs from a specified object

• LIST
Lists all objects from a specified class

• SET
Writes one or more PROPERTY/VALUE pairs or the contents of a stem variable construct to a specified object

• SNMPTRAP
Sends an SNMP trap to the specified host

• UNICMD
Tells the CA NSM Event Manager component, which resides on the specified host, to execute the supplied command

• UNIWTO
Sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager component on the specified host

• UNIWTOR
Sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager component on the specified host and receives a reply

• VER
Returns information about the version of the ADDRESS TNG environment that is running

All of these commands are accessed using the standard CA Automation Point style for using REXX command environments.
For example:
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ADDRESS addressenvironment  'majorcommand commandmodifiers'

By using these commands and checking return codes, you can use REXX to create visual effects of automation on the
WorldView Map. For example, the following command creates a new object in the WorldView Repository:

ADDRESS TNG 'CREATE OBJECT(Hub.MyHub)'

In this example, the object is a wiring hub. The object class type is Hub and object is MyHub The ADDRESS TNG commands
that interface with the WorldView component require the OBJECT parameter. The argument to the OBJECT parameter
consists of two parts: the name of the class to which the target object belongs (defined in the CA NSM environment) and the
name of the object itself. These two parts must  be separated by a period.

By creating the object MyHub in the WorldView Repository, you automatically make it available to the CA NSM graphical
interfaces. You can then set the value of the properties of MyHub (for example, the status of port 1) by entering the following
command:

ADDRESS TNG 'SET OBJECT(Hub.MyHub)
   PROPERTY("port1_status") VALUE("In Service") '

Similarly, you can query the object by entering this command:

ADDRESS TNG 'GET OBJECT(Hub.MyHub)
   PROPERTY("port1_status") '

Using the CA NSM command processors in REXX programs triggered by either CA Automation Point rules or manual
procedures, you can effectively maintain a graphic status of the devices and processes that are managed by CA Automation
Point on the WorldView Map.

See the Command and Keyword Reference  for information about specific ADDRESS TNG commands and ADDRESS TNG
return information.

 Configuring CA Automation Point CA NSM Objects Using Configuration Manager
In addition to using REXX scripting to manage CA NSM objects, you can also use Configuration
Manager to create and delete objects representing sessions. The CA NSM WorldView Repository dialog
in Configuration Manager provides two options for configuring CA NSM objects.

In addition to using REXX scripting to manage CA NSM objects, you can also use Configuration Manager to create and delete
objects representing CA Automation Point sessions. The CA NSM WorldView Repository dialog in Configuration Manager
provides two options for configuring CA Automation Point CA NSM objects.

• Express configuration. Use this option to specify that all CA Automation Point sessions defined in the active session
definition set are to be represented. You automatically create a CA Automation Point server object, and within this object, a
CA NSM object for each CA Automation Point session defined in the active session definition set.

• Advanced Configuration. Use this option to add or delete CA Automation Point CA NSM objects individually. The CA
Automation Point server object is queried using the active session definition set to determine which sessions have CA
NSM representation. An Advanced dialog shows a list of CA Automation Point sessions and designates which ones are
represented. You can add or delete CA NSM objects for the sessions.

After you have used Configuration Manager to configure CA Automation Point CA NSM objects, the CA NSM WorldView
map reflects your actions by accessing an object within Managed Objects entitled APServerGroup. An object named after the
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CA Automation Point server displays within this group. When you drill down into this server, you will see representations of
the CA Automation Point sessions you have configured.

To configure CA Automation Point CA NSM objects using Configuration Manager

1. In Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA NSM WorldView Repository.
The CA NSM WorldView Repository dialog displays.

2. In the Configure AP CA NSM Objects area of the CA NSM WorldView Repository dialog, click Express to perform
express configuration or Advanced to perform advanced configuration. For details on these options, refer to the dialog help.

3. If you select Express configuration, and an AP server object already exists, you are prompted to delete this object to ensure
that only active session definitions are represented. Follow this instruction. At the end of the configuration, a summary
dialog displays telling you the number of objects created.
If you select Advanced configuration, the Configure AP CA NSM Objects - Advanced dialog displays. Use the Create and
Delete buttons on this dialog to add or delete CA NSM objects. Use the dialog help to assist you. Close the dialog when
you are finished.

4. Click OK to save your changes.

 Understanding the Event Traffic Controller
Through Configuration Manager, you can configure the Event Traffic Controller. The Event Traffic
Controller provides an interface between and the CA NSM Event Manager, allowing you to control the
flow of event traffic between the two products.

Through Configuration Manager, you can configure the Event Traffic Controller. The Event Traffic Controller provides an
interface between CA Automation Point and the CA NSM Event Manager, allowing you to control the flow of event traffic
between the two products.

Here is a list of some functions you can perform with the Event Traffic Controller:

• Specify the CA NSM or Windows hosts you want to process
• Enable or disable a given CA NSM or Windows event type
• Turn logging on or off for a given event type
• Forward all CA Automation Point messages to CA NSM by default
• Control performance metrics, including the frequency of event polling
• Modify session and system names

For useful information about how you can use the Event Traffic Controller, see Troubleshooting the Event Traffic Controller.

 Communication Between Event Traffic Controller and Event Manager
The Event Traffic Controller provides an interface between and the CA NSM Event Manager component,
allowing you to control the flow of event traffic between the two products.

The Event Traffic Controller provides an interface between CA Automation Point and the CA NSM Event Manager
component, allowing you to control the flow of event traffic between the two products.

Sending Events from CA Automation Point to Event Manager

The Event Traffic Controller provides the capability to send events from CA Automation Point to CA NSM Event Manager,
including the following:

• Forwarding messages from CA Automation Point to CA NSM Event Manager
• Sending arbitrary messages with the UNIWTO command
• Sending SNMP traps from CA Automation Point
• Enabling CA Automation Point to execute remote commands

Forwarding Messages

The CA NSM Event API library is used to forward messages from CA Automation Point to CA NSM Event Manager. The
messages are forwarded to all specified CA NSM hosts, and their message text comes directly from CA Automation Point.

A rules flag, UNIFWD/NOUNIFWD, enables you to easily send all messages or no messages to CA NSM Event Manager
without adding message matching to the CA Automation Point rule set. The UNIFWD flag is initialized before rules
processing begins for an event. This flag can be reset numerous times as various rules are matched. At the completion of rules
processing, the value of the flag is used to take an appropriate action.

When the UNIFWD flag or other Event Traffic Controller commands are processed, the CA Automation Point Inter Task
Communication (ITC) tools queue the message item to the Event Traffic Controller command processor, ensuring that the
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execution of Event Traffic Controller commands and the continued processing of rules occur asynchronously. Three types of
items are then read from the CA NSM Event Manager queue: messages, commands, and SNMP traps.

The following diagram illustrates this flow of events:
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The CA Automation Point Configuration Manager utility allows you to specify the CA NSM hosts to which you want to send
events from CA Automation Point to CA NSM Event Manager. The UNIFWD flag forwards each selected message to every
host you specified.

For detailed information about UNIFWD, see Command and Keyword Reference .

When thinking about message forwarding, you should consider the type and volume of messages you want forwarded to the
Event Management console. For example, you may want to forward only those messages that pertain to the items that have
made their way to CA Automation Point for which you have not written automation or those messages that notify you that a
particular problem has been corrected.

One possible reason to forward CA Automation Point messages to CA NSM Event Manager is to use the CA NSM Event
Manager interface to the CA Service Desk for opening and managing issues.

Note:  For information about the CA Service Desk interface with CA NSM Event Manager, see the CA Service Desk
documentation.

To forward CA Automation Point messages to CA NSM Event Manager

1. From the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA NSM Event
Manager.

2. Select the Forward Messages to CA NSM event.
3. Add the CA NSM host to which you want to forward messages.
4. Select the host by using the Include button to move it from the Available Hosts list to the Selected Hosts list.
5. Save your changes.
6. Add the UNIFWD keyword to the MSGID rule of each message you want to forward to the selected CA NSM host.
7. Restart CA Automation Point.

Sending Arbitrary Messages

The UNIWTO rules keyword enables you to send messages to only those CA NSM hosts that you specify with the message
text that you specify.

Sending SNMP Traps

The process of sending an SNMP trap from CA Automation Point is similar to the process of sending a message. However,
the SNMPTRAP rules keyword creates an SNMP item on the Event Traffic Controller queue. The Event Traffic Controller
command processor then sends an SNMP trap using the CA NSM Event API library. The SNMPTRAP command supports all
the operands that are accepted as Open System standards for an SNMP trap command. The trap can be received by any SNMP-
aware network manager (for example, CA NSM Event Manager).

Executing Remote Commands

The process of sending remote commands from CA Automation Point to CA NSM Event Manager is similar to the process
of sending an SNMP trap. The UNICMD rules keyword creates a command item on the Event Traffic Controller queue. The
Event Traffic Controller command processor then sends the command to CA NSM Event Manager for execution using the
CA NSM Event API library. Because CA NSM Event Manager can issue any native operating system command, this feature
enables CA Automation Point to issue commands to a remote operating system that has CA NSM Event Manager running,
without the need to maintain a full-time session to that operating system.

Information on Events Sent from CA Automation Point to CA NSM

When an event is sent from CA Automation Point to CA NSM, information about the event is available in the following CA
NSM fields:

• Message
Displays the message text associated with the event that was captured by CA Automation Point.

• Node
Displays the name of the CA Automation Point host that sent the event to CA NSM.

• Station
Displays the name of the CA Automation Point session in which the event occurred. You can override this value using the
ORIGHOST operand on the UNIWTO or UNIWTOR command.

• Facility
Displays a value of SNMP for SNMP traps; the value is Automation Point for all other events.

• Category
Displays the CA Automation Point component (UNICMD, UNIFWD, UNIWTO, or UNIWTOR) that sent the event.

• Severity
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Displays a value of E (error) when the event is a CA Automation Point action message; the value is I (information) for all
other events. You can override this value using the SEVERITY operand on the UNIWTO or UNIWTOR command.

• Time
Displays the time at which the event was generated.

Receiving Events From Event Manager

The CA NSM Event API library is the central component involved in enabling CA Automation Point to receive messages from
CA NSM Event Manager. The API library function enables a program to read the CA NSM Event Manager log, and it can be
used whether the CA NSM Event Manager resides on the same machine or a different machine on the network. Each entry in
the CA NSM Event Manager log is a potential message that can be used in CA Automation Point.

Types of Monitored Events

The entries that are to be read from the CA NSM Event Manager log can be filtered so that only certain messages are retrieved.
CA Automation Point monitors the CA NSM Event Manager log for the following types of events. CA Automation Point
monitors each type of event in a separate, automatically defined special session.

The following are names of the sessions for each event type:

• Any entry that matches user-supplied filtering parameters -- These entries are read and passed to CA Automation Point
rules for processing within the UNI_MSGS session. When no filtering is specified, all CA NSM Event Manager messages
are forwarded to CA Automation Point rules for processing.

• Notification entries -- Entries that begin with the NMFIND keyword are read and passed to CA Automation Point rules
for processing within the NM_REQUESTS session. This session is also used for NMFIND requests that originate from CA
OPS/MVS.

• SNMP traps -- SNMP traps that CA NSM Event Manager captures and places in its log are read and passed to CA
Automation Point rules for processing within the SNMP_TRAPS session.

• Host (session) commands -- Entries that begin with the SESSCMD keyword are read and passed to the
HOST_COMMANDS session.

• Windows event log messages -- Messages from a Windows system's event log are read and passed to CA Automation
Point rules for processing within the WIN_EVENTS session. This event type is read directly from the Windows operating
system.

Types of Sessions

During the configuration of the Event Traffic Controller, rules are automatically generated for the sessions that are associated
with the selected event types. The session definitions for the special Event Traffic Controller sessions are automatically
defined in the session definition set. Each of the message streams described in the previous section are funneled into one of the
following sessions:

• UNI_MSGS -- User-filtered messages are sent to this session. The only generated rule associated with this session logs the
message. You can add rules that match messages in this session, enabling CA Automation Point to take action upon any
event that is captured by CA NSM Event Manager.

• NM_REQUESTS -- Notification messages are sent to this session. The generated rules associated with this session log
the message and launch an appropriate NMFIND command based on the fields that are contained in the message. In this
manner, CA NSM Event Manager can indirectly issue pages, voice, and e-mail notifications. You can use this method to
issue notifications on behalf of other CA NSM options that have the ability to write messages to CA NSM Event Manager,
such as CA Service Desk.

Note:  For information about the CA Service Desk interface with CA NSM Event Manager, see the CA Service Desk
documentation.

This session is also used for NMFIND requests that originate from CA OPS/MVS.

• SNMP_TRAPS -- SNMP messages are sent to this session. The only generated rule associated with this session logs the
message. You can add rules that match the messages in this session, enabling CA Automation Point to take action upon any
SNMP event that is captured by CA NSM Event Manager.

• HOST_COMMANDS -- SESSCMD messages are sent to this session. The generated rules associated with this session
log the message and execute the supplied command in a specified CA Automation Point session. In this manner, CA NSM
Event Manager can indirectly issue z/OS commands.

• WIN_EVENTS -- Messages from a Windows event log are sent to this session. The only generated rule associated with
this session logs the message. You can add rules that match the messages in this session, enabling CA Automation Point to
take action upon any Windows event.

Note:  These session names are the default names, and should normally not  be changed.

Obtaining Monitored Event Information
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When an event is extracted from CA NSM, information about the event is available in the following CA Automation Point
variables:

• &HOSTTIME
Specifies the time at which the event was generated.

• &JOBID
Specifies the TCP/IP address of the device that sent the SNMP trap.

• &JOBNAME
Specifies the value from the CA NSM Process field; this field normally contains the value ProcessID,ExecutableName.

• &MONNAME
Specifies the name of the host that generated the event.

• &MONNUM
Specifies the name of the CA NSM Event Manager host from whose log the event was extracted.

• &MONPRTY
Specifies Error, Warning, Info, Success, or Failure.

• &MONTYPE
Twenty bytes from the CA NSM Facility field are combined with twenty bytes from the Category field, resulting in a value
of Facility,Category.

• &MSG, &WORD1, &WORD2, …
Specifies the entire message text associated with the event and the individual words of the message.

To monitor and process CA NSM Event Manager messages with CA Automation Point

1. From the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA NSM Event
Manager Events.
The CA NSM Event Manager Events dialog displays.

2. Select the Monitor arbitrary messages from CA NSM event from the Type of Event list.
3. Check the Enable Monitoring box.
4. Add the CA NSM host that you want CA Automation Point to monitor and receive messages from.

Select the host by using the Include button to move it from the Available Hosts list to the Selected Hosts list.
Note: You can restrict the CA NSM messages that will be received and processed by highlighting the selected host and
clicking the Filtering Criteria button.

5. Click the Host Access Security button, and then specify a valid login user ID and password for the remote CA NSM host.
6. Save your changes.
7. Add a CA Automation Point rule similar to the following rule to take the desired action:

MSGID(text that matches a <NSM> message)
COLOR(RED)

8. Restart CA Automation Point.

Monitoring Multiple Copies of Event Manager

Because multiple copies of Event Manager can run throughout an enterprise, CA Automation Point enables you to specify
multiple Event Manager host names for it to monitor, enabling CA Automation Point to receive messages from each
occurrence of Event Manager that is running.

Event Polling

The Event Traffic Controller polling manager is automatically started during CA Automation Point startup if you have
configured any events to be monitored. The polling manager controls the polling of external sources of events. The polling
manager launches up to four Event Manager polling processes for each Event Manager host that is to be monitored and one
Windows event log polling process for each Windows event log to be monitored.

Each Event Manager polling process detects whether Event Manager can be reached and whether CA Automation Point is
running. When both components can be reached, an Event Manager polling process connects to the Event Manager log and
reads a message stream. Each Windows event log polling process operates in a similar fashion.

Each polling process submits messages to the rules engine for processing. This action is similar to performing an ADDRESS
AXC MSG operation from a REXX program.

The following diagram illustrates this process:
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Minimizing the Rules and REXX You Need to Write

The Event Traffic Controller lets you send messages between CA Automation Point and Event Manager without writing any
REXX code. However, to match the messages that are being sent from Event Manager, sessions need to be defined and CA
Automation Point rules need to be written. This is accomplished through Configuration Manager. Using the data you supply,
Configuration Manager generates the appropriate sessions and rules.

 Configuring the Event Traffic Controller

To configure the Event Traffic Controller, select Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA NSM Event Manager
Events from the Configuration Manager main window. The CA NSM Event Manager Events dialog displays:
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This dialog allows you to configure the event types listed in the Type of Event field. The options displayed on this dialog
depend on the type of event you select.

For detailed information for each field, see the dialog Help.

Warning:  To ensure that the changes you make to the configuration of the Event Traffic Controller take effect, you
must restart CA Automation Point.

Configuring Security for the Event Traffic Controller

You can use the following remote viewing security measure with the Event Traffic Controller. If a list of trusted host names is
specified, the Event Traffic Controller restricts SESSCMD requests to only those user names from the hosts specified in this
file.

You must stop and restart CA Automation Point for Event Traffic Controller security to reflect any security-related changes
that have been made to CA AP Remote Manager options.

See Viewing Remote Sessions for details about setting up security for remote viewing.

Accessing a Remote Host

Events that monitor remote hosts display a Host Access Security button. This button launches the Remote Host Access
Security dialog, which allows you to specify a security context for the Windows and CA NSM hosts that are defined to the
Event Traffic Controller.

Both the Event Manager log and the Windows event logs are treated as remote resources and are protected by Windows
security; therefore, each user must have a security context to access these remote resources.

Note:  Even if you have not entered a security context in the Remote Host Access Security dialog, one may already be set up
for a variety of reasons. One example is that you are running CA Automation Point under a certain user ID and password and
the same user ID and password also exist on a remote machine.

User Rights

There are certain user rights that any remote login that is used by the Event Traffic Controller must have.
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Any user name entered on the Remote Host Access Security dialog must have the Access this Computer from Network user
right. Typically, this user right is assigned by default when a new user is created. This right can also be assigned by accessing
the User Manager, and then choosing Policies, User Rights, Right, Access this computer from network.

If the Event Traffic Controller is configured to monitor the Windows Security Event Log on a remote system, the user name
that is used to log in to that remote system must have the Manage Auditing and Security Log user right. This right can be
assigned by accessing the User Manager, and then choosing Policies, User Rights, Right, Manage auditing and security log.

Enabling REXX Applications to Send and Receive Event Manager Messages

The SNMPTRAP, UNICMD, UNIWTO, and UNIWTOR commands enable CA Automation Point to perform the following
actions:

• Send messages to Event Manager
• Send messages to Event Manager and wait for an operator's reply
• Send SNMP traps
• Issue remote commands

These commands are available within a REXX script through the ADDRESS TNG environment.

The following example sends a message to CA NSM:

ADDRESS TNG 'UNIWTO HOST(unihost) MESSAGE(HELLO)'

Enabling CA NSM Event Manager to Generate Voice Notifications

The process of enabling Event Manager to generate voice notifications involves the following actions:

• Users define the Event Manager actions that issue a notification request. This is accomplished using standard Event
Manager message records and actions.

• CA Automation Point monitors Event Manager's log for notification requests and launches an appropriate NMFIND
command

The goal is for the Event Manager administrator to place a CA Automation Point NMFIND command into the Event Manager
log. This is accomplished by matching a message and using the SENDOPER action and entering a complete NMFIND
command in the Text field.

To send notification requests (NMFIND commands) from Event Manager to CA Automation Point

1. From the Configuration Manager main window, select Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA NSM Event
Manager.

2. Select the Monitor notification requests from CA NSM event.
3. Check the Enable Monitoring box.
4. Add the CA NSM host for which you want CA Automation Point to monitor notification requests.
5. Select the host by using the Include button to move it from the Available Hosts list to the Selected Hosts list.
6. Click the Host Access Security button, and then specify a valid login user ID and password for the remote CA NSM host.
7. Save your changes.
8. Restart CA Automation Point.
9. On the CA NSM host, define an Event Manager message action to issue the notification request (NMFIND command) to

CA Automation Point.

For details about the NMFIND command, see Command and Keyword Reference .

For information about defining a message action, see the CA NSM documentation.

The following illustration shows how to generate a notification using the CA NSM Message Record Action - Detail window
(pay particular attention to the Text and Action fields):
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The following example shows how to generate a notification by using an Event Manager rule:

Action:

SENDOPER

Text:

nmfind PERSON(BILL SMITH) TELL (IMPORTANT MESSAGE)
ASK (ARE YOU COMING TO THE DESIGN MEETING,
YES I AM ON MY WAY::YES.REX,
NO I HAVE ANOTHER OBLIGATION::NO.REX)

Note:

• As in the preceding example, enter the NMFIND keyword in lowercase. This enables the request to be recognized by the
Event Traffic Controller whether the CA NSM Event Manager pattern matching option has been set to case sensitive or
insensitive.

• The ask clause and the answer scripts in the preceding example are optional. If you use answer scripts in your own code,
the path names that you specify must be names of REXX programs that reside on the CA Automation Point machine.

Enabling CA NSM Event Manager to Issue Commands to CA Automation Point Sessions

The process of enabling Event Manager to issue commands to CA Automation Point sessions is similar to the process of
enabling Event Manager to issue voice notifications.

A CA Automation Point SESSCMD keyword is placed into the text field that is associated with the SENDOPER action. CA
Automation Point remotely monitors the Event Manager log for session command requests and issues a SESSCMD when it
encounters a request.
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Note:  Enter the SESSCMD keyword in lowercase. This enables the request to be recognized by the Event Traffic Controller
whether the CA NSM Event Manager pattern matching option has been set to case sensitive or insensitive.

Because the SESSCMD keyword is the interface, you are not limited to using only z/OS commands. You can issue commands
to any operating system for which an active session exists in CA Automation Point.

Note:  For the proper syntax for the SESSCMD keyword, see Command and Keyword Reference .

The following illustration shows how to tell z/OS to display the time, using the CA NSM Message Record Action - Detail
window (pay particular attention to the Text and Action fields):

Enabling CA NSM to Reply to CA Automation Point Messages

CA Automation Point places a value of AutomationPoint in the CA NSM Source field of any message it sends to CA NSM. To
prevent CA Automation Point and CA NSM from entering an infinite loop, CA Automation Point does not read any messages
from the CA NSM event log that have this value.

However, the CA NSM SENDOPER action retains the Source field from the original message. For example, when
SENDOPER is used to place an NMFIND or SESSCMD request into the CA NSM event log (in response to a message
originally sent from CA Automation Point) the Source field will contain the value AutomationPoint. Therefore, that value in
the Source field causes CA Automation Point to ignore the NMFIND or SESSCMD request.

To avoid this situation, we recommend that when CA Automation Point captures an event that requires a notification or host
command request, CA Automation Point should issue the request directly from CA Automation Point rules. CA Automation
Point can then send a message to CA NSM acknowledging that it encountered the event and took corrective action.

However, if you decide that it is necessary to issue requests directly from CA Automation Point to CA NSM, follow following
the procedure to ensure that CA Automation Point will accept the requests. In this procedure you configure the CA NSM
message action record that specifies that SENDOPER is the action to be taken.

To configure the CA NSM message action record

1. Access the CA NSM Message Record Action - Detail dialog.
2. On the Action tab, specify your SENDOPER action.
3. Choose the Overrides tab. In the Source Field, specify any text other than Automation Point.

Enabling CA Automation Point to Receive SNMP Traps

CA Automation Point automatically receives all SNMP traps that are captured by Event Manager when the CATRAPD
program is running on the remote Event Manager machine.
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The CATRAPD program may not be automatically started when Event Manager is started. If the CATRAPD program is not
running, you can enable it through the CA NSM Settings application (caugui.exe settings) by selecting the SNMP Trap Server
Activated setting on the Component Activation Flags tab.

 Troubleshooting the Event Traffic Controller
This section contains hints and tips, in question-answer format, about using the Event Traffic Controller.

This section contains hints and tips, in question-answer format, about using the Event Traffic Controller.

Sending Commands from Event Manager

Symptom:

How can I send commands from Event Manager to hosts that are managed by CA Automation Point?

Solution:

1. From the Configuration Manager main window, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA NSM Event
Manager.

2. Select the Monitor host command requests from CA NSM event.
3. Check Enable Monitoring.
4. Add the CA NSM host for which you want CA Automation Point to monitor host session command requests.
5. Select the host by using the Include button to move it from the Available Hosts list to the Selected Hosts list.
6. Click Host Access Security and then specify a valid login user ID and password for the remote CA NSM host.
7. Save your changes.
8. Restart CA Automation Point.
9. On the CA NSM host, define an Event Manager message action to issue the command request to CA Automation Point.

Message Not Sent

Symptom:

How can I find out why a message was not sent from CA Automation Point to Event Manager or why CA Automation Point
did not monitor events that it was configured to monitor?

Solution:

See the ASOTRACE log; all Event Traffic Controller components record their errors in this log.

CA Automation Point Not Producing Events as Configured

Symptom:

Why did all of the event types that were configured and enabled through Configuration Manager fail to produce events of any
type in CA Automation Point?

Solution:

CA Automation Point must be recycled before such changes take effect. If the product has been recycled, ensure that you
applied the configuration changes to the session definition set and rules files that it is using. Configuration Manager generates
session definitions and rules that correspond to your configuration settings. If, upon exiting the CA NSM Event Traffic
Configuration dialog, you do not apply the generated definitions and rules to the session definition set and rules files that are to
be used by CA Automation Point, the event monitors may not send the events to existing sessions' names, and the events will
be lost. If Event Manager has not been installed on the local CA Automation Point machine, CA Automation Point will not be
able to dynamically load the required Event Management DLLs.

No Event Received by Event Manager

Symptom:

When I specify that a message, command, or trap is to be sent to Event Manager from within CA Automation Point rules, no
event is received by Event Manger. Where could my problem lie?

Solution:

If the command contains a syntax error, the command will not be executed. If more than one instance of Event Manager is
running at your site, the host name specified in the command may have sent the event to a different host from the one where
you are watching the CA NSM Event Console Viewer. If you have not installed Event Manager on the local CA Automation
Point machine, CA Automation Point is not able to dynamically load the required Event Management DLLs. For cases in
which an actual error has occurred, more detailed information is placed in the ASOTRACE log.
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User-filtered CA NSM Messages Not Received by CA Automation Point

Symptom:

None of the desired user-filtered CA NSM messages received by CA Automation Point

Solution:

The field values specified by the Filtering Criteria button within the CA NSM Event Traffic Configuration dialog are logically
ANDed. Every value must match before the message is processed by CA Automation Point.

No SNMP Traps Received by CA Automation Point

Symptom:

CA Automation Point received no SNMP traps.

Solution:

CA Automation Point receives SNMP traps only from Event Manager. If Event Manager is not running, CA Automation
Point will not receive SNMP traps. Even if Event Manager is running, it may not be configured to capture SNMP traps. Event
Manager does not capture SNMP traps by default. To enable this feature, set the SNMP Trap Server Activated field to YES on
the Component Activation Flags tab of the CA NSM Settings application (caugui.exe settings).

Suppressing Event Display Prevents CA Automation Point From Receiving Command

Symptom:

Why would suppressing the display of an event in the Event Manager Console Viewer prevent CA Automation Point from
receiving a command request?

Solution:

If you are using the SUPPRESS keyword in Event Manager rules on a message that contains a command request for
CA Automation Point, set Log Suppressed Messages to Y on the Event Management tab of the EM Settings application
(caugui.exe settings). This allows the suppressed message to be recorded in the Event Manager log. CA Automation Point
retrieves the command request from the log. The DISCARD keyword in Event Manager rules will not display or log the
message, so CA Automation Point will never be able to retrieve the message.

Windows Event Log Not Appearing in CA Automation Point

Symptom:

Why would Windows event log messages not appear in CA Automation Point, even though new events are appearing in the
Windows Event Viewer?

Solution:

Both Event Manager and CA Automation Point could be configured not to monitor Windows events. Enable this feature in one
of the products by setting the Event Management LogRdr Agent Activated field to YES on the Component Activation Flags
tab of the EM Settings (caugui.exe settings).

Two Windows Event Log Message for Each Windows Event

Symptom:

Why would two Windows event log messages be displayed by CA Automation Point for each Windows event that occurs?

Solution:

Both Event Manager and CA Automation Point can be configured to monitor the Windows event logs. If both products have
been configured and CA Automation Point is also configured to monitor CA NSM messages, CA Automation Point retrieves
and displays the Windows events that were also recorded by Event Manager. Reconfigure one of the products so that it will not
monitor Windows events.

Too Many Messages When CA NSM Message Monitoring Enabled

Symptom:

A high volume of messages occurs within CA Automation Point when CA NSM message monitoring is enabled. How can this
volume be reduced?

Solution:
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The Filtering Criteria button within the CA NSM Event Traffic Configuration dialog lets you restrict the set of messages to be
processed by CA Automation Point. Only those messages containing the values specified for the listed filtering fields will be
processed by CA Automation Point.

Note: If no value is specified for any field, CA Automation Point will process every message.

Too Many Messages in Event Manager

Symptom:

A high volume of messages occurs within Event Manager when the "Automatically forward ALL messages" option is enabled
during the configuration of the CA NSM host names to which CA Automation Point is to forward messages. How can this
volume be reduced?

Solution:

If the level of message suppression on your monitored hosts is not sufficient to reduce the traffic flow from CA Automation
Point to acceptable levels, do not enable Automatically forward ALL messages. If Automatically forward ALL messages is
not enabled, no messages will be forwarded unless you explicitly ask CA Automation Point to do so. Add new MSGID rules
to CA Automation Point that match the subset of messages that you want to forward to Event Manager. Specify the UNIFWD
keyword on each applicable MSGID rule.

Message in Event Manager Log Not Displayed by CA Automation Point

Symptom:

When a message is sent from CA Automation Point to Event Manager, it is recorded in the Event Manager log. Because CA
Automation Point is monitoring this log, why does it not retrieve and display this message?

Solution:

Because CA Automation Point sends messages to Event Manager at the same time it reads new messages from CA NSM, it
could get into a feedback loop. CA Automation Point places the string AutomationPoint into the Source field when it sends
messages to Event Manager. When CA Automation Point reads CA NSM messages, it discards any message whose Source
field contains that value.

Second CA Automation Point Server Not Receiving NMFIND Requests

Symptom:

A CA Automation Point server is monitoring z/OS messages and forwarding them to the CA NSM Event Manager. In my
Event Manager message actions, I use the SENDOPER command to issue an NMFIND request. This NMFIND request is then
to be executed by a second CA Automation Point server, which is dedicated to sending notifications. Why does the second
CA Automation Point server not receive any NMFIND requests, even though it has been configured to monitor my CA NSM
Event Manager host?

Solution:

CA Automation Point places the string "AutomationPoint" into the Source field of every message it sends to CA NSM, and
refuses to read back any message whose Source field contains that value. Your CA Automation Point z/OS message had a
Source value of AutomationPoint. Therefore, the CA NSM Event Manager SENDOPER action places the NMFIND command
into the CA NSM log. By default, SENDOPER leaves the original Source value in the new message that it places in the CA
NSM log. Thus, this new NMFIND request has a source value of AutomationPoint, and your second CA Automation Point
server will not read that message. On the CA NSM dialog where you specify the SENDOPER action, select the Overrides tab,
and enter an overriding value (for example, from CA NSM) in the Source field.

Successful Return Code on Non-existent Host Name

Symptom:

Why would a successful return code result from UNIWTO when a non-existent host name is specified?

Solution:

If Event Manager is running on the same local host as CA Automation Point, Event Manager has store and forward enabled,
and CA Automation Point sends a UNIWTO message to a remote node name that does not exist, the UNIWTO returns
successfully under the assumption that the host is down. Event Manager expects to store the message and forward it when the
remote host comes back up.

Finding Status of Notification Request on Remote Workstation

Symptom:
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I can issue a notification request from Event Manager; however, this action is taken asynchronously on another workstation.
How can I determine whether this remote operation succeeded or failed?

Solution:

The NMFIND command contains an optional parameter for this purpose. The ACKNOWLEDGE(UNI) parameter sends a
message to Event Manager, indicating the success or failure of the notification request.

Using New Features of Event Traffic Controller With ADDRESS VOX

Symptom:

I want to use the new features of the Event Traffic Controller to enable Event Manager to request voice and paging functions
from CA Automation Point. However, my site continues to use the low-level ADDRESS VOX facilities rather than using
Notification Manager. Because the Event Traffic Controller uses the NMFIND command, can I take advantage of the new
Event Traffic Controller facilities?

Solution:

Yes. In the CA Automation Point Distrib directory, rename the nmfind.rex program to nmfind.rex.orig. Create a new REXX
program, named nmfind.rex, that contains your application logic and issues the desired ADDRESS VOX commands. Your
NMFIND command will require some site-specific command line parameters. Use your site-specific parameters on the
NMFIND command that you type into your Event Manager action definitions. Your NMFIND command will not acknowledge
its success or failure to Event Manager unless you build that functionality into the application yourself. Otherwise, the
behavior of the Event Traffic Controller will be the same as when it is used with Notification Manager. When you upgrade
your version of CA Automation Point, do not forget that you must save your site-specific code stored in the file named
nmfind.rex, because the installation of the new version will overwrite it.

Cannot Retrieve CA NSM Messages from Remote Host

Symptom:

I am unable to retrieve CA NSM messages from a remote host due to the following error:

apolluni->main-
> Unable to open EventMgr log file for date = '19980709' 
on host = 'UniHost' for event type = 'UserFilter' due to error code = '-202'

Solution:

Ensure that the system date is set correctly on both machines. If the dates are correct, establish a login user ID and password
on the remote host and specify that same user ID and password within the Remote Host Access Security dialog, which displays
when you click Host Access Security on the CA NSM Event Traffic Configuration dialog. For a remote Windows CA NSM
host, the user ID caunint is a good choice because it has already been automatically created during your installation of CA
NSM.

Cannot Retrieve Windows Event Log Messages from Remote Host

Symptom:

I am unable to retrieve Windows event log messages from a remote host due to the following errors:

apollnt->main-
> Function = 'OpenEventLog' failed with error code (5) = Access is denied. 
apollnt->main-
> Failed to open Windows Event Log = 'System' on host = 'Windowshost'.

Solution:
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Establish a login user ID and password on the remote host and specify that same user ID and password within the Remote Host
Access Security dialog, which displays when you click Host Access Security on the CA NSM Event Traffic Configuration
dialog.

 Using CA Automation Point to Monitor Windows Event Logs
can monitor the system, application, and security Windows event logs. To configure to monitor Windows
event logs, open Configuration Manager. From the Configuration Manager main window, select Expert
Interface, Automation, Events Interface, Windows Event Logs.

CA Automation Point can monitor the system, application, and security Windows event logs. To configure CA Automation
Point to monitor Windows event logs, open Configuration Manager. From the Configuration Manager main window, select
Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, Windows Event Logs.

As described earlier in the discussion of CA NSM Event Manager, messages from an event log of a Windows system are read
and passed to CA Automation Point rules for processing within the WIN_EVENTS session. This log entry type is read directly
from the Windows operating system. Because Event Manager also monitors these logs, this feature should be used primarily
on stand-alone CA Automation Point systems. If you use this feature with Event Manager, ensure that Event Management
LogRdr Agent Activated is set to No on the Component Activation Flags tab of the CA NSM Settings (caugui.exe settings) to
avoid duplicating messages in CA Automation Point.

Note:

: Because CA Automation Point uses a common architecture to monitor both the event logs from CA NSM and the Windows
operating system, you can find many details on monitoring Windows event logs in the CA NSM Interface section.

 

 

 Using the CA OPS/MVS Interface
A REXX API interface in allows it to communicate with CA OPS/MVS. This general-purpose interface
uses CAICCI as its communication protocol and allows to act as a remote Multi-System Facility (MSF).

A REXX API interface in CA Automation Point allows it to communicate with CA OPS/MVS. This general-purpose interface
uses CAICCI as its communication protocol and allows CA Automation Point to act as a remote Multi-System Facility (MSF).

CAICCI (CAI Common Communications Interface) is a communications facility that allows CA solutions to communicate
with one another. CAICCI is one member of the group of routines that comprises CA Common Services. CA Automation
Point uses TCP/IP to communicate with CA OPS/MVS.

MSF is an optional feature of CA OPS/MVS that allows multiple copies of the product running on different z/OS images
to communicate with each other using a variety of communication protocols. The MSF can also be used as an interface
for communication between CA OPS/MVS and CA Automation Point. For details about the MSF, see the CA OPS/MVS
documentation.

The following is an illustration of the components involved in the communication between CA OPS/MVS on the mainframe
and CA Automation Point on Windows.
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Related information:

 Sending Data from CA Automation Point to CA OPS/MVS
The ADDRESS OPS host environment provides one-way communication from to CA OPS/MVS.
ADDRESS OPS provides the following functionality:

The CA Automation Point ADDRESS OPS host environment provides one-way communication from CA Automation Point to
CA OPS/MVS. ADDRESS OPS provides the following functionality:

• LIST
Returns a list of CA OPS/MVS hosts that are currently configured on the issuing CA Automation Point workstation

• OPER
Sends a z/OS system command execution request to the CA OPS/MVS host

• OSFTSO
Sends a TSO command execution request to the CA OPS/MVS Operator Server Facility (OSF) component

• WTO
Sends a message to the CA OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility (MSF) component

See Command and Keyword Reference  for further information about the ADDRESS OPS commands.
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CA Automation Point sends data to CA OPS/MVS asynchronously, without acknowledging that the data was received by
CA OPS/MVS. If an acknowledgement is desired, you can write CA OPS/MVS rules to trap the responses from the invoked
REXX program and forward them to CA Automation Point. For details, see the CA OPS/MVS documentation.

 Sending Data From CA OPS/MVS to CA Automation Point

ADDRESS AP Host Command Environment

From CA OPS/MVS, you can invoke the following through the ADDRESS AP host command environment:

• REXX programs -- REXX command requests are queued for execution by AXCREXX.
Note: The length of the REXX argument list (REXX program name and its arguments) is limited to 505 characters. An
incoming argument list longer than 505 characters is truncated.

• NMFIND commands -- NMFIND requests appear in the Session NM_Requests window.
Notes:

• NMFIND requests are run through CA Automation Point Rules so the NMFIND command can be launched on the
Automation Point desktop, not so you can write rules against them.

• CA Automation Point limits NMFIND command requests to 509 characters.
• PPQ WRITE commands -- PPQ WRITE commands are submitted as soon as CA Automation Point receives them. If a

PPQ WRITE command fails on the local CA Automation Point workstation, an error message displays in the AP Messages
window.
Note:  CA Automation Point limits PPQ WRITE requests to 30,000 characters.

ADDRESS WTO Host Command Environment

You can also issue a WTO (Write-to-Operator) message to CA Automation Point using the ADDRESS WTO host command
environment. WTO messages are run through CA Automation Point rules and appear in the CA-OPS/MVS Messages window.
You can also write rules to display WTO messages in the Merged Message window, color WTO messages, or highlight them.

See the CA OPS/MVS documentation for more information on these command environments.

 

 Configuring the CA OPS/MVS Interface
There are three parts to configuring for communications with CA OPS/MVS:

There are three parts to configuring CA Automation Point for communications with CA OPS/MVS:

 Setting Up Communications to CA OPS/MVS
The first part of configuring for communication with CA OPS/MVS is setting up CAICCI. CAICCI
provides cross-platform communication.

The first part of configuring CA Automation Point for communication with CA OPS/MVS is setting up CAICCI. CAICCI
provides cross-platform communication.

For CA OPS/MVS on the mainframe and CA Automation Point on the workstation to communicate, you must install and
configure CAICCI on each platform during setup. The CAICCI component is installed as part of the CA NSM and the CA
Common Services installations. Before using the CA OPS/MVS interface, you must install either CA NSM or CA Common
Services.

To set up CAICCI on the mainframe

1. Install and configure CAICCI on the mainframe. See the CA Common Services for z/OS documentation for further details.
2. Ensure that each copy of CA OPS/MVS has an active CAICCI connection on the Z/OS system. The CA-OPS/MVS

INITCCI parameter must be set to YES.

To ensure that your TCP/IP connection is working

1. Ping the workstation. For instructions, see the information on how to verify that TCP/IP is working in the chapter "Viewing
Remote Sessions."

2. Ping the mainframe system.
If you get no reply, modify the TCP/IP setup on the Windows workstation and the mainframe. Contact your network
administrator for assistance.

To install CAICCI on the CA Automation Point workstation

1. Run setup.exe from the CA Automation Point installation CD.
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2. From the setup dialog, choose Modify.
3. Navigate the Features tree to open the menu item Interfaces to Companion Products, and then select CA-OPS/MVS

Interface.

To define a connection between the nodes on the mainframe and the CA Automation Point workstation

1. From Configuration Manager, select Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA-OPS/MVS Interface
2. Edit the CCI Remote configuration that appears. Add REMOTE statements for connection to each of the mainframes where

your CA OPS/MVS product is installed.
The CAICCI configuration file should include both LOCAL and REMOTE statements. The format is the similar for the
LOCAL and REMOTE statements.
The LOCAL statement has the following format:

LOCAL = TCP/
IP_name CCI_name [buffersize] startup_options [alias_options] port_options retry_interval

The REMOTE statement has the following format:

REMOTE = TCP/
IP_name CCI_name [buffersize] startup_options [alias_options] [heartbeat_options] port_options retry_interval

• TCP/IP_name
Specifies either an IP address or a name that is used as input to a name service to retrieve an IP address. You may use
the TCP/IP name with the PING command to determine whether a remote connection is live. The default is the TCP/IP
host name. It does not require a logical connection to the CCI name.
To find the TCP/IP name for the REMOTE statement, enter the following:

HOMETEST

You will see something similar to the following:

TCP Host Name is: MVS01

• CCI_name
Specifies the logical name CAICCI uses to identify this host. This is the system name, which may or may not be the
same as the IP hostname. This name may be as long as 64 characters, but an alias must be used for names greater than
eight characters.
For the REMOTE statement that defines the mainframe, the CAICCI name is the value specified by SYSID (xxxx) in
the //ENFPARMS DD statement. This value is also on the PROTOCOL statement in //ENFPARMS.

• buffersize
(Optional) Specifies the maximum buffer CAICCI will receive or send over the socket, a value used for segmenting the
data transfer. Each side of the connection may have this set to a different value, between 1024 and 32768. The lesser of
the two values will be used. It is generally not necessary to alter this field.

Warning:  Contact CA Technical Support before changing the buffer size.

• startup_options
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Tells ccirmtd (the CAICCI remote daemon) whether to initiate a connection--sometimes you may want only one side
to initiate the connection. Not having the server start connections eliminates a succession of messages when CAICCI is
recycled.

• STARTUP
Tells CAICCI to attempt a remote connection when activated, whereas

• NOSTART
Implies that the remote system will be initiating the connection to the node.

• alias_options
(Optional) Specifies an alias name used to differentiate multiple remote computers having exactly the same first eight
characters (when their host names exceed eight characters).It specifies that, for hosts with a host name greater than eight
characters, this name is used for internal CAICCI structures. This alias need not appear in DNS or IP host file. It must
be unique and consistent across nodes.
When an alias is used on the LOCAL line for a host with a name greater than eight characters, all hosts to which it will
be connected must have a REMOTE line for this host with this same alias defined. The format is ALIAS=aliasname.

• port_options
Allows you to specify an alternate port for this specific connection only. Sometimes you may have two groups of hosts.
One group may still use the old 7000 port and the new ones may use the new 1721 port. Any host from the first group
wishing to communicate with the second group must be made aware that the connection should be made to a different
port. The format is PORT=1721. Do not change this value.
To find the port number for the REMOTE statement

1.1 From the ISPF Command Shell on the mainframe, enter NETSTAT.
2.1 Under the USERID, look for CCITCPGW with a state of LISTEN.
3.1 Under Local Socket, you will find a value similar to this one:

(0.0.0.0..7000)

This value is the port number.
• heartbeat_options

(Optional) Specifies whether the CAICCI remote heartbeat feature is enabled. The heartbeat feature detects connection
loss with the remote node if the remote node terminates the connection without notification. The format to enable the
heartbeat feature is HEARTBEAT=YES. The format to disable the heartbeat feature is HEARTBEAT=NO.
You can also define the heartbeat functionality by using Windows environment variables as follows:

• CAI_CCIRMT_HEARTBEAT
When this variable is set to YES, the heartbeat option is enabled to all the nodes listed in the ccirmtd.rc file.
However, explicitly setting the option in the ccirmtd.rc files takes precedence over the global flag.

• CCIRMTPINGTIMEOUT
By default, the wait time for an acknowledgment to the ping from the remote node is 30 seconds. You can alter this
value by setting the variable to a desired number of seconds. The minimum and maximum values allowed are 15 and
45 seconds. The value defaults to 30 seconds if any other value is set.

You can set these variables using the Configuration Settings GUI (Options, CCI Options tab) or from the command
prompt by running the following commands:

cautenv setopt CAI_CCIRMT_HEARTBEAT value
cautenv setopt CCIRMTPINGTIMEOUT value

• retry_interval
Determines how ccirmtd behaves if the connection is dropped and specifies the number of seconds between retry
connect attempts. The format is as follows:

• If x=0, ccirmtd will not retry the connection.
• If x=-1, ccirmtd will start with a two second retry interval and double after each unsuccessful retry attempt.
• If x > 0, ccirmtd will wait n seconds between retry attempts.
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Note:  Retry interval is mainly used in conjunction with the nostart option to allow the server to sit passively and wait for
incoming connection requests. If a client host goes down, the server will not attempt to reconnect.

3. If necessary, override the default local CCI application name.
The local CCI name is the eight-character name of the workstation. This name must  be unique within your network. If it is
not, you should override it

Warning:  Use caution when overriding this name because CA Automation Point uses it as a unique identifier for
this system in its network communications.

To override the default local CCI name

1.1 Start the Configuration Manager. Select Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA-OPS/MVS Interface, CCI
Settings.

The CCI Configuration dialog displays.

2.1 Type the name of the desired local CAICCI application in the Local CCI name field, and then click OK.
3.1 Click the  for a description of each field on the CCI Configuration dialog.

To verify that CAICCI has established communications, issue the following command:

ccii

The following is an example of the output of this command:

12:21:11 c:\tngfw\bin>ccii
Oid(USABCP4F,OPS/MVS.USABCP4F   ) Did( , )  type(L)
Oid(A44SENF,CA-TOP-SECRET       ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,DRASQADRAS01        ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,CAS9VTAMCW410000    ) Did( , )  type(R)
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Oid(A44SENF,CAS9VTAMCW410000    ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,CAS9VTAMCW410000    ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,W410_SPAWN_SERVER   ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,W410_SPAWN_SERVER   ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,W410_SPAWN_SERVER   ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,MVS_START_SERVER    ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,OPS/MVS.OPS44F      ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,SYS1202             ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,SYST1400            ) Did( , )  type(R)
Oid(A44SENF,OPS/MVS.OPS44M      ) Did( , )  type(R)

In this example, USABCP4F is the Windows workstation on which CA Automation Point is installed. The lines with the
A44SENF entries indicate that the CAICCI connection has been made to a mainframe. The CCII command displays the
CAICCI applications that are available.

 Defining CA OPS/MVS Nodes
The next part of configuring for communication with CA OPS/MVS is defining the CA OPS/MVS nodes
with which communicates.

The next part of configuring CA Automation Point for communication with CA OPS/MVS is defining the CA OPS/MVS
nodes with which CA Automation Point communicates.

To define CA OPS/MVS nodes

1. Start Configuration Manager.
2. Select Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA OPS/MVS Interface. The CA OPS/MVS Event Traffic

Configuration dialog displays.
3. Move the desired CA OPS/MVS nodes from the Available MSF nodes list to the Selected MSF nodes list by clicking

Include or Include All.
4. Click Save.
5. Restart the CA OPS/MVS Communications Interface for the changes to take effect.

Note:

: For information about the other fields in the Event Traffic Configuration dialog, click the help button.

 Defining CA Automation Point Systems to CA OPS/MVS
The third part of configuring for communication with CA OPS/MVS is defining systems to CA OPS/
MVS. To do so, issue these commands from an OPS/REXX program:

The third part of configuring CA Automation Point for communication with CA OPS/MVS is defining CA Automation Point
systems to CA OPS/MVS. To do so, issue these commands from an OPS/REXX program:

Address OPSCTL "MSF DEFINE MSFID (CCI name) APPLID (TCP/IP name) AP"
Address OPSCTL "MSF ACTIVATE MSFID (CCI name)"

Note:

: You can also define CA Automation Point systems to CA OPS/MVS by using the OPSVIEW MSF Control panel. See the CA
OPS/MVS documentation for further details.

 Use CCI-PC Instead of NSM CCI Services
CCI-PC enables CA Automation Point administrators to use TLS 1.2 encryption for communication with
OPS/MVS systems. Administrators can switch from CCI-Distributed services to CCI-PC to improve the
security of CCI connections. This article describes how to switch from CCI-Distributed to CCI-PC.
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CCI-PC enables CA Automation Point administrators to use TLS 1.2 encryption for communication with OPS/MVS systems.
Administrators can switch from CCI-Distributed services to CCI-PC to improve the security of CCI connections. This article
describes how to switch from CCI-Distributed to CCI-PC.

Follow these steps:

1. Start Configuration Manager.
2. Select Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA-OPS/MVS Interface, CCI Settings.

The CCI Configuration dialog opens.

Note:  Before you switch to CCI-PC for the first time, you must configure CCI-PC. For information about how to configure
CCI-PC, see Configure CCI-PC.

3. Select Use CCI-PC.
4. Click OK if you have previously configured CCI-PC.

You have switched to CCI-PC. 

Configure CCI-PC

If you are ready to use CCI-PC for the first time, then you must configure CCI-PC. For example, you can set parameters for
TCP/IP, SSL encryption, and CCI Trace. After you configure CCI-PC once, future configuration is optional. This article
describes how to configure CCI-PC.

Follow these steps:

1. From the CCI Configuration dialog, click Configure CCI-PC.
The CAICC-PC Properties dialog opens.

2. Make your configuration changes in the following tabs:

• Test
Tests whether the current CAICCI configuration has established connectivity to MSF

• TCP/IP
Configures the following parameters:

• CCI Server Identification

Note:  Port 1202 is typically used for unencrypted communication, and 1203 for encrypted communication.
• CCI Client Identification

Note:  System Name must be the same as the machine name.
• CCI Timeout Intervals

Warning:  Do not change timeout intervals to avoid MSF communication failure.

• SSL
Configures the following options:

• SSL EncryptionEnables you to specify the following parameters:

• Force Secure end-to-endAllows a connection to the mainframe only if mainframe data is secure
• Force secure connection from PC to HostAllows a connection to the mainframe only if the connection is

encrypted
• Defer decision to HostAdopts the SSL Encryption setting from the Mainframe
• Disable secure connection on PCAllows a handshake only if the connection to the Mainframe is unencrypted

• Paths

Note:   Changes to Paths are made only if changes are made on the mainframe side. For example, if you decide to
use your own Client Certificate.

• TraceConfigures the following parameters for CCI Trace:

• Enabled
Enables or disables CCI Trace

• Snap Packets
Enables a trace on all packets

• Dump SSL
Enables a trace on SSL 

Note:  The trace file can become large. Use the Browse button to select a drive with enough space to accommodate the
trace file.
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3. Click Apply to complete your CCI-PC configuration.
4. Under the Test tab, click Start to test whether your configuration is successful.
5. Click OK if your configuration test is successful.

You have configured CCI-PC.

 Recycling the CA OPS/MVS Communications Interface
You can stop and restart, or recycle, the CA OPS/MVS interface independently of the desktop. Recycling
the interface is useful in the following situations:

You can stop and restart, or recycle, the CA OPS/MVS interface independently of the CA Automation Point desktop.
Recycling the interface is useful in the following situations:

• You have added or removed OPS MSF nodes from the CA OPS/MVS Interface configuration (by choosing Expert
Interface, Automation, Events Interface, CA-OPS/MVS Interface from the Configuration Manager main window)

• CAICCI communications have been disrupted
• One or more of your CA OPS/MVS hosts have been reconfigured to communicate with your CA Automation Point

product.

You can recycle the CA-OPS/MVS Communications Interface manually, programmatically, or automatically (based on an
event).

To manually recycle the CA OPS/MVS interface

1. From the CA Automation Point desktop, go to the CA-OPS/MVS Messages window.
2. Select Action, Recycle OPS Communications Interface.

To programmatically recycle the CA OPS/MVS interface

1. Run an AP REXX program to issue the following command:

address AXC 'SESSCMD /@"RECYCLE_OPS"/ SESSION(AXC)'

To automatically recycle the CA OPS/MVS interface based on a monitored event

1. Write a CA Automation Point rule to recycle the interface. For example:

MSGID(RECYCLEOPS) SESSCMD((@"RECYCLE_OPS") SESSION(AXC))

• MSGID
Specifies the initial identifying character string of an event monitored by CA Automation Point reported as a message.

• SESSCMD
Specifies a keystroke string that can contain text or keystrokes to be sent to the session that issued the current message.

• SESSION
Specifies the session name or type.

For more information about these keywords, see Command and Keyword Reference.

 Command-level Security
When the CA OPS/MVS OSFSECURITY parameter has a value of CHECKUSERID, the following rules
apply:

When the CA OPS/MVS OSFSECURITY parameter has a value of CHECKUSERID, the following rules apply:

• All messages and commands sent directly from CA Automation Point to CA OPS/MVS are associated with the z/OS user
ID defined by the CA OPS/MVS APDEFAULTUSERID parameter.

• If you are using Remote Viewer to access CA Automation Point sessions, all messages and commands are associated
with the Remote Viewer username. The Remote Viewer username overrides the CA OPS/MVS APDEFAULTUSERID
parameter, and must conform to the restrictions of the z/OS security package.
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• The z/OS user ID defined by the CA OPS/MVS APDEFAULTUSERID and the Remote Viewer username(s) should be
granted the proper security access on z/OS.

If the CA OPS/MVS OSFSECURITY parameter has a value of NOSECURITY, commands sent from CA Automation Point to
CA OPS/MVS execute with the security attributes of the OSF TSO servers.

For details about these parameters, see the CA OPS/MVS documentation.

 Using AS/400 Manager
This section covers the following topics:

This section covers the following topics:

 What Is AS/400 Manager
The AS/400 Manager application allows you to use the power and flexibility of to manage multiple
AS/400 systems. In addition, the AS/400 Manager application:

The CA Automation PointAS/400 Manager application allows you to use the power and flexibility of CA Automation Point to
manage multiple AS/400 systems. In addition, the AS/400 Manager application:

• Is easy to understand and use.
• Supports multiple-system environments with several AS/400 menu languages. AS/400 Manager recognizes AS/400 dialogs

in Danish, English, German, Norwegian, and Swedish. The application also has provisions for a user-specified language.
• Uses standard operator dialogs without any special software.
• Requires no special software on the AS/400 system.

Related information:

 AS/400 Manager Application Commands
The AS/400 Manager application provides a set of commands you can use to do the following:

The AS/400 Manager application provides a set of commands you can use to do the following:

• Display the status of the AS/400 systems that CA Automation Point manages. (The application's AS400SSD plot window
also continuously displays status information graphically.)

• Display configuration data for the application
• Issue commands to an AS/400 system or a group of systems
• Suspend and resume the application's control of an AS/400 system

For more information about these commands, see Summary of the REXX Programs.

 AS/400 Manager Terminology
This section includes a terminology that you must become familiar with before using AS/400 Manager.

This section includes a terminology that you must become familiar with before using AS/400 Manager.

• alert primary focal point
Identifies the AS/400 system services control point, from which the AS/400 Manager application reads alerts that other
AS/400 systems have forwarded to the focal point.

• alert session
Identifies a CA Automation Point session processing alerts from a local AS/400 system that is an alert primary focal point.
Each alert session (you can have more than one) is signed on automatically to its AS/400 system through a REXX program
called AS400CTL.

• local AS/400 system
Identifies a directly connected AS/400 system. A local system can be connected using a TN3270 or TN5250 session.

• remote AS/400 system
Identifies an AS/400 system that is accessed indirectly through another AS/400 system. Connect the remote systems using
either of the following methods:

• Display Station Passthru through a local AS/400 system
• TCP/IP Telnet

Note:  The physical location has no bearing on whether a system is considered remote or local.
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 Connecting CA Automation Point and AS/400
Use a TN3270 or TN5250 connection to connect to an AS/400 system. Because TN5250 is the native
protocol for i5/OS, we recommend you use that connection protocol.

Use a TN3270 or TN5250 connection to connect CA Automation Point to an AS/400 system. Because TN5250 is the native
protocol for i5/OS, we recommend you use that connection protocol.

 AS/400 System Requirements
To use the AS/400 Manager application, the AS/400 current system name and the AS/400 local control
point name must be defined in OS/400 as the same name. Issue the OS/400 command DSPNETA to
check whether the names match. A screen similar to the following displays:

To use the AS/400 Manager application, the AS/400 current system name and the AS/400 local control point name must be
defined in OS/400 as the same name. Issue the OS/400 command DSPNETA to check whether the names match. A screen
similar to the following displays:

                    Display Network Attributes
                                            System:   S44A0060
 Current system name  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :   S44A0060
 Pending system name  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
 Local network ID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :   APPN
 Local control point name . . . . . . . . . . . . :   S44A0060
 Default local location . . . . . . . . . . . . . :   S44A0060
 Default mode . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :   BLANK
 APPN node type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :   *NETNODE
 Maximum number of intermediate sessions  . . . . :   200
 Route addition resistance  . . . . . . . . . . . :   128
 Server network ID/control point name . . . . . . :   *LCLNETID   *ANY
                                                      More...
 Press Enter to continue.
 F3=Exit   F12=Cancel

If a change is required, it is safer to change the AS/400 system name. To do so, issue the CHGNETA command and re-IPL the
relevant AS/400 system.

 Installing and Configuring AS/400 Manager
This section discusses how to install and configure AS/400 Manager:

This section discusses how to install and configure AS/400 Manager:

 Setting Up AS/400 for Communication with AS/400 Manager
To set up the AS/400 system for communication with and the AS/400 Manager application

To set up the AS/400 system for communication with CA Automation Point and the AS/400 Manager application

1. Obtain either the host alias or IP address for the AS/400 system. Verify that TCP/IP is properly installed and configured on
the AS/400 system to be managed.

2. Get your AS/400 system name. The AS/400 should display its system name in the upper-right corner of its logon screen on
line 2.
If the AS/400 system name is not displayed on the right side of line 2, AS/400 Manager will not recognize the system. You
must reconfigure the logon screen, placing the system name in the same location specified by the screen example shown in
the section AS/400 Default Logon Screen.

3. Create a user profile for CA Automation Point to use on the AS/400 system to be managed. The topic Creating a User
Profile for CA Automation Point describes how to create an AS/400 user profile for CA Automation Point. AS/400
Manager uses this user profile when it logs in to an alert session and an automation session.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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If you choose to have a manual session, manually log in using whatever user IDs you already use in your AS/400
operations.

4. Create the KBD3270 CL program on the AS/400 system according to the topic Creating the 3270 Keyboard Map Routine
in AS/400. This program is called from CA Automation Point scripts to enable the use of the PF keys.

5. Using the instructions in the section Setting Up the Alert Function in AS/400, enable the OS/400 alert facility on the
AS/400 system to be managed.

 Setting Up Your Workstation for Communication with AS/400
To set up the workstation for communication with the AS/400 system

To set up the CA Automation Point workstation for communication with the AS/400 system

1. Before you install AS/400 Manager, create backup copies of all the CA Automation Point files you have customized.
2. Verify that TCP/IP is properly installed and configured on the workstation and able to communicate with the AS/400

system. To do so, open an operating system command prompt window and type one of the following commands:

PING hostname
PING ip-address

3. Configure two TN5250/TN3270 sessions to the AS/400 system. Save the sessions with the names AS400GET and
AS400AUT. Optionally, configure a manual session named AS400MAN.
To set up the workstation in a multiple AS/400 system configuration, see Setting Up Your Workstation When Connecting
to Multiple Stand-Alone Systems.

 Customizing CA Automation Point Files to Install AS/400 Manager
You need to insert configuration information for AS/400 Manager into your files.

You need to insert configuration information for AS/400 Manager into your CA Automation Point files.

To insert configuration information for AS/400 Manager into your CA Automation Point files

1. Customize the CA Automation Point rules file.
Add the AS/400 Manager rules to your CA Automation Point rules file, AXCRULES.RUL. If you have rules you want to
keep, use an editor to merge the AS400RUL.rul contents into your current AXCRULES.RUL file. Everywhere you see the
system name of S44A0060, change it to your actual system name.

2. Update your active session definition set by following these steps:

1.1 Create three non-automated TN5250/TN3270 sessions named "AS400GET" (alert session),
"AS400AUT" (automation session), and "AS400MAN" (manual session).
For each session:

2.1 Set the system name to the actual name of your system.
3.1 Choose an appropriate terminal type. If you are unsure, choose 3278_2, which is the default terminal type.
4.1 Choose the "AS400" menu.
5.1 Create an automated asynchronous session named "AS400RUL":
6.1 Set the system name to "AS400RUL".
7.1 Choose the "AS400" menu for this session.
8.1 Choose "VT100" as the terminal for this session.
9.1 In the Local Session Settings for this session, set the Session Timeout Interval to zero.
10.1 In the Communication Settings for this session:

a. Set Communication Device to "MEMORY."
b. Set Parity to "Ignore."
c. Set CR/LF Interpretation to "Yes".

11.1 Create a function window named "AS400SSD" of type "PLOT" for AS/400 System Status.
3. Update the REXX settings by adding an initialization REXX program named "AS400SET". You do this from the REXX

Settings dialog in Configuration Manager.
4. If you have not already done so, create a user profile for CA Automation Point to use. For instructions, see Creating a User

Profile for CA Automation Point.
Customize the CA Automation Point script, AS400GET.SCR, which is the sign-on/recovery script for the alert session.
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Edit the AS400GET.SCR file. On the line "KEY=(userid@Tpassword@E)" substitute "userid" with the user ID you want
to log on to. If your AS/400 system requires a password, substitute "password" with the correct password as well. If no
password is required, delete the following text, which represents a TAB keystroke and the password:

@Tpassword

Do not delete the text "@E," which represents a carriage return.
If the AS/400 system is using a non-English language or customized log-on screen, you may need to customize the search
text in this file.

5. Customize the AS/400 Manager configuration file, AS400CFG.CMD, by running the AS4CFG program, as described in
Configuring AS/400 Manager.

To customize CA Automation Point files in a multiple AS/400 system configuration, see Customizing CA Automation Point
Files to Install AS/400 Manager When Connecting to Multiple Stand-Alone Systems.

 Configuring AS/400 Manager
To configure AS/400 Manager, you must run the configuration program AS4CFG. The program updates
the values in the AS400CFG.cmd file. Initially, the configuration program supplies defaults that define a
single local AS/400 system.

To configure AS/400 Manager, you must run the configuration program AS4CFG. The program updates the values in the
AS400CFG.cmd file. Initially, the configuration program supplies defaults that define a single local AS/400 system.

To run the AS4CFG program

1. From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, AS/400 Manager.
2. In the AS/400 Manager Configuration window, select the AS400AUT session name, and then Click Change.
3. In the AS/400 Session Description window, select the system name S44A0060, and then Click Change.
4. In the AS/400 System Description (AS400AUT) window, under System Name, change the system name to the name of

your system.
5. Select the tag name S44, Click Change, and then enter a tag (alias) name for your system.
6. Select the appropriate language code. If the title of the AS/400 WRKALR panel is displayed in English uppercase

characters (for example, WORK WITH ALERTS), change the language code for the session from ENG to ENU.
7. Click OK until you return to the AS/400 Manager Configuration window.
8. Repeat Steps 1 through 6 for the remaining default session name, AS400GET.

Note: The default tag name is A44. Change it to a tag name for your system.
9. Click Save to save the settings to the AS400CFG.cmd file.

To configure AS/400 in a multiple AS/400 system configuration, see Configuring AS/400 Manager When Connecting to
Multiple Stand-Alone Systems.

 Creating a User Profile for CA Automation Point

As part of your setup for AS/400 Manager, you need to create a user profile for CA Automation Point to use on the AS/400
system to be managed.

To create a user profile for AS/400

1. Issue the following OS/400 command:

CRTUSRPRF

2. Press the F4 key to display the Create User Profile dialog.
3. Enter the following parameter values:

• User profile
Specifies the profile name. This name can be up to eight characters, such as ASMANUSR
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• User class
SYSOPR (This is suitable for most environments.)

• Text 'description'
Describes the profile, such as "User profile for CA Automation Point-AS/400 interface"

4. When you have finished typing in the required parameter values, press Enter to save those values.

User Profile Default Values

The following table lists the default parameter values for the Create User Profile dialog.

Note: You do not have to enter these values -- they are automatically displayed.

Parameter Default value

User password *USRPRF

Set password to expired *NO

Status *ENABLED

Assistance level *SYSVAL

Current library *CRTDFT

Initial program to call *NONE

Initial menu MAIN

Library *LIBL

Limit capabilities *NO

 Creating the 3270 Keyboard Map Routine in AS/400
To use the PF keys on AS/400, create a keyboard map routine for each AS/400 system that
AS/400 Manager will control. The keyboard map routine is a CL program that must be compiled and
must reside in your library list.

Note:

: Creating a 3270 keyboard map is necessary only if you choose your AS/400 sessions to be type TN3270. If you choose
TN5250, this step is not necessary.

To use the PF keys on AS/400, create a keyboard map routine for each AS/400 system that AS/400 Manager will control. The
keyboard map routine is a CL program that must be compiled and must reside in your library list.

PGM CHGKBDMAP  PF1(*F1) PF2(*F2) PF3(*F3) PF4(*F4) PF5(*F5) +
             MONMSG MSGID (CPF8701 CPF0000)
             PF6(*F6) PF7(*DOWN) PF8(*UP) PF9(*F9) +  
             PF10(*F10) PF11(*F11) PF12(*F12) +       
             PF13(*F13) PF14(*F14) PF15(*F15) +       
             PF16(*F16) PF17(*F17) PF18(*F18) +       
             PF19(*F19) PF20(*F20) PF21(*F21) +       
             PF22(*F22) PF23(*F23) PF24(*F24) +       
             PA1PF1(*HELP) PA1PF2(*HLP3270) +         
             PA1PF12(*SYSREQ)                         
ENDPGM                                                

Name the CL program KBD3270. The sample initialization scripts for AS/400 Manager call the program using the KBD3270
name when the application starts.

Note:

: The KBD3270 program must properly map the PF keys on the AS/400 system for the AS/400 Manager to function properly.
Contact your AS/400 administrator if you have any problems with the KBD3270 program.
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 Setting Up the Alert Function in AS/400

Issue the OS/400 CHGNETA command to each of your managed AS/400 systems. The command text to use depends on the
role your AS/400 plays in processing alert functions.

Local AS/400 System Non-Focal Point

To have a local AS/400 system that will not be a focal point generate alerts, issue this command:

CHGNETA ALRSTS(*ON) ALRPRIFP(*NO) ALRLOGSTS(*LOCAL)

Local AS/400 System as an Alert Primary Focal Point

To have your AS/400 system work as an alert primary focal point for remote AS/400 systems, issue this command:

CHGNETA ALRSTS(*ON) ALRPRIFP(*YES) ALRLOGSTS(*ALL)

You need to explicitly define (in the local AS/400 system's sphere of control) the remote AS/400 systems that will send alerts.
To do this, issue the WRKSOC command to add network node control point names. The Work with Sphere of Control screen
displays; this screen shows the parameters for the WRKSOC command.

                  Work with Sphere of Control (SOC)

                                                      System:   S44A0060

Position to  . . . . . . . .              Control Point
  Network ID . . . . . . . .

Type options, press Enter.
  1=Add

     Control
Opt  Point     Network ID  Current Status
                *NETATR
  (No entries in sphere of control)

                                                                 Bottom
F3=Exit   F4=Prompt   F5=Refresh   F9=Command   F10=Display SOC status
F11=Display new focal points       F12=Cancel   F16=Repeat position to

AS/400 Manager handles messages from a system that is set up as a primary alert focal point without any additional setup.

Remote AS/400 System
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To have a remote AS/400 network node (defined in the primary focal point sphere of control) send alerts to its focal point,
change the network attribute by issuing this command:

CHGNETA ALRSTS(*ON) ALRPRIFP(*NO) ALRLOGSTS(*NONE)

 Understanding Configuration Settings
To specify configuration settings for AS/400 Manager, run the AS4CFG program, which updates values
in the AS400CFG.cmd file. This section is provided as a reference, to help you understand the settings in
AS400CFG.cmd.

To specify configuration settings for AS/400 Manager, run the AS4CFG program, which updates values in the
AS400CFG.cmd file. This section is provided as a reference, to help you understand the settings in AS400CFG.cmd.

Note:

: Do not edit the AS400CFG.CMD file. Running the AS4CFG program sets all configuration values.

AS400CFG.cmd Settings

 

The statements in the AS400CFG.CMD file are described in the following table.

• AS400_MAX_SESSIONS = n
Specifies the total number of alert and automation sessions used.

• AS400_SESSION_NAME_n = name
Specifies the name of an alert or an automation session defined to the AS/400 Manager interface and (together
with the following two status variables) repeats n times where n is equal to the value specified in the variable
AS400_MAX_SESSIONS.

• AS400_SESSION_TYPE_n = ALR | AUT
Specifies whether the session type is an alert or an automation session.

• AS400_sessname_MAX_SYSTEMS = n
Specifies how many AS/400 systems are connected in the session name sessname.

• AS400_sessname_NAME_n = sysname
Specifies the AS/400 system name (sysname) for each of the AS/400 systems connected to the session sessname.

The following status variables apply to a single AS/400 system. Each line is repeated from 1 to 5 times, depending on the
number of AS/400 systems that are connected to session sessname.

• AS400_sessname_TAG_n_0 = m
Specifies the number of AS/400 tag names defined for AS/400 system number n that is connected to the session sessname.

• AS400_sessname_TAG_n_m = tagname
Specifies an AS/400 tag (tagname) from 1 through m times for AS/400 system number n that is connected to the session
sessname.

• AS400_sessname_TERM_n = termname
Specifies a unique terminal ID or LU name (termname) to be used for identifying a terminal session before signon occurs to
an AS/400 system.

• AS400_sessname_PLIMIT_n = i
PLIMIT variables represent the maximum number of alerts (i) that can be processed from AS/400 system number n
in a single pass, and are only defined for alert sessions. An initial default is set in the configuration, but this value can
be changed dynamically in response to either the QTIME information or to some other user-determined criteria. The
AS400CTL program responds to changes in the PLIMIT variables and adjusts its processing priorities accordingly.

• AS400_sessname_TIMER_n = 0
The suspension timer value is set to 0 (zero) at CA Automation Point startup for each AS/400 system controlled by an alert
or automation session.

• AS400_sessname_RECINT_n = m
RECINT variables contain the time interval in minutes (m) between successive attempts to recover the associated system
after a FAILED status occurs for that system.

• AS400_sessname_RECMAX_n = m
RECMAX variables contain the number of recovery attempts (m) for the associated system after a FAILED status is
recorded for that system.
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• AS400_sessname_RECCNT_n = m
RECCNT variables contain the current number of recovery attempts (m) that have been initiated for the associated system
after a FAILED status has been recorded. A special rule sets the value to 0 (zero) after the system's status returns to
ACTIVE.

• AS400_sessname_QTIME_n = 0
The alert queue time value is set to 0 (zero) at startup and is only defined for alert sessions.
QTIME variables are maintained by the AS400CTL program and represent, for the latest alert from the relevant system,
the difference (in minutes) between the workstation time when the alert is received and the recorded AS/400 time when the
alert was generated.

• AS400_sessname_LANG_n = yyy
Specifies the national language used by the current AS/400 system. Valid values for yyy are DAN, ENG, GER, SWE, USR,
or ENU (English uppercase).

• AS400_sessname_ST_n = RSTART | CLOSED
The initial status value is set for each AS/400 system connected to the session (sessname). RSTART indicates that an
initialization script should be run for the relevant AS/400 system. CLOSED indicates that AS/400 Manager should ignore
the system.

• AS400_sessname_CST_n = STRTUP
The copy status value is set at initialization for each AS/400 system connected to the sessname session. The copy status
variable is used by AS/400 Manager to record status changes for the CA Automation Point Plot feature.

• AS400_sessname_SCRIPT_n = scriptname
Specifies the name of the initialization SCRIPT (scriptname) to be run against each AS/400 system in the session
(sessname).

• AS400_GLOBAL_GRP_0 = i
Specifies the number of global groups (i) that are defined.

• AS400_GLOBAL_GRP_i_N = groupname
Specifies a global group (groupname) for a set of AS/400 systems. Variations of this status variable repeat i times.

• AS400_GLOBAL_GRP_i_0 = j
Specifies the number of AS/400 systems (j) belonging to the global group groupname and is specified once for each global
group (i).

• AS400_GLOBAL_GRP_i_j = sysname
Specifies the name of each AS/400 system (sysname) belonging to the global group number i and is specified j times.

 Managing Multiple AS/400 Systems
If you plan to connect to multiple AS/400 systems, you must do the following:

If you plan to connect to multiple AS/400 systems, you must do the following:

 Choose a Method for Connecting to Multiple Systems
To connect to more than one AS/400 system, use one of the following methods:

To connect to more than one AS/400 system, use one of the following methods:

• Set up an AS/400 system as an alert primary focal point to which multiple AS/400 systems can route their alert messages.
For instructions, see Setting Up the Alert Function in AS/400.

Note:

: If you need to issue a system command to another AS/400 system, you must define an automated session for that system.
• Set up AS/400 Manager to process alert messages from multiple stand-alone AS/400 systems. In this case, you must set up

AS/400 Manager to connect to each additional system. The procedures for this are described in the sections that follow.

 Set Up AS/400 to Connect to Multiple Stand-alone Systems

To set up AS/400 Manager to connect to multiple stand-alone systems, perform the following procedures.

• Set up AS/400 for communication with AS/400 Manager.
• Set up the workstation to communicate with the AS/400 system.
• Customize CA Automation Point files.
• Configure AS/400 Manager.

Note:  The procedures you follow here parallel the ones you use to install AS/400 Manager using the sample configuration
procedure.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Repeat the steps in these procedures for each system that you want to add, using new session names, file names, short names,
and so on for each system.

Setting Up AS/400 to Communicate with AS/400 Manager

For instructions on preparing the AS/400 system to communicate with CA Automation Point and the AS/400 Manager
application, see Setting Up AS/400 for Communication with AS/400 Manager.

Setting Up Your Workstation When Connecting to Multiple Stand-alone Systems

To set up a workstation to connect to multiple standalone systems, follow this procedure:

1. Verify that TCP/IP is able to communicate with the AS/400 system. To do so, open an operating system command prompt
window and type one of the following commands:

PING hostname
PING ip-address

2. Configure two sessions to the AS/400 system. Save the sessions with the names you prefer (for example, SYS2GET and
SYS2AUT). One is the alerts session, the other the automation session. Optionally, you can configure a manual session
also. You may choose to define these sessions as connection type TN5250 or TN3270.

Customizing CA Automation Point Files to Install AS/400 Manager When Connecting to Multiple Stand-
alone Systems

To insert configuration information for AS/400 Manager into your CA Automation Point files.

Follow these steps:

1. Create backup copies of all your CA Automation Point files.
2. Customize the CA Automation Point rules file by doing the following procedure:

1.1 Edit the sample file AS400ADG.rul in the CA Automation Point Distrib directory. Change all occurrences of
AS400GET to the alerts session name used for this system (for example, SYS2GET).

2.1 Change all occurrences of the suffix _1 to _2.
3.1 Copy the new contents of AS400ADG.rul into your active rules file.
4.1 Edit the sample file AS400ADA.rul in the CA Automation Point Distrib directory. Change all occurrences of

AS400AUT to the automation session name used for this system (for example, SYS2AUT).
5.1 Change all occurrences of the suffix _1 to _2.
6.1 Copy the new contents of AS400ADA.rul into your active rules file.

3. Update your Active Session Definition Set by creating three non-automated TN5250/TN3270 sessions.

1.1 Name the alert session, the automation session, and the manual session to the corresponding alert, automation,
and manual session names that are used for this system. For example, SYS2GET, SYS2AUT, and SYS2MAN
respectively.

2.1 Set the system name to the actual name of your system for each session that was created previously.
3.1 Choose an appropriate terminal type for each session. When unsure, choose 5292 or 3278_2, these terminals are the

defaults for TN5250 and TN3270, respectively.
4.1 Choose the "AS400" menu for each session.

4. Create and customize a sign-on/recovery script for the system's alert session by doing the following procedure:

1.1 Copy AS400GET.scr to a new file that is used for the system's alert session (for example, SYS2GET.scr).
2.1 On the KEY statement that contains the sign-on user ID and password, specify the correct user ID and password for

the AS/400 system.
3.1 Save this file in the %AP_SITE%/Myfiles folder.

5. Create and customize a sign-on/recovery script for the system's automation session by doing the following procedure:

1.1 Copy AS400AUT.scr to a new file that is used for the system's automation session (for example, SYS2AUT.scr).
2.1 On the KEY statement that contains the signon user ID and password, specify the correct user ID and password for the

AS/400 system.
3.1 Save this file in the %AP_SITE%/Myfiles folder.

Configuring AS/400 Manager When Connecting to Multiple Stand-alone Systems
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To configure AS/400 Manager, run the configuration program AS4CFG, which updates the values in the AS400CFG.cmd file.
Perform the following steps:

1. From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, AS/400 Manager.
2. In the AS/400 Manager Configuration window, Click Insert.
3. In the AS/400 Session Description window, supply values for the following fields:

• Session Name
The system's alert session name (for example, SYS2GET)

• Session Type
ALR

4. Click Insert.
5. In the AS/400 System Description window, specify the following:

• System Name
The name of the AS/400 system

• Terminal Name
The name of the session (for example, SYS2GET)

• Language Code
The appropriate language code. For more information, see Step 6 in Configuring AS/400 Manager.

• Script File
The name of the script file you created

• Startup Status
RSTART

• Tag Names
An alias for the AS/400 system

6. Click OK until you return to the AS/400 Manager Configuration window.
7. Repeat steps 2 through 6 for the automation session.

Note:   This time specify the automation session name (for example, SYS2AUT), choose a session type of AUT, and
specify the name of the script file you created.

8. Click Save to save the settings to the AS400CFG.cmd file.

 Accessing the New Systems
After you have completed all the procedures for connecting AS/400 Manager with multiple stand-alone
systems, restart . To access the new alerts session or automation session, choose Jump To Window from
the Window menu. If you defined a manual session, it displays as an icon on the desktop.

After you have completed all the procedures for connecting AS/400 Manager with multiple stand-alone systems, restart CA
Automation Point. To access the new alerts session or automation session, choose Jump To Window from the Window menu.
If you defined a manual session, it displays as an icon on the CA Automation Point desktop.

 Test Starting AS/400 Manager
creates an icon on the desktop for the manual session AS400MAN and for the system status window
AS400SSD. AS400SET.cmd reads the configuration variables and starts AS400CTL for the alerts
session. The script should log on to the alert session and begin processing alerts. To access the alerts
session (AS400GET) or automation session (AS400AUT), choose Jump To Window from the Window
menu.
Start CA Automation Point

CA Automation Point creates an icon on the desktop for the manual session AS400MAN and for the system status window
AS400SSD. AS400SET.cmd reads the configuration variables and starts AS400CTL for the alerts session. The script should
log on to the alert session and begin processing alerts. To access the alerts session (AS400GET) or automation session
(AS400AUT), choose Jump To Window from the Window menu.

The system status plot should, within a few minutes, show the alert session in ACTIVE state.

The automation session remains in STRTUP state until a REXX program requests that some general automation activity be
performed. This request can come from a time rule (for example, a rule that causes AS400CKJ.rex to execute), from a message
rule (triggering execution of AS400MRP, for example), or from the SYSCMND application command.

Customize Desktop
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Customize your desktop to suit your personal taste. You can open (and minimize) windows to the alert, automation, and
manual sessions. You can also open or minimize other windows, such as the AP Log window.

After you have customized your windows, use the CA Automation Point Window Save Desktop option to maintain your
window positions. These positions are "remembered" until you use the Window Save Desktop option again or until you make
changes to the session definition using Configuration Manager.

You are now ready to begin writing your own rules and REXX automation procedures to automate AS/400 management.

 Designing Automation for AS/400 Manager
This section describes how to automate events on your AS/400 System:

This section describes how to automate events on your AS/400 System:

 Defining Messages as Alerts in AS/400
Every OS/400 or application message that handles must be defined on each AS/400 that controls as an
alert. For example, the OS/400 message ID CPA5305 is defined as an alert with the following OS/400
command:

Every OS/400 or application message that CA Automation Point handles must be defined on each AS/400 that CA Automation
Point controls as an alert. For example, the OS/400 message ID CPA5305 is defined as an alert with the following OS/400
command:

CHGMSGD MSGID(CPA5305) MSGF(QSYS/QCPFMSG) ALROPT(*IMMED)

Executing CHGMSGD Commands from a CL Program

Group all your CHGMSGD commands as a CL program in a file and use the editor to add, change, or delete these commands.
When necessary (after an OS/400 operating system update, for example), compile the CL program and run it. Using this
method ensures easier OS/400 release changes when a new message description file is provided.

 Writing CA Automation Point Rules
When writing rules for AS/400, consider the following:

When writing CA Automation Point rules for AS/400, consider the following:

The following sections cover each of these topics.

Environmental Variables for AS/400 Manager

AS/400 Manager recognizes these environmental variables:

• Variable
Description

• &DATE
The current date in the form MM/DD/YY.

• &DAY
The day: MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, or SUN.

• &HOSTTIME
The time of the alert message from the Display Alert Detail screen, in the form HH:MM:SS.

• &JOBNAME
The name of the AS/400 system the current message came from.

• &JULDATE
The Julian date in the form YYNNN.

• &MSG
The first 129 characters of the message. The message is the alert message ID, alert type, and alert description if the alert
message ID is UNKNOWN or the alert message ID and alert message text.

• &SYSNAME
The name of the AS/400 system the current message came from.

• &TIME
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The workstation time in the form HH:MM:SS.
• &WORD1 up to &WORD85

Words from the alert text or application command.

For focal point machines, you can use the &SYSNAME variable to differentiate between systems. For example, the following
rule executes only when the CPA5305 message is received from system S44A0060:

MSGID(CPA5305) WHEN(&SYSNAME EQ S44A0060) ...

Note:

: The value of &SESSION is always AS400RUL.

Rules Keywords Used for AS/400

You can use all CA Automation Point rules keywords for AS/400 with these exceptions:

• OSCMD
Using this keyword can cause unpredictable results. Instead of OSCMD, use the supplied REXX program AS400MRP to
issue responses to messages, or write REXX programs to issue commands to the AS/400 MAIN menu command line.

• REPLY
Using this keyword can cause unpredictable results. Use REXX programs as detailed for OSCMD.

• SCRIPT
Instead of using SCRIPT, invoke scripts from REXX programs to ensure the integrity of communications with managed
AS/400 systems.

• SESSCMD
For integrity reasons, use this keyword only in REXX programs.

Monitoring AS/400 System Status

The AS/400 Manager application maintains availability status variables for each managed AS/400 system. The status variables
can contain any one of these values:

• ACTIVE
Sign on to the AS/400 system is successful.

• SUSPND
A SUSPEND command or an AXC0000 alert was issued for this AS/400 system. The AS/400 Manager application takes
no action for an AS/400 system in SUSPND status. The suspension can be for a specified duration or it can be indefinite.

• FAILED
AS/400 Manager has detected a communication error with an AS/400 system. Recovery is attempted.

• ALARMS
AS/400 Manager is unable to recover from a FAILED status (the recovery retry attempts limit was reached).

• CLOSED
AS/400 Manager takes no action for an AS/400 system. You can set this value as an initial status value in your
configuration (AS4CFG.exe).

• RSTART
The initial status after a CA Automation Point startup. It is also the status for a system leaving SUSPND state (time expired
or RESUME command issued). You can set this status to have AS/400 Manager make an attempt to sign on to an AS/400
system by issuing the RESUME application command. The first time that activity on the session is required, a sign on is
attempted. After this attempt:

• The status is set to ACTIVE if the sign on is successful.
• The status is set to FAILED if the sign on is not successful.

Warning:  Check the system status regularly. Also, process the warning messages issued by the REXX programs
when a status change takes place. Initiate appropriate recovery or communications action if an ALARMS status occurs.

Examples of Automation Routines

CA Automation Point rules are commonly used to:

• Reply automatically to an inquiry message
• Enter a command in response to a message
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• Check job status

The following sections cover each of these topics.

Reply to an AS/400 Inquiry Message

The REXX program AS400MRP.cmd facilitates automatic replies to inquiry messages on the AS/400 operator queue.
AS400MRP.cmd compares 75 characters of the alert message text to the inquiries on the operator queue. If the comparison
criteria are met, it gives the response you specified to the most current message.

Use the following format to call AS400MRP from a rule:

AS400MRP sysname reply &MSG

sysname

The AS/400 system name.

reply

The text of the reply to the message.

&MSG

Passes the message text to AS400MRP.

Example 1:

The following example shows how to call AS400MRP from a CA Automation Point rule:

MSGID(CPA5305), WHEN(&JOBNAME EQ S44A0060),
 REXX(AS400MRP &JOBNAME I &MSG)

For message CPA5305, an automatic response of I (ignore) is issued to the inquiry message in the operator message queue on
AS/400 system S44A0060.

Example 2:

The following example shows how to automatically reply to this message:

CPA3394 Load form type 'x' device LASP01 writer Y.   (H C G I R)

To supply an automatic reply of an I (ignore) to message CPA3394, specify a rule similar to this example:

MSGID(CPA3394), WHEN(&JOBNAME EQ S44A0060 AND &WORD7 EQ LASP01),
 REXX(AS400MRP &JOBNAME I &MSG),
 WTO(AP HAS RESPONDED I TO MSG CPA3394 ON SYSTEM &JOBNAME)

Example 3:
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The following rule starts the REXX program AS400VRY.cmd with the AS/400 system name and workstation name supplied
as parameters. The workstation name is contained in the eighth word (&WORD8 in the alert text).

MSGID(CPF1397), WHEN(&JOBNAME EQ S44A0060 AND &WORD8 EQ PC202S1),
 REXX(AS400VRY &JOBNAME &WORD8)

Note: The REXX program AS400VRY.cmd is coded to be general for multiple AS/400 systems. It receives the AS/400 system
name and workstation to be varied on as parameters.

Example 4: Check Job Status

The following example REXX program verifies (every weekday at 16:00) that the job BACKUP1 has been submitted to the
batch input queue:

*
* At 16:00 every Monday to Friday, check if job
* BACKUP1 is submitted
* to the batch input queue
*
TIME(16:00),
WHEN(&DAY(1:1) NE 'S' AND (&AS400_AS400AUT_ST_1 EQ 'ACTIVE' OR &AS400_AS400AUT_ST_1 EQ 'RSTART')),
  REXX(AS400CKJ S44A0060)

This rule starts the REXX program AS400CKJ.cmd, with the AS/400 system name (S44A0060) supplied as an argument.

Note:

: The REXX program AS400CKJ is coded to be general for multiple AS/400 systems. It receives the AS/400 system name as a
parameter.

 Writing Automation REXX Programs

The sample automation REXX programs AS400VRY and AS400CKJ can be used as a guide to write your own REXX
programs. The sample programs follow these REXX programming guidelines:

• Call the supplied REXX program AS400JMP first to:

• Find the automation session name of the current AS/400 system
• Bind the automation session (this prevents another REXX program from interfering with the session)
• Check the status of the AS/400 system automation session
• Perform error recovery (if necessary)
• Report errors in the AP Msg window

• If the RESULT variable returned from AS400JMP contains the word ERROR, communication with the AS/400 system you
requested was disabled for some reason. In this situation, AS400JMP calls the UNBIND function, if necessary. Therefore,
you need to issue an appropriate error message or take some other action appropriate to the failure of your intended action,
and then terminate your REXX program.

• If the RESULT variable does not  contain the word ERROR, it contains the name of the CA Automation Point session
through which communications with the AS/400 system name you specified is being managed.

• Issue the commands to the AS/400 system automation session using the SESSCMD command processor with the CA
Automation Point session name returned by AS400JMP.

• If the SESSCMD command processor returns a nonzero RC (return code), call the REXX program AS400SLR (session lost
routine) to perform error actions.

• The last actions performed by your REXX program should be to return the AS/400 screen to the MAIN menu ready for
the next communication, and to call the UNBIND function supplied by CA Automation Point to release control of the
automation session from your REXX program.
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Calling AS400JMP

Call the AS400JMP program as follows:

CALL AS400JMP sysname

• sysname
The AS/400 system name or tag name.

On return, the special REXX variable RESULT contains the automation session name for the current AS/400 system name
specified, and the session is bound. When your procedure is finished, it must call UNBIND. If AS400JMP is unable to locate
the specified system, it returns the name ERROR instead of a session name. You do not need to call UNBIND in this case.

Calling AS400SLR

Call the AS400SLR program as follows:

AS400SLR sessname sysname

• sessname
The CA Automation Point session name.

• sysname
The AS/400 system name or tag name.

 Operating AS/400 Manager
AS/400 Manager provides several AS/400 Manager application commands for your use. The commands
are:

AS/400 Manager provides several AS/400 Manager application commands for your use. The commands are:

• SUSPEND
Suspends control of a system

• RESUME
Resumes control of a system

• DSPSTAT
Displays system status in the AP Msg window

• DSPCNFG
Displays configuration information in the AP Msg window

• SYSCMND
Sends an OS/400 command to a system

Note:

: These application commands require that automation be active on the rules session. AS/400 Manager application commands
do not function when CA Automation Point is globally paused or when automation is paused in the rules session.

Related information:

 Sample Status Checking Rule
Use this rule as an example for designing your own status variable checking:

Use this rule as an example for designing your own status variable checking:

TIME(00:00), EVERY(5 MINUTES), WHEN(&AS400_AS400GET_ST_1 EQ ALARMS),
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 SET(&AS400_AS400GET_ST_1 = CLOSED),

This rule can also be used as a notification rule. CA Automation Point provides a number of notification methods, including
sounding an audible alarm, writing a message in the Action Message window, voice notification, and paging.

 SUSPEND and RESUME

The SUSPEND and RESUME functions enable you to suspend and later resume control of an AS/400 system (or all managed
AS/400 systems). You can invoke the functions from:

• An alert initiated by an AS/400 system with message ID AXC0000
• Commands in the CA Automation Point command area
• Rules that invoke the AS400SPN REXX program directly

Sending Alert AXC0000 to Suspend Control

At times, you may need to re-IPL an unattended AS/400 system. To prevent CA Automation Point from generating error
messages during the IPL, the AS/400 system should send an alert to CA Automation Point before shutdown and IPL occur, as
shown:

AXC0000 nn comments

• nn
The number of minutes before AS/400 Manager communications are restarted.

• comments
Any desired comments; ignored by AS/400 Manager.

A rule directs AS/400 Manager to suspend control for the specified AS/400 system during the time period specified (excluding
time spent in the alert queue).

SUSPEND Command

To manually suspend control of an AS/400 system, issue this command from a red command area in CA Automation Point:

SUSPEND sysname [nn] [mm]

• sysname
Specifies an AS/400 system, tag, or group name to be suspended.

• nn
(Optional.) Specifies the number of minutes before control of the AS/400 systems should be resumed.

• mm
(Optional.) Specifies the number of minutes that the invocation of this routine has been delayed. This is normally specified
only if called from the message rule for AXC0000 (the voluntary suspension message), and represents the number of
minutes the AXC0000 message has been waiting in the alert queue. The suspend time is adjusted to compensate for this
delay.

RESUME Command

To manually resume control of an AS/400 system, issue this command in the command area:

RESUME sysname

• sysname
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Specifies an AS/400 system, tag, or group name to be resumed.

Note:

: After an AS/400 system fails, use the RESUME command to reestablish control of that AS/400 system. The actual effect
of the RESUME command is to set the status of the relevant system (or systems) to RSTART. This causes screen-position
checking (and, where necessary, error recovery) procedures to be invoked the next time communication to the system is
needed.

 Displaying System and Configuration Data

The AS400SSD window graphically displays the current status of all AS/400 sessions. A set of 15-second time rules controls
the updating of the plot.

The actual interval in which the display is updated also depends on the Evaluation Frequency field value, set in the Rules
Settings dialog for your session definition set. For information on this field, see the help for the Rules Settings dialog.

Displaying System Status

Issue the DSPSTAT command to display a list of the system status variables for a single session or a group of sessions:

DSPSTAT sysname

• sysname
Specifies the AS/400 system, tag, or group name.

Displaying Configuration Data

The DSPCNFG command displays the configuration data of AS/400 Manager:

DSPCNFG

DSPCNFG does not use any parameters.

Note:

: The output from this command can be quite lengthy, depending on the configuration.

 

 

 Sending OS/400 Operator Line Commands
Do not use the automation sessions directly to enter OS/400 operator commands; doing so can cause
errors in the affected sessions. Instead, use the command SYSCMND to send OS/400 operator line
commands and return the response from line 24 of the AS/400 screen. (If you need to perform full-screen
functions, use the manual session or access the system from outside .)

Do not use the automation sessions directly to enter OS/400 operator commands; doing so can cause errors in the affected
sessions. Instead, use the command SYSCMND to send OS/400 operator line commands and return the response from line 24
of the AS/400 screen. (If you need to perform full-screen functions, use the manual session or access the system from outside
CA Automation Point.)

The SYSCMND function sends an OS/400 operator line command to a single AS/400 system or group of systems. Issue the
command as follows:
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SYSCMND sysname command

• sysname
The AS/400 system, tag, or group name.

• command
A single OS/400 operator line command.

The command and its response appear in the Merged Msg and the AP messages windows.

 Unbinding Sessions
If an automation program contains a syntax or logic error, it could end or loop without releasing a bound
session. In such a case, other automation REXX programs attempting to bind to that same session could
hang or fail. To recover from this situation, issue the UNBIND command to force a release of the bind:

If an automation program contains a syntax or logic error, it could end or loop without releasing a bound session. In such
a case, other automation REXX programs attempting to bind to that same session could hang or fail. To recover from this
situation, issue the UNBIND command to force a release of the bind:

UNBIND sessname

• sessname
Specifies any alert or automation session name.

Note:

: Tag and group names are not recognized by the UNBIND command.

 AS/400 Manual Session
Use the manual session to manage AS/400 systems independently from the automation sessions. To avoid
conflicting with REXX programs, enter OS/400 full-screen commands from the manual session only.
Immediately after you log in, map the keyboard by entering the following command:

Use the manual session to manage AS/400 systems independently from the automation sessions. To avoid conflicting with
REXX programs, enter OS/400 full-screen commands from the manual session only. Immediately after you log in, map the
keyboard by entering the following command:

CALL KBD3270

A suggested session name for the manual AS/400 session is AS400MAN.

Your installation may have defined multiple manual sessions for multiple systems or none at all.

Accessing the Manual Session

You can access the manual session using the CA Automation Point Remote Operations feature.

 Technical Information
This section provides summaries and important technical information.

This section provides summaries and important technical information.

Summary of the REXX Programs

The following table lists the REXX programs supplied with AS/400 Manager, what the application is called by, and what the
program does after it is called.
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This REXX program... Called by... Does this...

AS400CKJ.cmd User-written automation program Illustrates how to implement a program
to perform an automatic action

AS400CMD.cmd Rule that implements SYSCMD
application

Issues OS/400 operator line mode
commands

AS400CTL.cmd The configuration program AS400SET
at startup, or restarted by a rule if
AS400CTL fails

Captures alerts from AS/400 systems in
RSTART status, converts them to CA
Automation Point messages, and sends
them to rules

AS400INI.cmd AS400JMP with the session and system
names

Runs a session sign on program

AS400JMP.cmd AS400MRP and from user-written
automation REXX programs

Checks the system status, and then binds
to the session

AS400MRP.cmd User-written rules Performs message reply to AS/400

AS400REC.cmd Rules invoked when a system is in
FAILED status

Performs recovery on failed
communications with system

AS400SET.cmd IREXX at CA Automation Point startup Calls AS400CFG.cmd to initialize
the AS/400 configuration; starts
AS400CTL.CMD for each alert session
defined

AS400SLR.cmd User-written automation programs and
from AS400MRP

Invokes a session error program

AS400SPN.cmd Rules Implements the SUSPEND RESUME
application commands

AS400SSD.cmd Time rules when the system status has
changed

Plots the system status in the
AS400SSD plot window for all defined
sessions

AS400STA.cmd Rule that implements the DSPSTAT
application command

Displays AS/400 system status
information in the AP Msg window

AS400SUS.cmd Time rules Manages suspend time for systems in
SUSPND status and decrements the
suspension timer value.

When the suspend interval has elapsed,
it sets the system status to RSTART.

AS400SYS.cmd Rule that implements the DSPCNFG
application command

Displays a list of configuration
definition status variables in the AP Msg
window

AS400VRY.cmd User-written automation program Illustrates how to implement a program
to perform an automatic action

 

REXX Program AS400CTL

AS400CTL.CMD is called by the configuration program AS400SET.cmd at CA Automation Point startup or restarted by a
rule with the following parameters:

AS400CTL sessname WAIT nn

• sessname
The session name.
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• nn
The number of seconds to wait before processing starts.

AS400CTL.cmd controls an alert session, parses the alert messages, and sends the messages to CA Automation Point rules for
processing.

How AS400CTL.cmd Processes Alerts

The AS400CTL program has the following key functions:

1. If the relevant AS/400 system status variable is set to RSTART, this program calls the appropriate initialization script as
defined by CA Automation Point rules to:

• Sign on to the specified AS/400 systems
• Configure the AS/400 keyboard for 3270 use on each system
• Issue the OS/400 WRKALR command on each system

2. If the AS/400 system status is ACTIVE, AS400CTL checks for alerts at regular intervals by pressing the PF10 (refresh) key
in the WRKALR screen.

3. Checks the response from all entered commands and function keys to see whether the session has failed. If it has failed,
tries to recover the session by calling AS400REC and initialization scripts before setting the relevant AS/400 alert session
system status variable to FAILED if the recovery was unsuccessful.

4. Handles each alert, working from the bottom of the WRKALR screen upward (that is, oldest alert first) by:

• Typing 8 before the alert on the WRKALR screen to display the alert details screens
• Extracting message ID, message description, severity, and system ID from the alert details, usually paging forward

using the PF8 key at least once
• Pressing Enter to return to the WRKALR main screen
• Sending the previously mentioned information to the CA Automation Point rules processor using the MSG command

processor
• Typing 4 to request deletion of the alert
• Pressing Enter to confirm deletion of the alert

Screen Examples

The following sample screens show a dialog initiated by AS400CTL:

                        Work with Alerts                       S44A0060
                                                    
Type options, press Enter.
  2=Change   4=Delete     5=Display recommended actions  6=Print details
  8=Display alert detail  9=Work with problem

     Resource
Opt    Name     Type  Date   Time   Alert Description: Probable Cause
 8   S44A0060   CP    03-30  10:45  Undetermined error: Undetermined
                                                                         

                                                                  Bottom
F3=Exit   F10=Show new alerts      F11=Display user/group  F12=Cancel
F13=Change attributes   F20=Right  F21=Automatic refresh   F24=More keys
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                      Display Alert Detail                     S44A0060

----------Resource Hierarchy-----------
  Resource Name         Resource Type
    S44A0060                 CP
                                                       
Logged date/time . . . . . . :   93-03-30  10:45:51
Problem date/time  . . . . . :   93-03-30  10:45:50
User assigned  . . . . . . . :
Group assigned . . . . . . . :
Alert type . . . . . . . . . :   Unknown
Alert description  . . . . . :   Undetermined error
Probable cause . . . . . . . :   Undetermined
Qualifiers . . . . . . . . . :   AS/400 Message code CPA5305
                                  AS/400 Message severity 99
                                                                 More...
Press Enter to continue.

F3=Exit   F11=Display detail menu   F12=Cancel   F18=Display actions

                       Work with Alerts                       S44A0060
 
                                                

Type options, press Enter.
  2=Change   4=Delete     5=Display recommended actions  6=Print details
  8=Display alert detail  9=Work with problem

     Resource        
Opt    Name     Type  Date   Time   Alert Description: Probable Cause
 4   S44A0060   CP    03-30  10:45  Undetermined error: Undetermined

                                                                  Bottom
F3=Exit   F10=Show new alerts      F11=Display user/group  F12=Cancel
F13=Change attributes   F20=Right  F21=Automatic refresh   F24=More keys

                     Display Alert Detail                     S44A0060
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----------Resource Hierarchy-----------
  Resource Name         Resource Type
    S44A0060                 CP
                                            
Text message:
 Sender ID  . . . . . . :   Control program
 Message  . . . . . . . :   Record not added. Member MEMBERNAME is null.
                                  (C I)
Unique alert identifier:
 Product ID . . . . . . :   9406
 Alert ID number  . . . :   331A A4A1

                                                                  Bottom
Press Enter to continue.

F3=Exit   F11=Display detail menu   F12=Cancel   F18=Display actions

                    Confirm Delete of Alerts                  S44A0060

                                                   

 Press Enter to confirm your choices for 4=Delete.
 Press F12 to return to change your choices.

      Resource
 Opt    Name     Type  Date   Time   Alert Description: Probable Cause
  4   S44A0060   CP    03-30  10:45  Undetermined error: Undetermined

                                                                  Bottom
F11=Display user/group   F12=Cancel   F20=Right

                       Work with Alerts                       S44A0060

                                                   

Type options, press Enter.

  2=Change   4=Delete     5=Display recommended actions  6=Print details
  8=Display alert detail  9=Work with problem
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     Resource
Opt    Name     Type  Date   Time   Alert Description: Probable Cause
 (No alert entries matching selection criteria)

                                                                  Bottom
F3=Exit   F10=Show new alerts      F11=Display user/group  F12=Cancel
F13=Change attributes   F20=Right  F21=Automatic refresh   F24=More keys

Automation Session Programs

The automation sessions perform automatic actions on AS/400 systems and are CA Automation Point sessions defined as 3270
terminals.

Automatic Actions

Automatic actions must be performed as REXX programs. The sample programs AS400VRY and AS400CKJ are provided to
illustrate how such programs should be written and structured.

In user-written automatic actions, the first step must be to call the supplied AS400JMP REXX program to perform AS/400
system status checking.

REXX Programs

The following REXX programs run in automation sessions:

• AS400INI REXX
Invokes sign-on procedures to the AS/400 systems automatically when the AS400JMP REXX program finds that a sign-on
procedure needs to be performed. You would not normally call AS400INI directly from your own REXX program.

• AS400SLR REXX
Should be called from user-written REXX programs when a communications failure results in a nonzero return code from
SESSCMDs.

• AS400MRPREXX
Simplifies creating automatic actions to answer inquiry messages in the operator message queue.

• AS400CMD REXX
Handles the sending of an OS/400 operator line command to one AS/400 system or to a group of AS/400 systems, which is
enabled by the operator command facility.

REXX Program AS400INI

AS400INI is called from AS400JMP using either of the following parameters:

AS400INI sessname WAIT nn
AS400INI sessname sysname

• sessname

The session name.

• nn
The number of seconds to wait before processing starts.

• sysname
The system name used when AS400INI is called from AS400JMP.

Key AS400INI Functions
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The AS400INI program performs these tasks:

1. If called with the WAIT parameter:

• Waits for the specified number of seconds
• Binds to the specified session

2. Finds automation session system status variables for each system in the session that is in RSTART mode.

• This program checks to see if the signon menu is shown with the correct terminal ID or AS/400 system name. If either
of these cases is true, the specified initialization script as defined by AS400SET is called to perform signon of the
AS/400 system.

• If the main menu is then shown for the relevant AS/400 system, the relevant automation session system status variable
is set to ACTIVE.

• If the main menu is not shown for the relevant AS/400 system, error recovery is performed by:

• Calling the AS400RES script
• Calling the initialization script

• If the main menu is still not shown for the relevant AS/400 system:

• An error message is written to the AP Msg and Action Msg windows.
• The automation session system status variable is set to FAILED.

3. If called at CA Automation Point startup with the WAIT parameter:

• The current session is unbound (UNBIND).
• The program is terminated without any returned value.

4. If called from AS400JMP, the program is terminated with the current status value returned to AS400JMP.

Key AS400MRP Functions

AS400MRP uses the parameters supplied to do the following tasks:

1. Call AS400JMP to check the AS/400 system status, obtain the session name of the relevant automation session, and bind it.
If the returned REXX variable RESULT contains the word ERROR:

• Error messages are written to the AP Msg and Action Msg windows
• Processing of AS400MRP is terminated

Otherwise, the REXX variable RESULT contains the automation session name for the relevant AS/400 system.
2. Issue the following OS/400 command shown using SESSCMD:

  dspmsg msgq(*sysopr) msgtype(*inq) astlvl(*intermed) start(*last)

3. AS400MRP compares 75 characters of the message text supplied in the parameters with the inquiry message texts on the
operator queue as follows:

• The message search is from the top of the screen to the bottom of the screen.
• PF7 (page backward) is performed up to five times (if necessary) until the message is found.
• If the message text is on the bottom of one screen and the input field is on the top on the next screen, a PF8 (page

forward) is done.
4. The reply given in the parameters passed to AS400MRP is used as input in the unprotected field following the inquiry

message.
5. PF3 (end key) is issued to exit the operator message queue.
6. The automation session is unbound.

If any SESSCMD results in a nonzero RC (return code), the REXX program AS400SLR is called to perform error notification
actions.

AS400MRP Screen Examples

The following screen examples show a dialog initiated by AS400MRP.
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MAIN                    AS/400 Main Menu

                                                     System:   S44A0060

Select one of the following:

     1. User tasks
     2. Office tasks
     3. General system tasks
     4. Files, libraries, and folders
     5. Programming
     6. Communications
     7. Define or change the system
     8. Problem handling
     9. Display a menu
    10. Information Assistant options
  
    90. Sign off

 AS/400 Default Logon Screen
A sample of the IBM-supplied AS/400 main logon screen is shown next.

A sample of the IBM-supplied AS/400 main logon screen is shown next.

        Sign On

                                    System . . . . . : S44A0060
                                    Subsystem. . . . : QINTER
                                    Display. . . . . : TERMO1

       User . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___________

       Program/procedure. . . . . . . . . ___________
       Menu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ___________
       Current library. . . . . . . . . . ___________

        

Note:

: Your System and Display fields will differ from those shown in the sample.

 Using the Plot Feature
This section discusses the Plot feature:
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This section discusses the CA Automation Point Plot feature:

 Understanding the Plot Feature
The Plot feature allows you to plot information about system events collected by rules and automation
REXX programs into line or bar graphs. For example, you can plot graphs showing the number of
messages having particular prefixes (such as ATM or HASP) that system resources have issued over a
specified time period.

The CA Automation Point Plot feature allows you to plot information about system events collected by rules and automation
REXX programs into line or bar graphs. For example, you can plot graphs showing the number of messages having particular
prefixes (such as ATM or HASP) that system resources have issued over a specified time period.

Related information:

 Plotting a Graph
To plot a graph showing system information, first set up a window to display the graph. Choose PLOT as
your window type in your function window definition.

To plot a graph showing system information, first set up a CA Automation Point window to display the graph. Choose PLOT
as your window type in your function window definition.

After setting up a window from which to display the graph, you can plot the graph in one of these ways:

• Write a REXX program containing all of the PLOT command statements necessary for creating the graph. This method is
the usual way to plot a graph.

• Use the Plot Feature with REXX.
• Create a menu to issue PLOT commands.
• Issue a series of PLOT commands from any of the CA Automation Point command entry points.

 Summary of Steps for Plotting a Graph
Use PLOT commands to perform the following operations:

Use PLOT commands to perform the following operations:

• Define the graph's basic appearance
• Define lines or bars to represent system information
• Insert data into the graph or change the data in it
• Delete obsolete data from the graph
• Draw the graph

 Understanding the Elements of a Graph
The graphs that you draw with the Plot feature contain these elements:

The graphs that you draw with the Plot feature contain these elements:

• An optional title
• An X axis (horizontal) and a Y axis (vertical)
• Optional labels for the X and Y axes
• Lines or bars representing system information
• Optional tick marks quantifying the information indicated with lines or bars

A sample graph displaying the JES SPOOL usage for several systems over a 24-hour period is shown next. The sample
application containing the PLOT statements necessary for creating the graph is available in the sample directory. For more
information, see the SPLPLOTX.txt file.
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Most of the examples in the following topics show actual PLOT commands for setting up or modifying the data in the
SPLPLOT graph.

 Using the Plot Feature with REXX
If you intend to write REXX programs containing PLOT commands, remember the following:

If you intend to write REXX programs containing PLOT commands, remember the following:

• PLOT command statements accept multiple operands.
You can draw a graph with only a few PLOT commands. The REXX language allows you to concatenate multiple lines
whenever a line ends with a comma; many of the examples in this section show concatenated lines.
Keep the following points in mind:

• When concatenating PLOT command operands, do not exceed REXX's 256-character maximum line length.
• When assigning values to PLOT command operands, do not insert a space on either side of the "(" character.

• Have your REXX program check the return code from each PLOT call to simplify the debugging process.
The Plot feature assigns defaults freely for missing information. Most usage or syntax errors in a PLOT command
statement simply generate return codes rather than error messages.

• Test complex plots outside of the AXCREXX window.
You can do so by manually executing them from a Windows command line while CA Automation Point is running. Enter
the AXCREXX REXXNAME. This testing method allows you to scroll through REXX trace information generated by the
REXX program.

Note:

: The example PLOT command statements in the remainder of this chapter are enclosed in double quotation marks to show
how they would appear in a REXX program. (Because the sample plot file SPLPLOT.cmd uses parameter substitution, there
are more quotation marks within its PLOT statements, following standard REXX syntax.)

Related information:

 Designing a Basic Graph
To define the basic setup for a graph, issue the PLOT DEFINE GRAPH command using this syntax:

To define the basic setup for a graph, issue the PLOT DEFINE GRAPH command using this syntax:

PLOT plotname DEFINE GRAPH options

• plotname
The name of the graph that you are defining.
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• options
You can specify any or all of the following options for options:

AXIS(XAXIS|YAXIS [,COLOR(WHITE|color)]
[,TYPE(NUMERIC|TIME)])
BACKGROUND(LABELAREA|PLOTAREA,COLOR(BLUE|color))
DRAW(ON|OFF)
LABEL(XAXIS|YAXIS|TITLE,'label' [,COLOR(color)] [,LINE(n)])
SCALE(XAXIS|YAXIS, start, stop [,step ])
TICK(XAXIS|YAXIS, 'string', number)

You can specify multiple tick marks.

TICK(XAXIS|YAXIS, 'string', number) WINDOW(windowname)

The following section describes the PLOT DEFINE GRAPH command's options.

 PLOT DEFINE GRAPH Command Options

The following sections describe the PLOT DEFINE GRAPH command's options:

AXIS Option

This option defines the characteristics of the axes displayed, including the units used to measure the data in the graph.

Use the following syntax for the AXIS option:

AXIS(XAXIS|YAXIS [,COLOR(WHITE|color)] [,TYPE(NUMERIC|TIME)])

• XAXIS or YAXIS
Specifies the axis (X or Y) for which you are defining characteristics.

• COLOR
Sets the color for the axis lines and tick labels. For a list of colors from which you can choose, refer to the information
under the LABEL option of this table.

• TYPE
Defines the units that measure data plotted in the graph. Specify TYPE(NUMERIC) to measure the data in positive integers
(such as 1 or 32). Specify TYPE(TIME) to measure data in terms of time on a 24-hour clock (for example, 10:00, 0:31)

Default: COLOR(WHITE), TYPE(NUMERIC)

Example:

The following command defines the X axis of the SPLPLOT graph as a time axis to appear in turquoise:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
  "AXIS(XAXIS,COLOR(TURQUOISE),TYPE(TIME))"

BACKGROUND Option
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This option sets the background fill color for areas of the screen. The PLOTAREA is the rectangle defined by the axes of the
graph. The LABELAREA is the rest of the screen.

Use the following syntax for the BACKGROUND option:

BACKGROUND(LABELAREA|PLOTAREA,COLOR(BLUE|color))

For a list of colors from which you can choose, see the LABEL Option in this table. Using BLACK as the background color
allows the greatest number of usable foreground colors.

Default: COLOR(BLUE)

Example:

The following command sets the background fill color of both the plot and label areas to black:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
  "BACKGROUND(PLOTAREA,COLOR(BLACK))",
  "BACKGROUND(LABELAREA,COLOR(BLACK))"

The following command sets the background fill color of both the plot and label areas to black:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
  "BACKGROUND(PLOTAREA,COLOR(BLACK))",
  "BACKGROUND(LABELAREA,COLOR(BLACK))"

DRAW Option

This option controls window updating. If you specify DRAW(ON), CA Automation Point updates the window every time
another PLOT command executes. If you are using a REXX program or other application to plot a graph, setting DRAW(ON)
allows you to watch the graph being built on the screen.

Use the following syntax for the DRAW option:

DRAW(ON|OFF)

If you specify DRAW(OFF), CA Automation Point redraws the graph only when you issue the following command:

"PLOT plotname DRAW"

Default: DRAW(ON)

Example:
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The following command prevents the SPLPLOT graph from being displayed while building or redrawing occurs:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE GRAPH DRAW(OFF)"

CA Automation Point redraws the graph using the current data when requested to do so by the operating system's graphic
user interface, even if you specify DRAW(OFF). The requests occur when you resize the Plot window or when you move an
overlapping window.

LABEL Option

This option specifies a title for the graph or labels for the X and Y axes. Indicates whether you are specifying text for one of
the graph axes or for the graph title.

Use the following syntax for the LABEL option:

LABEL(XAXIS|YAXIS|TITLE,'label' [,COLOR(color)] [,LINE(n)])

• TITLE
The title of the graph displays at the top center of the window for this graph. You can specify up to three lines of label text
for the X axis, and up to seven lines for the Y axis.

• XAXIS
The label displays centered on the X axis.

• YAXIS
The label displays centered on the Y axis.

• label
The text of the label, which must be enclosed in single quotation marks. The label for the graph or for the X axis can
contain as many as 80 characters. The label for the Y axis can contain as many as 32 characters.

• COLOR
The color of the label. Valid color values are:

• • BLUE

• • TURQUOISE

• • YELLOW

• • GREEN

• • RED

• • BRIGHT PURPLE

• • BROWN

• • WHITE (default)

• • GRAY

• • BRIGHT BLUE

• • BRIGHT TURQUOISE

• • BRIGHT GREEN

• • BRIGHT RED

• • PURPLE

• • BRIGHT WHITE
• LINE

The number of the line in the label text. A label can contain up to three lines of text. Your PLOT command must contain
one LABEL clause for each line. The LINE(n) operand specifies whether the line being defined is line 2 or line 3 of the
label text. Because the default for n is 1, you need to include the LINE(n) operand only in the second or third LABEL
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clauses of a PLOT command. For example, if you are defining a two-line label, the LABEL clause defining the second line
is LINE(2).

Default: If you omit the LABEL option completely, the default is no labels. If a LABEL clause specifies no color, the default
label color is white. If you omit the LINE(n) operand, CA Automation Point assumes that the label contains only one line of
text.

Examples:

These commands create the title and one of the Y-axis labels:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
  "LABEL(TITLE,'JES Spool Utilization',COLOR(TURQUOISE))"
"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
  "LABEL(YAXIS,'S008',COLOR(RED),LINE(2))"

Note:

: If you define a graph with many lines using different colors, specify a Y-axis label for each line in the color of the line to
make the graph easier to read.

Usage Information:

Use labels sparingly. If you use too many labels, the size of the plot area decreases to allow more space for the label areas.
Avoid long YAXIS labels and multiline XAXIS and TITLE labels as much as possible.

If you have a dedicated Plot window (used only for displaying one plotted graph), you can specify a title for the window in a
CA Automation Point session definition set (rather than specifying the LABEL operand). Doing so produces a more readable
title and conserves space within the plot area.

SCALE Option

This option imposes a range of values, indicated by tick marks, on the X axis or the Y axis.

Use the following syntax for the SCALE option:

SCALE(XAXIS|YAXIS, start, stop [,step])

• XAXIS or YAXIS
Specifies the axis (X or Y) for which you are defining a scale.

• start
Defines the lowest tick value for this axis.

• stop
Defines the highest tick value for this axis.

• step
Sets the interval between tick marks that CA Automation Point displays for this axis.

Note:

Note: The tick values that you specify with the SCALE option must be consistent with the type of tick value that you specified
with the TYPE operand in the AXIS clause described under step one of designing a basic graph. For example, you cannot
specify numeric tick values for an axis that you have defined as containing time data.

Default: The start value is the first step value lower than the smallest data value on the axis, and the stop value is the first step
value greater than the largest data value on the axis.

If you do not specify a step value, CA Automation Point computes the difference between the start and stop values and
calculates how many tick marks are needed to divide the range of values into even increments. CA Automation Point uses
approximately 10 tick marks to divide a range (unless you specify otherwise).

Example:
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This command sets the X-axis scale to a range of 24 hours with one tick mark every four hours, and the Y-axis scale to a range
of 0 to 100 percent with one tick mark every 10 percent:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
  "SCALE(XAXIS,0:00,23:59,04:00)",
  "SCALE(YAXIS,0,100,10)"

TICK Option

This option specifies a translation table between string-label tick marks and numerical values for an axis. Because the Plot
feature accepts data and assigns tick marks to it internally, most PLOT commands do not require the TICK operand; however,
you may want to use the TICK operand if you are plotting encoded data.

Use the following syntax for the TICK option:

TICK(XAXIS|YAXIS, 'string', number)

• XAXIS or YAXIS
Indicates whether you are assigning a string-label tick mark to a numeric value located on the X-axis or the Y-axis.

• string
Specifies the tick label for the specified axis. CA Automation Point displays tick labels only for the values specified
with TICK clauses. (CA Automation Point lets you include multiple TICK clauses in a single PLOT DEFINE GRAPH
command, so that you can specify all of your tick values with one command.)

• number
Specifies the number of tick labels for the specified axis. CA Automation Point draws as many tick labels as space allows.
If a label would overlap the tick label preceding it, CA Automation Point omits the overlapping label.

Default: Tick labels display automatically at SCALE step values (outlined under the SCALE option).

Example:

Suppose that you are plotting data points having these meanings:

• 1 = Slowest
• 2 = Slow
• 3 = Moderate
• 4 = Fast
• 5 = Fastest

You can assign meaningful aliases to the numeric tick marks by specifying the TICK option in the following PLOT command:

"PLOT FLOWRATE DEFINE GRAPH
TICK(YAXIS,'Slowest',1)",
  "TICK(YAXIS,'Slow',2)",
  "TICK(YAXIS,'Moderate',3)",
  "TICK(YAXIS,'Fast',4)",
  "TICK(YAXIS,'Fastest',5)"

Note:

: If you specify the TICK option, be sure to define string-label ticks for every data value that you intend to graph on the
specified axis. If you insert data points with Y-axis values outside of the 1-5 range in the preceding example, the Plot feature
labels those points with standard numeric labels.
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WINDOW Option

This option specifies the Plot window in which your plotted graph displays.

Use the following syntax for the WINDOW option:

WINDOW(windowname)

Default: The default for windowname is the name that you specify for plotname.

Example:

Suppose that in your session definition set, you define SPLPLOT1 as the window to display graphs. To display the SPLPLOT
graph in that window, issue this command:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE GRAPH WINDOW(SPLPLOT1)"

Note:

: If you do not specify the WINDOW option, and the name of your graph (plotname) does not match the name of an existing
Plot window (windowname), CA Automation Point plots the graph but does not display it. In such a case, you can display the
graph by:

• Issuing the PLOT DRAW command, or
• Including the DRAW(ON) clause (see the DRAW Option above in the PLOT DEFINE GRAPH command).

 Defining Graph Lines or Bars
The PLOT DEFINE LINE and PLOT DEFINE BAR commands determine whether the graph uses lines
or bars to represent data and assigns names to each line or bar. The commands use the following syntax:

The PLOT DEFINE LINE and PLOT DEFINE BAR commands determine whether the graph uses lines or bars to represent
data and assigns names to each line or bar. The commands use the following syntax:

PLOT plotname DEFINE LINE linename [COLOR(WHITE|color)]
PLOT plotname DEFINE BAR barname [COLOR(WHITE|color)]

• plotname
Specifies the name of the graph for which you are designing lines or bars.

• linename
Specifies the name of this line. You must name each line or bar because other graphs can use these names to identify a line
or bar to insert or delete.
A graph can display up to eight different lines to represent data, and can contain one bar and multiple lines. For example,
the SPLPLOT graph uses a single bar to show the current time.

• barname
Specifies the name of this bar. You can define only one bar per graph.

• COLOR
Specifies the color used to display lines or bars. You can choose any of the colors listed. For information on colors, see
LABEL Option. If you define multiple lines, each line can be in a different color.

Defaults:

• COLOR(WHITE)
• CA Automation Point defines no default lines or bars. However, the PLOT INSERT DATA command defines a default line

if you have not previously issued any PLOT DEFINE LINE or PLOT DEFINE BAR commands.
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Example:

These commands define a red line named S008 and a turquoise bar named NOW (which displays the current time):

"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE LINE S008 COLOR(RED)"
"PLOT SPLPLOT DEFINE BAR NOW COLOR(TURQUOISE)"

 Inserting Data into a Graph
Issue the PLOT INSERT DATA command to add or change data for a line or bar within a graph. Use this
syntax:

Issue the PLOT INSERT DATA command to add or change data for a line or bar within a graph. Use this syntax:

PLOT plotname INSERT DATA linename|barname XY(xvalue,yvalue)

• plotname
The name of the graph in which you are inserting data.

• linename
The name of the line that displays new data. If you have not already defined the name, CA Automation Point defines it as a
white line.

• barname
The name of the bar that displays the new data. If you have not already defined the name, CA Automation Point defines it
as a white bar.

• XY
Specifies the point on the graph where CA Automation Point inserts the data. The value for the xvalue or yvalue variables
in a XY(xvalue,yvalue) clause can be a string or a positive integer. If you specify a string, CA Automation Point translates
that string into a number by matching it against names specified with the TICK operand on the PLOT DEFINE GRAPH
command. If you have not specified tick names, CA Automation Point calculates implicit tick positions for the inserted
data.
You can specify the XY operand repeatedly in a single PLOT INSERT DATA statement, as long as the length of the entire
statement does not exceed 256 characters.

Defaults: None

Examples:

• The following command inserts two numeric data points into the S008 line of the SPLPLOT graph:

"PLOT SPLPLOT INSERT DATA S008 XY(0:00,72) XY(0:15,70)"

• The following command inserts an IMSP character string into the FLOWBAR bar of a graph named FLOWRATE:

"PLOT FLOWRATE INSERT DATA FLOWBAR XY(IMSP,5)"

 Deleting Data from a Graph
Issue the PLOT DELETE command to remove data from a graph. You can issue any of the following
versions of the command:
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Issue the PLOT DELETE command to remove data from a graph. You can issue any of the following versions of the
command:

PLOT plotname DELETE DATA linename|barname 
PLOT plotname DELETE DATA [linename or barname]RANGE([XAXIS or YAXIS,min,max)
PLOT plotname DELETE LINE linename 
PLOT plotname DELETE BAR barname 
PLOT plotname DELETE GRAPH

PLOT DELETE DATA command deletes all of the data for the named line or bar. However, this line or bar and its non-data
characteristics (such as color) are still defined to CA Automation Point. If you insert new data into the named line or bar later,
CA Automation Point displays it using the characteristics of the old line or bar.

PLOT DELETE DATA RANGE command deletes a range of data along the named line or bar.

The PLOT DELETE DATA LINE and PLOT DELETE DATA BAR commands delete both the definition for and the data in
the named line or bar. You can reuse the names of deleted lines or bars later to define new lines or bars.

The PLOT DELETE GRAPH command deletes the graph and all information associated with it. The command also clears the
display window. After deleting a graph, you can reuse its name later for a new graph.

• plotname
The name of the graph that you want to delete or that contains the data that you want to delete.

• linename
In a PLOT DELETE LINE command, the name of the line to delete or to remove data from.

• barname
In a PLOT DELETE BAR command, the name of the bar to delete or to remove data from.

• RANGE
In a PLOT DELETE DATA command, the range of data that you want to delete. You need to specify which axis to delete
data from, and the upper and lower limits for the data that you want to delete.
You define the RANGE using these values:

• XAXIS or YAXIS
The axis to delete data from.

• min, max
The lower and upper limits, respectively, of the data to be deleted. The min value must always be smaller than the max
value. The values must also be consistent with the type of data defined for the named axis (through the PLOT DEFINE
GRAPH command). For example, you cannot specify min and max time values of 0:00 and 10:00 for an axis that you
defined as having numeric data.

Examples:

The following command deletes data from the NOW bar in the SPLPLOT graph:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DELETE DATA NOW"

This command deletes the S008 line:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DELETE LINE S008"
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This command deletes the SPLPLOT graph and produces a blank window:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DELETE GRAPH"

 Redrawing the Graph
The PLOT DRAW command redraws the graph plotname in the display window using the current
data. Issuing the PLOT DRAW command does not affect the screen updating controlled by the DRAW
operand of the PLOT DEFINE GRAPH command. When you issue the PLOT DRAW command,
refreshes the display even if you specified the DRAW(OFF) option (see the DRAW Option) when you
defined the graph.

The PLOT DRAW command redraws the graph plotname in the display window using the current data. Issuing the PLOT
DRAW command does not affect the screen updating controlled by the DRAW operand of the PLOT DEFINE GRAPH
command. When you issue the PLOT DRAW command, CA Automation Point refreshes the display even if you specified the
DRAW(OFF) option (see the DRAW Option) when you defined the graph.

Use this syntax:

PLOT plotname DRAW

plotname

Represents the name of the graph that you want to redraw.

Default: None

Example:

This command refreshes the display of the SPLPLOT graph:

"PLOT SPLPLOT DRAW"

 Sample PLOT Statements in a REXX Program
The following listing shows typical PLOT command statements that you could place in a REXX program
to create a graph called MYPLOT. To better illustrate the operations necessary for plotting a graph, the
code fragment shown does not contain miscellaneous REXX processing statements and does not check
PLOT command return codes.

The following listing shows typical PLOT command statements that you could place in a REXX program to create a graph
called MYPLOT. To better illustrate the operations necessary for plotting a graph, the code fragment shown does not contain
miscellaneous REXX processing statements and does not check PLOT command return codes.

/* This statement erases any existing graph data*/
"PLOT MYPLOT DELETE GRAPH"

/* Define basic graph appearance */
"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE GRAPH WINDOW(PLOTWIN)"
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"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
     "AXIS(XAXIS, COLOR(TURQUOISE), TYPE(TIME))",
     "AXIS(YAXIS, COLOR(TURQUOISE), TYPE(NUMERIC))"

"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE GRAPH BACKGROUND(PLOTAREA,COLOR(BLACK))",
   "BACKGROUND(LABELAREA,COLOR(BLACK))"

"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
   "LABEL(TITLE, 'Test of Graph Facility',COLOR(RED))"
"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
   "LABEL(YAXIS,'STSO',COLOR(RED))",
   "LABEL(YAXIS,'STSO-LINE 2',COLOR(BRIGHT PURPLE),LINE(2))"
"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
   "LABEL(XAXIS,'XAXIS',COLOR(BRIGHT GREEN))",
   "LABEL(XAXIS,'XAXIS-line2',COLOR(yellow),LINE(2))"
"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE GRAPH",
   "SCALE(XAXIS,0:00,23:59,04:00)",
   "SCALE(YAXIS,0,10,1)"

/* Define lines or bars to represent information */
"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE LINE LINE1 COLOR(YELLOW)"
"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE LINE LINE2 COLOR(RED)"
"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE LINE LINE3 COLOR(PURPLE)"
"PLOT MYPLOT DEFINE BAR  BAR1  COLOR(BRIGHT GREEN)"

/* Insert data into graph */
"PLOT MYPLOT INSERT DATA LINE1 XY(00:00,1) XY(04:00,2) XY(08:00,3),
     XY(12:00,4) XY(16:00,5) XY(20:00,4) XY(23:59,3)"
"PLOT MYPLOT INSERT DATA LINE2 XY(00:00,5) XY(04:00,4) XY(08:00,3),
     XY(12:00,2) XY(16:00,3) XY(20:00,4) XY(23:59,3)"
"PLOT MYPLOT INSERT DATA LINE3 XY(00:00,5) XY(04:00,4) XY(08:00,5),
     XY(12:00,4) XY(16:00,3) XY(20:00,2) XY(23:59,1)"
"PLOT MYPLOT INSERT DATA BAR1  XY(00:00,1) XY(04:00,1) XY(08:00,1),
     XY(12:00,4) XY(16:00,2) XY(20:00,2) XY(23:59,2)"

/* Draw the graph */
"PLOT MYPLOT DRAW"
/* Delete old data from the midnight shift */
"PLOT MYPLOT DELETE DATA BAR1 RANGE(XAXIS,0:00,08:00)"
/* Redraw the graph */
"PLOT MYPLOT DRAW"

 Customizing Special CA Automation Point Files
This section describes how you can customize the following types of files:

This section describes how you can customize the following types of files:

• Keyboard parameter
• Scan code
• Script
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Related information:

 Customizing Keyboard Parameter Files
A keyboard parameter file defines keyboard operations for both the mainframe and workstation
environments.

A CA Automation Point keyboard parameter file defines keyboard operations for both the mainframe and workstation
environments.

Some keys that apply in the mainframe environment, such as PF15, have no meaning in a workstation environment.
Likewise, some keys that apply in the workstation environment have no meaning in the mainframe environment. Because CA
Automation Point windows communicate with both the workstation operating system (through CA Automation Point function
windows) and the mainframe operating system (through terminal emulator windows), using the same physical keyboard, you
can customize a keyboard parameter file to define the keyboard operations that apply in each environment for your particular
site or use the CA Automation Point default keyboard parameter file. The enhanced 101-key keyboard is the default keyboard.

This section describes how you can customize keyboard parameter files:

 Keyboard Mapping File

CA Automation Point includes a default keyboard parameter file, key_101.key, for a standard workstation keyboard. You can
customize this file later, or use it as a model to create a new one.

Note:

Note: CA also provides keyboard parameter files for some international keyboards. The files reside in either the %AP_SITE%
\MyFiles directory or the installdir\Distrib directory and have a .key extension.

Looking at the Keyboard Parameter Files

The key_101.key file defines the Enhanced 101-key keyboard. Each line in the keyboard parameter file defines a single key.
This key definition consists of two required parameters and the MAP parameter, which is optional. The following list briefly
describes these parameters. See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide  for details about parameter syntax.

• KEY
Specifies the operation being defined (for example, A, PF1, QUIT)

• SCAN
Specifies the location of the key on the keyboard

• MAP
Specifies the types of windows in which this operation applies. By default, the operation applies to both function and
terminal emulator windows.

Use the key maps that follow as references for your keyboard. If you have customized one of the files, indicate any changes in
the margins.

• Alt+
Press the Alt key and the specified key at the same time.

• Ctrl+
Press the Ctrl key and the specified key at the same time.

• Keypad+
Use the keys on your workstation keypad.

• Shift+
Press a shift (left or right Shift or Caps Lock) key and the specified key at the same time.

• 101E+
Use the extra keys on the Enhanced 101-key keyboard.

Keys Mapped to Terminal Operations

The following table displays the keys mapped to terminal operations:

Operation What It Does Enhanced 101-keys Mapped to
Operation

0 to 9 Types the indicated number (from 0 to
9) on the host screen

0 to 9
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A to Z Types the indicated uppercase letter
(from A to Z) on the host screen

A to Z

a to z Types the indicated lowercase character
(from a to z) on the host screen

a to z

ATTN Issues an attention to the terminal Shift+Esc

BACK_QUOTE Types an accent grave (backward quote)
character on the host screen

`

BACK_SLASH Types a back slash (\) on the host screen \

BACK_SPACE For a terminal emulator window, moves
the cursor one space left

Back

BACK_TAB Moves the cursor backwards one
position

Shift+Tab

CLEAR Clears the current screen of text Keypad+Minus

COMMA Types a comma on the host screen ,

CURSOR_BLINK Turns blinking cursor on or off User-definable

CURSOR_SEL Changes the cursor from a block to an
underline character or, conversely, from
an underline character to a block

Scroll Lock

DEV_CNCL Issues a DEV_CNCL instruction User-definable

DOUBLE_QUOTE Types double quotation marks on the
host screen

"

DOWN Moves cursor down one line

DUP Issues a DUP instruction 101E+Shift+Insert

END Moves cursor to the bottom left corner
of the screen

End

ENTER Issues a carriage return Enter

EQUAL Types an equal sign on the host screen =

ERASE_EOF Erases all characters immediately
following the cursor on this screen field

101E+End

ERASE_INPUT Erases all unprotected fields on the host
screen

101E+Alt+End

FAST_LEFT Moves cursor two spaces to the left 101E+Alt+Left

FAST_RIGHT Moves cursor two spaces to the right 101E+Alt+Right

FIELD_EXIT Issues "Field Exit" to the iSeries console
(5250 only)

Alt+E

FM Issues a field mark instruction 101E+Shift+Home

HAT Types the not equal character (¬ on the
host screen

Note: Your workstation screen displays
the ^ character.

Shift+6

HOME Moves cursor to the first unprotected
field on the host screen

Home

IDENT Issues an IDENT instruction User-definable

INS Turns insert mode on Insert

LEFT Moves cursor left one character position
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LEFT_BRACKET Types the vertical bar character (|) on
the host screen

Note: Your workstation screen displays
the [ character.

[

LEFT_PAREN Types a left parenthesis on the host
screen

(

LINE_INS Issues a Line Insert instruction User-definable

LINE_DEL Issues a Line Delete instruction User-definable

MODE_SEL Switches between a hardware console
and software console session on an CA
Automation Point terminal emulator

User-definable

NEWLINE Line feed; moves cursor to the next line
(3270 only)

Ctrl+Enter

PA1 Invokes the command assigned to the
PA1 key

101E+Page Up

PA2 Invokes the command assigned to the
PA2 key

101E+Page Down

PA3 Invokes the command assigned to the
PA3 key

101E+Shift+Page Down

PF1 to PF9 Invokes the command assigned to the
indicated PF key

F1 to F9

PF10 Invokes the command assigned to the
PF10 key

F10

PF11 Invokes the command assigned to the
PF11 key

F11

PF12 Invokes the command assigned to the
PF12 key

F12

PF13 to PF24 Invokes the command assigned to the
indicated PF key

Shift+F1 to Shift+F12

PF26 to PF36 Invokes the command assigned to the
indicated PF key

User-definable

Pgdn Moves the cursor down one full page Page Down

PGDN Issues a Page Down to the iSeries cosole
(5250 only)

PgDn

PgUp Moves the cursor up one full page Page Up

PGUP Issues a Page Up to the iSeries cosole
(5250 only)

PgUp

POWER_RESET Sends a reset-terminal instruction to the
controller

Ctrl+Page Down

RESET Issues a RESET instruction Esc

RIGHT Moves cursor right one character
position

RIGHT_BRACKET Types a cent-sign character (¢) on the
host screen

Note: Your workstation screen displays
the ] character.

]

RIGHT_PAREN Types a right parenthesis on the host
screen

)
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SINGLE_QUOTE Types a single quotation mark character
(') on the host screen

'

SPACE Types a blank space on the host screen Space bar

SPLIT_BAR Types a splitbar character (|) on the host
screen

|

START Starts up a mainframe system connected
to the workstation through a terminal
emulator

User-definable

STOP Shuts down a mainframe system
connected to the workstation through a
terminal emulator

User-definable

SYS_REQ Issues a SYS_REQ instruction Alt+F1

TAB Moves cursor forward one tab position Tab

TEST Issues a TEST instruction Alt+F8

UNDER Types the underline character on the
host screen

_

UP Moves the cursor up one line

! Types an exclamation point on the host
screen

!

# Types a pound sign on the host screen #

$ Types a dollar sign on the host screen $

% Types a percent sign on the host screen %

& Types an ampersand on the host screen &

* Types an asterisk on the host screen *

+ Types a plus sign on the host screen +

- Types a minus sign on the host screen -

. Types a period on the host screen .

/ Types a slash on the host screen /

: Types a colon on the host screen :

; Types a semicolon on the host screen ;

? Types a question mark on the host
screen

?

@ Types an at sign on the host screen @

{ Types a left brace on the host screen {

} Types a right brace on the host screen }

| Types a vertical bar on the host screen |

~ Types a tilde on the host screen ~

3270_ASSIGN Issues an ASSIGN instruction User-definable

3270_CANCEL Issues a CANCEL instruction User-definable

3270_IRPT Issues an IRPT instruction User-definable

3270_ISTEP Issues an ISTEP instruction User-definable

3270_PLAY Issues a PLAY instruction User-definable

3270_RECORD Issues a RECORD instruction User-definable

3270_RESTART Issues a RESTART instruction User-definable
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3270_RULE Issues a RULE instruction User-definable

3270_SETUP Issues a SETUP instruction User-definable

3270_SVPCE Issues an SVPCE instruction User-definable

3270_SWAP Issues a SWAP instruction User-definable

3270_TOD Issues a TOD instruction User-definable

3270_1 to 3270_25 User-defined User-definable

6530_ROLL_UP Issues a Roll Up instruction (6530 only) User-definable

6530_SROLL-UP Issues a Shifted Roll Up instruction
(6530 only)

User-definable

6530_ROLL_DOWN Issues a Roll Down instruction (6530
only)

User-definable

6530_SROLL_DOWN Issues a Shifted Roll Down instruction
(6530 only)

User-definable

6530_NEXT_PAGE Issues a Next Page instruction (6530
only)

User-definable

6530_SNEXT_PAGE Issues a Shifted Next Page instruction
(6530 only)

User-definable

6530_PREV_PAGE Issues a Prev Page instruction (6530
only)

User-definable

6530_SPREV_PAGE Issues a Shifted Prev Page instruction
(6530 only)

User-definable

6530_RETURN Issues a Return instruction (6530 only) User-definable

6530_SRETURN Issues a Shifted Return instruction (6530
only)

User-definable

Key Operations Specific to CA Automation Point

The following key operations control functions specific to CA Automation Point only:

Operation What It Does Enhanced 101-keys Mapped to
Operation

CONNECT Issues a connect request for the session.

For more information, see the discussion
of SESSCNTL CONNECTION in the
Command and Keyword Reference
Guide.

 

CMD_HOST Lets you send console commands to
specific terminal emulator sessions.
(This operation does not work from a
REXX program.)

User-definable

DISCONNECT Issues a disconnect request for the
session.

For more information, see the discussion
of SESSCNTL CONNECTION in the
Command and Keyword Reference
Guide.

 

EXECUTE Executes a script from the current
session window. (This operation does
not work from a REXX program.)

User-definable
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FONT_LARGER Selects the next larger font in the current
window and increases the window size
proportionately

Ctrl+ 

FONT_SMALLER Selects the next smaller font in the
current window and decreases the
window size proportionately

Ctrl+ 

NEXT Switches to the next session controlled
by CA Automation Point. (This
operation does not work from a REXX
program; it only works in the red
command area.)

Alt+N

PAUSE Tells CA Automation Point to pause
automation by releasing control of
automated sessions. (This operation
does not work from a REXX program.)

User-definable

SCREEN_LAYOUTS Opens the Layouts dialog. For more
details, see the section Layouts

 

SCREEN_LOAD Loads the current active layout (if it
exists). For more information, see the
section Active Layout.

 

SCREEN_SAVE Saves the current layout under last
active layout (if it is set). For more
information, see the section Active
Layout.

 

QUIT Closes the specified window (but does
not halt automation of the session in that
window)

User-definable

WIN_NEXT Jumps to the next CA Automation Point
window

Alt+J

Key Operations for Asynchronous Console Sessions

The following table lists the key operations available for asynchronous sessions and the keystrokes mapped to those
operations.

Keys Operation What It Does

Ctrl+A SOH Sends an SOH character

Ctrl+B STX Sends an STX character

Ctrl+C ETX Sends an ETX character

Ctrl+D EOT Sends an EOT character

Ctrl+E ENQ Sends an ENQ character

Ctrl+F ACK Sends an ACK character

Ctrl+G BEL Sends a BEL character

Ctrl+K VT Sends a VT character

Ctrl+L FF Sends an FF character

Ctrl+N SO Sends an SO character

Ctrl+O SI Sends an SI character

Ctrl+P DLE Sends a DLE character

Ctrl+Q DC1 Sends a DC1 character

Ctrl+R DC2 Sends a DC2 character

Ctrl+S DC3 Sends a DC3 character
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Ctrl+T DC4 Sends a DC4 character

Ctrl+U NAK Sends a NAK character

Ctrl+V SYN Sends a SYN character

Ctrl+W ETB Sends an ETB character

Ctrl+X CAN Sends a CAN character

Ctrl+Y EM Sends an EM character

Ctrl+Z SUB Sends a SUB character

Ctrl+Shift+2 NULL Sends a NULL character

Ctrl+6 RS Sends an RS character

Ctrl+[ ESC Sends an ESC character

Ctrl+\ FS Sends an FS character

Ctrl+] GS Sends a GS character

Ctrl+ - US Sends a US character

User-definable BREAK Sends a break signal

 Customizing Your Keyboard File
If you want to customize a keyboard file by remapping some of the keys, you can use the keyboard
configuration program to automatically generate a keyboard parameter file based on your responses to
specific questions. You can also modify a keyboard parameter file using an editor.

If you want to customize a keyboard file by remapping some of the keys, you can use the CA Automation Point keyboard
configuration program to automatically generate a keyboard parameter file based on your responses to specific questions. You
can also modify a keyboard parameter file using an editor.

The keyboard configuration program and CA Automation Point cannot run at the same time. If you want to run the keyboard
configuration program, verify that CA Automation Point is not running. Likewise, if you want to run CA Automation Point,
verify that the keyboard configuration program is not running.

To specify a keyboard file for CA Automation Point to use, go into Configuration Manager, Expert Interface, Automation,
Automation Point Desktop Settings. Specify the keyboard file in the Mapping File field.

 Running the Keyboard Configuration Program

The CA Automation Point keyboard configuration program can help you customize the keyboard parameter file. If the
standard files do not exactly meet your needs, use the utility to redefine the appropriate keys.

To run the CA Automation Point keyboard configuration program

1. Start Configuration Manager.
2. Choose Expert Interface, Automation, Automation Point Desktop Settings.
3. Click Customize Keyboard. The Keyboard dialog displays.
4. In the Input Key File field, enter an existing keyboard file name or use the default. In the Output Key File, type the new file

name (with the extension .key) where your new definitions will be stored.
5. Click OK. The keyboard configuration program starts.
6. When prompted, press the key that you want to define. Do not press the Alt or Shift key.

The program determines the value associated with the location of the key and displays that number on the first line.
Both the current and default definitions for the key appear. For example, if you press the A key, the following output is
produced:

Scan: 30
Current key definitions:
   KEY=SOH,SCAN=30(ctrl),map=(automate)
   KEY=A,scan=30(upper),map=(terminal,automate)
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   KEY=a,SCAN=30(lower),map=(terminal,automate)
   KEY=ALT_A,SCAN=30(alt),map=(automate)
Default key definitions:
   KEY=SOH,SCAN=30(ctrl),map=(automate)
   KEY=A,SCAN=30(upper),map=(terminal,automate)
   KEY=a,SCAN=30(lower),map=(terminal,automate)
   KEY=ALT_A,SCAN=30(alt),map=(automate)

Current definitions are listed. Press key:
K to keep, A to add, D to delete, M to modify,
R to use defaults, Q to write file:

7. Select any of the options that the program presents next, such as:

Option Explanation

K Keep the current definition (if any).

A Add a definition.

D Delete all current definitions. The program asks you to
confirm your selection. Answer Y to delete all current
definitions.

M Delete one or more definitions. The program displays the
definitions one at a time and lets you keep or delete each
definition. To change an incorrect definition, delete it and
replace it with a correct one.

R Replace the current definitions with the default definitions.
Answer Y to replace the current definitions.

Q Exit the program.

After you select an option, answer any additional questions that the program asks.

• When you have defined all appropriate keys, exit the program by pressing a key and selecting Q for quit.

Example 1:

The following example shows how to create a key definition.

Suppose you want to associate an IRPT instruction for your mainframe session with keystrokes CTRL+ALT+2. According to
the previous key map table, the operation for an IRPT instruction is 3270_IRPT.

To create a key definition

1. Run the keyboard configuration program.
2. Press the key to which you want to assign the IRPT instruction (in this example, 2).
3. Type A to add a definition.
4. Type the operation for the instruction (in this example, the operation is 3270_IRPT).
5. Type the first keystroke (In this example, CTRL is the first shift operation).
6. Type the remaining keystrokes (In this example, ALT is the next shift operation).
7. Press Enter to indicate there are no more shift operations.
8. Enter your map request. See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for details on the MAP parameter.
9. When you are finished with the map prompt, press Enter.
10. To save your definition, type Y.

Example 2:

The following table displays more sample key definitions and how they work:

Key Definition How it works

KEY=a,SCAN=30(LOWER) Define key 30 as a lowercase a.

KEY=A,SCAN=30(UPPER) Define key 30, shifted, as an uppercase a.
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KEY=SINGLE_QUOTE,SCAN=40(SHIFT) Define key 40, shifted, as a single quotation mark.

KEY=PF1,SCAN=2(ALT),MAP=TERMINAL Define Alt+2 as PF1 on terminal emulator windows.

KEY=QUIT,SCAN=61 Define key 61 as the Quit key.

KEY=3270_IRPT,SCAN=2(CTRL,ALT),MAP=TERMINAL Define Ctrl+Alt+2 as a 3270_IRPT operation.

Defining Your Own Operations

If you are using a scan code file to define a nonstandard terminal keyboard (such as a processor console keyboard), the list of
valid operations provided in this appendix may not contain all of the operations you need. For that reason, CA Automation
Point provides 25 different operation names that you can map to operations of your choice. The user-definable operations are
valid only for terminal emulator keyboards identified in scan code files.

By default, operations 3270_1 to 3270_25 are dummy names for undefined operations.

To map actual operations to default dummy operation names

1. Use the utility program to map a dummy operation, such as 3270_2, to an available key on your keyboard.
Your keyboard parameter entry may look like this:

KEY=3270_2,SCAN=35(CTRL,ALT),MAP=TERMINAL

In the preceding example, SCAN=35 is the scan code for the H key.
2. Specify the dummy operation name (3270_2) and the scan code of the actual operation in the scan code file for the terminal

emulator to which this operation applies.
Your scan code entry might look like this:

3270_KEY=3270_2,3270_SCAN=(4f,0c,cf)

For more information, see Customizing Your Scan Code Files.

 Using Key Operations in Rules, REXX Programs, and Scripts

Note the following when using key operations in CA NSM rules, REXX programs, and scripts:

• The key operations for asynchronous sessions are defined with the MAP=AUTOMATE keyboard parameter statement.
• Key operations defined with the MAP=TERMINAL parameter are valid only for 3270 terminal emulator sessions.
• If you do not specify a MAP parameter statement, or if you specify MAP=(AUTOMATE,TERMINAL), the key operations

are valid for both asynchronous and 3270 sessions.

Example 1:

To invoke a key operation (such as QUIT or RESET) in a 3270 session from CA Automation Point rules, REXX programs or
scripts, use this syntax:

@"operation"

Example 2:
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Suppose that you want to send an end-of-text (ETX) character to an asynchronous session whenever CA Automation Point
receives a message reporting that the keyboard is locked. CA Automation Point maps the ETX operation to the Ctrl+C
keystroke sequence, so the following rule transmits an ETX operation to the session:

MSGID(KEYBOARD LOCKOUT), SESSCMD(@"ETX")

VT52, VT100, and VT320 Sessions

There are special considerations for VT52, VT100, and VT320 sessions. The Ctrl+H key maps to an operation named DELTA
(represented by the ASCII character D, which has a decimal value of 127), a nondestructive backspace. The syntax for sending
the non-destructive backspace from a REXX program is @"DELTA".

The Backspace key maps to the BACK_SPACE operation, a destructive  backspace. When specifying a destructive backspace
from a REXX program, you need to suppress the Enter key. The syntax is:

'SESSCMD /@"BACK_SPACE"@"SEND"/ SESSION(sessname)'

 Customizing Scan Code Files
This section describes how you can customize scan code files:

This section describes how you can customize scan code files:

 Understanding Scan Codes
To understand scan code files, you must first understand the keyboard parameter file. When you press
a key, you expect the operating system to perform some operation; for example, when you press the A
key, you want a lowercase a to appear on your screen. The keyboard parameter file maps a keystroke to a
particular operation. For a host session to recognize an operation, it is necessary to map the operation to
terminal-specific scan codes. You may need up to three scan codes to represent a 3270 key operation.

To understand scan code files, you must first understand the keyboard parameter file. When you press a key, you expect the
operating system to perform some operation; for example, when you press the A key, you want a lowercase a to appear on your
screen. The keyboard parameter file maps a keystroke to a particular operation. For a host session to recognize an operation, it
is necessary to map the operation to terminal-specific scan codes. You may need up to three scan codes to represent a 3270 key
operation.

If you configure CA Automation Point to emulate standard 3278 and 3279 terminals, CA Automation Point translates the
scan codes for you. If you configure CA Automation Point to emulate other types of terminals (such as a 3279-2C terminal),
you need to specify the appropriate scan code file. If CA Automation Point does not provide a specific scan code file for a
particular non-3278/non-3279 terminal, you must create one for it.

 Scan Code Parameter Summary
Each line in a scan code file defines a single operation. This operation definition consists of the following
two required parameters that identify the name of the operation that is being defined and the scan code for
that operation. See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for parameter syntax.

Each line in a scan code file defines a single operation. This operation definition consists of the following two required
parameters that identify the name of the operation that is being defined and the scan code for that operation. See the Command
and Keyword Reference Guide for parameter syntax.

• 3270_KEY
Specifies the operation being defined (for example, A, PF1, and so on)

• 3270_SCAN
Specifies the terminal-specific scan code for the operation

 Customizing Your Scan Code Files
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CA Automation Pointprovides sample scan code files in the Distrib directory. The sample files (with .cod file name
extensions) offer mappings for several types of terminals. Use your editor to modify these scan code files, if necessary, or to
create new ones.

Note:  User-created scan code files (with .cod as the file name extension) should be moved to the %AP_SITE%\MyFiles
directory.

Sample Operation Definitions

The following example shows some sample operation definitions for a 3270-type terminal:

Operation Definition What it Does

3270_KEY=a,3270_SCAN=60 Map a lowercase "a" to scan code 60.

3270_KEY=A,3270_SCAN=(4d,60,cd) Map an uppercase "A" to scan code 4d,60,cd.

3270_KEY=SINGLE_QUOTE,3270_SCAN=12 Map a single quotation mark to scan code 12.

3270_KEY=PF1,3270_SCAN=(4f,21,cf) Map PF1 to scan code 4f,21,cf.

3270_KEY=MODE_SEL,3270_SCAN=50 Map the MODE_SEL operation to scan code 50.

Identifying Terminal Emulators

When you define a session to CA Automation Point the Terminal window attribute identifies the type of terminal emulator that
you intend to use for the specified session. If you want to use the standard 3278 or 3279 terminal emulators, choose 3278 or
3279 from the list of terminals on the Automation Point Session Definition dialog.

Note:  Define the terminal type and other session characteristics before starting CA Automation Point.

 Associating a Scan Code File with a Session
To associate a scan code file with a session definition

To associate a scan code file with a session definition

1. Go into Configuration Manager and choose Expert Interface, Automation, Session Definition Sets. Choose the session for
which you want to assign a new scan code file.

2. On the Automation Point Session Definition dialog, click Customize Session Settings; then, on the dialog that displays,
click Advanced.
If the type of session you have chosen allows you to assign a scan code file, the Host Scan File field will be enabled on the
dialog.

3. Type the name or browse to choose a scan code file from the list of discovered scan code files.

 Customizing Script Files
This section describes how you can set up script files to automate certain tasks:

This section describes how you can set up script files to automate certain tasks:

 Understanding How Script Files Automate Tasks
uses files called scripts to automate these tasks:

CA Automation Point uses files called scripts to automate these tasks:

• Establishing or recovering communications with the system
• Configuring a console for CA Automation Point to operate
• Performing a complex series of actions, such as an IPL, at the operator's request

A script file contains the sequence of keystrokes that an operator normally enters to perform a console function. Without script
files, you would have to put each console in the mode appropriate for CA Automation Point before starting the product.

 Types of Scripts
uses the following types of scripts:

CA Automation Point uses the following types of scripts:

• Session state scripts
• Initialization scripts
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• Pause scripts
• Operator-initiated scripts

 Specifying Scripts to Use

You specify the file names of scripts you want CA Automation Point to use on the Scripts dialog in Configuration Manager.

To specify scripts you want CA Automation Point to use

1. Select Expert Interface, Automation, Scripts.
2. Choose a console type or state and associate it with the script you want, using the HTML help to guide you.

You can associate a console type with a script for a specific session when you create or modify a session definition.

Using Session State Scripts

A session state script configures a session so that CA Automation Point can control it. For example, for CA Automation Point
to work properly with an MCS console, the console must be in nondelete mode, must have no display area, and its messages
must have time stamps and job numbers. A session state script automatically issues the appropriate commands to put the MCS
console in non-delete mode.

CA Automation Point checks the screen continuously to make sure that the session has not changed states. For example,
suppose that console session S008 is currently in an MCS console and you defined this session to CA Automation Point, and
the ConsoleType/State list includes IPL, MCS, PAUSE, and INIT.

The session definition causes CA Automation Point to manage this session as an MCS console. If z/OS initializes and
session S008 receives the first IPL message, CA Automation Point determines that session S008 is now an IPL console and
immediately begins processing messages from the session using the rules file. When the IPL progresses to the point where the
session changes to an MCS console, CA Automation Point processes the script named MCS.scr. Next, it resumes processing
messages from session S008 using rules defined in the rules file.

Note this additional information about session state scripts:

• The VSE state script always executes when the host console changes to the VSE state from any other state.
• The MCS state script always executes when CA Automation Point determines that an MCS console is in any mode other

than non-delete mode.

Using Initialization Scripts

An initialization script recovers the console, if possible, when processing stops because CA Automation Point cannot
determine the console state. Initialization scripts are most useful for applications that a user ID or device can log on to, such as
a Remote Console/MVS VTAM console or a z/OS guest under VM.

Normally, a session defined as type MCS uses the initialization script file MCSINIT.scr (supplied with CA Automation Point)
to issue the PA2 key when the console is in the initialization state.

Using Pause Scripts

A pause script can restore the console for manual use. When an operator presses the PAUSE key, CA Automation Point
executes any pause scripts you have defined. For example, you could use a pause script to put an MCS console back into roll
delete mode to prevent console messages from backing up while CA Automation Point is not managing the session.

Using Operator-initiated Scripts

From a command area, you can select the Start REXX program or script option to start a script manually. CA Automation
Point asks for the name of the script file to execute. The specified script file executes in the session indicated by the command
area. You can use operator-initiated scripts to execute predefined functions on command.

 Creating a Script
A script consists of a series of statements with one script keyword statement per line.

A script consists of a series of statements with one script keyword statement per line.

CA Automation Point executes script statements line by line. Each time a script executes, CA Automation Point evaluates all
SEARCH statements in the order that they occur in the script.

 Script Keyword Summary
You can use the following keywords in a script:

You can use the following keywords in a script:
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• ENCRYPT
Specifies the beginning of a script section in which all KEY and XKEY statement values will contain encrypted text

• ENDENCRYPT 
Terminates the preceding ENCRYPT section.

• ENDSEARCH
Terminates the preceding SEARCH.

• ERROR Keyword
Specifies what happens if a search fails.

• .KEY Keyword v11.5
Sends a keystroke string to the target session.

• SEARCH Keyword
Searches the entire screen for a string of data.

• .WAIT Keyword v11.5
Causes the script to wait for the preceding keystroke string to be accepted by the system.

• .XKEY Keyword v11.5
Sends a single CA Automation Point operation instruction to a host session, regardless of whether the keyboard is locked.

 Specifying Keystrokes
To instruct a script to press specific keys for you, you can specify the following keystrokes in a KEY
keystroke string:

To instruct a script to press specific keys for you, you can specify the following keystrokes in a KEY keystroke string:

You can specify keystroke strings with or without quotes. For example, these keystroke strings are equivalent:

KEY=(K A,NONE@E)
KEY=('K A,NONE@E')

Key Abbreviations

A key abbreviation consists of the @ character followed by an alphabetic letter (uppercase or lowercase), a digit, or the
character itself. For example, the abbreviation for the Enter key is @E. The abbreviations are mnemonic; that is, they
correspond as much as possible to the actual name of the key. For example, @C is the abbreviation for the Clear key, @A is
the abbreviation for the Alt key, and so on. The following table provides a comprehensive list of valid key abbreviations.

Note:

: When you press a shift key (such as Alt) in combination with another key, the meaning of that key changes. For example, the
Alt+Clear keys constitute the Test key; to send the Test keystroke, type @A@C.

The following is a list of key abbreviations.

Abbrev. For Key Abbrev. For Key Abbrev. For Key

@u PageUp @PgUp    

@v PageDown @PgDn    

@A ALT @V Cursor Down @c PF12

@B Backtab @X Reserved @d PF13

@C CLEAR @Z Cursor Right @e PF14

@D Delete @@ @ character @f PF15

@E ENTER @0 Home @g PF16

@F Erase EOF @1 PF1 @h PF17

@H Help @2 PF2 @i PF18

@I Insert @3 PF3 @j PF19

@K Copy @4 PF4 @k PF20
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@L Cursor Left @5 PF5 @l PF21

@N New Line @6 PA6 @m PF22

@Q Finish (Quit) @7 PF7 @n PF23

@R Reset @8 PF8 @o PF24

@S Shift @9 PF9 @x PA1

@T Tab @a PF10 @y PA2

@U Cursor Up @b PF11 @z PA3

Operation Instructions

An operation instruction consists of the @ character followed by a keyboard operation name enclosed in quotation marks. For
example, @"MODE_SEL" is the instruction for the MODE SELECT key.

For a list of valid keyboard operation names, see Customizing Keyboard Parameter Files.

 How to Start a Script
You can start scripts from:

You can start scripts from:

• REXX programs
• CA Automation Point rules
• An CA Automation Point menu option
• The CA Automation Point command area

The following sections describe each method for starting scripts:

 Starting Scripts From REXX Programs
Start a script from a REXX program by specifying the SCRIPT command, as shown:

Start a script from a REXX program by specifying the SCRIPT command, as shown:

"SCRIPT scriptname SESSION(sessname)"

The following example invokes a script, called PAUSE.scr, that restores the MCS console for session S028 for manual use:

"SCRIPT PAUSE.SCR SESSION(S028)"

For details, see the description of the SCRIPT command in Command and Keyword Reference.

 Starting Scripts From Rules
Start a script from a rule by specifying the SCRIPT rule keyword, as shown:

Start a script from a rule by specifying the SCRIPT rule keyword, as shown:

SCRIPT(filename)
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or

SCRIPT((filename) SESSION(sessid))

The following example starts the MYSCRIPT script when message $HASP308 is issued:

MSGID ($HASP308), SCRIPT(MYSCRIPT.SCR)

For details, see the description of the SCRIPT keyword in Command and Keyword Reference.

 Starting Scripts From Menus
You can issue scripts by selecting a menu item from the menus. For more information about adding menu
items to existing menus, see Managing Sessions Using CA Automation Point Windows.

You can issue scripts by selecting a menu item from the menus. For more information about adding menu items to existing
menus, see Managing Sessions Using CA Automation Point Windows.

The following example shows sample menu control statements that you could add to your USER.MNU file to invoke the
SCRIPT command processor:

SUBMENU=UserApps,  NAME=(~UserApps, help_window),
  ITEM=('~My Script', XCCMD('SCRIPT MYSCRIPT.SCR SESSION(HELPDESK)'))

 Sample Script and Console Screen

The following session state script configures an MCS console session for use by CA Automation Point.

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* FILENAME: MCS.SCR                                                            *
*                                                                              *
* USE:      This script configures an MCS console for control by Automation    *
*           Point by issuing 'K' (control) commands.  To execute RULES         *
*           against MCS console messages, and to send those messages to the    *
*           Automation Window, Automation Point requires the console to be in  *
*           non-
delete mode, with time and job stamps.  Automation will not    *
*           commence until the console is in this mode.                        *
*                                                                              *
* UPDATED:  7-
JUL-94                                                           *
*                                                                              *
* NOTES:    One characteristic of MCS consoles is that if you enter an invalid *
*           or out-of-
sequence 'K' command, the console will not accept any    *
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*           new commands until you enter the command correctly or press the    *
*           PA2 key to reset.                                                  *
*                                                                              *
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
ERROR=IGNORE               * If search fails, proceed to next search

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* Put the console in non-delete mode, 20 lines/
segment, etc.                   *
*                                                                              *
* Note! The number of lines per segment will vary from console to console.     *
*       Make sure that that the number used below matches your console.        *
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*

SEARCH=(IEE151I)           * Delete request inconsistent
   KEY=(@y)
   WAIT=1

ENDSEARCH

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* The following message appears on the status line of a healthy pre MVS/
SP 4.1 *
* MCS console. If found, set the console characteristics for AP's use.         *
*                                                                              *
* IEE152I     ENTER     CANCEL     D C,K                                       *
* If we attempt to set it to roll more lines than it has, the status line is:  *
* IEE156I K INVALID OPERAND -20                                                *
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
SEARCH=(IEE152I)           * Look for 'IEE152I' - if found, reconfigure console
  KEY=(k s,del=n,seg=39,con=n,mform=(t,j)@E)
  WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
  SEARCH=(IEE156I)         * Look for 'IEE156I' - if found, try again
    KEY=(@y)               * (@y=PA2)
    WAIT=1                 * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
    KEY=(k s,del=n,seg=20,con=n,mform=(t,j)@E)
    WAIT=1                 * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
    SEARCH=(IEE156I)         * Look for 'IEE156I' - if found, try again
      KEY=(@y)               * (@y=PA2)
      WAIT=1                 * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
      KEY=(k s,del=n,seg=19,con=n,mform=(t,j)@E)
      WAIT=1                 * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
    ENDSEARCH                * End of commands to perform if 'IEE156I' is found
  ENDSEARCH                * End of commands to perform if 'IEE156I' is found
ENDSEARCH                  * End of commands to perform if 'IEE152I' is found
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*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* If the IEE152I is still there, we want to delete the display area, if one is *
* defined, because display areas cause problems for rules processing.          *
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
SEARCH=(IEE152I)           * Look for 'IEE152I' - if found, reconfigure console

  KEY=(k e,d@E)            * Clear the display area (@E=ENTER)
  WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* If the console didn't have a display area, the following error message       *
* will have been displayed in the console status line:                         *
*                                                                              *
* IEE151I DELETE REQUEST INCONSISTENT-
NO DISPLAY ON SCREEN   ENTER    CANCEL   *
*                                                                              *
* Just in case that happened, send a PA2 using the mnemonic '@y'               *
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*

  KEY=(@y)                 * (@y=PA2)
  WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
  KEY=(k a,none@E)         * Delete the area so we won't get more area displays
  WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted

  KEY=(axc here@E)         * Tell CA-OPS/
MVS that AP is active at this console
  WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted

ENDSEARCH                  * End of commands to perform if 'IEE152I' is found

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* The following message appears on the status line of a healthy MVS/
SP 4.1 or  *
* above (including all z/
OS versions) MCS console. If found, set the console *
* characteristics for AP's use.                                                *
*                                                                              *
* IEE612I CN=02       DEVNUM=60D  SYS=S032     CMDSYS=S032                     *
* If we attempt to set it to roll more lines than it has, the status line is:  *
* IEE156I K INVALID OPERAND -20                                                *
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
SEARCH=(IEE612I)           * Look for 'IEE612I' - if found, reconfigure console
  KEY=(k s,del=n,seg=39,con=n,mform=(t,j)@E)
  WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
  SEARCH=(IEE156I)         * Look for 'IEE156I' - if found, try again
    KEY=(@y)               * (@y=PA2)
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    WAIT=1                 * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
    KEY=(k s,del=n,seg=20,con=n,mform=(t,j)@E)
    WAIT=1                 * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
    SEARCH=(IEE156I)         * Look for 'IEE156I' - if found, try again
      KEY=(@y)               * (@y=PA2)
      WAIT=1                 * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
      KEY=(k s,del=n,seg=19,con=n,mform=(t,j)@E)
      WAIT=1                 * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
    ENDSEARCH                * End of commands to perform if 'IEE156I' is found
  ENDSEARCH                * End of commands to perform if 'IEE156I' is found
ENDSEARCH                  * End of commands to perform if 'IEE612I' is found

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* If the IEE612I is still there, we want to delete the display area, if one is *
* defined, because display areas cause problems for rules processing.          *
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
SEARCH=(IEE612I)           * Look for 'IEE612I' - if found, reconfigure console

  KEY=(k e,d@E)            * Clear the display area (@E=ENTER)
  WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted

*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* If the console didn't have a display area, the following error message       *
* will have been displayed in the console status line:                         *
*                                                                              *
* IEE151I DELETE REQUEST INCONSISTENT-
NO DISPLAY ON SCREEN   ENTER    CANCEL   *
*                                                                              *
* Just in case that happened, send a PA2 using the mnemonic '@y'               *
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*

  KEY=(@y)                 * (@y=PA2)
  WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
  SEARCH=(IEE612I)
    KEY=(k a,none@E)         * Delete the area so we won't get more area displays
    WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted

    SEARCH=(IEE612I)
     KEY=(axc here@E)         * Tell CA-OPS/
MVS that AP is active at this console
     WAIT=1                   * Wait 1 second for the command to be accepted
    ENDSEARCH
  ENDSEARCH
ENDSEARCH                  * End of commands to perform if 'IEE612I' is found
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*
* Search for error messages that the MCS console driver recognizes as          *
* bad modes and clear them.                                                    *
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*------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*

SEARCH=(IEE160I)           * UNVIEWABLE MESSAGE
   KEY=(k e,d)
   WAIT=1
ENDSEARCH

SEARCH=(IEE163I MODE= RD)
   KEY=(@y)
   WAIT=1
ENDSEARCH

SEARCH=(IEE163I MODE=)
   KEY=(@E)
   WAIT=1
ENDSEARCH

SEARCH=(IEE164I)
   KEY=(@y)
   WAIT=1
ENDSEARCH

MCS Console Screen After the Sample Script Executes

The following screen shows how an MCS console appears after the preceding sample script executes; the MCS.SCR script has
placed the console in non-delete mode and the display area (if one was defined) has been deleted. Note that the bottom of the
screen no longer displays message IEE163I indicating roll delete mode.

  *05.45.47 OX    *IEA994A ALL SYS1.DUMP DATA SETS ARE FULL AND NO SVC
  * DUMPS CAN BE TAKEN
  *06.00.20 OX S 877 *DPM436I - USER DATA SET FULL AND NOW CLOSED
 - 07.14.58 OX J 925  $HASP395 DSIMP11B ENDED
   07.14.58 OX  JES2  $HASP309    INIT  2 INACTIVE ******** C=GDCBA
   07.18.04 OX J 926  $HASP100 DSIMP11B ON INTRDR      DSI
 - 07.18.11 OX J 926  $HASP373 DSIMP11B STARTED - INIT  2 - CLASS G - SYS
 - IPOX
 - 07.18.57 OX J 922  $HASP395 DSIPE11R ENDED
   07.18.57 OX  JES2  $HASP000 OK
   07.18.57 OX  JES2  $HASP309    INIT  1 INACTIVE ******** C=ABCDG
   07.18.57 OX J 923  $HASP317 DSIMP11B 0004 DATA SETS CANCELLED
   07.18.57 OX J 923  $HASP250 DSIMP11B IS PURGED
   07.18.58 OX  JES2  $HASP000 OK
   07.18.59 OX J 925  $HASP317 DSIMP11B 0004 DATA SETS CANCELLED
   07.18.59 OX J 925  $HASP250 DSIMP11B IS PURGED
 - 07.20.11 OX J 926  IEF450I DSIMP11B SAS CUSTRPT - ABEND=S000 U0999 REASON
 -  00000000
 - 07.20.13 OX J 926  $HASP395 DSIMP11B ENDED
   07.20.13 OX  JES2  $HASP309    INIT  2 INACTIVE ******** C=GDCBA
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 IEE6121  CN=05       DEVNUM=B4C  SYS028       CMDSYS=S0

 Using the TPF - CA Automation Point REXX Interface
The TPFCON.REX application is a REXX-based interface for a TPF system to be automated by .
The interface processes all system-and user-initiated messages through the rules engine, allowing
normal automation tasks to be executed against those messages. Through the use of the Global Variable
Environment (GLV), the entire text of a TPF message regardless of length is available to the system to
manipulate and act on as required.

The TPFCON.REX application is a REXX-based interface for a TPF system to be automated by CA Automation Point.
The interface processes all system-and user-initiated messages through the CA Automation Point rules engine, allowing
normal automation tasks to be executed against those messages. Through the use of the CA Automation Point Global Variable
Environment (GLV), the entire text of a TPF message regardless of length is available to the system to manipulate and act on
as required.

While the interface is running, a log is generated that contains all information processed by the interface in the format seen by
the interface. The log is called TPFLOG.log. Each night at midnight this log is cut and renamed to TPFLOGtodaysdate.log,
and a new version of TPFLOG is started.

Related information:

 TPF Components
The following are components of the TPF REXX Interface:

The following are components of the TPF REXX Interface:

TPFCON.REX

TPFCON.REX is the main module that manages the interface. It processes all system- and user-initiated messages through the
CA Automation Point rules engine. This file resides in the installDir\Distrib directory.

TPFREAD.REX

TPFREAD.REX is the REXX program that parses the TPF message into a REXX stem variable called TPFWD. This variable
gives you access to every word in a message to act on. This file resides in the installDir\Distrib directory.

axcrules.rul

The file axcrules.rul contains sample rules to run against the TPF session. This file resides in the installDir\Distrib directory.

 

 

 Setup Requirements
This section describes setup requirements for the TPF - REXX Interface.

This section describes setup requirements for the TPF - CA Automation Point REXX Interface.

On the TPF System

For the interface to work correctly, you must ensure that the following three requirements are met on the TPF system:

• The TPF system console must be running in 3270 mode.
• The TPF administrator must configure the system to add a plus character (+) to the end of system messages, and also

make sure that all user programs end their messages with this character. This is necessary because the TPFCON interface
determines that it has reached the end of a message when it finds a plus character (+).

• CA Automation Point must have control of the console. Specifically, CA Automation Point must control when a MORE…
state is cleared. If something other than CA Automation Point clears a MORE…, CA Automation Point loses its place and
messages can potentially be lost or incomplete. To ensure that only CA Automation Point clears a MORE.., the clear action
capability must be removed from the Enter key. Then, when an operator types a command and presses Enter, the command
is placed on the stack to be executed, but it will not clear any MORE… state existing at the point where the command is
entered.
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On the CA Automation Point Machine

For the TPF REXX program to work with CA Automation Point, you must create a TPF session using Configuration Manager.

To do create a TPF

1. From Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Session Definition Sets.
2. In the Session Definition Sets dialog, add a new session.
3. Choose a console type of TPF3270 in the session definition
4. Choose the appropriate terminal.
5. Customize your session settings in the 3270 Session Settings dialog.
6. Either copy sample rules for a TPF session into your active rules file (default is AXCRULES.RUL), or add custom rules to

the active rules file using the rules in axcrules.rul as a guide.

When CA Automation Point starts up, the TPFCON.REX application controls a TPF session on the desktop.

 Message Processing
TPF messages can be very long, and a limit exists for the length of a message that that is processed
by rules. For this reason, the interface creates a non-volatile GLV that holds messages that are greater
than two lines. Two-line messages are handled in the normal fashion, without a GLV being created. To
ensure that the GLV variable names are unique, the interface adds a word in the second word place in the
message. The format of the added word is simply the MSGID followed immediately by a timestamp. For
example:

TPF messages can be very long, and a limit exists for the length of a message that that is processed by rules. For this reason,
the interface creates a non-volatile GLV that holds messages that are greater than two lines. Two-line messages are handled
in the normal fashion, without a GLV being created. To ensure that the GLV variable names are unique, the interface adds a
word in the second word place in the message. The format of the added word is simply the MSGID followed immediately by a
timestamp. For example:

Original message:

DSYS0001I 09.44.59 THE SYSTEM IS IN NORM STATE

New message:

DSYS0001I DSYS0001I094459123 09.44.59 THE SYSTEM IS IN NORM STATE

TPFREAD.REX is written to accept the new WORD2 and the entire message as its two arguments. TPFREAD looks to see if
a GLV exists, matching WORD2. If so, it retrieves the value of the GLV and parses it into the stem variable called TPFWD.
If not, it uses the message passed as the second argument and parses it into the stem variable. The parsing process removes
WORD2, thereby converting the message to its original format.

You can then use the REXX parsed words and pass them to another REXX program, or take action on it in TPFREAD.

 

 TN3270 and TN5250 Considerations
This section includes information about the following topics:

This section includes information about the following topics:
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 The TN3270E Status Line
The Status Line (or OIA - Operator Information Area) is the line at the bottom of a TN3270 session
where status information about the session displays.

The Status Line (or OIA - Operator Information Area) is the line at the bottom of a TN3270 session where status information
about the session displays.

The meaning of each field on the TN3270E Status line (OIA) is as follows:

Column 1-3: Connection status indicator:

4B A TN3270E connection has been established.

NVT NVT-mode connection has been established. This generally
occurs while the session is first initialized.

N The session is not connected.

Columns 10-17: System status indicator:

X SYSTEM Input from the session is inhibited (for example., the host
system is busy)

X ?+ Input from the session is inhibited (for example, the keyboard
is locked)

XPROG505 The session is not connected.

XPROG572 A TN3270 command (SBA, RA, or EUA) contains a screen
address pointing outside of the current screen.

Columns 37-39: Security indicator.

SSL The session has been configured with SSL enabled.

<blank> The session has not been configured or configured without
SSL enabled.

Columns 42-53: Terminal type indicator.

Columns 56-71: LU/Device name. This can be either the LU/device name assigned by the TN3270E server for this session
during protocol negotiation, or the LU/Device Name specified in the session definition using Configuration Manager.

Columns 74-79: Cursor position indicator.

rr/ccc Row (rr) and column (ccc) number of current cursor position.

Note: On a model 5-type session, the cursor position
indicator starts at column 125.

 The TN5250 Status Line
The Status Line (or OIA - Operator Information Area) is the line at the bottom of a TN5250 session
where status information about the session displays.

The Status Line (or OIA - Operator Information Area) is the line at the bottom of a TN5250 session where status information
about the session displays.

The meaning of each field on the TN5250 Status line (OIA) is as follows:

Column 1-3: Connection status indicator:

4B A TN5250 connection has been established.

NVT NVT-mode connection has been established. This generally
occurs while the session is first initialized.

N The session is not connected.

Column 7: Insert Mode indicator:
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^ Insert Mode is active.

Columns 10-17: System status indicator:

X SYSTEM Input from the session is inhibited (for example., the host
system is busy)

X ?+ Input from the session is inhibited (for example, the keyboard
is locked)

XPROG505 The session is not connected.

Columns 23-24: Message Waiting indicator

MW System host turned on Message Waiting

Columns 26-28: Security indicator.

SSL The session has been configured with SSL enabled.

<blank> The session has not been configured or configured without
SSL enabled.

Columns 41-52: Terminal type indicator.

Columns 55-70: Device name. This can be either the Device name assigned by the TN5250 server for this session during
protocol negotiation, or the Device Name specified in the session definition using Configuration Manager.

Columns 73-78: Cursor position indicator.

rr/ccc Row (rr) and column (ccc) number of current cursor position.

 Support for TN5250 Auto Sign-On
IBM i5 (iSeries) Operating System's support a feature called "Auto Sign-On". The purpose of this feature
is to allow a login to bypass the I5/OS initial sign-on screen. Also, several additional startup options
(library name, menu name and initial program) and be specified that will run at sign-on time and take the
screen directly to the given menu or run the given program.

IBM i5 (iSeries) Operating System's support a feature called "Auto Sign-On". The purpose of this feature is to allow a login to
bypass the I5/OS initial sign-on screen. Also, several additional startup options (library name, menu name and initial program)
and be specified that will run at sign-on time and take the screen directly to the given menu or run the given program.

In order to enable auto sign-on, check the Enable Auto Sign-on checkbox on the 5250 Session Settings dialog and specify at
least a user ID and password.

Note:

: The user ID and password values specified on this dialgog are re-loaded from configuration every time CA Automation
Point tries to connect to the session. In other words, changes made to these fields are applied immediately and do not require a
restart of the Automation Point Desktop.

Auto Sign-on supports three different password encryption techniques:

• Plaintext
Indicates that the password is sent in clear text (i.e., not encrypted) to the i5/OS host.

• Standard
Indicates that the password will be encrypted using the DES* encryption technique before it is sent to the i5/OS host.

• Elevated
Indicates that the password will be encrypted using the SHA encryption technique before it is sent to the i5/OS host.

Note:

: For a detailed description of these encryption algorithms, see section 5 of IBM document RFC 4777.

You decide how to encrypt the password by first determining how the i5/OS host has Password Level configured.

Note:
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: To understand how Password Level effects your decision about which encryption to use for Auto Sign-on, see IBM's
documentation on Password Level and QPWDLVL.

To query the current host value for QPWDLVL, issue the following i5/OS command:

WRKSYSVAL QPWDLVL

Possible returned values are:

• QPWDLVL 0 or 1
Password length is restricted to 10 characters. CA Automation Point can use Plaintext or Standard encryption. Elevated
encryption does not work with this host.

• QPWDLVL 2 or 3
Password length can be up to 128 characters and are case sensitive. CA Automation Point can use Plaintext or Elevated
encryption. Standard encryption does not work with this host.

 Recording a TN3270 or TN5250 Session
Input/output data stream associated with TN3270 or TN5250 sessions can be recorded into a log file. This
will help CA Technical Support diagnose customer problems, providing the ability to "see" the console
just as it appeared at the customer site. At CA Technical Support's direction, you may be asked to enable
recording of a TN3270 or TN5250 session.

Input/output data stream associated with TN3270 or TN5250 sessions can be recorded into a log file. This will help CA
Technical Support diagnose customer problems, providing the ability to "see" the console just as it appeared at the customer
site. At CA Technical Support's direction, you may be asked to enable recording of a TN3270 or TN5250 session.

To enable recording of a TN3270 or TN5250 session

1. Create or modify the OICTNET.INI configuration file as follows:

[Log]sessname_EventLog=1sessname_File=record.log

• sessname
Specifies the name of the session you wish to record

There is a sample OICTNET.INI provided in the %AP_HOME%\Sample\config folder.
2. Save the OICTNET.INI file in the %AP_SITE%\Config folder.
3. Restart CA Automation Point and run session sessname as usual.

All TN3270 communication traffic to the specified session will be recorded in a file named record.log in the %AP_DATA%
\Logs directory.

5 Command and Keyword Reference

This content in this section describes the syntax for the various keywords, parameters, and command
processors. The following topics are covered:

This content in this section describes the syntax for the various CA Automation Point keywords, parameters, and command
processors. The following topics are covered:
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 Command and Keyword Reference Content Changes
# Updated .# Added NMMAILSMS Parameter Descriptions.# Added .# Updated .# Updated .#
Updated .# Updated .# Added CONFIG Command.# Updated .# Updated .# Updated and the SESSCNTL
Command for the Automation Tasks.# Updated SESSCONFIG Command.# Updated .# Updated .

# Updated Methods Called by NMFIND.
# Added NMMAILSMS Parameter Descriptions.
# Added NMMAILSMS Method.
# Updated PPQWRITE Keyword.
# Updated NMDBMERGE Command.
# Updated NMEXPORT Command.
# Updated NMIMPORT Command.
# Added CONFIG Command.
# Updated Commands for Utilities.
# Updated Return Codes from Command Processors.
# Updated MSG Command and the SESSCNTL Command for the Automation Tasks.
# Updated SESSCONFIG Command.
# Updated OSCMD Keyword.
# Updated SESSCMD Keyword.

 Notation Conventions
The following legend helps you read the syntax diagrams provided for each statement and command:

The following legend helps you read the syntax diagrams provided for each statement and command:

• MIXed Case
Identifies abbreviations. The uppercase letters are the minimum abbreviation; lowercase letters are optional.

• lowercase italics
Identifies a value that you must supply.

• [ ] Brackets
Identifies optional operands.

• {     } Braces
Indicate a list of mutually exclusive (meaning you must specify only one) keywords separated by a vertical bar or bars {|},
for example, {A|B}. 
Mutually exclusive parameter values contained within parenthesis do not use baces, for example, (B|C).

• Underlined Text
Indicates the default value.

Note:

: Positional parameters, keywords, and operands are indicated by indented text in the syntax diagrams.

 

 

 CA Automation Point Parameters
This section contains information about the following topics:

This section contains information about the following topics:

 Keyboard Parameter Summary
Keyboard parameters define keystrokes in the keyboard parameter file. The following table lists the
parameters you need to define when specifying your keyboard parameter file.

Keyboard parameters define keystrokes in the keyboard parameter file. The following table lists the CA Automation Point
parameters you need to define when specifying your keyboard parameter file.

• KEY
Identifies the name of the operation.
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• SCAN
Indicates the electronic location of the key.

• MAP
Specifies the type of window on which this operation applies.

Keyboard Parameter Syntax

You can enter keyboard parameters in any case:

• Start each key definition in column 1.
• Separate the parameters by placing a comma between them.
• Begin a comment line with an asterisk (*).
• When specifying a comment on the same line as a statement, leave two or more blanks between the last parameter and the

start of the comment.
• Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.

Related information:

 KEY Parameter
The KEY parameter identifies the name of the operation.

The KEY parameter identifies the name of the operation.

This parameter has the following format:

KEY=operation

• operation
Specifies the operation or key label.

Examples:

KEY=PF9
KEY=3270_1
KEY=A
KEY=a

 MAP Parameter
The MAP parameter specifies the type of window on which this operation applies.

The MAP parameter specifies the type of window on which this operation applies.

This parameter has the following format:

MAP=sessiontype

• sessiontype
Valid values are:

• AUTOMATE
Specifies that the key applies only in asynchronous session windows, CA Automation Point function windows, and CA
Automation Point menus and dialogs.

• TERMINAL
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Specifies that the key applies only in CA Automation Point 3270 or 5250 terminal emulator session windows.
• (AUTOMATE, TERMINAL)

Specifies that the key applies in both types of session windows.

Default: (AUTOMATE,TERMINAL)

 SCAN Parameter
The SCAN parameter indicates the electronic location of the key.

The SCAN parameter indicates the electronic location of the key.

This parameter has the following format:

SCAN=number [(shifts)]

• number
Specifies the sequence number associated with a given key. This number changes depending on the physical layout of the
keyboard (for example, 83-key keyboard, 101-key keyboard). If you do not use the utility program, look up this location in
the reference manual for your keyboard.

• shifts
(Optional) Indicates any shift states that must also be true for this operation. Possible shifts values are as follows:

• RIGHT_SHIFT
Press the Shift key located on the right-hand side of the keyboard.

• LEFT_SHIFT
Press the Shift key located on the left-hand side of the keyboard.

• SHIFT
Press either the left or right Shift key.

• LOWER
Indicates a lowercase letter (a through z).

• CAPS_LOCK
Press the Caps Lock key. You must press the Caps Lock key twice-once for the operation and once to unlock the CAPS
LOCK.

• UPPER
Press the right Shift key, the left Shift key, or the Caps Lock key. You must press the Caps Lock key twice-once for the
operation and once to unlock the CAPS LOCK.

• SCROLL_LOCK
Press the Scroll Lock key. You must press the Scroll Lock key twice-once for the operation and once to unlock the
SCROLL LOCK.

• NUM_LOCK
Press the Num Lock key. You must press the Num Lock key twice-once for the operation and once to unlock the NUM
LOCK.

• CTRL
Press the control (Ctrl) key.

• ALT
Press the alternate (Alt) key.

• ANY
Indicates that whatever shift state is true, the operation is always mapped to the indicated key.

Examples:

SCAN=30(LOWER)
SCAN=30(UPPER)
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 Scan Code Parameters
Scan code parameters define operations in scan code files. For details about customizing these types of
files, see Customizing CA Automation Point Special Files.

Scan code parameters define operations in scan code files. For details about customizing these types of files, see Customizing
CA Automation Point Special Files.

The following are the CA Automation Point parameters you need to define when specifying your scan code parameter file.

• 3270_KEY
Specifies the operation that is being defined (for example, A, PF1, and so on).

• 3270_SCAN
Specifies the terminal-specific scan code for the operation.

When defining operations in a scan code file, follow these rules:

• You can enter scan code parameters in uppercase or lowercase.
• Start each definition in column 1.
• Separate the parameters by placing a comma between them.
• Begin a comment line with an asterisk character (*).
• Leave two or more blanks between the last parameter and the start of the comment when specifying a comment on the same

line as a statement.

Related information:

 3270_KEY Parameter
The 3270_KEY parameter specifies the operation that is being defined (for example, A, PF1, and so on).

The 3270_KEY parameter specifies the operation that is being defined (for example, A, PF1, and so on).

This parameter has the following format:

3270_KEY=operation

• operationSpecifies the name of the operation (similar to a command name).

Examples:

3270_KEY=PF9
3270_KEY=A
3270_KEY=a

 3270_SCAN Parameter
The 3270_SCAN parameter specifies the terminal-specific scan code for the operation.

The 3270_SCAN parameter specifies the terminal-specific scan code for the operation.

This parameter has the following format:

3270_SCAN=scancode
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• scancode
Specifies the terminal-specific scan code of the operation.

Examples:

3270_SCAN=(4d,12,cd)
3270_SCAN=4b

 CA Automation Point Keywords
This section describes the keywords that you use to create rules and for use in scripts:

This section describes the keywords that you use to create rules and for use in scripts:

For details about the CA Automation Point rules language, see Writing Rules.

 Rules Keyword Summary
Rules keywords are used in writing rules. The section summarizes the following rules keywords:

Rules keywords are used in writing CA Automation Point rules. The section summarizes the following rules keywords:

Keywords for Defining Automation Criteria

Use the following keywords to define automation criteria.

• CMDIN
Defines the beginning of a command rule (which activates when the specified command is issued).

• EVERY
Specifies how often you want an action to be taken.

• LIMIT
Specifies how many times a CA Automation Point rule can execute in a given minute.

• MATCHLIM
Limits the number of times that an action specified by a rule takes effect.

• MSGID
Defines the beginning of a message rule (which activates when a message having the specified ID appears).

• TIME
Defines the start of a time rule (which activates at a certain time or after a specified time period has passed).

• WHEN
Defines additional conditions that must be true for a rule to activate.

Keywords for Responding to System Events

Use the following keywords to respond to system events.

• DOSCMD
Issues an operating system command or executes a command file.

• OSCMD
Issues an operating system command to a console.

• PPQWRITE
Writes an item to a PPQ.

• REPLY
Specifies the reply to a WTOR message.

• REXX
Invokes a REXX program.

• SCRIPT
Starts a CA Automation Point script.

• SESSCMD
Sends a keystroke string to a session.

• SESSION
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Restricts the processing of MSGID rules to a given session.
• SET

Creates, deletes, modifies, or assigns a value to a status variable.
• XCCMD

Invokes a CA Automation Point command processor from a rule.

Keywords for Controlling the Display

Use the following keywords to control the display.

• COLOR
Specifies the color in which you want a message to appear.

• DISPLAY
Displays a previously suppressed message in the Normal, Action, or Merged Msg window.

• DOM
Deletes an action message from the Action Message Recall window and from the action message area of the Merged Msg
window.

• HILIGHT
Displays a message in the Action Message Recall window and in the action message area of the Merged Msg window.

• LOWLIGHT
Displays a message in the Normal Message Recall window and in the main messages area of the Merged Msg window.

• PREFIX
Specifies the prefix of the messages that appear on Automation Point Message Recall and Merged Msg windows.

• REWORD
Alters the text of a message.

• SUPPRESS
Prevents a message from being displayed in Automation Point Message Recall and Merged Msg windows.

• WTO
Issues a message to the Merged Msg window and either the Action Message Recall window or the Normal Message Recall
window.

• WTXC
Issues a write-to-operator message and sends it to the CA Automation Point Msg window.

Keywords for Logging Messages

Use the following keywords to log messages.

• LOG
Sends a message to the host message log file or the CA Automation Point message log file.

• NOLOG
Prevents a message from being sent to the host message log file.

• NOPRINT
Prevents a message from being printed on the hardcopy log.

• PRINT
Prints a message on the hardcopy log.

Keywords for Controlling Commands

Use the following keyword to control commands:

• CMDIN
Defines the start of a command rule.

Keywords for CA NSM Event Traffic Controller

Use the following keywords for CA NSM Event Traffic Controller.

• NOUNIFWD
Tells CA Automation Point notto forward a message that is processed by rules to CA NSM.

• SNMPTRAP
Sends an SNMP trap to the specified host.

• UNICMD
Tells CA NSM Event Manager, which resides on the specified host, to execute the supplied command.

• UNIFWD
Tells CA Automation Point to forward a message that is processed by rules to all recorded CA NSM hosts.

• UNIWTO
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Sends the supplied message to CA NSM Event Manager on the specified host.

Keywords for Interfacing with Third-party Applications

Use the following keyword for Third-party Applications.

• EXPORTMSG
Tells CA Automation Point to send the message to an ApExportMsg function created by the user, which then forwards
messages to a third-party software application.

 Rules Keyword Syntax
When writing rules, follow these guidelines:

When writing CA Automation Point rules, follow these guidelines:

• Begin each rule with the MSGID keyword or the TIME keyword; follow it with other appropriate keywords.
• Use positions 1 through 255 of each line.
• Do not split a keyword phrase across lines.
• Separate rules keywords within a line by using a comma, one or more blanks, or both.
• Write a comment line by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1.
• Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.

 Keywords for Defining Automation Criteria
The following sections describe the keywords used to define automation criteria:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point keywords used to define automation criteria:

 EVERY Keyword
The EVERY keyword controls how often a rule executes again after it has executed the first time.

The EVERY keyword controls how often a rule executes again after it has executed the first time.

This keyword has the following format:

EVERY(n interval)

• n
Indicates how often or at what time interval you want the action to be taken. You can specify any positive integer, but the
value you specify cannot be a status variable.

• interval
Specifies the unit of time for the interval. This value can be any of the following:

• SECOND(S)
Tells CA Automation Point to take the action every n seconds.

• MINUTE(S)
Tells CA Automation Point to take the action every n minutes.

• HOUR(S)
Tells CA Automation Point to take the action every n hours. In this case, the n value can be any number from 0 through
23.

Example:

Suppose that the following message, which shows the current spool usage, appears more frequently than necessary:

$HASP093 xx% SPOOL UTILIZATION
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The following rules cause this message to appear at intervals at least ten minutes apart:

MSGID($HASP093), SUPPRESS
MSGID($HASP093), EVERY(10 MINUTES), DISPLAY

 LIMIT Keyword
The LIMIT keyword specifies the number of times a rule can execute within a given minute. If one of
your rules contains an error causing to get caught in an endless loop, the limit prevents from executing the
same rule repeatedly.

The LIMIT keyword specifies the number of times a rule can execute within a given minute. If one of your rules contains an
error causing CA Automation Point to get caught in an endless loop, the limit prevents CA Automation Point from executing
the same rule repeatedly.

This keyword has the following format:

LIMIT(integer)

• integer
Specifies the number of times a rule is to execute in a given minute. You can specify any value between 1 and 32767. You
cannot specify a status variable as the operand.

Usage Notes:

• If you do not specify the LIMIT keyword, CA Automation Point uses a default limit of 25 for rules that contain any of the
following keywords:

• DOSCMD
Issues an operating system command or executes a command file.

• OSCMD
Issues native operating system commands to a session. Operating system commands include z/OS, JES3, VSE, z/VM,
and i5/OS (iSeries).

• REPLY
Replies to a WTOR message.

• REXX
Invokes a REXX procedure.

• SCRIPT
Invokes CA Automation Point script files.

• SESSCMD
Sends a keystroke string to a session.

• WTXC
Issues write-to-operator messages to the AP Messages window.

• XCCMD
Invokes CA Automation Point command processors.

Example:

Suppose that you want a script called LOGONRCS to execute no more than twice within one minute when the IEF244I
message is issued. You could write a rule like this one:

MSGID(IEF244I), SCRIPT(LOGONRCS.SCR), LIMIT(2)
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 MATCHLIM Keyword
The MATCHLIM keyword specifies the maximum number of times a message can be seen by rules.
After receives the MATCHLIM number of messages matching the MSGID criteria for this rule, no longer
executes this rule.

The MATCHLIM keyword specifies the maximum number of times a message can be seen by rules. After CA Automation
Point receives the MATCHLIM number of messages matching the MSGID criteria for this rule, CA Automation Point no
longer executes this rule.

This keyword has the following format:

MATCHLIM(integer)

• integer
Specifies the maximum number of times a message can be seen by rules. This can be any value from 1 to 32767. However,
you cannot specify a status variable as the value for the MATCHLIM keyword.

Example:

Suppose that when you first start CA Automation Point you want to set a status variable (called &START_TIMESTAMP) that
contains the startup date and time. The following rule executes once when CA Automation Point processes its first message:

MSGID(*), MATCHLIM(1), SET(&START_TIMESTAMP=&DATE:&TIME)

 MSGID Keyword
The MSGID keyword defines the start of a message rule.

The MSGID keyword defines the start of a message rule.

This keyword has the following format:

MSGID(characters)

• characters
Identifies a message that you want CA Automation Point to process. You can specify multiple messages by specifying the
portion of the message ID that indicates a specific group of messages.

Usage Note:

CA Automation Point processes MSGID rule clauses in the following order:

MSGID(), MSGID(string), MSGID(*)

Examples:

• In the following example, z/OS issues message IRA201I when there is a critical shortage of auxiliary storage. The
following rule highlights message IRA201I:
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MSGID(IRA201I), HILIGHT

• In the following example, CA Automation Point issues the following message when it cannot send keystrokes to a given
session because of a workstation problem or host failure:

AXC0901E  Continued sendkey failures to session S008

The following rule dispatches a REXX procedure called CHKSESS to determine whether a workstation problem or a host
problem generated message AXC0901E:

MSGID(AXC901E), EVERY(5 MINUTES),
  REXX(CHKSESS SESSION(&WORD7))

• In this example, OpenVMS issues this message when a VAX printer goes offline:

%%%%%%%%%% OPCOM   8-APR-1994 06:10:19.32 %%%%%%%%%%
DEVICE $1$LPA0: (VAXD) IS OFFLINE

The following rule sounds an audible alarm when this message contains the text LP and OFFLINE:

MSGID(DEVICE),
  WHEN(&WORD2(4:5) EQ 'LP' AND &WORD5 EQ OFFLINE),
    ALARM(3)

Note:

The rule shows DEVICE as the MSGID. When you write messages for OpenVMS sessions, the MSGID begins after the
OPCOM header. In this example, MSGID rule clauses are case-sensitive. For the message Please mount tape 1233, use the
following:

MSGID(Please)

For the message PLEASE MOUNT TAPE 1233, use the following:

MSGID(PLEASE)
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 TIME Keyword
The TIME keyword specifies the time when a rule can execute. The time you specify cannot be a status
variable value.

The TIME keyword specifies the time when a rule can execute. The time you specify cannot be a status variable value.

This keyword has the following format:

TIME(hh:mm)

• hh:mm
Specifies the time when a rule is to execute in hours (hh) and minutes (mm) on a 24-hour clock.

Example:

If your site routinely IPLs the mainframe at 7:00 p.m., write the following time rule to notify TSO users ten minutes before the
IPL occurs:

TIME(18:50),
OSCMD(('SEND "WARNING; IPL IN 10 MINUTES" '),SESSION(SYS_A))

 WHEN Keyword
The WHEN keyword specifies additional conditions that must be true in order for a rule to take effect.

The WHEN keyword specifies additional conditions that must be true in order for a rule to take effect.

This keyword has the following format:

WHEN(expression)

• expression
This option has the following format:

[operand relational_operator operand] [Boolean_operator operand   relational_operator operand]

• operand
Can be a character string, an environmental variable, or both.

• relational_operator
Can be any of the following character strings:
EQ--Equal
NE--Not equal
GT--Greater than
GE--Greater than or equal
LT--Less than
LE--Less than or equal
IN--Contains a character string
NOTIN--Does not contain a character string

• Boolean_operator
Can be one of the following:
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• AND
• OR

You can join logical expressions together using the Boolean operators (AND and OR) and nested parentheses. Unquoted
blanks that immediately precede or follow operators are not considered text.

Usage Notes:

• CA Automation Point converts all strings without quotation marks in a WHEN clause to uppercase. Case is preserved for
all strings with quotation marks. There is no difference between the following two examples:

WHEN(&WORD3 EQ hello)
WHEN(&WORD3 EQ HELLO)

• To match lowercase or mixed case strings, use strings with quotation marks.
The following example only matches the lowercase word:

WHEN(&WORD3 EQ 'hello')

Example:

The following message indicates that OS39OSTC has terminated abnormally:

IEF4501I OS39OSTC--ABEND=S0C4 U0000 REASON=00000000

The following rule checks the second word and the last two characters of the fifth word in the message before alerting the
operator:

MSGID(IEF4501I)
  WHEN(&WORD2 EQ OS39OSTC AND &WORD5(9:10) NE 22),
  COLOR(BRIGHT RED), ALARM(19)

The rule determines whether OS39OSTC has terminated if the second word (&WORD2) of the message is OS39OSTC and the
last two digits of the fifth word (&WORD5) are not 22. When these conditions exist, the rule alerts the operator to the problem.

 Keywords for Responding to System Events
The following sections describe the keywords used to respond to system events:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point keywords used to respond to system events:

 DOSCMD Keyword
The DOSCMD keyword allows you to issue a workstation operating system command or to execute a
command file.

The DOSCMD keyword allows you to issue a workstation operating system command or to execute a command file.
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This keyword has the following format:

DOSCMD(cmdtext)

• cmdtext
Specifies the text of the operating system command or the name of the command file.

Usage Notes:

• When issuing a command with the DOSCMD keyword, make sure that the command is valid for the operating system
targeted to receive it. The DOSCMD keyword passes the command to the current operating system without checking to see
if the command works in that environment.

• Make sure that the command or command file can execute completely without input, keystrokes, or other help from an
operator.

• CA Automation Point does not directlycapture output from the DOSCMD keyword. If you use DOSCMD to issue
operating system commands and want to view the output of those commands, redirect the output to disk files.

Example:

Suppose that CA OPS/MVS sends the following message to request CA Automation Point to check the local area network
(LAN) for activity:

AXC000I CHECK LAN, PLEASE

The following rule invokes a batch file that checks the LAN and sends the result back to CA OPS/MVS:

MSGID(AXC000I CHECK LAN), DOSCMD(CHECKLAN)

 OSCMD Keyword
The OSCMD keyword tells to issue an operating system command to a session. For example, you could
use the OSCMD keyword to invoke a CA OPS/MVS REXX program.

The OSCMD keyword tells CA Automation Point to issue an operating system command to a session. For example, you could
use the OSCMD keyword to invoke a CA OPS/MVS REXX program.

This keyword has the following format:

OSCMD(commandtext)

or

OSCMD((commandtext) SESSION(sessid))

• commandtext
Specifies the text of the command.
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• SESSION
If you specify the SESSION operand, the OSCMD keyword directs the command to the indicated session (sessid), rather
than to the session that issued the message. This operand cannot be used to specify the name of an internal session (AXC,
VOX, or OPS).

Usage Notes:

• If you use the OSCMD keyword in a time rule, the SESSION operand is required because time events are not associated
with specific sessions.

• A message containing the specified command text is written to the host message log file.

Example:

The following message indicates that CA OPS/MVS is active:

OPS0123O AOF INITIALIZATION COMPLETE

The following rule issues a command to CA OPS/MVS indicating that CA Automation Point is active and ready for CA OPS/
MVS to use it:

MSGID(OPS0123O), OSCMD(AXC HERE)

 PPQWRITE Keyword
The PPQWRITE keyword writes an item to a PPQ.

The PPQWRITE keyword writes an item to a PPQ.

This keyword has the following format:

PPQWRITE(ITEM(item) QUEUE(queuename))

• ITEM
To write to the queue, specify the item. The value of item can be either a literal string or a simple variable name. For
example, a literal string is "this is an item". For example, a simple variable name is not enclosed in quotation marks so that
REXX can evaluate it.

• QUEUE
Specifies the name of the queue. This value must be in uppercase.

Example:

The following example sends information to a queue named MESSAGE:

PPQWRITE(ITEM(HELLO THERE) QUEUE(MESSAGE))

 REPLY Keyword
The REPLY keyword specifies the reply for a write-to-operator-with-reply (WTOR) message.

The REPLY keyword specifies the reply for a write-to-operator-with-reply (WTOR) message.
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This keyword has the following format:

REPLY(string)

• string
Specifies the text of the reply for a WTOR message.

Example:

z/OS issues the following two messages when JES2 cannot start because of an incorrectly defined exit routine:

$HASP857 EXIT013 NOT DEFINED WITHIN CURRENTLY LOADED JES2 MODULES
*00 $HASP441 REPLY 'Y' TO CONTINUE OR 'N' TO TERMINATE

The following two rules automate the reply to message $HASP441, letting other messages fall through to the operator:

MSGID($HASP857),
  SET(&HASP441_REPLY = Y)
MSGID(IEA120A),
  WHEN(&HASP441_REPLY NE ''),
  REPLY(&HASP441_REPLY)
  SET(&HASP441_REPLY = '')

 REXX Keyword
The REXX keyword invokes the REXX procedure specified byfilename.

The REXX keyword invokes the REXX procedure specified byfilename.

This keyword has the following format:

REXX(filename arguments)

• filename
Specifies the name of the file containing the REXX procedure.

• arguments
Specifies any additional arguments needed when you invoke the procedure.

Example:

Suppose that CA Automation Point receives the following message from CA OPS/MVS on the host:

OPS000I REXX IPL9672
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The following sample rule invokes a REXX procedure called APCMOS, initiating the IPL of a 9672 processor:

MSGID(OPS000I REXX IPL9672),
  REXX(APCMOS ACTION(PSWRESTART) CPC(&CPC) LPAR(&LPAR))

 SCRIPT Keyword
The SCRIPT keyword specifies a script to be invoked in the session that issued the current message.

The SCRIPT keyword specifies a CA Automation Point script to be invoked in the session that issued the current message.

This keyword has the following format:

SCRIPT(filename)

or

SCRIPT((filename) SESSION(sessid))

• filename
Specifies the name of the CA Automation Point script to be invoked.

• SESSION
Specifies the session in which the script is to be invoked. If your SCRIPT value contains the SESSION operand, CA
Automation Point directs the script to the indicated session instead. Use the session ID value to identify the session that
should invoke the script. This operand cannot be used to specify the name of an internal session (AXC, VOX, or OPS).

Usage Note:

If you use the SCRIPT keyword in a time rule, the SESSION operand is required because time events are not associated with
particular sessions.

Example:

The following example starts the MYSCRIPT script when message $HASP308 is issued:

MSGID ($HASP308), SCRIPT(MYSCRIPT.SCR)

 SESSCMD Keyword
The SESSCMD keyword specifies a keystroke string that can contain text or keystrokes to be sent to a
session.

The SESSCMD keyword specifies a keystroke string that can contain text or keystrokes to be sent to a session.

This keyword has the following format:

SESSCMD(keystrokes)
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or

SESSCMD((keystrokes) SESSION(sessid))

• keystrokes
Specifies the keystrokes to be sent to the specified session. This value can be any character string with a maximum length
of 488 characters (after expanding all variables). The command line of the receiving session must be long enough to accept
all of the characters in the string.

• SESSION
Specifies the session to which to send the command. If you specify the SESSION operand, the SESSCMD keyword directs
the string to the indicated session (sessid), rather than to the session that issued the message. This operand cannot be used
to specify the name of an internal session (AXC, VOX, or OPS).

Usage Notes:

• Use the SESSCMD keyword instead of the OSCMD keyword to send PF keys and other special keystrokes such as MODE
SELECT.

• A message containing the specified keystrokes is written to the host message log file.

Example:

The following message appears on a mainframe processor console during IPL and indicates that z/OS is waiting for the
operator to press the TOD enable switch:

IEA889A DEPRESS TOD CLOCK SECURITY SWITCH

Once the TOD clock is active, z/OS sets the mainframe clock.

The following rule sets the mainframe clock by sending an S1 command (the TOD enable switch) to the console on session
MACH1_PCON:

MSGID(IEA889A), SESSCMD((S1) SESSION(MACH1_PCON))

 SESSION Keyword
The SESSION keyword restricts rules processing by session name, by a set of session names, or by
session type. Using the SESSION keyword instead of complex WHEN clause improves overall message
processing throughput. Multiple SESSION statements for the same MSGID rule are cumulative.

The SESSION keyword restricts rules processing by session name, by a set of session names, or by session type. Using the
SESSION keyword instead of complex WHEN clause improves overall message processing throughput. Multiple SESSION
statements for the same MSGID rule are cumulative.

This keyword has the following format:

SESSION(name|$type)

• name
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Specifies the name of an enabled session defined to the active session definition set. Specifying SESSION(name) causes
CA Automation Point to evaluate the message rule only if the message originated from the specified session. Specifying
SESSION(*) causes CA Automation Point to evaluate the message rule for messages originating from all sessions.
To restrict the rule to only those messages issued by CA Automation Point itself, use the ”AXC” session name. To restrict
the rule to messages generated by the Notification Server, use the “VOX” session name. To restrict the rule to messages
received by the CA OPS/MVS Interface, use the “OPS” session name.

• $type
Specifies the type of session. Valid values are:

ASYNCH DTX JES3

JESMCS MCS RCS

SYSPLEX TANDEM TANDEMALL

VAX VAXALL VM

VSE   

Specifying SESSION($type) causes CA Automation Point to evaluate the message rule only if the message originated from an
enabled session of the specified type.

Note: The TPFASYNCH session type is included with other sessions of type ASYNCH. For TPF3270 sessions, you must use
the session name to identify the session.

Examples:

• The following rule alerts the operator when the specified message is received for the session named MACH1_PCON:

MSGID(IEF4501I) 
  SESSION(MACH1_PCON) 
  ALARM(19)

• The following rule alerts the operator when the specified message is received by sessions with names of MACH1_PCONA,
MACH1_PCONB, and MACH1_PCONC. Messages from sessions not specified in the rule skip the rule.

MSGID(IEF4501I)      
 SESSION(MACH1_PCONA) 
 SESSION(MACH1_PCONB) 
 SESSION(MACH1_PCONC) 
 ALARM(19)

• The following rule alerts the operator when the specified message is received by sessions of type MCS. Messages from
sessions that are of type ASYNCH skip the rule.

MSGID(IEF4501I)                                                     
 SESSION($MCS)                                                      
 WHEN(&WORD2 EQ OS390STC AND &WORD5(9:10) NE 22),                  
 COLOR(BRIGHT RED),                                                
 ALARM(19)                                                        
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 SET Keyword
The SET keyword creates and assigns a value to a status variable. You can also use the SET keyword to
delete a status variable or update its value. You can use the SET keyword more than once in a rule.

The SET keyword creates and assigns a value to a status variable. You can also use the SET keyword to delete a status variable
or update its value. You can use the SET keyword more than once in a rule.

This keyword has the following format:

SET(&varname=text)

• &varname
Specifies the name of the status variable, which can contain up to 32 characters. An ampersand (&) must always precede
the variable name.

• text
Specifies the text string you want to assign to the status variable. A text string can contain characters, environmental
variables, or other status variables. If the value of text is null, CA Automation Point deletes the status variable that you are
trying to set. The maximum length of text is 256 characters (after expanding all variables).

Usage Note:

Storing values in status variables uses up memory. Therefore, if a rule references a variable only once or a few times and
never uses that variable again, set the variable to null after the rule using it executes. Leave only frequently-used variables in
memory.

Example:

The following rule creates a status variable called &JOB_START_TIME with the same value as the &HOSTTIME
environmental variable:

MSGID(IEF490I), SET(&JOB_START_TIME=&HOSTTIME)

 XCCMD Keyword
The XCCMD keyword causes a rule to invoke a command processor specified by cmdtext. For
descriptions of command processors and their operands, see .

The XCCMD keyword causes a rule to invoke a CA Automation Point command processor specified by cmdtext. For
descriptions of CA Automation Point command processors and their operands, see ADDRESS AXC Commands.

This keyword has the following format:

XCCMD(cmdtext)

• cmdtext
Specifies the text of any CA Automation Point command processor, its operands, and the operands' values.

Usage Notes:

• The XCCMD rules keyword does not invoke REXX and WTOH CA Automation Point command processors. Issue the
REXX command processor from a rule with the REXX rules keyword. Issue the WTOH command processor from a rule
with the WTO and HILIGHT rules keywords.

• When the command processor specified with the XCCMD keyword executes, it does not return information to the CA
Automation Point rules processor because rules cannot process the information.

Example:
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The following rule clause names the window that displays the MsgPre graph:

XCCMD('PLOT MsgPre DEFINE GRAPH WINDOW(My_Plot_Window)')

 Keywords for Controlling the Display
The following sections describe the keywords used to control the display:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point keywords used to control the CA Automation Point display:

 COLOR Keyword
The COLOR keyword sets the color in which displays a message in the Merged Messages, Action
Message Recall, and Normal Messages Recall windows.

The COLOR keyword sets the color in which CA Automation Point displays a message in the Merged Messages, Action
Message Recall, and Normal Messages Recall windows.

This keyword has the following format:

COLOR(colorname)

colorname

Specifies the color of message text. The colorname value can be any of the following:

BLUE YELLOW TURQUOISE

BRIGHT BLUE GREEN BRIGHT TURQUOISE

RED BRIGHT GREEN PURPLE

BRIGHT RED BROWN BRIGHT PURPLE

WHITE BRIGHT WHITE GRAY

BLACK   

Default: WHITE

Usage Note:

If the message was issued by the Notification Server, the color change appears in the function window with the default name
of AP Notification Messages (VOXMSG window type). If the message was received by the CA OPS/MVS Interface, the color
change appears in the function window with the default name of CA-OPS/MVS Messages (OPSMSG window type).

If the color black is selected for a message that is to be displayed in a window with a black background, the color of the
message changes to white.

Example:

The following message indicates that the WTO buffer is full:

IEA404A  SEVERE WTO BUFFER SHORTAGE--100% FULL
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The following rule alerts the operator to the buffer shortage problem by displaying message IEA404A in bright red text:

MSGID(IEA404A), COLOR(BRIGHT RED)

 DISPLAY Keyword
The DISPLAY keyword causes message recall windows to display a message that may have been
previously suppressed with the SUPPRESS keyword.

The DISPLAY keyword causes CA Automation Point message recall windows to display a message that may have been
previously suppressed with the SUPPRESS keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

DISPLAY

Usage Note:

The default color of the displayed message is white, but you can specify a different color with the COLOR keyword.

Example:

The following message shows the current spool usage and appears more frequently than necessary:

$HASP093 xx% SPOOL UTILIZATION

The following rules limit the number of times the operator sees this message by forcing the message to display at intervals at
least ten minutes apart:

MSGID($HASP093), SUPPRESS
MSGID($HASP093), EVERY(10 MINUTES), DISPLAY

 DOM Keyword
The DOM keyword deletes an action message from the action message area of the Merged Messages
window and from the Action Message Recall window.

The DOM keyword deletes an action message from the action message area of the Merged Messages window and from the
Action Message Recall window.

This keyword has the following format:

DOM(DOMID(domid))

• DOMID
Specifies the internal pointer to an action message, which must already be stored in a status variable.
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Examples:

• Suppose that you want rules to delete an action message whenever CA Automation Point receives a terminating message.
Assuming that message 111ABC is the starting message and message 999XYZ is the terminating message, these sample
rules statements show how to delete the starting message:

MSGID(111ABC), HILIGHT, SET(&SAVE111ABC=&DOMID)
MSGID(999XYZ), DOM(DOMID(&SAVE111ABC)), SET(&SAVE111ABC='')

CA Automation Point deletes message 111ABC after receiving message 999XYZ and resets the &SAVE111ABC status
variable to null.

• Suppose that you have a large number of tape mount messages and you want to ensure that all CA Automation Point
processed tape mount messages are removed from the CA Automation Point Action Message window, even if the original
tape mount message has scrolled off the screen. The following rules delete the messages:

*** Handle tape mount messages
* IEF233a m 455,812887,,RPNLCOPY,STEP1 and
* IEF234e k 455,812887,,PVT,PROPDEPT,STEP03
* See the mount request and set drive_var to domid *
MSGID(IEF233A), SET(&(DRIVE_&WORD3)=&DOMID)
* See that message is satisfied and delete value *
* of &(DRIVE_&WORD3)                              *
MSGID(IEF234E) DOM(DOMID(&(DRIVE_&WORD3))) SET(&(DRIVE_&WORD3)='')

 HILIGHT Keyword
The HILIGHT keyword promotes a captured message to action message status. If the message is to be
displayed in the Merged Messages window, it will be shown in both the Action Message Area of this
window and the Action Message Recall window.

The HILIGHT keyword promotes a captured message to action message status. If the message is to be displayed in the Merged
Messages window, it will be shown in both the Action Message Area of this window and the Action Message Recall window.

This keyword has the following format:

HILIGHT

Usage Note:

Use this keyword only if the message is not already an action message.

Example:

MSGID($HASP13I), HILIGHT
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 LOWLIGHT Keyword
The LOWLIGHT keyword demotes a captured message to normal message status. If the message is to
be displayed in the Merged Messages window, it will be shown in both the Normal Message Area of this
window and the Normal Message Recall window.

The LOWLIGHT keyword demotes a captured message to normal message status. If the message is to be displayed in the
Merged Messages window, it will be shown in both the Normal Message Area of this window and the Normal Message Recall
window.

This keyword has the following format:

LOWLIGHT

Example:

MSGID($HASP093), LOWLIGHT

 PREFIX Keyword
The PREFIX keyword specifies the prefix of messages appearing in certain windows or files.

The PREFIX keyword specifies the prefix of messages appearing in certain CA Automation Point windows or files.

This keyword has the following format:

PREFIX(string)

• string
Specifies the prefix of the messages appearing in the following CA Automation Point windows or files:

• Merged Message window
• Normal Messages window
• Action Messages window
• Host messages log file
• Print log file
• CA Automation Point notification messages
• CA OPS/MVS messages

Specify this prefix information in a series of character strings separated by blank spaces. You form these character strings
from a set of twelve alphanumeric characters, each representing a character from a different type of information. For
example, the letter T represents a character from the message time stamp, and the letter J represents a character from a job
name.
For example, if your message string contains TTTTTT, all six characters of the time stamp appear in the message text:

122433   IEC501A M 480, MIM,BLP, 1600 BPI, MIM02, CLONETAP
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The order and punctuation of the character strings determine the order and punctuation of the actual pieces of information
they represent. For example, the following character strings display both the time and the job name, in that order.

TT:TT:TT JJJJJ
12:24:33   MIM10 IEC501A  M 480, MIM,BLP, 1600 BPI, MIM02, CLONETAP

Character Meaning

3 Represents &JES3name for SYSPLEX or JES3MCS
consoles, or system name for other sessions.

A Represents the action indicator. If the message is issued as an
action message, this indicator has a non-blank value, usually
the asterisk (*) or the at-sign (@).

C Represents a character of the &MONTYPE access variable.
Use uppercase C only; stands for category.

E Represents a character of the &MONPRTY access variable.
Use uppercase E only; stands for error.

H Represents a character of the &MONNAME access variable.
Use uppercase H only; stands for host.

J Represents a character of the job name or identifier from the
message. Use uppercase J only.

L Represents the string specified in the session definition as a
window title. Use uppercase L only.

N Represents a character of the &MONNUM access variable.
Use uppercase N only; stands for number.

P Represents a character of the default system name that
is displayed with messages received from a session. Use
uppercase P only. (You set a default system when you define
your session.) Some processors need this character to route
the information properly.

R Represents a character of the reply ID for a write-to-operator
with reply (WTOR) message. Use uppercase R only.

S Represents a character of the session name for the session
receiving the message. Use uppercase S only. This name
is the ID that you assign to a session when you define the
session.

T Represents a character of the timestamp from the message.
Use uppercase T only.

Global Default: SSSSSSSS TTTTTT JJJJJJJJ RRA.

To provide no prefix, specify two single quotes ('') in the edit box. This setting overrides the default.

Default: The value the Local Session Prefix in the session definition

Usage Note:

CA Automation Point formats multi-line messages so that each line uses all 80 columns of the display area. If these messages
included prefixes, CA Automation Point splits the messages onto two lines.

Example:
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The following message is the first line of a multi-line message issued in response to a DISPLAY CONSOLES command:

IEE249I 13.30.23 CONSOLE DISPLAY 741

The following rule prevents the CA Automation Point prefix from appearing at the beginning of the message, and prevents CA
Automation Point from splitting the message:

MSGID(IEE249I), PREFIX()

 REWORD Keyword
The REWORD keyword rewords the text of a message before it displays in the Merged Messages
window, the Action Message Recall window, or the Normal Message Recall window; or rewords the text
of a command before sends it to the console.

The REWORD keyword rewords the text of a message before it displays in the Merged Messages window, the Action
Message Recall window, or the Normal Message Recall window; or rewords the text of a command before CA Automation
Point sends it to the console.

This keyword has the following format:

REWORD(text)

• text
Specifies the words of the message or command in the order in which you want them sent.

Usage Notes:

• If the message was issued by the Notification Server, the rewording of this message displays in the function window with a
default name of AP Notification Messages (window type of VOXMSG).

• If the message was received by the CA OPS/MVS Interface, the rewording of this message displays in the function window
with a default name of CA-OPS/MVS Messages (window type of OPSMSG).

Examples:

• The following is the JES2 $HASP373 message:

$HASP373 TESTJOB STARTED - INIT 1 - CLASS C - SYS SYSA

To remove the last three words from the message and make it fit on one line, write the following rule:

MSGID($HASP373), WHEN (&JOBID(1:3) EQ JOB),REWORD(&WORD1 &WORD2
 &WORD3 &WORD4 &WORD5 &WORD6 &WORD7 &WORD8 &WORD9)
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After the rule executes the message, the message appears like this:

$HASP373 TESTJOB STARTED - INIT 1 - CLASS C

• A user enters the following command in the Command Window from the CA Automation Point Desktop:

SLIP0C1

The following rule rewords this pseudo command, and issues the complex z/OS command to the console instead:

CMDIN(SLIP0C1), REWORD(SLIP SET, ID=P0C1, COMP=0C1, A=SVCD, MATCHLIM=1, JOBNAME=TESTPGR, END)

 SUPPRESS Keyword
Specify the SUPPRESS keyword to prevent from displaying a message in the Merged Messages window,
and in the Action or Normal Message Recall windows; or to instruct to prevent a command from being
sent to the console.

Specify the SUPPRESS keyword to prevent CA Automation Point from displaying a message in the Merged Messages
window, and in the Action or Normal Message Recall windows; or to instruct CA Automation Point to prevent a command
from being sent to the console.

This keyword has the following format:

SUPPRESS

Usage Notes:

• If the message was issued by the Notification Server, this message will not appear in the function window with the default
name of AP Notification Messages (window type of VOXMSG).

• If the message was received by the CA OPS/MVS Interface, this message will not appear in the function window with the
default name of CA-OPS/MVS Messages (window type of OPSMSG).

Examples:

• RACF issues the following messages to indicate when a user last logged on with a user ID:

ICH70001I userid LAST ACCESS AT date

The following rule suppresses message ICH70001I:
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MSGID(ICH70001I), SUPPRESS

• A user enters the following command, trying to stop CA OPS/MVS, in the Command dialog from the Remote Viewer:

STOP OPSS

The following rule prevents this z/OS STOP command from being sent to the console, and issues a write-to-operator
message to the CA Automation Point message console.

CMDIN(STOP), WHEN(&WORD2 EQ 'OPSS'), SUPPRESS, WTXC (Nobody is authorized to stop <CAOPS>)

 WTO Keyword
The WTO keyword issues a write-to-operator message.

The WTO keyword issues a write-to-operator message.

This keyword has the following format:

WTO(text)

• text
Specifies the text of the WTO message.

Usage Note:

If an active message caused the WTO message to be issued, the WTO message appears in the Action Message Recall window
and in the action message area of the Merged Messages window. Otherwise, the WTO message appears in the Normal
Message Recall window and the main message area of the Merged Messages window.

Example:

The following message indicates that an improper device was entered in response to a device allocation recovery request:

IEF490I   JOB1--INVALID REPLY

The following rule clarifies this message by issuing an additional message:

MSGID(IEF490I),
  WTO(ENTER a DEVICE FROM ORIGINAL DEVICE LIST)

 WTXC Keyword
The WTXC keyword issues a write-to-operator message to the message console. Rules process all
messages issued by the WTXC keyword. WTXC messages issued from rules are not processed through
rules. (WTXC messages issued from REXX programs are processed through rules.)
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The WTXC keyword issues a write-to-operator message to the CA Automation Point message console. Rules process all
messages issued by the WTXC keyword. WTXC messages issued from rules are not processed through rules. (WTXC
messages issued from REXX programs are processed through rules.)

This keyword has the following format:

WTXC(msgtext)

• msgtext
Specifies the value of msgtext. Can be any valid text string.

Example:

The following message notifies the operator that CA Automation Point has successfully initialized the SYSA processor. CA
Automation Point does not process the message through rules.

MSGID(IPLSYSA)
  WTXC(IPL of SYSA processor is complete.)

 Keywords for Logging Messages
The following sections describe the keywords used to log messages:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point keywords used to log messages:

 LOG Keyword
The LOG keyword tells to write a message to the host message log file.

The LOG keyword tells CA Automation Point to write a message to the host message log file.

This keyword has the following format:

LOG

Example:

The following message indicates the expiration date for the SMR product:

SMR9920  WARNING--SMR EXPIRES date

The following rule sends message SMR9920 to the host message log file:

MSGID(SMR9920), LOG
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 NOLOG Keyword
Specify the NOLOG keyword to tell not to place a message in the host message log file. NOLOG is the
default.

Specify the NOLOG keyword to tell CA Automation Point not to place a message in the host message log file. NOLOG is the
default.

This keyword has the following format:

NOLOG   

Example:

The following rules send all CICS messages (except messages that begin with CICS99) to the host message log file:

MSGID(CICS), LOG
MSGID(CICS99), NOLOG

 NOPRINT Keyword
Specify the NOPRINT keyword to tell not to print a message to the hardcopy log.

Specify the NOPRINT keyword to tell CA Automation Point not to print a message to the hardcopy log.

This keyword has the following format:

NOPRINT

Example:

The following rules send all CICS messages (except messages that begin with CICS99) to the hardcopy log:

MSGID(CICS), PRINT
MSGID(CICS99), NOPRINT

 PRINT Keyword
Specify the PRINT keyword to tell to print a message to the hardcopy log.

Specify the PRINT keyword to tell CA Automation Point to print a message to the hardcopy log.

This keyword has the following format:

PRINT

Usage Notes:
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• To activate the hardcopy log, open the Message Logging Settings window in the Configuration Manager and enable the
Print a Hardcopy Log of Console Messages option.

• If your workstation cannot communicate with the printer because the printer is not online, the workstation issues a message
informing you of the problem. Paper jams and running out of paper are two common reasons that printers go offline. Do
not specify the PRINT keyword unless an operator is nearby to oversee the printer.

Example:

The following message indicates that all SYS1.DUMP data sets are full:

IEA994E  ALL SYS1.DUMP DATA SETS ARE FULL

The following rule writes message IEA994E to the hardcopy log:

MSGID(IEA994E), PRINT

 Keywords for Notification
The following sections describe the keywords used for notification:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point keywords used for notification:

 ALARM Keyword
The ALARM keyword tells to sound an audible alarm (a rising or rising-and-descending tone). By
default, sounds an alarm for all highlighted messages.

The ALARM keyword tells CA Automation Point to sound an audible alarm (a rising or rising-and-descending tone). By
default, CA Automation Point sounds an alarm for all highlighted messages.

This keyword has the following format:

ALARM(alarmnumber)

• alarmnumber
Specifies alternate alarms. This value is a number from 1 to 20. If the number is 10 or less, the alarm consists of the
specified number of rising tones. If the number is between 11 and 20, the alarm consists of a rising tone followed by a
descending tone, repeated one to ten times depending on the number specified. For example, ALARM(20) sounds an alarm
tone that rises and descends ten times.
You can use some of the alternate alarms for more serious problems so that they stand out. However, try not to use more
than five different alarms because the differences between too many alarms are difficult to distinguish.
When you specify no alarmnumber value, you get a single beep, which is the standard alarm.

Usage Notes:

• To activate the ALARM facility, do the following:

1. From the Configuration Manager, choose Expert Interface, Automation, Automation Point Desktop Settings.
2. Select LOCAL Only from the Sound Audible Alarms pull-down list.

The ALARM facility is activated.
• You cannot use a status variable as the alarmnumber operand.

Example:
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This message indicates that the WTO buffer is 80 percent full:

IEA405E  WTO BUFFER SHORTAGE--80% FULL

The following rule alerts the operator to this problem using a tone that rises and descends five times:

MSGID(IEA405E), ALARM(15)

 ALARMSAY Keyword
The ALARMSAY keyword tells to issue a text-to-speech alarm.

The ALARMSAY keyword tells CA Automation Point to issue a text-to-speech alarm.

This keyword has the following format:

ALARMSAY(alarmtext)

• alarmtext
Specifies the content of the text-to-speech alarm.

Usage Note:

Use the CA Automation Point desktop setting, Sound Audible Alarm, to activate the ALARMSAY facility.

Examples:

• The following message indicates that the WTO buffer is 80 percent full:

IEA405E WTO BUFFER SHORTAGE 80% FULL

The following rule alerts the operator to this problem:

MSGID(IEA405E), ALARMSAY(WTO Buffer shortage 80% full)

• The following rule enables a Speak pseudo-command to be issued from CA Automation Point:

CMDIN(Speak), SUPPRESS, ALARMSAY(&CMD(6:255)), WTXC(&CMD)
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 NOALARM Keyword
Specify the NOALARM keyword to prevent from sounding an audible alarm when a message is
displayed. This keyword overrides the default, which is to sound an alarm for any highlighted messages.
It also silences the alarm for a message for which you specified the ALARM keyword.

Specify the NOALARM keyword to prevent CA Automation Point from sounding an audible alarm when a message is
displayed. This keyword overrides the default, which is to sound an alarm for any highlighted messages. It also silences the
alarm for a message for which you specified the ALARM keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

NOALARM

Example:

The following message indicates the expiration date for CA JMR:

JMR9920  WARNING--JMR EXPIRES date

The following rule suppresses any alarms associated with this message:

MSGID(JMR9920), NOALARM

 Keyword for Controlling Commands
The CMDIN keyword defines the start of a command rule.

The CMDIN keyword defines the start of a command rule.

Specify the CMDIN keyword to define the start of a command rule.

This keyword has the following format:

CMDIN(characters)

• characters
Specifies the name of a command that you want CA Automation Point to process.

Usage Notes:

• CA Automation Point processes CMDIN rule clauses in this order: CMDIN(), CMDIN(string), CMDIN(*). CMDIN() is
best used to set global defaults, and CMDIN(*) is best for global override.

• You can specify multiple commands by specifying the portion of the command that indicates a specific group of
commands. For example, specifying CMDIN(STOP) tells CA Automation Point to process all commands with identifiers
beginning with STOP. Specifying CMDIN() or CMDIN(*) causes CA Automation Point to process all messages.

Examples:
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• The following rule prevents any remote user, other than user SYSADMIN, from using an z/OS STOP command to stop CA
OPS/MVS, and issues a write-to-operator message to the CA Automation Point message console.

CMDIN(STOP), 
    WHEN(&WORD2 EQ 'OPSS' AND &USER NE '' AND &USER(1:9) NE 'SYSADMIN@'), 
    SUPPRESS, WTXC (&USER is not authorized to stop <CAOPS>)

• The following rule enables an operator to get a complete list of the outstanding replies using the DRL pseudo-command,
which is converted to the D R, L, CN=(ALL) command.

CMDIN(DRL), REWORD(D R, L, CN=(ALL))

• The following rule rewords a complex z/OS command so that the operator can issue the pseudo command SLIP0C1 instead
of the complete z/OS command.

CMDIN(SLIP0C1), REWORD(SLIP SET, ID=P0C1, COMP=0C1, A=SVCD, MATCHLIM=1, JOBNAME=TESTPGR, END)

 Keywords for CA NSM Event Traffic Controller
The following sections describe the keywords used to work with CA NSM:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point keywords used to work with CA NSM:

 NOUNIFWD Keyword
Specify the NOUNIFWD keyword to prevent from forwarding a message that is processed by rules to CA
NSM.

Specify the NOUNIFWD keyword to prevent CA Automation Point from forwarding a message that is processed by rules to
CA NSM.

This keyword has the following format:

NOUNIFWD

Example:

The following rule prevents CA Automation Point from forwarding a message beginning with IEA405E to CA NSM:

MSGID(IEA405E), NOUNIFWD

 SNMPTRAP Keyword
SNMPTRAP keyword sends an SNMP trap to the specified host.

SNMPTRAP keyword sends an SNMP trap to the specified host.
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This keyword has the following format:

SNMPTRAP(HOST(HostName|*) [COMMUNITY(CommunityName) ]
  GTRAP (GenericTrapNum) STRAP (SpecificTrapNum)
  DATA(OID, type, value)[ DATA(OID, type, value)]...)

• HOST
Specifies the name of the host to which to send the trap.
Note: Specifying an asterisk (*) sends an SNMP trap to all host names designated for message forwarding in the
Configuration Manager.

• COMMUNITY
Specifies the SNMP community to which to send the trap. This option may be used to override the default of PUBLIC.

• GTRAP
Defines the class of generic trap being sent. This value is a single digit, in the range of 0 to 6. Under most circumstances,
use code 6 to indicate that a system-specific SNMP trap code is being used.
The following codes numeric codes have specific industry standard meanings as predefined by the Internet Activities Board
(IAB):

• 0
Indicates a coldstart.

• 1
Indicates a warmstart.

• 2
Indicates a link down.

• 3
Indicates a link up.

• 4
Indicates an authentification failure.

• 5
Indicates EGP neighbor loss.

• STRAP
Specifies a system-specific trap number up to a 32-bit integer.

• DATA
Specifies the type and value of the data:

• type
Specifies the type of the trap

• value
Specifies the value of the data

You can repeat this operand up to 20 occurrences.

Example:

The following example sends the enterprise-specific trap number 1 to the host named UNIHOSTA. The trap information is
related to an SNMP MIB (management information base) object whose OID (object identifier) is 999.2.1.3. The integer data
value being reported for the OID is 777.

SNMPTRAP(HOST(UNIHOSTA) GTRAP(6) STRAP(1) DATA(999.2.1.3,INTEGER,777))

 UNICMD Keyword
The UNICMD keyword tells the CA NSM Event Manager, which resides on the specified host, to execute
the supplied command.
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The UNICMD keyword tells the CA NSM Event Manager, which resides on the specified host, to execute the supplied
command.

This keyword has the following format:

UNICMD(HOST(HostName) COMMAND(CommandString))

• HOST
Specifies the name of the host on which the CA NSM Event Manager resides.

• COMMAND
Specifies the command to be executed by the CA NSM Event Manager.

Example:

The following example copies a file from the temporary directory to an application directory on the remote Windows host
named UNIHOSTA:

UNICMD(HOST(UNIHOSTA) COMMAND(COPY C:\TEMP\YOURDATA.DAT
                                   C:\YOURAPP\YOURDATA.DAT))

 UNIFWD Keyword
The UNIFWD keyword tells to forward a message that is processed by rules to all recorded CA NSM
hosts.

The UNIFWD keyword tells CA Automation Point to forward a message that is processed by rules to all recorded CA NSM
hosts.

This keyword has the following format:

UNIFWD

Example:

The following rule tells CA Automation Point to forward a message beginning with IEA405E to CA NSM:

MSGID(IEA405E), UNIFWD

 UNIWTO Keyword
The UNIWTO keyword sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager on the specified
host.

The UNIWTO keyword sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager on the specified host.

This keyword has the following format:

UNIWTO (HOST(HostName|*)
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   MESSAGE(MessageString)[ORIGHOST(OrigHostName)]
   [SEVERITY(I|W|E|S|F)])

• HOST
Specifies the name of the host on which the receiving CA NSM Event Manager resides.
Specifying an asterisk (*) sends the supplied message to all host names designated for message forwarding in
Configuration Manager.

• MESSAGE
Specifies the text string of the message being sent to the CA NSM Event Manager.

• ORIGHOST
Specifies the name of the host on which the message originates.
Default: The name of the current session.

• SEVERITY
Specifies the severity of the message.
I=Informational
W=Warning
E=Error
S=Success
F=Failure
Default: E, if the message is an action message, otherwise I.

Example:

The following example sends a message to the CA NSM Event Manager residing on the host named UNIHOSTA:

UNIWTO(HOST(UNIHOSTA) MESSAGE(HELLO EVENT MANAGER))

 Keyword for Interfacing with Third-party Applications
This section describes the keyword that allows interaction with third-party software.

This section describes the keyword that allows interaction with third-party software.

EXPORTMSG Keyword

The EXPORTMSG keyword tells CA Automation Point to send the message to an ApExportMsg function created by the user,
which then forwards messages to a third-party software application.

This keyword has the following format:

EXPORTMSG (MESSAGE(MessageText) [SOURCE(SourceOfMsg)] [SEVERITY(OneCharSevCode)]
           [APPTEXT(ApplicationText)])  

• MESSAGE
Specifies the text of the message to be sent to the ApExportMsg function. For example, the CA Automation Point variable
&MSG could be supplied as this parameter.

• SOURCE
Specifies the name of the source of the message. If the SOURCE parameter is not supplied when the EXPORTMSG
command is issued from CA Automation Point rules, the name of the session from which the message came is used as a
default.

• SEVERITY
Specifies a one-character severity code whose use is defined by each site. The implementation of ApExportMsg can treat
severity in any fashion appropriate for the site. If the SEVERITY parameter is not supplied when the EXPORTMSG
command is issued from CA Automation Point rules, a default value of E is used if the exported message is an action
message; otherwise the default value is I. The default value is always I when the EXPORTMSG command is issued from a
REXX program.
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• APPTEXT
Specifies the application text specific to your implementation of ApExportMsg. It enables you to pass application-specific
text from CA Automation Point rules into ApExportMsg. For example, you may have implemented ApExportMsg to
send messages to any one of several third-party applications. The contents of the APPTEXT parameter could be used to
indicator to which of these third-party applications the message is to be sent.

Usage Note:

To use this command, an APOPTIONS.DLL must be created containing a function named ApExportMsg. See the
EXPORTMSG.TXT file in the CA Automation Point SAMPLE\EXPORTMSG directory for details on this functionality.

Example:

Suppose that CA Automation Point receives the following message from CA OPS/MVS on the host:

OPS000I REXX IPL9672

The following sample rule invokes EXPORTMSG, which passes the message to ApExportMsg (), which provides interaction
with third-party software:

MSGID (OPS000I REXX IPL9672) 
    EXPORTMSG (MESSAGE(&MSG) SEVERITY(E) SOURCE(AP3672) APPTEXT(IPL STATE)) 

The ApExportMsg function would take this information and make a call to the third-party software. The third-party software
would evaluate the call and return a value to ApExportMsg. The ApExportMsg function would then either return a zero
to CA Automation Point with no message or return a non-zero return code and an error message that would be recorded in the
ASOTRACE.LOG.

 Script Keywords Summary
This section describes the keywords that you need to define when setting up script files. For details about
setting up these kinds of files, see Customizing Special Files  in the Administrator Guide. 

This section describes the keywords that you need to define when setting up script files. For details about setting up these kinds
of files, see Customizing Special Files  in the Administrator Guide. 

Use the following keywords to set up script files:

• ENCRYPT
Specifies the beginning of a script section in which all KEY and XKEY statement values will contain encrypted text.

• ENDENCRYPT
Terminates the preceding ENCRYPT section.

• ENDSEARCH
Terminates the preceding SEARCH.

• ERROR
Specifies what happens if a search fails.

• KEY
Sends a keystroke string to the target session.

• KEYENC
Sends an encrypted keystroke string to the target session (internal use only).

• SEARCH
Searches the entire screen for a string of data.

• WAIT
Causes the script to wait for the preceding keystroke string to be accepted by the system.

• XKEY
Sends a single CA Automation Point operation instruction to a host session, regardless of whether the keyboard is locked.

• XKEYENC
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Sends a single encrypted CA Automation Point operation instruction to a host session, regardless of whether the keyboard
is locked (internal use only).

 

 Script Keyword Syntax
Follow these rules when writing statements in a script file:

Follow these rules when writing statements in a script file:

• Begin statements in any column.
• Do not continue statements onto the next line. The maximum line length is 256 characters.
• Use only one script keyword per line.
• Begin comment lines with an asterisk (*).

CA Automation Point executes script statements line by line. Each time a script executes, CA Automation Point evaluates all
SEARCH statements in the order that they occur in the script.

 Script Keyword Descriptions
The following sections describe the script keywords:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point script keywords:

 ENCRYPT Keyword
ENCRYPT Keyword

ENCRYPT Keyword

The ENCRYPT keyword specifies the beginning of a script section that will contain encrypted KEY and XKEY statements.
Each ENCRYPT statement should have a corresponding ENDENCRYPT statement that denotes the end of the script section
that will contain encrypted KEY and XKEY statements. Any KEY/XKEY statements contained within an ENCRYPT/
ENDENCRYPT block will be converted into the appropriate KEYENC/XKEYENC statement once the script file has been
selected for encryption from the Configuration Manager Scripts dialog.

This keyword has the following format:

ENCRYPT

 

Example:

Suppose you have defined an Automation Point Desktop session connecting to an SMCS console requiring user credentials.
You would also like to have Automation Point supply those credentials during session initialization by specifying a custom
INIT script for that session. Since user credentials should not be stored unencrypted in a plain text file, you would like to
ensure that these credentials (and only these credentials) contained within the INIT script are encrypted. To accomplish this,
you could create an INIT script that uses the ENCRYPT keyword as follows:

ERROR=ENDSESSION
SEARCH=(z/VM ONLINE)                                   * Make sure we
 are on the main VM logon screen
   KEY=(@T@TDIAL MVSSYS1@E)                            * Dial the
 correct system guest machine
   WAIT=2
   SEARCH=(SELECT APPLICATION)                         * Make sure we
 are on the VTAM screen
      KEY=(LOG SMCS01@E)                               * Get to the
 SMCS console logon screen
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      WAIT=2
      SEARCH=(User)                                    * Make sure we
 are on the SMCS logon screen
         ENCRYPT                                       * Encrypt both
 the user ID and password stored in this script
         KEY=(jdoe@Tmypassword@E)
         WAIT=2
         ENDENCRYPT
      ENDSEARCH
   ENDSEARCH
ENDSEARCH

 

In order to encrypt the KEY/XKEY statements contained within an ENCRYPT/ENDENCRYPT block, you will need to select
this script for encryption by using the Encrypt Script File button located on the Configuration Manager Scripts dialog. Once
this script file has been encrypted, the contents of the script file might resemble the following:

ERROR=ENDSESSION
SEARCH=(z/VM ONLINE)                                   * Make sure we
 are on the main VM logon screen
    KEY=(@T@TDIAL MVSSYS1@E)                           * Dial the
 correct system guest machine
    WAIT=2
    SEARCH=(SELECT APPLICATION)                        * Make sure we
 are on the VTAM screen
        KEY=(LOG SMCS01@E)                             * Get to the
 SMCS console logon screen
        WAIT=2
        SEARCH=(User)                                  * Make sure we
 are on the SMCS logon screen
            ENCRYPT                                    * Encrypt both
 the user ID and password stored in this script
            KEYENC=(uuHksdfwJKHKLsd==)
            WAIT=2
            ENDENCRYPT
        ENDSEARCH
    ENDSEARCH
ENDSEARCH

 

If you need to change the value of a previously encrypted KEY/XKEY statement, you would simply replace the KEYENC/
XKEYENC statement with the appropriate KEY/XKEY statement and select the script file for encryption once more.

 

 ENDENCRYPT Keyword
 

 

 

ENDENCRYPT Keyword
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The ENDENCRYPT keyword denotes the end of a script section that will contain encrypted KEY and XKEY statements.
Each ENDENCRYPT statement should have a preceding ENCRYPT statement that denotes the beginning of the script
section that will contain encrypted KEY and XKEY statements. Any KEY/XKEY statements contained within an ENCRYPT/
ENDENCRYPT block will be converted into the appropriate KEYENC/XKEYENC statement once the script file has been
selected for encryption from the Configuration Manager Scripts dialog.

This keyword has the following format:

ENDENCRYPT

 

Example:

Suppose you have defined an Automation Point Desktop session connecting to a UNIX host using the SSH protocol. You
would like to have Automation Point automatically sign in to this UNIX host during session initialization by specifying a
custom INIT script for that session. You would also like to ensure that the user password contained within the INIT script is
encrypted. To accomplish this, you could create an INIT script that uses the ENDENCRYPT keyword as follows:

ERROR=IGNORE
SEARCH=(login)                 * Make sure we are on the login screen
    KEY=(jdoe@E)               * Specify the login user account
    WAIT=4
    SEARCH=(password)          * Make sure the password prompt is on
 the screen
        ENCRYPT                * Encrypt the password stored in this
 script file
        KEY=(Banana@E)
        WAIT=8
        ENDENCRYPT
    ENDSEARCH
ENDSEARCH
 

 

 

 ENDSEARCH Keyword
The ENDSEARCH keyword terminates a search initiated by a SEARCH keyword.

The ENDSEARCH keyword terminates a search initiated by a SEARCH keyword.

This keyword has the following format:

ENDSEARCH

Example:
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When an MCS console is active and is operating properly, it displays a message similar to this:

IEE152 ENTER CANCEL D C,K
IEE612I CN=05 DEVNUM=B4C SYS=S028 CMDSYS=S028

Suppose your script contains these statements:

ERROR=IGNORE
*
SEARCH=(IEE152I)
  KEY=(K S,DEL=N,SEG=20,MFORM=(T,J)@E)
ENDSEARCH
*
SEARCH=(IEE612I)
  KEY=(K S,DEL=N,SEG=20,MFORM=(T,J)@E)
ENDSEARCH

The statements take the following actions:

1. The first SEARCH statement tells CA Automation Point to search for the IEE152I message.
2. If the first SEARCH statement finds message IEE152I, the KEY statement executes, putting the console in nondelete mode,

setting the segment length to 20 lines, and so on; if the SEARCH operation does not locate the IEE152I string, the ERROR
statement tells CA Automation Point to continue processing.

3. The ENDSEARCH statement terminates the first search operation.
4. CA Automation Point executes the second SEARCH operation (for the IEE612I message) in the same way.

 ERROR Keyword
The ERROR keyword lets you determine what happens if the following search fails to find the data. The
ERROR keyword applies to all subsequent SEARCH statements until another ERROR statement replaces
it.

The ERROR keyword lets you determine what happens if the following search fails to find the data. The ERROR keyword
applies to all subsequent SEARCH statements until another ERROR statement replaces it.

This keyword has the following format:

ERROR=action

• action
Valid values for action are:

• ENDSCRIPT
If the search fails, this value tells CA Automation Point to stop processing the script. Use this value when you want the
script to search the screen for error indicators. If none are found, the script is complete and can be terminated.

• ENDSESSION
If the search fails, this value tells CA Automation Point to stop processing the script, stop controlling the session, stop
monitoring messages, and to begin action to clear a console error. Consequently, session automation is suspended for
a period specified by the Post-Error Restart Automation setting for the session. After the wait period, CA Automation
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Point automatically restarts the session to restore session automation. You can use this value in console initialization
scripts before searching for a text string that must be present to initialize the session.

• IGNORE
If the search fails, this value tells CA Automation Point to ignore all subsequent statements in the current search until it
finds the matching ENDSEARCH statement, and then to continue executing the remainder of the script.

Default: ENDSCRIPT

 KEY Keyword
The KEY statement lets you send a keystroke string to the target session. To send normal text characters,
it is not necessary to use special abbreviations; however, you must type the characters in the same case
that you want to send them.

The KEY statement lets you send a keystroke string to the target session. To send normal text characters, it is not necessary to
use special abbreviations; however, you must type the characters in the same case that you want CA Automation Point to send
them.

This keyword has the following format:

KEY=(keystrokes)

• keystrokes
Specifies the keystroke string to be sent to the target session. This value ends with @E (the ENTER operation), unless you
are sending a PF or PA key.

Note: For a list of valid keyboard operations, see Administrating.

Example:

The following KEY statement sends a keystroke string to the session that deletes the display area on an MCS console:

KEY=(K A,NONE@E)

 KEYENC Keyword
The KEYENC statement performs the same operation as the KEY statement, except that the statement
value is first decrypted before being sent to the host. This KEYENC statement should only be added by
the script file encryption routine accessible from the Configuration Manager Scripts dialog.

The KEYENC statement performs the same operation as the KEY statement, except that the statement value is first decrypted
before being sent to the host. This KEYENC statement should only be added by the script file encryption routine accessible
from the Configuration Manager Scripts dialog.

 SEARCH Keyword
The SEARCH statement lets you search the entire screen for a specific data string. Any statements that
follow, up to the corresponding ENDSEARCH, execute only if the search is successful. You can nest
SEARCH statements.

The SEARCH statement lets you search the entire screen for a specific data string. Any statements that follow, up to the
corresponding ENDSEARCH, execute only if the search is successful. You can nest SEARCH statements.

This keyword has the following format:

SEARCH=(text)
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• text
Specifies the string of data that CA Automation Point looks for on the screen

Example:

The following SEARCH statement tells CA Automation Point to search for message IEE152I:

SEARCH=(IEE152I)

 WAIT Keyword
The WAIT keyword specifies the time, in seconds, to wait after processing a preceding statement.

The WAIT keyword specifies the time, in seconds, to wait after processing a preceding statement.

This keyword has the following format:

WAIT=(time)

• time
Specifies the number of seconds to wait. Specify 0 through 32767

Example:

The following is an example sets a wait time of 5 seconds.

WAIT=5

 XKEY Keyword
The XKEY keyword lets you send a operation instruction to a host session while that session is in X state
(that is, unable to accept instructions entered from the keyboard).

The XKEY keyword lets you send a CA Automation Point operation instruction to a host session while that session is in X
state (that is, unable to accept instructions entered from the keyboard).

This keyword has the following format:

XKEY=(instruction)

• instruction
Specifies the name of the keyboard operation (for example, POWER_RESET) that you want the session to receive.
Notes:

• The @ character must always precede the keyboard operation name, and the name must be enclosed in quotation marks
(@"key_opt"). The entire operation instruction, including the @ character, must be enclosed in parentheses.

• For a list of valid keyboard operations, see Administrating.

Example:
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The following XKEY statement sends a RESET keystroke to a session that is currently in X-state.

XKEY=(@"RESET")

 XKEYENC Keyword
The XKEYENC statement performs the same operation as the XKEY statement, except that the statement
value is first decrypted before being sent to the host. This XKEYENC statement should only be added by
the script file encryption routine accessible from the Configuration Manager Scripts dialog.

The XKEYENC statement performs the same operation as the XKEY statement, except that the statement value is first
decrypted before being sent to the host. This XKEYENC statement should only be added by the script file encryption routine
accessible from the Configuration Manager Scripts dialog.

 

 ADDRESS AXC Commands
has its own built-in command processors that you can issue to perform specific tasks, such as issuing z/
OS commands to an automated session or sending messages from non-automated sessions through rules.

CA Automation Point has its own built-in command processors that you can issue to perform specific tasks, such as issuing z/
OS commands to an automated session or sending messages from non-automated sessions through CA Automation Point rules.

Related information:

 ADDRESS AXC Command Summary
The following list summarizes the ADDRESS AXC commands.

The following list summarizes the CA Automation Point ADDRESS AXC commands.

Commands for Automation Processing Data

Use the following commands to get data for automation processing.

• CLOSEBUF
Closes the internal host message stream buffer (created by a previously issued OPENBUF command) for a specified
asynchronous session.

• GETSCRN
Captures screen images from a session and stores information about that session in variables.

• OPENBUF
Opens an internal host message stream buffer for a specified asynchronous session.

• READBUF
Reads a host message from the internal buffer of a specified asynchronous session.

Commands for Automation Tasks

Use the following commands to perform automation tasks.

• DELVAR
Deletes a variable from the CA Automation Point variable table.

• GETMSGI
Fetches the number of messages in the CA Automation Point action message recall list, the internal pointer to each action
message in the list, and the text of each action message.

• GETREXXL
Returns a list of active and queued REXX programs.

• GETVAR
Copies the value of a CA Automation Point status variable into a local REXX variable.

• GETVARL
Returns the names of all CA Automation Point status variables that match a specified name mask.

• LOADRULES
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Enables a new CA Automation Point rules file dynamically. The dynamically enabled rules file replaces the current rules
file.

• MSG
Allows you to indirectly process messages through rules, even in sessions that you cannot normally automate with rules.
The messages appear to come from a session that you specify.

• SESSCNTL
Establishes or closes connections, pauses or restarts automation for a single specified session. This command can also
control the frequency of background window updates and change the host to which an automated Telnet session is
connected.

• SETVAR
Sets the contents of a CA Automation Point status variable to a given value, changes the value of a variable, or creates a
new variable.

• STOPREXX
Stops an executing REXX program or cancels execution of a queued REXX program.

• WAIT
• Causes a REXX program to wait for a specified number of seconds before processing the next REXX statement.

Commands for REXX-related Operations

Use the following commands for REXX-related operations.

• REXX
Queues a REXX program for processing by CA Automation Point.

• SCRIPT
Invokes a script from a REXX program.

• SESSCMD
Sends a text string (such as a command) to a specified session and retrieves a screen image from that session after it has
processed the text string.

Commands for Utilities

Use the following commands to perform the corresponding utility tasks.

• CONFIG
Controls configuration for AP Desktop. The command loads and applies configuration for sessions and function windows,
rules, and termination and initialization Rexx programs.

• DOM
Deletes an action message from the action message area of the Merged Messages window and from the Action Message
Recall window (by deleting it from the CA Automation Point action message recall list).

• PLOT
Draws a line or bar graph of system resources.

• SESSCONFIG
Populates a REXX stem variable with information about sessions configured in a particular session definition set.

• SESSLIST
Populates a REXX stem variable with information about the current state of sessions running on the AP Desktop.

• WTO
Displays a text string in the normal message area of the Merged Messages window and in the Normal Message Recall
window.

• WTOH
Displays a text string in the action message area of the Merged Messages window and in the Action Message Recall
window.

• WTXC
Displays a text string in the AP Messages window and in the AP Message Recall window. (CA Automation Point rules can
process messages issued with this command.)

 

 ADDRESS AXC Command Syntax
Follow these rules when invoking ADDRESS AXC commands:

Follow these rules when invoking ADDRESS AXC commands:

• Use double ampersands (&&) when you include an ampersand in the text to be sent. To send the text ABC&D, issue the
SESSCMD command processor as follows:
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"SESSCMD 'ABC&&D'"

• Use a single ampersand (&) before the name of a variable in your REXX program to instruct CA Automation Point to
evaluate the variable. For example:

myvar = "This is a test msg."
"WTOH '&myvar'"

displays the following message in the Action Message area:

This is a test msg.

• The usual delimiter for the positional operands in the MSG, REXX, SESSCMD, WTO, WTOH, and WTXC command
processors is the single quote ('). If the value that you are specifying contains single quotes, you can use any of the
following delimiter characters:

~ ! @ # $ % ^ * _ - + = " < > , . / ] \

The following command sends a message containing an embedded single quote:

"WTXC #Time's up!# "

• Do not exceed the 256-character maximum line length when invoking a command processor. Be especially careful if you
are using many variables or variables that have very long values.

• Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.

 Return Codes from Command Processors
Some command processors generate a return code when you issue them:

Some CA Automation Point command processors generate a return code when you issue them:

• A command processor executed from REXX assigns the return code value to the REXX variable RC.
• A command processor invoked from a rule places the return code value in the CA Automation Point variable

AXCRESULT.
• If the return code is a negative number (such as -2), REXX traces the line in the REXX program that triggered the return

code.

RC Meaning

30 You have tried to address an invalid or inactive command
environment (using an ADDRESS statement in your REXX
program).

-8 There was not enough memory to process the command.
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-7 The statement invoking the command processor contained an
invalid session name or type, or the session does not support
the requested operation.

-6 The statement invoking the command processor was missing
a required argument.

-5 The statement invoking the command processor contained an
invalid argument.

-4 The statement invoking the command processor contained too
many arguments or mutually exclusive arguments.

-2 CA Automation Point encountered an invalid delimiter while
parsing the command.

The problem occurs when CA Automation Point expects
to see a certain character as a delimiter and finds another
character instead. For example, using this statement in a
REXX program produces a return code of -2 because CA
Automation Point expects parentheses (not single quotes) to
enclose the text string.

"SETVAR REXX_MESSAGE 'THIS IS A REXX
MESSAGE'"

CA Automation Point recognizes the following delimiters if
you issue its commands from REXX programs:

Single quotation marks

Parentheses

Spaces not contained in quotation marks or parentheses

The end of the line

This return code could also indicate that you have exceeded
the maximum length of a variable name in a command
processor statement.

-1 CA Automation Point does not recognize an operand in the
command processor, probably because its name is misspelled.
CA Automation Point also returns this code if you issue
operating system commands without specifying CMD as the
target environment.

If you issue a command through a CA Automation Point
REXX program, you must use the REXX ADDRESS
command to target commands to other REXX environments
because CA Automation Point becomes the default
environment to REXX. For example, to use the operating
system to copy a file, issue a command that looks like this:

ADDRESS CMD COPY filename1 filename2

0 The command processor executed without errors.
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3 An error occurred when processing the command:

The CONFIG command fails to reload configuration or
reloads it partially.

The LOADRULES command generates a return code of 3 if
the rule file cannot be opened.

READBUF, CLOSEBUF, and OPENBUF commands
generate a return code of 3 if a buffer does not exist for
the session that you specify, or if another REXX program
currently owns the specified session's buffer.

The SESSCNTL command generates a return code of 3 if
you attempt to restart automation in a session while global
automation pause is in effect.

The SESSCONFIG command generates a return code of 3
if you specify an invalid session definition set name or the
associated file cannot be opened.

9 The LOADRULES command processor did not enable the
rules file that you specified because one or more rules in the
file contained syntax errors.

32 The SESSCMD command processor timed out because the
keyboard in the specified session was locked (in an X state)
and did not clear soon enough.

36 A SESSCMD command locked the host keyboard and the
keyboard did not clear soon enough; the host could not
respond before SESSCMD timed out.

150 The PLOT command referenced an undefined graph. Be sure
that you have specified the correct plot and that you have
spelled it correctly.

151 The PLOT command attempted to define a line or bar that
already exists.

152 The PLOT command attempted to delete a line or bar that
does not exist.

153 You specified an invalid range in a PLOT command
statement. For example, you may have specified a minimum
value that exceeded a maximum value.

154 You tried to define more than eight lines in a PLOT
command statement.

155 You tried to define more than one bar in a PLOT command
statement.

156 The PLOT command referenced an invalid or undefined
TICK value.

157 You defined an illegal tick mark.

158 You specified an invalid scale in a PLOT command
statement. For example, you may have specified a start value
that exceeded a stop value, or you may have tried to apply a
TIME scale to an axis defined as NUMERIC.

159 The PLOT command exceeded the maximum number of label
lines for an axis or title label.

303 An incorrect key operation was specified.
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 Commands for Automation Processing Data
The following sections describe the ADDRESS AXC commands used for automation data processing:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS AXC commands used for automation data processing:

 CLOSEBUF Command
The CLOSEBUF command closes an automated asynchronous session's host message stream buffer. (The
OPENBUF command opens a buffer for an asynchronous session.)

The CLOSEBUF command closes an automated asynchronous session's host message stream buffer. (The OPENBUF
command opens a buffer for an asynchronous session.)

This command has the following format:

"CLOSEBUF SESSION(sessname)"

• SESSION
Specifies the name of a session (sessname) that has a message stream buffer that you want to terminate. The session must
be an automatedasynchronous session.

Usage Notes:

• Always issue a CLOSEBUF command to explicitly close a buffer that you opened with a previously issued OPENBUF
command.

• If the specified session is automated-that is, if you chose to automate the session when you defined the session- any unread
host messages in the buffer are lost when you issue the CLOSEBUF command.

• Only the REXX program that opened the buffer for the specified asynchronous session can close that session's buffer. If
another REXX program tries to close the buffer, the CLOSEBUF command generates a return code of 3.

• If your REXX program issues a CALL statement to call another REXX program, the called program canclose the buffer.

 GETSCRN Command
The GETSCRN command captures the screen image associated with a session and places information
about that session in variables.

The GETSCRN command captures the screen image associated with a session and places information about that session in
variables.

This command has the following format:

"GETSCRN SESSION(sessname) [SCREEN(YES|NO)] [PREFIX(prefix|LINE|NO)]"

• SESSION
Specifies the name of the session (sessname) from which you want to capture the screen image.

• SCREEN
(Optional) Specifies whether to create the REXX variable SCREEN to store the character portion of the screen image. This
operand has two options:

• YES
Creates the SCREEN variable.

• NO
Does not create the SCREEN variable. Specifying SCREEN(NO) saves memory if you do not intend to use the
SCREEN variable.

Default: YES
• PREFIX
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(Optional) Creates a stem variable to store the lines of a screen image returned to CA Automation Point. CA Automation
Point stores each line of the screen in a separate variable and numbers the variables consecutively (for example, LINE.1,
LINE.2, and so on).
Note: The variable numbered 0 (for example, LINE.0) always contains the total number of elements in the stem variable.
Valid PREFIX values are:

• prefix
The name that you want to assign to the variables set by the PREFIX operand. For example, specifying PREFIX(ROW)
causes CA Automation Point to create stem variables named ROW.0, ROW.1, ROW.2, and so on through ROW.n.

• LINE
Tells CA Automation Point to create REXX variables named LINE1 through LINEn to store lines of a screen image.

• NO
Does not create the screen variable. Specifying PREFIX(NO) saves memory if you do not intend to use the variables.

Default: LINE

Usage Notes:

• Some asynchronous console sessions have a scrolling display and sometimes generate multiple screens of output. For
these sessions, it is better to open an internal message stream buffer and redirect the incoming messages to the buffer; your
REXX program can then read the messages in the buffer and act upon each one as necessary. For more information about
message stream buffering, see the description of the OPENBUF command.

• For compatibility with earlier versions of CA Automation Point, the GETSCRN command also creates the old-style, non-
stem variables. For example, suppose that the PREFIX variable is LINE. In addition to the stem variables described above,
GETSCRN also creates the non-stem variables LINE1, LINE2, and so on through LINEn. In this case, the variable LINE
(equivalent to the stem variable LINE.0) contains the total number of elements in the variable.

• When you issue the GETSCRN command from a REXX program, CA Automation Point captures the screen image and
places information about the screen into the following REXX variables:

• CSRCOL
Specifies the column in which the cursor is positioned.

• CSRPOS
Specifies the number of positions the cursor is away from the upper-left corner of the screen.

• CSRROW
Specifies the row containing the cursor.

• OIA
Specifies the operator information area (OIA) (also called the status line).

• SCREEN
Creates a copy of the text of the screen image, with each row laid end to end. This copy does not include attributes such
as colors or field positions.

• SCRLEN.
Specifies the number of lines on the screen.

• SCRSIZE
Specifies the number of characters the screen can contain.

• SCRSTAT
Specifies the status of the screen:
LOCKED-The terminal emulator for the session is currently in an X-state and will not accept any input from the
keyboard.
UNLOCKED-The terminal emulator for the session is not currently in an X-state.

• SCRWIDTH
Specifies the number of columns on the screen.

• Each time you issue the GETSCRN command, CA Automation Point creates SCREEN and LINE.n variables automatically
unless you specify otherwise.

Examples--capture screen image:

• Suppose that you want to use a REXX program to capture a screen image from an MCS console session and place
information about that screen in REXX variables. You can place a statement like the following in the REXX program:

"GETSCRN SESSION(S008)"
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In the sample statement, S008 is the name of an MCS console session. Because this statement does not specify the PREFIX
operand, CA Automation Point automatically stores lines of the returned screen image in REXX variables named LINE1
through LINEn.
The sample REXX program described next uses the CA Automation Point GETSCRN and WTO commands to capture the
contents of a screen and place them in a file called SCREEN.cap. To invoke the REXX program, issue the command shown
below either manually or using a CA Automation Point rule:

SC sessname filename [DEBUG]

The command has these components:

• SC specifies the name (SC.cmd) of the REXX program.
• The sessname value is the name of the session supplying the screen to be captured.
• The filename specifies the file name to hold the captured screen image. (The default file name is SCREEN.cap.)
• DEBUG is an optional operand that activates the REXX trace facility for debugging purposes.

• CA Automation Point provides a sample REXX program, SC.cmd, for capturing a screen image. The following example
shows the text of the SC.cmd program. Besides the GETSCRN command, the program also uses the SESSCMD and WTO
commands.

/* This REXX program captures a screen image. */
PARSE UPPER ARG . "'" TEXT "'" .   /* Get the message text.  */
IF DEBUG \= '' THEN TRACE R         /* Activate REXX trace.   */
 
PARSE UPPER ARG P1 P2 .            /
* Parse off positional arguments */
IF P1="" | P1='DEBUG'               /
* If first arg not there,        */
THEN SESSNAME ='SESSION'            /
* Then set default session name  */
ELSE SESSNAME = P1                  /
* Else, use 1st argument         */
 
IF P2="" | P2="DEBUG"               /
* If second argument not there   */
THEN FILENAME = 'SCREEN.CAP'        /
* Then set default filename      */
ELSE FILENAME = P2                  /
* Else, use 2nd arg as filename  */
 
1  "WTO 'SC.CMD active, session= &SESSNAME filename= &FILENAME'"
"GETSCRN SESSION(&SESSNAME) PREFIX(LINE) SCREEN(NO)"
IF RC \= 0
THEN SAY 'GETSCRN FAILED, RC='RC
ELSE DO
   TITLE = "SCREEN FROM SESSION " SESSNAME
   CALL LINEOUT FILENAME, TITLE
     DO I = 1 TO SCRLEN               /* Loop through each row */
     CALL LINEOUT FILENAME, LINE.I    /* Write line to disk    */
     END
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   CALL LINEOUT FILENAME              /* Close the file        */
   END
 
2  "WTO 'SC.CMD COMPLETE' "
EXIT

The WTO commands in SC.CMD issue write-to-operator messages as the GETSCRN command captures the screen image.
The WTO command statement indicated by 1 in the example above alerts the operator when screen processing begins, and
the statement indicated by 2 notifies the operator when SC.CMD finishes executing.

 OPENBUF Command
The OPENBUF command opens an internal host message stream buffer for a specified automated
asynchronous session and redirects the session's incoming messages to the buffer. The REXX program
that opened the buffer can then read the messages from the buffer and act upon each message.

The OPENBUF command opens an internal host message stream buffer for a specified automated asynchronous session and
redirects the session's incoming messages to the buffer. The REXX program that opened the buffer can then read the messages
from the buffer and act upon each message.

Note: Message stream buffering is useful for interpreting command responses from the asynchronous host console, especially
those generating multiple screens of output.

This command has the following format:

"OPENBUF SESSION(sessname) [WAIT(waittime)]"

• SESSION
Specifies the session (sessname) for which you want to create the message stream buffer. It must be an
automatedasynchronous session.

• WAIT
(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds (waittime) -from 0 to 100000-that the OPENBUF command waits if another
REXX program currently owns the buffer for the specified session.
If the waittime value expires before the OPENBUF command executes, it generates a return code of 3.
Default: 0

Usage Notes:

Keep the following items in mind when using the OPENBUF command:

• The REXX program issuing the OPENBUF command owns the specified session's buffer.
• Only the REXX program that opens the buffer can read or close the buffer. The READBUF command reads messages from

the buffer and the CLOSEBUF command closes the buffer.
• If your REXX program issues a CALL statement to call another REXX program, the called program canread or close the

buffer.
• If the session is automated-if you chose to automate the session when you defined the session-incoming host messages are

no longer processed by CA Automation Point rules and do not appear in CA Automation Point function windows until your
REXX program closes the buffer.

• Always issue a CLOSEBUF command to explicitly close a buffer that you opened with a previously issued OPENBUF
command.

 READBUF Command
The READBUF command reads the next message from an automated asynchronous session's internal
message stream buffer (if one exists). Upon completion, the message is removed from the buffer. When
the READBUF command returns a message with no lines, the buffer is either empty or the message has
not yet arrived.
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The READBUF command reads the next message from an automated asynchronous session's internal message stream buffer
(if one exists). Upon completion, the message is removed from the buffer. When the READBUF command returns a message
with no lines, the buffer is either empty or the message has not yet arrived.

This command reads one message at a time from the session buffer. If a message exists in the session buffer when this
command is issued, that message is placed into the Line.1 stem variable when using the default prefix of LINE.

This command has the following format:

"READBUF SESSION(sessname) [PREFIX(prefix|LINE|NO)] [WAIT(waittime)]"

• SESSION
Specifies the session (sessname) that has a message buffer from which you want to read the host messages. The session
must be an automatedasynchronous session.

• PREFIX
(Optional) Creates a stem variable to store the message read from the buffer. CA Automation Point stores each line of the
message in a separate stem variable and numbers the variables consecutively (for example, LINE.1, LINE.2, and so on).
Note: The stem variable numbered 0 (for example, LINE.0) always contains the total number of message lines stored in the
variable. (So if LINE.0=0, then the buffer was empty when your REXX program issued the READBUF command.)
Valid PREFIX values are:

• prefix
Specifies the name that you want to assign to the stem variable. For example, specifying PREFIX(ROW) causes CA
Automation Point to create a set of variables named ROW.0, ROW.1, ROW.2, and so on through ROW.n.

• LINE
Tells CA Automation Point to create stem variables named LINE1 through LINEn to store lines of the buffer.

• NO
Discards the message.

Default: LINE
• WAIT

(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds (waittime)-from 0 to 100000-that the READBUF command waits if the buffer
is empty.
If the waittime value expires before a message arrives in the buffer, the READBUF command generates a return code of 3.
Default: 0

Usage Notes:

Keep the following points in mind when using the READBUF command:

• Only the REXX program that opened the buffer can read from the buffer. (The OPENBUF command opens a buffer for an
asynchronous session.)

• If your REXX program issues a CALL statement to call another REXX program, the called program can read from the
buffer.

• If a buffer does not exist for the session that you specify, or if another REXX program currently owns the specified
session's buffer, the READBUF command generates a return code of 3.

• You can direct messages that the REXX program reads from the buffer to CA Automation Point rules by issuing the MSG
command.

 Commands for Automation Tasks
The following sections describe the ADDRESS AXC commands used for automation tasks:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS AXC commands used for automation tasks:

 DELVAR Command
The DELVAR command deletes a status variable from the variable group.

The DELVAR command deletes a status variable from the CA Automation Point variable group.
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This command has the following format:

"DELVAR varname"

• varname
Specifies the name of the CA Automation Point variable to be deleted.

Usage Notes:

• DELVAR status variable names are case-sensitive in CA Automation Point. Use uppercase variable names consistently.
• Deleting a non-existent variable (a variable that has not been previously set) is always considered successful with RC=0.

Example:

To delete the status variable MSG_STATUS from the variable table, issue this command:

"DELVAR MSG_STATUS"

 GETMSGI Command
The GETMSGI command fetches the internal pointer to an action message and the actual message text.

The GETMSGI command fetches the internal pointer to an action message and the actual message text.

This command has the following format:

"GETMSGI"

Usage Notes:

When you invoke the GETMSGI command, it populates the following REXX variables as shown:

REXX Variable Contents After Invoking GETMSGI

DOMID.0 The number of messages in the CA Automation Point action
message recall list. This variable contains a value from 0
through 100.

DOMID.n The internal pointer to message number n in the action
message recall list.

DOMID_MSG.n The text for action message number n in the action message
recall list.

After invoking the GETMSGI command, you can use the DOM command to delete specific action messages from the CA
Automation Point action message recall list.

Example:

Suppose that you want to delete all of the action messages in the CA Automation Point action message recall list every night at
midnight. You could set up a time rule to invoke a REXX program like the following one:

"GETMSGI"
DO CNT=1 TO DOMID.0 BY 1
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  INTERPRET 'CUR_DOMID=DOMID.'CNT
  "DOM DOMID(&CUR_DOMID)"
END

 GETREXXL Command
The GETREXXL command returns a list of active and queued REXX programs invoked from within .
(The GETREXXL command cannot detect REXX programs invokedoutside .)

The GETREXXL command returns a list of active and queued REXX programs invoked from within CA Automation Point.
(The GETREXXL command cannot detect REXX programs invokedoutside  CA Automation Point.)

This command has the following format:

"GETREXXL"

Usage Notes:

• Use the GETREXXL command with the STOPREXX command to stop active REXX programs or to prevent queued
REXX programs from executing.

• The GETREXXL command stores the information it returns in the following REXX stem variables:

REXX Stem Variable Contents After Invoking GETREXXL

GETREXXL.0 The number of active and queued REXX programs invoked
from within CA Automation Point (in the default AXC
environment).

GETREXXL.n An internal pointer to REXX program number n, indicating
the order in which the program was invoked in relation to the
others.

GETREXXL_NAME.n The name of REXX program n and its command line
arguments.

Example:

Suppose that you want to stop all instances of a particular program. Your REXX code could look like this:

"GETREXXL" 
  
/* GETREXXL populates GETREXXL.0 with the number   */ 
/* of active and queued REXX programs, the         */ 
/* GETREXXL_NAME.i variables with the name and     */ 
/* arguments of a program, and GETREXXL.i with the */ 
/* number used by STOPREXX to terminate the program*/    
  
DO I = 1 TO GETREXXL.0  
   parse upper value GETREXXL_NAME.i with rxname. 
   IF rxname  = token THEN 
   "STOPREXX "GETREXXL.I 
END
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 GETVAR Command
The GETVAR command copies the value of a status variable into a local REXX variable.

The GETVAR command copies the value of a CA Automation Point status variable into a local REXX variable.

This command has the following format:

"GETVAR varname [rexxvar]"

• varname
Specifies the name of the CA Automation Point variable to be copied.

• rexxvar
(Optional) The name of the local REXX variable into which the CA Automation Point variable is copied. If you do not
specify a REXX variable name, the value of the first CA Automation Point variable is copied into the REXX variable
AXCRESULT.

Usage Note:

GETVAR status variable names are case-sensitive in CA Automation Point. Use uppercase variable names consistently.

Example:

To give the variable SCREEN_STATUS the same value as the status variable SCRSTAT, issue this command:

"GETVAR SCRSTAT SCREEN_STATUS"

Note: If you issue this command when the SCRSTAT status variable has the value LOCKED, the REXX variable
SCREEN_STATUS is also set to LOCKED.

 GETVARL Command
The GETVARL command returns the names and values of all status variables in the variable pool
matching a specified name mask. A REXX stem variable with a special prefix (GETVL.n) stores the
returned status variable names.

The GETVARL command returns the names and values of all CA Automation Point status variables in the variable pool
matching a specified name mask. A REXX stem variable with a special prefix (GETVL.n) stores the returned status variable
names.

This command has the following format:

"GETVARL varnamemask 

  [PREFIX(GETVL|prefix]
  [MAX(99|nnn)]
  [SORT(ASCEND|DESCEND)]
  [TOKEN(0|&GETVLTK)]"

• varnamemask
Specifies the variable name mask for the status variable name search. Follow these name mask guidelines:

• Name masks can contain up to 32 characters.
• The following wild card characters are valid:

• ? or + replaces individual characters.
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• * replaces any number of trailing characters when placed as the last character in the name mask.
• PREFIX

(Optional) Specifies the prefix of the REXX stem variable containing the status variable names that the GETVARL
command returns.
For example, assume that the stem name is the default GETVL. Following standard stem-variable convention, the
GETVL.0 variable contains the number of status variables returned. The variables GETVL.1 through GETVL.n each
contain the name of a status variable.
Default: GETVL

• MAX
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of variables names to return. The maximum valid nnn value is 500.
Default: 99

• SORT
(Optional) Sorts the returned status variable names alphabetically in ascending (ASCEND) or descending (DESCEND)
order.
Default: ASCEND

• TOKEN
(Optional) A marker that the GETVARL command uses when it cannot retrieve all of the status variables requested in a
single operation (because the number of variable names specified by varnamemask exceeds the current MAX value).
If your GETVARL request cannot return all of the status variable names specified by varnamemask in a single operation,
it sets the TOKEN variable &GETVLTK to mark the variable where the search should resume for the next GETVARL
operation.
When you issue the GETVARL command for the first time, omit the TOKEN operand or set it to 0 (zero).
If a subsequent GETVARL operation is necessary, specify TOKEN(&GETVLTK) to retrieve the remaining status variable
names.

Example:

The following REXX statements list every existing variable:

GETVLTK=0
DO FOREVER
  "GETVARL * PREFIX(GETVL) SORT(ASCEND) MAX(500) TOKEN(&GETVLTK)"
  IF GETVL.0=0 THEN LEAVE     /* No more variables */
  DO I = 1 TO GETVL.0
    SAY GETVL.I               /* Display variable names */
  END
END

Note: The DO FOREVER loop is needed to list more than 500 variables. Without it, this code only lists the first 500 variables
because of the MAX(500) entry.

 LOADRULES Command
The LOADRULES command enables a new rules file dynamically (while is running). A dynamically
enabled rules file always replaces the current rules file.

The LOADRULES command enables a new CA Automation Point rules file dynamically (while CA Automation Point is
running). A dynamically enabled rules file always replaces the current rules file.

This command has the following format:

"LOADRULES FILE(rulesfilename) [REPLACE(YES|NO|CLEAN)]"

Specifies the name of the CA Automation Point rules file (rulesfilename) that you want to enable.

• FILESpecifies the name of the CA Automation Point rules file (rulesfilename) that you want to enable.
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• REPLACE
(Optional) Specifies the condition under which you want CA Automation Point to enable the new rules file. Valid
REPLACE values are:

• YES
Loads, compiles, and enables the new rules file even if one or more rules in the new rules file contain syntax errors.

• NO
Loads and compiles the new rules file, but does not enable the file. Specify NO to check for syntax errors in a new rules
file.

• CLEAN
Loads, compiles, and enables the new rules file only if all rules in the file are free of syntax errors.

Default: YES

Example:

Suppose that you want to enable a new rules file after 8:00 p.m. (when the second shift starts at your data center). Your REXX
program may contain statements like these:

IF ((TIME('H')>15) & (2ND_RULES_LOADED=FALSE)) THEN
  DO
  "LOADRULES FILE(2NDSHIFT.RUL)"
  2ND_RULES_LOADED=TRUE
  1ST_RULES_LOADED=FALSE
  END

 MSG Command
The MSG command allows you to indirectly process host messages through rules, even in sessions
where you cannot normally use rules (such as processor console or any sessions running full-screen
applications). The MSG command creates a message block out of the passed text that, to rules, appears to
come from the session you specify.

The MSG command allows you to indirectly process host messages through CA Automation Point rules, even in sessions
where you cannot normally use rules (such as processor console or any sessions running full-screen applications). The MSG
command creates a message block out of the passed text that, to CA Automation Point rules, appears to come from the session
you specify.

This command has the following format:

"MSG 'message' SESSION(sessname) 
  [ACTION(YES|NO]
  [JOBID(jobid)]
  [JOBNAME(jobname)]
  [MONNAME(sysname1)]
  [MONNUM(sysnum)]
  [MONPRTY(prioritylevel)]
  [MONTYPE(alerttype)]
  [PREFIX(prefix)]
  [REPLYID(replynum)]
  [SYSNAME(sysname2)]
  [TIME(time)]"

• message
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Specifies the text of the message that you want to send.
• SESSION

Specifies the name of the session from where the message appears to originate. This session can be user defined or internal.
For internal sessions, use the name that corresponds to the appropriate CA Automation Point window:

AP Window Internal Session Name

AP Message Recall AXC

CA-OPS/MVS Messages OPS

AP Notification Messages VOX

• ACTION
(Optional) Specifies whether the message sent is an action message.
Default: NO

• JOBID
(Optional) Specifies the current JES job ID associated with the message. This operand is valid for session types ECS, MCS,
RCS, and VM.

• JOBNAME
(Optional) Specifies the job name of the address space that issued the message.

• MONNAME
(Optional) Specifies the source system name for a DataFrame message.

• MONNUM
(Optional) Specifies the source system number for a DataFrame message.

• MONPRTY
(Optional) Specifies the priority level of the alert message by the DataFrame system.

• MONTYPE
(Optional) Specifies the type of the alert message issued by the DataFrame system.

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies a character string that controls the formatting of messages that appear in CA Automation Point
function windows displaying message activity.
For more information, see the description of the Global Session Prefix field in the help for the Configuration Manager,
Expert Interface, Automation, Session Definition Sets dialog.

• REPLYID
(Optional) Specifies the reply number for the message (if the message to be sent is a WTOR message).

• SYSNAME
(Optional) Specifies the source system name for a message.

• TIME
(Optional) Specifies the current time for the workstation in the form hhmmss.

Usage Note:

The MSG command can send a message up to 494 characters long. A string longer than 494 characters causes a negative return
code.

Examples:

• To send a test message that appears (to CA Automation Point rules) to come from session S028, issue the following
command:

"MSG 'AXC0001 THIS IS A TEST MESSAGE FROM S028' SESSION(SO28)"

• Suppose that you have defined a non-automated session named HP_01 and are controlling the session with REXX
programs. Use the MSG command to send messages (appearing to originate from session HP_01) that CA Automation
Point rules can process, as shown in these REXX program statements:

"GETSCRN SESSION(HP_01)"
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"MSG '&LINE1' SESSION(HP_01) JOBNAME(SCREEN_4)"

The example REXX fragment sends the first line of Session HP_01's current screen through rules for processing. The
optional JOBNAME operand assigns a job name that your rules can use to further identify the message. For example, the
following CA Automation Point rule recognizes the message with the SCREEN_4 job name and colors the message bright
red in the Merged Messages window:

MSGID(ALERT 10) WHEN(&JOBNAME EQ SCREEN_4) COLOR(BRIGHT RED)

 SESSCNTL Command
The SESSCNTL command establishes or closes a connection, or pauses or restarts automation for a
single specified session. This command can also control the frequency of background window updates
and change the host to which an automated Telnet session is connected. This command cannot be used to
control the Windows command prompt (VIO) or Event Traffic Controller (ETC) sessions.

The SESSCNTL command establishes or closes a connection, or pauses or restarts automation for a single specified session.
This command can also control the frequency of background window updates and change the host to which an automated
Telnet session is connected. This command cannot be used to control the Windows command prompt (VIO) or Event Traffic
Controller (ETC) sessions.

This command has the following format:

"SESSCNTL {AUTOMATE(PAUSE|RESTART|STATUS) SESSION(sessname) | 
           CONNECTION(OPEN|CLOSE|STATUS) SESSION(sessname) | 
           BWUPDATE(numsecs) |            TELNETHOST(hostname)
 SESSION(sessname)}"

• AUTOMATE
Specifies an automation pause or restart for the specified session. This operand has the following options:

• PAUSE
Resumes automation for the specified session. This option has no effect if automation is already paused.

• RESTART
Causes automation of the specified session. This option has no effect if:

• CA Automation Point is already automating the session
• CA Automation Point is globally paused
• CA Automation Point does not automate the session directly (that is, the session is non-automated because the

session was not defined as automated in the session definition set)
• STATUS

Returns the specified session's automation state. (The returned value is stored in the AXCRESULT variable.)

• YES: indicates that automation is active
• NO: indicates that the session is not automated
• PAUSED: indicates that the session is automated and that automation is paused

• CONNECTION
Issues a connect or disconnect for the specified session or query current connection status. This operation has the following
options:

• OPEN
Attempts to establish the connection to host for the specified session. Initiation of the connection is indicated by
message AXC0556I. Connection behavior is dependent on the session type. Results of the connection for TN3270 or
TN5250 sessions are reported by message AXC1800I. For other session types, you can query the status immediately by
issuing SESSCNTL CONNECTION(STATUS).
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• CLOSE
Closes connection to the host for the specified session. Initiation of the disconnection is indicated by message
AXC0557I. Disconnection behavior is dependent on the session type. Results of the disconnection for TN3270 or
TN5250 sessions are reported by message AXC1804W. For other session types, you can query the status immediately
by issuing SESSCNTL CONNECTION(STATUS).

• STATUS
Returns the specified session's connection state. (The returned value is stored in the AXCRESULT variable.)
YES: Indicates that session is connected
NO: Indicates that session is not connected

Default: There is no default.
• BWUPDATE

Specifies the window update frequency of background windows. The value (numsecs), which is an integer between 1 and 9,
specifies the number of seconds between background window updates.
A lower value increases the apparent speed of the background windows and uses more machine cycles.
For unattended workstations, set BWUPDATE to 9 for greater throughput.
For an operator workstation, you may want to add menu items to allow the operator to easily control the BWUPDATE file.
The DEBUG.mnu file contains sample statements to add these items to the Cmdarea menu.
Default: 5

• TELNETHOST
Specifies the name of the host for the Telnet connection in the specified session. For example:

ADDRESS AXC "SESSCNTL TELNETHOST(mf.ca.com) SESSION(TELNETA)"

• SESSION
Used with the AUTOMATE operand, defines a session for which you want to pause or restart automation. Used with the
TELNETHOST operand, defines a session that is to monitor the Telnet connection. This operand is not valid with the
BWUPDATE operand.

Usage Notes:

• The operands AUTOMATE, CONNECTION, BWUPDATE, and TELNETHOST are mutually exclusive.
• We strongly recommend that you pause automated sessions prior to closing a connection. We also recommend that you

logout from all server-side applications.
Establishing session connection does not restart automation automatically, you have to use separate SESSCNTL
AUTOMATE(RESTART) command. It is recommended to let the session settle after each connect or disconnect operation,
before you issue new SESSCNTL CONNECTION command for that particular session.

• DHD (Defer Host Disconnect) technology on the host can also affect the behavior of sessions that are reconnected shortly
after disconnect.

Example:

The following REXX statements determine the current automation state of session ASYNCH_1 and pause automation for that
session if it is active:

'SESSCNTL AUTOMATE(STATUS) SESSION(ASYNCH_1)'
IF AXCRESULT = "YES" THEN
  'SESSCNTL AUTOMATE(PAUSE) SESSION(ASYNCH_1)'

 SETVAR Command
The SETVAR command sets the contents of a status variable to a given value, changes the value of a
variable, or creates a new variable.

The SETVAR command sets the contents of a CA Automation Point status variable to a given value, changes the value of a
variable, or creates a new variable.
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This command has the following format:

"SETVAR varname (value)"

• varname
Specifies the name of the CA Automation Point variable to set.

• value
Specifies the value to be assigned to the variable.

Usage Notes:

• SETVAR status variable names are case-sensitive in CA Automation Point. Use uppercase variable names consistently.
• When designing REXX programs that use the SETVAR command, split long data lines for storage in multiple status

variables. The maximum length of a SETVAR command is 241 characters, aftersubstituting values for & variables. If you
exceed the 241-character limit, CA Automation Point truncates the extra characters and reports a return code.

Example:

Suppose that REXX is operating without errors and you want to create a CA Automation Point variable called
REXX_STATUS with a value indicating the status of REXX processing. To do so, write this statement in your REXX
program:

"SETVAR REXX_STATUS (NO ERRORS)"

When the SETVAR command executes, the value of the REXX_STATUS variable is set to NO ERRORS.

 STOPREXX Command
The STOPREXX command stops an executing REXX program or cancels execution of a queued REXX
program. The STOPREXX command can stop a REXX program only if the program is running within .

The STOPREXX command stops an executing REXX program or cancels execution of a queued REXX program. The
STOPREXX command can stop a REXX program only if the program is running within CA Automation Point.

Note: You must issue the GETREXXL command beforeissuing the STOPREXX command.

This command has the following format:

"STOPREXX rexxprognum"

• rexxprognum
Specifies the internal REXX pointer for a specific REXX program (acquired by a previously issued GETREXXL
command).

Usage Note:

It is possible for the STOPREXX command to stop the issuing REXX program, meaning that your REXX program could
terminate itself. Be sure that your REXX code allows for such a scenario when checking the GETREXXL_NAME.n variables
generated by the GETREXXL command.

Example:

Suppose that you want to stop all instances of a particular program. Your REXX statements could look like these:
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"GETREXXL"
 
/* GETREXXL populates GETREXXL.0 with the number   */
/* of active and queued REXX programs, the         */
/* GETREXXL_NAME.i variables with the name and     */
/* arguments of a program, and GETREXXL.i with the */
/* number used by STOPREXX to terminate the program*/   
 
DO I = 1 TO GETREXXL.0
   parse upper value GETREXXL_NAME.i with rxname.
   IF rxname  = token THEN
   "STOPREXX "GETREXXL.I
END

 WAIT Command
The WAIT command causes the program to wait for a specified number of seconds (you can specify any
decimal value from 0.01 to 600) before executing the next REXX statement. It works only from within a
REXX program.

The WAIT command causes the program to wait for a specified number of seconds (you can specify any decimal value from
0.01 to 600) before executing the next REXX statement. It works only from within a REXX program.

This command has the following format:

"WAIT seconds"

• seconds
Specifies the number of seconds that an executing REXX program pauses before executing the next REXX statement.
Specify any integer value from 1 to 600.

Example:

Use the WAIT command to give a mainframe session time to react to a SESSCMD command before checking the screen for a
result. For example, suppose that:

• Your REXX program includes a SESSCMD statement that sends the text string @C to a session to clear the screen.
• You want the REXX program to stop executing for five seconds to give the SESSCMD command time to clear the session

screen.

To cause the REXX program to wait for the SESSCMD command to execute, include this statement in the program:

"WAIT 5"

When the statement executes, the REXX program pauses for five seconds before executing the next instruction in the program.

 Commands for REXX-related Operations
The following sections describe the ADDRESS AXC commands used for REXX-related operations:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS AXC commands used for REXX-related operations:
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 REXX Command
The REXX command queues a REXX program for processing by . You can also use the REXX command
withina REXX program to start another, independent REXX program.

The REXX command queues a REXX program for processing by CA Automation Point. You can also use the REXX
command withina REXX program to start another, independent REXX program.

This command has the following format:

"REXX 'execname args'"

• execname
Specifies the name of the REXX program for CA Automation Point to execute.

• args
Specifies the calling arguments for the specified REXX program.

Note: The length of the argument list (REXX program name and its arguments) is limited to 505 characters. An incoming
argument list longer than 505 characters is truncated.

Example:

The following command invokes a REXX program called XCDEMO with the argument GETMSG:

"REXX 'XCDEMO GETMSG'"

 SCRIPT Command
The SCRIPT command invokes a script from a REXX program. The script executes immediately.

The SCRIPT command invokes a CA Automation Point script from a REXX program. The script executes immediately.

This command has the following format:

"SCRIPT scriptname SESSION(sessname)"

• scriptname
Specifies the file name of the script to execute.

• SESSION
Specifies the name (sessname) of the target session in which CA Automation Point should activate the script.

Example:

The SCRIPT command shown below invokes a script called PAUSE.SCR, which restores the MCS console for session S028
for manual use:

"SCRIPT PAUSE.SCR SESSION(S028)"
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 SESSCMD Command
The SESSCMD command sends a text string (such as a command) to a specified session, and then
retrieves a screen image from that session after the text string has been processed. (To fetch the screen
image, an executing SESSCMD command invokes the GETSCRN command automatically.)

The SESSCMD command sends a text string (such as a command) to a specified session, and then retrieves a screen image
from that session after the text string has been processed. (To fetch the screen image, an executing SESSCMD command
invokes the GETSCRN command automatically.)

This command has the following format:

"SESSCMD 'keystring' SESSION(sessname) 
  [CMDWAIT(nn)]
  [PREFIX(prefix|LINE|NO)]
  [SCREEN(YES|NO)]"

• keystring
Specifies the text of the command to be issued to the session. The string can contain up to 234 characters. If you execute
the SESSCMD command from within a REXX program and the keystring contains quotation marks, specify the command
by using different delimiter characters of your choice to enclose the text.
As part of the command text, you can include one of the following:

• A key abbreviation
• An operation instruction

Besides text, the string can also contain key abbreviations and keyboard operation instructions. A key abbreviation consists
of the @ character followed by a letter (uppercase or lowercase), a digit, or the @ character itself.

Note:  The SESSCMD command automatically appends an ENTER keystroke (@E) to your keystring value.
• SESSION

Specifies the name of the target session (sessname) to receive the command text.
• CMDWAIT

(Optional) Specifies the number of seconds (up to 60) that CA Automation Point waits for the keyboard to unlock after the
SESSCMD executes. After the specified waiting period, CA Automation Point then captures the current screen image of
the current session.
If the time period you specified with the CMDWAIT operand expires before CA Automation Point issues the command,
the SESSCMD command produces a return code of 32, meaning that the keyboard is locked. If CA Automation Point
issues the command but the session does not respond to that command, the SESSCMD command generates a return code of
36.
Default: 15

• PREFIX
(Optional) Creates a stem variable to store the lines of a screen image returned to CA Automation Point. CA Automation
Point stores each line of the screen in a separate variable and numbers the variables consecutively (for example, LINE.1,
LINE.2, and so on).

Note:  The variable numbered 0-for example, LINE.0-always contains the total number of elements in the stem variable.

Valid PREFIX values are:

• prefix
Specifies he name that you want to assign to the line variables. For example, specifying PREFIX(ROW) causes CA
Automation Point to create a set of variables named ROW.0, ROW.1, ROW.2, and so on through ROW.n.

• LINE
Tells CA Automation Point to create stem variables named LINE1 through LINEn to store lines of a screen image.

• NO
Creates no variables. Specifying PREFIX(NO) saves memory if you do not intend to use the variables.

Default: LINE

Note:  For compatibility with earlier versions of CA Automation Point, the SESSCMD command also creates the old-style,
non-stem variables. For example, suppose that the PREFIX variable is LINE. In addition to the stem variables described
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above, SESSCMD also creates the nonstem variables LINE1, LINE2, and so on through LINEn. In this case, the variable
LINE (equivalent to the stem variable LINE.0) contains the total number of elements in the variable.

Each time you issue the SESSCMD command, CA Automation Point creates SCREEN and LINE.n variables automatically
unless you specify otherwise.

• SCREEN
(Optional) Specifies whether CA Automation Point creates the variable SCREEN to store the character portion of the
screen image. Valid SCREEN values are:

• YES
Creates the SCREEN variable and other variables. For more information on those other variables, see the description of
the GETSCRN command.

• NO
Creates no variables. This option saves memory if you do not intend to use the variables.

Default: YES

Usage Notes:

A keyboard operation instruction consists of the @ character followed by a keyboard operation name enclosed in quotation
marks. For example, the instruction for the MODE SELECT key is @"MODE_SEL".

• CA Automation Point appends an ENTER keystroke (@E) before it sends the string.
• You can use key abbreviations and operations only where appropriate. For example, you cannot send the abbreviation for

the PA1 key (@x) to a VT100 session because PA1 operates only in 3270 sessions.
• When you want to send a text string to a session without appending an ENTER keystroke to it (such as sending strings to

3270 sessions that contain 3270 AID keys: Enter, Clear, PA1 through PA3, PF1 through PF24), you can invoke the CA
Automation Point @"SEND" operation from the same SESSCMD command.

• When the text string contains single or double quotes, use a different delimiter (such as /) to delimit the text string. For a
complete description of alternate delimiters, see the section ADDRESS AXC Command Syntax.

• The SESSCMD and GETSCRN commands allow CA Automation Point to interact with 3270, 5250, and asynchronous
consoles and screens generated by applications. CA Automation Point rules can also control some of those screens.

• For master console sessions, do not issue instructions that either change the state of the console or clear messages from the
screen while automation is active.

• If you want to invoke the SESSCMD command from within a REXX program, use the following methods to prevent the
SESSCMD command from interfering with message processing by rules:

• Use a rule to capture the response of a SESSCMD command.
When you issue a host command to an automated console session using the SESSCMD command in a REXX program,
use CA Automation Point rules to capture data from the z/OS command response. In such a scenario, the rule stores the
captured data in status variables; the REXX program retrieves the values from the status variables using the GETVAR
command.

Note:  Rules process only the first line of a multi-line command response. To retrieve data from a multi-line response,
invoke a REXX program or CLIST on the host to issue the host command, capture the command response data, and
return the data to CA Automation Point as a set of single-line messages.

• Use REXX programs instead of rules to control the console.
TSO sessions are good candidates for REXX programs to control because you can use those sessions to communicate
with your mainframe automation product.

Note:  If you use REXX programs to control a console, do not automate the session when you define it in the session
definition set.

• If you issue an instruction to a session in one of the following ways, CA Automation Point sends the instruction as one
complete unit:

• Using a SESSCMD command
• Using the KEY keyword for scripts
• From the command line of the Command window, the Merged Messages window, or the AP Messages window
• From rules clauses containing any of these keywords: OSCMD, REPLY, or SESSCMD

However, a series of commands from any of those sources executes uninterrupted only if no other CA Automation Point
facilities are using the session.

• Special considerations for VT52, VT100 and VT320 sessions: The CTRL+H key maps to an operation named DEL
(represented by the ASCII character (ý) which has a decimal value of 127), a nondestructive backspace. The syntax
for sending the nondestructive backspace from a REXX program is @"ý". (In most text editors, you can obtain the (ý)
character by typing ALT+127. Press and hold the ALT key, type 127 on the numeric keypad, then release the ALT key.)
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The BACKSPACE key maps to the BACK_SPACE operation, a destructive backspace. When specifying a destructive
backspace from a REXX program, you need to suppress the ENTER key. The syntax is:

'SESSCMD /@"BACK_SPACE"@"SEND"/ SESSION(sessname)'

Examples:

• Suppose that you want a REXX program to issue the ISPF command =X (to take a TSO session out of ISPF) to a TSO
session named S028. Insert the following statement into your REXX program:

"SESSCMD /=X/ SESSION(S028)"

• Suppose that you want to send a NEWLINE keystroke to a non-automated, full-screen session named SESS_A, and you do
not want the SESSCMD command to automatically append an ENTER keystroke. Insert the following statement into your
REXX program:

'SESSCMD /@N@"SEND"/ SESSION(SESS_A)'

• Suppose that you want to send a "power on reset" command to an asynchronous session called ASYNCH. Insert the
following statement into your REXX program:

'SESSCMD /@"POWER_RESET"/ SESSION(ASYNCH)'

 Commands for Utilities
The following sections describe utility commands:

The following sections describe CA Automation Point utility commands:

 CONFIG Command
The CONFIG Command applies configuration for AP Desktop. The command reloads configuration for
all sessions and function windows, optionally also rules and termination and initialization Rexx programs
from selected session definition set. It can also reload configuration for single session or function window
or all sessions or function windows from active session definition set.

The CONFIG Command applies configuration for AP Desktop. The command reloads configuration for all sessions and
function windows, optionally also rules and termination and initialization Rexx programs from selected session definition set.
It can also reload configuration for single session or function window or all sessions or function windows from active session
definition set.

For more information on which configuration items are applied see Apply configuration Changes to a Running AP Desktop.

This command has the following format:
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"CONFIG RELOAD {DEFSET(name) | ACTDEFSET} [TERMREXX(YES|NO)]
 [INITREXX(YES|NO)] [RULES(YES|NO)]""CONFIG RELOAD {SESSION(name) |
 ALLSESSIONS | FNWIN(name) | ALLFNWINS}"

• RELOAD
Specifies to load configuration and apply it. This keyword is required. After this keyword specify one of DEFSET,
ACTDEFSET, SESSION, ALLSESSIONS, FNWIN or ALLFNWINS keyword. Optional TERMREXX, INITREXX and
RULES keywords are only valid when DEFSET or ACTDEFSET is specified.

• DEFSET
Specifies session definition set name to load configuration from. This session definition set is marked as active during the
reload.

• ACTDEFSET
Specifies to load configuration from active session definition set.

• TERMREXX
Specifies whether to execute previously configured termination Rexx program before reloading session definition set
configuration.
Default:yes

• INITREXX
Specifies whether to terminate previously configured initialization Rexx programs before reload and execute new
initialization Rexx programs after reloading session definition set configuration.
Default:yes

• RULES
Specifies whether to reload rules during reload of session definition set configuration.
Default:yes

• SESSION
Specifies to reload configuration of a session from active session definition set.

• ALLSESSIONS
Specifies to reload configuration of all sessions from active session definition set.

• FNWIN
Specifies to reload configuration of a function window from active session definition set.

• ALLFNWINS
Specifies to reload configuration of all function windows from active session definition set.

Note:  When a session with message processing buffer opened by OPENBUF command is reloaded, this buffer is closed and
all unprocessed messages are lost.

Examples:

"CONFIG RELOAD DEFSET(Session Definition Set 1) TERMREXX(no) INITREXX(no) RULES(no)" 

This command loads configuration for all sessions and function windows from specified session definition set and marks it as
active.

"CONFIG RELOAD ACTDEFSET"

This command executes previously configured termination script, then loads configuration for all sessions and function
windows from active session definition set and reloads rules, configuration for termination and initialization Rexx scripts
and executes initialization Rexx scripts. New configuration for termination Rexx script will have effect for next reload or AP
Desktop shutdown.
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"CONFIG RELOAD SESSION(MCS1)" 

This command reloads configuration for session MCS1 from active session definition set. Other sessions and function
windows are unaffected.

 DOM Command
The DOM command deletes an action message from the action message area of the Merged Messages
window and from the Action Message Recall window (by deleting it from the action message recall list).

The DOM command deletes an action message from the action message area of the Merged Messages window and from the
Action Message Recall window (by deleting it from the CA Automation Point action message recall list).

Note: Invoke the DOM command only after you have invoked the GETMSGI command or the GETVAR command. The
GETMSGI command returns the domid value. The GETVAR command retrieves a previously saved DOMID value.

This command has the following format:

"DOM DOMID(domid)"

• DOMID
Specifies the internal pointer to a specific action message in the action message recall list.

Usage Note:

When you invoke the GETMSGI command, it stores the internal pointer value to an action message in the DOMID.n REXX
variable. Before invoking the DOM command, assign the DOMID.n value to another variable name-a name that does not
contain a period-and use the new variable name for domid.

Examples:

• Suppose that you want to delete all of the action messages containing the word completed. You could write a REXX
program containing statements like the following:

"GETMSGI"
DO CNT=1 TO DOMID.0 BY 1
  INTERPRET 'CUR_ACTION_MSG=DOMID_MSG.'CNT
  IF POS('completed',CUR_ACTION_MSG) > 0 THEN DO
    INTERPRET 'CUR_DOMID=DOMID.'CNT
    "DOM DOMID(&CUR_DOMID)"
    END
END

• Suppose that you want to delete a specific action message. The first step is to save the internal pointer (stored in the
&DOMID environmental variable) to a working variable. Assume that this rule exists in your rules file:

MSGID(SAVEDOM), HILIGHT, SET(&SAVE_ID=&DOMID)

Your REXX program could contain these statements:
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"GETVAR SAVE_ID CUR_DOMID"
"DOM DOMID(&CUR_DOMID)"
"SETVAR SAVE_ID (0)"

The first statement invokes the GETVAR command, which fetches the internal pointer to the action message produced
by the rule and stores it in the CUR_DOMID variable. The second statement invokes the DOM command, which deletes
the action message that the CUR_DOMID value points to in The CA Automation Point action message recall list. The last
statement invokes the SETVAR command, which resets the SAVE_ID working variable used by the rule to 0.

 PLOT Command
The PLOT command displays a window containing system information shown as a graph. For a detailed
description of the PLOT command, see the Administrator Guide.

The PLOT command displays a window containing system information shown as a graph. For a detailed description of the
PLOT command, see the Administrator Guide.

 SESSCONFIG Command
The SESSCONFIG command populates a REXX stem variable with configured session attributes for
sessions selected according to specified criteria from a given session definition set. This command has the
following format:

The SESSCONFIG command populates a REXX stem variable with configured session attributes for sessions selected
according to specified criteria from a given session definition set. This command has the following format:

"SESSCONFIG
  [SESSTYPE(sesstype|ENABLED|DISABLED|ALL)]
  [DEFSET(sessiondefinitionset|STARTED|SAVED)]
  [PREFIX(sessconfig)]" 

• SESSTYPE
(Optional) Specifies the type of session to be listed. This operand can have one of the following arguments:

• sesstype
Lists attributes of all sessions in the selected session definition set with the console type of sesstype. Possible sesstype
names are:

• ASYNCH
• DTX
• ISERIES
• JES3
• JES3MCS
• MCS
• RCS
• SYSPLEX
• TANDEM
• TANDEMALL
• VAX
• VAXALL
• VM
• VSE
• Default

• ENABLED
Lists attributes of all sessions configured as enabled.

• DISABLED
Lists attributes of all sessions configured as disabled.

• ALL
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Lists attributes of all sessions in the selected session definition set.

Default: ALL
• DEFSET

(Optional) Specifies the which definition set from which to get information

• sessiondefinitionset
Specifies the name of the session definition set from which to get information

• STARTED
Uses the session definition set that is currently loaded in AP Desktop

• SAVED
Uses the session definition set that is currently selected as active in Configuration Manager

Default: STARTED
• PREFIX

(Optional) Specifies the REXX stem variable that stores the session attributes. This value can be a maximum of 15
charaters.
Default: SESSCONFIG

Output of the command follows:

• prefix.DEFINITION_SET
Contains the session definition set name

• prefix.0
Contains the total number of returned sessions

• prefix.i
Contains session name, where i is 1 to prefix.0

• prefix.i.attribute
Reports following attributes for each session, where i is 1 to prefix.0 and attribute is one of the following keywords:

• AUTOMATED
Indicates the automation status:

• YES: Session is configured as automated.
• NO: Session is configured as non-automated.

• CONNECTED
Indicates the connection status:

• YES: Session is configured to connect on startup.
• NO: Session is configured not to connect on startup.

• CONSOLE_TYPE
Indicates the console type (Default, ASYNCH, MCS, TANDEMALL, DTX, RCS, VAX, JES3, SYSPLEX, VAXALL,
JES3MCS, TANDEM, VM, VSE, ISERIES)

• DEVICE_NAME
Indicates the LU name or Device name (applicable only for TN3270, TN5250 )

• DEVICE_TYPE
Indicates the communication device or protocol used to connect the session

• COMn: Serial communication port n (COM1, COM2, ...)
• MEMORY: Session that uses memory as communication device
• ETC: Session is controlled by the Event Traffic Controller
• VIO: Windows command prompt session
• TELNET, SSH, TN3270, TN5250 : Session is connected to a remote host using this protocol

• ENABLED
Indicates if a session is to be loaded:

• YES: Session will be loaded on CA Automation Point startup
• NO: Session will not be loaded

• HOST_NAME
Indicates the host name (applicable only for TELNET, SSH, TN3270, or TN5250)

• HOST_PORT
Indicates the port (applicable only for TELNET, SSH, TN3270, or TN5250)

• MENU
Indicates the custom menu name or Default

• SESSION_NAME
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Indicates the name of the session
• SYSTEM_NAME

Indicates the system name
• TERMINAL

Indicates the terminal type (3278, 3278_2, 3278_3, 3278_4, 3278_5, 3279, 3279_2, 3279_3, 3279_4, 3279_5, 3477,
5292, 6530, ASYNCH, AXC, VIO, VIO43, VIO50, VT52, VT100, VT320, VT420)

• TITLE
Indicates the title

If an attribute is not applicable for particular session, the attribute value contains the string "N/A".

 SESSLIST Command
The SESSLIST command populates a REXX stem variable with current session attributes for currently
loaded sessions selected according to specified criteria. Disabled sessions as specified in the active
session definition set are not returned. This command has the following format:

The SESSLIST command populates a REXX stem variable with current session attributes for currently loaded sessions
selected according to specified criteria. Disabled sessions as specified in the active session definition set are not returned. This
command has the following format:

"SESSLIST [SESSTYPE(sesstype|AUTOMATED|PAUSED|CONNECTED|DISCONNECTED|
ALL)] [PREFIX(sessname)]" 

• SESSTYPE
(Optional) Specifies the type of session to be listed. This operand can have one of the following arguments:

• sesstype
Lists attributes of sessions in the active session definition set with the console type of sesstype. Possible sesstype names
are:

• ASYNCH
• DTX
• ISERIES
• JES3
• JES3MCS
• MCS
• RCS
• SYSPLEX
• TANDEM
• TANDEMALL
• VAX
• VAXALL
• VM
• VSE
• Default

• AUTOMATED
Lists attributes of all sessions currently being automated.

• PAUSED
Lists attributes of all sessions for which automation is paused.

• CONNECTED
Lists attributes of all sessions currently connected to a host.

• DISCONNECTED
Lists attributes of all sessions currently not connected to a host.

• ALL
Lists attributes of all enabled sessions in the active session definition set.

Default: CONNECTED
• PREFIX
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(Optional) Specifies the REXX stem variable in which to store the session attributes.This value can be a maximum of 15
characters.
Default: SESSNAME

Output of the command follows:

• prefix.DEFINITION_SET
Contains the session definition set name which is currently active in AP desktop

• prefix.GLOBAL_PAUSE
Indicates whether global automation pause is currently in effect

• prefix.0
Contains the total number of returned sessions

• prefix.i
Contains session names (where i is 1 to prefix.0).

• prefix.i.attribute
Reports following attributes for each session, where i is 1 to prefix.0 and attribute is one of the following keywords:

• AUTOMATED
Indicates the automation status:

• YES: session is currently being automated
• PAUSED: automation is temporarily paused
• NO: session is non-automated

• CONNECTED
Indicates the connection status:

• YES: session is currently connected
• NO: session is currently not connected

• CONSOLE_TYPE
Indicates the console type (Default, ASYNCH, MCS, TANDEMALL, DTX, RCS, VAX, JES3, SYSPLEX, VAXALL,
JES3MCS, TANDEM, VM, VSE, ISERIES)

• DEVICE_NAME
Indicates the LU name or Device name (applicable only for TN3270, TN5250 )

• DEVICE_TYPE
Indicates the communication device or protocol used to connect the session

• COMn: Serial communication port n (COM1, COM2, ...)
• MEMORY: Session that uses memory as communication device
• ETC: Session is controlled by the Event Traffic Controller
• VIO: Windows command prompt session
• TELNET, SSH, TN3270, TN5250: Session is connected to a remote host using this protocol

• HOST_NAME
Indicates the host name (applicable only for TELNET, SSH, TN3270, or TN5250)

• HOST_PORT
Indicates the port (applicable only for TELNET, SSH, TN3270, or TN5250)

• MENU
Indicates a custom menu name or Default

• SESSION_NAME
Indicates the name of the session

• SYSTEM_NAME
Indicates the system name

• TERMINAL
Indicates the terminal type (3278, 3278_2, 3278_3, 3278_4, 3278_5, 3279, 3279_2, 3279_3, 3279_4, 3279_5, 3477,
5292, 6530, ASYNCH, AXC, VIO, VIO43, VIO50, VT52, VT100, VT320, VT420)

• TITLE
Indicates the title

If an attribute is not applicable for particular session, the attribute value contains the string "N/A".

 WTO Command
The WTO command displays a text string in the normal message area of the AP Merged Messages
window and in the Normal Message Recall window.
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The WTO command displays a text string in the normal message area of the AP Merged Messages window and in the Normal
Message Recall window.

This command has the following format:

"WTO 'text'"

• text
Specifies the text (up to 251 characters) to be displayed. The text must be enclosed in single quotation marks ('); if the text
contains embedded single quotes, use one of the alternate delimiters described in ADDRESS AXC Command Syntax in
this chapter.

Example:

By using the WTO command to send messages to the Normal Message Recall window or the Merged Messages window, you
can notify operators of important events as they occur. For example, you may include this statement in a REXX program:

"WTO 'REXX finished processing'"

When the statement executes, this message appears in the normal (non-highlighted) message area of the Merged Messages
window:

REXX finished processing

 WTOH Command
The WTOH command displays a text string in the action message area of the Merged Messages window
and in the Action Message Recall window.

The WTOH command displays a text string in the action message area of the Merged Messages window and in the Action
Message Recall window.

By using the WTOH command to send messages to the Action Message Recall window or the Merged Messages window, you
can alert operators to problems with REXX processing.

This command has the following format:

"WTOH 'text'"

• text
Specifies the text (up to 128 characters) to be displayed. The text must be enclosed in single quotation marks ('); if the text
contains embedded single quotes, use one of the alternate delimiters described in the section ADDRESS AXC Command
Syntax in this chapter.

Example:

Suppose that the session name VM10 identifies a VM session on your system and you want to notify the operator when a
severe error occurs in that session. To do so, place this statement in a REXX program:
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"WTOH 'REXX detects severe error in session VM10'"

 WTXC Command
The WTXC command displays a specified text string in the AP Messages window and the AP Message
Recall window.

The WTXC command displays a specified text string in the AP Messages window and the AP Message Recall window.

Note:  CA Automation Point rules can process messages that the WTXC command issues from within a REXX program.

This command has the following format:

"WTXC 'text'"

• text
Specifies the text (up to 128 characters) to be displayed. The text must be enclosed in single quotation marks ('); if the text
contains embedded single quotes, use one of the alternate delimiters described in the section ADDRESS AXC Command
Syntax.

Usage Note:

By using the WTXC command to send messages to the AP Message Recall window and the AP Messages window, you can
keep track of how CA Automation Point interacts with REXX.

Example:

Suppose that you want the AP Messages Window to alert the operator when REXX takes some action (such as notifying a
system programmer) when an error occurs. To do so, include this statement in a REXX program:

"WTXC 'REXX has notified system programmer of errors'"

 ADDRESS PPQ Commands
Program-to-program (PPQ) commands are commands that you can issue through the ADDRESS PPQ
statement in a REXX program:

Program-to-program (PPQ) commands are commands that you can issue through the ADDRESS PPQ statement in a REXX
program:

For details about the CA Automation Point PPQ environment, see Using Program-to-Program Queues .

 ADDRESS PPQ Command Summary
The following list summarizes the ADDRESS PPQ commands.

The following list summarizes the CA Automation Point ADDRESS PPQ commands.

PPQ Setup Command

Use the following command for PPQ setup.

• CREATE
Creates a new queue

PPQ Operations Commands

Use the following commands for PPQ operations.

• LOCK
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Prevents access to a queue by REXX programs other than the current one.
• READ

Reads (accesses) one or more items from a specified queue.
• UNLOCK

Restores access to a queue locked by a previously issued LOCK command.
• WRITE

Writes (inserts) one or more items to a specified queue.

PPQ Dismantling Commands

Use the following commands to get data for dismantling PPQs.

• DELETE
Deletes all elements in a specified queue and releases the memory allocated for the queue.

• DISCONNECT
Breaks the connection with a specified remote queue and closes all sessions with the remote queue.

Special PPQ Commands

The following commands are used for special purposes.

• COUNT
Counts the number of items in a specified queue.

• DEBUG
A diagnostic tool that controls debugging trace output. This command is useful for providing diagnostic information to
Technical Support.

• LIST
Lists information about one or more queues residing on the local or remote machine, or both.

• TRANSTATUS
A diagnostic tool that returns a table of transport-specific information. This command is useful for providing diagnostic
information to Technical Support.

• VER
Provides the version number and configuration of CA Automation Point PPQs.

 ADDRESS PPQ Command Syntax
Issue a PPQ command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS PPQ statement, as
shown:

Issue a PPQ command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS PPQ statement, as shown:

ADDRESS PPQ 'ppqcommand operand(s)'

Follow these guidelines when issuing a PPQ command:

• When specifying a required or optional operand with a PPQ command, use parentheses to pass values. For example:

COUNT(numitems)

• Uppercase or lowercase characters are valid. For example:

QUEUE(QUE_1) 
queue(que_1)
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• Leading and trailing blanks are ignored. For example:

ITEM(item) 
ITEM ( item )

• Single and double quotes are supported. For example:

CMDRESP(destination) 
CMDRESP('destination') 
CMDRESP("destination")

• When creating REXX programs that issue PPQ commands, do not name your variables with names reserved for PPQ
commands. Also, do not include the following characters: ( ) ' " < > |, as they are interpreted by the REXX interpreter as
REXX delimiters.

• Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.

 ADDRESS PPQ Return Information
This section discusses the data returned by PPQ commands.

This section discusses the data returned by PPQ commands.

The RC Variable

RC is the REXX variable that contains the return codes from the ADDRESS PPQ environment. RC is set by every command
and should be programmatically checked for acceptable results (usually a zero value) after each command executes.

The PPQ.ERROR Variable

If a PPQ command does not execute successfully-returning a non-zero RC value-it generates an error message and stores the
message in the special REXX variable called PPQ.ERROR.

The PPQ error message ID begins with the prefix “PPQ” followed by a four-digit number (corresponding to the RC return
code value) and a letter indicating the message type. For a more detailed description of the error message, see Messages.

For example, if RC=4005, then the error message contained in the PPQ.ERROR variable is:

PPQ4005E  Insufficient memory.

Additional Return Information

The following PPQ commands, if executed successfully, return additional information beyond a return code (RC) value:

• COUNT
• LIST
• READ
• TRANSTATUS
• VER

Return information is stored in the special variable PPQ.ppqcommand. (The ppqcommand portion of the stem variable
represents the name of the PPQ command.)

The PPQ.ppqcommand.0 variable contains the number of lines of information returned (that is, the number of elements in
the PPQ.ppqcommand variable). The variables PPQ.ppqcommand.1 through PPQ.ppqcommand.n each contain a line of
information. (The n value represents the last line of return information.)
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Note:  The PPQ.ppqcommand variable contains the same value stored in the PPQ.ppqcommand.1 variable (that is, the first, and
sometimes only, return information line).

Change the Default Variable with PREFIX

You can direct return information to a variable other than the default PPQ.ppqcommand by specifying the PREFIX operand as
follows:

PREFIX(newvarname)

• newvarname
Specifies the name of the variable to replace the default.

Note:  The PREFIX operand is valid only if the destination of the return information is REXX. For information about
specifying other destinations, see the following section.

Change the Default Return Destination with CMDRESP

The CMDRESP operand shown directs the return information from a PPQ command to a specific destination:

CMDRESP(destination)

The following are valid values for destination:

• REXX
Directs return information to a REXX variable. For more information, see Using Program-to-Program Queues.

Note:  The optional PREFIX operand is valid only if the destination of the return information is REXX.
• XDQ

Directs return information to the external data queue.
• TERMINAL

Directs return information to the terminal. This form uses the same output mechanism used by the REXX SAY command.
• NOWHERE

Directs return information to the “bit bucket.” This value discards the return information.

Default: REXX

 PPQ Setup Command
This section describes the ADDRESS PPQ command used for setup.

This section describes the ADDRESS PPQ command used for setup.

CREATE Command (PPQ)

The create command creates a new queue. This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'CREATE QUEUE(qname) [DROP(NO|YES)]
                                 [SHARE(NO|YES)]
                                 [MAXITEMS(maxitems)] 
                                 [PERSISTENCE(PERMANENT|TEMPORARY)]
                                 [TRANSPORT(network-transport-name)]'

• QUEUE
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Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric characters and any
of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

Note:  qname cannot take the value of the computer name of any of the systems in your PPQ network.
• DROP

(Optional) Causes the first (oldest) item in the queue to be dropped from the queue when an attempt is made to write to a
full queue.
Default: NO

• SHARE
(Optional) Specifies whether the queue is network-shared on the allowed transport.
For more information about network-shared versus local queues, see Using Program-to-Program Queues .
Default: NO

• MAXITEMS
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of items (1 to 10,000) the queue can contain.
Default: 100

• PERSISTENCE
(Optional) Specifies whether a queue should be deleted by the REXX program that created it when that program
terminates. Valid PERSISTENCE values are:
PERMANENT
The queue remains (persists), even if the creating REXX program terminates (unless the PPQs services terminate or you
restart your workstation).
TEMPORARY
Specifies that the queue is to be deleted when the creating REXX program terminates.
Default: PERMANENT

• TRANSPORT 
(Optional) Specifies the transport a queue is to be created on. This operand is valid only when SHARE(YES) is specified; it
is otherwise ignored.
Specifies the network-transport-name is the network transport specified on the TRANSPORT() startup initialization
parameter.
Valid network-transport-name is:
PPQTCP 
Specifies the network transport is TCP/IP.

Note:   This keyword will be removed in a future release.

Usage Note:

You should not create multiple queues with the same name in different transports within one PPQs network. (A transport is the
mechanism that moves data from one location to another, such as shared memory on your workstation or TCP/IP.

Example:

'CREATE QUEUE(PROD1) SHARE(YES)'

 PPQ Operations Commands
The following sections describe the ADDRESS PPQ commands used for PPQ operations:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS PPQ commands used for PPQ operations:

 LOCK Command
The LOCK command prevents access to a queue by REXX programs other than the current one. It
provides a means for handling problems that can arise from the multiple access situations created by the
multitasking environment. Using LOCK is necessary only when you are writing multiple items that must
be sequential in the queue.

The LOCK command prevents access to a queue by REXX programs other than the current one. It provides a means for
handling problems that can arise from the multiple access situations created by the multitasking environment. Using LOCK is
necessary only when you are writing multiple items that must be sequential in the queue.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'LOCK QUEUE(qname) [WAIT(NO|YES|waittime)]'

• QUEUE
Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric characters and any
of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

• WAIT
(Optional) Specifies what the command does if it cannot execute immediately. For example, the queue may be in use or
locked by another REXX program. Valid WAIT values are:

• NO
Returns a nonzero return code (RC) value immediately. For information about what happens when a command does not
execute successfully, see Using Program-to-Program Queues.

• YES
Waits indefinitely while blocking the current REXX program until the queue becomes available.

• waittime
Specifies the number of seconds to wait (up to 100000) for the queue to become available while blocking the current
REXX program. Fractional values (such as 1.5) are valid. Note that the wait precision is around 0.1 seconds.

Default: NO

Usage Notes:

• Unlock a queue with the UNLOCK command as soon as possible after you lock it to prevent unnecessary delays in other
REXX programs.

• Locks are nested. For every LOCK command issued for a queue, an equal number of UNLOCK commands are required to
completely remove the lock. Be sure that each LOCK command in your REXX program has a corresponding UNLOCK
command.
Note: You can retrieve the lock nesting count using the LIST command.

• When a queue is in use by another REXX program, the LOCK command does not take effect until the current operation has
completed. If the delay is prolonged or if the queue is locked by another REXX program, the LOCK command waits for the
amount of time specified by the optional WAIT operand.

• You can lock a remote queue.
• It is good programming practice for user-written programs to eventually unlock every queue that they have locked.

 READ Command
The READ command reads one or more items from a specified queue.

The READ command reads one or more items from a specified queue.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'READ QUEUE(qname) [COUNT(numitems)]
                               [CMDRESP(destination)]
                               [ITEMNUM(FIRST|LAST|itemnum)]
                               [PREFIX(newvarname)]                              
                               [REMOVE(YES|NO)]
                               [WAIT(NO|YES|waittime)]'

• QUEUE
Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric characters and any
of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

• CMDRESP
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(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see Change the
Default Return Destination with CMDRESP.
Default: REXX

• COUNT
(Optional) Specifies the number of items (numitems) to read from the queue.
Default: 1

• ITEMNUM
(Optional) Specifies the starting item to read from the queue. The starting item that you specify must exist; the READ
command cannot wait for an item that does not yet exist. Valid ITEMNUM values are:

• FIRST
Starts the read operation from the first item in the queue.

• LAST
Starts the read operation from the last item in the queue.

• itemnum
Starts the read operation from an item number that you specify. (A value of 1 is the same as a value of FIRST.)

Default: FIRST
• PREFIX

(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS PPQ Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.
Default: PPQ.READ

• REMOVE
(Optional) Specifies whether the read operation is destructive or nondestructive (that is, whether the READ command
removes an item from the queue after it has read the item). Valid values are:

• YES
Removes the item from the queue after reading it.

• NO
Does not remove the item from the queue after reading it.

Default: YES
• WAIT

(Optional) Specifies what the command does if it cannot execute immediately. For example, the queue may be in use or
locked by another REXX program. Valid WAIT values are:

• NO
Returns a nonzero return code (RC) value immediately. For information about what happens when a command does not
execute successfully, see Using Program-to-Program Queues.

• YES
Waits indefinitely while blocking the current REXX program until the queue becomes available and is not empty.

• waittime
Specifies the number of seconds to wait (up to 100000) for the queue to become available while blocking the current
REXX program. Fractional values (such as 1.5) are valid. Note that the wait precision is around 0.1 seconds.

Default: NO

Usage Notes:

• The ITEMNUM operand and the WAIT operand are mutually exclusive.
• When reading from a remote queue, especially using the TCP/IP transport, it is possible to receive return code 4520 (queue

not found) indicating errors when the queue exists on the remote machine. These errors can occur if remote host network
response times are slow or inconsistent. To alleviate this condition, use the following sample to code a function around the
read request to detect the problem and recover from it:

READRMTPPQ:
/*
********************************************************************
*     THIS FUNCTION WILL READ A PPQ REMOTE QUEUE WITH TIMEOUT.     *
********************************************************************
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* EXAMPLE CALL: RC = READPPQ('RMTQ', 4*60, 'REMOVE(NO) COUNT(2)')  *
* RETURNS: RC FROM PPQREAD                                         *
* NOTES: FOR LOCAL QUEUE, USE PPQREAD WAIT() PARAMETER IN PLACE OF *
*        THIS ROUTINE.                                             *
********************************************************************
**
*/
QUEUE      = ARG(1)  /* QUEUE NAME          */
TIMEOUT    = ARG(2)  /* TIME OUT IN SECONDS */
READ_PARMS = ARG(3)  /* OTHER PPQREAD PARMS */
 
/* DEFAULT 3 MINUTE TIME OUT */
IF TIMEOUT = '' THEN TIMEOUT = 3*60
 
/* ENSURE WAIT PARM */
IF POS('WAIT(',READ_PARMS) = 0
   THEN READ_PARMS = 'WAIT(1)' READ_PARMS
 
/* START TIMER */
X = TIME('R')
 
/* LOOP UNTIL QUEUE FOUND, TIME OUT, OR ERROR */
DO UNTIL TIME('E') > TIMEOUT
   ADDRESS 'PPQ' 'READ QUEUE('QUEUE')' READ_PARMS
   IF RC <> 4520 THEN LEAVE
END
RETURN RC

 UNLOCK Command
The UNLOCK command restores access to a queue locked by a previously issued LOCK command.

The UNLOCK command restores access to a queue locked by a previously issued LOCK command.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'UNLOCK QUEUE(qname)'

• QUEUE
Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric characters and any
of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

Usage Notes:

• Unlock a queue as soon as possible after you lock it to prevent unnecessary delays in other REXX programs.
• Locks are nested. For every LOCK command issued for a queue, an equal number of UNLOCK commands is required to

completely remove the lock.
You can retrieve the lock nesting count using the LIST command.

• It is good programming practice for user-written programs to eventually unlock every queue that they have locked.

 WRITE Command
The WRITE command writes one or more items to a specified queue.

The WRITE command writes one or more items to a specified queue.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'WRITE QUEUE(qname)  [ITEM(item)|VAR(varname)]
                                 [DATATYPE(BINARY|
TEXT)]                                 
                                 [ITEMNUM(LAST|FIRST|itemnum)]
                                 [WAIT(NO|YES|waittime)]'

• QUEUE
Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric characters and any
of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

• ITEM
Specifies the item to write to the queue. The item value can be either a literal string (such as "this is an item") or a simple
variable name (not enclosed in quotation marks so that REXX can evaluate it).
Note: You cannot specify the ITEM operand if you specify the VAR operand. If both the VAR and the ITEM operands are
unspecified, the command default is the compound variable, VAR(ppq.write.).

• VAR
Specifies the name of a simple or compound variable (varname) containing an item or items to write to the queue.
A trailing dot after the varname value (as in varname.) specifies a compound variable, where varname.0 contains the
number of items to write, and varname.1, varname.2, and so on, each contain an item to write. If you specify a compound
variable containing more than one item, the WRITE command locks the specified queue temporarily, writes all items to the
queue contiguously, and then unlocks the queue.
Note: You cannot specify the VAR operand if you specify the ITEM operand.

• DATATYPE
(Optional) Specifies which type of data translation should be used. Valid DATATYPE values are:

• TEXT
Automatically translates the data between EBCDIC and ASCII to match the requirements of the receiving system. This
value is most useful when you want to send text strings between z/OS and Windows.

• BINARY
Specifies that no data translation should occur.
Note: The BINARY format is faster and should be used for all data, including text, if all systems that communicate
through PPQs use the same character set.

Default: BINARY
• ITEMNUM

(Optional) Specifies the starting item to write to the queue.
Assume that the specified queue contains count number of items and that you want to write n items to the queue. Valid
ITEMNUM values are:

• LAST
Starts the write operation from the end of the queue. The first item written to the queue is item number count+1 and
succeeding items are numbered count+2, count+3, and so on through count+n. This is the default method for writing to
the queue.

• FIRST
Starts the write operation from the beginning of the queue. The current item number 1 in the queue becomes item
number 1+n after n items are written.

• itemnum
Starts the write operation from somewhere in the middle of the queue. The WRITE command writes n items ahead of
an item (specified by itemnum) that already exists in the queue (so that the current itemnum becomes itemnum+n after n
items are written).

Note: The starting item that you specify must exist or must be the count+1 item in the queue; specifying an itemnum value
beyond the end of the queue generates an error.
Default: LAST

• WAIT
(Optional) Specifies what the command does if it cannot execute immediately. For example, the queue may be in use or
locked by another REXX program. Valid WAIT values are:
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• NO
Returns a nonzero return code (RC) value immediately. For information about what happens when a command does not
execute successfully, see the chapter on using program-to-program queues in the Administrator Guide.

• YES
Waits indefinitely while blocking the current REXX program until the queue becomes available.

• waittime
Specifies the number of seconds to wait (up to 100000) for the queue to become available while blocking the current
REXX program. Fractional values (such as 1.5) are valid. Note that the wait precision is around 0.1 seconds.

Default: NO

Usage Note:

When writing to a remote queue, especially using the TCP/IP transport, it is possible to receive return code 4520 (queue not
found), indicating errors when the queue exists on the remote machine. These errors can occur if remote host network response
times are slow or inconsistent. To alleviate this condition, use the following sample to code a function around the read request
to detect the problem and recover from it:

WRITERMTPPQ:
/*
********************************************************************
*     THIS FUNCTION WILL WRITE A PPQ REMOTE QUEUE WITH TIMEOUT.    *
********************************************************************
* EXAMPLE CALL: RC = WRITEPPQ('RMTQ', 4*60, 'DATATYPE(BINARY)')    *
* RETURNS: RC FROM PPQWRITE                                        *
* NOTES: FOR LOCAL QUEUE, USE PPQWRITE WAIT() PARAMETER IN PLACE OF*
*        THIS ROUTINE.                                             *
*********************************************************************
*/
QUEUE       = ARG(1)  /* QUEUE NAME           */
TIMEOUT     = ARG(2)  /* TIME OUT IN SECONDS  */
WRITE_PARMS = ARG(3)  /* OTHER PPQWRITE PARMS */
 
/* DEFAULT 3 MINUTE TIME OUT */
IF TIMEOUT = '' THEN TIMEOUT = 3*60
/* ENSURE WAIT PARM */
IF POS('WAIT(',WRITE_PARMS) = 0
   THEN WRITE_PARMS = 'WAIT(1)' WRITE_PARMS
 
/* ENSURE DATATYPE PARM */
IF POS('DATATYPE(',WRITE_PARMS) = 0
   THEN WRITE_PARMS = 'DATATYPE(TEXT)' WRITE_PARMS
 
 /* START TIMER */
X = TIME('R')
 
/* LOOP UNTIL QUEUE FOUND, TIME OUT, OR ERROR */
DO UNTIL TIME('E') > TIMEOUT
   ADDRESS 'PPQ' 'WRITE QUEUE('QUEUE')' WRITE_PARMS
   IF RC <> 4520 THEN LEAVE
END
RETURN RC
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 PPQ Dismantling Commands
The following sections describe the ADDRESS PPQ commands used for dismantling queues:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS PPQ commands used for dismantling queues:

 DELETE Command (PPQ)
The DELETE command deletes all elements in the specified queue and releases the memory allocated for
the queue.

The DELETE command deletes all elements in the specified queue and releases the memory allocated for the queue.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'DELETE QUEUE(qname) [WAIT(NO|YES|waittime)]'

• QUEUE
Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric characters and any
of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

• WAIT
(Optional) Specifies what the command does if it cannot execute immediately. For example, the queue may be in use or
locked by another REXX program. Valid WAIT values are:

• NO
Returns a nonzero return code (RC) value immediately. (For information about what happens when a command does
not execute successfully, see Using Program-to-Program Queues.

• YES
Waits indefinitely while blocking the current REXX program until the queue becomes available.

• waittime
Specifies the number of seconds to wait (up to 100000) for the queue to become available while blocking the current
REXX program. Fractional values (such as 1.5) are valid. Note that the wait precision is around 0.1 seconds.

Default: NO

Usage Notes:

The following restrictions apply to the DELETE command:

• If the queue you want to delete is a network-shared queue, the DELETE command first makes the queue local (unshared)
so that it can delete the queue. A network-shared queue is a queue that was created with the CREATE command
SHARE(YES) option.

• You can delete only local queues. The only way to delete a remote queue is through a REXX program on the machine
where the queue resides.

• You cannot delete a locked queue unless the calling REXX program is also the lock holder.
• A temporary queue can be deleted only by the REXX program that created it. A temporary queue is a queue that was

created with the CREATE command PERSISTENCE(TEMPORARY) option.

 DISCONNECT Command (PPQ)
The DISCONNECT command breaks the connection with the specified remote queue. (This command is
nondestructive; it does not delete the remote queue.)

The DISCONNECT command breaks the connection with the specified remote queue. (This command is nondestructive; it
does not delete the remote queue.)

When the local workstation has no more use for a remote queue, issue the DISCONNECT command to free transport
resources. (A transport is the mechanism that moves data from one location to another, such as shared memory on your
workstation or TCP/IP.)

If a REXX program disconnects from a remote queue that other REXX programs on the same workstation are still using, an
automatic reconnection occurs transparently. An error occurs if the queue is currently locked by a program other than the
calling program.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'DISCONNECT QUEUE(qname)'

• QUEUE
Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric characters and any
of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

 Special PPQ Commands
The following sections describe the ADDRESS PPQ commands used for special purposes:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS PPQ commands used for special purposes:

 COUNT Command
The COUNT command counts the number of items in a specified queue. The return information is a
positive integer.

The COUNT command counts the number of items in a specified queue. The return information is a positive integer.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'COUNT QUEUE(qname) [CMDRESP(destination)]
                                [PREFIX(newvarname)]'

• QUEUE
Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric characters and any
of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see Change the
Default Return Destination with CMDRESP.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS PPQ Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.
Default: PPQ.COUNT

 DEBUG Command
The DEBUG command controls debugging trace output. You can prevent messages below a specified
severity level from being traced, and you can specify what types of messages that you want to trace. Like
the TRANSTATUS command, the DEBUG command is a diagnostic tool.

The DEBUG command controls debugging trace output. You can prevent messages below a specified severity level from
being traced, and you can specify what types of messages that you want to trace. Like the TRANSTATUS command, the
DEBUG command is a diagnostic tool.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'DEBUG [CATEGORY(hexbitfield)]                  
 [SEVERITY(severitylevel)]'
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•  CATEGORY
(Optional) Specifies a mask for the category of message to be traced. Specify the hexbitfield value as a 32-bit hexadecimal
string. Each bit position containing a 1 allows the trace utility (asotrace.exe) to trace the corresponding message category.
Default: FFFFFFFF
Note: The category mask does not apply to messages with the following severity levels: Fatal, Error, Warning.

  This parameter specifies the bit assignments as follows:

 General Hex Code  Trace Type 

FFFFFFFF All

00000001 Startup

00000002 Initialization and termination

00000004 Manager thread

00000008 API entry point

00000010 Status

 Hex Code  Trace Type 

00000020 Control block

00000040 Packet

00000080 Memory allocation

00000100 High volume routine

 Application Hex Code  Trace Type 

000100000 Utility routine

000200000 PPQ

000800000 VOX

001000000 OCF

00200000 GLV

•  SEVERITY 
• (Optional) Prevents tracing of messages with severity levels below the level specified for severitylevel. Valid severity

levels are:

•  1
Error

•  2
Warning

•  3
Informational

•  4 through 8
Debug levels

Note:  CA Support specifies the appropriate debug trace level when necessary.

Default: 3

 LIST Command (PPQ)
The LIST command lists information about one or more queues residing on the local or remote
workstation, or both. The optional QUEUE and SCOPE operands allow you to specify search criteria to
target specific queues. This command is useful for troubleshooting TCP/IP problems.

The LIST command lists information about one or more queues residing on the local or remote workstation, or both. The
optional QUEUE and SCOPE operands allow you to specify search criteria to target specific queues. This command is useful
for troubleshooting TCP/IP problems.
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Each line of information that the LIST command returns represents one queue. Each field in a line contains a specific type of
information about the queue, as follows:

Field Description

1 The name of the queue

2 The number of items in the queue

3 The maximum number of items allowed in the queue

4 The maximum allowed length of each item

5 The lock nesting counter

6 The name of the transport where the queue was found

7 The scope of the queue (local, remote, or shared)

8 The name of the transport the queue uses

9 The system name of the creator of the queue

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'LIST [CMDRESP(destination)]
                  [PREFIX(newvarname)]
                  [QUEUE(qname)] 
                  [SCOPE(ALL|LOCAL|REMOTE)]
                  [TRANSPORT(network-transport-name)]'

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see Change the
Default Return Destination with CMDRESP.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS PPQ Return Information.

Note:  The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.

Default: PPQ.LIST
• QUEUE

(Optional) Specifies the 1- to 79-character name of the queue (qname). The queue name can contain alphanumeric
characters and any of these special characters: ! @ # $ _
The queue name cannot contain blanks.

Note:  Wildcard characters are not valid in this case.
• SCOPE

(Optional) Specifies queues on the local or remote workstation, as follows:

• ALL
Lists queues residing on the local workstation and queues on remote workstations that REXX programs on the local
workstation have accessed.

• LOCAL
Lists only those queues residing on the local workstation.

• REMOTE
Lists only those queues residing on remote workstations that REXX programs on the local workstation have accessed.

Default: ALL
• TRANSPORT

(Optional) Specifies a valid transport.
The network-transport-name is the network transport specified on the TRANSPORT() startup initialization parameter.
Valid network transport names are:
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• PPQTCP
The network transport is TCP/IP.
When TRANSPORT(PPQTCP) is specified, the LIST command displays the current state of each TCP/IP connection to
the remote hosts listed under TCP/IP Host Names in the Configuration Manager Program-to-Program Queues dialog.
'LIST TRANSPORT(PPQTCP)' displays one of the following forms of output:
If the local machine is configured only with IPv4 under TCP/IP:

Session nnnnnnn: IP: iphost1 State: host1state Host 'host1'
Session nnnnnnn: IP: iphost2 State: host2state Host 'host2'

If the local machine is configured to support both IPv4 and IPv6 under TCP/IP:

Session nnnnnnn: State: host1state

  IP: iphost1

  Host 'host1'
Session nnnnnnn: State: host2state

  IP: iphost2

  Host 'host2'

nnnnnnn specifies the internal session identifier.
iphostn specifies the IPv4 or IPv6 address for the host named hostn; an IPv6 address will be enclosed in square
brackets.
hostnstate specifies the state of the session that is connected to the host named hostn. Values are UP, DOWN,
STARTING, LISTEN, BROKEN, and UNKNOWN.
Notes:

• The old IPv4 format is deprecated; it may be removed in a future release in favor of the new IPv4/IPv6 format.
• PPQTCP is the only valid value for TRANSPORT.

 TRANSTATUS Command
The TRANSTATUS command returns a table of transport-specific information. (A transport is the
mechanism that moves data from one location to another, such as shared memory on your workstation or
TCP/IP.) Like the DEBUG command, the TRANSTATUS command is a diagnostic tool. This command
is useful for providing diagnostic information to Technical Support.

The TRANSTATUS command returns a table of transport-specific information. (A transport is the mechanism that moves
data from one location to another, such as shared memory on your workstation or TCP/IP.) Like the DEBUG command, the
TRANSTATUS command is a diagnostic tool. This command is useful for providing diagnostic information to Technical
Support.

Each line of information that the TRANSTATUS command returns represents one transport. Each field in a line contains a
specific type of information about the transport, as follows:

Field Description

1 The name of the transport (such as SharedMemory or TCP/
IP)

2 The version number (for example, 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999)
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3 The state of the transport (such as UNKNOWN,
INITIALIZATION, OPERATIONAL, or TERMINATION)

The following is an example of return information lines:

SHAREDMEMORY 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999 OPERATIONAL
TCP/IP       11.3.0.0 Rev=99999 OPERATIONAL

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'TRANSTATUS [CMDRESP(destination)] 
                        [PREFIX(newvarname)]'

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see Change the
Default Return Destination with CMDRESP.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS PPQ Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.
Default: PPQ.TRANSTATUS

 VER Command (PPQ)
The VER command provides the version number and configuration of the PPQs on your workstation.

The VER command provides the version number and configuration of the CA Automation Point PPQs on your workstation.

The VER command returns one line of information containing four fields. The fields contain the following information:

Field Description

1 The PPQ service name (for example, PPQ)

2 The version number (for example, 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999)

3 The Build date of the current PPQ service in mmm dd yyyy
format (for example, Jul 5 2010)

4 The system name for the PPQ service on this workstation as
defined during configuration (for example, PPQSYS)

The following is an example of return information line:

PPQ 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999 Jul 5 2010 PPQSYSTEM

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS PPQ 'VER [CMDRESP(destination)] [PREFIX(newvarname)]'
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• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see Change the
Default Return Destination with CMDRESP.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS PPQ Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.
Default: PPQ.VER

 ADDRESS GLV Commands
You issue GLV commands through the ADDRESS GLV statement in a REXX program:

You issue GLV commands through the ADDRESS GLV statement in a REXX program:

For details about The CA Automation Point global variable environment, see Configuring and Writing REXX .

 ADDRESS GLV Command Summary
The following list summarizes ADDRESS GLV commands.

The following list summarizes CA Automation Point ADDRESS GLV commands.

• GET
Retrieves the current value of a status or GLV variable and assigns that value to a local REXX variable of the same name.

• GRPLIST
Places a list of all variable groups into the external data queue.

• GRPLISTV
Places a list of all variable groups directly into a REXX variable.

• LIST
Places the name and value of a variable into the external data queue.

• LISTV
Places the name and value of a variable directly into the REXX variable.

• PURGE
Deletes all volatile variables in a specified variable group.

• PUT
Assigns the value of a local REXX variable to a volatile status or GLV variable of the same name.

• PUTP
Assigns the value of a local REXX variable to a nonvolatile status or GLV variable of the same name. (This command
creates or updates a .GLV file.)

• SELECT
Selects a particular variable group for succeeding GLV commands to act upon. This command is valid globally as a stand-
alone command or locally as an operand in most other GLV commands.

• SET
Assigns values to one or more volatile variables.

• SETL
Assigns a literal value, which can contain blanks, to a single volatile variable.

• SETLP
Assigns a literal value, which can contain blanks, to a single nonvolatile variable. (This command creates or updates
a .GLV file.)

• SETP
Assigns values to one or more nonvolatile variables. (This command creates or updates a .GLV file.)

• VER
Provides the version number and maintenance level of GLV services on your workstation to the external data queue.

• VERV
Provides the version number and maintenance level of GLV services on your workstation into a REXX variable.

 ADDRESS GLV Command Syntax
Issue a GLV command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS GLV statement, as
shown:
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Issue a GLV command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS GLV statement, as shown:

ADDRESS GLV 'glvcommand operand(s)'

Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.

 Return Codes for GLV Commands
After a GLV command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC. The RC variable
contains a value of 0 (zero) if the command executed successfully; otherwise, the RC variable contains
one of these values:

After a GLV command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC. The RC variable contains a value of 0
(zero) if the command executed successfully; otherwise, the RC variable contains one of these values:

RC Description

-86 Unrecognized command name

-84 Unrecognized command operand

-82 Command operand is missing

If the RC variable contains any other value, contact CA Technical Support at http://ca.com/support.

 ADDRESS GLV Command Descriptions
The following sections describe the ADDRESS GLV commands:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS GLV commands:

 GET Command (GLV)
The GET command retrieves the value of any variable (that is, any status or GLV variable whether
volatile or nonvolatile) and assigns that value to a local REXX variable of the same name.

The GET command retrieves the value of any variable (that is, any status or GLV variable whether volatile or nonvolatile) and
assigns that value to a local REXX variable of the same name.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] GET varname . . . '

• SELECT
(Optional) Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.
For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.

• GET
Specifies the name of the variable whose value you want to retrieve. (CA Automation Point places the contents of the
specified variable into a local REXX variable of the same name.)
You can specify one or more varname variable names.

Examples:

• The following REXX statement assigns the values of two nonvolatile status variables (AXCDISK_DVOL and
AXCDISK_ERRORS) from the variable group AXC to local REXX variables of the same names:
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ADDRESS GLV 'SELECT AXC GET AXCDISK_DVOL AXCDISK_ERRORS'

• The following REXX statement assigns the value of VOXCALLS (a GLV variable that could be volatile or nonvolatile
in this example) to a local REXX variable of the same name. (Notice that the VOXCALLS variable is a member of the
VOXGROUP variable group.)

ADDRESS GLV 'SELECT VOXGROUP GET VOXCALLS'

 GRPLIST Command
The GRPLIST command places a list of all variable group names into the external data queue, making
that information available to any REXX program.

The GRPLIST command places a list of all variable group names into the external data queue, making that information
available to any REXX program.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV 'GRPLIST'

Example:

The following REXX statements list the variable groups in use:

SAY 'These are the variable groups currently in use:'
ADDRESS GLV 'GRPLIST'
do while queued() > 0
   parse pull line
   say line
end

 GRPLISTV Command
The GRPLISTV command places a list of all variable group names directly into a REXX variable.

The GRPLISTV command places a list of all variable group names directly into a REXX variable.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV 'GRPLISTV rexxstem'

• GRPLISTV
Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (rexxstem) that will contain the return information for the command.

Example:
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The following example lists the variable groups in use:

ADDRESS GLV 'GRPLISTV rexxstem'
say 'These are the variable groups currently in use:'
do i=1 to rexxstem.0
   say rexxstem.i
end

 LIST Command (GLV)
The LIST command places the name and value of any variable (that is, any status or GLV variable
whether volatile or nonvolatile) into the external data queue, making that value available to any REXX
program.

The LIST command places the name and value of any variable (that is, any status or GLV variable whether volatile or
nonvolatile) into the external data queue, making that value available to any REXX program.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] LIST [varname . . .] '

• SELECT
(Optional) Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.
For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.

• varname
(Optional) Specifies the name of the variable whose name and value you want to place into the external data queue. You
can specify one or more varname variable names.
The following wildcard characters are valid for variable name masking:

• ? or +
Replaces individual characters.

• *
Replaces any number of trailing characters when placed as the last character in the name mask.

If you do not specify a varname value, the LIST command writes all variables (in the selected or default variable group) to
the external data queue.

Example:

The following REXX statement places the name and value of the variable LASTUSER into the external data queue:

ADDRESS GLV 'SELECT USER_GRP LIST LASTUSER'

 LISTV Command
The LISTV command places the name and value of any variable, that is, any status or GLV variable
whether volatile or nonvolatile, into a REXX variable.

The LISTV command places the name and value of any variable, that is, any status or GLV variable whether volatile or
nonvolatile, into a REXX variable.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] LISTV rexxstem [varname . . .] '

• SELECT
(Optional) Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.
For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.

• rexxstem
Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable that will contain the return information for the command.

• varname
(Optional) Specifies the name of the variable whose name and value you want to place into the selected stem variable. You
can specify one or more varname variable names.
The following wildcard characters are valid for variable name masking:

• ? or +
Replaces individual characters.

*
Replaces any number of trailing characters when placed as the last character in the name mask.
If you do not specify a varname value, the LIST command writes all variables (in the selected or default variable group) to
the selected stem variable.

Example:

The following REXX example places the name and value of the variable(s) starting with D into the REXX variable:

ADDRESS GLV 'SELECT UNNAMED LISTV REXXSTEM D*'
say 'These are all the variables in the UNNAMED group that start with "D":'
do i=1 to rexxstem.0
   say rexxstem.i 
end

 PURGE Command
The PURGE command deletes all volatile variables within a specified variable group. (The PURGE
command has no effect on nonvolatile variables.)

The PURGE command deletes all volatile variables within a specified variable group. (The PURGE command has no effect on
nonvolatile variables.)

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] PURGE'

• SELECT
(Optional) Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup).
For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.
If you do not select a variable group, the PURGE command erases all volatile variables in the group selected by the
previously issued SELECT command. If you have not yet selected a group, the PURGE command erases all volatile
variables in the UNNAMED group.

Examples:
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• The following REXX statement erases the volatile variables in the variable group RELAYGRP:

ADDRESS GLV 'SELECT RELAYGRP PURGE'

• The following REXX statement erases all volatile variables in the default variable group (either UNNAMED or another
group specified by the previously issued SELECT command):

ADDRESS GLV 'PURGE'

 PUT Command
The PUT command assigns the value of a local REXX variable to a volatilestatus or GLV variable of the
same name.

The PUT command assigns the value of a local REXX variable to a volatilestatus or GLV variable of the same name.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] PUT varname . . .'

• SELECT
(Optional) Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.
For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.

• varname
Specifies the name of a volatile status or GLV variable. You can specify one or more varname variable names.
Note: If you assign a value to a volatile variable, and a nonvolatile variable of the same name already exists, the
nonvolatile variable will be erased.

Example:

Assume that the following PUT statement follows a REXX program that has just finished processing, and that the program has
assigned values to the local SUBTOTAL and TOTAL variables. The statement shown below assigns those values to volatile
variables of the same name in the variable group STATS_GROUP:

ADDRESS GLV 'SELECT STATS_GROUP PUT SUBTOTAL TOTAL'

 PUTP Command
The PUTP command assigns the value of a local REXX variable to a nonvolatile status or GLV
variable of the same name. This command updates or creates a .glv file. (A .glv file contains nonvolatile
variables.)

The PUTP command assigns the value of a local REXX variable to a nonvolatile status or GLV variable of the same name.
This command updates or creates a .glv file. (A .glv file contains nonvolatile variables.)

This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] PUTP varname . . .'

• SELECT
(Optional) Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.
For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.

• varname
Specifies the name of a nonvolatile status or GLV variable. You can specify one or more varname variable names.
Note: If you assign a value to a nonvolatile variable, and a volatile variable of the same name already exists, the volatile
variable will be erased.

Example:

Assume that the following PUTP statement follows a REXX program that has just finished processing, and that the program
has assigned values to the local SUBTOTAL and TOTAL variables. The statement shown below assigns those values to
nonvolatile variables of the same name in the variable group STATS_GROUP:

ADDRESS GLV 'SELECT STATS_GROUP PUTP SUBTOTAL TOTAL'

 SELECT Command
The SELECT command can either specify a variable group for a single GLV command or specify
a default variable group for subsequent GLV commands to act upon.

The SELECT command can either specify a variable group for a single GLV command or specify a default variable group for
subsequent GLV commands to act upon.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV 'SELECT vargroup [glvcommand]'

• vargroup
Specifies the name of a variable group that you want to either select as the default group for subsequent GLV commands if
glvcommand is not specified) or use as an override for the specified GLV command.
Default: UNNAMED

• glvcommand
(Optional) One of the following GLV commands:

GET PUTP SETL

LIST PURGE SETLP

PUT SET SETP

Note:  If you specify SELECT as an operand in one of the GLV commands listed here, the selected variable group applies
to that command only and does not change the default variable group.

Usage Notes:

• If the SELECT command is issued without the optional glvcommand parameter,  the selected variable group becomes the
default group for subsequent GLV commands until you select another variable group.

• If the variable group that you select does not exist, the SELECT command creates it.
• If you do not issue the SELECT command to select a default variable group, GLV commands assume the default group is

called 'UNNAMED'.

Example:

In the following REXX code, assume that the default variable group is 'UNNAMED' because you have not issued a SELECT
command to select another default variable group.
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The first LIST command requests the value of the GLV variable LAST_USER that was previously set in the ‘UNNAMED’
variable group. The second LIST command requests the value of the GLV variable NEW_USER that was previously set
in the ‘TESTER’ variable group. The third LIST command requests the value of the GLV variable CURRENT_USER that
was previously set in the ‘OPERATOR’ variable group. The fourth LIST command requests the value of the GLV variable
OLD_USER that was previously set in the ‘TESTER’ variable group.

ADDRESS GLV 'LIST LAST_USER'PULL LAST_USER.UNNAMEDADDRESS GLV 'SELECT
 TESTER'ADDRESS GLV 'LIST NEW_USER'PULL NEW_USER.TESTERADDRESS GLV
 'SELECT OPERATOR LIST CURRENT_USER'PULL CURRENT_USER.OPERATORADDRESS
 GLV 'LIST OLD_USER'PULL OLD_USER.TESTER

 SET Command (GLV)
The SET command assigns values to one or more volatile status or GLV variables.

The SET command assigns values to one or more volatile status or GLV variables.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] SET varname value [varname value . . .]'

• SELECT
(Optional) Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.
For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.

• varname
Specifies the name of a volatile status or GLV variable.
Note: If you assign a value to a volatile variable, and a nonvolatile variable of the same name already exists, the
nonvolatile variable will be erased.
You can specify one or more varname variable names, but each varname that you specify must have a matching value.

• value
Specifies the value to assign to the variable specified by varname. The valid value is any character string that does not
contain blanks.

Example:

The following REXX statement assigns the literal value SYS1_IPL to the EVENT variable and the literal value
DATE_AND_TIME to the EVENT_TIME variable:

ADDRESS GLV 'SET EVENT SYS1_IPL EVENT_TIME DATE_AND_TIME'

 SETL Command
The SETL command assigns a literal value, which can contain blanks, to a single volatile status or GLV
variable.

The SETL command assigns a literal value, which can contain blanks, to a single volatile status or GLV variable.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] SETL varname [value]'
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• (Optional) SELECT

Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.

For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.
•  varname 

Specifies the name of a volatile status or GLV variable.

Note:  If you assign a value to a volatile variable, and a nonvolatile variable of the same name already exists, the
nonvolatile variable is erased.

• (Optional) value 

Specifies the value to assign to the variable specified by varname. Valid values are literal strings. The value can contain
blanks.

Note:  If you do not specify a value, then the variable is cleared.

 Example: 

The following REXX statement assigns a literal value to the volatile variable MESSAGE:

ADDRESS GLV 'SETL MESSAGE This is a sentence in one variable'

 SETLP Command
The SETLP command assigns a literal value, which can contain blanks, to a single nonvolatile status or
GLV variable. This command updates or creates a .glv file. (A .glv file contains nonvolatile variables.)

The SETLP command assigns a literal value, which can contain blanks, to a single nonvolatile status or GLV variable. This
command updates or creates a .glv file. (A .glv file contains nonvolatile variables.)

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] SETLP varname [value]'

• (Optional) SELECT

Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.

For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.
• varname

Specifies the name of a nonvolatile status or GLV variable.

Note:  If you assign a value to a nonvolatile variable, and a volatile variable of the same name already exists, the volatile
variable is erased.

• (Optional) value

Specifies the value to assign to the variable specified by varname. Valid values are literal strings. The value can contain
blanks.

Note:  If you do not specify a value, then the value is cleared.

 Example: 

The following REXX statement assigns a literal value to the nonvolatile status variable AXCDISK_MESSAGE:

ADDRESS GLV 'SETLP AXCDISK_MESSAGE This is a sentence in one variable'
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 SETP Command
The SETP command assigns values to one or more nonvolatile status or GLV variables. This command
updates or creates a .GLV file. (A .GLV file contains nonvolatile variables.)

The SETP command assigns values to one or more nonvolatile status or GLV variables. This command updates or creates
a .GLV file. (A .GLV file contains nonvolatile variables.)

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV '[SELECT vargroup] SETP varname value [varname value . . .]'

• SELECT
(Optional) Specifies the name of a variable group (vargroup) to which the specified variable (varname) belongs.
For more information, see the description of the SELECT command.

• varname
Specifies the name of a nonvolatile status or GLV variable.
Note: If you assign a value to a nonvolatile variable, and a volatile variable of the same name already exists, the volatile
variable will be erased.
You can specify one or more varname variable names, but each varname that you specify must have a matching value.

• value
Specifies the value to assign to the variable specified by varname. The valid value is any character string that does not
contain blanks.

Example:

The following REXX statement assigns the literal value SYS1_IPL to the EVENT variable, and the literal value
DATE_AND_TIME to the EVENT_TIME variable:

ADDRESS GLV 'SETP EVENT SYS1_IPL EVENT_TIME DATE_AND_TIME'

 VER Command (GLV)
The VER command provides the version number, maintenance level, and build date of GLV services on
your workstation.

The VER command provides the version number, maintenance level, and build date of GLV services on your workstation.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV 'VER'

The VER command returns one line of information containing three fields to the external data queue. The fields contain the
following information:

• 1
Contains the GLV service name (for example, GLV)

• 2
Contains the version number with service pack and patch (for example, 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999)

• 3
Contains the build date of the current GLV service in mmm dd yyyy format (for example,Jan 25 2010).
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The following is an example of a return information line:

GLV 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999 Jan 25 2010

 VERV Command
The VERV command provides the version number, maintenance level, and build date of GLV services on
your workstation.

The VERV command provides the version number, maintenance level, and build date of GLV services on your workstation.

The VERV command returns one line of information containing three fields to a REXX variable.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS GLV 'VERV rexxstem'

• rexxstem
Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable that will contain the return information for the command.

Example:

The following is an example of the VERV command:

ADDRESS GLV "VERV LINE" 
say 'The current GLV Manager version is: 'line.1'

 ADDRESS VOX Commands
VOX commands are issued through the ADDRESS VOX statement in a REXX program:

CA Automation Point VOX commands are issued through the ADDRESS VOX statement in a REXX program:

For details about the CA Automation Point VOX command environment, see Using Notification Services .

 ADDRESS VOX Command Summary
The following sections summarize the ADDRESS VOX commands.

The following sections summarize the CA Automation Point ADDRESS VOX commands.

Notification Manager Database Maintenance Commands

Use the following commands to manage the Notification Manager database.

• ALTERENTITY
Alters the characteristics of an entity.

• ALTERMETHOD
Alters the characteristics of a method.

• ALTERPARM
Alters the characteristics of a parameter.

• ALTERTIME
Alters the characteristics of a time block.

• CREATEENTITY
Creates a new entity.
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• CREATELOGIN
Creates a new login.

• CREATEMETHOD
Creates a new method.

• CREATEPARM
Creates a new parameter.

• CREATETIME
Creates a new time block.

• DESTROYENTITY
Destroys an existing entity.

• DESTROYLOGIN
Destroys an existing login.

• DESTROYMETHOD
Destroys an existing method.

• DESTROYPARM
Destroys an existing parameter.

• DESTROYTIME
Destroys an existing time block.

• EPWCHECK
Checks the password for an entity.

• LISTENTITY
Lists all the data for one or more entities (except the password).

• LISTFIND
Lists the time blocks that are active for one or more entities at a given date and time. The list is a tree that can contain any
level of nesting.

• LISTFORTO
Lists all the time blocks that forward to a given entity (no matter what the time and date). The list is a tree that can contain
any level of nesting.

• LISTLOGIN
Lists all the data for one or more logins.

• LISTMETHOD
Lists all the data for one or more methods.

• LISTPARM
Lists all of the data for one or more parameters.

• LISTPERGRPS
Lists all personal groups for a specified contact.

• LISTTIME
Lists all the data for one or more time blocks.

• NMDBMERGE
Merges a previously exported copy of a database into the current Notification Manager database.

• NMEXPORT
Creates a copy of the current Notification Manager database in a format that can be easily moved to another system.

• NMIADDCALLER
Adds an entity to the list of entities that are allowed to call in on an item.

• NMIANSWER
Sets or retrieves the answer for an item in the Notification Manager database.

• NMICHECKCALLER
Checks to see whether an entity has been permitted to listen to/answer this item (by a call to NMIADDCALLER).

• NMIGETITEM
Retrieves the ask text and tell text for an item from the Notification Manager database.

• NMIMPORT
Imports a copy of a Notification Manager database.

Notification Commands

Use the following commands for notification tasks.

• PAGE
Issues an alphanumeric page to designated personnel using a modem-based alphanumeric paging service.

• PAGE2WAY
Issues an alphanumeric page to designated personnel using an Internet-based alphanumeric paging service.
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• SENDMAIL
Generates an email message to designated personnel.

Voice Processing Commands

Use the following commands for voice processing tasks.

• ANSWER
Waits for an incoming telephone call on any available voice channel, any voice channel within a group, or a specific voice
channel only.

• ANSWERPLAY
Waits for an incoming telephone call (in the same way as the ANSWER command) and plays one or more prerecorded
voice messages after answering.

• CALL
Initiates a telephone call using an open, available voice channel.

• CALLPLAY
Initiates a telephone call on an available voice channel and plays one or more prerecorded voice messages.

• CLEAR
Clears the digit buffer of a voice channel or its call progress analysis (CPA) parameters.

• GETCHANNEL
Serializes I/O activity on a voice channel by marking an available channel as in-use. The calling REXX program then has
exclusive access to the channel.

• GETCHANNELNUM
Identifies the physical voice channel number associated with a channel handle.

• GETDIGITS
Retrieves tone digits-such as menu selections or access codes that a remote party enters from a telephone keypad in
response to a voice prompt-from the digit buffer of a voice channel.

• GETGROUP
Returns a text string containing a group name and a list of all physical voice channel numbers associated with the group.

• GETSTATUS
Returns the current status of a voice channel.

• GETSYSNAMES
Retrieves the system names of all connected notification servers in a distributed environment.

• LOAD
Loads a voice file or voice word library index file into main memory for faster access.

• PLAY
Plays a prerecorded voice message through a specified voice channel.

• PLAYGETDIGITS
Plays a prerecorded voice message through a specified voice channel, and then retrieves tone digits that the remote party
enters from the telephone keypad.

• RECORDFILE
Records a voice message from the remote party and stores it in a disk file.

• RELEASECHANNEL
Resets a voice channel marked as in-use by the GETCHANNEL command, making the channel available to other REXX
programs issuing a GETCHANNEL command. Used with the GETCHANNEL command to serialize I/O activity on a
channel.

• SENDTONES
Sends tone digits through an already-open voice channel, useful for sending additional tones after CA Automation Point
has successfully called and connected to the remote party.

• SETGROUP
Associates a group name with one or more voice channels.

• SETHOOK
Sets the hook state of a voice channel to on-hook or off-hook, useful in special circumstances such as multiple CALL
operations within a single REXX program.

• SETVOLUME
Adjusts the volume for current and subsequent PLAY operations on a specified voice channel.

• STOP
Terminates an active I/O operation on a voice channel.

• VERIFYUSER
Checks the validity of the user ID and password combination of the remote party.

• WINK
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Sends a brief "handshaking" protocol signal through a voice channel.

Utility Commands

The following commands are ADDRESS VOX utility commands.

• GETTAPIDEVICELIST
Lists all the TAPI devices that are installed under Windows.

• SETENGINE
Allows you to modify notification server settings.

• SETMSGSTREAM
Duplicates the message stream from CA Automation Point to another queue that is accessible through PPQs, local or
remote.

• SETTRACE
Start and stop trace logging.

• SLEEP
Causes the issuing REXX EXEC to enter a system sleep state.

• STARTREXX
Starts another REXX program.

• VER
Provides the version number and configuration information of the CA Automation Point notification services at your site

 ADDRESS VOX Command Syntax
To issue a VOX command, use an ADDRESS statement in your REXX program to access the VOX
command environment, as shown:

To issue a VOX command, use an ADDRESS statement in your REXX program to access the CA Automation Point VOX
command environment, as shown:

ADDRESS VOX "voxcommand [operands...]"

Follow these guidelines when issuing a VOX command:

• Use parentheses to pass required or optional operand values. For example:

TIMEOUT(100)

• Uppercase or lowercase values are valid. For example:

COUNT(5)
count(5)

• A VOX command ignores leading and trailing blanks. For example:

LINE( 15 )
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• A VOX command supports single and double quotes. For example:

SYSTEM('VOX1')
SYSTEM("VOX1")

• Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.

 ADDRESS VOX Return Information
This section discusses ADDRESS VOX Return variables:

This section discusses ADDRESS VOX Return variables:

The RC Variable

RC is the REXX variable that contains the return codes from the ADDRESS VOX environment. RC is set by every command
and should be programmatically checked for acceptable results (usually a zero value) after each command executes.

The VOX.ERROR Variable

If a VOX command does not execute successfully (returning a nonzero RC value) it generates an error message and stores the
message in the special REXX variable called VOX.ERROR.

A VOX error message ID begins with the prefix VOX followed by a four-digit number (corresponding to the RC return code
value), and a letter indicating the message severity. For a more detailed description of the error message, see Messages.

For example, if RC=5204, then the error message ID and message text contained in the VOX.ERROR variable is:

VOX5204E  Invalid channel handle.

The VOX.voxcommand Variable

For the following commands, return information is stored in the special variable VOX.voxcommand:

• ANSWER
• CALL
• CALLPLAY
• GETCHANNEL
• GETCHANNELNUM
• GETDIGITS
• GETGROUP
• GETSTATUS
• GETSYSNAMES
• GETTAPIDEVICELIST
• LISTFIND
• LISTFORTO
• LISTLOGIN
• LISTMETHOD
• LISTPARM
• LISTTIME
• NMIGETITEM
• NMILISTANSWERS
• NMILISTCALLERS
• NMILISTITEMS
• PAGE2WAY
• PLAYGETDIGITS
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• VER

(The voxcommand portion of the stem variable represents the name of the VOX command.)

The VOX.voxcommand.0 variable contains the number of lines of information returned (that is, the number of elements in
the VOX.voxcommand variable). The variables VOX.voxcommand.1 through VOX.voxcommand.n each contain a line of
information. (The n value represents the last line of return information.)

Note:  The VOX.voxcommand variable contains the same value stored in the VOX.voxcommand.1 variable (that is, the first-
and sometimes only-return information line).

Change the Default Variable with PREFIX

You can direct return information to a variable other than the default VOX.voxcommand by specifying the PREFIX operand.

To direct return information to another variable, enter the following command:

PREFIX(newvarname)

• newvarname
Specifies the name of the variable to replace the default.

Note:  The PREFIX operand is valid only if the destination of the return information is REXX. For information about
specifying other destinations, see the following section.

Change the Default Return Destination with CMDRESP

To direct the return information from a VOX command to a specific destination, use the CMDRESP operand:

CMDRESP(destination)

The following are valid values for destination:

• REXX
Directs return information to a REXX variable. For more information, see the preceding section.

Note:  The optional PREFIX operand is valid only if the destination of the return information is REXX.
• XDQ

Directs return information to the external data queue.
• TERMINAL

Directs return information to the terminal. This form uses the same output mechanism used by the REXX command SAY.
• NOWHERE

Directs return information to the “bit bucket.” This value discards the return information.

Default: REXX

 Notification Manager Database Maintenance Commands
The following sections describe the commands for managing the Notification Manager database:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point commands for managing the Notification Manager database:

 ALTERENTITY Command
The ALTERENTITY command changes the characteristics of an entity.

The ALTERENTITY command changes the characteristics of an entity.

This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS VOX "ALTERENTITY KEY(key)   [AVAIL(YES|NO)]   [BROADCAST(YES|
NO)]  [ESCTO(key|name|0)]   [NAME(name)]  [PASSWORD(password)] 
 [UNAVAILDESC(desc)]"

• KEY
Specifies the key of the entity whose characteristics are to be altered.

• AVAIL
(Optional) Specifies if the entity is available to be contacted. If the value is set to NO, no attempt will be made to contact
this entity. Until the AVAIL is set to YES, Notification Manager will not attempt to contact this entity.
Note: This is not a valid operand for Groups.
Default: YES

• BROADCAST
(Optional) Values are:

• YES
Perform all times and methods that are active at the current time.

• NO
Terminate processing for this entity as soon as one time or method succeeds.

• ESCTO
(Optional) If this entity cannot be found, escalates to the entity whose key or name is specified. If 0 is specified, escalation
does not take place.

• NAME
(Optional) Specifies the new name to be assigned to this entity. Names can only contain uppercase and lowercase letters,
numbers, blanks, and the following special characters: - _ @ # . $ % / ; : \

• PASSWORD
(Optional) Changes the password for this entity to password. Passwords are between four and eight numeric digits.

• UNAVAILDESC
(Optional) Defines the description of why an entity is unavailable.
Note: This operand is not valid for Groups.

Return Information:

After ALTERENTITY executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example changes the escalation entity for the entity with key 100001009 to Mary Jones:

ADDRESS VOX "AlterEntity KEY(100001009) ESCTO(Mary Jones)"

 ALTERMETHOD Command
The ALTERMETHOD command changes the characteristics of a method.

The ALTERMETHOD command changes the characteristics of a method.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "ALTERMETHOD KEY(key)
  [INVOKE(invocation string)]
  [NAME(name)]
  [TYP(B|C|D|...|W)]"
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• KEY
Specifies the key of the method whose characteristics are to be altered.

• INVOKE
(Optional) Specifies the string that is used to invoke this method.
The invocation string must begin with the name of the command or REXX script to be invoked. Parameters that never
change can follow. (Parameters can also be added to the invocation by using the PARAMETERS feature of this database.)

• NAME
(Optional) Specifies the new name to be assigned to the method. Names can only contain uppercase and lowercase letters,
numbers, blanks, and the following special characters: - _ @ # . $ % / ; : \

• TYP
(Optional) Specifies that the method type code for the method. This value is a one-letter designation. When NMFIND is
invoked with the MTUP parameter and a TYP character is a member of the MTUP list, then the method is attempted.

Return Information:

After ALTERMETHOD executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example changes the invocation string for the method with key 200003001 to PAGE2:

ADDRESS VOX "AlterMethod KEY(200003001) INVOKE(PAGE2)"

 ALTERPARM Command
The ALTERPARM command changes the characteristics of a parameter.

The ALTERPARM command changes the characteristics of a parameter.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "ALTERPARM KEY(parm key)
  [DESC(desc)]
  [VALUE(value)]"

• KEY
Specifies the key of the parameter whose characteristics are to be altered.

• DESC
(Optional) Describes the usage and meaning of this parameter. This data is not passed to the methods. This keyword may
only be specified when the parameter is a method level parameter. The maximum length of this operand is 1000 characters.

• VALUE
(Optional) Specifies the actual value of this parameter for the specified method and item. This data is passed to the
methods. The maximum length of this operand is 240 characters.

Return Information:

After ALTERPARM executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:
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The following example changes the value for parameter 300001039 to 68:

ADDRESS VOX "AlterParm KEY(300001039) VALUE(68)"

 ALTERTIME Command
The ALTERTIME command changes the characteristics of a time block.

The ALTERTIME command changes the characteristics of a time block.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "ALTERTIME KEY(parm key)
             [ASK(method key|name)]  
             [BGNDATE(mm/dd)]
             [BGNTIME(hh:mm)]
             [DOW(SUN|MON|...|SAT)]
             [ENDDATE(mm/dd)]
             [ENDTIME(hh:mm)]
             [FORTO(entity name|key)] 
             [NAME(name)]
             [PRIORITY(n)]
             [TELL(method key|name)]"

• KEY
Specifies the key of the time block whose characteristics are to be altered.

• ASK
(Optional) Specifies the name of the ask method to use during this time block.
If you specify the FORTO operand, you must specify a value of ForwardTo for this operand. If you specify a value other
than ForwardTo, you cannot specify the FORTO operand.

• BGNDATE
(Optional) Specifies the first date (no year is specified) on which this time block will be active. The period is active starting
on this date every year. If you specify this operand, you can specify the ENDDATE operand, but not the DOW operand.

• BGNTIME
(Optional) Specifies the time, in military time format (00:00 to 23:59), at which this time block becomes active on the
specified dates or days of the week.
If you specify this operand, you must specify the ENDTIME operand.

• DOW
(Optional) Specifies the days of the week on which this time block is active.
Days are specified as the first three characters of their English names. You can specify any number of days in any order. If
you specify this operand, you cannot specify the BGNDATE and ENDDATE operands.
Separate the days of the week with spaces.

• ENDDATE
(Optional) Specifies the last date (no year is specified) on which this time block becomes active. The period becomes
inactive after this date every year. If you specify this operand, you can specify the BGNDATE operand, but not the DOW
operand.

• ENDTIME
(Optional) Specifies the time, in military time format (00:00 to 23:59), at which this time block becomes inactive on the
specified dates or days of the week.
If you specify this operand, you must specify the BGNTIME operand.
Note: To make a time block active from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., you must specify the ENDTIME as 13:00. If you specify
BGNTIME(10:00) ENDTIME(12:59), the minute from 12:59 to 13:00 is not covered by the time block.

• FORTO
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(Optional) Specifies the name or key of the entity to forward to during this time block.
If you specify this operand, you cannot specify a value of ForwardTo for both the TELL and ASK operands.

• NAME
(Optional) Change the name of this time block to name. Names can only contain uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers,
blanks, and the following special characters: - _ @ # . $ % / ; : \

• PRIORITY
(Optional) If multiple time blocks apply to a particular time of day, a certain algorithm is used to determine the order in
which they will be attempted. This operand controls rule two of that ordering. The default ordering algorithm is as follows:

1. Time blocks with a BGNDATE and ENDDATE are performed before time blocks with a DOW.
2. Time periods with a higher priority are performed sooner.
3. If two time blocks with a BGNDATE and ENDDATE apply, the one whose BGNDATE is closest to the current date is

performed first.
4. If two time blocks with a DOW apply, the one whose first active day of the week is closest to the current day of the

week is performed first.
5. If there is still a tie, the time block whose start time is closest to the current time is performed first.
6. If there is still a tie, the time block whose end time is closest to the current time is performed first.
7. If there is still a tie, the order is random/undefined.

• TELL
(Optional) Specifies the name of the tell method to use during this time block.
If you specify the FORTO operand, you must specify a value of ForwardTo for this operand. If you specify a value other
than ForwardTo, you cannot specify the FORTO operand.

Return Information:

After ALTERTIME executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example changes the beginning date of time block 400001034 to 07/20:

ADDRESS VOX "AlterTime KEY(400001034) BGNDATE(07/20)"

 CREATEENTITY Command
The CREATEENTITY command creates a new entity.

The CREATEENTITY command creates a new entity.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "CREATEENTITY NAME(name)
   [AVAIL(YES|NO)]  
   [BROADCAST(YES|NO)]
   [ESCTO(key|name)]  
   [KEY(key)]
   [NMGROUP(YES|NO)]
   [PASSWORD(password)]
   [UNAVAILDESC(desc)]"

• NAME
The name of the entity to be created. Names can only contain uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, blanks, and the
following special characters: - _ @ # . $ % / : ; \
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• AVAIL
(Optional) This operand defines if the entity is available to be contacted. Values are:

• YES
Notification Manager will attempt to contact this entity

• NO
No attempt will be made to contact this entity.

Until the AVAIL is set to YES, Notification Manager will not attempt to contact this entity
Note: This is not a valid operand for Groups.
Default: YES

• BROADCAST
(Optional) Values are:

• YES
Perform all methods that are active at the current time

• NO
Terminate processing for this entity as soon as one method succeeds.

Default: NO
• ESCTO

(Optional) If this entity cannot be found, escalates to the entity whose key or name is specified. If 0 is specified, escalation
does not take place.

• KEY
(Optional) Specifies the numeric ID to be associated with this entity. The ID must be between 100001001 and 199999999.

• NMGROUP
(Optional) This operand determines whether the entity being created will be designated as an individual or a group. If this
is set to YES, the entity created will be a group.
Default: NO

• PASSWORD
(Optional) Specifies the password for this entity. Passwords are between four and eight numeric digits.

• UNAVAILDESC
(Optional) This operand is used to define the description of why an entity is unavailable.
Note:  This is not a valid operand for Groups.

Return Information:

After the CREATEENTITY command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, The RC variable contains a value of zero. The REXX variable
vox.CreateEntity.NewKey contains the key of the newly created entity.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable also
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example creates an entry in the database for Joe:

ADDRESS VOX "CreateEntity NAME(Joe) BROADCAST(no) PASSWORD(1111) ESCTO(Frank)"

 CREATELOGIN Command
The CREATELOGIN command creates a new login.

The CREATELOGIN command creates a new login.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "CREATELOGIN USERNAME(name) 
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  [ENTITY(key|name)]"

• USERNAME
Specifies the name of the login to be created. Usernames can contain uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, blanks,
periods, and the following special characters: - _ @ # $ % \ . :

• ENTITY
(Optional) Specifies the entity to which the login is to be associated. If no value is given, the login is created without an
associated entity. This can either be a key or a name. Each entity is only allowed one login.
Note: The key or name given cannot be a Notification group.
Default: 0

Return Information:

After the CREATELOGIN command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The REXX variable
vox.CreateLogin.NewKey contains the key of the newly created login.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable also
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Notes:

Privileges for a login cannot be set from the REXX interface. Each login created from REXX is assigned the same privileges
as the Guest login account.

Example:

The following example creates an entry in the database for login SMIJO21:

ADDRESS VOX "CreateLogin USERNAME(SMIJ021) ENTITY(John Smith) "

 CREATEMETHOD Command
The CREATEMETHOD command creates a new method.

The CREATEMETHOD command creates a new method.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "CREATEMETHOD "NAME(name)
  INVOKE(invocation string)
  USE(TELL|ASK|BOTH)
  [TYP(B|C|D|...|W)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the entity to be created.
Note: Names can only contain uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, blanks, and the following special characters: - _
@ # . $ % / ; : \

• INVOKE
Specifies the string that is used to invoke this method.
The invocation string must begin with the name of the command or REXX script to be invoked. Parameters that never
change can follow. (Parameters can also be added to the invocation by using the PARMS features of this database.)

• USE
Specifies what this method is used for. Values are:

• TELL
The method may only be used to pass data to the entity.

• ASK
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The method may only be used to receive data from the entity.
Note: The ASK value on the USE operand is not applicable if you are using the CA Automation Point DBMS.

• BOTH
The method may be used to ask, tell, or both.

• TYP
(Optional) A one-letter designation that specifies the method type code for the method. When NMFIND is invoked with the
MTUP parameter and if the TYP character is a member of the MTUP list, then the method is attempted.

Return Information:

After CREATEMETHOD executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The REXX variable
vox.CreateMethod.NewKey contains the key of the newly created method.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example creates an entry in the database for method MyMethod:

ADDRESS VOX "CreateMethod NAME(MyMethod) INVOKE(XREXX1) USE(both)"

 CREATEPARM Command
The CREATEPARM command creates a new parameter.

The CREATEPARM command creates a new parameter.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "CREATEPARM NAME(parm name) METHOD(method name or key) 
   ITEM(time key|entity name or key) VALUE(value) [DESC(desc)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the parameter to be created.
Names can only contain uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers, and the following special characters: - _ @ # . $ % / ; : \

• METHOD
Specifies the name or key of the method that owns this parameter.

• ITEM
Specifies the name or key of the entity that owns this parameter or the key of the time block that owns it.
You specify this parameter when you want to create a parameter at the entity or time block level. Do not specify this
parameter if you want to create a parameter at the method level.
Note: To create a parameter at the entity or time-block level, you must first create a parameter with the same name at the
method level.

• VALUE
Specifies the actual value of this parameter for the specified method and item. This data is passed to the methods. The
maximum length of this operand is 240 characters.

• DESC
(Optional) Describes the use and meaning of this parameter.
When you create a parameter at the method level, you must specify a description of the parameter. When you create a
parameter at the entity or time block level, you cannot specify a description of the parameter. This data is not passed to the
methods. The maximum length of this operand is 1000 characters.

Usage Notes:

Parameter entries are divided into three increasingly specific classes:

• The method class - Those entries that apply any time the method is used.
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• The entity class - Those entries that apply any time a method is used for a particular entity.
• The time class - Those entries that apply only for a particular time block, which implies a specificentity and method.

You cannot create (specify) a parameter value at the entity or time block level unless you first create a parameter with the same
name at the method level. For instance, if the REXX program that performs the MyPage method has a PagerID parameter and
you want to specify the pager ID for Chris, you must issue the following commands:

CreateParm Name(PagerID) Method(MyPage) Value() Desc(Pager ID)
CreateParm Name(PagerID) Method(MyPage) Item(Chris) Value(123)

Return Information:

After CREATEPARM executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The REXX variable
vox.CreateParm.NewKey contains the key of the newly created parameter.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR
variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example creates an entry in the database that defines 131 as the value for the parameter WAIT whenever the
MyMethod method is used to tell Joe something:

ADDRESS VOX "CreateParm Method(MyMethod) ITEM(Joe) NAME(WAIT) VALUE(131)"

 CREATETIME Command
The CREATETIME command creates a new time block.

The CREATETIME command creates a new time block.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "CREATETIME ENTITY(key or name)  DOW(SUN|MON|...|SAT|)|
BGNDATE(mm/dd)[ENDDATE(mm/dd)]  BGNTIME(hh:mm)  ENDTIME(hh:mm) 
 {TELL(method key or name) ASK(method key or name) | FORTO(entity name
 or key)}  [NAME(name)]  [PRIORITY(n)]"

• ENTITY
Specifies the key or name of the entity for this time block.

• DOW
Specifies the days of the week on which this time block is active.
Days are specified as the first three characters of their English names. You can specify any number of days in any order. If
you specify this operand, you cannot specify the BGNDATE and ENDDATE operands.
Separate the days of the week with spaces.

• BGNDATE
Specifies the first date (no year is specified) on which this time block is active. The period is active starting on this date
every year. If you specify this operand, you can specify the ENDDATE operand, but not the DOW operand.

• ENDDATE
(Optional) Specifies the last date (no year is specified) on which this time block becomes active. The period becomes
inactive after this date every year. If you specify this operand, you must specify the BGNDATE operand, but not the DOW
operand. If not specified, the default value for ENDDATE will be the same value that is specified for BGNDATE.
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• BGNTIME
Specifies the time, in military time format (00:00 to 23:59), at which this time block becomes active on the specified dates
or days of the week.

• ENDTIME
Specifies the time, in military time format (00:00 to 23:59), at which this time block becomes inactive on the specified
dates or days of the week.
Note: To have a time block active from 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., you must specify the ENDTIME as 13:00. If you specify
BGNTIME(10:00) ENDTIME(12:59), the minute from 12:59 to 13:00 is not covered by the time block.

• TELL
Specifies the name of the tell method to use during this time block.
If you specify this operand, you cannot specify the FORTO operand.

• ASK
Specifies the name of the ask method to use during this time block. If you specify this operand, you cannot specify the
FORTO operand.

• FORTO
Specifies the name or key of the entity to forward to during this time block.
If you specify this operand, you cannot specify the TELL or ASK operand.

• NAME
(Optional) Specifies the name to assign to this time block. Names can only contain uppercase and lowercase letters,
numbers, blanks, and the following special characters: - _ @ # . $ % / ; : \

• PRIORITY
(Optional) If multiple time blocks apply to a particular time of day, an algorithm is used to determine the order in which
they are attempted.
This operand controls rule two of that ordering. The default ordering algorithm is as follows:

1. Time blocks with a BGNDATE and ENDDATE are always performed before time blocks with a DOW.
2. Time blocks with a higher priority are performed sooner.
3. If two time blocks with a BGNDATE and ENDDATE apply, then the one whose BGNDATE is closest to the current

date is performed first.
4. If two time blocks with a DOW apply, the one whose first active day of the week is closest to the current day of the

week is performed first.
5. If there is still a tie, the time block whose start time is closest to the current time is performed first.
6. If there is still a tie, the time block whose end time is closest to the current time is performed first.
7. If there is still a tie, the order is random/undefined.

Note: The priority operand overrides all of these rules except the first.

Return Information:

After CREATETIME executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The REXX variable
vox.CreateTime.NewKey contains the key of the newly created time block.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR
variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example creates an entry in the database indicating that from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. between the dates of 07/20
and 07/24 each year, the MyMethod method can be used to tell Joe.

ADDRESS VOX "CreateTime ENTITY(Joe) BGNDATE(07/20) ENDDATE(07/24) BGNTIME(08:00) ENDTIME(09:00) TELL(MyMethod)"

 DESTROYENTITY Command
The DESTROYENTITY command destroys an existing entity. However, you cannot destroy an entity if
it contains associated data or if other entities forward or escalate to this entity.

The DESTROYENTITY command destroys an existing entity. However, you cannot destroy an entity if it contains associated
data or if other entities forward or escalate to this entity.
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Associated data includes method level parameters, parameter overrides at the entity level or time block level, and the time
blocks themselves. Delete associated data in this order:

• All parameter overrides
• Method level parameters
• All time blocks

You can change the destination of or delete those entities that forward or escalate to this entity. For more information, see the
descriptions of the DESTROYPARM and DESTROYTIME commands.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "DESTROYENTITY KEY(key)
  [CASCADE(YES|NO)]" 

• KEY
Specifies the key of the entity to be deleted.

• CASCADE
(Optional) Values are:

• YES
Destroy all other items in the database that refer to this item.

• NO
Do not destroy any other items in the database that refer to this item.

Default: NO
For example, if you specify CASCADE(YES) when deleting an entity, all of the data associated with the entity (time
blocks, methods, personal and time block-specific parameter overrides) are deleted. If you specify CASCADE(NO) for an
entity that has associated data, the command fails.

Return Information:

After DESTROYENTITY executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Notes:

For additional information about obtaining associated data and entities that forward and escalate to this entity, see the
following REXX programs that are located in the CA Automation Point installation directory \sample\nm:

• listent.rex
• listparm.rex
• lstforto.rex
• listtime.rex

Example:

Assume that Joe's entity key is 100001111. The following example removes the entry for entity Joe from the database:

ADDRESS VOX "DestroyEntity KEY(100001111)"

 DESTROYLOGIN Command
The DESTROYLOGIN command destroys an existing login.

The DESTROYLOGIN command destroys an existing login.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "DESTROYLOGIN KEY(key)"

• KEY
Specifies the key of the login to be deleted.

Return Information:

After DESTROYLOGIN executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example removes the login JSMITH from the database:

ADDRESS VOX "DESTROYLOGIN KEY(800001006)"

 DESTROYMETHOD Command
The DESTROYMETHOD command destroys an existing method. However, you cannot destroy a
method if it has associated data, such as time blocks, method level parameters, or parameter overrides, at
either the entity level or the time block level. Delete the associated data in this order:

The DESTROYMETHOD command destroys an existing method. However, you cannot destroy a method if it has associated
data, such as time blocks, method level parameters, or parameter overrides, at either the entity level or the time block level.
Delete the associated data in this order:

1. All parameter overrides
2. Method level parameters
3. All time blocks

For more information, see the descriptions of the DESTROYPARM and DESTROYTIME commands.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "DESTROYMETHOD KEY(key)
  [CASCADE(YES|NO)]"

• KEY
Specifies the key of the method to be deleted.

• CASCADE
(Optional) Values are:

• YES
Destroy all other items in the database that refer to this item.

• NO
Do not destroy any other items in the database that refer to this item.

Default: NO
For example, if you specify CASCADE(YES) when deleting a method, all associated parameters and time blocks are
deleted. If you specify CASCADE(NO) for a method that has associated parameters and time blocks, the command fails.
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Return Information:

After DESTROYMETHOD executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Notes:

For more information about obtaining associated data, see the following REXX programs located in the CA Automation Point
installation directory \sample\nm:

• listparm.rex
• listtime.rex

Example:

The following example removes the entry method with key 200002222 from the database:

ADDRESS VOX "DestroyMethod KEY(200002222)"

 DESTROYPARM Command
The DESTROYPARM command destroys an existing parameter. However, you cannot destroy a method
parameter if it has overrides at either the entity level or the time block level. You must first delete all
parameter overrides.

The DESTROYPARM command destroys an existing parameter. However, you cannot destroy a method parameter if it has
overrides at either the entity level or the time block level. You must first delete all parameter overrides.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "DESTROYPARM KEY(key)
  [CASCADE(YES|NO)]"

• KEY
Specifies the key of the parameter to be deleted.

• CASCADE
(Optional) Valid values are:

• YES
Destroy all other items in the database that refer to this item.

• NO
Do not destroy any other items in the database that refer to this item.

Default: NO
For example, if you specify CASCADE(YES) when deleting a parameter, all of the personal and time block-specific
parameter overrides are deleted. If you specify CASCADE(NO) for a parameter that has personal and time block-specific
parameter overrides, the command fails.

Return Information:

After DESTROYPARM executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Notes:

For more information about obtaining associated data, see the listparm.rex REXX program.
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Example:

The following example removes the entry for the parameter with key 300001030 from the database:

ADDRESS VOX "DestroyParm KEY(300001030)"

 DESTROYTIME Command
The DESTROYTIME command destroys an existing time block. However, you cannot destroy a time
block if it has a parameter override. First you must delete the parameter override at the time block level.

The DESTROYTIME command destroys an existing time block. However, you cannot destroy a time block if it has a
parameter override. First you must delete the parameter override at the time block level.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "DESTROYTIME KEY(key)
  [CASCADE(YES|NO)]"

• KEY
Specifies the key of the time entry to be removed.

• CASCADE
(Optional) Values are:

• YES
Destroy all other items in the database that refer to this item.

• NO
Do notdestroy any other items in the database that refer to this item.

Default: NO
For example, if you specify CASCADE(YES) when deleting a time block, all of the time block-specific parameter
overrides are deleted. If you specify CASCADE(NO) for a time block that has time block- specific parameter overrides, the
command fails.

Return Information:

After DESTROYTIME executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Notes:

For more information on obtaining associated data, see the listtime.rex REXX program.

Example:

The following example removes the entry for the time with key 400002267 from the database:

ADDRESS VOX "DestroyTime KEY(400002267)"

 EPWCHECK Command
The EPWCHECK command checks the password for an entity.

The EPWCHECK command checks the password for an entity.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "EPWCHECK {NAME(name) | KEY(key)} EPW(current password for
 entity)"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the entity to be checked.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the entity to be checked.

• EPW
Specifies the password to validate.

Return Information:

After EPWCHECK executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. Additionally, the VOX.ERROR

variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example checks to see whether 1034 is the password for Fred:

ADDRESS VOX "EPWCheck NAME(Fred) EPW(1034)"

 LISTENTITY Command
The LISTENTITY command lists all the data for one or more entities (except the password).

The LISTENTITY command lists all the data for one or more entities (except the password).

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTENTITY {NAME(name) | KEY(key)} 
 [CMDRESP(destination)]   [PREFIX(varname)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the entity to be listed. * indicates that you want data for all entities to be listed.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the entity to be listed.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.LISTENTITY

Return Information:

After LISTENTITY executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.
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• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.listentity.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.listentity.1 to VOX.listentity.n contains a line of
information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Note:

For more information, see the sample REXX program listent.rex located in the CA Automation Point installation directory
\sample\nm.

 LISTFIND Command
The LISTFIND command lists the time blocks that are active for one or more entities at a given date and
time. The list is actually a tree and can contain any level of nesting.

The LISTFIND command lists the time blocks that are active for one or more entities at a given date and time. The list is
actually a tree and can contain any level of nesting.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTFIND {NAME(name) | KEY(key)} {DOW(dow) | DATE(mm/
dd)} TIME(hh:mm)  [CMDRESP(destination)]   [MTUP (A|profile)] 
 [PREFIX(varname)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the entity for which a find tree is to be created.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the entity for which a find tree is to be created.

• DOW
Specifies the day for which you want to search.
Days are specified as the first three characters of their English names. You can specify only one day. If you specify this
operand, you cannot specify the DATE operand.

• DATE
Specifies the date (no year is specified) for which you want to search.
If you specify this operand, you cannot specify the DOW operand.

• TIME
Specifies, in military time format (00:00 to 23:59), the time for which you want to search.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see the section
ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• MTUP
(Optional) Use the Methods to Use Profile (MTUP) operand to specify which methods are attempted for a particular
instance of an NMFIND notification request. The method type code for each method is defined in the Notification Manager
database under the TYP parameter for the method. Before attempting to notify a contact using a scheduled method,
Notification Manager compares the value its method type code with the profile specified on the MTUP operand. If the
method type code is not part of the MTUP profile, notification is not attempted, and the next scheduled method is compared
against the MTUP profile. If the method type code is part of the MTUP profile, then the notification is attempted using that
method.
The values for this operand are:

• profile
Any combination of method type codes B through W.

• A
All method types specified for all active schedules. No comparisons are made, and all methods are attempted.

Default: A
• PREFIX

(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
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For information about changing the default variable name, see the section ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.LISTFIND

Return Information:

After LISTFIND executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.listfind.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.listfind.1 to VOX.listfind.n contains a line of
information. n represents the last line of return information. Consider the following REXX variables:

• VOX.ListFind.BgnTime
The latest start time of any time block in the call tree

• VOX.ListFind.EndTime
The earliest end time of any time block in the call tree. This allows the caller to see the range of time when this tree is
valid.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Note:

For further details, refer to the sample REXX programs listfind.rex and listmtup.rex located in the CA Automation Point
installation directory \sample\nm.

Example:

The following example checks the tree for Fran Smith at 10:00 a.m. on October 11:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTFIND NAME(Fran Smith) TIME(10:00) DATE(10/11)"

 LISTFORTO Command
The LISTFORTO command lists all the time blocks that forward to a given entity (regardless of the time
and date). The list is actually a tree and can contain any level of nesting.

The LISTFORTO command lists all the time blocks that forward to a given entity (regardless of the time and date). The list is
actually a tree and can contain any level of nesting.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTFORTO {NAME(name) | KEY(key)}  [CMDRESP(destination)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the entity for which the tree is to be created.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the entity for which a tree is to be created.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see the section
ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see the section ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.LISTFORTO

Return Information:

After LISTFORTO executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.
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• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.listforto.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.listforto.1 to VOX.listforto.n contains a line of
information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Note:

For further details, see the sample REXX program lstforto.rex, located in the CA Automation Point installation directory
\sample\nm.

Example:

The following example checks the tree for Fran Smith at 10:00 a.m. on October 11:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTFORTO NAME(Fran Smith)"

 LISTLOGIN Command
The LISTLOGIN command lists all the data for one or more logins.

The LISTLOGIN command lists all the data for one or more logins.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTLOGIN USER{NAME(name) | (KEY(key)} 
 [CMDRESP(destination)]  [PREFIX(varname)]"

• USERNAME
Specifies the name of the login to be listed. * indicates that you want data for all logins to be listed.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the login to be listed.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.LISTLOGIN

Return Information:

After LISTLOGIN executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.listlogin.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.listlogin.1 to VOX.listlogin.n contains a line of
information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Notes:

For further details, refer to the sample REXX program listlogin.rex located in the CA Automation Point installation directory
\sample\nm.

 LISTMETHOD Command
The LISTMETHOD command lists all the data for one or more methods.
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The LISTMETHOD command lists all the data for one or more methods.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTMETHOD {NAME(name) | KEY(key)} [CMDRESP(destination)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the method to be listed. An asterisk (*) indicates that you want data for all methods to be listed.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the method to be listed.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.LISTMETHOD

Return Information:

After the LISTMETHOD command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.listmethod.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.listmethod.1 to VOX.listmethod.n contains a line of
information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Note:

For further details, refer to the sample REXX program listmeth.rex located in the CA Automation Point installation directory
\sample\nm.

 LISTPARM Command
The LISTPARM command lists all the data for one or more parameters. Specify at least one of the
NAME, KEY, METHOD, and ITEM operands. If you specify more than one operand, the search
becomes more restrictive.

The LISTPARM command lists all the data for one or more parameters. Specify at least one of the NAME, KEY, METHOD,
and ITEM operands. If you specify more than one operand, the search becomes more restrictive.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTPARM {NAME(parmName) | KEY(parmKey)}
 METHOD(methodName|methodKey)  ITEM(entityName|entityKey)
 [CMDRESP(destination)] [PREFIX(varname)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the parameter to be listed. An asterisk (*) indicates that you want data for all parameters to be listed.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the parameter to be listed.

• METHOD
Specifies the name or the key of the method to which the parameters are to belong.

• ITEM
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Specifies the key or name of the entity to which the parameters are to belong.
• CMDRESP

(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.LISTPARM

Usage Notes:

Parameter entries are divided into three increasingly specific classes:

• The method class-Those entries that apply any time the method is used.
• The entity class-Those entries that apply any time a method is used for a particular entity.
• The time class-Those entries that apply only for a particular time block, which implies a specific entity and method.

Here are some procedures for retrieving data from LISTPARM:

• If you specify a method and nothing else, you will receive allentries in all three classes for that method.
• If you want just the entries in the method class for the method, specify ITEM(-1).
• If you specify a method and an entity, you receive all entries in the entity and time classes.
• If you want just the entries in the entity class, specify the negation of the key of the entity in the ITEM() operand.
• If the method key is negative, the item key is for a time block, and the parameter name is *, the output will be the format

that NMFIND needs (all time block-level entries, then all the entity-level entries for the entity that owns the time block,
then all the method-level entries for the method).

Return Information:

After the LISTPARM command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.listparm.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.listparm.1 to VOX.listparm.n contains a line of
information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example lists the data for PAGERID for VOICE1 for Fran Smith:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTPARM NAME(PAGERID) METHOD(VOICE1) ITEM(FRAN SMITH)"

For further details, refer to the sample REXX program listparm.rex, located in the CA Automation Point installation directory
\sample\nm.

 LISTPERGRPS Command
The LISTPERGRPS command lists the personal groups for a contact. A personal group is defined as
a group of which the contact is a member. This command can also be used to list all the members of a
specific group.

The LISTPERGRPS command lists the personal groups for a contact. A personal group is defined as a group of which the
contact is a member. This command can also be used to list all the members of a specific group.

This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS VOX "LISTPERGRPS {NAME (name|*) | KEY(key)}  [GRP(*|name|key)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the entity whose personal groups are to be listed.
An asterisk (*) returns a list of contacts that are members of the specified group.
Note: An asterisk (*) is valid only when the GRP operand is defined and the GRP operand is not defined as the wildcard
character.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the entity whose groups are to be listed.

• GRP
(Optional) Specifies the group name or key to check for the membership of contacts.
An asterisk (*) returns a list of all groups of which the contact specified by NAME is a member.
Note: An asterisk (*) is valid only when the NAME operand is not defined as the wildcard character.
Default: *

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.LISTPERGRPS

Usage Note:

For more information on this command, see the sample REXX program listpergrps.rex in the CA Automation Point installation
folder \sample\nm.

Return Information:

After the LISTPERGRPS command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.listpergrps.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.listpergrps.1 to VOX.listpergrps.n contains a line of
information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Examples:

• The following command lists any group of which Chris Smith is a member:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTPERGRPS NAME(Chris Smith)"

• The following command lists all the members of the Weekend Group:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTPERGRPS NAME(*) GRP(Weekend Group)"

 LISTTIME Command
The LISTTIME command lists all of the data for one or more time blocks. Specify one of the NAME or
KEY operands. If the entity key or name is provided, all entries for the entity are listed. If the times table
key is provided, just that entry is listed.
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The LISTTIME command lists all of the data for one or more time blocks. Specify one of the NAME or KEY operands. If the
entity key or name is provided, all entries for the entity are listed. If the times table key is provided, just that entry is listed.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "LISTTIME {NAME(EntityName) | KEY(EntityKey|TimeKey)} 
 [CMDRESP(destination)]   [PREFIX(varname)]"

• NAME
Specifies the name of the entity whose time entries are to be listed. An asterisk (*) indicates that you want all times for all
entities to be listed.

• KEY
Specifies the key of the entity for whom all times are to be listed or the key of the time that is to be listed.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.LISTTIME

Return Information:

After the LISTTIME command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.listtime.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.listtime.1 to VOX.listtime.n contains a line of
information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Usage Note:

For further details, refer to the sample REXX program listtime.rex, located in the CA Automation Point installation directory
\sample\nm.

 NMDBMERGE Command
The NMDBMERGE command merges a previously exported copy of a database into the current
Notification Manager database. Names (entity name, method name, time block name, and so on) are used
to check for duplicate data. If a duplicate is found, the original data is replaced with the imported data.
Otherwise, a new entry is created in the database. Your list of past notifications is not merged during this
operation. Your original list of notifications remains unchanged after this operation. The NMDBMERGE
command merges existing data with imported data.

The NMDBMERGE command merges a previously exported copy of a database into the current Notification Manager
database. Names (entity name, method name, time block name, and so on) are used to check for duplicate data. If a duplicate is
found, the original data is replaced with the imported data. Otherwise, a new entry is created in the database. Your list of past
notifications is not merged during this operation. Your original list of notifications remains unchanged after this operation. The
NMDBMERGE command merges existing data with imported data.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMDBMERGE PATH(path)"

• PATH
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Specifies the name of the path from which the exported database is retrieved.

Return Information:

After the NMDBMERGE command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a non-zero value. Additionally, the

VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete
error message text.

Usage Notes:

• Do not use the database when issuing the NMDBMERGE command. To guarantee that the database is not being used, shut
down the CA-AP NM Gateway Server service before running the NMDBMERGE command.

• CA does not support importing a Notification Manager database that has been exported from a newer release of CA
Automation Point into an older release of CA Automation Point.

Example:

The following example imports a copy of an exported database that resides in the G:\TEMP_EXP directory:

ADDRESS VOX "NMDBMERGE PATH(G:\TEMP_EXP)"

Note:  The NM Database Backup and Restore dialog in the Configuration Manager is used to merge previously exported
copy of a database into the current NM database. The option Update Existing NM Database performs the same action as the
NMDBMERGE command.

 NMEXPORT Command
The NMEXPORT command creates a backup copy of a Notification Manager database in a format that
you can easily move or copy to another system.

The NMEXPORT command creates a backup copy of a Notification Manager database in a format that you can easily move or
copy to another system.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMEXPORT PATH(path) [CREATE(YES|NO)]"

• PATH
Specifies the name of the path on which the exported database is stored.

• CREATE
(Optional) Values are:

• YES
Create the specified directory if it does not exist.

• NO
Do not create the specified directory if it does not exist.

Default: NO

Return Information:

After the NMEXPORT command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a non-zero value. Additionally, the

VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete
error message text.

Usage Note:
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It is important that the database is not being used when issuing the NMEXPORT command. To guarantee this, shut down the
CA Automation Point NM Gateway Server service before running the NMEXPORT command.

Example:

The following example exports a copy of the current database into the G:\TEMP_EXP directory:

ADDRESS VOX "NMEXPORT PATH(G:\TEMP_EXP)"

Note:  The NM Database Backup and Restore dialog in the Configuration Manager is used to export NM database files. The
option Export NM Database performs the same actions as the NMEXPORT command.

 NMIADDCALLER Command
This command adds an entity to the list of entities that are allowed to call in on an item.

This command adds an entity to the list of entities that are allowed to call in on an item.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMIADDCALLER ENTITY(key) ITEM(item)"

• ENTITY
Specifies the key of the entity.

• ITEM
Specifies the item number.

Return Information:

After the NMIADDCALLER command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable

contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example tells the entity with key 100001000 to call in on item 1234:

ADDRESS VOX "NmiAddCaller ENTITY(100001000) ITEM(1234)"

 NMIANSWER Command
This command sets or retrieves the answer for an item in the Notification Manager database.

This command sets or retrieves the answer for an item in the Notification Manager database.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMIANSWER ITEM(item) ANSWER(ansnum) [ANSENTITY(key)]"

• ITEM
Specifies the item number.

• ANSWER
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Specifies a number that is the answer to the item, from 0 to 9. To set the answer for the item, specify a value from 1 to 9.
To retrieve the answer for the item, specify the value 0. The answer for the problem is returned in the return code. If the
problem has not been answered, the answer is 0. If the problem has already been answered, the new answer is rejected and
the value of the existing answer is returned.

• ANSENTITY
(Optional) Specifies the key of the answering entity. This key is used to record the entity that provided the answer to the
notification request.

Return Information:

After the NMIANSWER command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains the answer to the specified item (a numeric digit from 1
to 9). If RC=0, the specified item has not been answered.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message.
This message includes the four-digit return code and error message text

Example:

The following example answers item 1234, and then checks to see whether it receives the same answer on its second call. (If
the SAY statement runs, there is a problem).

ADDRESS VOX "NMIANSWER ITEM(1234) ANSWER(5) ANSENTITY(100001001)"
answer = rc
ADDRESS VOX "NMIANSWER ITEM(1234) ANSWER(0)"
IF answer<>rc THEN SAY "Expected" answer "received" rc

 NMICHECKCALLER Command
This command checks to see whether an entity has been permitted to listen to or answer this item by a call
to NMIADDCALLER. This sets the return code to 0 if the entity is authorized.

This command checks to see whether an entity has been permitted to listen to or answer this item by a call to
NMIADDCALLER. This sets the return code to 0 if the entity is authorized.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMICHECKCALLER ENTITY(key) ITEM(item)"

• ENTITY
Specifies the key of the entity.

• ITEM
Specifies the item number.

Return Information:

After the NMICHECKCALLER command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The entity is permitted to answer this
item.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example tests whether the entity with key 100001000 is permitted to call in on item 1234:
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ADDRESS VOX "NMICHECKCALLER ENTITY(100001000) ITEM(1234)"
IF rc=0 THEN SAY "Congratulations, you are authorized."

 NMIGETITEM Command
This command retrieves the ask text and tell text for an item from the Notification Manager database.

This command retrieves the ask text and tell text for an item from the Notification Manager database.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMIGETITEM ITEM(item) [CMDRESP(destination)] [PREFIX(varname)]"

• ITEM
Specifies the item number.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.NMIGETITEM

Return Information:

After the NMIGETITEM command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.NMIGETITEM variable
contains the tell and ask information for the specified item.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example retrieves the values of the TELL and ASK parameters for item 1234:

ADDRESS VOX "NMIGETITEM ITEM(1234)"
PARSE VAR vox.nmigetitem y 2 tellmsg (y) askmsgs (y).
Say "The TELL text for this item is" tellmsg 
Say "The ASK text for this item is" askmsgs

 NMILISTANSWERS Command
This command lists the answers that are specified using the NMFIND ASK parameter (if any) for the
specified notification request.

This command lists the answers that are specified using the NMFIND ASK parameter (if any) for the specified notification
request.

This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS VOX "NMILISTANSWERS ITEM(item) [CMDRESP(destination)] [PREFIX(varname)]"

• ITEM
Specifies the item number.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.NMILISTANSWERS

Usage Note:

For more information on this command, see the sample REXX program listanswers.rex in the CA Automation Point
installation folder \sample\nm.

Return Information:

After the NMILISTANSWERS command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.nmilistanswers.0 variable
contains the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX.nmilistanswers.1 to VOX.nmilistanswers.n
contains a line of information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example retrieves the list of all answers that are specified for notification request item number 1234:

ADDRESS VOX "NMILISTANSWERS ITEM(1234)"

 NMILISTCALLERS Command
This command lists status information about every notification attempt that is made during the processing
of the specified notification request.

This command lists status information about every notification attempt that is made during the processing of the specified
notification request.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMILISTCALLERS ITEM(item) [CMDRESP(destination)] [PREFIX(varname)]"

• ITEM
Specifies the item number.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.NMILISTCALLERS
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Usage Note:

For more information on this command, see the sample REXX program listcallers.rex in the CA Automation Point installation
folder \sample\nm.

Return Information:

After the NMILISTCALLERS command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.nmilistcallers.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX. nmilistcallers.1 to VOX. nmilistcallers.n contains a
line of information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and error message text.

Example:

The following example retrieves the list of all notification attempts made for notification request item number 1234:

ADDRESS VOX "NMILISTCALLERS ITEM(1234)"

 NMILISTITEMS Command
This command lists detailed status information about previously issued notification requests. Each
command operand is optional, and the combination of operands is used to define and restrict the items the
query returns.

This command lists detailed status information about previously issued notification requests. Each command operand is
optional, and the combination of operands is used to define and restrict the items the query returns.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMILISTITEMS 
  [ITEM(item)] 
  [ITEMSTATUS(status)]
  [NOTIFIER(name)]
  [RECENTITY(name)]
  [ANSENTITY(name)]
  [BGNTST(timestamp)]
  [ENDTST(timestamp)]
  [MAXITEMS(number)]
  [CMDRESP(destination)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]"

• ITEM
(Optional) Specifies the item number.

• ITEMSTATUS
(Optional) This operand is used to specify the notification request status that is used to restrict the query results. By
specifying an itemstatus, only those notification requests that are currently in the specified status are returned by this query.
This operand accepts the following status values:

• 0
Initializing status

• 1
Sending status

• 2
Sent status
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• 3
Awaiting Response status

• 4
Responded status

• 5
Late Response status

• 6
No Response status

• 7
Failed status

• NOTIFIER
(Optional) This operand is used to specify the name of the login that is used to initiate the notification request. By
specifying a value for this operand, the query is restricted to show only those notification requests initiated by the specified
login. You can specify one or more wildcard characters to match more than one login name.

• RECENTITY
(Optional) This operand is used to specify the name of the contact that is used as the target for the notification request. By
specifying a value for this operand, the query is restricted to show only those notification requests for which the specified
contact was the initial recipient. You can specify one or more wildcard characters to match more than one contact name.

• ANSENTITY
(Optional) This operand is used to specify the exact name of the contact that has permission to provide an answer to a
notification request. By specifying a value for this operand, the query is restricted to show only those notification requests
that the specified contact has permission to answer.

• BGNTST
(Optional) This operand is used to specify the beginning timestamp for retrieving notification requests. By specifying
a value for this operand, the query is restricted to show only those notification requests initiated after the date and time
reflected by the specified timestamp. The timestamp value reflects the number of seconds elapsed since midnight, January
1, 1970.

• ENDTST
(Optional) This operand is used to specify the ending timestamp for retrieving notification requests. By specifying a value
for this operand, the query is restricted to show only those notification requests initiated before the date and time reflected
by the specified timestamp. The timestamp value reflects the number of seconds elapsed since midnight, January 1, 1970.

• MAXITEMS
(Optional) This operand is used to specify the maximum number of notification requests to retrieve from the database. By
specifying a value for this operand, the query is restricted to show no more than the number of items that are reflected by
the value of this operand.

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.NMILISTITEMS

Usage Note:
For more information on this command, see the sample REXX program listitems.rex in the CA Automation Point installation
folder \sample\nm.

Return Information:

After the NMILISTITEMS command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.nmilistitems.0 variable contains
the number of lines of information returned. Each variable from VOX. nmilistitems.1 to VOX. nmilistitems.n contains a
line of information. n represents the last line of return information.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a nonzero value. The VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and error message text.

Example:
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This example shows all notification requests currently in the Awaiting Response state that were sent to the contact “Joe”:

ADDRESS VOX "NMILISTITEMS ITEMSTATUS(3) RECENTITY(Joe)"

 NMIMPORT Command
The NMIMPORT command imports an exported copy of a Notification Manager database.

The NMIMPORT command imports an exported copy of a Notification Manager database.

Warning:  This command destroys all existing data in the database before importing new data.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "NMIMPORT PATH(path)"

• PATH
Specifies the name of the path from which the exported database is retrieved.

Return Information:

After the NMIMPORT command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a non-zero value. Additionally, the

VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete
error message text.

Usage Notes:

• It is important that the database is not being used when issuing the NMIMPORT command. To guarantee this, shut down
the CA-AP NM Gateway Server service before running the NMIMPORT command.

• CA does not support importing a Notification Manager database that has been exported from a newer release of CA
Automation Point into an older release of CA Automation Point.

Example:

The following example imports a copy of an exported database that resides in the G:\TEMP_EXP directory:

ADDRESS VOX "NMIMPORT PATH(G:\TEMP_EXP)"

Note:  The NM Database Backup and Restore dialog in the Configuration Manager is used to import NM database files. The
option Replace NM Database performs the same action as the NMIMPORT command.

 Notification Commands
The following sections describe the commands for use with notification tasks:

The following sections describe the CA Automation Point commands for use with notification tasks:

 PAGE Command
The PAGE command is a notification command that issues an alphanumeric page to designated personnel
using a dial-up modem connection to an alphanumeric paging service, according to TAP protocol.
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The PAGE command is a notification command that issues an alphanumeric page to designated personnel using a dial-up
modem connection to an alphanumeric paging service, according to TAP protocol.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "PAGE PAGERID(number) TONESTRING(phonenumber)
 MESSAGE(message)  [BATCH(YES|NO)]   [BAUDRATE(baudrate)]  
 [{COMPORT(portnumber)|TAPIDEVICEID(numeric tapi deviceid)}]
  [DATABITS(databits)]  [INITSTRING(modeminitstring)] 
 [PAGERPW(password)]  [PARITY(NONE|EVEN|ODD|MARK|SPACE)] 
 [STOPBITS(stopbits)]  [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• PAGERID
Specifies the pager ID number of the remote party. This number must contain between four and ten tone digits. Valid
characters are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 -
Default: There is no default.

• TONESTRING
Specifies the telephone number or other special digits (tonestring) to dial. Valid characters are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 * # a b c
d & - , T P M I X
Default: There is no default.

• MESSAGE
Specifies the alphanumeric message to display on the beeper of the recipient. The maximum length of the pager ID plus the
message must be less than 240 characters.
Default: There is no default.

• COMPORT
(Optional) Specifies the serial communications port to use, regardless of an existing connection on another device.
Normally, if there is already an established connection to the specified pager service, notification server issues a new
page over the existing connection to enhance performance. Specifying the COMPORT parameter overrides existing port
connections.
Use any valid communications port name (COM1, COM2, COM3, and so on). COMPORT and TAPIDEVICEID are
mutually exclusive.
Default: Selects the first available communications port enabled for use by the notification server.
Note: To view the list of available communications ports, see the Alphanumeric Paging Options dialog in Configuration
Manager.

• BATCH
(Optional) Valid values are:

• YES
Executes the command by writing the command to an internal notification server input queue where it is processed in
batch mode.

• NO
Specifies that the issuing process is to wait for the return code and responses before returning to the issuer.

Note: If issued with BATCH(YES), the return code you receive indicates only whether the command was properly queued
for batch mode execution-it is not the completion code for the command.
Default: NO

• BAUDRATE
(Optional) Specifies the baud rate that your modem uses to connect to your paging service. Valid values are: 300, 1200,
2400, 4800, and 9600.
Default: 9600

• DATABITS
(Optional) Specifies the number of data bits per character used by the modem. The TAP protocol specifies that this must be
set to 7. Valid values are: 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
Default: 7

• INITSTRING
(Optional) This modem initialization command string should include the default modem initialization strings and any
additional modem commands.
Default: ATZ; AT&C1&D2; ATV1Q0X4; ATS0=0S2=128S7=55
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• PAGERPW
(Optional) Specifies the alphanumeric character password of the remote party. This six-character password is an access
code for the pager service.

• PARITY
(Optional) A method used by the modem for error checking. The TAP protocol specifies that this must be set to E. Valid
values are: N (None), E (Even), O (Odd), M (Mark), S (Space)
Default: E

• STOPBITS
(Optional) A number that represents the time between transmitted characters used by the modem. The TAP protocol
specifies that this must be set to 1. Valid values are: 0 (for 1.5), 1, and 2.
Default: 1

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command. The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• TAPIDEVICEID
(Optional) Specifies the numeric ID of the Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) device or modem,
(installed on the notification server) you want to use. This parameter overrides existing connections on another device.
Normally, if there is already an established connection to the specified pager service, notification server issues a new page
over the existing connection to enhance performance.
Note: To view all of the Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) devices that are installed under Windows
on the Notification Server, issue the GETTAPIDEVICELIST command.
TAPIDEVICEID and COMPORT are mutually exclusive.
Default: The first available TAPI device
Notes:

• The modem must be properly installed within Windows. See the Administrator Guide for details.
• When you specify TAPIDEVICEID, the PAGE command overrides default settings configured in the Alphanumeric

Paging Options dialog. It then initiates the page using the specified TAPI device ID, and uses TAPI to initialize the
modem.

• When neither COMPORT nor TAPIDEVICEID is specified, the next available communications port is used to initiate a
page, according to settings in the Alphanumeric Paging Options dialog.

Return Information:

After the PAGE command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command executes successfully but the RC variable contains a non-zero value of either 5331 or 5332, the

paging service final confirmation sequence did not conform to TAP protocol.
Note: If the page completes successfully for a given paging service, these non-zero return codes can be disregarded.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5309, 5310, 5311,
5312, 5313, 5314, 5315, 5316, 5317, 5318, 5319, 5320, 5321, 5322, 5323, 5324, 5325, 5326, 5327, 5331, 5332. (See the
Message Reference Guide for further information.) Additionally, VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error
message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Note:

You can send pages to numeric pagers with the PAGE command if your paging service provider supplies a telephone number
to support a TAP protocol dial-up.

Examples:

• The following code demonstrates how to repeatedly call a pager service as long as the reason that the PAGE request failed
is either no answer from the pager service or a BUSY signal:

 DO FOREVER
  ADDRESS VOX "PAGE baudrate(1200) comport(com2) pagerid(123-4567)"||,
              "tonestring(9-999-9999) message(Please call 555-1212)"
  IF rc=5322 |, /* BUSY signal */
     rc=5323    /* NO ANSWER   */
  THEN ITERATE
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  ELSE LEAVE
END
IF rc=0 THEN SAY "Page got through."
ELSE SAY "Page failed with rc="rc "message="vox.error

• The following example demonstrates how you can find the first available TAPI device from the TAPI device list and send a
page using its device ID.

/* Find first available tapi device from list and send page using
     its deviceID                                                    */
  address VOX "GETTAPIDEVICELIST"
  if rc = 0 then
    if datatype(VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.0) = "NUM" then
    do
      do i = 1 to VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.0
        parse var VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.i deviceid":"modemdescription
        if datatype(deviceid) = "NUM" then
          do
             say "Sending page using modem:"modemdescription
 
             /* Send a TAPI page with a specific deviceID */
             address VOX "PAGE MESSAGE(SAMPLE)" ,
                  "PAGERID(111111) TONESTRING(5550987)" ,
                  "TAPIDEVICEID("deviceid")"
             if rc <> 0 then say vox.error
             return
          end
      end
    end
 
  say "No TAPI devices available to send PAGE"
  exit

 PAGE2WAY Command
The PAGE2WAY command is a notification command that issues an alphanumeric page to a designated
page device using the Internet to relay these requests to the appropriate paging service. To receive page
requests using this command, the paging service must support either the SNPP (Simple Network Paging
Protocol) or WCTP (Wireless Communication Transfer Protocol) protocols.

The PAGE2WAY command is a notification command that issues an alphanumeric page to a designated page device using
the Internet to relay these requests to the appropriate paging service. To receive page requests using this command, the paging
service must support either the SNPP (Simple Network Paging Protocol) or WCTP (Wireless Communication Transfer
Protocol) protocols.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "PAGE2WAY  PAGERID(number)  PROVIDER(paging service
 name)  {MESSAGE(message) | STATUS(message ID) | EXPIRE(message ID)}
  [ PAGERPW(password) ]  [ MCRESPONSE(rsp1;rsp2;rsp3 ...) ] 
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 [ WAITSTATUS(QUEUED|DELIVERED|READ|REPLIED) ]  [ WAIT(statuswait) ] 
 [ SYSTEM(sysname) ]  [ PREFIX(varname) ]  [ CMDRESP(destination) ]"

• PAGERID
Specifies the pager ID number (up to 15 digits).

• PROVIDER
Specifies the user-defined name of the paging service (up to 256 characters). Paging service names are defined using the
2-Way Paging Setup dialog (located inside Configuration Manager) that will associate the paging service name with the
required parameters used to connect to the paging service gateway system.

• MESSAGE
Specifies the text message to be displayed on the 2-way pager device. Although this message can be up to 500 characters
long, the message is still subject to message length limitations imposed by the pager service. Contact your pager service
provider for details.
The MESSAGE, STATUS, and EXPIRE keywords are mutually exclusive.

• STATUS
A text message ID assigned by the paging service (up to 128 characters). This message ID is returned with the initial
MESSAGE request in the VOX.PAGE2WAY variable (by default) and is used to query the paging service for the status
of a previously issued page request. The results of this STATUS request will also be placed in the VOX.PAGE2WAY
variable (by default) and will be one of the following four values: QUEUED, DELIVERED, READ, or REPLIED <Full
Text Response>. The <Full Text Response> section of the REPLIED value will be the text of the response sent from
the 2-way device that corresponds to the page request. The MESSAGE, STATUS, and EXPIRE keywords are mutually
exclusive.
Note: The list of supported status indicators may vary by pager service provider. Contact your pager service provider for
details.

• EXPIRE
A text message ID assigned by the paging service (up to 128 characters). This message ID is returned with the initial
MESSAGE request in the VOX.PAGE2WAY variable (by default) and is used to remove the associated page item from
the page item list maintained by the Notification Server. The Notification Server will periodically query the defined paging
services for status updates to the previously issued page requests contained within the page item list. If no further status
updates are required for a specific 2-way page request, you may use this keyword to manually remove (or expire) the
associated page item. If this keyword is not used, the page item will remain active until either the reply to the page request
has been returned in response to a STATUS request or the age of the page item exceeds the expire time. The MESSAGE,
STATUS, and EXPIRE keywords are mutually exclusive.

• PAGERPW
(Optional) Specifies the alphanumeric access code provided by the paging service, if required (up to 15 characters). Contact
your paging service provider for details.
This operand is valid only in combination with the MESSAGE operand.

• MCRESPONSE
(Optional) An optional list of alphanumeric multiple-choice responses (MCR) that, if specified, will be sent to the 2-way
device in addition to the message text. The recipient can then choose one of these pre-programmed responses when sending
a reply back to the paging service. The responses specified using this operand must be separated using a semicolon (";"),
and the total length of the value of this operand must not exceed 512 characters (including separation characters). This
operand is valid only in combination with the MESSAGE operand. It is at the discretion of the paging service to determine
how many MCR responses are allowed, if the paging service supports this functionality.

• WAITSTATUS
(Optional) Specifies the status text used to determine when the associated STATUS request should return with a page status
value. This operand can be used to delay execution of your REXX program until either the status of the specified page
request matches the status text specified for this operand, or the wait interval specified in the WAIT operand expires. This
operand is only valid in combination with the STATUS operand.
Note: The list of supported status indicators may vary by pager service provider. Contact your pager service provider for
details.

• WAIT
(Optional) Specifies the amount of time to wait, in 1/10-second intervals, for the status of the specified page request
to match the status specified by the WAITSTATUS operand. This operand is only valid in combination with both the
WAITSTATUS operand and the STATUS operand.
Default: WAIT(6000) (Ten minutes)

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the alphanumeric name of the system that is running the Notification Server to which you want to
direct the command (up to 8 characters).
Default: The local system name.
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• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of a REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
Default: VOX.PAGE2WAY

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

Return Information:

After the PAGE2WAY command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully:

• The RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the MESSAGE operand was used, the VOX.PAGE2WAY variable contains the message ID assigned by the paging

service for the submitted page request. This message ID can be used later to query for status updates using the STATUS
operand. If the STATUS operand was used, the VOX.PAGE2WAY variable will contain the current status of the page
request (QUEUED, DELIVERED, READ, REPLIED <full text response>). If the EXPIRE operand was used, the
VOX.PAGE2WAY variable will contain the previous status of the page request (QUEUED, DELIVERED, READ,
REPLIED <full text response>).

• If the command did not execute successfully:

• The RC variable contains one of the following values: 4150, 5104, 5126, 5127, 5220, 5222, 5223, 5224, 5225, 5226,
5227, 5228, 5229, 5230, 5231, 5232, 5233, 5234, and 5237. (See Messages for more information.)

• The VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four digit return code and
complete error message text.

• The VOX.PAGE2WAY variable contains the last return code received from the paging service during the page submit
attempt. This value may be useful in troubleshooting the cause of the failed page request. If the paging service is
defined to use the SNPP communications protocol, see RFC1861 for a description of all possible return codes. If the
provider is defined to use the WCTP protocol, point your Web browser to http://www.wctp.org/ and download the
WCTP Specification v1.1 to view all the possible WCTP return codes.

Usage Notes:

The CA Automation Point server machine must have the ability to access the Internet in order to submit 2-way page requests to
the configured paging service providers.

Examples:

• The following code demonstrates how to initiate a 2-way page request. In case of an error, this example also reports both
the VOX error code and the last return code reported by the paging service.

ADDRESS VOX "PAGE2WAY PAGERID(5551212) PROVIDER(ABC Wireless) "||
                          "MESSAGE('Hello from ABC Wireless ') "||
                          "MCRESPONSE('Hello;Goodbye')"
 
IF rc = 0 THEN msgid = VOX.PAGE2WAY
ELSE
DO
    SAY "Page failed. VOX RC = "||rc||", Provider RC = "||
VOX.PAGE2WAY||"."
    SAY "Error Msg = "||VOX.ERROR
END
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• The following example demonstrates how to query the paging service for status updates. In this case, the REXX program
will wait until the paging service reports that the page request has been delivered to the specified device (or 5 minutes,
whichever occurs first).

ADDRESS VOX "PAGE2WAY PAGERID(5551212) PROVIDER(ABC Wireless) "||
                          "MESSAGE('JES is down on SYS4')"
 
IF rc = 0 THEN
DO
    msgid = VOX.PAGE2WAY
 
    ADDRESS VOX "PAGE2WAY PAGERID(5551212) PROVIDER(ABC Wireless) "||
                              "STATUS("||
msgid||") WAITSTATUS(DELIVERED) WAIT(3000)"
 
    IF rc = 0 THEN
        SAY "The current status of message "||msgid||" is: "||
VOX.PAGE2WAY
    ELSE
        SAY "Unable to query for page status updates. RC = "||
rc||"."
 
END
ELSE SAY "Unable to submit page request. RC = "||rc||"."

 SENDMAIL Command
The SENDMAIL command is a notification command that generates an email message to designated
personnel.

The SENDMAIL command is a notification command that generates an email message to designated personnel.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SENDMAIL TO(recipientlist) {MESSAGE(text) |
 VAR(rexxvariable)}  [SUBJECT(text)]  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [CC(recipientlist)]  [BATCH(YES|NO)]  [MAILID(text)] 
 [ATTACHMENT(filename)]"

• TO
Specifies the primary recipients of the mail message.
A recipient list is a list of one or more mail recipient names. The recipient names are text strings that the notification server
attempts to resolve into e-mail addresses. If more than one name is listed, the names must be separated by a semicolon (;).

• MESSAGE
Specifies the text (or body) of the mail message. The maximum  allowed length is 240 characters. MESSAGE and VAR are
mutually exclusive.
Line control characters can be inserted into the text for customized message viewing.

• VAR
An optional method to specify the text (or body) of the mail message. The rexxvariable specified can be either a REXX
variable or a stem variable. The REXX variable referenced by this VAR parameter can hold a maximum of 30,000
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characters. Text from stem variables is concatenated (with one intervening blank) to form the mail text. MESSAGE and
VAR are mutually exclusive. BATCH(YES) and VAR are mutually exclusive.
Line control characters can be inserted into the text assigned to the specified REXX variable for customized message
viewing.

• SUBJECT
(Optional) Subject of the mail message. The maximum length is 240 characters.
Default: There is no default.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• CC
(Optional) List of recipient names to receive a copy of the mail message.
If more than one name is listed, the names must be separated by a semicolon (;).

• BATCH
(Optional) Valid values are:

• YES
Executes the command by writing the command to an internal notification server input queue where it will be processed
in batch mode.

• NO
Specifies that the issuing process waits for the return code and responses before returning to the issuer.

Notes:

• If issued with BATCH(YES), the return code you receive indicates only whether the command was properly queued for
batch mode execution-it is not the completion code for the command.

• BATCH(YES) and VAR are mutually exclusive.

Default: NO
• MAILID

(Optional) User-supplied text to identify or track the mail message. This text is included in the last line of the identification
section (generated by CA Automation Point) that is appended to the mail body. The maximum length is 40 characters.
Note: To use the MAILID option, you must enable Append Identification section to mail body on the Configure Mail
dialog.
Default: There is no default.

• ATTACHMENT
(Optional) User-supplied file which is to be attached to the mail message. The specified file name must be fully qualified
and accessible from the Notification Server to which the SENDMAIL command is issued. Only one file can be specified
per mail request. The maximum length of the file name including path is 512 characters.
Default: There is no default.

Warning:

The attachment file must be located on the Notification Server. It is not possible to send attachments that are
located on a machine that only uses VOX client and that connects to Notification Server.

Return Information:

After the SENDMAIL command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If a command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If a command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5341, 5344, 5346,

5347, 5348. (See  Messages  for more information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX
error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Note:

The SENDMAIL command displays the 5345I and 5349W messages in the window with the default name of AP Notification
Messages.

Examples:
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• The following example illustrates how to use the SENDMAIL command:

msgvar = "This email is to inform you that z/
OS system Y has been IPLed"
file="C:\TEMP\YourData.dat"
 address VOX SENDMAIL TO(John Smith) CC(Jane Jones) SUBJECT(Notification from AP) VAR(msgvar) ATTACHMENT(path)

• The following example illustrates how to programmatically add line control characters to customize message viewing:

/* This is a sample program to take a screen   */  
/* dump from session SYSA and send an email to */  
/* support mailbox with the screen output.     */              
 
/* NOTE: This message must be viewed by the    */
/* recipient using a fixed pitch font.         */           
 
session_name= 'SYSA'
recipientlist='support'
 
ADDRESS AXC "GETSCRN SESSION("session_name") SCREEN(YES) PREFIX(LINE)"
IF rc <> 0 THEN DO
                SAY 'GETSCRN failed with rc=' rc
                EXIT
                END
 
/
* Add a line feed character (hex 0a) at the end of each line on the screen dump   */
/
* Prefix each line with a tab character (hex 09)                                  */
 
line_feed= '0a'x
tab= '09'x
 
DO i=1 to line.0
line.i=tab||line.i||line_feed
end
 
ADDRESS VOX "SENDMAIL TO("recipientlist") VAR(line.) SUBJECT(Screen dump from Session "session_name")"
IF RC <> 0 THEN SAY 'SENDMAIL with screen dump failed with rc=' rc

 Voice Commands
The following sections describe ADDRESS VOX voice commands:

The following sections describe CA Automation Point ADDRESS VOX voice commands:
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 Valid Dialing Characters
The following ADDRESS VOX commands dial or send telephone keypad digits entered from your
workstation's keyboard that you specify in the command statement.

The following ADDRESS VOX commands dial or send telephone keypad digits entered from your workstation's keyboard that
you specify in the command statement.

• CALL
• CALLPLAY
• PLAYGETDIGITS
• SENDTONES

The following table lists the valid DTMF characters and their special functions (if any):

DTMF Character Special Function (If applicable)

“0” through “9” ---

“*” ---

“#” ---

“a” ---

“b” ---

“c” ---

“d” ---

“-” Ignored by command

“,” Pause

“&” Flash

“T” DTMF mode

“P” Pulse mode

“M” MF mode

“L” Wait for local dial tone

“I” Wait for international dial tone

“X” Wait for a special (or “extra”) dial tone

 ANSWER Command
The ANSWER command waits for a period specified by the TIMEOUT parameter for an incoming
telephone call on any one of a designated set of voice channels available at the time the command was
invoked. The ANSWER command will not wait for incoming calls on voice channels that are marked as
in-use at the time the command is invoked.

The ANSWER command waits for a period specified by the TIMEOUT parameter for an incoming telephone call on any one
of a designated set of voice channels available at the time the command was invoked. The ANSWER command will not wait
for incoming calls on voice channels that are marked as in-use at the time the command is invoked.

Furthermore, when the ANSWER command is invoked with the GROUP operand, any one channel satisfies the command
and returns control to the caller with the handle to the answered channel. This answered channel must be released when you
are done with the call (see the description of the RELEASECHANNEL Command). This channel cannot reenter the set of
channels on which any outstanding ANSWER command is waiting.

The ANSWER command can answer a call on:

• Any available voice channel
• Any available voice channel within a specified channel group
• A single, specific voice channel

When answering an incoming call, the ANSWER command:

• Sets the hook state of the receiving voice channel to off-hook
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• Resets the play volume
• Clears the following channel attributes:

• The digit buffer
• The call progress analysis (CPA) parameters
• The history of loop drop, silence-on, and silence-off events

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "ANSWER {CHANNEL(channelhandle) | GROUP(groupname|ALL)} 
 [SYSTEM(sysname)]  [ANSRING(ringnumber)]  [TIMEOUT(waittime|0|-1)] 
 [HOOKSTATE(hookstate)]  [PREFIX(varname)]  [CMDRESP(destination)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle)-identifies a physical channel-that the GETCHANNEL command returns.

• GROUP
A group name defining a group of specific, physical channel numbers that the ANSWER command monitors for an
incoming call. (For more information about assigning channels to a group, see the description of the SETGROUP
command.)
ALL enables the ANSWER command to monitor all groups (and, therefore, all channels) for a call.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system running the notification server to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• ANSRING
(Optional) Specifies the ring number on which to answer an incoming call.
Default: 1

• TIMEOUT
(Optional) Specifies the maximum amount of time to wait for rings (in 1/10-second units). Or, you can specify 0 (zero) to
return immediately if no ring exists or -1 to wait indefinitely.
Default: -1

• HOOKSTATE
(Optional) Specifies the desired hook state after CA Automation Point detects a ring. Valid values are OFFHOOK and
ONHOOK.
Default: OFFHOOK

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of a REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: VOX.ANSWER

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a list of valid destination values, see
ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.

Return Information:

After the ANSWER command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully,the RC variable contains a value of zero. If the GROUP operand was specified, the
REXX variable VOX.ANSWER contains the returned channel handle.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5105, 5112, 5117,
5155, 5199, 5203, 5204, 5206. (See the Message Reference Guide for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR
variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message
text.

Examples:
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• The following REXX code illustrates how to use the ANSWER command in a program that pages a user, and then answers
when the user calls the CA Automation Point system in response to the page:

numpagerservice = '9,555-1900'
numtocall = '9,555-1234'
 
/* Acquire exclusive access to a voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
 
/* Dial the digital pager service and leave number to call. */
 
address vox 'call channel('handle') tonestring('numpagerservice')'
address vox 'sendtones tonestring('numtocall')'
 
/* Wait up to 10 minutes for an incoming call. */
 
address vox 'answer channel('handle') timeout(6000)'
 
/* Get the callers User Identification number. */
 
address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(entruid.vox) count(8) singlestring(yes) prefix(userid)'
 
/* Get the caller's Personal Identification Number (PIN). */
 
address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(entrpin.vox) count(8) singlestring(yes) prefix(pin)'
...
/* Verify the remote user has entered a valid user-ID/
pin combination.*/
 
address vox 'verifyuser userid('userid') pin('pin')'
 
if RC == 0 then do
   /* Explain the problem and list the options */
   /* available for resolving the problem.     */
 
   address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(problem.vox options.vox) prefix(response)'
   ...
end
   
/* Release the voice channel. */
address vox 'releasechannelchannel('handle')'

• The following REXX code illustrates how you can use the ANSWER command in a program that processes incoming calls
destined for a help desk. When CA Automation Point receives a call, the HDCTRL.CMD program starts a program named
HELPDESK.CMD to service the call automatically.

/* HDCTRL.CMD */
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signal on halt Name DoExit
 
do forever
   /* Wait forever for an incoming call and */
   /* any channel within the HELPDESK group.*/
   
address vox 'answer group(helpdesk) hookstate(onhook) prefix(handle) timeout(600)'
 
   if RC == 0 then 
   do
      /* Call answered. Start the HELPDESK.CMD */
      /* program to service the call.          */
 
      address vox 'startrexx program(helpdesk.cmd 'handle')'
   end
end
 
DoExit:
 
/* Exit from the command shell so that <AP> can "clean up." */
 
'@exit'

 ANSWERPLAY Command
The ANSWERPLAY command waits for an incoming telephone call on a single channel and plays one
or more prerecorded voice messages after answering the call. When answering an incoming call, the
ANSWERPLAY command:

The ANSWERPLAY command waits for an incoming telephone call on a single channel and plays one or more prerecorded
voice messages after answering the call. When answering an incoming call, the ANSWERPLAY command:

• Sets the hook state of the receiving voice channel to off-hook
• Resets the play volume
• Clears the following channel attributes:

• The digit buffer
• The call progress analysis (CPA) parameters
• The history of loop drop, silence-on, and silence-off events

This command has the following formats:

Use the following syntax to answer a call and play a message from a non-indexed voice file:

ADDRESS VOX "ANSWERPLAY CHANNEL(channelhandle)
   FILE(filename_1[...filename_n])
   FILETYPE(NONINDEX)
   [SYSTEM(sysname)]
   [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]
   [ANSRING(ringnumber)]
   [TIMEOUT(waittime|0|-1)]
   [HOOKSTATE(hookstate)]"
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Use the following syntax to answer a call and play a message from a voice word library file:

ADDRESS VOX "ANSWERPLAY CHANNEL(channelhandle)
   FILE(filename)
   FILETYPE(WORDLIB)
   VAR(varname)
   [SYSTEM(sysname)]
   [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]
   [ANSRING(ringnumber)]
   [TIMEOUT(waittime|0|-1)]
   [HOOKSTATE(hookstate)]"

• CHANNEL
Identifies the physical channel (channelhandle) that the GETCHANNEL command returns.
Default: There is no default.

• FILE
Specifies the name of a voice file or voice word library.

• FILETYPE
Specifies the type of voice file to play. Valid values are:

• NONINDEX - A nonindexed voice file
• INDEX - An indexed voice file
• WORDLIB - A voice word library

Note: When specifying FILETYPE (WORDLIB), do not include a file extension on the FILE operand.
Default: NONINDEX

• VAR
This operand is required only when specifying a voice word library on the FILETYPE operand.
For a voice word library, this specifies either a REXX regular variable or stem variable. When coding regular variables
with the var keyword, only that variable is searched. With a stem variable, all numeric indexes for the stem are searched.
When coding a stem variable, varname should follow this format:

• varname.0
The number of words in your message.

• varname.1 through varname.n
Each variable contains one word from the voice word library.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system running the notification server to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• INTERRUPT
(Optional) Specifies whether CA Automation Point interrupts the currently playing voice message if it receives a tone digit
(that is, if the remote party presses a key on the telephone keypad). Valid values are:

• YES
Allows the interruption.

• NO
Prevents the interruption.

Default: YES
• ANSRING

(Optional) Specifies the ring number on which to answer an incoming call.
Default: 1

• TIMEOUT
(Optional) Specifies the maximum amount of time to wait for rings (in 1/10-second units). Or, you can specify 0 (zero) to
return immediately if no ring exists or -1 to wait indefinitely.
Default: -1

• HOOKSTATE
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(Optional) Specifies the desired hook state after CA Automation Point plays a voice message. Valid values are OFFHOOK
and ONHOOK.
Default: OFFHOOK

Return Information:

After the ANSWERPLAY command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5105, 5106, 5107,

5109, 5112, 5116, 5117, 5155, 5199, 5204, 5252, 5300. (See the Message Reference Guide for further information.)
Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return
code and complete error message text.

Usage Notes:

Rather than issuing the ANSWER command followed by a PLAY command, CA recommends issuing the single
ANSWERPLAY command whenever possible to improve performance.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the ANSWERPLAY command to answer a call and offer the caller four menu
options:

GREETING=1
...
MAINMNU_OPT1=5
MAINMNU_OPT2=6
MAINMNU_OPT3=7
...
 
/* Acquire exclusive access to a voice channel.*/
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1)'
 
/* Wait forever for an incoming call and play */
/* greeting message followed by the main menu */
/* comprised of four separate voice messages  */
/* from within an indexed voice file.         */
 
msg.0=4
msg.1=1
msg.2=5
msg.3=6
msg.4=7
address vox 'answerplay channel('handle') file(helpdesk.vap) filetype(index) var(msg.)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 CALL Command
The CALL command initiates a telephone call by placing the voice channel in an off-hook state and
dialing the tone string (telephone number).

The CALL command initiates a telephone call by placing the voice channel in an off-hook state and dialing the tone string
(telephone number).
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "CALL CHANNEL(channelhandle) TONESTRING(tonestring)
   [SYSTEM(sysname)]
   [NAME(CPAparameterset)]
   [RINGS(maxrings)]
   [RETRY(numretries)]
   [WAIT(secs)]
   [PREFIX(varname)]
   [CMDRESP(destination)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle)-identifying some physical channel-that the GETCHANNEL command
returns.
Default: There is no default.

• TONESTRING
Specifies the telephone number or other special digits to dial.
Valid characters are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 * # a b c d & - , T P M L   I X

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system running the notification server to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• NAME
(Optional) Specifies the name of the call progress analysis (CPA) parameter set to use for dialing.
CPA set names can be created and configured using the Configuration Manager.
Default: EngineDefault

• RINGS
(Optional) Specifies the approximate number of rings to allow before timing out the request and returning a “noanswer”
call completion state. The number of rings specified is not an exact count of the actual rings on the telephone, but an
estimation of how long the call should wait to get the given rings count.
Default: 4

• RETRY
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of call retries (after the initial call attempt) to establish a connection.
Default: 0

• WAIT
(Optional) Specifies the amount of time to wait, in 1/10-second units, before redialing if you specify the RETRY operand.
Default: 600 (One minute)

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: VOX.CALL

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a list of valid destination values, see
ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: REXX

Return Information:

After the CALL command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. The VOX.CALL variable contains the
following:

• CADNCBRK-Connection due to cadence break.
• LCDDROP-Connection due to loop current.
• PVD-Connection due to Positive Voice Detection.
• PAMD-Connection due to Positive Answerplay Machine Detection.
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For more details about specific return information, see the ATDX_CONNTYPE() function definition in the Intel Dialogic
documentation.
The connection reason is useful when you need to adjust the call progress analysis (CPA) parameters of your voice
card using the Configuration Manager to fine-tune your voice application. The Dialogic voice software determines the
connection reason, but the algorithm is not always correct.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5112, 5117, 5155,
5199, 5204, 5301, 5302, 5303, 5304, 5305, 5306. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR
variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message
text.

Usage Notes:

• The return information that the CALL command provides (see PREFIX) contains the reason that the command was able to
establish a connection.

• See Valid Dialing Characters for information on valid DTMF dialing characters.

Example:

Suppose that you have written a REXX program to call a remote party and play a voice message. If the reason that the CALL
command establishes a connection is Positive Voice Detection, a person probably answered the telephone. If the reason for the
connection is Positive Answering Machine Detection, an answering machine or voice-mail system probably answered the call.
In both cases, the default values for the CPA parameters are acceptable; your REXX code can simply provide for playing the
prerecorded voice message at the appropriate time.

On the other hand, suppose that the office of the remote party is equipped with a PBX system and that the connection reason
is Loop Drop. The voice message might already be in progress by the time the remote party hears it. In such a scenario, the
PBX has sent a loop-drop signal before the remote party answered the call, causing the CALL command to complete and the
subsequent lines in your REXX code to execute. To fix the problem, you may need to adjust some CPA parameters.

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the CALL command to call a remote party and report a problem:

phonenumber = '2000'
 
/* A T-1 trunk has dropped.                      */
/* Notify the telcom group immediately using the */
/* notification server located in the Los Angeles office. */
 
/* Acquire exclusive access to a voice channel.  */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle) system(laengine)'
 
/* Call the main number of the telcom group */
/* to make sure that we did not get their   */
/* voice mail.                              */
 
address vox 'call channel('handle') tonestring('phonenumber') system(laengine)'
if vox.call != PAMD then
do
   /* Because some answering machines are so clear*/
   /* that they cannot be detected easily,        */
   /* make sure that we are connected to a person */
   /* by asking them to press 1.                  */
 
   address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(greeting.vox press1.vox) prefix(response) system(laengine)'
 
   if response == 1 then
   do
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      /* Inform the remote party of     */
      /* the problem and offer options  */
      /* for responding to the problem. */
 
      address vox 'play channel('handle') file(t1down.vox options.vox) prefix(response) system(laengine)'
      ...
      /* Correcting problem according to */
      /* remote party's response         */
      ...
   end
 
end
 
/* Release the voice channel */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 CALLPLAY Command
The CALLPLAY command initiates a telephone call and plays one or more prerecorded voice messages.
It sets the hook state to off-hook, dials the tone string (following a successful connection), plays the voice
message(s), and resets the hook state to on-hook.

The CALLPLAY command initiates a telephone call and plays one or more prerecorded voice messages. It sets the hook state
to off-hook, dials the tone string (following a successful connection), plays the voice message(s), and resets the hook state to
on-hook.

This command has one of the following formats:

Use the following format to play a message from a non-indexed voice file:

ADDRESS VOX "CALLPLAY CHANNEL(channelhandle)
   TONESTRING(tonestring)
   FILE(filename_1[...filename_n])
   FILETYPE(NONINDEX)
   [SYSTEM(sysname)]
   [NAME(CPAparameterset)]
   [RINGS(maxrings)]
   [RETRY(numretries)]
   [WAIT(redialwait)]
   [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]
   [HOOKSTATE(ONHOOK|OFFHOOK)]
   [PREFIX(varname)]
   [CMDRESP(destination)]"

Use the following format to play a message from a voice word library file:

ADDRESS VOX "CALLPLAY CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  TONESTRING(tonestring)
  FILE(filename)
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  FILETYPE(WORDLIB)
  VAR(varname)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [RINGS(maxrings)]
  [RETRY(numretries)]
  [WAIT(redialwait)]
  [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]
  [HOOKSTATE(ONHOOK|OFFHOOK)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]
  [CMDRESP(destination)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle)-identifying some physical channel-that the GETCHANNEL command
returns.
Default: There is no default.

• TONESTRING
Specifies the telephone number or other special digits (tonestring) to dial.
Valid characters are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 * # a b c d & - , T P M L   I X

• FILE
Specifies the name of a voice file or voice word library.
Default: There is no default.

• FILETYPE
Specifies the type of voice file to play. Valid values are:

• NONINDEX
Specifies a non-indexed voice file.

• WORDLIB
Specifies a voice word library.

Note: When specifying FILETYPE (WORDLIB), do not include a file extension on the FILE operand.
Default: NONINDEX

• VAR
This operand is required only when specifying a voice word library on the FILETYPE operand.
For a voice word library, code either a REXX regular variable or stem variable. When coding regular variables with the var
keyword, only that variable is searched.
With a stem variable, all numeric indexes for this stem will be searched. When coding a stem variable, varname. should
follow this format:

• varname.0
The number of words in your message.

• varname.1 through varname.n
Each variable contains one word from the voice word library.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system running the notification server to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• NAME
(Optional) Specifies the name of the call progress analysis (CPA) parameter set to use for dialing. CPA set names can be
created and configured using the Configuration Manager.
Default: EngineDefault

• RINGS
(Optional) Specifies the approximate number of rings to allow before timing out the request and returning a “noanswer”
call completion state. The number of rings specified is not an exact count of the actual rings on the telephone, but an
estimation of how long the call should wait to get the given rings count.
Default: 4

• RETRY
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of call retries (after the initial call attempt) to establish a connection.
Default: 0

• WAIT
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(Optional) Specifies the amount of time to wait (in 1/10-second units) before redialing (if you specify the RETRY
operand).
Default: 600 (One minute)

• INTERRUPT
(Optional) Specifies whether CA Automation Point interrupts a currently playing voice message if it receives a tone digit
(that is, if the remote party presses a key on the telephone keypad). Valid values are:

• YES
Allows the interruption.

• NO
Prevents the interruption.

Default: YES
• HOOKSTATE

(Optional) Specifies whether CA Automation Point resets the hook state of the channel to on-hook after playing the voice
message. Valid values are:

• ONHOOK
Reset the channel to the on-hook state

• OFFHOOK
Allow the channel to remain in the off-hook state

Default: OFFHOOK
• PREFIX

(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: VOX.CALLPLAY

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a list of valid destination values, see
ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: REXX

Return Information:

After the CALLPLAY command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, the VOX.CALLPLAY
variable contains the following:

• CAD-Connection due to cadence break.
• LPC-Connection due to loop current.
• PVD-Connection due to Positive Voice Detection.
• PAMD-Connection due to Positive Answerplay Machine Detection.

For more details about specific return information, refer to the ATDX_CONNTYPE() function definition in the Dialogic
manuals.
The connection reason is useful when you need to adjust the call progress analysis (CPA) parameters of your voice card
using the Configuration Manager to fine-tune your voice application.
The Dialogic voice software determines the connection reason, but the algorithm is not always perfect.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5107, 5109, 5112,
5116, 5117, 5155, 5199, 5204, 5252, 5301, 5302, 5303, 5304, 5305, 5306. (See the Message Reference Guide for further
information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-
digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Notes:

Keep the following information in mind when using the CALLPLAY command:

• Instead of issuing the CALL command followed by a PLAY command, we recommend issuing the single CALLPLAY
command whenever possible to improve performance.

• You can use the CALLPLAY command to play voice messages over a voice channel connected to an amplified speaker.
The TONESTRING operand must contain the access code (tone-digit string) necessary to activate the speaker feature of the
system.

• The return information that the CALLPLAY command provides (see PREFIX) indicates why the command was able to
establish a connection.

• See Valid Dialing Characters for information on valid DTMF dialing characters.
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Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the CALLPLAY command to call a remote party and play one or more voice
messages after making contact:

phonenumber = '412-555-2000'
/* Get exclusive access to a voice channel. */
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
 
/* Attempt to reach the "on-call" operator at most three times,*/
/* waiting one minute between each attempt.                    */
 
address vox 'callplay channel('handle') tonestring('phonenumber') retry(3) wait(600) file('greeting.vox entruid.vox')'
 
/* Make sure that we are connected to the right person by */
/* verifying the operator's User-ID/PIN combination.      */
 
address vox 'getdigits channel('handle') count(8) singlestring(yes) prefix(userid)'
 
address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(entrpin.vox) singlestring(yes) prefix(pin)'
 
address vox 'verifyuser userid('userid') pin('pin')'
 
/* Deliver the message. */
 
address vox 'play channel('handle') file(message.vox)'
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 CLEAR Command
The CLEAR command clears the digit buffer of a voice channel or its call analysis parameters.

The CLEAR command clears the digit buffer of a voice channel or its call analysis parameters.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "CLEAR CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  CLEARTYPE(cleartype)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle)-identifying some physical channel-that the GETCHANNEL command
returns.

• CLEARTYPE
Specifies the type of CLEAR operation to perform. Valid values are:

• DIGBUF
Clears the digit buffer (containing digits entered from the remote party's telephone keypad)

• ANALYSIS
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Clears the call progress analysis (CPA) parameters and resets them to the voice card manufacturer's defaults
• ALL

Clears all of the above
• SYSTEM

(Optional) Specifies the name of the system running the notification server to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

Return Information:

After the CLEAR command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5117, 5155, 5199,

5204. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error
message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Note:

Determining when to clear a voice channel's digit buffer is application-specific. For example, an application that supports type-
ahead dialing clears the digit buffer only on each call's call startup or termination. Generally, it is appropriate to clear the digit
buffer immediately before initiating an I/O operation.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates the CLEAR command. The program segment forces the remote party to listen to an
entire voice message before allowing the remote party to enter a PIN number.

/* Get exclusive access to a voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
...
/* Play a voice message, ensuring that the remote party listens */
/* to it in its entirety.                                       */
 
address vox 'play channel('handle') file(message.vox) interrupt(no)'
 
/* Clear the voice channel's digit buffer in case the remote   */
/* party entered digits (pressed keys on the telephone keypad) */
/* while the message was playing.                              */
 
address vox 'clear channel('handle') cleartype(digbuf)'
/* Get the remote party's PIN. */
 
address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(entrpin.vox) count(8) singlestring(yes) prefix(response)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 GETCHANNEL Command
The GETCHANNEL command retrieves an available voice channel and marks it as in-use and performs
these additional channel management tasks:

The GETCHANNEL command retrieves an available voice channel and marks it as in-use and performs these additional
channel management tasks:
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• Prepares the channel for subsequent I/O operations by resetting the channel's call progress analysis (CPA) parameters
• Clears the channel's digit buffer
• Clears the channel's loop-drop, silence-on, and silence-off history
• Resets the channel's volume level (the level at which CA Automation Point plays voice files)
• Sets the channel's hook state to on-hook

Use the GETCHANNEL command with the RELEASECHANNEL command to serialize a voice channel's I/O activity.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "GETCHANNEL {GROUP(groupname|ALL) |
 CHANNELNUM(channelnum)}  [SYSTEM(sysname)]  [TIMEOUT(waittime|0|-1)] 
 [PREFIX(varname)]  [CMDRESP(destination)]"

• GROUP
Specifies the name of the group from which to retrieve an available voice channel and assign a channel handle. (This is the
most common method for retrieving a channel.)
Specifying ALL enables the GETCHANNEL command to search all groups for an available channel.

• CHANNELNUM
Specifies the number of a specific, physical channel number to use.
Valid values range from 1 through the number of lines installed.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system running the notification server to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• TIMEOUT
(Optional) Specifies the maximum amount of time to wait for a channel to become available (in 1/10-second units). Or, you
can specify 0 (zero) to return immediately if a channel is not available or -1 to wait indefinitely.
If you specify a TIMEOUT value, CA Automation Point queues and services requests for an unavailable channel in the
order you requested.
Default: 0

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: VOX.GETCHANNEL

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS VOX
Return Information in this chapter.
Default: REXX

Return Information:

After the GETCHANNEL command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, the VOX.GETCHANNEL
variable contains the returned channel handle.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5105, 5117, 5135,
5155, 5201, 5202, 5206. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the
complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Notes:

• You do not need to issue the GETCHANNEL command before issuing the ANSWER or ANSWERPLAY commands (if
GROUP is specified).

• The calling REXX program has exclusive access to the channel. Exclusive access remains in effect until one of the
following occurs:

• The RELEASECHANNEL command executes.
• You reset the channel through the Configuration Manager.
• You close or exit from the command shell that executed the REXX program.
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Examples:

• The following REXX code illustrates how to use the GETCHANNEL command to access a specific voice channel:

/* Get exclusive access a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
...
 
/* Perform voice processing using the voice channel. */
...
 
/* Release the voice channel when processing is completed. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

• The following REXX code illustrates how to use the GETCHANNEL command to access the first available voice channel:

/* Get exclusive access to the first available voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel group(all) prefix(handle)'
...
 
/* Perform voice processing using the voice channel. */
...
 
/* Release the voice channel when processing is completed. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 GETCHANNELNUM Command
The GETCHANNELNUM command identifies the physical voice channel number associated with the
specified channel handle.

The GETCHANNELNUM command identifies the physical voice channel number associated with the specified channel
handle.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "GETCHANNELNUM CHANNEL(channelhandle)
   [SYSTEM(sysname)]
   [PREFIX(varname)]
   [CMDRESP(destination)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle)-identifying some physical channel-that the GETCHANNEL command
returns.
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• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Note: A system is a workstation on which a notification server resides. If CA Automation Point is running within a
distributed system, (that is, if all CA Automation Point components are not running on a single workstation), you must
specify the SYSTEM operand.
Default: The local system name.

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: VOX.GETCHANNELNUM

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS VOX
Return Information in this chapter.
Default: REXX

Usage Note:

Typically, you do not need to issue the GETCHANNELNUM command except in the following situations:

• When you need to reset it
• When you have posted a callback number
• When you need to get a particular channel

Return Information:

After the GETCHANNELNUM command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, the
VOX.GETCHANNELNUM variable contains the returned channel handle.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5117, 5155, 5199,
5204. (See the Message Reference Guide for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the
complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the GETCHANNELNUM command to determine the physical line number
associated with the current channel handle, and then use that information in a REXX program:

/* Get exclusive access to the first available voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel group(all) prefix(handle)'
 
/* Get the physical line number associated */
/* with the channel handle.                */
 
address vox 'getchannelnum channel('handle') prefix(channelnum)'
 
/* Get the telephone number of the line connected to the channel.*/
 
select
   when channelnum == 1 then phonenum='555-1000'
   when channelnum == 2 then phonenum='555-1001'
   when channelnum == 3 then phonenum='555-1002'
   when channelnum == 4 then phonenum='555-1003'
end
 
/* Page the "on-call" operator */
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address vox 'call channel('handle') tonestring('pagernum')'
 
/* Indicate the telephone number that the operator should call */
 
address vox 'sendtones channel('handle') tonestring('phonenum')'
 
/* Wait up to 5 minutes for the operator to call back. */
 
address vox 'answerplay channel('handle') file(problem.vox options.vox) timeout(3000)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')

 GETDIGITS Command
The GETDIGITS command retrieves tone digits from a voice channel's digit buffer. The digits can
represent one of the following data types:

The GETDIGITS command retrieves tone digits from a voice channel's digit buffer. The digits can represent one of the
following data types:

• A menu selection or access code, such as a personal identification number (PIN), that a remote party enters from the
telephone keypad in response to a voice prompt.

• ANI (caller identification) digits that the telephone company sends in response to a WINK command.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "GETDIGITS CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [COUNT(numtones)]
  [IDDELAY(maxdelay)]
  [TERMKEY(keytone)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]
  [CMDRESP(destination)]
  [SINGLESTRING(YES|NO)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle)-identifying some physical channel-that the GETCHANNEL command
returns.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system running the notification server to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• COUNT
(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of tones to retrieve. Valid values are 0 (zero) through 31.
Note: If you specify COUNT(0), the GETDIGITS command returns only the number of digits in the digit buffer (but no
digits).
Default: 1

• IDDELAY
(Optional) Specifies the maximum time delay allowed between each digit's retrieval (in 1/10-second units).
Default: 30
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• TERMKEY
(Optional) A termination tone digit that the remote party enters on the telephone keypad.
If CA Automation Point detects a tone that you specify, it terminates the GETDIGITS operation. You can specify one or
more termination tones.
Valid values are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 * # a b c d
Notes:

• The pound key (#) is a common tone-string terminator.
• A special keypad is necessary to send a, b, c, or d from a phone.

Default: The pound key (#)
• PREFIX

(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: VOX.GETDIGITS

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS VOX
Return Information in this chapter.
Default: REXX

• SINGLESTRING
(Optional) Specifies whether the GETDIGITS command's return string appears as a single string of digits in one variable
(rather than as individual digits in separate variables).
Default: SINGLESTRING(YES)

Return Information:

After the GETDIGITS command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, if you accept the default
SINGLESTRING(YES) operand, the entire string of tone digits appears in the VOX.GETDIGITS (or VOX.GETDIGITS.1)
variable.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5106, 5107, 5112,
5117, 5155, 5199, 5204, 5300. (See the Message Reference Guide for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR
variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message
text.

If you specify the optional SINGLESTRING(NO) operand, the GETDIGITS command returns this information in each of the
VOX.GETDIGITS variables (VOX.GETDIGITS.1 through VOX.GETDIGITS.n):

Field Description of Returned Information

1 A single digit entered by the remote party or sent by the
telephone company.

2 The tone type of the digit that was retrieved:

DTMF-Dual Tone Multi-Frequency

AP-Audio Pulse

LP-Loop Pulse

MF-Multi-Frequency

The value stored in the VOX.GETDIGITS.0 variable represents the number of tone digits that were retrieved.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the GETDIGITS command to collect a remote user's personal identification
number (PIN) entered from the telephone keypad:

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
/* If the channel is in use, wait up to two minutes  */
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/* for it to become available.                       */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) timeout(1200) prefix(handle)'
...
 
/* Prompt the remote party to enter a PIN. */
 
address vox 'play channel('handle') file(entrpin.vox)'
 
/* Collect the PIN digits entered. */
 
address vox 'getdigits channel('handle') count(8) singlestring(yes) prefix(response)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')

 GETGROUP Command
The GETGROUP command returns the group name that you specify and a list of all physical voice
channel numbers associated with the group. The return information also indicates whether the channels in
the specified group can be interrupted by other REXX programs.

The GETGROUP command returns the group name that you specify and a list of all physical voice channel numbers
associated with the group. The return information also indicates whether the channels in the specified group can be interrupted
by other REXX programs.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "GETGROUP 
  [GROUP(groupname)]
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]
  [CMDRESP(destination)]"

The GETGROUP command requires no operands.

Specifying the GETGROUP command with no operands returns information about the ALL group only. To see all defined
groups, use GETGROUP GROUP(*).

• GROUP
(Optional) Specifies the name of the group from which to retrieve a list of all associated voice channels.
Default: ALL

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: VOX.GETGROUP

• CMDRESP
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(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a list of valid destination values, see
ADDRESS VOX Return Information in this chapter.
Default: REXX

Return Information:

After the GETGROUP command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, the VOX.GETGROUP
variable contains the returned channel listing.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5117, 5155, 5199,
5203. (See the Message Reference Guide for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the
complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

The GETGROUP command returns this information in each of the VOX.GETGROUP variables (VOX.GETGROUP.1 through
VOX.GETGROUP.n):

Field Description of Returned Information

1 The group name.

2 Whether the channels in the group are interruptible by other
REXX programs (YES or NO) .

3 The number of channels associated with the group.

4 The number of the first channel in the group.

5 The number of the second channel in the group.

n The number of the nth channel in the group.

The value stored in the VOX.GETGROUP.0 variable represents the number of groups about which the GETGROUP command
returned information.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the GETGROUP command to retrieve the information for the group ALL,
and then use that information to create a new channel group:

/
* Get a list of the local notification server's available channels. */
 
address vox 'getgroup group(all)'
 
if RC == 0 then
do
   parse var vox.getgroup.1 name interrupt numchannels channelsingroup
 
   /* Define the new group to contain all available channels. */
 
   newgroup.0 = 1
   newgroup.1 = "NEWGROUP" || " " || interrupt || " " || "set " || numchannels || " " || channelsingroup
 
   /
* Create the new group on the local notification server workstation.*/
 
   address vox 'setgroup var(newgroup.)'
   ...
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end

 GETSTATUS Command
The GETSTATUS command returns the current status of a voice channel.

The GETSTATUS command returns the current status of a voice channel.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "GETSTATUS CHANNELNUM(channelnum)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]
  [CMDRESP(destination)]"

• CHANNELNUM
A specific, physical channel number. Valid values range from 1 through the number of lines installed.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.GETSTATUS

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a list of valid destination values,
see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

Return Information:

After the GETSTATUS command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, The GETSTATUS
command returns one of the following status information values in the VOX.GETSTATUS variable:

Channel Status Meaning

BUSY Busy

DIAL Dialing a telephone number

GETDIG Getting digits from the voice channel's digit buffer

IDLE Idle (no I/O activity on the channel)

NOTINUSE Channel not in use

PLAY Playing a voice message

RECD Recording a voice message

HOOK Setting the hook state to either on-hook or off-hook

STOPD The current operation is stopped, but the channel is not idle

WTEVT Waiting for a specified event to occur

WTRNG Waiting for rings
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• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5155, 5199, 5201.
(See the Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error
message, which includes the four-digit return code, and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the GETSTATUS command to determine the number of channels that are
currently in use on a notification server:

/
* Get a list of the local notification server's available channels. */
 
address vox 'getgroup group(all)'
parse var vox.getgroup.1 name interrupt numchannels 
channelsingroup
channelsinuse = 0
 
/* Check every channel to determine in-use status of each. */
 
do i = 1 to numchannels
 
/* Get the next channel number in the group */
 
parse var channelsingroup channelnumber channelsingroup
 
/* Check channel. */
 
address vox 'getstatus channelnum('channelnumber') prefix(status)'
 
/* Maintain a count of the number of in-use channels. */
 
if status <> "NOTINUSE" then channelsinuse = channelsinuse + 1
end

 GETSYSNAMES Command
The GETSYSNAMES command retrieves the system name of the local workstation andthe system names
of all connected notification server workstations, if any.

The GETSYSNAMES command retrieves the system name of the local workstation andthe system names of all connected
notification server workstations, if any.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "GETSYSNAMES [PREFIX(varname)]
  [CMDRESP(destination)]"

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.GETSYSNAMES
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• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a list of valid destination values,
see  ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

Return Information:

After the GETSYSNAMES command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, the GETSYSNAMES
command returns this information in each of the VOX.GETSYSNAMES variables (VOX.GETSYSNAMES.1 through
VOX.GETSYSNAMES.n). The value stored in the VOX.GETSYSNAMES.0 variable represents the total number of
system names retrieved.

Field Description of Returned Information

1 System name

2 System type, either local (LOCAL) or connected
(CONNECTED)

3 Whether the engine is active (YES or NO)

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains the following value: 5117. (See the Messages for
further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes
the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the GETSYSNAMES command to retrieve the system names of all connected
notification servers, and then use that information to determine whether each notification server is running and whether the
connection to each notification server is active:

/* Get the system names of all connected notification servers. */
 
address vox 'getsysnames prefix(engines)'
 
/* Verify that the connected notification server is running and */
/* that the connection to it is still active.          */
/* If you are running the client only, this will fail. */
/* Adjust the REXX accordingly.                        */
 
do i = 1 to vox.getsysnames.0
 
   /* Issue a VOX command to the connected notification server */
 
   address vox 'getgroup system('engines.i')'
 
   /* Display the result. */
 
   select
      when RC == 0 then say 'Communication with notification server:
' engines.i 'verified.'
      ...
   end
 
end
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 LOAD Command
The LOAD command loads a voice file or voice word library index file into your workstation's memory,
allowing faster access to your voice data.

The LOAD command loads a voice file or voice word library index file into your workstation's memory, allowing faster access
to your voice data.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "LOAD FILE(filename)
  [FILETYPE(NONINDEX|filetype)]
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• FILE
Specifies the name (filename) of a voice file or voice word library.

• FILETYPE
(Optional) Specifies the type of voice file to load. Valid values are:

• NONINDEX
A nonindexed voice file

• WORDLIB
A voice word library's index file. Specifying WORDLIB does not load the voice word library's digitized speech data
into memory.

Note: When specifying FILETYPE (WORDLIB), do not include a file extension on the FILE operand.
Default: NONINDEX

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

Return Information:

After the LOAD command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5108, 5109, 5117,

5155, 5180, 5199, 5252. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the
complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Note:

CA Automation Point loads the voice word library's index file into memory the first time your voice application requires its
use. For more information, see the descriptions of the ANSWERPLAY, CALLPLAY, and PLAYGETDIGITS commands.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the LOAD command to load an indexed voice file into memory, allowing for
faster access within your voice application:

/* Load all prompts in the indexed voice file (for use by */
/* the problem-escalation application). */
 
address vox 'load file(probesc) filetype(wordlib)'
 
/* Get exclusive access to the first available voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel group(all) prefix(handle)'
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... body of the problem-escalation application code
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 PLAY Command
The PLAY command plays voice data (prerecorded speech) through a specified voice channel. The voice
data can exist in one of these formats:

The PLAY command plays voice data (prerecorded speech) through a specified voice channel. The voice data can exist in one
of these formats:

• A nonindexed file—To play a nonindexed voice file, specify the file on the FILE operand. If you specify multiple file
names, CA Automation Point plays each file in the order listed with no pauses or clicks inserted between the files.

• A voice word library—To play words from a voice word library, specify the name of the library on the FILE operand and
the text of the word to play in a REXX variable (or REXX stem variables), and then code the REXX variable's name on the
VAR operand.

This command has the following formats:

Use the following format to play a message from a nonindexed voice file:

ADDRESS VOX "PLAY CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  FILE(filename_1 [...filename_n])
  FILETYPE(NONINDEX)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]"

Use the following format to play a message from a voice word library file:

ADDRESS VOX "PLAY CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  FILE(filename)
  FILETYPE(WORDLIB)
  VAR(varname)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle) that the GETCHANNEL command returns. The handle identifies some
physical channel.

• FILE
Specifies the name of a voice file or voice word library.

• FILETYPE
Specifies the type of voice file to play. Valid values are:

• NONINDEX - A nonindexed voice file
• WORDLIB - A voice word library

Note:  When specifying FILETYPE(WORDLIB), do not include a file extension on the FILE operand.

Default: NONINDEX
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• VAR
This operand is required only when specifying a voice word library on the FILETYPE operand.
For a voice word library, code either a REXX regular variable or stem variable. When coding regular variables with the
VAR keyword, only that variable is searched.
With a stem variable, all numeric indexes for this stem will be searched. When coding a stem variable, "varname." should
follow this format:

• varname.0 contains the number of words in your message.
• varname  .1 through  varname.  n  contains, in each variable, one word from the voice word library.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command. The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• INTERRUPT
(Optional) Specifies whether CA Automation Point interrupts a currently playing voice message if it receives a tone digit
(that is, if the remote party presses a key on the telephone keypad). Valid values are:

• YES
Allows the interruption.

• NO
Prevents the interruption.

Default: YES

Return Information:

After the PLAY command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5106, 5109, 5112,

5116, 5117, 5155, 5199, 5204, 5252, 5300. (For more information, see Messages.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Notes:

You can use the PLAY command to play voice messages through a voice channel connected to an amplified speaker attached
directly to the voice card's analog expansion bus (with pins GND and AUD1-AUD4).

Examples:

• The following REXX code illustrates how to use the PLAY command to play three individual voice messages. Each
message is stored in a nonindexed (flat) voice file.

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
...
 
/* Play messages from nonindexed voice files. */
 
address vox 'play channel('handle') file(greeting.vox mainmnu1.vox mainmnu2.vox)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'
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• The following REXX code illustrates how to use the PLAY command to play voice messages stored in an indexed voice
file:

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
...
 
/* Play messages from an indexed file. */
 
greeting = 1
mainmenu1 = 2
mainmenu2 = 2
...
messages.0 = 3
messages.1 = greeting
messages.2 = mainmenu1
messages.2 = mainmenu2
 
address vox 'play channel('handle') file(helpdesk.vap) filetype(index) var(messages.)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

• The following REXX code illustrates how to use the PLAY command to play voice messages using the voice word library:

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle) '
...
 
/*Play messages via the VOX Word Library. */
 
messages.0 = 4
messages.1 = "System"
messages.2 = "IMS"
messages.3 = "Is"
messages.4 = "Down"
 
address vox 'play channel('handle') file(voxm_a) filetype(wordlib) var(messages.)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'
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 PLAYGETDIGITS Command
The PLAYGETDIGITS command performs the following operations:

The PLAYGETDIGITS command performs the following operations:

• Plays voice data (prerecorded speech) through a specified voice channel. The voice data can exist in one of these formats:

• A nonindexed file—To play nonindexed files, specify the file on the FILE operand. If you specify multiple file names,
CA Automation Point plays each file in the order listed. CA Automation Point does not insert pauses between multiple
files.

• A voice word library—To play words from a voice word library, specify the name of the library on the FILE operand
and the text of the word to play on the VAR operand.

• Retrieves tone digits from a voice channel's digit buffer. The digits can be menu selections or access codes that the remote
party enters from the telephone keypad in response to a prompt from the voice file.

This command has the following format:

Use the following format to play a message from a non-indexed voice file:

ADDRESS VOX "PLAYGETDIGITS CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  FILE(filename_1 [...filename_n])
  FILETYPE(NONINDEX)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]
  [COUNT(numtones)]
  [IDDELAY(maxdelay)]
  [TERMKEY(keytone)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]
  [CMDRESP(destination)]
  [SINGLESTRING(YES|NO)"

Use the following format to play a message from a voice word library file:

ADDRESS VOX "PLAYGETDIGITS CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  STRING(tonestring) 
  FILE(filename)
  FILETYPE(WORDLIB)
  VAR(varname)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]
  [COUNT(numtones)]
  [IDDELAY(maxdelay)]
  [TERMKEY(keytone)]
  [PREFIX(varname)]
  [CMDRESP(destination)]
  [SINGLESTRING(YES|NO)"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle) that the GETCHANNEL command returns. The handle identifies some
physical channel.

• FILE
Specifies the name of a voice file or voice word library.
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• FILETYPE
Specifies the type of voice file to play. Valid values are:
NONINDEX - A nonindexed voice file
WORDLIB - A voice word library

Note:  When specifying FILETYPE (WORDLIB), do not include a file extension on the FILE operand.

Default: NONINDEX
• VAR

This operand is required only when specifying a voice word library on the FILETYPE operand.
For a voice word library, code either a REXX regular variable or stem variable. When coding regular variables with the
VAR keyword, only that variable is searched.
With a stem variable, all numeric indexes for this stem will be searched. When coding a stem variable, varname. should
follow this format:

• varname.0
Specifies the number of words in your message.

• varname.1 through varname.n
Each variable contains one word from the voice word library.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command. The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• INTERRUPT
(Optional) Specifies whether CA Automation Point interrupts a currently playing voice message if it receives a tone digit
(that is, if the remote party presses a key on the telephone keypad). Valid values are:

• YES
Allows the interruption

• NO
Prevents the interruption

Default: YES
• COUNT

(Optional) Specifies the maximum number of tones to retrieve.
Default: 1

• IDDELAY
(Optional) Specifies the maximum time delay allowed between each digit's retrieval (in 1/10-second units).
Default: 30

• TERMKEY
(Optional) A termination tone digit that the remote party enters on the telephone keypad.
If CA Automation Point detects a tone that you specify, it terminates the PLAYGETDIGITS operation. You can specify
one or more termination tones.
Valid values are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 * # a b c d

Note:  The pound key (#) is a common tone-string terminator.

Default: #
• PREFIX

(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the returned digit
string.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.PLAYGETDIGITS

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see ADDRESS VOX
Return Information.
Default: REXX

• SINGLESTRING
(Optional) Specifies whether the PLAYGETDIGITS command's return string appears as a single string of digits in one
variable (rather than as individual digits in separate variables).
Default: YES

Return Information:

After the PLAYGETDIGITS command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.
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• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, if you accept the
default SINGLESTRING(YES) operand, the entire string of tone digits appears in the VOX.PLAYGETDIGITS (or
VOX.PLAYGETDIGITS.1) variable.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5106, 5107, 5109,
5112, 5116, 5117, 5155, 5199, 5204, 5300. (For more information, see Messages.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

If you specify the optional SINGLESTRING(NO) operand, the PLAYGETDIGITS command returns this information in each
of the VOX.PLAYGETDIGITS variables (VOX.PLAYGETDIGITS.1 through VOX.PLAYGETDIGITS.n):

Field Description of Returned Information

1 A single digit entered by the remote party or sent by the
telephone company.

2 The tone type of the digit that was retrieved:

DTMF-Dual Tone Multi-Frequency

AP-Audio Pulse

LP-Loop Pulse

MF-Multi-Frequency

The value stored in the VOX.PLAYGETDIGITS.0 variable
represents the number of tone digits that were retrieved.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the PLAYGETDIGITS command to play a voice message from a nonindexed
(flat) voice file, and then collect the tone digits that the remote party enters from the telephone keypad in response:

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
...
 
/* Play the Reset menu message and give the user five seconds */
/* to respond. */
 
address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(resetmnu.vox) iddelay(5) prefix(response)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 RECORDFILE Command
The RECORDFILE command allows a remote party to record a message. stores the voice data (digitized
speech) in a non-indexed disk file. A two-second audible tone precedes recording, alerting the remote
party that the recording operation is active.

The RECORDFILE command allows a remote party to record a message. CA Automation Point stores the voice data (digitized
speech) in a non-indexed disk file. A two-second audible tone precedes recording, alerting the remote party that the recording
operation is active.

Recording terminates when one of the following events occurs:

• CA Automation Point receives a tone digit (that is, the remote user presses a key on the telephone keypad)
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• The maximum period of silence has elapsed (specified on the SILENCE operand)
• The maximum recording time has expired (specified on the RECORD operand)

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "RECORDFILE CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  FILE(filename)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [RECORDTIME(maxrectime)]
  [SILENCE(maxsilence)]
  [OVERWRITE(YES|NO)]
  [INTERRUPT(YES|NO)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle) that the GETCHANNEL command returns. The handle identifies some
physical channel.

• FILE
Specifies the name of the nonindexed voice file in which to store your recorded voice data.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

• RECORDTIME
(Optional) Specifies the maximum recording time allowed (in 1/10-second units).
Default: RECORDTIME(6000) (five minutes)

• SILENCE
(Optional) Specifies the maximum amount of time to allow for silence during the recording operation (in 1/10-second
units). The recording operation terminates when the maxsilence time expires.
Default: 50 (five seconds)

• OVERWRITE
(Optional) Specifies whether a new recorded file (specified on the FILE operand) overwrites a file of the same name, if one
exists.
Default: YES

• INTERRUPT
(Optional) Specifies whether CA Automation Point interrupts (terminates) the recording operation if it receives a tone digit
(that is, if the remote party presses a key on the telephone keypad). Valid values are:

• YES
Allows the interruption

• NO
Prevents the interruption

Default: YES

Return Information:

After the RECORDFILE command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5103, 5106, 5112,

5113, 5117, 5155, 5199, 5204, 5300. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable
contains the complete VOX error message ID, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Notes:

We recommend that you do notuse the RECORDFILE command to record voice data for your applications. Doing so causes
the following problems, which are common in an analog environment:

• Unwanted leading and trailing silence (usually three to five seconds)
• Background noise (hissing), pops, and cracks
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• A leading click at the beginning of the recorded message

Instead, use a voice-editor application to record your voice data.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the RECORDFILE command to record a caller's message. The example code
then delivers the recorded message to another party.

DELIVER_MESSAGE = 1
 
/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
...
/* Determine whether the caller wants to deliver a message. */
 
address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(leavemsg.vox) prefix(selection)'
 
if selection == DELIVER_MESSAGE then
do
   /* Record the message to deliver. */
   
address vox 'recordfile channel('handle') file(message.vox)'
 
   /* Get the four-digit extension of the party to whom the */
   /* caller wants to deliver the message. */
 
   address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(leavemsg.vox) count(4) singlestring(yes) prefix(extension)'
 
   /* Put the caller on hold and deliver the message. */
 
   address vox 'sendtones channel('handle') tonestring(&)'
 
   /* Get exclusive access to another specific voice channel. */
 
   address vox 'getchannel channelnum(2) prefix(handle2)'
 
   /* Call the specified extension and play the message. */
 
   address vox 'callplay tonestring('extension') channel('handle2') file(message.vox) prefix(result)'
 
   /* Release the second voice channel. */
   address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'
 
   /* Take the caller off hold. Let the caller know */
   /* whether the message was delivered.            */
 
   address vox 'sendtones channel('handle') tonestring(&)'
 
   if result == 0 then message = 'MESSAGE DELIVERED'
      else message = 'UNABLE TO DELIVER MESSAGE'
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   address vox 'play tonestring('extension') channel('handle2') file(voxm_a) filetype(wordlib) var(message.)'
...
end
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')

 RELEASECHANNEL Command
The RELEASECHANNEL command releases the voice channel identified by the specified channel
handle, changing the channel's status from in-use to available and setting the channel's hook-state to
on-hook. Use the RELEASECHANNEL command with the GETCHANNEL command to serialize a
channel's I/O activity.

The RELEASECHANNEL command releases the voice channel identified by the specified channel handle, changing the
channel's status from in-use to available and setting the channel's hook-state to on-hook. Use the RELEASECHANNEL
command with the GETCHANNEL command to serialize a channel's I/O activity.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "RELEASECHANNEL CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle) that the GETCHANNEL command returns. The handle identifies some
physical channel.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.

Note:  A system is a workstation on which a notification server resides. If CA Automation Point is running within a
distributed system (that is, if all CA Automation Point components are not running on a single workstation) you must
specify the SYSTEM operand.

Return Information:

After the RELEASECHANNEL command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5117, 5155, 5199,

5204. (See the Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX
error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the RELEASECHANNEL command to release ownership of a previously
acquired voice channel, freeing it for use by other REXX programs:

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
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or

/* Get exclusive access to the first available channel in the */
/* OUTBOUND channel group. */
 
address vox 'getchannel group(outbound) prefix(handle)'

or

/* Get exclusive access to the first available channel in the */
/* INBOUND channel group. */
 
address vox 'answer group(inbound) prefix(handle)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')

 SENDTONES Command
The SENDTONES command sends additional tones (telephone keypad digits) to an off-hook voice
channel after a successful call connection.

The SENDTONES command sends additional tones (telephone keypad digits) to an off-hook voice channel after a successful
call connection.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SENDTONES CHANNEL(channelhandle) TONESTRING(tonestring)
  [ANALYSIS(YES|NO)]
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]
  [NAME(CPAparameterset)]"

For information on valid DTMF dialing characters, see Valid Dialing Characters.

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle) that the GETCHANNEL command returns. The handle identifies some
physical channel.

• TONESTRING
Specifies the numbers or other special digits (tonestring) to dial. Valid characters are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 * # a b c d & - ,   T
P M L I X

• ANALYSIS
(Optional) Activates call progress analysis for the voice channel.
If you experience a problem when sending a tone string, this option can help you to determine the reason. For example, a
loop-drop condition (disconnection) may simply be a one-time occurrence; however, if CA Automation Point reports that it
has detected a FAX tone, it is likely that your REXX program has connected with the wrong telephone extension.
Valid values are:

• YES
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Activates call progress analysis when sending tones (this is necessary for a supervised call-transfer operation).
• NO

Does not activate call progress analysis when sending tones (this is necessary for a blind call-transfer operation).

Default: NO, unless the NAME operand is specified, in which case ANALYSIS(YES) is used.
• SYSTEM

(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name.

• NAME
(Optional) Specifies the name of the call progress analysis (CPA) parameter set to use for dialing. CPA set names can be
created and configured using the Configuration Manager.
When NAME is specified, the ANALYSIS operand uses the value YES.
Default: EngineDefault

Return Information:

After the SENDTONES command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5102, 5112, 5117,

5155, 5199, 5204, 5300, 5301, 5302, 5303, 5304, 5305, 5306. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the
VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete
error message text.

Usage Note:

Unlike the CALL command, the SENDTONES command does not set a voice channel's hook state.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the SENDTONES command to send the tone digits of a telephone extension
to which you want to transfer:

mainnumber = '9,555-4000'
extension = '1492'
 
/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle) system(laengine)'
 
/* Call your company's main telephone number. */
 
address vox 'call channel('handle') tonestring('mainnumber') system(laengine)'
 
/* Have the automated attendant transfer */
/* you to the desired extension.         */
 
address vox 'sendtones channel('handle') tonestring('extension') analysis(yes)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'
exit
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 SETGROUP Command
Contents

Contents

The SETGROUP command associates a group name with one or more voice channels, enabling you to control the available
channels more easily. The number of channels that you can associate with a single group is limited only by the number of lines
that are installed at your site.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SETGROUP VAR(varname) [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• VAR
A stem variable name that you assign that contains the group definition information.
Specifies the related variables contain the following information:

• varname.0
The number of groups to define.

• varname.1
Formatted information for the first group name that you are defining. Each field contains specific information about the
first group.

• varname.2
Formatted information for the second group name that you are defining, if applicable. Each field contains specific
information about the second group.

• varname.n
Formatted information for the nth group name that you are defining, if applicable. Each field contains specific
information about the nth group.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name.

Information Required to Define a Channel Group

The stem variable varname that you specify on the VAR operand contains your group definition information.

The value in the varname.0 variable contains the number of groups that you want to define. Variables varname.1 through
varname.n each contain a line of formatted information necessary to define one channel group.

The line of information containing a group definition is divided into several fields, as shown:

Field Description

1 The group name (of up to eight characters) that you want to
assign.

Note:  The group name ALL is a reserved name that includes
all channels on a given notification server. You cannot
change this name.
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2 If the ANSWER command is waiting for incoming calls on
the group, the value in this field specifies whether another
REXX program can interrupt the ANSWER operation and
retrieve one of the group's channels. Valid values are:

• YES - Releases a channel in the group if another REXX
program requests it.

Note:  When the other REXX program releases the
channel, CA Automation Point adds the channel back into
the group automatically.

• NO - Does not release a channel in the group if another
REXX program requests it.

3 The type of SETGROUP operation that you want to perform.
Valid values are:

• ADD - Adds the following channels to the specified
group.

• SET - Creates the specified group to contain only the
following channels.

• REMOVE - Removes the following channels from the
specified group.

• PURGE - Purges (deletes) the specified group and its
associated channels.

4 The number of channels that you want this group to contain.
Valid values range from 1 through the number of lines
installed.

5 The first physical voice channel number to associate with the
group.

6 The second physical voice channel number to associate with
the group.

n The nth physical voice channel number to associate with the
group (specified in field 4).

Return Information:

After the SETGROUP command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5108, 5110, 5114,

5117, 5155, 5199, 5203, 5206. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains
the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

Suppose that you want to define one new channel group-for use by your technical support department-with these
characteristics:

• The group name is SUPPORT.
• An ANSWER operation on the group is not interruptible by other REXX programs.
• The group contains four channels.
• Channels 03, 04, 05, and 06 are available at your site.

Assume that you have specified the variable MYVARGRP to contain the group definition information. The variable
MYVARGRP.0 contains a value of 1 and the group definition in variable MYVARGRP.1 looks like this:

SUPPORT  NO  ADD  4  03  04  05  06
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The following REXX code illustrates how to use the SETGROUP command to create a new channel group:

/* Get a list of the available voice channels */
/* on the New York office's notification server.       */
 
address vox 'getgroup group(all) system(nyengine)'
 
if RC == 0 then
do
   parse var vox.getgroup.1 name interrupt numchannels channelsingroup
 
   /* Define a new channel group to contain */
   /* all available channels.               */ 
 
   newgroup.0 = 1
   newgroup.1 = "NEWGROUP" || " " || interrupt || " " || "set " || numchannels || " " || channelsingroup
 
   /
* Create the new group on the New York office's notification server.*/
 
   address vox 'setgroup var(newgroup.) system(nyengine)'
   ...
end

 SETHOOK Command
The SETHOOK command explicitly sets a voice channel's hook switch state to either on-hook or off-
hook.

The SETHOOK command explicitly sets a voice channel's hook switch state to either on-hook or off-hook.

In most cases, you need to issue the SETHOOK command only when your REXX program contains code for collecting ANI
digits. The telephone company's switching office sends ANI digitsbetween the ring signals of an incoming call, requiring the
ANSWER (or ANSWERPLAY) command to keep the line in an on-hook state. After the ANI digits have been collected, the
SETHOOK command sets the line to an off-hook state so that CA Automation Point can answer the call.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SETHOOK CHANNEL(channelhandle)
  HOOKSTATE(ONHOOK|OFFHOOK)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle) that the GETCHANNEL command returns. The handle identifies some
physical channel.

• HOOKSTATE
Specifies the hook state that you want to set. Valid values are:

• ONHOOK
Analogous to hanging up (replacing a telephone handset to end a call).

• OFFHOOK
Analogous to picking up a telephone handset to place a call.
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• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name.

Return Information:

After the SETHOOK command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5112, 5117, 5155,

5199, 5204. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX
error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates the SETHOOK command. The code segment collects ANI digits (which must occur
while the line is still in an on-hook state), and then answers the call and plays a greeting.

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
 
/* Wait for an incoming call. Leave the line in an on-hook */
/* state so that we can collect ANI digits. */
 
address vox 'answer channel('handle') hookstate(onhook)'
 
/* Send a wink signal to central office (CO) switch. */
 
address vox 'wink channel('handle')'
 
/* Collect the ANI (or "caller ID") digits. */
 
address vox 'getdigits channel('handle') count(7) singlestring(yes) prefix(phonenum)'
...
 
/* Answer the incoming call by finally taking the line off-hook. */
 
address vox 'sethook channel('handle') hookstate(offhook)'
...
/* Play the system greeting message. */ 
 
address vox 'play channel('handle') file(greeting.vox)'
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 SETVOLUME Command
The SETVOLUME command adjusts a voice channel's volume level for all subsequent voice message
plays (until you change or cancel the volume setting).
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The SETVOLUME command adjusts a voice channel's volume level for all subsequent voice message plays (until you change
or cancel the volume setting).

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SETVOLUME CHANNEL(channelhandle) VOLUME(volumelevel)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the specific, physical channel on which to adjust the volume. Valid values range from 1 through the number of
lines installed.

• VOLUME
Specifies the degree of volume adjustment (in decibels) between (-10) and (+10) at which CA Automation Point plays the
voice file on the specified channel.
(The SETVOLUME command does not modify the voice file in any way.)
Specifies the volume adjustment values are absolute, not relative. Specifying VOLUME(0) resets the volume to the default
level.
Default: 0

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name.

Return Information:

After the SETVOLUME command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5102, 5104, 5155,

5199, 5201. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX
error message ID, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the SETVOLUME command to set a voice channel so that it plays voice
messages at a higher volume level than the one at which it was recorded. After the specified voice messages play, the
SETVOLUME command executes again to reset the voice channel.

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
...
 
/* Set the volume adjustment on the associated channel so that */
/* voice files play 10 dB louder than they were recorded. */
 
address vox 'setvolume channel('handle') volume(10)'
 
/* Play messages from nonindexed voice files. */
 
address vox 'play channel('handle') file(atten.vox warning.vox)' 
...
 
/* Reset the volume adjustment on the associated channel so that */
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/* voice files play at the volume at which they were recorded.   */
 
address vox 'setvolume channel('handle') volume(0)'
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 STOP Command
The STOP command terminates a currently active I/O operation on a voice channel.

The STOP command terminates a currently active I/O operation on a voice channel.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "STOP CHANNELNUM(channelnumber)
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• CHANNELNUM
Specifies the channel number (channelnumber) that the GETCHANNELNUM command returns. The number identifies
some physical channel.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command. The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name.

Return Information:

After the STOP command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5117, 5199, 5201.

(See Messages for more information.) Additionally the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message,
which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the STOP command to stop activity on all voice channels waiting for an
incoming call:

signal on halt Shutdown
...
 
Shutdown:
 
/
* Get a list of the local notification server's available channels. */
 
address vox 'getgroup group(all)'
 
parse var vox.getgroup.1 name interrupt numchannels channelsingroup
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/* Check each channel to determine in-use status. */
 
do i = 1 to numchannels
 
    /* Get the next channel number in the group. */
 
    parse var channelsingroup channelnumber channelsingroup
 
    /* Determine the channel's in-use status. */
 
    address vox 'getstatus channelnum('channelnumber') prefix(status)'
 
   /* Stop all channels that are waiting for an incoming call. */
 
   if status <> "WTRNG" then
    do
      address vox 'stop channelnum('channelnumber')'
      ...
 
    end

 VERIFYUSER Command
The VERIFYUSER command verifies that the remote party's user ID and password are valid.

The VERIFYUSER command verifies that the remote party's user ID and password are valid.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "VERIFYUSER USERID(userid) PIN(pin) [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• USERID
Specifies the remote party's user identification number. The userid value must contain between four and eight tone digits
(valid values are 0000 through 99999999). Valid characters are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

• PIN
Specifies the remote party's personal identification number (pin) password. The pin value must contain between four and
eight tone digits (valid values are 0000 through 99999999). Valid characters are: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

Return Information:

After the VERIFYUSER command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5111, 5117, 5155,

5199. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error
message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Note: When assigning user IDs and PINs, we recommend that you choose tone digits that spell a name or meaningful code
on the telephone keypad. For example, if a user ID is SAMJONES, the remote party with that user ID would enter these
corresponding tone digits: 72656637. It is usually much easier for a remote user to remember a mnemonic string (such as a
name) than it is to remember an arbitrary string of numeric digits.
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Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the VERIFYUSER command to verify a caller's user ID and PIN:

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
 
/* Get the caller's user ID. */
 
address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(entruid.vox) count(8) singlestring(yes) prefix(userid)'
 
/* Get the caller's personal identification number (PIN). */
 
address vox 'playgetdigits channel('handle') file(entrpin.vox) count(8) singlestring(yes) prefix(pin)'
...
 
/* Verify that the remote user has entered a */
/* valid user-id/pin combination.            */
 
address vox 'verifyuser userid('userid') pin('pin')'
 
if RC == 0 then 
do
   /* Processing for valid remote user. */
   ...
 
end
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel('handle')'

 WINK Command
The WINK command sends a brief handshaking protocol signal through a voice channel.

The WINK command sends a brief handshaking protocol signal through a voice channel.

A common use of the WINK command is to signal your telephone company's switching office to activate its Automatic
Number Identification (ANI) service (if your telephone company offers the service in your area and you subscribe to it). The
switching office returns the telephone number of the calling party; your REXX program can then collect the digits by issuing
the GETDIGITS command.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "WINK CHANNEL(channelhandle) [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• CHANNEL
Specifies the channel handle (channelhandle) that the GETCHANNEL command returns. The handle identifies some
physical channel.

• SYSTEM
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(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

Return Information:

After the WINK command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5112, 5117, 5155,

5199, 5204. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX
error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Usage Note:

The switching office usually sends ANI digits between the first and second rings of an incoming call. The protocol required to
obtain the ANI digits may vary from that described, depending on your local telephone company's requirements.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the WINK command to send a wink signal to the CO switch:

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
 
...
 
/* Send a wink signal to the central office (CO) switch. */
 
address vox 'wink channel('handle')'
 
...
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
 
address vox 'releasechannel('handle')'

 Notification Manager Utility Commands
The following sections describe utility commands used with Notification Manager:

The following sections describe CA Automation Point utility commands used with Notification Manager:

 GETTAPIDEVICELIST Command
The GETTAPIDEVICELIST command lists all the Telephony Application Programming Interface
(TAPI) devices that are installed under Windows on the Notification Server.

The GETTAPIDEVICELIST command lists all the Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) devices that are
installed under Windows on the Notification Server.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "GETTAPIDEVICELIST 
  [PREFIX(varname)]
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  [CMDRESP(destination)]
  [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains return information for
the command.
For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information, if any, to a specific destination. For a list of valid destination values, see the
ANSWER command.
Default: REXX

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name.

Return Information:

After the GETTAPIDEVICELIST command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, information is returned to
variables VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.0, VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.1, and so on.
The information returned contains the device ID (in numeric form) and the modem description installed on that device ID.
Each line of information is in the format n:desc where n is the device ID and desc is the modem description. The value
stored in the VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.0 variable represents the total number of TAPI devices.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains a non-zero value. Additionally, the
VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete
error message text.
For example:

0:U.S. Robotics 56K FAX EXT
1:Motorola V.3225

Note: You can write a REXX program to retrieve and parse this returned information. For coding techniques on how to do
this, see the sample REXX program fragment under the PAGE command description.
The numeric value returned in the VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.0 variable represents the number of lines of data
retrieved. Each line of information is in the format described above, and one line is returned per modem installed on the
notification server workstation.

Example:

The following example returns all the devices in a stem variable and issues a SAY statement:

/
* Display available TAPI device on AP Notification server using GETTAPIDEVICELIST */
address VOX "GETTAPIDEVICELIST"
if rc = 0 then
do
  if datatype (VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.0) = "NUM" then
  do 
   do i = 1 to VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.0
     say VOX.GETTAPIDEVICELIST.i
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   end
  end
end
else
do
   say vox.error
end
 
return

 SETENGINE Command
The SETENGINE command allows you to modify various settings that are directly associated with the
notification server.

The SETENGINE command allows you to modify various settings that are directly associated with the notification server.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SETENGINE ENGINESETTING(AUTORESET) VAR(var.) [SYSTEM(sysname)]"

• ENGINESETTING
Specifies the ENGINESETTING operand enables you to change the default autoreset period to a setting other than five
minutes.

• VAR
A stem variable name (var.) that you assign containing the autoreset value. The specified stem variable must contain the
following information:

• varname.0
Must be 1

• varname.1
The value you wish to set for the ENGINESETTING value

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system to which you want to direct the command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

Return Information:

After the SETENGINE command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5117, 5155,

5199. (See Messages for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error
message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the SETENGINE command to set the autoreset to three minutes:

 value.0 = 1     
 value.1 = 3  /* value of 3 minutes for auto-reset */
   address VOX "SETENGINE ENGINESETTING(AUTORESET)     VAR(VALUE.)"
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 SETMSGSTREAM Command
The SETMSGSTREAM command serves as a connection between the notification server and the rest of .
The SETMSGSTREAM command duplicates the message stream from the notification server to a queue
that is accessible using PPQs, local or remote. This queue can then be read and will act like a source of
messages to the other tools.

The SETMSGSTREAM command serves as a connection between the notification server and the rest of CA Automation Point.
The SETMSGSTREAM command duplicates the message stream from the notification server to a queue that is accessible
using PPQs, local or remote. This queue can then be read and will act like a source of messages to the other CA Automation
Point tools.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SETMSGSTREAM QUEUE(AP_SERVER) 
  [SEVERITY(ERROR|WARNING|INFORMATIONAL)]"

• QUEUE
Specifies the name of the queue you want to use to communicate with another application.

• SEVERITY
(Optional) This operand allows you to analyze the errors in the notification server and determine the severity of each error.
Values are:

• ERROR
Duplicates only error messages

• WARNING
Duplicates warning and error messages

• INFORMATIONAL
Duplicates all messages

Default: INFORMATIONAL

Return Information:

After the SETMSGSTREAM command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5102, 5117, 5155,

5199, 5201. (See the Message Reference Guide for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains
the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

 SETTRACE Command
The SETTRACE command starts and stops trace logging. The logged trace information is useful for
debugging your REXX programs or to help Technical Support solve your problem.

The SETTRACE command starts and stops trace logging. The logged trace information is useful for debugging your REXX
programs or to help Technical Support solve your problem.

You can start or stop trace logging for an individual voice channel. Logged messages include:

• The CA Automation Point own error, warning, and informational system messages
• Trace-specific messages

Logged trace messages appear in the ASOTRACE.LOG file.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SETTRACE CHANNELNUM(channelnum) [STATE(ON|
OFF)] [SYSTEM(sysname)]"
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• CHANNELNUM
A specific, physical channel number on which to perform problem tracing. Valid values range from 1 through the number
of lines installed.
You can specify the CHANNELNUM operand only once in a single SETTRACE command statement. If you want to set
problem tracing for more than one channel, issue the SETTRACE command for each channel that you want to trace.

• STATE
(Optional) Activates (ON) or deactivates (OFF) trace logging.

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server to which you want to direct the
command.
The sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.
Default: The local system name

Return Information:

After the SETTRACE command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5102, 5117, 5155,

5199, 5201. (See the Message Reference Guide for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains
the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the SETTRACE command to activate trace logging on a specified voice
channel:

/* Get exclusive access to a specific voice channel. */
 
address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
 
/* Activate tracing for on the channel. */
address vox 'settrace channelnum(1) state(on)'
 
...Code containing VOX commands to trace on the specified channel 
 
/* Deactivate tracing for the specific channel. */
 
address vox 'settrace channelnum(1) state(off)'
 
/* Release the voice channel. */
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 SLEEP Command
The SLEEP command causes the issuing REXX EXEC to enter a system sleep state for the given amount
of time.

The SLEEP command causes the issuing REXX EXEC to enter a system sleep state for the given amount of time.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "SLEEP SECONDS(seconds) MILLISECONDS(milliseconds)"

• SECONDS
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Specifies the number of seconds to sleep.
• MILLISECONDS

Specifies the number of milliseconds to sleep.

Return Information:

After the SLEEP command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5117, 5155, 5199.

(See the Message Reference Guide for further information.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete
VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following example of the SLEEP command gets a channel, calls a number, and-when the connection is made-sleeps for
two seconds:

address vox 'getchannel channelnum(1) prefix(handle)'
address vox 'call channel ('handle')tonestring('phonenumber')'
if vox.call.1 = 'PAMD' then do
 
/* Because some automated attendants have a long salutation */
/* wait for 2 seconds before sending any tones.             */
 
address vox 'sleep seconds(2)'
 
/* Have the automated attendant transfer */
/* your call to the desired extension.   */
 
address vox 'sendtones channel('handle') tonestring('extension')'
 
end
...
 
address vox 'releasechannel channel('handle')'

 STARTREXX Command
The STARTREXX command executes another REXX program.

The STARTREXX command executes another REXX program.

Note: You can also use this command to start any executable program on a local system.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "STARTREXX PROGRAM(progname[arguments])"

• PROGRAM
Specifies the name of the REXX program that you want to execute and the arguments to pass to the program, if any.

Return Information:

After the STARTREXX command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero.
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• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5117, 5307. (See
the Message GuideMessage Reference Guideinformation.) Additionally, the VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete
VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete error message text.

Example:

The following REXX code illustrates how to use the STARTREXX command in a program that processes incoming calls
destined for the help desk. When CA Automation Point receives a call, the HDCTRL.CMD program starts a program named
HELPDESK.cmd to service the call automatically.

/* HDCTRL.CMD */
 
signal on halt Name DoExit
 
do forever
   /* Wait forever for an incoming call and any channel within */ 
   /* the HELPDESK group. */
   
address vox answer group(helpdesk) hookstate(onhook) prefix(handle)'
   
if RC == 0 then
   do
      /* Call answered. Start the HELPDESK.CMD */
      /* program to service the call.          */
 
      address vox 'startrexx program(helpdesk.cmd 'handle')'
 
   end
 
end
 
DoExit:
 
/*Exit from the command shell so that <AP> can "cleanup."*/
 
'@exit'
end

 VER Command (VOX)
The VER command returns the version number and configuration information of the local VOX
command environment.

The VER command returns the version number and configuration information of the local VOX command environment.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS VOX "VER [CMDRESP(destination)] [PREFIX(varname)]"

• PREFIX
(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX stem variable (other than the default name) that contains the return information
for the command.
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For information about changing the default variable name, see ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: VOX.VER

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a list of valid destination values, see
ADDRESS VOX Return Information.
Default: REXX

Return Information:

After the VER command executes, it sets the special REXX return code variable RC.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of zero. Additionally, the VOX.VER variable
contains the return information for the command.

• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains the following value: 5117. Additionally, the
VOX.ERROR variable contains the complete VOX error message, which includes the four-digit return code and complete
error message text.

The VER command returns this information in the VOX.VER variable:

Field Description of Returned Information

1 The product name (for example, CA Automation Point)

2 The version number (for example, 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999)

3 The build date of the current notification service in mmm dd
yyyy format (for example, Jul 5 2010)

4 The system name for the notification service as defined
during configuration (for example, PVINFORM)

The following is an exampleof a return information line:

 <AP> 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999 Jul 5 2010 APSVR01

 ADDRESS TNG Commands
This section describes the commands that you can issue through the ADDRESS TNG environment:

This section describes the commands that you can issue through the CA Automation Point ADDRESS TNG environment:

For details about this environment, see Interacting with External Event Systems .

 ADDRESS TNG Command Summary
The following lists the ADDRESS TNG commands by category.

The following lists the CA Automation Point ADDRESS TNG commands by category.

Address TNG Environment Commands

Use the following commands for accessing the CA NSM Common Object Repository.

• CREATE
Creates a new object.

• DELETE
Deletes a specified object.

• GET
Reads one or more PROPERTY/VALUE pairs from a specified object.

• LIST
Lists all objects from a specified class.

• SET
Writes one or more PROPERTY/VALUE pairs or the contents of a stem variable construct to a specified object.
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Address TNG Event Management Commands

Use the following commands for CA NSM Event Management.

• SNMPTRAP
Sends an SNMP trap to the specified host.

• UNICMD
Tells the CA NSM Event Manager component, which resides on the specified host, to execute the supplied command.

• UNIWTO
Sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager component on the specified host.

• UNIWTOR
Sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager component on the specified host and receives a reply.

Address TNG Utility Command

The utility command for the ADDRESS TNG environment.

• VER
Returns information about the version of the ADDRESS TNG environment that is running.

 ADDRESS TNG Command Syntax
Issue a command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS TNG statement, as shown:

Issue a command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS TNG statement, as shown:

ADDRESS TNG 'tngcommand operand(s)'

Follow these guidelines when issuing a command:

• When specifying a required or optional operand with a command, use parentheses to pass values. For example:

PROPERTY(propertyname)

• Do not name your variables with names reserved for ADDRESS TNG commands when creating REXX programs that issue
TNG commands.

• Do not include the following characters when creating REXX programs that issue TNG commands,: ()'"<>|. REXX
interprets them as REXX delimiters.

• Uppercase or lowercase characters are valid. For example, the following are both valid:

HOST(hostname) and HOST(HOSTNAME)

• Leading and trailing blanks are ignored. For example, the following are both valid:

HOST(hostname) and HOST ( hostname )

• Single and double quotes are valid. For example, the following are all valid:
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COMMAND(commandstring) and COMMAND('commandstring') and COMMAND("commandstring")

• Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.

 Command Requirements When Using the WorldView Component
The following requirements apply when issuing commands to access the WorldView component:

The following requirements apply when issuing commands to access the WorldView component:

 Required Properties
When creating objects, you must specify all required fields in either the PROPERTY/VALUE parameter
pair or in the stem variable passed through the VAR parameter. The list of required fields for a given
object type can be found by using the CA NSM Class Browser to display the definition of the class of
object you are trying to create.

When creating objects, you must specify all required fields in either the PROPERTY/VALUE parameter pair or in the stem
variable passed through the VAR parameter. The list of required fields for a given object type can be found by using the CA
NSM Class Browser to display the definition of the class of object you are trying to create.

The only exceptions to the requirement to specify required fields concern the UUID and LABEL fields found on all object
classes. The ADDRESS TNG environment automatically obtains a UUID for you as part of the object created. If you do not
specify a value for the LABEL property, the ADDRESS TNG environment uses the same value as the object NAME.

 Dot Notation for Objects
WorldView commands require the OBJECT parameter.The argument to the OBJECT parameter consists
of the following two parts:

WorldView commands require the OBJECT parameter.The argument to the OBJECT parameter consists of the following two
parts:

• The name of the class to which the target object belongs
• The name of the object

These two parts must be separated by a period.

 ADDRESS TNG Return Information
This section discusses the data returned by ADDRESS TNG commands:

This section discusses the data returned by ADDRESS TNG commands:

The RC Variable

RC is the REXX variable that contains the return codes from the ADDRESS TNG environment. RC is set by every command
and should be programmatically checked for acceptable results (usually a zero value) after each command executes.

• If the command executes successfully, the RC variable contains a value of 0 (zero).
• If the command does not execute successfully, the RC variable contains one of the following values: 5905, 5908, 5910,

5913, 5920, 5925, 5929, 5930, 5931, 5932, 5935, 5940, 5943, 5961, 5962, 5965, 5966, 5980, 5981, 5982, 5983, 5984,
5985, 5986, 5987, 5988, 5989, 5990, 5991, 5992, 5993, 5994, 5999. (For further information, see Messages.)

The TNG.ERROR Variable

If an ADDRESS TNG command does not execute successfully (that is, if it returns a non-zero RC value), it generates an error
message and stores the message in the special REXX variable called TNG.ERROR. The error message ID begins with the
prefix TNG, followed by a four-digit number corresponding to the RC return code value, and a letter indicating the message
type. For a more detailed description of the error message, see Messages.

For example, if RC=5928, then the error message contained in the TNG.ERROR variable is

TNG05928E Repository login failed
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Additional Return Information

The following ADDRESS TNG commands, if executed successfully, return additional information beyond an RC value:

• LIST
• GET
• UNIWTOR
• VER

Return information is stored in the TNG.tngcommand variable. (The tngcommand portion of the stem variable represents the
name of any of the ADDRESS TNG commands above.)

The TNG.tngcommand.0 variable contains the number of lines of information returned (that is, the number of elements in
the TNG.tngcommand variable). The variables TNG.tngcommand.1 through TNG.tngcommand.n (where n is the value of
TNG.tngcommand.0) each contain a line of information.

Note:  The TNG.tngcommand variable contains the same value stored in the TNG.tngcommand.1 variable. It is the first line of
return information.

Change the Default Variable with PREFIX

You can direct return information to a variable other than the default TNG.tngcommand by specifying the PREFIX operand as
follows:

PREFIX(newvarname)

• newvarname
Specifies the name of the variable to replace the default.

 ADDRESS TNG Environment Commands
The following sections describe the ADDRESS TNG commands used for managing the CA NSM
environment:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS TNG commands used for managing the CA NSM environment:

 CREATE Command (TNG)
The CREATE command creates a new object.

The CREATE command creates a new object.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TNG 'CREATE OBJECT(class.object)  {{PROPERTY(propertyname)
 VALUE(propertyvalue)} | VAR(varlist.)}'

• OBJECT
WorldView commands require the OBJECT parameter. The argument to the OBJECT parameter consists of the following
two parts:

• class
The 1- to 31- character name of the CA NSM class to which the created object belongs.

• object
The 1- to 31-character name of the object. The object name can contain alphanumeric characters and any of these
special characters: ! @ # $ _
Periods (.) should not be used in object names.
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After you create a new object, you also usually create an Inclusion object to include your new object under another object
on the WorldView 2D map. The OBJECT parameter that you specify for a new inclusion object is

Inclusion. <Class of the child object> . <name of the child object>

To specify the UUIDs for the new object and its parent object as attributes to the new inclusion object, use the VAR
parameter.

• PROPERTY
Specifies the name of an object property as listed in the CA NSM class browser.

• VALUE
Specifies the value of an object property as listed in the CA NSM class browser. The ADDRESS TNG environment
automatically performs the conversion from the REXX variable format to the internal format of CA NSM.

• VAR
Specifies the name of a REXX stem variable (varlist) that contains PROPERTY/VALUE pairs of data. For example, if the
command contains the following:

... VAR(pairlist.)

The ADDRESS TNG environment examines the value of the variable pairlist.0 to determine the number of entries to
process. Each of the variables pairlist.1 to pairlist.n (where n is the value of pairlist.0) should contain a quoted string
consisting of a property followed by at least one blank space followed by the value to be set for the property. For example:

pairlist.1 = "name  FRED"
pairlist.2 = "label South Dakota"

 DELETE Command (TNG)
The DELETE command deletes the specified object.

The DELETE command deletes the specified object.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TNG 'DELETE OBJECT(class.object) [VAR(varlist.)]'

• OBJECT
WorldView commands require the OBJECT parameter. The argument to the OBJECT parameter consists of the following
two parts:

• class
The 1- to 31- character name of the CA NSM class to which the created object belongs.

• object
The 1- to 31-character name of the object. The object name can contain alphanumeric characters and any of these
special characters: ! @ # $ _
Periods (.) should not be used in object names.
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After you delete a new object, you also usually create an Inclusion object to include your new object under another object
on the WorldView 2D map. The OBJECT parameter that you specify for a new inclusion object is

Inclusion. <Class of the child object> . <name of the child object>

Because an object may be included under multiple parents, you also typically use the VAR parameter to specify the UUIDs
for the child object and its parent object as attributes of the inclusion object to be deleted.

• VAR
(Optional) Specifies the name of a REXX stem variable (varlist) that contains PROPERTY/VALUE pairs of data to limit
the matching objects.For example, suppose the command contains the following:

... VAR(pairlist.)

The ADDRESS TNG environment examines the value of the variable pairlist.0 to determine the number of entries to
process. Each of the variables pairlist.1 to pairlist.value of pairlist.0 should contain a quoted string consisting of a property
followed by at least one blank space followed by the value to be set for the property. For example:

pairlist.1 = "name  FRED"
    pairlist.2 = "label South Dakota"   

 GET Command (TNG)
The GET command reads one or more PROPERTY names from a specified object.The PROPERTY
parameter retrieves the value of the requested property. The VAR parameter retrieves the value of the
properties contained in the stem variable passed as the argument to the VAR parameter.

The GET command reads one or more PROPERTY names from a specified object.The PROPERTY parameter retrieves the
value of the requested property. The VAR parameter retrieves the value of the properties contained in the stem variable passed
as the argument to the VAR parameter.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TNG 'GET OBJECT(class.object) {PROPERTY(propertyname) |
 VAR(varlist)}  [PREFIX(newvarname)]'

• OBJECT
WorldView commands require the OBJECT parameter. The argument to the OBJECT parameter consists of the following
two parts:

• class
The 1- to 31- character name of the CA NSM class to which the created object belongs.

• object
The 1- to 31-character name of the object.The object name can contain alphanumeric characters and any of these special
characters: ! @ # $ _
Periods (.) should not be used in object names.

• PROPERTY
Specifies the name of an object property (propertyname) as listed in the CA NSM class browser.
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• VAR
Specifies the name of a REXX stem variable (varlist) that contains the PROPERTY names of an object. For example,
suppose the command contains the following:

... VAR(propname.)

The ADDRESS TNG environment will examine the value of the variable propname.0 to determine the number of entries
to process. Each of the variables propname.1 to propname.n, where n is the value of propname.0, should contain a quoted
string consisting of a property name. For example:

propname.1 = "name"
propname.2 = "label"

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS TNG Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.
Default: TNG.GET

 LIST Command (TNG)
The LIST command reads one or more objects from a specified class. Using the LIST command with
only a class in the OBJECT argument returns a list of all objects in the class in stem variable form.
The returned data includes the name and UUID properties for each object found. These take the form
TNG.LIST.x = "uuid name" or prefix.x = "uuid name".

The LIST command reads one or more objects from a specified class. Using the LIST command with only a class in the
OBJECT argument returns a list of all objects in the class in stem variable form. The returned data includes the name and
UUID properties for each object found. These take the form TNG.LIST.x = "uuid name" or prefix.x = "uuid name".

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TNG 'LIST OBJECT(classname.) [PREFIX(newvarname)]'

• OBJECT
WorldView commands require the OBJECT parameter. The argument to the OBJECT parameter for the LIST command is
the one- to 31- character name of the CA NSM class (a period after the class name is required).

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS TNG Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.
Default: TNG.LIST

 SET Command (TNG)
The SET command writes one or more PROPERTY/VALUE pairs or the contents of a stem variable
construct to a specified object.

The SET command writes one or more PROPERTY/VALUE pairs or the contents of a stem variable construct to a specified
object.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TNG 'SET OBJECT(class.object)  {{PROPERTY(propertyname)
 VALUE(propertyvalue)} | VAR(varlist.)}'

• OBJECT
WorldView commands require the OBJECT parameter. The argument to the OBJECT parameter consists of the following
two parts:

• class
Specifies the 1- to 31- character name of the CA NSM class to which the created object belongs.

• object
Specifies the 1- to 31-character name of the object. The object name can contain alphanumeric characters and any of
these special characters: ! @ # $ _
Periods (.) should not be used in object names.

• PROPERTY
Specifies the name of an object property (propertyname) as listed in the CA NSM class browser.

• VALUE
Specifies the value of an object property (propertyvalue) as listed in the CA NSM class browser. The ADDRESS TNG
environment automatically performs the conversion from REXX variable form to the internal format of CA NSM.

• VAR
Specifies the name of a REXX stem variable (varlist) that contains PROPERTY/VALUE pairs of data. For example, if the
command contains the following:

... VAR(pairlist.)

The ADDRESS TNG environment examines the value of the variable pairlist.0 to determine the number of entries to
process. Each of the variables pairlist.1 to pairlist.n (where n is the value of pairlist.0) should contain a quoted string
consisting of a property followed by at least one blank space followed by the value to be set for the property, for example:

pairlist.1 = "name  FRED"
pairlist.2 = "label South Dakota"

 ADDRESS TNG Event Management Commands
The following sections describe the ADDRESS TNG commands used for CA NSM event management:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS TNG commands used for CA NSM event management:

 SNMPTRAP Command
The SNMPTRAP command sends an SNMP trap to the specified host.

The SNMPTRAP command sends an SNMP trap to the specified host.

This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS TNG "SNMPTRAP HOST(HostName|*) [COMMUNITY(CommunityName)] 
 GTRAP(GenericTrapNum)  STRAP(SpecificTrapNum)  DATA(RexxVar)"

• HOST
Specifies the TCP/IP host name (HostName) to which the event is to be sent or * for all host names specified for message
forwarding in the Configuration Manager GUI.

• COMMUNITY
(Optional) Specifies the community name (CommunityName) under which the trap is to be issued.
Default: public

• GTRAP
Specifies the SNMP generic trap type (GenericTrapNum), which can be a value of 0 through 6.

• STRAP
Specifies the specific trap number (SpecificTrapNum) to be used when the enterprise-specific GenericTrapNum has a value
of 6.

• DATA
Specifies the data content of the SNMP trap, which is stored in a REXX variable (RexxVar). The REXX variable must
contain the following:

rexxvar.0 = The total number of values supplied (this number must always be a multiple of 3; six are shown below)

rexxvar.1 = OID 1

rexxvar.2 = type 1

rexxvar.3 = value 1

rexxvar.4 = OID 2

rexxvar.5 = type 2

rexxvar.6 = value 2

• OID
Specifies he SNMP object identifier for the trap.

• type
Specifies the data type of the value that follows. type can be one of the following:

counter null opaque

gauge objectidentifier opaqueascii

integer octetstring timeticks

ipaddress octetstringascii  

• value
Specifies the value to be sent by the trap.
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 UNICMD Command
The UNICMD command tells the CA NSM Event Manager component, which resides on the specified
host, to execute the supplied command.

The UNICMD command tells the CA NSM Event Manager component, which resides on the specified host, to execute the
supplied command.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TNG "UNICMD HOST(HostName) COMMAND(CommandString)"

• HOST
Specifies the TCP/IP host name (HostName) to which the event is to be sent

• COMMAND
Specifies the command (CommandString) to be executed by CA NSM

 UNIWTO Command
The UNIWTO command sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager component on the
specified host.

The UNIWTO command sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager component on the specified host.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TNG "UNIWTO HOST(HostName|*) MESSAGE(MessageString)
             [ORIGHOST(OriginatingHostName)]
             [SEVERITY(E|F|I||S|W)]"

• HOST
Specifies the TCP/IP host name (HostName) to which the event is to be sent or * for all host names specified for message
forwarding in the Configuration Manager GUI.

• MESSAGE
Specifies the message (MessageString) to be sent to CA NSM.

• ORIGHOST
(Optional) Specifies the name of the host (OriginatingHostName) on which the event originated.
Default: The host name of the CA Automation Point machine.

• SEVERITY
(Optional) Specifies the CA NSM severity value. Values are:
E - Error
F - Fatal
I - Information
S - Success
W - Warning
Default: I

 UNIWTOR Command
The UNIWTOR command sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager component on the
specified host and receives a reply.

The UNIWTOR command sends the supplied message to the CA NSM Event Manager component on the specified host and
receives a reply.

If the RC for the command is 0, the variable TNG.UNIWTOR.1 contains the reply. In addition, the variable TNG.UNIWTOR
is set to the same value as TNG.UNIWTOR.1.
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This command has the following format:

ADDRESS TNG "UNIWTOR HOST(HostName) MESSAGE(MessageString)
             [ORIGHOST(OriginatingHostName)]
             [PREFIX (newvarname)
             [SEVERITY(E|F|I||S|W)]"

• HOST
Specifies the TCP/IP host name (Hostname) to which the event is to be sent.

• MESSAGE
Specifies the message (MessageString) to be sent to CA NSM.

• ORIGHOST
(Optional) Specifies the name of the host (OriginatingHostName) on which the event originated.
Default: The host name of the CA Automation Point machine.

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS TNG Return Information in this chapter.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.
Default: TNG.VER

• SEVERITY
(Optional) Specifies the CA NSM severity value. Values are:
E - Error
F - Fatal
I - Information
S - Success
W - Warning
Default: I

 ADDRESS TNG Utility Command
The VER command provides the version number of the ADDRESS TNG environment on your
workstation.
The VER Command (TNG)

The VER command provides the version number of the ADDRESS TNG environment on your workstation.

The VER command returns one line of information containing three fields. The fields contain the following information:

Field Description

1 The name of the API (for example, CA NSM REXX API)

2 The version number (for example, 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999)

3 The build date of the current ADDRESS TNG environment in
mmm dd yyyy format (for example, Jul 5 2010)

The following is an example of a return information line:

CA NSM Rexx API 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999 Jul 5 2010

This command has the following format:
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ADDRESS TNG "VER [PREFIX (newvarname)]"

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS TNG Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if REXX is the destination of the return information.
Default: TNG.VER

 ADDRESS OPS Commands
This section describes the commands that you can issue through the ADDRESS OPS environment:

This section describes the commands that you can issue through the CA Automation Point ADDRESS OPS environment:

For details about this environment, see Administrating . For more information on OPS commands, see the CA OPS/MVS
Command and Function Reference.

 ADDRESS OPS Command Summary
The following list summarizes ADDRESS OPS commands.

The following list summarizes CA Automation Point ADDRESS OPS commands.

• ACTIVATE
Sends a request to the CA Automation Point interface to request activation of the CCI connection to the MSF node
specified on the SYSTEM keyword.

• DEACTIVATE
Sends a request to the CA Automation Point interface to request deactivation of the CCI connection to the MSF node
specified on the SYSTEM keyword.

• LIST
Returns a list of MSF nodes that are currently configured on the issuing CA Automation Point workstation.

• OPER
Sends a z/OS system command execution request to the CA OPS/MVS host.

• OSFTSO
Sends a TSO command execution request to the CA OPS/MVS Operator Server Facility (OSF) TSO component.

• VER
Returns information about the version of the ADDRESS OPS command environment that is running.

• WTO
Sends a message to the CA OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility (MSF) component.

 ADDRESS OPS Command Syntax
Issue an OPS command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS OPS statement, as
shown:

Issue an OPS command from within a REXX program by specifying an ADDRESS OPS statement, as shown:

ADDRESS OPS "opscommand operands(s)"

Operands shown in brackets ([ ]) are optional.

Follow these guidelines when issuing an OPS command:

• Use parentheses to pass values when specifying a required or optional operand with an OPS command. For example:

SYSTEM(MSF system name)
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• Do not name your variables with names reserved for OPS commands when creating REXX programs that issue OPS
commands.

• Uppercase or lowercase characters are valid. For example, the following are both valid:

TEXT(text) and TEXT(TEXT)

• Leading and trailing blanks are ignored. For example, the following are both valid:

TEXT(text) and TEXT ( text )

• Single and double quotes are valid. For example, the following are all valid:

COMMAND(commandstring) and COMMAND('commandstring') and COMMAND("commandstring")

• Use two adjacent double quotes ("") to indicate a literal double quote. Use two adjacent single quotes ('') to indicate a literal
single quote.

• The usual delimiter for the COMMAND operand in the OSFTSO and OPER command processors is the single quote (').
If the command string you are specifying contains single quotes, use a double quote (") as the operand delimiter, change
the REXX delimiter from a double quote (") to a single quote ('), and use two adjacent single quotes ('') to indicate a literal
single quote in the text of the command string.
For example,

ADDRESS OPS 'OSFTSO SYSTEM(OPS123) COMMAND("SEND ''djones has been notified'' USER(jsmith)")'

 ADDRESS OPS Return Information
This section discusses the data returned by ADDRESS OPS commands:

This section discusses the data returned by ADDRESS OPS commands:

The RC Variable

RC is the REXX variable that contains the return codes from the ADDRESS OPS environment. RC is set by every command
and should be programmatically checked for acceptable results (usually a zero value) after each command executes.

The OPS.ERROR Variable

If an OPS command does not execute successfully (if it returns a non-zero RC value), it generates an error message and stores
the message in the special REXX variable called OPS.ERROR. The OPS.ERROR message ID consists of the prefix AXC,
followed by a four-digit number (corresponding to the RC return code value), and a letter indicating the message type. For a
more detailed description of the error message, see Messages.

For example, if RC=1122, then the error message contained in the OPS.ERROR variable is:

AXC1122E OPS interface; no response
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Additional Return Information

If executed successfully, the following OPS commands return additional information beyond an RC value:

• LIST
• OPER
• VER

Return information is stored in the special variable OPS.opscommand. (The opscommand portion of the stem variable
represents the name of the OPS command.)

The OPS.opscommand.0 variable contains the number of lines of information returned (that is, the number of elements
in the OPS.opscommand variable). The variables OPS.opscommand.1 through OPS.opscommand.n each contain a line of
information. The n value represents the last line of return information.

Note:   The OPS.opscommand variable contains the same value stored in the OPS.opscommand.1 variable. It is the first line of
return information.

Change the Default Variable With PREFIX

You can direct return information to a variable other than the default OPS.opscommand by specifying the PREFIX operand as
follows:

PREFIX(newvarname)

newvarname is the name of the variable to replace the default.

Note:  The PREFIX operand is valid only if the destination of the return information is REXX.

Example:

The following statement returns the status of the CA OPS/MVS system with an MSF ID of OPS44T, and directs the
information to a variable called CURSTATUS:

ADDRESS OPS "LIST CMDRESP(REXX) PREFIX(CURSTATUS) SYSTEM(ALL)"

Change the Default Return Destination with CMDRESP

The CMDRESP operand shown directs the return information from an OPS command to a specific destination:

CMDRESP(destination)

The following are valid values for destination:

• REXX
Directs return information to a REXX variable.

Note:  The optional PREFIX operand is valid only if the destination of the return information is REXX.
• XDQ

Directs return information to the external data queue.
• TERMINAL

Directs return information to the terminal. This form uses the same output mechanism used by the REXX SAY command.
• NOWHERE

Directs return information to the “bit bucket.” This value discards the return information.

Default: REXX
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 ADDRESS OPS Command Descriptions
The following sections describe the ADDRESS OPS commands:

The following sections describe the ADDRESS OPS commands:

 ACTIVATE Command
The ACTIVATE command sends a request to the interface to request activation of the CCI connection to
the MSF node specified on the SYSTEM keyword.

The ACTIVATE command sends a request to the CA Automation Point interface to request activation of the CCI connection
to the MSF node specified on the SYSTEM keyword.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPS "ACTIVATE SYSTEM(MSF system name)" 

• SYSTEM
Specifies the CA OPS/MVS node name that is defined in the Selected MSF nodes section of the CA OPS/MVS Event
Traffic Configuration dialog. This name corresponds to the name used by the CA OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility (MSF)
to identify itself to CAICCI. You can specify only one CA OPS/MVS system per ACTIVATE command.

Usage Notes:

This command is asynchronous in nature. It does not wait for the request to be carried out by the underlying logic of the
CA OPS/MVS interface. Thus, a return code (rc) of 0 means only that the command syntax was correct; it does not imply
that activation of the specified MSF host was successful. Therefore, this command should only be used for interactive
troubleshooting and not be relied upon in automation. Issue an ADDRESS OPS LIST command to display the status of the
CCI connection and thereby determine whether the command was successful.

Example:

This example command attempts to activate remote host OPS01P:

address OPS "ACTIVATE SYSTEM(OPS01P)"

 DEACTIVATE Command
The DEACTIVATE command sends a request to the interface to request deactivation of the CCI
connection to the MSF node specified on the SYSTEM keyword.

The DEACTIVATE command sends a request to the CA Automation Point interface to request deactivation of the CCI
connection to the MSF node specified on the SYSTEM keyword.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPS "DEACTIVATE SYSTEM(MSF system name)" 

• SYSTEM
Specifies the CA OPS/MVS node name that is defined in the Selected MSF nodes section of the CA OPS/MVS Event
Traffic Configuration dialog. This name corresponds to the name used by the CA OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility (MSF)
to identify itself to CAICCI. You can specify only one CA OPS/MVS system per DEACTIVATE command.

Usage Note:
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This command is asynchronous in nature. It does not wait for the request to be carried out by the underlying logic of the
CA OPS/MVS interface. Thus, a return code (rc) of 0 means only that the command syntax was correct; it does not imply
that deactivation of the specified MSF host was successful. Therefore, this command should only be used for interactive
troubleshooting and not be relied upon in automation. Issue an ADDRESS OPS LIST command to display the status of the
CCI connection and thereby determine whether the command was successful.

Example:

This example command attempts to deactivate remote host OPS01P:

address OPS "DEACTIVATE SYSTEM(OPS01P)"

 LIST Command (OPS)
The LIST command returns a list of nodes that are currently configured on the issuing workstation.

The LIST command returns a list of nodes that are currently configured on the issuing CA Automation Point workstation.

Note:  This command should be used for diagnostic purposes only.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPS "LIST [CMDRESP(destination)] [PREFIX(newvarname)]
   [SYSTEM(MSF system name|ALL)]"

• CMDRESP
(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a description of valid destination values,
see ADDRESS OPS Return Information.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS OPS Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is valid only if the destination of the return information is REXX.
Default: OPS.LIST

• SYSTEM
(Optional) Specifies the CA OPS/MVS node name that is defined in the Selected MSF nodes section of the CA-OPS/MVS
Event Traffic Configuration dialog. This name corresponds to the name used by the CA OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility
(MSF) to identify itself to CAICCI. You can specify only one CA OPS/MVS system per LIST command.
Note: If this operand is specified, it acts as a filter and returns data only for the specific CA OPS/MVS host.
Default: ALL

Return Information:

The LIST command returns a line of information for each MSF system specified by the SYSTEM operand. Each line contains
three fields of information, as described in the following table.

Field Description

1 Specifies the name of the remote CA OPS/MVS node name
that is defined by the MSF facility.
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2 Specifies the status of the CA Automation Point to CA OPS/
MVS connection.

INACTIVE- CA Automation Point is not connected to this
CA OPS/MVS node.

ACTIVE- CA Automation Point is successfully connected to
this CA OPS/MVS node.

FAILED- CA Automation Point failed to make a successful
connection to this CA OPS/MVS node. Check the
ASOTRACE log for more information about the CAICCI
connection errors.

Note: If you specify a specific host on the SYSTEM operand,
only a single line of output is generated for that host.

3 Specifies the ENF/CCI system name used by CAICCI to
identify the z/OS host.

For more information, see ADDRESS OPS Return Information.

 OPER Command

The OPER command sends a z/OS system command execution request to the CA OPS/MVS host. This command enables
you to execute authorized z/OS system commands on the remote CA OPS/MVS system and receive the responses. For more
information, see the CA OPS/MVS for z/OS Command and Function Reference.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPS "OPER SYSTEM|SYSID}(MSF system name) COMMAND('command
 text')  [BMPCMDOUT(OPSLOG|WTO|NONE)]   [CAPTURE(msgtext list)]
  [CMDECHO(YES|NO)]  [CMDLOG(YES|NO)]  [CMDRESP(destination)] 
 [CMDWAIT(seconds)]  [{{NAME|CONNAME}(consolename) | [CONTYPE(ANY|
EXTCONS|MIGCONS|SSCONS) }]  [IMSID(imsid)]  [IMSREPLY] 
 [INTERVAL(centiseconds)]  [LOG(YES|NO|OFF)]  [MAXCMDOUT(number)]

• SYSTEM or SYSID
Sends the command to the specified OPS system by name as it is defined to the Multi-System Facility (MSF) on a CA
OPS/MVS host. You can only specify one CA OPS/MVS system per OPER command.
Note: SYSID and SYSTEM are mutually exclusive synonyms that can be used interchangeably; however, you can only
specify one on a single OPER command.

• COMMAND
Specifies the z/OS command that is to be executed on a CA OPS/MVS OSF TSO server on the designated MSF system.
The command can be any valid z/OS command. The command text can be up to 126 bytes long.
If the command contains keywords, you may need to enclose the COMMAND argument in quotation marks (see the
example).

• BMPCMDOUT
(Optional) Controls the echoing of the current IMS command output.

• CAPTURE
(Optional) Specifies one to ten message text segments that can be trapped as responses.

• CMDECHO
(Optional) Captures or omits the command echo.
Default: YES

• CMDLOG
(Optional) Specifies whether or not to log echo line to SYSLOG.
Default: YES

• CMDRESP
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(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination (destination). For a description of valid destination values,
see ADDRESS OPS Return Information.
Default: REXX

• CMDWAIT
(Optional) Conditionally waits up to n seconds for all responses on the CA OPS/MVS system where this command
runs. The default for CMDWAIT is specified on the Advanced Settings dialog under CA OPS/MVS Interface in
Configuration Manager. The initial value in the dialog for CMDWAIT (when the product is installed) is 10 seconds. For
more information, see Waittime Before Timeout topic,

• CONNAME or NAME
(Optional) Specifies console name to use.
Note: CONNAME and NAME are mutually exclusive synonyms that can be used interchangeably; however, you can only
specify one on a single OPER command.

• CONTYPE
(Optional) Type of console to use on z/OS. Valid values are: ANY, EXTCONS, MIGCONS or SSCONS.
Note: The CONTYPE keyword is mutually exclusive with the CONNAME or NAME keyword.

• IMSID
(Optional) Specifies the IMS ID to send the command to.

• IMSREPLY
(Optional) Causes the current IMS command to be issued using the IMS WTOR instead of the BMP.

• INTERVAL
(Optional) Amount of time CA OPS/MVS waits to see if a further response is forthcoming. Once two output lines have
been received, CA OPS/MVS concludes that the response is complete if this interval expires.

• LOG
(Optional) Specifies whether or not to log responses to SYSLOG.
Note: Specifying LOG(OFF) is the same as specifying LOG(NO) or CMDLOG(NO).
Default: YES

• MAXCMDOUT
(Optional) Maximum of n command response lines. The default for MAXCMDOUT is 2000; however, you can change
the defaults for all OPER commands by specifying a new default on the Advanced Settings dialog under CA OPS/MVS
Interface in Configuration Manager.

• MFORM
(Optional) Specifies format for response output, which must be J or M. For more information, see OPSCMD Command
Processor in the CA OPS/MVS for z/OS Command and Function Reference.

• NOOUTPUT
(Optional) No response lines will be returned.
Note: NOOUTPUT and OUTPUT are mutually exclusive.

• OUTPUT
(Optional) Specifies that response lines will be returned. (This is the default.)
Note: NOOUTPUT and OUTPUT are mutually exclusive. 

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see ADDRESS OPS Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is only valid if the destination of the return information is REXX.
Default: OPS.OPER

• STOPEND
(Optional) Determines whether the end line of a multiline WTO message stops CA OPS/MVS from collecting further
responses.
Default: YES

• STOPMSG
(Optional) Lists one to ten message text segments that terminate the collection of command response lines. When CA OPS/
MVS detects any of these text segments, it stops collecting responses. You do not have to direct the message segment(s)
that you specify to the console receiving the command response.

• STOPRESP
(Optional) Lists one to ten message text segments that terminate the collection of command response lines. The message
segments that you specify must be directed to the console receiving the command response.

• SYSWAIT
(Optional) CA Automation Point adds n seconds to its overall wait time to account for network delay times incurred
communicating with the target CA OPS/MVS host. The default for SYSWAIT is specified on the Advanced Settings dialog
under CA OPS/MVS Interface in Configuration Manager. The initial value in the dialog for SYSWAIT (when the product
is installed) is 20 seconds. For more information, see Waittime Before Timeout.
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• WAIT
(Optional) Unconditionally waits up to n seconds for all responses on the targeted CA OPS/MVS system. For more
information, see Waittime Before Timeout.

Waittime Before Timeout

To determine the total length of time CA Automation Point waits before timing out, the following algorithms are used:

• If WAIT is specified-The values of WAIT and SYSWAIT are added together for the total wait time.
• If CMDWAIT is specified-The values of CMDWAIT and SYSWAIT are added together for the total wait time.
• If neither WAIT nor CMDWAIT is specified-The default values for CMDWAIT and SYSWAIT are added together for

the total wait time.

Note:  The SYSWAIT default is initially set to 20 seconds through a Configuration Manager option. This is a longer amount
of time than the corresponding default value on CA OPS/MVS systems because the CA Automation Point OPER command
needs to wait longer than, or at least as long as, it waits on the CA OPS/MVS system; otherwise, you will not receive all the
responses from CA OPS/MVS.

REXX Variables Set at Termination

At the termination of an OPS OPER command the following REXX variables will be set:

• OPS.OPER.RETCODE
The return code from the z/OS command executed (or attempted). If the command could not be executed, this return code
indicates the specific error.

• OPS.OPER.TIMEOUT
If CMDWAIT plus SYSWAIT or WAIT plus SYSWAIT were exceeded, the value is set to YES; Otherwise, the value is
set to NO.

• OPS.OPER.MAXCMDOUT
If MAXCMDOUT number of lines was exceeded, the value is set to YES; otherwise, the value is set to NO.

Note:  If the responses all come back before the specified timeout period and below the number specified by MAXCMDOUT,
the OPS.OPER.TIMEOUTandOPS.OPER.MAXCMDOUT variables are set to NO.

Return Information:

The OPER command returns each line of output returned by the Z/OS command specified by COMMAND. For more
information, see ADDRESS OPS Return Information in this chapter.

For a list of all possible return codes that CA Automation Point returns to REXX callers of address OPS OPER in the REXX
variable OPS.OPER.RETCODE, see Return Codes From OPSCMD in the CA OPS/MVS for z/OS Command and Function
Reference.

Example:

This sample REXX fragment uses OPER to issue the z/OS command D T and display the responses. The D T command is
directed to the CA OPS/MVS system with an MSF ID of OPS123:

ADDRESS OPS "OPER COMMAND ('D T') SYSTEM(OPS123)"
If rc<> 0 then do
   say "OPS OPER failed; rc=" rc
   return
   end
 do i = 1 to ops.oper.0
   say ops.oper.i
                          end
 say "OPS return code=" ops.oper.retcode

Note:  In the example above, ops.oper.0 contains the number of lines of response.
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 OSFTSO Command
The OSFTSO command sends a TSO command execution request to the CA OPS/MVS Operator Server
Facility (OSF) TSO component. This command enables you to run any TSO command processor, OPS/
REXX program, or TSO/E REXX program under the OSF on the remote CA OPS/MVS system.

The OSFTSO command sends a TSO command execution request to the CA OPS/MVS Operator Server Facility (OSF) TSO
component. This command enables you to run any TSO command processor, OPS/REXX program, or TSO/E REXX program
under the OSF on the remote CA OPS/MVS system.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPS "OSFTSO SYSTEM(MSF system name) COMMAND('command text')"

• SYSTEM
Specifies the system name as it is defined to the Multi-System Facility (MSF) on a CA OPS/MVS host. You can only
specify one CA OPS/MVS system per OSFTSO command.

• COMMAND
Specifies the TSO command that is to be executed on a CA OPS/MVS OSF TSO server on the designated MSF system.
Though the command text can be up to 32,000 bytes in length, it is still subject to length limitations imposed by CA OPS/
MVS.

Usage Note:

OPS/REXX programs are specified by indicating the name of the OPS/REXX command processor (OI, OX, OPSIMEX, or
OPSEXEC) followed by the REXX program arguments. (See the CA OPS/MVS documentation for details.) If the command
contains keywords, you may need to enclose the COMMAND argument in quotes (see the example).

Examples:

• The following statement executes the OPS/REXX program named REXXPGM2, on the CA OPS/MVS system with an
MSF ID of OPS123, with an argument of TEST DATA, and a workspace size of 2,000,000 bytes, using the OI command
processor:

ADDRESS OPS "OSFTSO COMMAND ('OI PROGRAM(REXXPGM2) ARG(TEST DATA) WS(2000000)') SYSTEM(OPS123)"

• The following statement executes the OPS/REXX program named REXXPGM3, on the CA OPS/MVS system with an
MSF ID of OPS123, using the OX command processor:

ADDRESS OPS "OSFTSO COMMAND ('OX PROGRAM("'"DSN.NOTIN.SYSEXEC(REXXPGM3)"'")') SYSTEM(OPS123)"

 VER Command (OPS)
The VER command provides the version number of the interface to CA OPS/MVS on your workstation.

The VER command provides the version number of the CA Automation Point interface to CA OPS/MVS on your workstation.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPS 'VER [CMDRESP(destination)] [PREFIX(newvarname)]'

• CMDRESP
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(Optional) Directs return information to a specific destination. For a description of valid destination values, see ADDRESS
OPS Return Information in this chapter.
Default: REXX

• PREFIX
(Optional) Directs return information to a stem variable name (newvarname) other than the default. For more information,
see the section ADDRESS OPS Return Information.
Note: The PREFIX operand is valid only if the destination of the return information is REXX.
Default: OPS.VER

Return Information:

The VER command returns one line of information containing four fields. The fields contain the following information:

Field Description

1 The name of the API (for example, OPS Rexx C API)

2 The version number (for example, 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999)

3 The Build date of the current CA OPS/MVS service in mmm
dd yyyy format (for example, Jul 05 2010)

The following is an example of a return information line:

OPS Rexx C API 11.3.0.0 Rev=99999 Jul 05 2010

For more information, see ADDRESS OPS Return Information.

 WTO Command (OPS)
The WTO command sends a message to the CA OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility (MSF) component. The
message ID and message text are logged to the OPSLOG on the target CA OPS/MVS system. The first
word of the message text is used as the message ID. If this word is greater than ten characters, the default
message ID AXC1134I will prefix the message text.

The WTO command sends a message to the CA OPS/MVS Multi-System Facility (MSF) component. The message ID and
message text are logged to the OPSLOG on the target CA OPS/MVS system. The first word of the message text is used as the
message ID. If this word is greater than ten characters, the default message ID AXC1134I will prefix the message text.

This command has the following format:

ADDRESS OPS "WTO SYSTEM(MSF system name) [{TEXT(text) | TEXTVAR(rexx
 variable)}]"

• SYSTEM
Specifies the remote CA OPS/MVS system to which the WTO message text is to be sent. You can only specify one CA
OPS/MVS system per WTO command.

• TEXT
Specifies the text of the message, up to 125 bytes.
TEXT and TEXTVAR are mutually exclusive.

• TEXTVAR
Specifies the text of the REXX variable, up to 125 bytes.
TEXTVAR and TEXT are mutually exclusive.

Example:
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This statement sends a WTO (write-to-operator message) to the CA OPS/MVS system with an MSF ID of OPS123:

ADDRESS OPS "WTO TEXT('AXC1134I TEST MESSAGE FROM AP') SYSTEM(OPS123)"

 Notification Manager Commands
This section describes how to use the commands that you can issue through the Notification Manager:

This section describes how to use the commands that you can issue through the CA Automation Point Notification Manager:

For details about this component, see Using Notification Manager .

 NMANSWER Command
The NMANSWER script is the REXX program that handles the Notification Manager call-in interface.
Usually, you should not invoke it unless instructed to do so by Technical Support. The notification server
automatically starts NMANSWER when it starts.

The NMANSWER script is the REXX program that handles the Notification Manager call-in interface. Usually, you should
not invoke it unless instructed to do so by Technical Support. The notification server automatically starts NMANSWER when
it starts.

This command has the following format:

NMANSWER [DEBUG(YES|NO)] SYSTEM(sysname) [MINIMIZE(MIN|'')]

• DEBUG
(Optional) Indicates whether debug mode should be turned on.
Default: NO

• SYSTEM
Specifies the name of the system (sysname) running the notification server to which you want to direct the command. The
sysname value can contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.

• MINIMIZE
(Optional) When a copy of NMANSWER is started, a command prompt window is opened. Valid values are:

• MIN
The window opens minimized

• (blank)
The window opens to the default command prompt window size for the operating system.

Default: blank

 NMFIND Command
Contents

Contents

The NMFIND program is the external interface for invoking Notification Manager to contact people. You tell it:

• Who to contact
• The amount of time to wait between attempts to contact someone
• What to tell the person
• What, if anything, to ask the person
• What action to take when the person answers your question
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Optionally, you can tell Notification Manager to use a date or time that is different from the current one when searching the
database to determine which methods to use when contacting the specified persons.

This command has the following format:

NMFIND {GROUP(group) | KEY(key) | NAME(name) | PERSON(person)}
 TELL(tell-text) 
 [ASK(question
    [,answer1[::action1]    [,answer2[::action2]  
  [,...answer9[::action9]] ]] )]  [ACKNOWLEDGE(AP|
UNI|APUNI[=host],string)]  [ACKNOWLEDGEAP(string)] 
 [ACKNOWLEDGEOPS(host,string)]  [ATTACHMENT(filename)] 
 [DATE(date)]  [DEBUG(YES|NO)]  [ESCALATIONWAIT(esc-wait-time)]
  [EMERGENCYINTVL(e-interval)]  [EMERGENCYWAIT(e-wait-time)] 
 [FAILUREREXX(failure-action)]  [MTUP (A|profile)]  [TIME(time)] 
 [USERPARMS(parameter1(value1)[ parameter2(value2)]] 

• GROUP
Specifies the name of the group to contact.

• KEY
Specifies the key (numeric ID) of the group or person to contact.
The key is shown on the GUI and is returned by the LISTENTITY VOX command.

• NAME
Specifies the name of the group or person to contact.

• PERSON
Specifies the name of the person to contact.

• TELL
Specifies the string or voice file that you want to tell the contacted persons.

• ASK
(Optional) Specifies the question and answer1, answer2, and so on arguments can each be either a string or a voice file.
The question is played to the person contacted first, and it is followed by each of the answer strings (there may be up to
nine). The question cannot be omitted. NMFIND prefixes the words "Push 'n' for" to each answer. If you do not specify any
answer strings, answer1 defaults to TRUE and answer2 defaults to FALSE.
The action1, action2, and so on arguments are optional. If they are supplied, each one is the name of the REXX program to
be run if the associated answer is selected. These REXX program names must contain the associated file extension (.REX
or .CMD). The full path to these REXX files may be omitted if the REXX program resides in either the Distrib directory or
the Site\MyFiles\REXX directory.
Each REXX action program must set a return code on exit. The return code value can be either 0 or any number greater
than 9.

• ACKNOWLEDGE
(Optional) If specified, this parameter forces an acknowledgement message to be written to the CA NSM Event Console
(UNI) or the CA Automation Point Message window (AP), or both (APUNI). If a host name is appended to this first
parameter value by an equal sign (=), this CA NSM host receives the acknowledgement string. Otherwise, all CA NSM
hosts configured by the Event Traffic Controller receive a copy of this acknowledgement message.
Note: The host value is only valid if the UNI or APUNI destination is specified. If an additional string is passed in through
this parameter (string), this string is added to the acknowledgment text.

• ACKNOWLEDGEAP
(Optional) If specified, this operand causes an acknowledge message to be written to the AP MSG window. This operand is
the same as ACKNOWLEDGE(AP,string).

• ACKNOWLEDGEOPS
(Optional) If specified, this operand causes an acknowledge message to be written to the CA-OPS/MVS host. For the
acknowledgement message to be sent, the specified host must be currently configured and active.

• ATTACHMENT
(Optional) Specifies the user-supplied file that is to be attached to any notifications made using a method defined to
send mail using the SENDMAIL command. The file must be accessible from the Notification Server that is issuing the
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SENDMAIL command. Only one file can be specified per NMFIND request. The maximum length of the filename
(including path) is 512 characters.
Note: To use the ATTACHMENT option, you must configure the Notification Server to use SMTP for mail requests.

• DATE
(Optional) Specifies the date, in the form mm/dd (no year), you want to use when determining how to get in touch with the
specified person or group.
Default: The current date

• DEBUG
(Optional) Determines whether debugging messages are to be generated. Values are:

• YES
Generate debugging messages.

• NO
Do not generate debugging messages.

Default: NO
• EMERGENCYINTVL

(Optional) If you specify this operand, NMFIND works in emergency mode, submitting all actions to the operating system
to be run asynchronously (as separate processes) from NMFIND. This allows you to have NMFIND attempt to contact
several people simultaneously about the problem for which it was invoked. The number you specify is the number of
seconds NMFIND should wait in between submitting actions.
Note: Use this operand sparingly because running NMFIND in emergency mode consumes a large amount of operating
system resources. Use this operand only when you have a situation that requires the quickest response possible. For details,
see Special Notes About Emergency Mode Processing below.
If you do not specify this operand, Notification Manager waits for each action (for example, voice notification) to succeed
or fail before attempting the next action. (The actions are performed synchronously.)

• EMERGENCYWAIT
(Optional) Specifies the number of hours to wait for an answer before executing the FAILUREREXX program.
Note: This operand is valid only when NMFIND is in emergency mode (see the description of the EMERGENCYINTVL
operand).
Default: 1000 hours

• ESCALATIONWAIT
(Optional) Tells NMFIND to wait until all notification methods at given level are exhausted before starting notification
escalation. This operand specifies the number of seconds (esc-wait-time) that NMFIND is to wait before proceeding with
an escalation. This allows you to give contacts additional time to respond. If there is a response during the wait period, the
notification is considered successful and escalation will not take place.
Notes:

• This operand is valid only when the ASK operand is specified.
• In emergency mode, the ESCALATIONWAIT parameter has no effect. For more information, see the description of the

EMERGENCYINTVL parameter.
• FAILUREREXX

(Optional) Specifies the name of the REXX program to run when every action in the call tree fails or when the value
specified for the EMERGENCYWAIT operand expires.
Note: The name of the REXX program passed in this parameter must include the file extension, if present.

• MTUP
(Optional) Use the Methods to Use Profile (MTUP) operand to specify which methods are attempted for a particular
instance of an NMFIND notification request. The method type code for each method is defined in the Notification Manager
database under the TYP parameter for the method. Before attempting to notify a contact using a scheduled method,
Notification Manager compares the value its method type code with the profile specified on the MTUP operand. If the
method type code is not part of the MTUP profile, notification is not attempted, and the next scheduled method is compared
against the MTUP profile. If the method type code is part of the MTUP profile, then the notification is attempted using that
method.
The values for this operand are:

• profile
Any combination of method type codes B through W.

• A
All method types specified for all active schedules. No comparisons are made, and all methods are attempted.

Default: A
Consider the following scenario. Employee Terry Jones is entered into the Notification Manager database, and has two 24 x
7 time blocks defined. One time block uses EMail 1 as a method and the other uses Numeric Pager 1. An NMFIND without
MTUP specified is issued for Terry Jones. The value of MTUP defaults to A, and no comparisons are made. By default,
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both the EMail 1 and Numeric Pager 1 methods are attempted. However, since certain messages are of lesser importance
than others, the EMail 1 method notification alone may sometimes suffice. The TYP parameter of the EMail 1 method is
E; and TYP parameter of the Numeric Pager 1 method is P. An NMFIND for Terry Jones can be issued with MTUP set to
E. The EMail 1 method will be attempted (E is part of E), and Numeric Pager 1 method will not (P is not part of E). These
results will occur conversely if you set MTUP to P.
MTUP can contain multiple letters. For example, in the scenario above, MTUP could be set to EP, allowing both methods
to be attempted (E is part of EP, P is part of EP). Setting MTUP to EP in this case is the same as using the default setting.
Consider the next scenario. Another time block is added for Terry Jones. This time block is set to use Voice 1 method, and
its TYP parameter has the value of V. If a call to Terry desires to use EMail 1 and Numeric Pager 1 methods, but not the
Voice 1 method, MTUP could be set to EP to make this occur (E is part of EP, P is part of EP, V is not part of EP.).
To preview which methods will be attempted when MTUP is specified for a particular NMFIND request without issuing
a notification, run the Notification Manager utility program, listMTUP.rex. You can find this utility in the subdirectory
SAMPLE\NM in your CA Automation Point installation directory.

• TIME
(Optional) Specifies the time you want to use when determining how to get in touch with the specified person or group. The
format is military time format (00:00 to 23:59).
Default: The current time

• USERPARMS
(Optional)Specifies a list of method parameters whose associated values override any like-named parameters during the
execution of NMFIND.REX.  For example, assume this operand is defined as follows:

USERPARMS( SubjectText(UAP notification using NM))

The USERPARMS-defined value override the parameter SubjectText for any method using that parameter.

Examples:

Suppose you determined that when a particular JES is having difficulties you need to notify the lead JES systems programmer,
Jim Smith. The CA Automation Point rule that trapped the error message from JES contains this clause:

REXX(NMFIND PERSON(JIM SMITH) TELL('JES is down'))

Notification Manager uses its database technology (based on a relational database) to determine the communications method it
should use to contact Jim Smith, based on the time and day. Notification Manager proceeds to contact Jim Smith and relay the
message according to the following:

• If the contact method was the CA Automation Point voice technology, Jim receives a phone call at the phone number
pointed to by his notification schedule.

• If the contact method was the numeric pager, Notification Manager pages Jim with the numeric message consisting of the
phone number that he needs to call and an ID number that authorizes him to receive the voice message.

• If the contact method was the alphanumeric pager, the message appears on Jim's pager with a phone number and ID that
he can use to obtain any information that was not sent using his pager. (For instance, the message to be sent may be longer
than the length supported by his paging service.)

Extending the previous example, suppose you have written a REXX program that obtains control whenever JES is down and
you have determined that you do not know how to handle the situation. Thus, you want to allow Jim to specify what should be
done about JES being down. You can code a call to Notification Manager within your REXX program as follows:

CALL NMFIND.REX "PERSON(JIM SMITH) TELL('JES is down')",
  "ASK('What should I do', 'WARM START', 'COLD START')"
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Your program receives a return code of 1 from NMFIND if Jim wants it to warm start JES (because WARM START is the
first answer) and a return code of 2 if Jim wants it to cold start JES (because COLD START is the second answer).

Alternately, you may want to code REXX programs that handle various situations, and then code your automation so that
Notification Manager invokes those programs based on the response it received from the person it calls. For example, you
could code the following invocation of Notification Manager in your automation:

REXX(NMFIND PERSON(JIM SMITH) TELL('JES IS DOWN')
  ASK('What should I do',
      'WARM START'::JESSTART.REX WARM,
      'COLD START'::JESSTART.REX COLD,
      'IPL THE SYSTEM'::IPLSYS.REX)

Note: The example shown above is split across lines for presentation on the page. However, when you enter this code, it must
be on a single line.

If Jim asks for a warm start, Notification Manager runs the JESSTART REXX program with a parameter of WARM. If Jim
asks for a cold start, Notification Manager runs the JESSTART REXX program with a parameter of COLD. If Jim asks for a
system IPL, Notification Manager runs the IPLSYS REXX program.

Notification Manager also supports group definition and notification. For example, if you define a group
called CICS_SYS_PROGS, you could replace the PERSON(JIM SMITH) in the previous examples with
GROUP(CICS_SYS_PROGS). Instead of attempting to contact just Jim Smith, Notification Manager systematically attempts
to contact each member of the CICS_SYS_PROGS group until someone is successfully contacted. If you want, you can also
tell Notification Manager to notify all members of the group by defining the group as a broadcast group.

Length of Message Sent

The length of the message that is being sent is limited according to where you issue the NMFIND.REX. The TELL operand
holds the message to be sent.

Messages can be sent in three ways:

• From Rules
• From the command line
• From another REXX program

Sending Messages from Rules

You can issue an NMFIND.REX from Rules using the REXX keyword. The length of the call is limited by the 512-character
rule limitation. The template to issue NMFIND.REX from rules is MSGID() REXX(NMFIND.REX NAME() TELL ()), which
is 38 characters long. This means the value defined for the TELL operand can be at most 474 characters. The TELL string
maximum is reduced by the lengths of the values specified for MSGID and NAME. In addition, the length of any optional
NMFIND operands (for example, ASK or FAILUREREXX) that are specified, as well as the lengths of their values, further
reduce the maximum length of the TELL operand.

Sending Messages from the Command Line

You can issue an NMFIND from a command line. The length of the NMFIND call is limited to 2048 characters. This is a
limitation imposed by the operating system. The template for launching an NMFIND.REX is ASOREXX NMFIND NAME()
TELL(). The maximum length of the TELL operand is reduced the same way as described in the section above for Rules.

Sending Messages from Another REXX Program

Larger messages can be sent if the NMFIND is launched from within another REXX program. These NMFIND calls can have
a length of up to 30K characters. To send such messages from within CA Automation Point, write the message to a data store
that is accessible to the REXX environment. Next, launch a REXX program from Rules. This program should access the stored
data, create the NMFIND call, and launch NMFIND.REX.

The basic template to issue NMFIND from another REXX program is CALL NMFIND.REX NAME() TELL(). The maximum
length of the TELL operand is reduced the same way as described in Rules above with the specification of additional operands.

Note: The length of the message actually sent by a specific Notification Manager method is limited by the value specified
for the MaxMsgLen parameter for the method. The MaxMsgLen parameter is set based on the limitations of the medium that
is used to send the notification. This means an NMFIND with a message of 30K can be run, but contacts set up to receive
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pages will only receive the length of the message defined by the MaxMsgLen parameter. For paging methods, the setting has
traditionally been 240 characters.

Special Notes About Emergency Mode Processing

NMFIND provides you, the user of the NMFIND script, with emergency mode processing for a simple reason. As the coder of
NMFIND in your automation, you have no control over the methods that are used to contact the person you need to reach, and
many methods can take a long time to complete.

For instance, the LongVoice method, which invokes NMVOICE and tells it to try to call the person 20 times at intervals of
five minutes and let the phone ring 10 times on each try, can take over 100 minutes to complete before returning control to
NMFIND. Thus, even if there were other methods to be tried after the LongVoice method, they are not attempted for over 100
minutes. This is unacceptable when you need a response in a short amount of time.

Emergency mode processing circumvents this problem by providing you with a way to specify the amount of time each
method can hold up the process of getting notification to someone who can handle the problem for which you invoked
NMFIND. Emergency mode processing (using the EMERGENCYWAIT and FAILUREREXX operands) also gives you a way
to specify the maximum amount of time you want to wait before attempting some other means (besides NMFIND) of obtaining
a solution to a problem.

When you specify EMERGENCYINTVL(n), NMFIND always starts new actions approximately n seconds apart. Even if all
prior actions complete so that none are running, NMFIND waits for the time interval to expire before starting a new action.
NMFIND starts actions asynchronously on Windows by issuing the START command. Thus, each action runs as a separate
process, using far more system resources than running all the actions synchronously inside a single process. Therefore, use this
feature sparingly.

Before starting a new action, NMFIND checks all prior actions to see whether the request has been satisfied. If the entity had
the perform all active methods flag set to OFF, the success of a single action satisfies the request. If the entity had the perform
all active methods flag set to ON, all the actions that belong to the entity have to succeed before the request is satisfied. Once
the request is satisfied, NMFIND does not submit any new actions.

Because NMFIND submits new actions without regard to the completion of prior actions, NMFIND can end up with several
actions running simultaneously. Therefore, the NMFIND normal behavior of quitting after the first successful action completes
is somewhat modified. After an action completes successfully, new actions are not submitted, but actions that are already
running are allowed to complete normally.

If NMFIND is only telling asynchronously (no ASK operand was specified), the first time NMFIND succeeds in telling the
message, it considers the NMFIND request to be complete. Once NMFIND considers the request complete, it stops starting
new actions, but actions that it has already started continue to run and may eventually succeed in telling the message to the
person that they were supposed to contact. Thus, more than one person can receive the message. (In the synchronous case, only
one person receives the message.)

If you are asking a question asynchronously, the first answer received from someone is considered to be the answer to the
question (even if that person was not the first person that NMFIND attempted to contact). Once the question is answered,
NMFIND does not start any new actions, but permits existing actions to continue to run. If another action subsequently
succeeds in reaching someone, then that person hears the TELL message, the ASK question and answers, and the answer that
was chosen, but NMFIND does not allow the person to answer the question.

 Methods Called by NMFIND
The following commands are Notification Manager methods that are called by NMFIND.

The following commands are Notification Manager methods that are called by NMFIND.

• NMMAIL
Allows NMFIND to contact people or group using the local email system.

• NMMAILPG
Provides a front-end to the NMMAIL program. NMFIND uses this command to contact a person or group by initiating an
alphanumeric page through the email system.

• NMMAILSMS
Provides a front-end to the NMMAIL program. NMFIND uses this command to contact a person or group by initiating a
Short Message Service (SMS) text message to a mobile device through the email system.

• NMNETSND
Allows NMFIND to contact people through the local area network (LAN) by issuing a NET SEND command.

• NMPAGE
Allows NMFIND to contact someone through a TAP alphanumeric or numeric pager.

• NMPAGE2WAY
Allows NMFIND to contact someone through a two-way messaging device.
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• NMSPEAK
Allows NMFIND to contact a person or group through speech using the TCP/IP network.

• NMTAP
Allows NMFIND to contact someone through a TAP alphanumeric or numeric pager. This command differs from
NMPAGE in that the REXX code talks directly to the modem instead of using the ADDRESS VOX PAGE command to
perform the page.
NMTAP supports the batching of pages (that is, sending multiple pages to a paging service with a single phone call).
NMTAP is designed so that you can easily modify it to support a different protocol than TAP. For more information, see
the NMTAP.TXT file in the Distrib directory.

• NMVOICE
Allows NMFIND to contact someone through a voice card and, optionally, ask them to make a selection from a set of
options.

 NMMAIL Method
Contents

Contents

The NMMAIL program is used by NMFIND to contact a person or group using the local email system.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMMAIL:

• The invocation string is NMMAIL
• NMMAIL supports only the TELL parameter of NMFIND. For this reason, you must choose to make any method that

invokes this program support only the TELL parameter.

The following is a list of method parameters that are to be stored in the Notification Manager database for each NMMAIL
method definition:

Parameter Required

AnswerWait No

CCList No

Debug No

MailRetry No

MailWait No

MaxListLen No

MaxMsgLen No

MaxSigLen No

MaxSubjLen No

NMfindWait No

SendURL No

SignatureText No

SubjectText No

System No

TellExact No

ToList Yes

NMMAIL Parameter Descriptions

AnswerWait

Specifies the number of seconds that the email request is to delay the processing of subsequent actions in the call tree.

Default: 60

CCList

Specifies the email recipient names that are to receive a carbon copy of this email.
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Default: There is no default.

Debug

Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log.

Default: NO

MailRetry

Specifies the number of times the email request is to be retried if it does not go through.

Default: 4

MailWait

Specifies the number of seconds that Notification Manager is to wait before trying to send an email request again.

Default: 60

MaxListLen

Specifies the maximum length of an email recipient list (either the TO or CC list), including the separators.

Default: 1000

MaxMsgLen

Specifies the maximum length of a message that the email system supports.

Default: 30000

MaxSigLen

Specifies the maximum length of a Signature text string (Mail ID).

Default: 40

MaxSubjLen

Specifies the maximum length of a Subject text string.

Default: 240

NMFindWait

Specifies the number of seconds that Notification Manager allows the person who received the email to call-in and handle the
item before the FAILURE command is executed.

Database Default: 300

Internal Default: 900

SendURL

Specifies whether the Notification Website URL is appended to the end of the notification text.

Default: NO

SignatureText

Specifies the optional user-defined text that identifies or tracks the email message.

Default: Notification Manager Automated Response

SubjectText

Specifies the Subject line of the generated email message. The Notification Manager adds a prefix of "NM: " to the generated
email subject line and an additional prefix of "Callback Item XXXX", if the ASK operand is specified.

Internal Default: Notification Manager TELL setting

System

Specifies the name of the system that is to handle all notification server requests.

Internal Default: The local system name

TellExact

Determines whether the TELL text from the NMFIND command is to be written to the email verbatim. Values are:
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• YES
The TELL text is written to the email verbatim.

• NO
Allows Notification Manager to add a call-in number and item number to the TELL text.

Default: There is no default.

ToList

Specifies the email recipient names that are to receive this message. If more than one name is specified, these names must be
separated by a semicolon (;).

Default: There is no default.

 NMMAILPG Method
Contents

Contents

The NMMAILPG program provides a front-end to the NMMAIL program. NMFIND uses NMMAILPG to contact a person or
group by initiating an alphanumeric page using the email system.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMMAILPG:

• The invocation string is NMMAILPG
• NMMAILPG supports only the TELL parameter of NMFIND. For this reason, you must choose to make any method that

invokes this program support only the TELL parameter.

The following is a list of method parameters that are to be stored in the Notification Manager database for each NMMAILPG
method definition:

Parameter Required

AnswerWait No

CCList No

Debug No

MailRetry No

MailWait No

MaxListLen No

MaxMsgLen No

MaxSigLen No

MaxSubjLen No

NMfindWait No

Numeric No

PagerPW No

Phone Yes

PhoneNumLength Yes

PIN Yes

SignatureText No

SubjectText No

System No

TellExact No

ToList Yes

ToListFormula Yes

NMMAILPG Parameter Descriptions
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AnswerWait

Specifies the number of seconds that the email request is to delay the processing of subsequent actions in the call tree.

Default: 60

• CCList
Specifies the email recipient names that are to receive a carbon copy of this email.

• Debug
Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log.
Default: NO

• MailRetry
Specifies the number of times the email request is to be retried if it does not go through.
Default: 4

• MailWait
Specifies the number of seconds that Notification Manager is to wait before trying to send an email request again.
Default: 60

• MaxListLen
Specifies the maximum length of an email recipient list (either the TO or CC list), including the separators.
Default: 1000

• MaxMsgLen
Specifies the maximum length of a message that the email system supports.
Default: 30000

• MaxSigLen
Specifies the maximum length of a Signature text string (Mail ID).
Default: 40

• MaxSubjLen
Specifies the maximum length of a Subject text string.
Default: 240

• NMFindWait
Specifies the number of seconds that Notification Manager allows the person who received the email to call in and handle
the item before it executes the FAILURE command.
Database Default: 300
Internal Default: 900

• Numeric
Determines whether the pager to be contacted is numeric (YES) or not (NO).
Default: NO

• PagerPW
Specifies the password for the pager service. Specify the password only if required by the paging service.
Default: No password

• Phone
Specifies the phone number that is to issue a page to the pager. Everything except the numeric digits are omitted from this
phone number.
Note: Some pager companies require the phone number to be in a special format (for example, not entering an area code or
dialing 1 before an 800 number).

• PhoneNumLength
Specifies the number of numeric digits that a properly specified phone number should have.
Notification Manager uses this parameter to generate warning messages during execution. If you do not want to see
warning messages or if the number of digits that the pager service requires is variable, specify 0 for this parameter.

• PIN
Specifies the PIN of the pager.

• SignatureText
Specifies the optional user-defined text that identifies or tracks the email message.
Default: Notification Manager Automated Response

• SubjectText
Specifies the Subject line of the generated email message.
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The Notification Manager adds a prefix of "NM: " to the generated email subject line and an additional prefix of "Callback
Item XXXX", if the ASK operand is specified.
Internal Default: Notification Manager item number xxxx

• System
Specifies the name of the system that is to handle all notification server requests.
Internal Default: The local system name

• TellExact
Determines whether the TELL text from the NMFIND command is to be written to the email verbatim. Values are:

• YES
The TELL text is written to the email verbatim.

• NO
Allows Notification Manager to add a call-in number and item number to the TELL text.

• ToList
Specifies the email recipient names that are to receive this message. If more than one name is specified, these names must
be separated by a semicolon (;).

• ToListFormula
Specifies the formula, or set of rules, the pager service is to follow to combine the Phone, PagerPW, and PIN parameters,
generating an email ID.
You can specify any valid REXX expression in this parameter. To use a parameter value in the expression, specify the
name of the parameter, not its value. Use an exclamation point (!) for the pipe symbol (|), and use a single quote (') for any
quotes.
For example, if the Skytel service required you to take the PIN and then add the string "@skytel.com", the formula would
be:

    PIN!!'@skytel.com'  

 NMMAILSMS Method
Contents

Contents

The NMMAILSMS program provides a front-end to the NMMAIL program. NMFIND uses NMMAILSMS to contact a
person or group by initiating a Short message Service (SMS) text message to a mobile device using the email system.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMMAILSMS:

• The invocation string is NMMAILSMS
• NMMAILSMS supports only the TELL parameter of NMFIND. For this reason, you must choose to make any method that

invokes this program support only the TELL parameter.

This list shows the method parameters that are stored in the Notification Manager database for each NMMAILSMS method
definition:

Parameter Required

AnswerWait No

Debug No

MailRetry No

MailWait No

MaxMsgLen No

MaxPhoneLen No

NMfindWait No

Phone Yes

PhoneNumeric No
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SendURL No

System No

TellExact No

ToListFormula Yes

NMMAILSMS Parameter Descriptions

AnswerWait

How many seconds the text message request holds up processing of subsequent actions in the call tree. Set this number to a
high value if it is more important to get an answer from the particular person being contacted than it is to get a quick answer.

Default: 60

Debug

Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log.

Default: NO

MailRetry

How many times to retry the text message request when it does not reach the email SMS gateway that the cell phone provider
maintains. The total number of attempts are 1 more than the MailRetry value.

Default: 4

MailWait

How many seconds to wait before each time the text message request is retried.

Default: 60

MaxMsgLen

The maximum length of a text message that the mobile device provider's email SMS gateway supports.

Default: 160

MaxPhoneLen

The maximum number of characters that the Phone parameter can contain.

Default: 10

NMFindWait

Specifies the number of seconds that Notification Manager allows the person who received the email to call in and handle the
item before it executes the FAILURE command.

Database Default: 300

Internal Default: 900

Phone

The phone number or device alias of the text message recipient. The content for the text message is sent through email using
the SMS gateway that the mobile device provider maintains.

PhoneNumeric

Whether the value specified for the Phone parameter can be strictly numeric {YES} or not {NO}.

Default: YES

SendURL

Specifies whether the Notification Website URL is appended to the end of the notification text.

Default: YES

System

Specifies the name of the system that is to handle all notification server requests.
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Internal Default: The local system name

TellExact

TellExact{YES} causes the TELL text from the NMFIND command to be written in the text message "as-is". TellExact{NO}
allows NM to add a call-in number and an item number to your TELL text. If you attempt an illegal operation, NM can force
this to NO.

Default: NO

ToListFormula

The formula that is used to convert the input Phone parameter into the email address that is required by the mobile device
provider's email SMS gateway.

You can specify any valid REXX expression in this parameter. To use a parameter value in the expression, specify the name of
the parameter, not its value. Use an exclamation point (!) for the pipe symbol (|), and use a single quote (') for any quotes.

For example, if the AT&T email SMS gateway service requires the phone number add the string "@txt.att.net", the formula
would be:

phone`@txt.att.net`

 NMNETSND Method
Contents

Contents

The NMNETSND program provides a means for NMFIND to contact people via the local area network (LAN) by issuing a
NET SEND command. A message is sent to a specified computer name or a domain.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMNETSND:

• The invocation string is NMNETSND.
• NMNETSND supports only the TELL parameter of NMFIND. For this reason, you must choose to make any method that

invokes this program support only the TELL parameter.

Define the following parameters for any method that uses NMNETSND as its invocation string. If a parameter is marked as
required, you must define it as a parameter for the method. If a parameter is not required, you do not need to define it in the
database. If you do not define the parameter, the default value is used whenever the method is invoked.

Note: If you do not define the parameter at the method level, you cannot set a value for a parameter at the entity or time-block
level (that is, override the default value).

Parameter Required

AllUsers No

Answerwait No

Debug No

Domain No

Greeting No

MaxMsgLen No

Name Yes

NMFindWait No

Retry No

RetryWait No

TellExact No
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NMNETSND Parameter Descriptions

AllUsers

Set to YES to send the message to all Windows users connected to the Windows server. For a NET SEND to work, you must
either set AllUsers to YES, specify a value for Domain, or specify a value for Name.

Default: NO

Answerwait

Specifies how many seconds the NET SEND request should hold up processing of subsequent actions in the call tree. Set this
number to a high value if it is more important to get an answer from the particular person being notified than it is to get a quick
answer.

Default: 60

Debug

Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log.

Default: NO

Domain

Specifies to whom the message should be sent (Windows user name, Windows computer name, or Windows messaging name).
For a NET SEND to work, you must either set AllUsers to YES, specify a value for Domain, or specify a value for Name.

Greeting

Specifies the string that Notification Manager will place before the TELL message in the Messenger dialog box

MaxMsgLen

Specifies the maximum message length the NET SEND command supports

Default: 128

Name

Specifies to whom the message should be sent (user name, computer name, or message name). For a NET SEND to work, you
must either set AllUsers to YES, specify a value for Domain, or specify a value for Name.

NMFindWait

Forces NMFIND to guarantee the person that was contacted at least has a certain amount of addition time to call-in. The value
is in seconds.

You should set this value higher it is difficult for the person contacted to reach a phone. The actual effect of this parameter
is to cause the NMFIND to postpone running the FailureRexx (if necessary) in order to guarantee that the person paged has
adequate time to reach a phone

Default: 300

Retry

Specifies the number of times the NET SEND is retired when it does not succeed. The total number of send attempts will be 1
more than the Retry value.

Default: 4

RetryWait

Specifies the number of seconds to wait before each time the NET SEND is retried.

Default: 60

TellExact

Determines whether Notification Manager sets the TELL message with a call-in number and item number. Values are:

• YES
Issue the message without the call-in number and item number added.

• NO
Issue the message with the call-in number and item number.

Default: NO
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 NMPAGE Method
Contents

Contents

The NMPAGE program provides a means for NMFIND to contact someone with a TAP alphanumeric or numeric pager.
NMPAGE only communicates with TAP alphanumeric pager services. Therefore, you can only use NMPAGE to page a
numeric pager if that pager is reachable with an alphanumeric pager service. You cannot call NMPAGE directly; rather, you
must install it as the invocation string for a method in your Notification Manager database and use NMFIND to invoke it.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMPAGE:

• The invocation string is NMPAGE.
• NMPAGE supports only the TELL parameter of NMFIND. For this reason, you must choose to make any method that

invokes this program support only the TELL parameter.

As mentioned previously, NMPAGE supports the TELL parameter of NMFIND, but it does not support the ASK parameter of
NMFIND (it can be used only as a TELL method). The text sent to a numeric pager is simply the phone number on which to
call in and the item number. The text sent to an alphanumeric pager is the phone number on which to call in, the item number,
and some or all the text of the TELL message.

Define the following parameters for any method that uses NMPAGE as its invocation string. If a parameter is marked as
“required,” you must define it as a parameter for the method. If a parameter is not required, you do not need to define it in the
database. If you do not define the parameter, the default value is to be used whenever the method is invoked. Remember, you
cannot set a value for a parameter at the entity or time-block level (that is, override the default value) if you do not define the
parameter at the method level.

The following table lists the method parameters that are stored in the Notification Manager database for each NMPAGE
method definition:

Parameter Required

AnswerWait No

BaudRate No

Comport No

DataBits No

Debug No

FinalConfirm No

Greeting No

MaxMsgLen No

ModemInitString No

NMfindWait No

Numeric No

PageRetry No

PagerID Yes

PagerPW No

PageWait No

Parity No

Phone Yes

RetryRCList No

StopBits No

System No

TapiDeviceID No

TellExact No
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NMPAGE Parameter Descriptions

AnswerWait

Specifies the number of seconds that NMPAGE should wait for an answer (through a call-in) before allowing NMFIND to try
the next method of contacting someone.

Setting this parameter to a higher value allows the person who was paged more time to handle the problem before Notification
Manager attempts to contact someone else. Therefore, you should set the value high when it is important for a particular person
to answer the problem. Setting the value lower means that you are more likely to get a quick response to a problem.

Default: 300

BaudRate

Specifies the baud rate at which to set the modem. Valid values are 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600.

Default: 9600

Comport

Specifies the communications port to use when dialing the pager service.

Default: Selects the first available communications port enabled for use by notification services.

DataBits

Specifies the number of databits per character used by the modem. The TAP protocol requires this value to be set to 7. Valid
values are 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.

Default: 7

Debug

Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log. Possible values are YES and NO.

Default: NO

FinalConfirm

Some pager services do not strictly conform to TAP protocol for final confirmation during the disconnection sequence. Use the
FinalConfirm parameter to specify an acceptable compliance to the TAP disconnection sequence. Values are:

• COMPLETE
The disconnection sequence must fully comply with the TAP protocol.

• PARTIAL
A partially TAP-compliant disconnection sequence is acceptable.

• NONE
A TAP-compliant disconnection sequence is not required.

Default: COMPLETE

Greeting

Specifies the message to present at the top of the pager's display (before the TELL and ASK messages are presented). The
argument can be either a string or voice file. If the argument is a voice file, the name of the voice file must not contain any
blanks and the last four characters must be .VOX.

Default: NM CALLING - CALL nnn-nnnn ABOUT ITEM nnnn

MaxMsgLen

Specifies the maximum length of the message to be sent to the pager.

Default: 100 for an alphanumeric pager (Numeric=NO), and 20 for a numeric pager (Numeric=YES)

ModemInitString

Specifies the string to pass to the modem to initialize it before it makes the call.

The semicolons in the string are used to delimit the separate strings that are passed to the modem (with a one second wait
between each string).

Default: ATZ;AT&C1&D2;ATV1Q0X4;ATS0=0S2=128S7=55

NMfindWait
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Note: Make sure that you are familiar with the AnswerWait parameter before reading this description. The AnswerWait
parameter controls the number of seconds that Notification Manager waits for a paged person to answer the page, before it
attempts to contact anyone else. Once the wait time has expired, Notification Manager attempts to contact other people.

The NMfindWait parameter forces NMFIND to guarantee that the person who was paged has at least a certain additional
amount of time to call-in to answer the page. The value is in seconds.

You should set this value higher if it is difficult for the person paged to reach a phone and lower if it is easy. The actual effect
of this parameter is to cause NMFIND to postpone running the FailureRexx command (if necessary) in order to guarantee that
the person paged has adequate time to reach a phone and answer the page through a call-in.

Default: 900

Numeric

Specifies whether the pager is numeric or alphanumeric. Valid values are:

• YES
The page device is a numeric pager.
Numeric page devices are limited to messages that contain numbers 0-9, hyphens, parentheses, and commas.
When the call-in feature is not enabled, the numeric TELL message and the notification item number are sent to the page
device. If the TELL message includes invalid numeric characters, NMPAGE filters them out and substitutes them with a
hyphen to indicate that a string of non-numeric characters was included in the message, but could not be displayed from
the numeric page device. For example, if the message for item 1234 was “Workstation 7 recycled at 12 noon,” the message
sent to the pager would be “7-12 1234.” If no valid numeric characters exist in the TELL message, only the item number
is sent to the pager. For example, if the message for item 1235 was “Workstation number seven recycled at noon,” the
message sent to the pager would be “1235.”
When the call-in feature is enabled, the numeric message sent to the page device includes the call-in phone number and the
notification item number. The page recipient must use the call-in feature to retrieve the actual TELL message.
Note:  Set TellExact to YES to send TELL-only valid numeric messages to the numeric page device without the item
number.
When Numeric is set to YES, the TELL message is not prefixed with a greeting.

• NO
The page device is an alphanumeric pager

Default:  NO

PageRetry

If a page request fails, PageRetry specifies the number of times a page is retried, provided the page fails with a return code
specified by the RetryRCList parameter. The total number of attempts to resubmit a page will be one more than the value of
PageRetry.

Default: 3

PagerID

Specifies the pager ID that NMPAGE is to tell the pager service needs to be paged.

PagerPW

Specifies the password for the pager service.

PageWait

Specifies the number of seconds to wait between retries of the page.

Default: 60

Parity

Specifies the method used by the modem for error checking. The TAP protocol requires this value to be set to E. Valid values
are: N (None), E (Even), O (Odd), M (Mark), S (Space).

Default: E

Phone

Specifies the phone number of the pager service.

RetryRCList
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Specifies the list of return codes used by NMPAGE to determine if retries will be attempted. If the return code is on the list,
NMPAGE will retry the number times defined by PageRetry. If the return code is not in this list, NMPAGE will not reattempt
it. The list of return codes must be separated by commas for this parameter to work properly.

StopBits

Specifies the time between transmitted characters used by the modem, represented by a number. The TAP protocol requires
this value to be set to 1. Valid values are: 0, 1, and 2.

Default: 1

System

Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server you want to perform the call. The sysname value can
contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.

Default: The local system name

TapiDeviceID

(Optional) Specifies the numeric ID of the Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) device or modem, (installed
on the notification server) you want to use.

To enhance performance, if there is already an established connection to the specified pager service, notification server
overrides the TAPIDEVICEID setting and issues the page over the existing connection.

Note: To view all of the Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) devices that are installed under Windows on
the Notification Server, issue the GETTAPIDEVICELIST command.

Default: Selects the first available TAPI device

Notes:

• The modem must be properly installed within Windows. See the Administrator Guide for details.
• The TAPIDEVICEID and COMPORT operands are mutually exclusive.
• When you specify TAPIDEVICEID, the PAGE command overrides default settings configured in the Alphanumeric

Paging Options dialog. It then initiates the page using the specified TAPI device ID, and uses TAPI to initialize the modem.
• When neither COMPORT nor TAPIDEVICEID is specified, the next available communications port is used to initiate a

page, according to settings in the Alphanumeric Paging Options dialog.

TellExact

Determines whether Notification Manager sets the TELL message with a call-in number and item number. Values are:

• YES
Issue the page message without the call-in number and item number added.

• NO
Issue the page message with a call-in number and item number.

Default: NO

 NMPAGE2WAY Method
Contents

Contents

The NMPAGE2WAY program provides a means for NMFIND to contact someone with a 2-way messaging device.
NMPAGE2WAY only communicates with paging services that support either the SNPP protocol (Simple Network Paging
Protocol) or the WCTP protocol (Wireless Communication Transfer Protocol). You cannot call NMPAGE2WAY directly;
rather, you must install it as the invocation string for a method in your Notification Manager database and use NMFIND to
invoke it.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMPAGE2WAY:

• The invocation string is NMPAGE2WAY.
• NMPAGE2WAY supports both the TELL and the ASK parameters of NMFIND, as long as the same method is used to

process both of these parameters for the current invocation of NMFIND. This means that you can make a method that uses
this program support TELL or BOTH (Tell and Ask), but it cannot be used to support ASK parameters of a different type
of method.

When you specify the ASK parameter, the contacted person can respond to the ASK message by either replying to the page
request directly from the 2-way messaging device or using the call-in feature of Notification Manager.
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The text message that is sent to a numeric pager is simply the telephone line on which to call-in and the item number. The text
message sent to an alphanumeric pager is the item number, the telephone line on which to call-in (optional), some or all of
the text contained in the TELL message, the question contained in the ASK parameter (if specified), and the list of answers
contained in the ASK parameter (if specified).

In addition to sending numeric or alphanumeric messages to the 2-way messaging device, NMPAGE2WAY also provides
confirmation of message delivery by allowing Notification Manager to wait until a specified message delivery status has been
reached. This message delivery status is defined using the CompleteStatus method parameter, which is discussed in the method
parameter list that follows.

Define the following parameters for any method that uses NMPAGE2WAY as its invocation string. If a parameter is marked
as “required”, you must define it as a parameter for the method. If a parameter is not required, you do not need to define it in
the database. If you do not define the parameter, the default value will be used whenever the method is invoked.

Note: You cannot set a value for a parameter at the entity or time-block level (that is, override the default value) if you do not
define the parameter at the method level.

The following table lists the method parameters that are stored in the Notification Manager database for each NMPAGE2WAY
method definition:

Parameter Required

AnswerWait No

CompleteStatus No

Debug No

Greeting No

MaxMsgLen No

NMFindWait No

Numeric No

PagerID Yes

PagerPW No

Provider Yes

ReplyPrefix No

SendAck No

SendURL No

System No

TellExact No

UseMCR No

NMPAGE2WAY Parameter Descriptions

AnswerWait

Specifies the number of seconds that NMPAGE2WAY should wait for a reply (either through a reply to the page request or
through a call-in) before allowing NMFIND to try the next method of contacting someone. Once this time interval elapses, the
page recipient must place a call to NMANSWER to resolve the issue (no further page replies will be accepted).

Default: 300

CompleteStatus

Specifies the 2-way page status value that NMPAGE2WAY will use to determine both when the notification attempt has
completed and whether the notification was successful. NMPAGE2WAY waits for the page request to reach the status
specified by this parameter before either processing ASK parameters or returning control to NMFIND. If the time interval
specified by the AnswerWait parameter elapses before the page request reaches the required status, an error is returned to
NMFIND and processing continues. The possible values for this parameter are:

• QUEUED
The page request was successfully submitted to the pager service

• DELIVERED
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The page request was sent to the pager and a positive receipt acknowledgement was received from the pager by the pager
service

• READ
The pager acknowledged receipt of the page request and the page request was viewed by the recipient

• REPLIED
The page recipient received the page request and sent a reply to this page request back to the pager service

Note: The list of supported status indicators may vary by pager service provider. Contact your pager service provider for
details.

Default: QUEUED

Debug

Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log.

Default: NO

Greeting

Specifies the message to present at the top of the pager's display (before the TELL and ASK messages are presented).

Default: NM Calling

MaxMsgLen

Specifies the maximum length of the message to be sent to the pager. If the message is longer than the maximum length
allowed, it is truncated (but the page is still sent). If the message is truncated and the call-in feature (NMANSWER) is
configured, the message will be prefixed with call-in information so that the full message may be accessed using the call-in
feature.

Note: Although the first MaxMsgLen number characters of a message are sent to the pager service, the message is still subject
to message length limitations imposed by the pager service. Contact your pager service provider for message length limitation
and message handling when the length limitation is exceeded.

Default: 500

NMFindWait

This parameter forces NMFIND to guarantee that the person who was paged has at least a certain additional amount of time (in
seconds) after the method completes to call-in to answer the page.

Default: 300

Numeric

Specifies whether the page device is numeric or alphanumeric.

Numeric page devices are limited to messages that contain numbers 0-9, hyphens '-', parentheses '()', and commas ','.

Valid values for this parameter are:

• YES
The page device is a numeric pager.
Note: When Numeric=YES, set TellExact=YES to send a valid numeric TELL message to the numeric page device.
Set TellExact=NO to send a numeric message containing a call-in phone number and the notification item number. The
receipt of the page will have to use the call-in feature to retrieve the actual TELL message.
Note: When Numeric=YES, the TELL message is not prefixed with a Greeting.

• NO
The page device is an alphanumeric pager.

Default: NO

PagerID

Specifies the pager ID of the page device that NMPAGE2WAY requests the pager service to page.

PagerPW

Specifies the password associated with the specified pager ID that NMPAGE2WAY uses to issue the page request. The use of
pager passwords varies by pager service provider. Contact you pager service provider for details.

Default: No password

Provider
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Specifies the name of the pager service that is to receive the page request (as defined in the 2-Way Paging Setup dialog).

ReplyPrefix

When a reply to a page request is sent from the 2-way messaging device, the device or the paging service itself may add
additional information to the beginning of the reply (contact your paging provider for details). If this additional information
is consistent for each page reply, the NMPAGE2WAY method can filter out this additional information before comparing the
reply to the list of specified ASK parameters. In addition to the prefix added by the pager service, the Notification Server adds
the additional prefix REPLIED to all page replies received. Since the word REPLIED always appears at the beginning of the
page reply, this parameter must start with the word REPLIED, followed by any constant prefix added by the pager service.

All messages received by Notification Server from a 2-way messaging device follow this format:

REPLIED prefixed_text page_reply_message

• REPLIED
The REPLIED keyword, which is added by the Notification Server, is always the first word of the reply message.

• prefixed_text
A prefix text containing additional information may or may not be automatically added by the pager service or the page
device. Contact your pager service provider for details.

• page_reply_message
The reply message sent by the page recipient.
To filter out the beginning text of a reply message so that Notification Manager can identify the reply to the page, set
ReplyPrefix to 'REPLIED prefixed_text'

Default: REPLIED

SendAck

Determines whether positive acknowledgement messages are sent to the page recipient during processing of the notification
attempt. The possible values for this parameter are:

• YES
Acknowledgement messages are sent to the page recipient during processing of the notification attempt.

• NO
No additional messages are sent to inform the page recipient of events concerning the current notification attempt.

Default: NO

SendURL

Specifies whether the Notification Website URL is appended to the end of the notification text.

Default: NO

System

Specifies the name of the system that is running the Notification Server to which NMPAGE2WAY requests associated with
the method is to be sent.

Default: The name of the Notification Server specified in the Notification Startup Options dialog.

TellExact

Determines whether Notification Manager prefixes the TELL message with a call-in number and an item number. The possible
values are:

• YES
Issue the page message without the header text, call-in number, and item number added.

• NO
Issue the page message with a message header text, call-in number, and an item number.

Default: NO

UseMCR
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Determines whether the NMPAGE2WAY method uses the MCR (Multiple Choice Response) capability of the 2-way paging
device to send the specified ASK parameters to the page recipient. If the specified pager or pager service does not support
MCR messages (sometimes called “programmed replies”), set this parameter to NO. The possible values for this parameter are:

• YES
The ASK parameters are sent to the pager using the MCR capability of the underlying 2-way paging protocols.

• NO
The ASK parameters are appended to the existing TELL message.

Note:  Support for MCR messages vary by paging service provider. Contact your paging service provider for details

Default: NO

 NMSPEAK Method
Contents

Contents

The NMSPEAK program is used by NMFIND to contact a person or group through speech using the TCP/IP network. For this
method to work, the speech client must be installed on the computer of the person or group.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMSPEAK:

• The invocation string is NMSPEAK
• NMSPEAK supports only the TELL parameter of NMFIND. For this reason, you must choose to make any method that

invokes this program support only the TELL parameter.

The following is a list of method parameters that are to be stored in the Notification Manager database for each NMSPEAK
method definition:

Parameter Required

AnswerWait No

Debug No

Greeting No

MaxMsgLength No

Name Yes

NMFindWait No

Retry No

RetryWait No

SendURL No

TellExact No

NMSPEAK Parameter Descriptions

AnswerWait

Specifies the number of seconds that the speech notification request is to delay the processing of subsequent actions in the call
tree.

Default: 60

Debug

Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log.

Default: NO

Greetings

Specifies the string that Notification Manager places before the TELL message.

MaxMsgLen
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Specifies the maximum length of a message that the speech notification system supports. We recommend that you not increase
this limit over the default.

Default: 256

Name

Specifies the name of the computer to which to send the message. The computer must have TCP/IP connectivity with the
computer where the message is sent from. If the name contains blank characters, enclose it in quotation marks {` `}.

Default: The local host

NMFindWait

Notification Manager guarantees that the target person has at least this many seconds to call-in and handle the item before the
FailureCommand is executed. Set this parameter to a high value if it is more important to get an answer than to resolve the
item quickly.

Default: 300

Retry

Specifies how many times to retry the method action when it does not go through. The total number of send attempts will be 1
more than the Retry value.

Default: 4

RetryWait

Specifies how many seconds to wait before each time the method action is retried.

Default: 60

SendURL

Specifies whether the Notification Website URL is appended to the end of the notification text.

Default: NO

TellExact

TellExact{YES} causes the TELL text from the NMFIND command to be sent `as-is`. TellExact{NO} allows Notification
Manager to add a call-in number and an item number to your TELL text. If you attempt an illegal operation, NM can force this
to NO.

Default: NO

 NMTAP Method
Contents

Contents

The NMTAP program provides a means for NMFIND to contact someone with a TAP alphanumeric or numeric pager. It
differs from NMPAGE in that the REXX code talks directly to the modem instead of using the ADDRESS VOX PAGE
command to perform the page. NMTAP supports the batching of pages (that is, sending multiple pages to a paging service
with a single phone call). NMTAP is designed so you can easily modify it to support a different protocol than TAP. For more
information, see the nmtap.txt file in the Distrib directory.

NMTAP only communicates with TAP alphanumeric pager services. Therefore, you can only use NMTAP to page a numeric
pager if that pager is reachable with an alphanumeric pager service. You cannot call NMTAP directly; rather, you must install
it as the invocation string for a method in your Notification Manager database and use NMFIND to invoke it.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMTAP:

• The invocation string is NMTAP.
• NMTAP supports only the TELL parameter of NMFIND. For this reason, you must choose to make any method that

invokes this program support only the TELL parameter.

As mentioned previously, NMTAP supports the TELL parameter of NMFIND, but it does not support the ASK parameter of
NMFIND (it can be used only as a TELL method). The text sent to a numeric pager is the line on which to call in and the item
number. The text sent to an alphanumeric pager is the line on which to call in, the item number, and some or all the text of the
TELL message.

Define the following parameters below for any method that uses NMTAP as its invocation string. If a parameter is marked
as required, you must define it as a parameter for the method. If a parameter is not required, you do not need to define it in
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the database. If you do not define the parameter, the default value is used whenever the method is invoked. Remember, you
cannot set a value for a parameter at the entity or time-block level (that is, override the default value) if you do not define the
parameter at the method level.

The following is a list of method parameters that are to be stored in the Notification Manager database for each NMTAP
method definition:

Parameter Required

AnswerWait No

BatchPage No

BatchWait No

BaudRate No

Comport No

DataBits No

Debug No

Greeting No

MaxMsgLen No

ModeCmd No

ModemInitString No

ModeString No

NMfindWait No

Numeric No

PageRetry No

PagerID Yes

PagerPW No

PageWait No

Parity No

Phone Yes

StopBits No

TellExact No

NMTAP Parameter Descriptions

AnswerWait

Specifies the number of seconds that NMPTAP should wait for an answer (using a call-in) before allowing NMFIND to try the
next method of contacting someone.

Setting this parameter to a higher value allows the person who was paged more time to handle the problem before Notification
Manager attempts to contact someone else. Therefore, you should set the value high when it is important for a particular person
to answer the problem. Setting a lower value means that you are more likely to get a quick response to a problem.

Default: 300

BatchPage

Determines whether the page should be batched (that is, sent on the same phone call to the paging service) with any other
pages that are currently being sent to the same paging service. Values are:

• YES
Allow the page to be batched

• NO
Do not allow the page to be batched

Default: NO
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BatchWait

Specifies the number of seconds that batch processing should hold on to the paging service while waiting for another page to
come in for that service. For most instances, this value should not be greater than 30 seconds.

Note: This parameter is valid only when BatchPage(YES) is specified.

Default: 30

BaudRate

Specifies the baud rate at which to set the modem. Valid values are: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600.

Default: 9600

Comport

Specifies the communications port to use when dialing the pager service.

Default: Selects the first available communications port.

DataBits

Specifies the data bits to which to set the modem. The TAP protocol requires this value to be set to 7. Valid values are: 4, 5, 6,
7, and 8.

Default: 7

Debug

Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log. Possible values are YES and NO.

Default:  NO

Greeting

Specifies the message to present at the top of the pagers display (before the TELL and ASK messages are presented). The
argument can be either a string or voice file. If the argument is a voice file, the name of the voice file must not contain any
blanks and the last four characters must be .VOX.

Default: NM CALLING - CALL nnn-nnnn ABOUT ITEM nnnn

MaxMsgLen

Specifies the maximum length of the message to be sent to the pager.

If the message is longer than the maximum length allowed, it is truncated (but the page is still sent). If the message is truncated
and the call-in feature (NMANSWER) is configured, the message will be prefixed with call-in information so that the full
message may be accessed using the call-in feature.

Default: 100 for an alphanumeric pager, Numeric=NO, and 20 for a numeric pager, Numeric=YES.

ModeCmd

Specifies the name of the mode command that should be used to set the mode for the serial COM port.

You should specify this parameter if you are using specialized piece of hardware that requires a proprietary MODE command.

Default: MODE

ModemInitString

Specifies the string to pass to the modem to initialize it before it makes the call.

The semicolons in the string are used to delimit the separate strings that will be passed to the modem (with a one second wait
between each string).

Default: ATZ;AT&C1&D2;ATV1Q0X4;ATS0=0S2=128S7=55

ModeString

The default processing of the ModeCmd parameter generates a string that uses the syntax of the Windows MODE command.
If you are using a proprietary MODE command that has a different syntax, you should specify the entire MODE command,
including the command name at the front.

Note: If this parameter is specified, the ModeCmd parameter is ignored.

NMfindWait
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Note: Make sure that you understand the AnswerWait parameter (described previously) before reading this description. The
AnswerWait parameter controls the number of seconds that Notification Manager waits for a paged person to answer the
page before it attempts to contact anyone else. Once the wait time has expired, Notification Manager attempts to contact other
people.

The NMfindWait parameter forces NMFIND to guarantee that the person who was paged has at least a certain additional
amount of time to call-in to answer the page. The value is in seconds.

You should set this value higher if it is difficult for the person paged to reach a phone and lower if it is easy. The actual effect
of this parameter is to cause NMFIND to postpone running the FailureRexx command (if necessary) to guarantee that the
person paged has adequate time to reach a phone and answer the page using a call-in.

Default: 900

Numeric

Specifies whether the pager is numeric or alphanumeric. Numeric pages are limited to messages containing the numbers 0
through 9, hyphens, parentheses, and commas.

Valid values are:

• YES
The page device is a numeric pager.

• NO
The page device is an alphanumeric pager

Note: When Numeric is set to YES, set TellExact to YES to send a valid numeric message to the numeric page device. Set
TellExact to NO to send a numeric message containing a call-in phone number and notification item number. The receipt of the
page must use the call-in feature to retrieve the actual TELL message.

When Numeric is set to YES, the TELL message is not prefixed with a greeting.

Default:  NO

PageRetry

If a page request fails, PageRetry specifies the number of times a page is retried, provided the page fails with a return code
specified by the RetryRCList parameter. The total number of attempts to resubmit a page will be one more than the value of
PageRetry.

Default: 3

PagerID

Specifies the pager ID of the paging device that NMTAP requests the pager service to page.

PagerPW

(Optional) Specifies the password required by the paging service. (Most paging services do not require a password.)

PageWait

Specifies the number of seconds to wait between retries of the page.

Default: 60

Parity

Specifies the method used by the modem for error checking. The TAP protocol requires this value to be set to E. Valid values
are: N (None), E (Even), O (Odd), M (Mark), S (Space).

Default: E

Phone

Specifies the phone number of the pager service.

StopBits

Specifies the time between transmitted characters used by the modem. The TAP protocol requires this value to be set to 1.
Valid values are: 0 , 1, and 2.

Default: 1

TellExact

Determines whether the TELL text from the NMFIND command is to be written verbatim. Values are:
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• YES
The TELL text is written verbatim

• NO
Additional information is added to the TELL text

Default: NO

 NMVOICE Method
Contents

Contents

NMVOICE provides a means for NMFIND to contact someone using a voice card and, optionally, ask them to make a
selection from a set of options. You cannot call NMVOICE directly; rather, you must install it as the invocation string for a
method in your Notification Manager database and use NMFIND to invoke it.

Note: NMVOICE also allows the person it contacts to record a message that is heard by all the people that NMFIND
subsequently calls. To invoke this feature, the person contacted must press the 0 key and follow the prompts.

Specify the following items when defining a method that uses NMVOICE:

• The invocation string is drive:\path\NMVOICE
• NMVOICE supports both the TELL and ASK parameters of NMFIND. You can make a method that uses this program

support TELL, ASK, or BOTH.

When you specify the ASK parameter, the contacted person can respond to the ASK message by pressing the appropriate key
on the touch-tone keypad. The person can press 0 to choose from the following options: replay the message, hang up, or record
a message for forwarding according to Notification Manager policy.

NMVOICE Method Parameters

Define the following parameters for any method you create that invokes NMVOICE. If a parameter is marked as required, you
must define it as a parameter for the method. If a parameter is not required, you do not need to define it in the database. If you
do not define the parameter, the default value is to be used whenever the method is invoked.

Note: You cannot set a value for a parameter at the entity or time-block level (that is, override the default value) if you do not
define the parameter at the method level.

Parameter Required

CallRetry No

CallRings No

CallWait No

ChannelWait No

Debug No

Greeting No

LeaveMessage No

PassOnItemNumber No

Phone Yes

System No

UsePIN No

Wordlib No

NMVOICE Parameter Descriptions

CallRetry

Specifies the number of times to retry to call a particular individual. The total number of send attempts will be one more than
the CallRetry value.

Default: 4

CallRings
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Specifies the number of times to let the phone ring on each call attempt.

Default: 8

CallWait

Specifies the number of seconds to wait between attempts to call a particular individual.

Default: 30

ChannelWait

Specifies the number of seconds to wait for a voice channel when attempting to call a particular individual.

Default: 60

Debug

Determines whether Notification Manager is to generate debugging messages at the command prompt or the AXCREXX
window and in the ASOTRACE log. Possible values are YES and NO.

Default: NO

Greeting

Specifies the message to play when the phone is initially answered (before the TELL and ASK messages are played). The
argument can be either a string or voice file. If the argument is a voice file, the name of the voice file must not contain any
blanks and the last four characters must be .VOX.

Default: Notification Manager is calling about item number nnnn

LeaveMessage

Specifies if Notification Manager is to attempt to leave messages on answering machines. Valid values are:

• YES
Notification Manager attempts to leave a message on an answering machine as many times as possible in the allotted 90
seconds.

• NO
Notification Manager attempts to leave a message only once.

Default: YES

PassOnItemNumber

Specifies whether Notification Manager is to include the item number as part of the notification message. Valid values are:

• YES
Include the item number as part of the message.

• NO
Exclude the item number being played as part of the message.

For notification requests that have both TELL and ASK defined, or notification requests that reach an answering machine, the
value of PassOnItemNumber is overridden and set to YES.

Default: NO

Phone

Specifies the phone number to call.

Note: This parameter must be specified at the method level. Simply specify a dummy phone number (for example, 555-1212)
as the value at this level.

System

Specifies the name of the system that is running the notification server you want to perform the call. The sysname value can
contain up to eight alphanumeric characters.

Default: The local system name

UsePIN

Specifies whether Notification Manager should restrict playing the notification message to just the intended contact. Valid
values are:

• YES
Play a message only after the user has entered a valid entity ID and password.
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• NO
Play a message without prompting the user to enter their entityID and password.
For notification requests with both the TELL and ASK parameters defined, the UsePIN value is always overridden and set
to YES to insure system security, because ASK requires the user to take some type of action.

Default: YES

Wordlib

Specifies the Word Library to use when playing words from your TELL and ASK strings.

Default:  VOXM_A

 Web Service API
This section describes the operations that you can perform through the web service application
programming interface:

This section describes the operations that you can perform through the CA Automation Point web service application
programming interface:

For an introduction to the capabilities of the web service API, see How You Interface with Third-party Software Applications.

 Fundamental Considerations
The AP web service API utilizes a REST (Representational State Transfer) architecture. This means that
your client programs perform various operations by issuing the HTTP methods named GET, PUT, POST,
and OPTIONS against a well-defined hierarchy of URIs (Universal Resource Identifiers) that represent
objects. These URIs are like the URIs that you type into your browser (similar to http://www.ca.com). AP
web service URIs are specific to a given server. These URIs are accessible only to that portion of your
corporate network that can access your server.

The AP web service API utilizes a REST (Representational State Transfer) architecture. This means that your client programs
perform various operations by issuing the HTTP methods named GET, PUT, POST, and OPTIONS against a well-defined
hierarchy of URIs (Universal Resource Identifiers) that represent CA Automation Point objects. These URIs are like the URIs
that you type into your browser (similar to http://www.ca.com). AP web service URIs are specific to a given CA Automation
Point server. These URIs are accessible only to that portion of your corporate network that can access your CA Automation
Point server.

We have defined a set of URIs that represent meaningful CA Automation Point objects which you can manipulate. CA has also
defined which HTTP methods can be issued against a given URI, and what operation each method actually performs against
the related object.

The RESTful HTTP operations include an attached XML payload containing parameters that are associated with the desired
operation. Similarly, the replies that you receive and your error results are delivered in XML documents. The XML reply
document can be parsed to process detailed results from your request. Different XML documents apply to each specific HTTP
method, issued against a specific CA Automation Point URI.

These concepts must be understood, to use the web service API effectively.

• Which URI represents the CA Automation Point object of interest to you?
• What operation does a given HTTP method perform?
• What XML document must you supply with your request?
• What XML document is received as a reply?

The remainder of the content in this section is dedicated to answering exactly those questions.

 

 Security Considerations
Delivering functionality through web services provides great flexibility to request an action from any
computer in your corporate network. This functionality also presents a serious security concern. We
require every request to contain a user ID and password. This requirement ensures that only performs
an action for an authorized program. For more information on specifying user ID requirements, see the
documentation for each API request.
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Delivering functionality through web services provides great flexibility to request an action from any computer in your
corporate network. This functionality also presents a serious security concern. We require every request to contain a user ID
and password. This requirement ensures that CA Automation Point only performs an action for an authorized program. For
more information on specifying user ID requirements, see the documentation for each API request.

The user ID must be a valid user account for the type of action being requested. These user IDs are defined in CA Automation
Point Remote Manager or defined as a login in Notification Manager. The context in which a user ID is confirmed is called an
authentication realm. The HTTP standards do not require that an authentication realm be supplied by a client program when
calling a web service. However, the client-side API presented by some programming languages require the caller to supply the
authentication realm. One example is the Library for WWW in Perl - LWP. For all operations against notification objects the
authentication realm is named NotificationManager. For all operations against sessions and messages, the authentication realm
is named RemoteManager.

A user ID and password are included in each request. Therefore, use TLS (Transport Layer Security, also known as SSL -
Secure Sockets Layer) when running the web services in a production environment. This procedure ensures that the user ID
and password are not accessible to an attacking program. Since you are communicating through HTTP, this means that you
must use the HTTPS network scheme to secure your communications. For guidance on how to establish a TLS environment
for CA Automation Point web services, see Deploy and Configure Web Services.

 Error Replies
Typically each web service request has a separate XML reply document to reflect the unique response for
that particular operation. However, when an error occurs, the same XML error document is returned for
every web service request.

Typically each web service request has a separate XML reply document to reflect the unique response for that particular
operation. However, when an error occurs, the same XML error document is returned for every web service request.

The HTTP Status code is a standard numeric indicator of the result of an HTTP method.

The status code is always available in an HTTP header of the reply to any request. The client application can check the HTTP
Status code to determine the success or failure of the operation. When the request is successful, the applicable reply document
is returned. When the request fails, an error document is returned.

The CA Automation Point web services follow the standard definitions for HTTP success and error codes. For information on
special error code interpretation applicable to a given web service request, see the documentation for each API request.

If the HTTP status indicates a Method Not Allowed (405) error, the document that is returned by the CA Automation
Point web service request is an XML document named AllowedMethods. That XML document is defined by the
AllowedMethods.xsd schema.

If the HTTP status indicates an error other than Method Not Allowed, the document returned by the CA Automation Point web
service request is an XML document named WSResult. That XML document is defined by the WSResult.xsd schema. The
WSResult document contains detailed error codes and descriptive text about the cause of the error.

An exception to this behavior is the HTTP HEAD method. The HTTP specification states that the HEAD method only returns
HTTP headers and must not return a body. Thus, HEAD will not return a WSResult document after an error. Use the HTTP
status value in the header to detect an error. A HEAD operation can be issued against any CA Automation Point URI that
accepts a GET operation. Because it returns no body, HEAD has limited value and thus is not documented in this guide. One
possible use of HEAD would be to implement a heartbeat check of an CA Automation Point server. A heartbeat check only
requires an indication of success or failure.

 URIs, HTTP Methods, and XML Documents
A URI represents a resource upon which operations are performed. The meaning of an HTTP method is
determined by the specified URI. The API documentation is organized alphabetically by each resource
URI and HTTP method. These methods accomplish each operation, and identify the XML documents that
are required or delivered by that operation.

A URI represents a CA Automation Point resource upon which operations are performed. The meaning of an HTTP method
is determined by the specified URI. The API documentation is organized alphabetically by each resource URI and HTTP
method. These methods accomplish each CA Automation Point operation, and identify the XML documents that are required
or delivered by that operation.

These methods are documented in:

• Notification
• Internal Sessions
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• Customer Defined Sessions

The base name of a URI targeted to a CA Automation Point web service running under Tomcat on the local machine using
TLS would be:

https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc

This example base name is used for all URIs listed in the upcoming sections. In practice, a specific host name is used by
a client application running on another computer. Further, a site can choose to configure Tomcat to use a non-default port
number. Finally, during initial testing, a site may choose to avoid TLS for simplicity. That site would then use the http scheme
and the non-TLS default Tomcat port of 8080. Utilize your site-specific values for any URI in upcoming examples. The
remainder of the URI reflects the CA Automation Point resource of interest.

URIs can contain characters that are not normally allowed in a URI. Such special characters must be percent-encoded as per
the Internet Engineering Task Force RFC 3986. Some CA Automation Point XML reply documents contain URIs. These URIs
are not percent-encoded. If such a URI is used as the target URI for another web service request, it must be percent-encoded
before making that second request. Direct programmed calls to the web service API, must be percent-encode such that a URI
before using it as the target URI of another request. The UTF-8 character set must be used to percent-encode the URIs sent to
CA Automation Point web services.

The CA RequestService client-side API and command-line program automatically percent-encode any supplied URI. Thus,
when using those CA client components, customer programs must not percent-encode the URIs supplied to those CA client
components.

When issuing a web service request from the command line using the CA RequestService client application, be aware of
special characters that your operating system recognizes. These special characters are likely introduced when specifying a
query, which is expressed as part of the URI. When the URI contains such special characters, enclose this URI in double
quotes. The command interpreter for your operating system does not interpret special characters when enclosed in double
quotes. For example, when requesting a list of all sessions that are automated, you issue a GET request with a query:

https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/sessions?Automated=yes

On a Windows operating system, the equals sign is interpreted by the Windows Command Interpreter. The syntax is not
interpreted as a single URI parameter, and the command fails. To prevent Windows from misinterpreting this parameter,
enclose the parameter in double quotes:

"https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/sessions?Automated=yes"

As each XML document is identified in one of the described methods, the XML schema that defines that document is
specified. The XML schemas for all CA Automation Point web service XML documents are contained in:

%ap_home%\distrib\websvc\*.xsd

Documentation for all AP web service XML schemas is contained in:
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%ap_home%\Doc\help\websvc\xmlSchemas\*.html

These XML documents explicitly identify the character set used to encode international characters within the XML document.
The ‘encoding’ attribute of the XML ‘document type declaration’ is used to specify the desired character set. Data within the
XML document must be binary-encoded in the character set specified by the encoding attribute, or incorrect data is transmitted
to the CA Automation Point server.

All CA Automation Point sample XML documents for Windows and Linux specify an encoding value of UTF-8. The samples
for z/OS specify an encoding value of IBM1047. When CA Automation Point web service components move an XML
document into a Java String or transmit the document over a TCP/IP connection, they re-encode the data for the appropriate
character set. When these components re-encode the XML data, they also alter the XML encoding attribute of the document to
reflect the character set being used.

For example, when the RequestService command-line client outputs an XML reply document to standard output, it uses the
default character set for the operating system. On the Windows operating system, the default character set is code page 1252.
Thus, when RequestService displays an XML document on standard output on a Windows computer, the data is encoded with
code page 1252 and the XML encoding attribute contains the value ‘encoding=windows-1252’.

One final consideration is that the CA Automation Point Desktop server application processes its data in the Windows
OEM code page. XML input documents can be encoded with UTF-8 or any other character set supported by the Java
virtual machine. The actual character must exist in the OEM code page of the Windows server computer that is running CA
Automation Point. For example, not all characters in the UTF-8 character set can be mapped to an identical representation in
the commonly used OEM code page 850. When such a character cannot be represented in the OEM code page, the character is
typically displayed as an unexpected graphic character.

In XML documents, CA Automation Point web services utilize namespaces to avoid naming conflicts. Set the CA Automation
Point web service namespace as the default namespace in an attribute of the root element. Setting this attribute allows all CA
Automation Point elements to not require qualifiers in this document. Each CA Automation Point XML document is validated
against the XML schema, which defines that document. Specify the name of the schema as an attribute in the root element.

Example General Format:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<YourXMLDocumentRootElement
   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
   xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ca.com/distauto/ap/websvc/
msgData   XmlSchemaName.xsd"
   xmlns="http://www.ca.com/distauto/ap/websvc/msgData">
 
<ContentOfYourXMLDocument>
</YourXMLDocumentRootElement>

Note:  Only the XML schema name (bolded) changes from one document to another.

Example Specific Case:

This example sends a simple notification.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<NotificationRequest
   xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
   xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.ca.com/distauto/ap/websvc/
msgData   NotificationRequest.xsd"
   xmlns="http://www.ca.com/distauto/ap/websvc/msgData">
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<Name>PersonThatYouWantToNotifiy</Name>
<Tell>Hi. This is a notification test.</Tell>
</NotificationRequest>

 Query String in URIs
URI can contain a query string. RFC 3986 titled “Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax”
describes a query string as follows:

URI can contain a query string. RFC 3986 titled “Uniform Resource Identifier (URI): Generic Syntax” describes a query string
as follows:

"The query component contains non-hierarchical data that, along with data in the path component (Section 3.3), serves to
identify a resource within the scope of the URI's scheme and naming authority (if any). The query component is indicated by
the first question mark ("?") character and terminated by a number sign ("#") character or by the end of the URI … query
components are often used to carry identifying information in the form of "key=value" pairs."

The CA Automation Point URIs for which our web services accept a query string are documented in this section. CA follows
the guidance of RFC 3986. You can often apply multiple query options when specifying a URI that accepts a query string.
When specifying multiple query options, you separate each option from the previous option with an ampersand (&) character.
This format is shown in the following example:

URI-path?option1=value1&option2=value2

When an unknown query option is specified, the operation returns an HTTP status error of 400 (Bad Request) and the
operation returns a WSResult document. If an otherwise valid query option is specified, which is not applicable due to a
conflict with another query option, the non-applicable option is ignored and the operation is processed. These conflicts are
documented in this chapter.

Within some query strings, a pattern-matching expression can be used as the value of a query option. The pattern-matching
expression format that CA Automation Point recognizes is:

Character Meaning

. Matches any one character

* Matches any zero or more characters

The ‘\’ character serves as an escape character. The following escape sequences are recognized:

Character sequence Meaning

\. Matches the ‘.’ character.

\* Matches the ‘*’ character.

\\ Matches the ‘\’ character.

Any other escape sequence is treated as an error. For example, the string “AX\C” is an invalid pattern.

 Internal Sessions
These URIs and operations relate to AP internal sessions, which are not defined by customers. These
sessions are automatically created by to surface important messages regarding the operation of the
product.

These URIs and operations relate to AP internal sessions, which are not defined by customers. These sessions are
automatically created by CA Automation Point to surface important messages regarding the operation of the product.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/intsessions
Contents
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Contents

This URI represents the set of AP internal sessions.

GET intsessions

Get a list of defined AP internal sessions.

• Query Options
The following HTTP query strings can be added to the URI to control the volume of returned URIs. Most query options
represent properties of the object that are returned in the reply document. To see the definitions of those properties, you can
read the schema documentation for the reply document.

• SessionName=
The internal session name. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match session names.

• Count=
Maximum number of items the request returns. The highest value that can be set for this option is 100000. If this option
is not specified a default value of 10000 is used.

• FromCount=
The numeric count within your selected query from which sessions are included in your reply. The first position is
numbered 1. Each successive position is incremented by one. The FromCount option can be used to retrieve a few
sessions at a time, repeatedly.

• Example:
The following example shows retrieving internal sessions where names contain X:

get .../intsessions?SessionName=*X*

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the internal sessions to be returned. Any internal session that the user does not
have at least VIEW privilege, is not returned in the list.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
InternalSessionList in schema InternalSessionList.xsd
The reply contains a list of internal session names for defined/enabled internal sessions. This reply includes the URIs used
to access their details, for example:

https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/intsessions/AXC, https://
localhost:8443/apwebsvc/intsessions/VOX,
    and so on.

OPTIONS intsessions

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers
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• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID can be any valid user account on
the AP server that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/intsessions/<intsessName>
Contents

Contents

This URI represents the specific AP internal session that is identified by its name.

GET intsessions/<intsessName>

Get the properties of a specific internal session.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
InternalSession in schema InternalSession.xsd
The reply returns the properties of the specified internal session.

OPTIONS intsessions/<intsessName>

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/intsessions/<intsessName>/messages
Contents
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Contents

This URI represents the messages from this AP internal session that are processed by the AP rules engine.

GET intsessions/<intsessName>/messages

Get a list of current messages processed by CA Automation Point. Message IDs are returned in order from the oldest message
to the latest message, unless the request is altered by one or more query options.

• Query Options
These HTTP query strings can be added to the URI to control the volume of returned URIs. Most query options represent
properties of the object that are returned in the reply document. To see the definitions of those properties, you can read the
schema documentation for the reply document.

• Text=
The text of the message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match message texts.

• JobId=
Job ID associated with a message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match Job ID.

• AppName=
The application name that is associated with a message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match
application names.

• Hostname=
The name of the host where the message originated from. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match host
names.

• Category=
The category that is associated with a message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match categories.

• Severity=
The severity that is associated with a message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match severities.

• ActionMessage=
Specifies whether normal or action messages are retrieved. Value is yes or no.

• FromProcessTime=
A timestamp specifying the time in seconds elapsed since midnight Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), January 1,
1970. Only messages that are processed by CA Automation Point at the specified time or later are returned. An error
occurs when specifying a value that is larger than the value of the ToProcessTime query option, when the ToProcess
Time option is specified.

• ToProcessTime=
A timestamp specifying the time in seconds elapsed since midnight Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), January 1,
1970. Only messages that are processed by CA Automation Point at the specified time or sooner are returned. An
error occurs when specifying a value that is smaller than the value of the FromProcessTime query option, when the
FromProcessTime is specified..

• AfterId=
Specifies a message ID after which you want to retrieve messages. Only messages that occurred after AfterId are
returned. The last message ID returned in a previous GET request can be used as the AfterId in your next GET request.
If the special value 0 is specified for AfterId, the GET method returns the last (most recent) message ID. Since only
one message ID can be returned in this case, a Count option specified in the same request is ignored. Similarly a
FromCount option specified in the same request is also ignored. When using a non-zero value for AfterId, both Count
and FromCount are applied to the request.
AfterId can specify a message ID from a different session than the session which you attempt to query. Thus, you could
retrieve messages that arrive in one session after a message which arrived in another session.

• Count=
Maximum number of message IDs to be returned in this request. The highest value that can be set for this option is
100000. When this option is not specified, a default value of 10000 is used. When fewer messages than Count are
available, the count value returned in the reply document specifies the actual number of message IDs returned.

• FromCount=
The numeric count within your selected query from which sessions are included in your reply. The first position is
numbered 1. Each successive position is incremented by one. The FromCount option can be used to retrieve a few
sessions at a time, repeatedly.

• Example:
This example shows retrieving messages in groups of 10, using a sequence.
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    get .../messages?Count=10
    get .../messages?Count=10&FromCount=11
    get .../messages?Count=10&FromCount=21
    and so on.

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers
• • Status

Successful result = 200 = Ok
• Successful Reply Document

MessageList in schema MessageList.xsd
The reply contains a list of identifiers for existing messages. This reply includes the URIs used to access those messages,
for example.

https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/intsessions/<intsessName>/
messages/messageId1,
https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/intsessions/<intsessName>/
messages/messageId2,
    and so on.

OPTIONS intsessions/<intsessName>/messages

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, and POST when the user has the FULL
privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

POST intsessions/<intsessName>/messages

Submit a message into the AP rules engine treating the message as if it came from the associated AP internal session.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
Message in schema Message.xsd
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The request contains properties of the message. For example, message text, application name, host name, category,
severity, and so on. The ProcessTime property is automatically populated by CA Automation Point and can be omitted in
the request document.

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer FULL privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 201 = Created

• Location
Contains the URI to the newly created message.

• Successful Reply Document
MessageReply in schema Message.xsd
The reply contains the URI which identifies the created message. That URI is also returned in the HTTP Location
header.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/intsessions/<intsessName>/messages/ <messageId>
Contents

Contents

This URI represents a specific message that is identified by the message ID.

GET intsessions/<intsessName>/messages/<messageID>

Get the properties of a specific message.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
Message in schema Message.xsd
The reply contains the properties of the specified message.

OPTIONS intsessions/<intsessName>/messages/<messageID>

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password, in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD and PUT when the user has the FULL privilege
on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.
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• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

PUT intsessions/<intsessName>/messages/<messageID>

Change properties of a specific message

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
Message in schema Message.xsd
Currently the PUT method only allows changing the ActionMessage element value from yes to no, which removes the
message from the AP action message window. Any other changes that are contained in the input document are ignored.

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer FULL privilege on the internal session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
None

 Notification URIs
These URIs and operations relate to notifications that are processed by the Notification Manager:

These URIs and operations relate to notifications that are processed by the CA Automation Point Notification Manager:

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/notifications
Contents

Contents

This URI represents the notifications that are being (or have been) processed by Notification Manager.

GET notifications

Get a list of AP notifications. Notification IDs are returned in order from the oldest notification to the latest notification, unless
the request is altered by one or more query options.

• Query Options
These HTTP query strings can be added to the URI to control the volume and order of returned URIs. Most query options
represent properties of the object that are returned in the reply document. To see the definitions of those properties, you can
read the schema documentation for the reply document.

• AnswerableBy=
An NM Contact name that is allowed to answer the notification.

• IssuedBy=
Name of the NM login that issued the notification.

• Status=
Can specify one of these statuses for notification: Initializing, Sending, Sent, AwaitingResponse, NoResponse,
Responded, LateResponse, or Failed.

• FromTime=
A timestamp specifying the time in seconds elapsed since midnight Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), January 1,
1970. Only notifications that occurred at the specified time or later are returned. An error occurs when specifying a
value that is larger than the value of the ToTime query option, when FromTime and ToTime are specified.

• ToTime=
A timestamp specifying the time in seconds elapsed since midnight Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), January 1,
1970. Only notifications that occurred at the specified time or sooner are returned. An error occurs when specifying a
value that is smaller than the value of the FromTime query option, when FromTime and ToTime are specified.

• AfterId=
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Specifies a notification ID after which you want to retrieve notifications. Only notifications that occurred after AfterId
are returned. The last notification ID returned in a previous GET request can be used as the AfterId in your next GET
request.
If the special value 0 is specified for AfterId, the GET method returns the last (most recent) notification ID. Since only
one notification ID can be returned in this case, a Count option specified in the same request is ignored.

• Count=
Maximum number of notification IDs to be returned in this request. The highest value that can be set for this option is
100000. When this option is not specified, a default value of 10000 is used. When fewer notifications than Count are
available, the Count value returned in the reply document specifies the actual number of notifications returned.

• Example1:
This pseudo code continuously retrieves notifications that arrive after your first GET operation. This code also limits the
number of notifications that are retrieved to 10 at a time.

LastIdOfOurPreviousGet = 0
while ( YouWantToContinue )
{
    GET .../notifications?AfterId=LastIdOfOurPreviousGet&Count=10
    If  ( our reply contains notification IDs )
    {
        Do something with the retrieved notification IDs
        LastIdOfOurPreviousGet = last ID from our reply
    }
    Sleep a little while
}  

• Example2:
This pseudo code gets all notifications that occurred starting at 9:00 AM this morning and stop when the last notification is
reached.

GET .../notifications?FromTime=TimeFor9:00AMToday&Count=10
While ( the number retrieved > 0 )
{
    Do something with the retrieved notification IDs
    LastIdOfOurPreviousGet = last ID from our reply
    If ( number retrieved < 10 )
        break
    GET .../notifications?AfterId=LastIdOfOurPreviousGet&Count=10
}

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be an NM Login.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
NotificationList in schema NotificationList.xsd
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The reply contains a list of identifiers for existing notification requests. This reply includes the URIs used to access those
notifications, for example:

http://localhost:8080/apwebsvc/notifications/notificationId1,
http://localhost:8080/apwebsvc/notifications/notificationId2,
and so on.

When the user has the View All Notifications privilege, the list contains every notification. Otherwise the user retrieves
only those notifications for which the user was directly involved with the notification. Specifically, the user sent the
notification, the user was the intended recipient, or the user was notified during the escalation process.

OPTIONS notifications

OPTIONS notifications

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be an NM Login.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. Contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, and POST when the user has the Notify All Contacts
privilege.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

POST notifications

Send a notification.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
NotificationRequest in schema NotificationRequest.xsd
The request contains characteristics of the notification, such as who is notified and what is NM to tell that person.

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be an NM Login with the
Notify All contacts privilege on the AP server that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 202 = Accepted

• Location
Contains the URI to the newly created notification.

• Successful Reply Document
NotificationRequestReply in schema NotificationRequest.xsd
The reply contains the URI which identifies the created notification. That URI is also returned in the HTTP Location
header.
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 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/notifications/<notificationId>
Contents

Contents

This URI represents a specific notification that is identified by its ID number.

GET notifications/<notificationId>

Get the properties of a specific notification.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be an NM Login.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
Notification in schema Notification.xsd
The reply contains properties of the notification, such as Tell text, IntendedRecipient, SenderLogin, and Status.

OPTIONS notifications/<notificationId>

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be an NM Login.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/notifications/<notificationId>/answer
Contents

Contents

This URI represents the answer for the notification that is identified by its ID number.

When the notification did not ask a question, the associated answer URI does not exist.

GET notifications/<notificationId>/answer

Get the properties of the answer to a notification.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
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Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be an NM Login. The user
also must have the Answer All Notifications privilege or an associated contact for that user must have been notified as
part of the notification.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok
A result of 404 (Not Found) is returned when the associated notification did not ask a question and thus cannot have an
answer.

• Successful Reply Document
NotificationAnswer in schema NotificationAnswer.xsd
The reply contains the numeric choice that was made to answer the notification. The valid numeric answers range from 1 to
9. When the notification has not yet been answered, the numeric answer 0 is returned. The AnswerText associated with the
numeric choice is also returned.

OPTIONS notifications/<notificationId>/answer

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be an NM Login. The
user also must have either the Answer All Notifications privilege or an associated contact for that user must have been
notified as part of the notification.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok
A result of 404 (Not Found) is returned when the associated notification did not ask a question and thus cannot have an
answer.

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, and PUT when the user is authorized to answer
the notification and it was not answered yet.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

PUT notifications/<notificationId>/answer

Answers a specific notification.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
NotificationAnswer in schema NotificationAnswer.xsd
The document contains the numeric choice that identifies the answer for the specified notification in the AnswerNumber
attribute. The allowed values range from 1 to 9. The value of the Answer element is ignored and can be empty.

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password, in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be an NM Login. The
user also must have either the Answer All Notifications privilege or an associated contact for that user must have been
notified as part of the notification.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok
A result of 404 (Not Found) is returned when the associated notification did not ask a question and thus cannot have an
answer.
A result of 405 (Method Not Allowed) is returned when someone else already answered the notification.
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A result of 409 (Conflict) is returned when someone else answered the notification during the processing of this PUT
request.

• Allow
When a PUT is performed on a notification and the notification has already been answered, a 405 error is returned. This
header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD.

• Successful Reply Document
None

 Customer Defined Sessions
These URIs and operations relate to AP sessions that are defined by customers and typically monitor a
remote host:

These URIs and operations relate to AP sessions that are defined by customers and typically monitor a remote host:

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/sessions
Contents

 Contents 

  

This URI represents the set of AP sessions that are defined to monitor hosts.

GET sessions

Get a list of defined AP session names.

 Query Options 

These HTTP query strings can be added to the URI to control the volume of returned URIs. Most query options represent
properties of the object that are returned in the reply document. To see the definitions of those properties, you can read the
schema documentation for the reply document.

 SessionName=
The AP session name. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match session names.

 SystemName=
The AP system name field. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match system names.

 ConsoleType=
The type of console that is used by the session. The valid values are:

 Valid Values 

ASYNCH SYSPLEX

Default TANDEM

DTX TANDEMALL

INIT TPF3270

iSeries TPFASYNCH

JES3 VAX

JES3MCS VAXALL

MCS VM

RCS VSE

 Terminal=

The terminal used by the session. The valid values are:

 Valid Values 

3278 3279_3 AXC

3278_2 3279_4 VIO

3278_3 3279_5 VT52
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3278_4 3477 VT100

3278_5 5292 VT320

3279 6530 VT420

3279_2 ASYNCH  

 Automated=

Indicates the automation status. Valid values are:

 yes
The session is currently being automated.

 paused
Automation on the session has been explicitly paused.

 no
The session is not automated by configuration and cannot be dynamically automated.

 Connected=
Indicates the state of the connection to the monitored host. Valid values are: yes and no.

 Count=
Maximum number of session IDs to be returned in this request. The highest value that can be set for this option is 100000. If
this option is not specified a default value of 10000 is used.

 FromCount=
The numeric count within your selected query from which sessions are included in your reply. The first position is numbered
1. Each successive position is incremented by one. The FromCount option can be used to retrieve a few sessions at a time,
repeatedly.

 Example:
This example shows retrieving sessions in groups of 10, using a sequence:

    get .../sessions?Count=10    get .../sessions?
Count=10&FromCount=11    get .../sessions?Count=10&FromCount=21    and
 so on.

 Request Document 

None

 HTTP Request Headers 

 Authorization 
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with
the AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the sessions to be returned. Any session for which the user does not have at
least VIEW privilege, is not returned in the list.

 HTTP Response Headers 

 Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

 Successful Reply Document 

SessionList in schema SessionList.xsd

This reply contains a list of customer-assigned session names for existing sessions. This reply includes the URIs used to access
those sessions, for example:

https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/sessions/sessionName1,https://
localhost:8443/apwebsvc/sessions/sessionName2, and so on.
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OPTIONS sessions

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

 Query Options
None

 Request Document
None

 HTTP Request Headers 

 Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID can be any valid user account on the AP
server that is the target of this HTTP method.

 HTTP Response Headers 

 Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

 Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD.

 Successful Reply Document 

AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>
Contents

Contents

This URI represents the specific AP session that is identified by session name.

GET sessions/<sessionName>

Get the properties of a specific session.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
Session in schema Session.xsd
The reply returns the properties of the specified session, for example, SessionName, ConsoleType, and Automated.
A DeviceDetails property contains a URI to another resource. This resource contains details that are specific to the type of
device that is used to make the connection to the monitored host. The URI points to an additional subnode of the AP URI
hierarchy underneath the current sessionName node. The new subnode has one of the following three values:

.../apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/TN3270

.../apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/TN5250

.../apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/Asynchronous
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A Type attribute supplies information about the type of connection. A GET operation against such a subnode URI returns
different properties which are characteristic of the type of connection. Details about the properties of each of these URIs are
described later in this document.

OPTIONS sessions/<sessionName>

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD. It also contains PUT and POST when the user
has the FULL privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This replay contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

POST sessions/<sessionName>

Execute a command in a specific session.

This operation is only valid for sessions that are connected to live, interactive sessions. When this command is issued into an
artificial AP session, for example, Event Traffic Control sessions, there is no meaning. A POST to such a session returns the
HTTP status 405 (Method not allowed).

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
SessionCommand in schema SessionCommand.xsd
The request contains the command that is run in the session that is the target of this HTTP method. The command text can
contain the set of AP @ key abbreviations. For more information, see the key abbreviation table in Customizing Special
Files. No ‘@E’ key is required at the end of the command.
By default, the command is synchronous. This means that the API waits until any X-state on a session is cleared and the
command has been transmitted to the monitored host.
Within the Command document, optionally the command can be processed asynchronously.

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer FULL privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result for a synchronous command = 200 = Ok
The success of a synchronous command means that the command was transmitted to the monitored host.
Success for an asynchronous command = 202 = Accepted.
The success of an asynchronous command means that the command was accepted by the AP server for later
transmission to the monitored host.

• Successful Reply Document
None
A command is simply executed. CA Automation Point cannot access any properties of a command after it has been
executed.

PUT sessions/<sessionName>

Change the properties of a specific session.
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• Query Options
These HTTP query strings can be added to the URI to control the order in which the desired changes are made.

• Order=
The property names Automated and Connected are listed in the order in which their values will be changed. The
property names are separated by commas. Both property names must be specified, or the PUT method returns an error.
When an Order option is not specified, the order the properties are changed follows this specified query string:

PUT .../<sessionName>?Order=Automated,Connected

• Request Document
Session in schema Session.xsd
The request contains the requested state for this specified session. Currently only the Connected and Automated session
properties can be modified. Any other differences between the current state and the data in the request document are
ignored. When the current Automated state is no then it cannot be changed because the session is not configured to be
automated. In addition, the Automated state cannot be changed from yes or paused to no.

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer FULL privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok
A successful status is only returned when all changes are successful. Otherwise, an error is returned and error details
are provided in a WSResult document. A subsequent GET operation can also be performed on the session to identify
properties that were not changed to the desired values.

• Successful Reply Document
None

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/Asynchronous
Contents

Contents

This URI represents the asynchronous communication properties of the specified session.

Do not construct this URI in an application. Only use this URI to retrieve the value of the DeviceDetails property that is
returned by the GET method on a:

.../apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName> URI 

Only one of the following URI subnodes is valid for any given session:

../<sessionName>/Asynchronous,

../<sessionName>/TN3270, or

../<sessionName>/TN5250

GET sessions/<sessionName>/Asynchronous

Get the asynchronous properties of the named session.

• Query Options
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None
• Request Document

None
• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
SessionAsynchronous in schema SessionAsynchronous.xsd
The reply contains properties such as Hostname, Port, and CommunicationDevice which identifies a COM port, telnet
protocol, SSH protocol, or in-memory AP session.

OPTIONS sessions/<sessionName>/Asynchronous

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok
A result of 404 (Not Found) is returned when the associated session is not an asynchronous session.

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/messages
Contents

Contents

This URI represents the messages from this AP session that are processed by the AP rules engine.

GET sessions/<sessionName>/messages

Get a list of current messages processed by CA Automation Point. Message IDs are returned in order from the oldest message
to the latest message, unless the request is altered by one or more query options.

• Query Options
These HTTP query strings can be added to the URI to control the volume of returned URIs. Most query options represent
properties of the object that are returned in the reply document. To see the definitions of those properties, you can read the
schema documentation for the reply document.

• Text=
The text of the message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match message texts.

• JobId=
Job ID associated with a message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match Job ID.

• AppName=
The application name that is associated with a message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match
application names.

• Hostname=
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The name of the host where the message originated from. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match host
names.

• Category=
The category that is associated with a message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match categories.

• Severity=
The severity that is associated with a message. A pattern-matching expression can be used to match severities.

• ActionMessage=
Specifies whether normal or action messages are retrieved.Value is yes or no.

• FromProcessTime=
A timestamp specifying the time in seconds elapsed since midnight Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), January
1, 1970. Only messages processed by Automation Point at the specified time or later are returned.An error occurs
when specifying a value that is larger than the value of the ToProcessTime query option, when FromProcessTime and
ToProcessTime are specified.

• ToProcessTime=
A timestamp specifying the time in seconds elapsed since midnight Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), January 1,
1970. Only messages processed by Automation Point at the specified time or sooner are returned. An error occurs when
specifying a value that is smaller than the value of the FromProcessTime query option, when FromProcessTime and
ToProcessTime are specified.

• AfterId=
Specifies a message ID after which you want to retrieve messages. Only messages that occurred after AfterId are
returned. The last message ID returned in a previous GET request can be used as the AfterId in your next GET request.
When the special value 0 is specified for AfterId, the GET method returns the last (most recent) message ID. Since
only one message ID can be returned in this case, a Count option specified in the same request is ignored. Similarly a
FromCount option specified in the same request is also ignored. When using a non-zero value for AfterId, both Count
and FromCount are applied to the request.
AfterId can specify a message ID from a different session than the session which you attempt to query. Thus, you could
retrieve messages that arrive in one session after a message which arrived in another session.

• Count=
Maximum number of message IDs to be returned in this request. The highest value that can be set for this option is
100000. If this option is not specified a default value of 10000 is used. When fewer messages than Count are available,
the count value returned in the reply document specifies the actual number of message IDs returned.

• FromCount=
The numeric count within your selected query from which sessions are included in your reply. The first position is
numbered 1. Each successive position is incremented by one. The FromCount option can be used to retrieve a few
sessions at a time, repeatedly.

• Example:
This example retrieves messages in groups of 10, using a sequence.

get .../messages?Count=10
get .../messages?Count=10&FromCount=11
get .../messages?Count=10&FromCount=21
and so on.

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
MessageList in schema MessageList.xsd
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The reply contains a list of identifiers for existing messages. This reply includes the URIs used to access those messages,
for example:

https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/
messages/messageId1,
https://localhost:8443/apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/
messages/messageId2,
    and so on.

OPTIONS sessions/<sessionName>/messages

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, and POST when the user has the FULL
privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

POST sessions/<sessionName>/messages

Submit a message into the AP rules engine treating the message as if it came from the associated AP session.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
Message in schema Message.xsd
The request contains properties of the message, for example, message text, application name, host name, category, and
severity. The ProcessTime property is automatically populated by CA Automation Point and can be omitted in the request
document.

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer FULL privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 201 = Created

• Location
Contains the URI to the newly created message

• Successful Reply Document
MessageReply in schema Message.xsd
The reply contains the URI which identifies the created message. That URI is also returned in the HTTP Location header.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/messages/ <messageId>
Contents
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Contents

This URI represents a specific message that is identified by the message ID.

GET sessions/<sessionName>/messages/<messageID>

Get the properties of a specific message.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
Message in schema Message.xsd
The reply contains the properties of the specified message.

OPTIONS sessions/<sessionName>/messages/<messageID>

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password, in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, GET, HEAD, and PUT when the user has the FULL privilege
on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

PUT sessions/<sessionName>/messages/<messageID>

Change properties of a specific message

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
Message in schema Message.xsd
Currently the PUT method only allows changing the ActionMessage element value from yes to no, which removes the
message from the AP action message window. Any other changes that are contained in the input document are ignored.

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer FULL privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok
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• Successful Reply Document
None

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/TN3270
Contents

Contents

This URI represents the 3270 communication properties of the specified session.

Do not construct this URI in an application. Only use this URI to retrieve the value of the DeviceDetails property that is
returned by the GET method on a:

.../apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName> URI

Only one of the following URI subnodes

../<sessionName>/Asynchronous,

../<sessionName>/TN3270, or

../<sessionName>/TN5250

is valid for any given session.

GET sessions/<sessionName>/TN3270

Get the 3270 properties of the named session.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
SessionTN3270 in schema SessionTN3270.xsd
The reply contains properties such as Hostname, Port, and DeviceName.

OPTIONS sessions/<sessionName>/TN3270

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers
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• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok
A result of 404 (Not Found) is returned when the associated session is not a 3270 session.

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, HEAD, GET.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

 URI https //localhost 8443/apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName>/TN5250
Contents

Contents

This URI represents the 5250 communication properties of the specified session.

Do not construct this URI in an application. Only use this URI to retrieve the value of the DeviceDetails property that is
returned by the GET method on a:

 .../apwebsvc/sessions/<sessionName> URI

Only one of the following URI subnodes

../<sessionName>/Asynchronous,

../<sessionName>/TN3270, or

../<sessionName>/TN5250

is valid for any given session.

GET sessions/<sessionName>/TN5250

Get the 5250 properties of the named session.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None

• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok

• Successful Reply Document
SessionTN5250 in schema SessionTN5250.xsd
The reply contains properties such as Hostname, Port, and DeviceName.

OPTIONS sessions/<sessionName>/TN5250

Obtains a list of HTTP methods that can be issued against this URI.

• Query Options
None

• Request Document
None
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• HTTP Request Headers

• Authorization
Supply a user ID and password in the HTTP Basic Authentication format. The user ID must be a user account with the
AP Remote Viewer VIEW privilege on the session that is the target of this HTTP method.

• HTTP Response Headers

• Status
Successful result = 200 = Ok
A result of 404 (Not Found) is returned when the associated session is not a 5250 session.

• Allow
List of allowed methods. This header contains OPTIONS, HEAD, GET.

• Successful Reply Document
AllowedMethods in schema AllowedMethods.xsd
This reply contains the same methods as listed in the HTTP Allow header.

6 Messages

*Search Field*

This section provides the following information:

 

 

 Messages Content Changes
The following updates have been made since the last release:

The following updates have been made since the last release:

Added the following messages:

• AXC0753W

• AXC0953W

• AXC0560I

• AXC0561I

• AXC0562I

Modified the following messages:

• AXC0316W

• AXC2101I

• AXC2102I

• AXC2104I

• AXC0553I

• AXC1702I

Removed the following messages:

• AXC0038W

• AXC0009E

• AXC0025E

• AXC0036E

• AXC0041E
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 Message Format
All messages have the following format:

All CA Automation Point messages have the following format:

Prefix  Return Information  Suffix  MessageText

• Prefix
Indicates the component or environment that issued the message, limited to three characters:

• AXC
ADDRESS AXC or session management
ADDRESS OPS or CA OPS/MVS to CA Automation Point Interface

• VOX
ADDRESS VOX or notification services

• PPQ
ADDRESS PPQADDRESS GLV

• TNG
ADDRESS TNG

• Return Information
A four-digit number or the return code set by a command executed from any of the CA Automation Point ADDRESS
command environments.

• Suffix
Indicates the message type (one-character); most messages have one of the following suffixes:

• I
Indicates Information about CA Automation Point requiring no response from you.

• A
Indicates messages requiring you to respond by taking some Action.

• W
Indicates a Warning of non-critical errors.

• E
Indicates an Error message, usually not recoverable. If it is possible to recover from the error, CA Automation Point
asks you for more information.

• F
Indicates a Fatal error, not recoverable.

• X
Indicates an internal error. This type of error occurs only in rare cases and usually requires that you contact CA
Technical Support.

 Message Flow
The following table describes the message flow and ranges for messages issued by each component or
ADDRESS command environment.

The following table describes the message flow and ranges for messages issued by each CA Automation Point component or
ADDRESS command environment.

Component or
Environment

Message Prefix Where Displayed Where Logged Return Code Range
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Session Management
or ADDRESS AXC

AXC AP Msg window AP Message log 0001-1129

1200-3999

8700-8749

8900-8949

CA OPS/MVS to CA
Automation Point
interface or ADDRESS
OPS

AXC AP Msg window AP Message log 1130-1199

Notification Services
orADDRESS VOX

VOX AP Notification
Messages window

ASOTRACE 5100-5699

6000-6299

ADDRESS PPQ: PPQ N/A ASOTRACE  

PPQ-specific error    4500-4699

PPQ reserved errors    4956-4999

ADDRESS TNG TNG N/A ASOTRACE 5900-5999

Common to all CA
Automation Point
ADDRESS command
environments:

VOX

PPQ

TNG

N/A ASOTRACE  

General parser errors    4001-4099

Common parser
keyword errors

   4100-4149

Common utility
services errors

   4150-4499

Note: The severity level setting on the Configuration Manager Error Tracing dialog determines which messages are logged to
ASOTRACE. For more information, see the What's This? help for this dialog.

 Message Rules
You can write rules to detect and react to any message that appears in a desktop function window;
messages with prefixes AXC and VOX are the most common in this category.

You can write rules to detect and react to any message that appears in a CA Automation Point desktop function window;
messages with prefixes AXC and VOX are the most common in this category.

Note: For more information, see Command and Keyword Reference.

 Common Messages
 common messages (with a range of 4000-4499) fall into the following categories:

CA Automation Point common messages (with a range of 4000-4499) fall into the following categories:

• General parser errors
• Common parser keyword errors
• Common utility services errors

Note:

: These messages are issued on behalf of several address environments. Because these messages may have one of a number of
prefixes (such as AXC, VOX, PPQ, or TNG), message prefixes are indicated by XXX. See the Message Format and Message
Flow topics for information about the message prefix.

The common messages in this section are generated by CA Automation Point.
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 XXX4001E
Unrecognized command: command.

Unrecognized command: command.

Reason:

The command specified by command is not part of the current REXX ADDRESS environment.

Action:

Verify that the command name is spelled correctly and that the proper REXX ADDRESS environment is in effect.

 XXX4002E
Unrecognized operand: operand.

Unrecognized operand: operand.

Reason:

The operand (operand) is not valid for the REXX subcommand issued.

Action:

Verify that the operand is spelled correctly and that it is a valid operand of the command. See the Command and Keyword
Reference Guide for more information about the syntax of commands in each command environment.

 XXX4003E
Invalid operand value: operand.

Invalid operand value: operand.

Reason:

The operand value specified by operand is not valid for the command issued.

Action:

Verify that the operand value is valid for the command. For more information, see the Command and Keyword Reference
Guide.

 XXX4004E
Syntax error @ string.

Syntax error @ string.

Reason:

A syntax error in a command occurred. The error occurred when parsing the string string.

Action:

Verify the correct syntax for the command in question. See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for more information
about the syntax of commands in each command environment.

 XXX4005E
Insufficient memory.

Insufficient memory.

Reason:

There were insufficient memory/resources to complete some aspect of command processing.

Action:

Examine the file ASOTRACE.LOG for error messages. If the cause of the insufficient memory/resource condition is not
apparent, contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4006E
Missing operand: operand.
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Missing operand: operand.

Reason:

A required operand (indicated by operand) for this command is missing.

Action:

Verify the presence of all required operands. See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for more information about
commands for each environment and their required operands.

 XXX4007E
Duplicate operand:

Duplicate operand:

operand.

Reason:

You specified the same operand (indicated by operand) more than once in the command.

Action:

Eliminate the duplicate operand clause in the command.

 XXX4008E
REXX shared variable interface, RC = rc.

REXX shared variable interface, RC = rc.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while attempting to access the REXX shared variable interface.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4009E
REXX variable variable not set, RC = rc.

REXX variable variable not set, RC = rc.

Reason:

The specified REXX variable is not set.

Action:

Verify that the variable specified by the VAR operand on the command is set. If the command did not contain a VAR clause,
locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4010E
External data queue failure, RC = rc.

External data queue failure, RC = rc.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while attempting to access the REXX external data queue.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4011E
Missing open parenthesis @ string.

Missing open parenthesis @ string.

Reason:
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A missing open parenthesis was detected while parsing the REXX subcommand. The location within the command where the
error occurred is indicated by string.

Action:

Verify proper matching of open and closed parenthesis around keyword operands. See the Command and Keyword Reference
Guide for more information about the syntax of commands in each environment.

 XXX4012E
Missing closed parenthesis @ string.

Missing closed parenthesis @ string.

Reason:

A missing closed parenthesis was detected while parsing the REXX subcommand. The location within the command where the
error occurred is indicated by string.

Action:

Verify proper matching of open and closed parenthesis around operand values. See the Command and Keyword Reference
Guide for more information about the syntax of commands in each environment.

 XXX4013E
Mismatched quotes @ string.

Mismatched quotes @ string.

Reason:

An opening single or double quote without a corresponding closing quote was detected. The location within the command
where the error occurred is indicated by string.

Action:

Verify proper pairing of quotes, especially within keyword operands. See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for
more information about the syntax of commands in each environment.

 XXX4014E
Operands operand1 and operand2 are mutually exclusive.

Operands operand1 and operand2 are mutually exclusive.

Reason:

The operands you specified cannot be used together.

Action:

Specify either operand.

 XXX4015E
Missing one of the following required operands: operand(s)

Missing one of the following required operands: operand(s)

Reason:

This message is followed by a list of required operands.

Action:

Make sure you have specified the required operand(s).

 XXX4016E
Requires privilege = 'privilege'.

Requires privilege = 'privilege'.

Reason:
The operation cannot be performed because the user running the program does not have the identified privilege.
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Action:
Assign the specified privilege to the desired user ID and run the program again.

 XXX4100E
The operand operand value value is invalid.

The operand operand value value is invalid.

Reason:

The operand you specified is invalid.

Action:

Specify a valid operand.

 XXX4105E
Invalid COUNT parameter count in variable varname.

Invalid COUNT parameter count in variable varname.

Reason:

The stem variable specified by varname does not contain a valid count integer.

Action:

Verify that the stem variable used for command input is properly set up with the varname.0 element containing an integer
count of lines, and that the elements varname.1 through varname.n are set (where n is the value placed in varname.0).

 XXX4150E
Internal error; see trace log.

Internal error; see trace log.

Reason:

An internal error has occurred during the processing of a command.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4151E
Insufficient space for return data.

Insufficient space for return data.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4152E
Library Semaphore Failure.

Library Semaphore Failure.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4166E
Insufficient Packet Space.
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Insufficient Packet Space.

Reason:

There are too many PPQ queue names to list at once. Following this error message, as many queue names as possible will be
displayed.

Action:

You may want to reissue the PPQ LIST command with a specific queue name if the queue you were looking for was not
displayed.

 XXX4170E
Not Authorized

Not Authorized

Reason:

An attempt to use an address environment (GLV, PPQ, VOX, or TNG) failed because the address environment is not available.
This is due either to the address environment not being configured correctly, or to it not being operational.

Action:

Make sure the address environment has been configured correctly and is operational.

 XXX4171E
Incompatible version detected.

Incompatible version detected.

Reason:

This message indicates that you are using a PPQ feature that is not supported by one of the CA Automation Point PPQs
currently in use.

Action:

Use a supported PPQ feature.

 XXX4200W
Queue empty.

Queue empty.

Reason:

A linked-list fetch operation found no elements in the queue. This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4201E
Anchor was reached during fetch.

Anchor was reached during fetch.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4202E
Timeout occurred on lock.

Timeout occurred on lock.

Reason:
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This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4203E
Cannot insert anchor.

Cannot insert anchor.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4204E
Cannot delete anchor.

Cannot delete anchor.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4205E
Anchor has non-zero count.

Anchor has non-zero count.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4206E
Unable to open semaphore.

Unable to open semaphore.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4207E
Unable to request semaphore.

Unable to request semaphore.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4208E
Element needs null pointers.
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Element needs null pointers.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4209E
Invalid placement.

Invalid placement.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4210E
Invalid method.

Invalid method.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4211E
Unsound queue.

Unsound queue.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4212E
Invalid item number parameter.

Invalid item number parameter.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4213E
Invalid linked list element.

Invalid linked list element.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.
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 XXX4240E
No logger task available.

No logger task available.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4241E
Item not traced.

Item not traced.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 XXX4280E
Invalid format string.

Invalid format string.

Reason:

There was an internal error when retrieving messages from the message file.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC Messages
Messages prefixed with AXC are generated to report the statuses of globally-defined settings used to
run , session configurations, the rules file, REXX settings, and tracing levels. The AXC messages in this
section are generated by .

Messages prefixed with AXC are generated to report the statuses of globally-defined settings used to run CA Automation
Point, session configurations, the rules file, REXX settings, and tracing levels. The AXC messages in this section are generated
by CA Automation Point.

Note:

: There are also a number of common messages that can be generated with the AXC prefix (4000 through 4499). See Common
Messages for a description of any messages in that range.

 AXC0002E
Script file filename ignored - cannot be opened

Script file filename ignored - cannot be opened

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not find or could not read the file name specified in a script keyword.

Action:

Verify that the file name exists, is spelled correctly, and is in the current directory if the complete file name has not been
specified.

 AXC0003E
Session sessname ignored - cause

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Session sessname ignored - cause

Reason:

CA Automation Point has encountered a problem with your session definition indicated by sessname. The reason is further
specified by cause.

Action:

Look for errors in the session definitions for sessname.

 AXC0007E
No valid sessions found in the Session Definition Set

No valid sessions found in the Session Definition Set

Reason:

You have defined no sessions or all of your defined sessions are not configured correctly.

Action:

Add new session definitions or look for configuration errors in the session definition sets.

 AXC0008E
Host message log file filename ignored - cannot be opened

Host message log file filename ignored - cannot be opened

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not open for output the host message log file.

Action:

Try either of the following actions to solve the problem:

Verify that the disk that contains the host message log is not write-protected and that it contains some empty space.

Verify that the %AP_DATA%\Logs directory exists.

 AXC0013E
Session limit of nnn sessions exceeded.

Session limit of nnn sessions exceeded.

Reason:

You have defined more sessions than CA Automation Point allows. The maximum number of session definitions allowed is
250, but can be lowered using configuration.

Action:

Remove old or unnecessary session definitions from the session definition set.

 AXC0014E
Error in keyboard file filename

Error in keyboard file filename

Reason:

CA Automation Point detected a problem in the indicated keyboard parameter file. Other messages accompany this message to
identify the specific error.

Action:

Correct the error, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0017E
AP message log file filename ignored - cannot be opened

AP message log file filename ignored - cannot be opened
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Reason:

CA Automation Point could not open for output the CA Automation Point message log file.

Action:

Ensure that the disk containing the CA Automation Point message log is not write-protected and contains some empty space.

 AXC0018E
Invalid action window size

Invalid action window size

Reason:

You specified an incorrect value for the window size inthe Action Message Area in the CA Automation Point Merged
Messages window. The Action Message Area can contain no more than 19 lines.

Action:

Make sure the Merged Message Window Height field in the Automation Point Desktop settings is set to a value between 1 and
19.

 AXC0019E
Illegal use of reserved session name - sessname ignored.

Illegal use of reserved session name - sessname ignored.

Reason:

One of your sessions (indicated by sessname) has an invalid name. The session name probably contains the letters “AXC,”
which CA Automation Point reserves for its own use.

Action:

Select a different session name.

 AXC0020E
An automation process is currently running.

An automation process is currently running.

Reason:

You tried to start the AXC utilities while CA Automation Point was running or you tried to start CA Automation Point while
the AXC utilities were running.

Action:

Start either the AXC utilities or CA Automation Point.

 AXC0021W
Expected YES or NO.

Expected YES or NO.

Reason:

You specified a value other than YES or NO for a parameter statement that requires one of these values.

Action:

Change the invalid value to either YES or NO.

 AXC0023W
Bad file name or file not found filename.

Bad file name or file not found filename.

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not find a file with the name filename that you specified, possibly because you misspelled the file
name or the file is not in the installation location(s).
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Action:

Ensure that the file name mentioned in the message exists in the installation location and has not been renamed since
specifying it in Configuration Manager.

 AXC0026E
Error on host message log file filename - now closed.

Error on host message log file filename - now closed.

Reason:

CA Automation Point tried to write to the host message log file, but the operating system reported a write error.

If CA Automation Point cannot open the file for any reason or if the disk runs out of space, CA Automation Point disables
message logging to the file. The disk has probably run out of space because the host message log filecontains too many
messages.

Action:

Increase the number of files and decrease the number of lines per file in the Host Messages area of the Message Log Settings
dialog of Configuration Manager.

 AXC0031I
Host message log file logfile in use.

Host message log file logfile in use.

Reason:

If you told CA Automation Point to create a log file by specifying a log file name, this message appears when you start CA
Automation Point.

Action:

None.

 AXC0033I
AP message log file logfile in use.

AP message log file logfile in use.

Reason:

If you told CA Automation Point to create a message log file by specifying a log file name, this message appears when you
start CA Automation Point.

Action:

None.

 AXC0035E
Invalid escape sequence: text. Destination session: sessname.

Invalid escape sequence: text. Destination session: sessname.

Reason:

CA Automation Point tried to issue a command to the session indicated by sessname, but the command contained an invalid
escape sequence, indicated by text.

Action:

See Administrating for a list of valid escape sequences. Find the required key operation or abbreviation and specify its value
within the command in place of the invalid value.

 AXC0037W
Timeout=0 Restart disabled for session:sessname.

Timeout=0 Restart disabled for session:sessname.

Reason:
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This message indicates that the session will not be restarted.

Action:

To avoid receiving this message in the future, set the Timeout value to a value greater than 0.

 

 AXC0042E
Session definition set not found.

Session definition set not found.

Reason:
There is either no active session definition set configured or the session definition set file specified by this setting or as
command line parameter is missing.

Action:
Identify the active session definition set using Configuration manager and confirm that corresponding file exists.

 AXC0100A
Enter command for session name

Enter command for session name

Reason:

CA Automation Point is waiting for you to issue a command to the session indicated.

Action:

Enter the command to be issued to the session or press the Alt+N keys to select a different target session for the command.

 AXC0101I
Automation Point Paused

Automation Point Paused

Reason:

CA Automation Point has been globally paused. All automated sessions will remain paused until automation has been globally
restarted.

 AXC0103A
Enter REXX program or script to execute in session name

Enter REXX program or script to execute in session name

Reason:

CA Automation Point is waiting for you to enter the name of a script file or REXX program. CA Automation Point executes
the file for the session indicated.

Action:

Enter the name of the REXX program or script file to issue to the session or press Alt+N to select a different target session for
the command.

 AXC0104A
No automated sessions. Enter REXX program to execute.

No automated sessions. Enter REXX program to execute.

Reason:

None of the sessions that you defined are automated, meaning that CA Automation Point is not directly automating any
sessions.

You can start a REXX program from the command line, but you cannot activate script files or enter host commands.

Action:
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Enter the name of a REXX program or press the Esc key to cancel.

 AXC0110I
Initializing session sessname

Initializing session sessname

Reason:

CA Automation Point is initializing the session indicated.

Action:

None.

 AXC0111E
Console for session sessname initialized but inactive

Console for session sessname initialized but inactive

Reason:

CA Automation Point has initialized the console for the session indicated, but the console is inactive.

Action:

Verify that all hardware connections for the session are intact and working. If you cannot find the source of the problem,
contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0112E
Console for session sessname not initialized

Console for session sessname not initialized

Reason:

CA Automation Point cannot initialize the console for the session indicated.

Action:

Verify that the session definition contains no errors and make sure that all hardware connections for the session are intact. If
you find no session definition or hardware problems, contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0114E
No command line keyword

No command line keyword

Reason:

When you started the CA Automation Point utilities program (AXCUTIL2), you did not specify an operand requesting an
action, such as customizing a keyboard parameter file.

Action:

Restart the utilities program with the proper operands.

 AXC0115E
KBPARMFILE requires both input and output parameter filenames

KBPARMFILE requires both input and output parameter filenames

Reason:

When you started the CA Automation Point utilities program (AXCUTIL2) with the KBPARMFILE operand, you did not
provide all of the required arguments that the KBPARMFILE operand needs for processing.

Action:

Restart the utilities program, specifying the infile and outfile values as the KBPARMFILE arguments.
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 AXC0117E
Unrecognized command line keyword

Unrecognized command line keyword

Reason:

When you started the CA Automation Point utilities program (AXCUTIL2), you specified an unrecognized operand.

Action:

Restart the utilities program with a valid operand such as FONTS or KBPARMFILE.

 AXC0200I
Syntax error in statement

Syntax error in statement

Reason:

CA Automation Point found a syntax error in the preceding statement.

Action:

Scan the statement for missing or invalid delimiters (such as commas or blanks). Update the appropriate line in the rules or
script file, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0201I
Invalid statement type keyword specified

Invalid statement type keyword specified

Reason:

CA Automation Point found the invalid keyword indicated in a script file.

Action:

Edit the script file, correct the line in error, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0202I
Format error processing the keyword keyword

Format error processing the keyword keyword

Reason:

The text associated with the indicated keyword contained unmatched parentheses.

Action:

Edit the rules file, correct the line in error, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0203I
keyword = keyvalue invalid and ignored

keyword = keyvalue  invalid and ignored

Reason:

The indicated keyword and/or value is invalid.

Action:

Edit the rules fileor the script file. Correct the statement in error, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0210E
No search active: ENDSEARCH ignored

No search active: ENDSEARCH ignored

Reason:
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The script file that is running contains an unequal number of SEARCH and ENDSEARCH statements.

Action:

Edit the script file, correct the error, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0211E
Communications failure with session id name

Communications failure with session id name

Reason:

Host communications with the indicated CA Automation Point session have terminated. This message usually indicates some
form of communication problem between the session and the host.

Action:

This situation is normal if the mainframe is being IPLed. If not, jump to the indicated session and look at the status line at the
bottom of the screen. You may need to reset or power off this session before it is usable.

 AXC0212E
Error processing script file filename

Error processing script file filename

Reason:

An uncorrectable I/O error occurred while the indicated script file was being processed.

Action:

Verify that the file is in the current directory. If it is, verify that the operating system can read it.

 AXC0213I
Script file filename active in session sessname

Script file filename active in session sessname

Reason:

CA Automation Point recognized a state change in the indicated session and activated the specified script.

Action:

None is required, but you can watch the script execute in the indicated session by jumping to the indicated session.

 AXC0214I
Script filename completed in session sessname

Script filename completed in session sessname

Reason:

The script file activated previously has completed processing and CA Automation Point rules now manage the session.

Action:

None.

 AXC0215E
REXX program not found: name

REXX program not found: name

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not find or could not read the file name specified in the REXX keyword in the rule.

Action:

Verify that the file name exists, that it is spelled correctly, and, if the complete file path has not been specified in the rule, that
it is located in the current site directory (Site\MyFiles\REXX) or the Distrib directory.
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 AXC0216E
K command not acknowledged in session sessname.

K command not acknowledged in session sessname.

Reason:

The host system has not responded to a CA Automation Point-issued K command within the time period specified by the
Keyboard Unlock setting in the session definition. This message appears when a console display does not react as expected to
K commands issued by CA Automation Point while automating the console session.

Action:

If this message appears regularly and the console connection is active, you need to increase the value specified in the Keyboard
Unlock setting for this session. This causes CA Automation Point to wait longer before issuing this message.

If the error message persists and the Keyboard Unlock setting for the session is already set properly for your site, then the host
system may be experiencing response-time problems. Contact the system administrator at your site.

 AXC0217W
Invalid Action Region Height for session sessname. Default value nn in use.

Invalid Action Region Height for session sessname. Default value nn in use.

Reason:

In the session definition specified by sessname, you specified an invalid number of action messages in the Action Region
Height field for session sessname. Instead of the value that you specified, CA Automation Point is using the default value (nn)
appropriate for the terminal type that this session is using.

Action:

Modify the session definition, changing the value in the Action Region Height field for session sessname to a valid value. The
terminal type specified for this session determines the valid values for the Action Region Height. For specific terminal types,
see the help associated with the dialog.

 AXC0218W
Console screen size change in session sessname.

Console screen size change in session sessname.

Reason:

An automated console session changed the size of the 3270 screen.

Action:

None.

 AXC0250W
Console error in session sessname - automation suspended

Console error in session sessname - automation suspended

Reason:

When CA Automation Point issues a command to a session and the terminal screen does not change during the Keyboard
Unlock period, CA Automation Point suspends automation and displays this message.

Automation restarts automatically after the time period that you specified on the Post-Error Restart Automation parameter has
elapsed. Message AXC0252I usually follows this message.

Action:

None.

 AXC0251I
Console timeout in session (sessname)- sending restart

Console timeout in session (sessname)- sending restart

Reason:
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Because no activity occurred on this session for the timeout period, CA Automation Point sent the restart string to the session.
The timeout period (the default is five minutes) is specified using the Session Timeout, Interval field in the session definition
set. The restart string is specified in the Session Timeout, Restart String field in the session definition set.

Action:

If you do not want CA Automation Point to check for communication activity, specify a value of zero in the Session Timeout,
Interval field.

 AXC0252I
Automation restarted in session sessname

Automation restarted in session sessname

Reason:

CA Automation Point is resuming automation for a console session. This message usually follows message AXC0250W or
message AXC0251I.

Action:

None.

 AXC0253I
Automation globally paused.

Automation globally paused.

Reason:

CA Automation Point has successfully paused all automated sessions.

Action:

None.

 AXC0254I
Automation globally restarted.

Automation globally restarted.

Reason:

CA Automation Point has successfully restarted all automated sessions that had been paused.

Action:

None.

 AXC0297E
Rules file rulesfilename not loaded. File contains syntax errors.

Rules file rulesfilename not loaded. File contains syntax errors.

Reason:

You tried to enable a new rules file dynamically, but CA Automation Point did not enable the new rules because one or more
rules in the file contain syntax errors. The current rules file remains in effect.

Action:

Take either of the following actions:

• Issue the CA Automation Point LOADRULES command processor without specifying the optional REPLACE(CLEAN)
operand to cause CA Automation Point to enable the new rules file even if some rules in the file contain syntax errors.

• Check the AP Messages window or the CA Automation Point log file to determine the syntax errors in the new rules.
Correct the errors and try enabling the new rules file again.

 AXC0299I
Rules file rulesfilename in use

Rules file rulesfilename in use
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Reason:

CA Automation Point is using the default rules file indicated by rulesfilename that you specified in your session definition set.
This message appears when you start CA Automation Point or when you reload a rules file.

Action:

None.

 AXC0300E
Rules file filename not found

Rules file filename not found

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not find or could not read the file name that you specified in your session definition set.

Action:

Verify the rules file name to make sure that the rules file you specified exists. Verify that you have spelled it correctly and
in full, and, if the full path is not explicitly specified, that the file is in either the current site directory (Site\MyFiles) or the
Distrib directory.

 AXC0301E
Input: ruletext

Input: ruletext

Reason:

The indicated rule contained a syntax error.

Action:

Read the message following for more details about the syntax error.

 AXC0302E
Invalid Rule Keyword keyword

Invalid Rule Keyword keyword

Reason:

The indicated rule contained an invalid keyword.

Action:

Edit the rules file, correct the line in error, then restart CA Automation Point or reload the rules.

 AXC0303E
Session id sessid is invalid

Session id sessid is invalid

Reason:

The session ID referenced in an OSCMD rules keyword is invalid.

Action:

Edit the rules file, correct the line in error, then restart CA Automation Point or reload the rules.

 AXC0304E
Invalid environmental variable data

Invalid environmental variable data

Reason:

A rule referenced an invalid environmental variable name.

Action:
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Edit the rules file, correct the line in error, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0305E
Unbalanced parentheses in input string

Unbalanced parentheses in input string

Reason:

A rules keyword contained unbalanced parentheses.

Action:

Edit the rules file, correct the line in error, then restart CA Automation Point or reload the rules.

 AXC0306E
Error in WHEN clause - error

Error in WHEN clause - error

Reason:

The WHEN clause in a rule caused an error for the indicated reason.

Action:

Correct the rule syntax, then restart CA Automation Point or reload the rules.

 AXC0309E
Out of memory while processing rules

Out of memory while processing rules

Reason:

CA Automation Point ran out of memory while executing rules, possibly because of a problem within a rule or because the
rules file is too large.

Action:

Check for syntax errors in your rules. If you find no syntax errors but your rules file is very large, you may need to delete some
rules or get more memory for your workstation. If something else caused the problem, contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0310E
Invalid TIME rule keyword keyword

Invalid TIME rule keyword keyword

Reason:

A CA Automation Point time rule contains an invalid keyword.

Action:

Verify that all keywords in your time rules are spelled correctly and that you have specified valid values for those keywords.

Note: Some rules keywords are not valid in time rules. For a list of valid keywords, see the chapter on writing CA Automation
Point rules in the Administrator Guide.

 AXC0311E
Syntax error in rule statement

Syntax error in rule statement

Reason:

A CA Automation Point rule contains one or more syntax errors.

Action:

Check the syntax of all rules in your rules files. Verify that all keywords are spelled correctly and that you have specified valid
values for those keywords.
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 AXC0312E
Must use SESSION option with TIME rule

Must use SESSION option with TIME rule

Reason:

Because you did not specify a target session in your time rule, CA Automation Point could not perform one of the following
operations:

• Issue a command to a session through the OSCMD keyword.
• Send a keystroke string to a session through the SESSCMD keyword.
• Execute a script in another session through the SCRIPT keyword.

Action:

Read the message that follows for the location of the error. Rewrite the time rule, this time specifying a target session to
receive the command specified with the OSCMD, SCRIPT, or SESSCMD keyword. To specify a target session, use a keyword
clause that looks like one of these examples:

OSCMD((commandtext) SESSION(sessname)) SESSCMD((keystrokes) SESSION(sessname)) SCRIPT((scriptname) SESSION(sessname))

 AXC0313W
Invalid characters in dynamic status variable.

Invalid characters in dynamic status variable.

Reason:

The name of a dynamic CA Automation Point status variable contains invalid characters. The first character in a dynamic
status variable name must be an ampersand (&), and the entire variable name can contain no more than 32 characters.

Action:

Rename the status variable.

 AXC0314E
Nested dynamic status variables.

Nested dynamic status variables.

Reason:

The names of one or more dynamic status variables are nested within the name of another dynamic status variable. CA
Automation Point does not allow nested dynamic status variables.

Action:

Rename the variable in error.

 AXC0315E
Invalid substring range.

Invalid substring range.

Reason:

A substring used in a rule to reference a portion of an environmental variable specifies an invalid range of columns, such as
5:1. The first column number in a substring must always be smaller than the second column number.

Action:

Edit the rule in error, this time specifying a valid substring.

 AXC0316W
Invalid session name sessname
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Invalid session name sessname

Reason:

A rule specified an invalid session name.

Action:

Rewrite the rule, this time specifying a valid session name.

 AXC0317E
Invalid Value: value

Invalid Value: value

Reason:

The named value specified in a rule is incorrect. For example, you may have specified an improper value for a rules keyword.

Action:

Rewrite the rule using a correct value.

 AXC0319E
PPQWRITE failed Queue: queuename RC: errorcode

PPQWRITE failed Queue: queuename RC: errorcode

Reason:

A PPQWRITE attempt from within CA Automation Point has failed. The variable errorcode specifies the error code from the
PPQWRITE command. The variable queuename specifies the target PPQ queue name.

Action:

For information on how to respond to this error, look up the error code in PPQ Messages.

 AXC0320I
LIMIT of limit exceeded for rule; ruletext

LIMIT of limit exceeded for rule; ruletext

Reason:

The LIMIT specified (or defaulted to) for the given rule has been exceeded. This rule will not execute again for 1 minute. After
the minute has passed, the time limit will be reset to 0 and the rule will be eligible for execution again.

Action:

None.

 AXC0321E
EXPORTMSG has been disabled due an exception raised by APOPTIONS.DLL

EXPORTMSG has been disabled due an exception raised by APOPTIONS.DLL

Reason:

A rule issuing an EXPORTMSG command has returned an exception from the file apoptions.dll. All EXPORTMSG
commands issued from that time until CA Automation Point has been recycled will be disabled.

Action:

Examine the code implemented to build apoptions.dll to eliminate the exception. Rebuild apoptions.dll, place the new
apoptions.dll in the CA Automation Point BIN directory and restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0401E
Modem could not be initialized

Modem could not be initialized

Reason:
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CA Automation Point cannot initialize a modem to which it is connected.

Action:

Verify that the initialization string you specified for the modem contains the appropriate commands. If the modem does not
respond, verify that it is connected properly. If the connections are correct, contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0503W
File: filename Line: number

File: filename Line: number

Reason:

This message is issued when CA Automation Point encounters an error while processing information read from an external
file. This message states the name of the file currently being processed and the line number being processed at the time of the
error.

Action:

Examine the specified file to ensure that the data is properly formatted for the type of file being processed.

 AXC0504E
Unrecognized keyword

Unrecognized keyword

Reason:

A parameter contains an incorrect keyword.

Action:

Review the contents of your keyboard mapping file to verify that it contains valid, correctly spelled keywords.

 AXC0507W
Could not open filename to browse

Could not open filename to browse

Reason:

You tried to open filename, but CA Automation Point cannot open the file for some undetermined reason.

Action:

When you want to view a file, be sure that you specify a valid file and that you spell its name correctly. If you did specify a
correct file name and cannot determine why CA Automation Point cannot open the file, contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0508W
Could not initialize printer

Could not initialize printer

Reason:

CA Automation Point was unable to access the printer.

Action:

Check your printer and its connections.

 AXC0510W
Incomplete parameter statement.

Incomplete parameter statement.

Reason:

A statement in one of the CA Automation Point parameter files is missing a required keyword, value, or punctuation mark.
Other messages accompanying this message may help you to determine which file contains the statement in error.

Action:
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Review the statements in your parameter files to verify that they are correct and complete. Correct any errors, then restart CA
Automation Point.

 AXC0511W
Keyword is missing.

Keyword is missing.

Reason:

A keyword is missing from a parameter statement. Other messages accompanying this message may help you to determine
which file contains the statement in error.

Action:

Review the statements in your parameter files to verify that they are correct and complete. Correct any errors, then restart CA
Automation Point.

 AXC0512W
Invalid keyword.

Invalid keyword.

Reason:

A keyword in a parameter statement is invalid, possibly because the keyword is misspelled. Other messages accompanying this
message may help you to determine which file contains the statement in error.

Action:

Review the keywords on your parameter statements to verify that they are spelled correctly. Correct any errors, then restart CA
Automation Point.

 AXC0513W
Invalid value.

Invalid value.

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for a keyword on a statement in one of the CA Automation Point parameter files. Other
messages accompanying this message may help you to determine which file contains the keyword in error.

Action:

Review the keywords on your parameter statements to make sure that you specified valid values. Correct any errors, then
restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0514W
Keyword not valid in this context.

Keyword not valid in this context.

Reason:

The keyword you specified on a parameter statement is not appropriate for this parameter. Other messages accompanying this
message may help you to determine which file contains the keyword in error.

Action:

See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide to determine which values you can specify for the parameter keywords.
Replace any invalid keywords, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0515W
Too many values.

Too many values.

Reason:
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You specified too many values for a keyword on a statement in one of the CA Automation Point parameter files. Other
messages accompanying message AXC0515W may help you to determine which file contains the keyword in error.

Action:

See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide to determine which values you can specify for the parameter keywords.
Delete any improper keyword values, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0516W
Invalid value.

Invalid value.

Reason:

CA Automation Point did not recognize the value specified for a keyword on a statement in one of its parameter files. Other
messages accompanying message AXC0516W may help you to determine which file contains the statement in error.

Action:

See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide to determine which values you can specify for the parameter keywords.
Replace any invalid keywords, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0517W
Invalid value.

Invalid value.

Reason:

You omitted a required value for a keyword on a statement in one of the CA Automation Point parameter files. Other messages
accompanying message AXC0517W may help you to determine which file contains the keyword in error.

Action:

Review your parameter statements to verify that you specified a valid value for each keyword. Correct any errors, then restart
CA Automation Point.

 AXC0518W
Unmatched quotes.

Unmatched quotes.

Reason:

A statement in one of the CA Automation Point parameter files contains mismatched quotation marks. (Quotes in parameter
statements must always be paired.) Other messages accompanying message AXC0518W may help you to determine which file
contains the statement in error.

Action:

Edit the incorrect statement. Either delete any extra quotes or add them as necessary, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0519W
Unexpected end of line.

Unexpected end of line.

Reason:

A statement in one of the CA Automation Point parameter files ended unexpectedly, probably because of extraneous
punctuation. Other messages accompanying message AXC0519W may help you to determine which file contains the statement
in error.

Action:

Edit the incorrect statement and correct any punctuation errors, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0520W
Unbalanced parenthesis
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Unbalanced parenthesis

Reason:

A statement in one of the CA Automation Point parameter files contains mismatched parentheses. (Parentheses in parameter
statements must always be paired.) Other messages accompanying message AXC0520W may help you to determine which file
contains the statement in error.

Action:

Edit the incorrect statement and fix any punctuation errors, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0521W
Character not valid in this context.

Character not valid in this context.

Reason:

A parameter statement contains an invalid character.

Action:

Edit your parameter statements to verify that they contain correct punctuation. Correct any errors, then restart CA Automation
Point.

 AXC0522W
Token is too long

Token is too long

Reason:

A parameter statement contains a value that has too many characters.

Action:

Review your parameter statements to find the token in error. Correct the error, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0523W
Unexpected comma found.

Unexpected comma found.

Reason:

CA Automation Point detected a comma in the wrong place in a parameter statement. Other messages accompanying message
AXC0523W may help you to determine which file contains the statement in error.

Action:

Review your parameter statements and delete the misplaced (or extra) comma, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0524W
Expected comma not found.

Expected comma not found.

Reason:

CA Automation Point did not find a comma in a parameter statement where it expected a comma. Other messages
accompanying message AXC0524W may help you to determine which file contains the statement in error.

Action:

Review your parameter statements and insert the comma, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0525I
filename copied to oldfile. Logging resumed to filename.

filename copied to oldfile. Logging resumed to filename.

Reason:
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The default log file filename is full, or you have opened a new log file, so CA Automation Point has copied the contents of
filename to a file named oldfile, and has resumed logging to the filename log file.

Action:

None.

 AXC0526W
No new host log - no log in use.

No new host log - no log in use.

Reason:

You are running CA Automation Point without a host message log file. The file is not required, so the rest of CA Automation
Point runs normally.

 AXC0527I
Backing up REXX log files. Logging will resume to filename.

Backing up REXX log files. Logging will resume to filename.

Reason:

You have requested to open a new REXX log file. CA Automation Point will back up the old log files and resume logging to
the filename log file.

Action:

None.

 AXC0530W
No Console Type Value for session sessname Automation not started.

No Console Type Value for session sessname Automation not started.

Reason:

The session definition for the named sessname does not specify a console type for this session.

Action:

Select a console type for session sessname.

 AXC0531E
This message generates any of the following:

This message generates any of the following:

nn  AP console messages lost in last nn seconds.

nn sessname messages lost in last nn seconds.

nn incoming ETC messages lost in last nn hr nn min nn sec.

Reason:

The CA Automation Point console message queue has exceeded 1000 entries, or the session-specific message queue (indicated
by sessname) has exceeded 250 entries.

The first nn value indicates how many messages CA Automation Point has discarded within the last nn seconds (at
approximately one-minute intervals).

The Event Traffic Controller issues this message when more events are queued than are specified in the Incoming Message
Queue Size field on the Performance Settings tab of the Event Traffic Controller GUI.

Action:

Check these likely problem areas:

• Check your REXX programs. You may be running too many EXECs at the same time, or the EXECs you are running may
be taking too long to complete.
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• Check your rules and REXX programs to verify that the WTXC keyword (in rules) or the WTXC command processor
(in REXX programs) is not executing more often than you had intended. (See the chapters on writing rules and REXX
programs in the Administrator Guide for more information about WTXC.)

Verify that your automated 3270 sessions are connected to the console type that you specified on each Sessions Console Type
in the session definition.

• If you connected a full-screen application to an automated asynchronous session, the escape sequences could be causing the
problem.

• If an asynchronous host ends each line with a CR (carriage return) character, CA Automation Point may be counting each
line as a separate message. The host may be sending more messages than you may realize. Try to limit excessive messages
from the host (using your host automation software product).

• If you are using the CA Automation Point voice processing feature heavily, you may be overtaxing your workstation
resources. Using some utility, verify that your workstation is running at its rated capacity. If the problem persists, contact
CA Technical Support with this information: The type and speed of your workstation; the operating system that your
workstation is running; the host systems to which CA Automation Point is connected and the number of messages that each
host is sending to CA Automation Point.

• Limit the number of events that arrive in the Event Traffic Controller by filtering your CA NSM messages through the
Filtering Criteria dialog of the Event Traffic Controller. Also, you can increase the value of the Incoming Message Queue
Size field on the Performance Settings tab of the Event Traffic Controller GUI to 32,000.

 AXC0536I
Automation paused by command in session sessname

Automation paused by command in session sessname

Reason:

You issued the CA Automation Point SESSCNTL command processor to pause automation for the session indicated by
sessname.

Action:

None.

 AXC0537I
Automation restarted by command in session sessname

Automation restarted by command in session sessname

Reason:

You issued the CA Automation Point SESSCNTL command processor to restart automation for the session indicated by
sessname.

Action:

None.

 AXC0538W
nnnn REXX buffer messages for session sessname.

nnnn  REXX buffer messages for session sessname.

Reason:

The internal host-message-stream buffer (opened with the OPENBUF command for this asynchronous session) has collected
nnnn unread messages.

This warning message appears for every 1,000 unread messages. If the number of unread messages in the buffer reaches
10,000, CA Automation Point discards any new incoming messages.

Action:

Check your REXX program to verify that it contains no logic errors that might be preventing the READBUF command from
processing. Messages may be filling the buffer faster than your REXX program can process them. In such a case, you may
have to use CA Automation Point rules to process the incoming messages in this session.

For more information about the OPENBUF, READBUF, and CLOSEBUF command processors, see the Command and
Keyword Reference Guide.
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 AXC0539E
REXX buffer overflow for session sessname.

REXX buffer overflow for session sessname.

Reason:

The internal host-message-stream buffer (opened with the OPENBUF command for this asynchronous session) has collected
10,000 unread messages. CA Automation Point discards new incoming messages until the number of messages in the buffer is
less than 10,000.

Action:

Check your REXX program to verify that it contains no logic errors that might be preventing the READBUF command from
processing. Messages may be filling the buffer faster than your REXX program can process them. In such a case, you may
have to use CA Automation Point rules to process the incoming messages in this session. For more information about the
OPENBUF, READBUF, and CLOSEBUF command processors, see the Command and Keyword Reference Guide.

 AXC0540W
Automation globally paused, no restart in session sessname

Automation globally paused, no restart in session sessname

Reason:

The SESSCNTL command processor is not able to restart the session indicated because automation is globally paused.

Action:

Restart automation by selecting the Pause/restart option from the CmdArea menu in CA Automation Point.

 AXC0541I
Power reset issued to session sessname

Power reset issued to session sessname

Reason:

This message is displayed if a power-on reset is sent to either a Windows command prompt or a TN3270 session.

Action:

If you want to perform an action every time a power-on reset is sent to a session, you can write a rule against this message.

 AXC0542E
CA NSM host = HostName not responding.

CA NSM host = HostName not responding.

Reason:

CA NSM Event Manager on the CA NSM host named HostName, which is being monitored by the CA Automation Point
Event Traffic Controller, has not responded, and is assumed to be unavailable.

Action:

Search the ASOTRACE log for more detailed diagnostics. Restart Event Manager, if it is not already running.

 AXC0543I
CA NSM host = HostName has responded.

CA NSM host = HostName has responded.

Reason:

The CA NSM Event Manager on the CA NSM host named HostName, which was previously reported as unavailable, is now
responding.

Action:

None.
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 AXC0544E
Windows host = HostName not responding.

Windows host = HostName not responding.

Reason:

The CA Automation Point Event Traffic Controller could not connect to the Windows host named HostName.

Action:

Search the ASOTRACE log for more detailed diagnostics. This error typically implies that the host or the connecting network
is down. Confirm the availability of the host.

 AXC0545I
Windows host = HostName has responded.

Windows host = HostName has responded.

Reason:

The Windows host named HostName, which was previously reported as unavailable, is now responding.

Action:

None.

 AXC0546E
User username attempted a SESSCMD without execute privilege. Session name and command =
sessname command

User username attempted a SESSCMD without execute privilege. Session name and command = sessname  command

Reason:

A session command request was received by the CA Automation Point Event Traffic Controller from the CA NSM Event
Manager. The specified user was not authorized to execute commands for the specified session name.

Action:

Configure the AP Remote Viewer service, specifying the host name of the CA-AP TNG Security Server you want to use.
Within the CA-AP TNG Security Server user interface, specify execute privilege for the user name and session name that you
want to authorize. If you do not want the Event Traffic Controller to perform security checking, disable Command Security on
the Configuration Manager CA NSM Event Manager dialog.

 AXC0547I
is shutting down

CA Automation Point is shutting down

Reason:

This message is sent to the CA Automation Point Messages window just before CA Automation Point shuts down.

Action:

None required. However, you can provide automation on this message by adding a rule to AXCRULES.RUL. For example,

MSGID(AXC05471) SESSION(AXC) UNIFWD

will forward this message to all configured CA NSM hosts.

Note:

: Do not run a REXX program from a rule triggered by this message ID, because CA Automation Point will not start a REXX
program during its shutdown process.
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 AXC0550E
Unable to write to file filename

Unable to write to file filename

Reason:

CA Automation Point displays this message when the SCREEN DUMP option is unable to write to the output file.

Action:

Make sure no other application has exclusive access to this file and try again.

 AXC0551E
Error occurred starting Web Automation subsystem. See ASOTRACE log.

Error occurred starting Web Automation subsystem. See ASOTRACE log.

Reason:

The CA Automation Point task responsible for processing messages received for Web-enabled sessions was unable to start.

Action:

Consult the current CA Automation Point tracing log (ASOTRACE.LOG) to diagnose the problem. If you cannot find a
solution, contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0552I
Web Automation subsystem started successfully.

Web Automation subsystem started successfully.

Reason:

The CA Automation Point task responsible for processing messages received for Web-enabled sessions started successfully.

Action:

None.

 AXC0553I
Total count of 3270/5250 sessions: sesscount

Total count of 3270/5250 sessions: sesscount

Reason:

CA Automation Point is currently running a combined count of sesscount 3270 and 5250 sessions. Running 3270 or 5250
sessions requires a license.

Action:

None.

 AXC0554W
CA Licensing - code - message.

CA Licensing - code - message.

Reason:

CA Automation Point's license-checking logic detected a problem with the customer license. The code included in the message
is your four-digit license code and message is text that explains the specific problem.

Action:

Contact your account representative to obtain a new license.

 AXC0555W
CA Licensing - code - Usage count (count) exceeds licensed maximum (max).

CA Licensing - code - Usage count (count) exceeds licensed maximum (max).
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Reason:

CA Automation Point's license-checking logic detected a problem with the customer license code code. The number of enabled
3270 sessions in the active configuration set specified by count exceeds the maximum number of max 3270 sessions permitted
by the customer licensing code.

Action:

Contact your account representative to obtain a new license code that increases the maximum number of permitted 3270
sessions, or disable the excess number of 3270 sessions from your active configuration set.

 AXC0556I
Connect issued to session sessname

Connect issued to session sessname

Reason:

An establish connection command was issued to a session by a key operation.

Connect issued by command to session sessname

Reason:

An establish connection command was issued to a session by a session command.

Action:

If you want to perform an action every time an establish connection command is issued to a session, you can write a rule
against this message.

 AXC0557I
Disconnect issued to session sessname

Disconnect issued to session sessname

Reason:

A close connection command was issued to a session by a key operation.

Disonnect issued by command to session sessname

Reason:

A close connection command was issued to a session by a session command.

Action:

If you want to perform an action every time a close connection command is issued to a session, you can write a rule against
this message.

 AXC0558I
Maximum number (maximum) of remote views per host is exceeded

Maximum number (maximum) of remote views per host is exceeded

Reason:

Remote Viewer cannot connect to the host because the maximum number of remote views for this host has been exceeded.
You can establish remote views up to the specified maximum for one host from one or more Remote Viewers connected to it.

Action:

None.

 AXC0559W
CA Licensing - code - Invalid license.

CA Licensing - code - Invalid license.

Reason:

CA Automation Point license-checking logic detected a problem with the customer license code.
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Action:

Contact your account representative to obtain a valid license code.

 AXC0560I
Session definition set in use: ConfigurationSetName.

Session definition set in use: ConfigurationSetName.

Reason:

CA Automation Point is using configuration set named ConfigurationSetName.

Action:

None.

 AXC0561I
Applying configuration to ConfigurationScope.

Applying configuration to ConfigurationScope.

Reason:

A request to apply configuration for given ConfigurationScope has started processing. ConfigurationScope can be:

• Active definition set
• Definition set name
• All sessions
• All function windows
• Session name
• Function window name

Action:

None.

 AXC0562I
Configuration applied to list.

Configuration applied to list.

Reason:

Configuration changes have been applied to sessions and function windows in the list. For example ‘Configuration applied to
sessions A, B, C and function window Msg Recall’.

Action:

None.

 AXC0600W
Could not read key parm file parmfile

Could not read key parm file parmfile

Reason:

CA Automation Point could neither find nor read the keyboard parameter file specified in the Keyboard/Mapping File field of
the Automation Point Desktop Settings dialog.

Action:

Verify that the file name for the file you specified exists and is spelled correctly and in full.

 AXC0601W
Expected keyword KEY.

Expected keyword KEY.

Reason:
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CA Automation Point could not find a KEY parameter on a line in the keyboard parameter file. You must specify the KEY
parameter for each key definition.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line and restart CA Automation Point. See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for more
information about the KEY parameter.

 AXC0602W
filename Line number: text

filename  Line number: text

Reason:

This message displays the line where a syntax error occurred in the file indicated by filename. The value for number is the line
number and the value for text is the text of the line. CA Automation Point displays this message for every syntax error it finds
in this file.

Action:

Correct any syntax errors located in the specified file.

 AXC0603W
Unrecognized token: text

Unrecognized token: text

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not recognize the text found on the line indicated by message AXC0602W.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0604W
Unexpected end of line.

Unexpected end of line.

Reason:

CA Automation Point did not expect to reach the end of the current line of text at this time. This situation can be the result of a
syntax error on or before the current line.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0605W
Expected equal

Expected equal

Reason:

CA Automation Point expected to read an equal sign (=), but it did not find one. Message AXC0602W displays the line in
error.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0606W
Expected comma

Expected comma

Reason:

CA Automation Point expected to read a comma (,), but it did not find one. Message AXC0602W displays the line in error.
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Action:

Correct the appropriate line, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0607W
Parameter KEY is required.

Parameter KEY is required.

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not find the KEY parameter on the line indicated by message AXC0602W.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0608W
Parameter SCAN is required.

Parameter SCAN is required.

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not find the required SCAN parameter on the line indicated by message AXC0602W.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0609W
Unrecognized key operation.

Unrecognized key operation.

Reason:

CA Automation Point did not recognize the value specified by the KEY parameter located on the line indicated by message
AXC0602W.

Action:

Specify one of the operations listed in the Administrator Guide, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0610W
Expected left-parenthesis

Expected left-parenthesis

Reason:

A left-parenthesis is missing.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line, then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0611W
Parameter 3270_KEY is required.

Parameter 3270_KEY is required.

Reason:

CA Automation Point did not find the required 3270_SCAN parameter on the line indicated by message AXC0602W.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line in the scan code file, then restart CA Automation Point. See the Administrator Guide for more
information about the scan code parameter file and the Reference Guide for details about the 3270_KEY parameter.
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 AXC0612W
Parameter 3270_SCAN is required.

Parameter 3270_SCAN is required.

Reason:

CA Automation Point did not find the required 3270_SCAN parameter on the line indicated by message AXC0602W.

Action:

Correct the appropriate line in the scan code file, then restart CA Automation Point. See the Administrator Guide for more
information about the scan code parameter file and the Reference Guide for details about the 3270_SCAN parameter.

 AXC0613W
Could not write kb parm file parmfile

Could not write kb parm file parmfile

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not write to the keyboard parameter file specified on an AXCUTIL2 (the CA Automation Point
utilities program) command.

Action:

Verify that the file name is spelled correctly and that the file is in the specified directory. See the Administrator Guide for more
information about the keyboard parameter file and the CA Automation Point utilities program.

 AXC0614W
Operation not in default table: operation

Operation not in default table: operation

Reason:

You specified an operation on a KEY or 3270_KEY parameter that is not defined in the CA Automation Point default table.

Action:

Choose an operation from the list of valid operations for keyboard parameters in the Reference Guide, specify the new value,
then restart CA Automation Point.

 AXC0615E
Default keyboard definition will be used

Default keyboard definition will be used

Reason:

CA Automation Point found errors while trying to read the keyboard parameter file you specified in the Keyboard Mapping
File field on the Automation Point Desktop Settings dialog in Configuration Manager. It will use a basic, built-in default
keyboard mapping similar to the 88-key AT keyboard.

Action:

Correct the errors in your keyboard parameter file, then restart CA Automation Point.

For more information about the keyboard parameters, see the Command and Keyword Reference Guide .

 AXC0616A
Press key.

Press key.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and the program is ready for you to define a key.

Action:

Press the key you want to define.
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 AXC0617I
keydefinition

keydefinition

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and the program is displaying a key definition.

Action:

None.

 AXC0618I
Scan: number

Scan: number

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program. The number provides the numeric location on the
keyboard of the key you just pressed. The utility uses this number on the SCAN parameter when you define the key.

Action:

None.

 AXC0619I
No operations defined.

No operations defined.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just pressed a key for which no operations have
been defined.

Action:

See the description of message AXC0623A.

 AXC0620A
Type key label or 'quit':

Type key label or 'quit':

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and the program is ready for you to enter a key label.

Action:

Enter a key label (or type QUIT to quit), then press the Enter key.

 AXC0621I
Current definitions are listed. Press key:

Current definitions are listed. Press key:

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just pressed a key for which the indicated
operations are defined.

Action:

See the description of message AXC0622A.

 AXC0622A
K to keep, A to add, D to delete, M to modify, R to use defaults, Q to write file:

K to keep, A to add, D to delete, M to modify, R to use defaults, Q to write file:
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Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just pressed a key for which the indicated
operations are defined.

Action:

Press one of the following keys:

• K to keep the current definitions (if any) for this key
• A to define one or more operations for this key
• D to delete all the current definitions
• M to delete one or more of the current definitions
• R to replace the current definitions with the default definitions
• Q to quit the program, saving any changes

 AXC0623A
A to add, I to ignore, R to use defaults, Q to write file:

A to add, I to ignore, R to use defaults, Q to write file:

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just pressed a key for which no operations have
been defined.

Action:

Press one of the following keys:

• A to define one or more operations for this key
• I to skip to the next key definition
• R to use the default definitions (if any)
• Q to quit the program, saving any changes

 AXC0624I
Default key definitions:

Default key definitions:

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just pressed a key for which default definitions
exist. A list of the default definitions follows this message.

Action:

None.

 AXC0625I
Current key definitions:

Current key definitions:

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just pressed a key which is currently defined. A
list of the current definitions follows this message.

Action:

None.

 AXC0626A
Enter operation:

Enter operation:

Reason:
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You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just indicated that you want to add a definition.
CA Automation Point is prompting you for the name of the operation that you want mapped to this key.

Action:

Enter an operation from the list of valid operations in the Administrator Guide.

 AXC0627I
No operation entered.

No operation entered.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program. CA Automation Point asked you to enter an operation,
but you pressed the Enter key instead.

Action:

Enter an operation from the list of valid operations in the Administrator Guide.

 AXC0628W
Unrecognized operation.

Unrecognized operation.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you specified an invalid operation.

Action:

Enter an operation from the list of valid operations in the Administrator Guide.

 AXC0629I
New key definition:

New key definition:

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you tried to define a key that is already defined.

Action:

See the description of message AXC0630A.

 AXC0630A
Keep this key definition (Y or N)?

Keep this key definition (Y or N)?

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just indicated that you want to modify a
definition. You can either keep the current definition or delete it.

Action:

To keep the current definition, specify Y. To delete this definition, specify N.

 AXC0631I
Key definition NOT being kept.

Key definition NOT being kept.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program. At your request, CA Automation Point has just deleted
one of the current key definitions.

Action:
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None.

 AXC0632I
Modifying the list consists of keeping or deleting key definitions.

Modifying the list consists of keeping or deleting key definitions.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program. CA Automation Point provides this message to help you
use the Modify (M) option.

Action:

None.

 AXC0633I
Key definition kept.

Key definition kept.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program. At your request, CA Automation Point has just saved one
of the current key definitions.

Action:

None.

 AXC0634I
Current definitions will be deleted and replaced with defaults.

Current definitions will be deleted and replaced with defaults.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just asked CA Automation Point to delete or
replace one or more key definitions.

Action:

See the description of message AXC0635A.

 AXC0635A
Are you sure (Y or N)?

Are you sure (Y or N)?

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program, and you just asked CA Automation Point to delete or
replace one or more key definitions. CA Automation Point is waiting for you to confirm your request.

Action:

If you still want CA Automation Point to delete the definition(s), specify Y. If you do not want CA Automation Point to delete
the definition(s), specify N.

 AXC0636I
Shift keywords: RIGHT_SHIFT SCROLL_LOCK CTRL SHIFT ANY

Shift keywords: RIGHT_SHIFT SCROLL_LOCK CTRL SHIFT ANY

 AXC0637I
Shift keywords: LEFT_SHIFT NUM_LOCK ALT UPPER LOWER

Shift keywords: LEFT_SHIFT NUM_LOCK ALT UPPER LOWER

Reason:
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You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are defining the SCAN instructions for an operation.
These two messages indicate the shift states that you can specify in a SCAN instruction. The Administrator Guide describes
the shift states in detail.

Action:

None.

 AXC0638I
Enter one shift per request. When completed, press ENTER at prompt.

Enter one shift per request. When completed, press ENTER at prompt.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are defining the SCAN instructions for an operation.
CA Automation Point accepts only one shift state per instruction.

Action:

See the Administrator Guide for details on the shift states.

 AXC0639A
Enter shift:

Enter shift:

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are defining the SCAN instructions for an operation.
CA Automation Point is waiting for you to specify a shift state (if any). The Administrator Guide describes the shift states in
detail.

Action:

If this operation does not require any shift states to be true, press the Enter key. For example, a lowercase “a” requires you
to press only the “A” key. If this operation requires a shift state, type the desired shift state, then press the Enter key. For
example, an uppercase “A” requires you to press the “A” key and a Shift key or the Caps Lock key simultaneously. When you
enter a value, the program prompts you again to enter a shift state. Enter another value or press Enter to continue.

 AXC0640W
Unrecognized shift.

Unrecognized shift.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are defining the SCAN instructions for an operation.
You specified an invalid shift state.

Action:

Specify one of the shift states listed in messages AXC0636I and AXC0637I.

 AXC0641I
Map keywords: TERMINAL AUTOMATE

Map keywords: TERMINAL AUTOMATE

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are specifying the windows where an operation will
be available. This message indicates the two types of windows that CA Automation Point supports: terminal emulator windows
and CA Automation Point function windows.

Action:

None.

 AXC0642I
The default map is both.
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The default map is both.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are specifying the windows where an operation will
be available. This message indicates that, by default, CA Automation Point assumes an operation is available to both types of
windows.

Action:

None.

 AXC0643I
Enter one map per request. When completed, press ENTER at prompt.

Enter one map per request. When completed, press ENTER at prompt.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are specifying the windows where an operation will
be available. CA Automation Point accepts only one MAP value for each key definition.

Action:

None.

 AXC0644I
Enter map:

Enter map:

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are specifying the windows where an operation will
be available. CA Automation Point is waiting for you to specify a MAP value.

Action:

If you want the operation to be available to both types of windows, press the Enter key. If you want the operation to be
available only to terminal emulator windows, type TERMINAL and then press the Enter key. If you want the operation to
be available only to AutoMate function windows, type AUTOMATE and press the Enter key. When you enter a value, the
program prompts you again to enter a map. Enter another value or press the Enter key to continue.

 AXC0645W
Unrecognized map.

Unrecognized map.

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program and are specifying the windows where an operation will
be available. You specified an invalid window type.

Action:

Specify one of the window types listed in message AXC0641I.

 AXC0646W
Current definitions will be deleted.

Current definitions will be deleted.

Reason:

You have confirmed that you want to delete the current definitions.

Action:

See the description of message AXC0635A.
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 AXC0647E, AXC0648E, AXC0649E, AXC0650A
Attempting to add a key: newkey that is already defined: oldkey. To keep the new definition, the prior
definition will be deleted. Keep the new definition (Y or N)?

Attempting to add a key: newkey that is already defined: oldkey. To keep the new definition, the prior definition will be
deleted. Keep the new definition (Y or N)?

Reason:

You are running the CA Automation Point keyboard utility program. You requested that CA Automation Point add a key that
is already defined. The program displays both the new and the old definitions. If you want to keep the new definition, CA
Automation Point will have to delete the old one.

Action:

If you want CA Automation Point to delete the current definition and replace it with this new definition, enter Y. If you want
CA Automation Point to preserve the current definition, enter N.

 AXC0651W
Could not read 3270 scan parm file parmfile

Could not read 3270 scan parm file parmfile

Reason:

CA Automation Point either could not find or could not read the scan code file specified on the Host Scan File field in the
Advanced 3270 Session Settings dialog.

Action:

Verify that the specified file name exists, that the file name is spelled correctly and in full, and, if the full path is not explicitly
specified, that the file is in current site directory (Site\MyFiles) or the Distrib directory.

 AXC0700I
327x terminal window opened.

327x terminal window opened.

Reason:

CA Automation Point initialized a terminal emulator window.

Action:

None.

 AXC0701I
327x terminal window closed.

327x terminal window closed.

Reason:

CA Automation Point closed a terminal emulator window.

Action:

None.

 AXC0703I
Requesting all windows and processes to close.

Requesting all windows and processes to close.

Reason:

You told CA Automation Point to stop executing.

Action:

None.
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 AXC0704I
Quit stopped.

Quit stopped.

Reason:

You pressed the X key to stop processing and exit, but then instructed CA Automation Point to continue processing.

Action:

None.

 AXC0750I
REXX command processor opened

REXX command processor opened

Reason:

CA Automation Point has opened its REXX command processor.

Action:

None.

 AXC0751I
REXX command processor closed

REXX command processor closed

Reason:

CA Automation Point has closed its REXX command processor.

Action:

None.

 AXC0752W
REXX requests are being rejected!

REXX requests are being rejected!

Reason:

CA Automation Point is not processing calls to its command processors, causing the product to display this message a
maximum of once every 15 minutes. If you write a rule to launch a REXX program against a message ID that is displayed
during CA Automation Point initialization, this message may appear. You can write rules to launch REXX programs against
message IDs only after the “REXX command processor opened” message appears.

Action:

Verify that Enable AXCREXX is checked in the REXX Settings dialog. Also, make sure that REXX programs launched from
rules are only on message IDs that occur after the “REXX command processor opened” message appears. If the problem
persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0753W
No compatible REXX interpreter is available.

No compatible REXX interpreter is available.

Reason:

No compatible REXX interpreter was found on the system. As a consequence, the REXX command processor is not started
and REXX requests are rejected.

Action:

Install a compatible REXX interpreter manually or from the Third Party Software Configuration Manager dialog.
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 AXC0763W, AXC0764W
AXC0763W The following command from REXX cannot be evaluated: command

AXC0763W The following command from REXX cannot be evaluated: command

AXC0764W CA Automation Point interpreted the command as: text

Reason:

A REXX statement invoking one of the CA Automation Point command processors contains an invalid command or a syntax
error. These messages could also appear if you specify an invalid operand value on a command processor statement, such as an
invalid session name for the SESSCMD command processor.

Action:

Edit the REXX program that contains the erroneous REXX statement. Ensure that the REXX command is properly formatted
and that the syntax of the command is correct.

 AXC0765E
REXX service manager not loaded!

REXX service manager not loaded!

Reason:

The CA Automation Point REXX service manager is not loaded on your workstation.

Action:

Ensure that you have installed the REXX interface correctly.

 AXC0766I
REXX program started: progname arguments

REXX program started: progname arguments

Reason:

The named REXX program (with the input arguments that you specified) has begun to execute.

Action:

None.

 AXC0767I
REXX program finished: progname arguments

REXX program finished: progname arguments

Reason:

The named REXX program (with the input arguments you specified) has finished executing.

Action:

None.

 AXC0768I
REXX program queued: progname, [number]

REXX program queued: progname, [number]

Reason:

CA Automation Point has scheduled the REXX program progname for processing. The number value is the total number of
REXX programs that are queued and waiting to execute.

Action:

None.
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 AXC0771I
REXX program stopped: progname arguments

REXX program stopped: progname arguments

Reason:

You have manually stopped the specified executing REXX program (with the input arguments that you specified) by selecting
the “Stop REXX exec” option from the CmdArea menu.

Action:

None.

 AXC0772W
AXCREXX communications failure

AXCREXX communications failure

Reason :

CA Automation Point is no longer able to communicate with the REXX language environment.

Action:

Check to see if any other applications (which use additional memory) are running with CA Automation Point. Lower the
Maximum REXX Programs value. Reduce the number of sessions and windows. Add more memory to your workstation.

 AXC0773I
AXCREXX is being restarted

AXCREXX is being restarted

Reason:

The AXCREXX program terminated for some reason, and CA Automation Point is trying to restart it. CA Automation Point
makes five restart attempts within 30 minutes; if it fails to restart the AXCREXX program, it stops all REXX processing.

Action:

None.

 AXC0775W
REXX status unknown: progname arguments

REXX status unknown: progname arguments

Reason:

When the AXCREXX program terminated, the currently running REXX programs specified in the message were lost.

Action:

If appropriate, restart the specified REXX programs when the AXCREXX program restarts.

 AXC0777W
REXX program failed: progname arguments

REXX program failed: progname arguments

Reason:

The REXX interpreter was unable to execute the specified REXX program.

Action:

Check the AXCREXX window for the error level, which indicates the reason for the failure, then contact CA Technical
Support.

Note: Error level 204 indicates that the workstation is out of REXX resources. Check the value of Maximum REXX
Program(s) in Configuration Manager and the amount of memory on the machine. Each additional concurrent REXX program
requires a half megabyte of memory.
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 AXC0800X
Could not put to local environment (name).

Could not put to local environment (name).

Reason:

An internal error occurred in CA Automation Point.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0801X
Internal error in SNT - call support

Internal error in SNT - call support

Reason:

An internal error occurred in CA Automation Point.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0802E
Error in xx for process yy

Error in xx for process yy

Reason:

The CA Automation Point Desktop task dispatcher encountered a problem with one of its managed tasks. This error appears
whenever a task takes longer than expected to complete. The error occurred in the task named yy while in a state specified by
xx.

Action:

For help in diagnosing the problem, see ASOTRACE.LOG.

When the process refers to a session, make sure all of the session parameters are defined properly. It is not unusual for this
message to appear while CA Automation Point initially establishes console automation on startup or while CA Automation
Point re-establishes console automation following an unexpected console connection failure.

If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0805X
AXC0805X Maximum nobs [#:#] exceeded!!!

AXC0805X Maximum nobs [#:#] exceeded!!!

Reason:

The message indicates that maximum number of items in internal structure has been exceeded.

Action:

For help in diagnosing the problem, see ASOTRACE.LOG.

Verify in Configuration Manager that all enabled CA Automation Point services are running.

If the error persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0900W
Sendkey (key) to session name failed.

Sendkey (key) to session name failed.

Reason:

CA Automation Point was unable to send the specified keystroke to the specified session.

Action:
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None.

 AXC0901E
Continued sendkey failures to session sessname

Continued sendkey failures to session sessname

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not send keystrokes to the indicated session.

Action:

Jump to the session, then press the RESET key. If the problem persists, press the POWER ON RESET key or select this menu
option.

 AXC0902I
Sendkey resumed after failures to session sessname

Sendkey resumed after failures to session sessname

Reason:

CA Automation Point successfully resumed sending keystrokes to the indicated session after experiencing earlier failures.

Action:

None.

 AXC0903E
Power on reset failed to session sessname

Power on reset failed to session sessname

Reason:

You pressed the POWER ON RESET key or selected this menu option, but the session was not able to be reset.

Action:

Check for connectivity between the workstation and the remote host before shutting down and restoring CA Automation Point.

 AXC0904W
Send string to session sessname - Bad escape sequence

Send string to session sessname - Bad escape sequence

Reason:

An invalid character or escape sequence was specified in a command string sent to a managed session.

Action:

See the Administrator Guide for a list of valid key abbreviations, then revise and resend the escape sequence.

 AXC0905W
Reset sent to session sessname to clear X state

Reset sent to session sessname to clear X state

Reason:

CA Automation Point automatically sent a reset keystroke to the named session to unlock the keyboard.

Action:

None.

 AXC0953W
Session sessname Invalid communication setting value

Session sessname Invalid communication setting value
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Reason:

The communication setting that is defined in the Asynchronous Session Settings dialog for the named session contains an
invalid value.

 AXC0990W
I/O error code in session name

I/O error code in session name

Reason:

An I/O error occurred in the named session. Such errors can occur under normal circumstances. However, if you receive this
message repeatedly, one of your asynchronous communication parameters is incorrect.

Action:

Modify the asynchronous communication parameter for this session. Use the error code returned to determine which statement
is at fault:

If the error code is 16, check for an invalid Parity value.

 AXC0991W
Invalid screen size request for session sessname.

Invalid screen size request for session sessname.

Reason:

The host application in the specified asynchronous session is requesting a larger screen size than you specified in the Screen
Columns setting.

Action:

If the host application requires 132 columns, make sure your Screen Columns setting is 132.

 AXC0992I
Asynchronous session sessname opened.

Asynchronous session sessname opened.

Reason:

CA Automation Point opened the asynchronous session indicated.

Action:

None.

 AXC0993I
Asynchronous session sessname closed.

Asynchronous session sessname closed.

Reason:

CA Automation Point closed the asynchronous session indicated.

Action:

None.

 AXC0994W
Error code closing asynchronous session name.

Error code closing asynchronous session name.

Reason:

An error occurred while CA Automation Point was closing the named asynchronous session.

Action:
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Note the return code given in this message, then contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC0995I
Asynchronous session simulator open on device devicename port number.

Asynchronous session simulator open on device devicename port number.

Reason:

An asynchronous session is active on the specified port and device.

Action:

None.

 AXC0997W
Tandem 6530 function [number] not supported.

Tandem 6530 function [number] not supported.

Reason:

The 6530 host connection is requesting a function that CA Automation Point does not support.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1000W
Out of memory - text

Out of memory - text

Reason:

CA Automation Point could not find enough memory available to perform the task described in text.

Action:

Do whatever is needed to free some memory for CA Automation Point processing, or add memory to your workstation.

 AXC1001I
Unable to load WinSock DLL 'modname'; rc:retcode

Unable to load WinSock DLL 'modname'; rc:retcode

Reason:

The DLL indicated by modname was not found in the current path. This may indicate an installation or configuration problem.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1002I
Unable to initialize WinSock DLL 'modname'; rc:retcode

Unable to initialize WinSock DLL 'modname'; rc:retcode

Reason:

The address of function (WSAStartup) that starts the Winsock DLL by a process was not retrieved properly from the specified
dynamic-link library (DLL).

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1003I
Unable to find function 'CSAMRegisterConfigCallback' in WinSock DLL 'modname'

Unable to find function 'CSAMRegisterConfigCallback' in WinSock DLL 'modname'
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Reason:

The address of function 'CSAMRegisterConfigCallback' was unable to be located in module modname. This indicates a
probable problem with the CA Secure Socket Adapter facility, which is normally installed as part of CA Automation Point's
installation.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1100I
Notification messages window started.

Notification messages window started.

Reason:

CA Automation Point has started the Notification Messages window that was defined in the session definition set.

Action:

None.

 AXC1102E
Notification messages window not started.

Notification messages window not started.

Reason:

CA Automation Point failed to start the Notification Messages window that was defined in the session definition set.

Action:

Refer to the ASOTRACE.LOG to determine the cause of the failure or to find other information about the failure.

 AXC1103I
Window windowname is not defined.

Window windowname is not defined.

Reason:

The window windowname is not defined in the active Session Definition Set.

Action:

If you wish to use the window windowname, define it in the active session definition set.

 AXC1104I
Notification server servername is connected.

Notification server servername is connected.

Reason:

You do not need to take any action for this message.

Action:

None.

 AXC1105I
Notification server servername is disconnected.

Notification server servername is disconnected.

Action:

If the notification server was not intentionally shutdown, examine the ASOTRACE.LOG for details on why the notification
server terminated.
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 AXC1130I
OPS interface started

OPS interface started

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS interface started successfully. This message is issued during CA Automation Point startup.

Action:

None.

 AXC1131I
OPS interface stopped

OPS interface stopped

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS interface stopped successfully. This message is issued during CA Automation Point termination.

Action:

None.

 AXC1132I
OPS interface was not started. See ASOTRACE log.

OPS interface was not started. See ASOTRACE log.

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS interface was unable to start. This message is issued during CA Automation Point startup.

Action:

Refer to the ASOTRACE.LOG data set to determine the cause or other details of the failure.

 AXC1133E
OPS interface; no response

OPS interface; no response

Reason:

CA Automation Point is not started or the CA OPS/MVS interface did not start successfully. In either event, this message
is issued to a REXX program in response to an ADDRESS OPS command. The REXX program views this response in the
OPS.ERROR variable.

Action:

None.

 AXC1134I
text

text

Reason:

Default message ID. CA Automation Point assigns this to an ADDRESS OPS WTO command that appears to be missing a
message ID. For example, ADDRESS OPS WTO TEXT ('test') SYSTEM(OPS44F) generates the message AXC1134I test and
sends it to the CA OPS/MVS host OPS44F.

Action:

To avoid being assigned this default, specify a message ID as the first blank-delimited word of the text. For example,
ADDRESS OPS WTO TEXT('AXC6299I test') SYSTEM(OPS44F).

 AXC1139E
OPS command command failed; error errorcode
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OPS command command failed; error errorcode

Reason:

There is a COM-related failure. In this event, this message is issued to a REXX program in response to an ADDRESS OPS
command. The error code is an OLE2-style error code that indicates the particular error.

Action:

Report this error code to CA Technical Support.

 AXC1140I
No OPS MSF hosts have been configured

No OPS MSF hosts have been configured

Reason:

No CA OPS/MVS hosts have been defined to CA Automation Point using Configuration Manager. This message is issued
during CA Automation Point startup, and is normal if you do not want CA Automation Point to communicate with CA OPS/
MVS through the CA OPS/MVS interface.

Action:

None. if you do not want CA Automation Point to communicate with CA OPS/MVS through the CA OPS/MVS interface.

Otherwise, configure one or more CA OPS/MVS hosts using the Configuration Manager application and restart the
Automation Point Desktop.

 AXC1144I
Activated OPS MSF host hostname

Activated OPS MSF host hostname

Reason:

A CCI connection has been made between your CA Automation Point workstation and the indicated CA OPS/MVS host.

Action:

None.

 AXC1145E
OPS MSF host hostname is not defined to AP

OPS MSF host hostname is not defined to AP

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS host indicated by hostname is trying to communicate with your CA Automation Point workstation, but you
have not yet configured that particular hostname to CA Automation Point.

Action:

To configure your hostname to CA Automation Point, select Expert Interface, Automation, Events Interface, then CA-OPS/
MVS Interface.

 AXC1147I
Deactivating OPS MSF host hostname

Deactivating OPS MSF host hostname

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS host indicated by hostname has been deactivated or shutdown on the MVS system that is running CA OPS/
MVS.

Action:

None.
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 AXC1148I
Deactivated OPS MSF host hostname

Deactivated OPS MSF host hostname

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS host has at this point been deactivated or shutdown on the MVS system that is running CA OPS/MVS.

Action:

None.

 AXC1149E
The OPS Interface received an incompatible WTO version level from OPS MSF host hostname

The OPS Interface received an incompatible WTO version level from OPS MSF host hostname

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS host indicated by hostname has attempted to send a WTO message to your CA Automation Point
workstation, but one of those systems is using a back level of the interface code.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support to find a solution.

 AXC1150E
The OPS MSF host hostname is not active

The OPS MSF host hostname is not active

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS host indicated by hostname is not active.

Action:

Ensure that the CA Automation Point workstation that issued the command is defined to the CA OPS/MVS host. If it is, ensure
that it is active on the z/OS platform.

 AXC1153W
NMFIND request from NSF host host truncated: command

NMFIND request from NSF host host truncated: command

Reason:

The CA OPS/MVS host indicated in the message by host has sent the NMFIND command (indicated by command) to this
CA Automation Point system, but the length of the entire string exceeds the limit that can be processed. The command was
truncated and issued to CA Automation Point rules in this truncated form. This may cause the NMFIND request to fail when it
is invoked by the CA Automation Point AXCREXX processor.

Action:

Make sure that the NMFIND request submitted from the CA OPS/MVS host does not exceed 512 characters.

 AXC1154E
Insufficient privilege to run the OPS Interface

Insufficient privilege to run the OPS Interface

Reason:

The user ID presently configured to run the CA Automation Point desktop does not have sufficient privilege to use the OPS
Interface. The user ID configured to run the desktop must have the user right ‘Create Global Objects’.

Action:

See the out.deb log for error message "(ops_open,400,E)" to ensure the configured user ID running the CA Automation Point
desktop is what you want it to be. For information on how to setup a user ID to run the CA Automation Point desktop, see the
section Component Privileges in the Administrator Guide.
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 AXC1200E
PA2 sent to session sessname to clear IEE151I

PA2 sent to session sessname to clear IEE151I

Reason:

CA Automation Point sent a PA2 keystroke to the named session to reset the console when error IEE151I occurs. This error
occurs when someone tries to delete a line that is not on the screen or specifies an invalid range of items to be deleted.

Action:

None.

 AXC1201E
PA2 sent to session sessname to clear IEE164I

PA2 sent to session sessname to clear IEE164I

Reason:

CA Automation Point sent a PA2 keystroke to the named session to reset the console when error IEE164I occurs. This error
results when someone tries to write data into a protected field.

Action:

None.

 AXC1202I
ENTER sent to session sessname to clear error_condition

ENTER sent to session sessname to clear error_condition

Reason:

CA Automation Point sent an Enter keystroke to the named VSE session to clear the indicated error condition.

Action:

None.

 AXC1300I
REMOTE operations started.

REMOTE operations started.

Reason:

CA Automation Point has started communications with the CA Automation Point remote operations manager (AXCMGRIP)
on the workstation running CA Automation Point.

Action:

None.

 AXC1301I
REMOTE operations ended.

REMOTE operations ended.

Reason:

CA Automation Point has ended communications with the CA Automation Point remote operations manager (AXCMGRIP) on
the workstation running CA Automation Point.

Action:

None.

 AXC1303E
REMOTE operations requires keyboard.
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REMOTE operations requires keyboard.

Reason:

For CA Automation Point to communicate with the CA Automation Point remote operations manager (AXCMGRIP) on the
workstation running CA Automation Point, a keyboard file is needed.

Action:

Select a keyboard file in Configuration Manager.

 AXC1304I
REMOTE ipaddr connected to windowname.

REMOTE ipaddr connected to windowname.

Reason:

A remote user connected successfully to a session or function window.

Action:

None.

 AXC1305I
REMOTE ipaddr disconnected from windowname.

REMOTE ipaddr disconnected from windowname.

Reason:

A remote user was disconnected from a session or function window.

Action:

None.

 AXC1307W
Desktop heap memory is exhausted. There is not enough memory to load more session windows.

Desktop heap memory is exhausted. There is not enough memory to load more session windows.

Reason:

This problem occurs because of the desktop heap limitation, which may differ on different platforms.

Action:

Close some session windows opened by Remote Viewer and try to continue working with other windows and opening new
ones.

Note: This method does not affect the desktop heap limitation. For more information about heap limitations, see the Microsoft
Knowledge Base article with article ID 947246 or contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1350W
Asynch: function Device: devicename Op: operation Msg(numcode): errortype

Asynch: function Device: devicename Op: operation Msg(numcode): errortype

Reason:

CA Automation Point has experienced a serial communication error.

Action:

Check your asynchronous communication parameter file; verify proper settings for all parameters, especially CACHESIZE,
PARITY, and BAUDRATE. Verify that the serial port is connected to the proper device. For example, you may have
connected the port meant for the modem to your mouse. Note the values for function, devicename, operation, numcode, and
errortype; contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1351W
Asynch queue queuename 75% full
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Asynch queue queuename 75% full

Reason:

CA Automation Point has detected that the internal data queue associated with the asynchronous session queuename has
reached 75% of capacity. The capacity of this internal queue is set using the Cache Size asynchronous communication
parameter.

Action:

This warning message is provided to make you aware that the size of the internal character buffer created for the asynchronous
session is approaching the maximum buffer size allocated for the session. If you are using the READBUF command to gather
messages from this session, ensure that your REXX program is calling the READBUF command quickly enough to keep the
size of this internal queue within the limits specified by the Cache Size communication parameter for this session.

 AXC1352W
Asynch queue queuename 100% full

Asynch queue queuename 100% full

Reason:

CA Automation Point has detected that the internal data queue associated with the asynchronous session queuename has
reached 100% of capacity. The capacity of this internal queue is set using the Cache Size asynchronous communication
parameter. No additional information will be received from the session until space is made available in this internal data queue.

Action:

This warning message is provided to make you aware that the size of the internal character buffer created for the asynchronous
session has reached the maximum buffer size allocated for the session. If you are using the READBUF command to gather
messages from this session, ensure that your REXX program is calling the READBUF command quickly enough to keep the
size of this internal queue within the limits specified by the Cache Size communication parameter for this session.

 AXC1353I
TELNETCLIENT INITIATED - Result: result Session: sessname Host: Telnethost.

TELNETCLIENT INITIATED - Result: result Session: sessname Host: Telnethost.

Reason:

The value of result indicates whether the connection from sessname to the Telnet host was established. A result of “success”
indicates that the connection has been established to the specified Telnet host.

Action:

If the connection has not been established, make sure that the Telnet host name you specified is correct.

 AXC1361I
SSHCLIENT initiated - Result:result Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSHCLIENT initiated - Result:result Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:

This message shows the results of both the initial TCP/IP socket open request and the socket open request performed during
the execution of a power-on-reset command. The value of result indicates whether the connection from sessname to the SSH
host was established. A result of “success” indicates that the connection has been established to the specified SSH host.

Action:

None.

 AXC1362E
SSH read failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSH read failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:

A TCP/IP socket read error has been encountered during normal session processing. The value of errorcode indicates the type
of read error encountered.
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Action:

None.

 AXC1363E
Unsupported SSH host version - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost Version:versionstring

Unsupported SSH host version - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost Version:versionstring

Reason:

A connection has been established to a server running an unsupported version of the SSH protocol. The version of SSH
currently in use by the SSH host is shown in the versionstring value.

Action:

None.

 AXC1364E
SSH send failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSH send failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:

A TCP/IP socket write error has been encountered during normal session processing. The value of errorcode indicates the type
of write error encountered.

Action:

None.

 AXC1365E
SSH key exchange failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSH key exchange failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:

A protocol error has been detected during the exchange of encryption keys with the SSH host. The value of errorcode indicates
the type of error encountered.

 AXC1366E
SSH negotiation failure - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSH negotiation failure - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:

A protocol error has been detected during the algorithm negotiation phase of the SSH connection. This usually means that
the SSH host does not support at least one the supported key exchange, encryption, or data integrity algorithms. See the
ASOTRACE log file for more information concerning this error.

 AXC1367E
SSH authentication failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSH authentication failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:

The SSH host is unable to validate the specified login credentials for the session. The value of errorcode indicates the type of
error encountered.

 AXC1368E
SSH connection failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSH connection failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:
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An error has been encountered with the SSH connection to the SSH host after the initial negotiation phase is complete. The
value of errorcode indicates the type of error encountered.

 AXC1369I
SSH connection closed by peer (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSH connection closed by peer (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:

The SSH connection has been closed by the SSH host. The value of errorcode indicates the reason the SSH host closed the
connection.

 AXC1370E
SSH host key authentication failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

SSH host key authentication failure (errorcode) - Session:sessname Host:SSHHost

Reason:

The SSH host key reported by the SSH host does not match (or cannot be proven to match) the previously saved host key for
the specified session. The value of errorcode indicates the reason for the SSH host key failure.

 AXC1371E
Unable to initialize cryptographic library (errorcode). CA AP will not function properly.

Unable to initialize cryptographic library (errorcode). CA AP will not function properly.

Reason:

CA Automation Point was unable to initialize the library used for encryption and decryption. See the trace logs for additional
details concerning the failure.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 

 AXC1600W
VT function n not supported

VT function n not supported

Reason:

The DEC VT host connection is requesting a function that CA Automation Point does not support.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1601W
VT mode n not supported

VT mode n not supported

Reason:

The DEC VT host connection is requesting a mode that CA Automation Point does not support.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1602I
Successful DUPLEX change for session sessname. DUPLEX = mode.

Successful DUPLEX change for session sessname. DUPLEX = mode.

Reason:
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The VAX application has requested that CA Automation Point change the duplex mode (to either Full or Half as indicated by
mode) for the session indicated, and CA Automation Point has done so successfully.

Action:

None.

 AXC1700I
Connected to Web Automation Server at port portnumber.

Connected to Web Automation Server at port portnumber.

Reason:

CA Automation Point has detected that the Web Message Server service is active, and has therefore established a connection to
this service using the specified TCP/IP port number.

Action:

None.

 AXC1701I
Connection to Web Automation Server closed (portnumber).

Connection to Web Automation Server closed (portnumber).

Reason:

CA Automation Point has detected that the Web Message Server service is no longer responding, and has therefore terminated
the connection on the specified TCP/IP port number.

Action:

Restart the Web Message Server service.

 AXC1702I
Web Automation enabled for the following sessions: sesslist.

Web Automation enabled for the following sessions: sesslist.

Reason:

The CA Automation Point task responsible for forwarding captured messages to the Web Message Server service has detected
that at least one managed session is eligible for Web viewing. The sesslist parameter is the list of sessions that are currently
Web-enabled (that is, those for which Web Message Viewer Enabled = Yes).

Action:

None.

 AXC1703I
No sessions enabled for Web Automation viewing.

No sessions enabled for Web Automation viewing.

Reason:

The CA Automation Point task responsible for forwarding captured messages to the Web Message Server service has detected
that no sessions are currently Web-enabled. CA Automation Point makes no attempt to connect to the Web Message Server
service, and no messages will be stored in the Web Message database.

Action:

To enable Web viewing, check Enable Web MV in the Global Sessions Settings or Local Sessions Settings dialogs.

 AXC1704I
Web MV user userID@client_host_name connected.

Web MV user userID@client_host_name connected.

Reason:
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The CA Automation Point task responsible for managing Web Message Viewer requests has successfully validated a login
request for the specified user from the specified client machine.

Action:

None.

 AXC1705I
Web MV user userID@client_host_name disconnected.

Web MV user userID@client_host_name disconnected.

Reason:

The CA Automation Point task responsible for managing Web Message Viewer requests has detected that the connection for
the specified user from the specified client machine has terminated.

Action:

None.

 AXC1800I
TNi session initiated - Result: resultc Session: sessname Host: host port

TNi session initiated - Result: resultc Session: sessname Host: host port

Reason:

The result field contains a status message, indicating whether the connection from sessname to the TN3270 or TN5250 host
has been established. A result of “Success” indicates that the connection has been established to the specified host.

Action:

If the connection has not been established, make sure that the mainframe host name and port are correct.

 AXC1801I
TNi session sessname closed

TNi session sessname closed

Reason:

Indicates the connection represented by the TN3270 or TN5250 session named sessname has been closed. Other accompanying
messages may give further explanation for the reason the session was closed.

Action:

The connection may have been because the host mainframe was restarted or the TCP/IP connection was disrupted. Examine
other messages just before or after this one for further details about the session status.

 AXC1802E
Error rc closing TNi session sessname

Error rc closing TNi session sessname

Reason:

An internal error was detected while closing the indicated session.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1803W
TNi session sessname closed; host closed the connection

TNi session sessname closed; host closed the connection

Reason:

Indicates the connection represented by a TN3270 or TN5250 session named sessname has been closed normally.

Action:
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The connection may have been because the host mainframe was restarted or the TCP/IP connection was disrupted.

 AXC1804W
TNi session sessname closed; host disconnected - reason: text

TNi session sessname closed; host disconnected - reason: text

Reason:

Indicates the connection represented by TN3270 or TN5250 session named sessname has been closed normally.

Action:

Examine the reason text to determine the cause of the session closure. Examples of possible reason text include: "Device In
Use", "lost connection", and "Unsupported Request."

 AXC1805E
TNi session sessname open of TNi emulator classes failed

TNi session sessname open of TNi emulator classes failed

Reason:

The internal processing emulator for the native TN3270 or TN5250 session indicated by sessname has failed to initialize.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1806E
TNi session sessname socket: socket read failure (rc)

TNi session sessname socket: socket read failure (rc)

Reason:

The TCP/IP socket associated with the native TN3270 or TN5250 session indicated by sessname has failed on a read request.
The rc value is an internal failure return code.

Action:

Save the out.deb and other log files and contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1807E
TNi session sessname socket: socket write failure (rc)

TNi session sessname socket: socket write failure (rc)

Reason:

The TCP/IP socket associated with the native TN3270 or TN5250 session indicated by sessname has failed on a write request.
The rc value is an internal failure return code.

Action:

Save the out.deb and other log files and contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC1810W
TNi session sessname auto-signon failed; text

TNi session sessname auto-signon failed; text

Reason:
Session "session-name" was configured with the auto-signon feature but the auto-signon failed with the reason detailed in the
"reason-text" field.

Action:
Depending on the reason, you may need to modify your configuration or modify a setting on the host in order to get auto-
signon to work properly.
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 AXC1811W
TNi session sessname; response-text

TNi session sessname; response-text

Reason:
Session "session-name" was configured with device name but the connection to the host failed with a reason detailed in the
"reason-text" field.

Action:
Depending on the reason, you may need to modify the device name or configure the device name on the host in order to get the
connection to work properly with device name.

 AXC2000E
Help unavailable.

Help unavailable.

Reason:

CA Automation Point cannot find its help file (AXC2P.HLP).

Action:

Verify that the AXC2P.HLP file is in the \bin directory. Reinstall CA Automation Point, if necessary.

 AXC2001I
Layout layout_name loaded

Layout layout_name loaded

Reason:

Your user interface layout was restored from a previously saved state.

Action:

None.

 AXC2002I
Layout layout_name saved

Layout layout_name saved

Reason:

The user interface layout was saved.

Action:

None.

 AXC2100I
Starting Viewer version

Starting CA Automation Point Viewer version

Reason:

This message appears when CA Automation Point Viewer starts up.

Action:

None.

 AXC2101I
Connecting to host 'Session sessname''

Connecting to host 'Session sessname''

Connecting to host ‘ftnwinname’
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Reason:

A connection is being established with the specified host and session or function window.

Action:

None

 AXC2102I
Disconnect from host 'Session sessname' reason:reason

Disconnect from host 'Session sessname' reason:reason

Disconnect from host ‘ftnwinname’ reason:reason

Reason:

A connection to specified host and session or function window was closed for displayed reason.

Action:

None.

 AXC2103I
Reconnect to host 'session'

Reconnect to host 'session'

Reason:

The remote session has determined that a user entered an invalid username/password. The connection will be reattempted
shortly.

Action:

None.

 AXC2104I
information message

information message

Reason:

CA Automation Point server application issued this generic information message to the Remote Viewer client.

Action:

No action is required. This message is informational.

 AXC2105E
Unable to initialize

Unable to initialize

Reason:

CA Automation Point Viewer initialization has failed.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC2106I
Starting on host

Starting CA Automation Point on host

Reason:

CA Automation point is being started up on the specified host as a result of user request.

Action:
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None.

 AXC2109W
Viewer is shutting down

CA Automation Point Viewer is shutting down

Reason:

This message is issued just before CA Automation Point Viewer shuts down.

Action:

None.

 AXC2110E
Remote Manager on host is not running

Remote Manager on host is not running

Reason:

The remote client tried unsuccessfully to communicate with CA Automation Point on the specified host.

The remote operations manager (AXCMGRIP), which controls the communication between CA Automation Point and the
text-only interface, is not running.

This message appears on the remote (client) workstation. Someone at the host site (on the workstation running CA Automation
Point) must perform the action required to correct the problem.

Action:

Startthe AXCMGRIP service.

Note: Enter the path (drive and directory) where CA Automation Point resides. Verify that the CA Automation Point remote
operations option is properly installed.

 AXC2111W
on host is not running

CA Automation Point on host is not running

Reason:

CA Automation Point is not running on specified host. No remote connections can be established to the host.

Action:

Use Startup feature of the CA Automation Point Viewer to start up CA Automation Point remotely on the specified host.

 AXC2112W
Maximum number of remote connections (maximum) reached.

Maximum number of remote connections (maximum) reached.

Reason:

You have already opened the specified maximal count of remote views to one or more CA Automation Point hosts. You can’t
open more remote views from this CA Automation Point viewer.

Action:

Close some unused CA Automation Point Viewer windows before opening new ones.

 AXC6200I
The export operation was successful!

The export operation was successful!

Reason:

Your configuration settings were successfully copied to the specified folder.
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Action:

None.

 AXC6201W
The export operation could not be completed!

The export operation could not be completed!

Reason:

The export operation you were trying to perform did not complete.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC6202E
The export operation failed!

The export operation failed!

Reason:

The export operation you were trying to perform failed.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC6203I
The import operation was successful!

The import operation was successful!

Reason:

The configuration folder you specified was successfully imported, and the Windows registry was restored.

 AXC6204W
The import operation could not be completed!

The import operation could not be completed!

Reason:

The import operation you were trying to perform did not complete.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC6205E
The import operation failed!

The import operation failed!

Reason:

The import operation you were trying to perform failed.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC8700E
IN2POST error data|variable = value

IN2POST error data|variable  = value

Reason:

A logical failure has occurred in a rule processing routine.
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Action:

Record the data displayed in this message, then contact CA Technical Support.

 AXC8701E
Truncation in WHEN_EVAL

Truncation in WHEN_EVAL

Reason:

A logical failure occurred in a rule processing routine. This error occurs when a rule contains an extremely long WHEN clause,
requiring more memory to process than is available.

Action:

Rewrite the WHEN clause in the rule that is causing the problem.

 AXC8702E
Truncation in keyword

Truncation in keyword

Reason:

One of your rules contains an OSCMD, SESSCMD, or WTXC keyword (indicated by keyword), and the text string you tried to
send with the keyword is too long. The maximum length of the string is 257 characters.

Action:

Separate the long command text string into multiple shorter OSCMD, SESSCMD, or WTXC statements within the current
rule.

 VOX Messages
The VOX environment allows you to issue commands that maintain a Notification Manager database,
process voice messages over voice channels, and provide notification services, such as paging and email.

The VOX environment allows you to issue commands that maintain a Notification Manager database, process voice messages
over voice channels, and provide notification services, such as paging and email.

Note:

: There are also a number of common messages that can be generated with the VOX prefix (4000 through 4499). See Common
Messages for a description of any messages in that range.

 VOX5104W
The Notification Server either does not support this feature or this feature has been disabled.

The Notification Server either does not support this feature or this feature has been disabled.

Reason:

The requested VOX command is either not supported by the notification server, or the feature associated with this command is
not enabled in Configuration Manager.

Action:

Ensure that the feature associated with the requested VOX command is enabled in Configuration Manager. If this does not
resolve the problem, make sure both the client and server machines are running the same version of CA Automation Point
software.

 VOX5105W
The wait time specified by the TIMEOUT operand has expired.

The wait time specified by the TIMEOUT operand has expired.

Reason:

No channel became available before the TIMEOUT period ended.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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Action:

Retry the command or increase the value of the TIMEOUT operand.

 VOX5107W
Maximum delay between entered digits has been exceeded.

Maximum delay between entered digits has been exceeded.

Reason:

The requested VOX GETDIGITS (or PLAYGETDIGITS) command you issued has terminated because the maximum delay
interval has been exceeded. The delay interval value can be specified on the VOX GETDIGITS or PLAYGETDIGITS
keyword IDDELAY. The default is 3 seconds.

Action:

This may be normal if your IDDELAY setting is set to a reasonable value for your application, so no action is necessary. If you
wish to give the caller more (or less) time between entering one digits and the next, specify the IDDELAY keyword with a new
value.

 VOX5115E
Illegal file name

Illegal file name

Reason:

The FILE argument on your VOX command contains a file name that is illegal. Generally, this indicates that the file name
specified is too long for the command to support.

Action:

Specify just the file name without a full path (if possible) or use the short form of the path name.

 VOX5121I
Automation Point Notification Server starting.

Automation Point Notification Server starting.

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None.

 VOX5122I
Automation Point Notification Server started successfully.

Automation Point Notification Server started successfully.

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None.

 VOX5124I
Command queued: command_text

Command queued: command_text

Action:

This message appears only in the notification server window for VOX commands that were issued with the BATCH(YES)
keyword. It indicates that the VOX command text has been queued in the notification server internal command queue, where it
will be processed in sequence with any other queued commands.
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Action:

None.

 VOX5125I
Command started: cmd. Cmd#: n.

Command started: cmd. Cmd#: n.

Reason:

This message appears in the AP Notification Messages window to indicate when a new VOX command starts and the sequence
number assigned to it by the notification server.

Action:

None.

 VOX5126E
Unable to allocate memory for component.

Unable to allocate memory for component.

Reason:

The notification server was unable to allocate memory for the specified component.

Action:

Ensure that there is enough memory available on the CA Automation Point server machine.

 VOX5127I
Unable to complete processing for this request (request terminated).

Unable to complete processing for this request (request terminated).

Reason:

The request sent to the notification server was terminated before processing could be completed. The termination event was
most likely sent in response to a notification server shutdown request.

Action:

Verify that the notification server has not been shut down and examine the Notification Messages window for additional trace
messages.

 VOX5135E
VOX Internal error; see trace log.

VOX Internal error; see trace log.

Reason:

An internal VOX error has occurred.

Action:

Examine the trace logs for information about errors in VOX commands that may have led to this message.

 VOX5136E
VOX Trace

VOX Trace

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None
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 VOX5137E
VBX Trace

VBX Trace

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None

 VOX5139E
API Trace

API Trace

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None

 VOX5140E
Async Trace

Async Trace

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None

 VOX5141E
System Trace

System Trace

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None

 VOX5142E
Memory Trace

Memory Trace

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None

 VOX5143E
Mail Trace

Mail Trace

Reason:

This message appears when mail tracing is turned either on or off.
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Action:

None

 VOX5144E
BDPG Trace

BDPG Trace

Reason:

This message is used to denote two-way paging diagnostic trace messages.

Action:

None

 VOX5145I
text

text

Reason:

This message is issued only in response to notification server diagnostic commands. The text of the message is dependent upon
the command that was issued.

Action:

None

 VOX5146I
type trace ACTIVE

type trace ACTIVE

Reason:

This message is issued only in response to notification server trace commands. The type of notification server trace that is
indicated in the message is now active.

Action:

None

 VOX5147I
type trace INACTIVE

type trace INACTIVE

Reason:

This message is only issued in response to notification server trace commands. The type of notification server trace that is
indicated in the message is now inactive.

Action:

None

 VOX5148E
SYSTEM ERROR: text File: file, Line: line, Date: date

SYSTEM ERROR: text File: file, Line: line, Date: date

Reason:

A system error has occurred.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.
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 VOX5149E
xx has timed out waiting for user response.

xx has timed out waiting for user response.

Reason:

This is an informational message.

Action:

None.

 VOX5150E
Cannot create profile xx

Cannot create profile xx

Reason:

The specified profile cannot be created.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5151E
Unable to read profile profilename, rc=returncode

Unable to read profile profilename, rc=returncode

Reason:

The notification server cannot read its profile.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5152E
Channel groups not loaded

Channel groups not loaded

Reason:

The notification server could not load the channel groups.

Action:

Try to restart the Dialogic services, then restart the notification server.

 VOX5153E
Unable to add default group groupname

Unable to add default group groupname

Reason:

The notification server could not add a default channel group.

Action:

Try to restart the Dialogic services, then restart the notification server.

 VOX5155E
Notification Server xx not responding.

Notification Server xx not responding.

Reason:

The Notification Server is no longer available to process requests.
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Action:

Verify that the CA Automation Point PPQs are running on both the VOX client machine and the notification server (sometimes
the same machine). Also make sure that the Notification Server service is running on the target machine.

 VOX5161E
Unable to restart xx.EXE

Unable to restart xx.EXE

Reason:

The notification server could not be restarted.

Action:

Make sure that all REXX programs that are already using the VOX Command Environment have finished.

 VOX5169E
Error writing to profile profilename, rc = returncode

Error writing to profile profilename, rc = returncode

Reason:

Notification Manager cannot write its profile to the registry.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5170E
The file filename is corrupt.

The file filename is corrupt.

Reason:

The specified VOX file is corrupt and therefore cannot be loaded.

Action:

Verify that the specified file is a valid VOX file.

 VOX5180W
The filetype file filename has been previously loaded into memory.

The filetype file filename has been previously loaded into memory.

Reason:

The specified VOX file has already been loaded into memory.

Action:

None.

 VOX5190E
Unable to start notification server. Start the PPQD.EXE program first.

Unable to start notification server. Start the PPQD.EXE program first.

Reason:

The required service PPQD.EXE is not running.

Action:

Make sure that PPQD.EXE is running.

 VOX5192E
Unable to start notification server. Verify that the device driver is loaded and operational.
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Unable to start notification server. Verify that the device driver is loaded and operational.

Reason:

The notification server is unable to start because the Dialogic notification services are not running.

Action:

Make sure that the appropriate device driver is loaded and operational.

 VOX5193E
Unable to start notification server. Verify that your voice card is installed and operational.

Unable to start notification server. Verify that your voice card is installed and operational.

Reason:

The notification server is unable to start because your voice card is either not installed or is not operating properly.

Action:

Make sure your voice card is installed and operational.

 VOX5197E
Unable to locate database transaction DLL on notification server xx.

Unable to locate database transaction DLL on notification server xx.

Reason:

The database transaction DLL nmdbif.dll could not be found on the notification server.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5199E
Unable to communicate with notification server xx. Verify that it is operational.

Unable to communicate with notification server xx. Verify that it is operational.

Reason:

The VOX client could not find the notification server through PPQs.

Action:

Verify that the notification server is operational

 VOX5201E
Invalid or unauthorized channel number: xx.

Invalid or unauthorized channel number: xx.

Reason:

The specified channel is either unavailable for use or does not exist at all.

Action:

Make sure the specified voice card channel both exists and is not currently being used by another application.

 VOX5202W
Requested channel xx is in use.

Requested channel xx is in use.

Reason:

The specified channel is in use and therefore cannot be accessed.

Action:

Choose another channel or wait for the specified channel to become available.
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 VOX5203E
The group xx was not found.

The group xx was not found.

Reason:

The specified group was not found.

Action:

Verify that the specified group exists.

 VOX5204E
Invalid channel handle.

Invalid channel handle.

Reason:

The specified channel handle cannot be used.

Action:

Verify that the specified channel handle is valid and make sure the channel is still open.

 VOX5206E
All channels in group xx are in use.

All channels in group xx are in use.

Reason:

The channels in the specified group are in use.

Action:

Either choose a different channel group or wait for one of the channels in the specified group to become available.

 VOX5208E
All answer channels in use.

All answer channels in use.

Reason:

All requested answer channels are in use.

Action:

Wait for one of the cannels in this group to become available.

 VOX5209E
Handle is currently busy

Handle is currently busy

Reason:

The specified handle that you requested is in use by another process.

Action:

Wait for the associated channel to be released.

 VOX5210E
The specified queue xx was not found.

The specified queue xx was not found.

Reason:

The specified queue was not found.
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Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5211E
The CPA profile xx was not found.

The CPA profile xx was not found.

Reason:

The specified CPA profile is not defined to the notification server.

Action:

Verify that the CPA name was specified correctly.

 VOX5220I
PAGE2WAY handler terminating.

PAGE2WAY handler terminating.

Reason:

The thread inside the notification server responsible for processing the requested two-way page terminated before completing
the page request.

Action:

Verify that the notification server has not been shut down and examine the Notification Messages window for additional trace
messages.

 VOX5221E
PAGE2WAY initialization failed.

PAGE2WAY initialization failed.

Reason:

The notification server was unable to initialize the internal structures required to support two-way page requests.

Action:

Ensure that there is enough memory available on the CA Automation Point server machine.

 VOX5222E
Unable to connect to paging gateway host.

Unable to connect to paging gateway host.

Reason:

The notification server was unable to connect to the specified two-way paging service to submit the two-way page request.

Action:

Ensure that TCP/IP is configured and functioning on the CA Automation Point server machine. If you are using the SNPP
protocol, make sure both the host name and the TCP/IP port number of the paging service's SNPP Server are correct. If you are
using the WCTP protocol, make sure the gateway URL, DTD URL, and paging service authentication information (if required)
are correct.

 VOX5223E
Unable to submit page request. Reason.

Unable to submit page request. Reason.

Reason:

The notification server was unable to submit the two-way page request to the specified paging service.

Action:

Examine the Notification Messages window to view the reason text associated with this message.
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 VOX5224I
The specified pager ID does not support 2-way transactions.

The specified pager ID does not support 2-way transactions.

Reason:

The pager ID specified in the VOX PAGE2WAY command is not defined to be a two-way device by the paging service. This
informational message is only displayed when the “Enable one-way device warning” option is selected in the 2-Way Paging
Setup dialog for the specified paging service provider.

Action:

None.

 VOX5225E
The specified paging service does not support multiple choice responses.

The specified paging service does not support multiple choice responses.

Reason:

The paging service specified in the VOX PAGE2WAY command does not implement the capability to send two-way page
requests with a series of programmed responses. Until this paging service chooses to support multiple-choice responses, all
VOX PAGE2WAY page requests sent to this paging service using the MCRESPONSE keyword will fail with this return code.

Action:

Do not use the MCRESPONSE keyword when sending two-way page requests to the specified paging service.

 VOX5226E
Maximum multiple choice response limit exceeded.

Maximum multiple choice response limit exceeded.

Reason:

The number of multiple-choice responses specified using the MCRESPONSE keyword of the VOX PAGE2WAY command
exceeds the number allowed by the specified paging service.

Action:

Examine the Notification Messages window to view the number of multiple-choice responses accepted by this paging service
and limit future MCRESPONSE entries to this number.

 VOX5227E
Invalid message text specified for page request.

Invalid message text specified for page request.

Reason:

The text specified in the MESSAGE keyword of the VOX PAGE2WAY command was determined to be invalid by the
specified paging service.

Action:

Contact the paging service to determine why the specified message text is invalid.

 VOX5228E
Invalid Pager PIN specified for page request.

Invalid Pager PIN specified for page request.

Reason:

The pager PIN number specified in the PAGERID keyword of the VOX PAGE2WAY command was either missing or
determined invalid by the paging service.

Action:
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If a PIN number was specified in the VOX PAGE2WAY request, contact the paging service to determine why the specified
PIN number is invalid.

 VOX5229E
Invalid Sender ID specified for page request.

Invalid Sender ID specified for page request.

Reason:

The WCTP Sender ID configured for the paging service specified in the PROVIDER keyword of the VOX PAGE2WAY
command was determined invalid by the paging service.

Action:

Contact the paging service to ensure that the WCTP Sender ID specified for this paging service in the 2-Way Paging Setup
dialog of Configuration Manager is valid.

 VOX5230E
Unable to submit page status request. Reason.

Unable to submit page status request. Reason.

Reason:

The notification server was unable to submit the two-way page status request to the specified paging service.

Action:

Examine the Notification Messages window to view the reason text associated with this message. This reason text will include
the last error code returned by the paging service for the specified request.

 VOX5231E
The specified page request is not in the outstanding page request list.

The specified page request is not in the outstanding page request list.

Reason:

The message ID specified in the STATUS keyword of the VOX PAGE2WAY command cannot be found in the list of
outstanding page requests managed by the notification server.

Action:

Make sure the message ID specified in the STATUS keyword matches the contents of the VOX.PAGE2WAY REXX variable
returned from a previous two-way page request, and that this previous two-way page request was successful. If a VOX
PAGE2WAY command is unsuccessful (RC <> 0), the VOX.PAGE2WAY REXX variable will contain the protocol-specific
error code instead of the message ID.

 VOX5232E
The specified paging service was not found in the provider list.

The specified paging service was not found in the provider list.

Reason:

The paging service name specified in the PROVIDER keyword of the VOX PAGE2WAY command was not found in the list
of defined two-way paging service providers.

Action:

Ensure that the provider name was spelled correctly and is contained in the list of two-way paging service providers located on
the 2-Way Paging Setup dialog of Configuration Manager.

 VOX5233E
The specified page request timed out while waiting for a response.

The specified page request timed out while waiting for a response.

Reason:
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This message is not currently implemented and is reserved for future use.

 VOX5234E
An error occurred while waiting for a response to the page request.

An error occurred while waiting for a response to the page request.

Reason:

An internal error occurred while waiting for the paging service to respond to a VOX PAGE2WAY command.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5235I
PAGE2WAY status update: RequestID= request ID Provider= provider name PagerID= pager ID
MsgID= message ID Status= QUEUED|DELIVERED|READ|REPLIED TextResponse

PAGE2WAY status update: RequestID= request ID Provider= provider name PagerID= pager ID MsgID= message ID Status=
QUEUED|DELIVERED|READ|REPLIED  TextResponse

Reason:

This informational message is written to both the Notification Messages window and the CA Automation Point trace log
(ASOTRACE) each time the status of a two-way page request issued using the VOX PAGE2WAY command changes. This
message will only be written if the “Enable page status update message” option is selected in the 2-Way Paging Setup dialog of
Configuration Manager for the associated paging service.

Action:

None.

 VOX5236E
PAGE2WAY handler terminating due to error. Provider= provider name Cause= reason text

PAGE2WAY handler terminating due to error. Provider= provider name Cause= reason text

Reason:

The notification server encountered an unrecoverable error while processing the specified VOX PAGE2WAY command. Until
the problem identified by this message has been resolved, any future two-way page requests to the specified paging service
will fail with this same return code.

Action:

Examine the Notification Messages window to view the reason text associated with this message before calling CA Technical
Support.

 VOX5237E
The specified paging service will no longer accept page requests from the associated sender ID.

The specified paging service will no longer accept page requests from the associated sender ID.

Reason:

The paging service specified in the VOX PAGE2WAY command has permanently disabled (and will no longer accept any
requests from) the supplied WCTP sender ID.

Action:

Contact the paging service to reactivate the WCTP sender ID.

 VOX5238I
The specified paging service did not assign a tracking number to this page request.

The specified paging service did not assign a tracking number to this page request.

Reason:
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The paging service specified in the VOX PAGE2WAY command did not return a valid message ID for the associated page
request. Because of this, no further status information will be available for the submitted page request.

Action:

Contact the paging service and/or CA Technical Support.

 VOX5239E
Unable to load paging service configurations from the configuration file.

Unable to load paging service configurations from the configuration file.

Reason:

The notification server could not load the configuration information previously entered for paging services in the 2-Way
Paging Setup dialog. This information has either become corrupt or the data file used to store this information has been
deleted.

Action:

Re-enter the paging service configuration information using the 2-Way Paging Setup dialog of Configuration Manager.

 VOX5240E
Unable to load WCTP proxy configuration from the configuration file.

Unable to load WCTP proxy configuration from the configuration file.

Reason:

The notification server could not load the WCTP proxy information previously entered in the 2-Way Paging Setup dialog. This
information has either become corrupt or the data file used to store this information has been deleted.

Action:

Re-enter the WCTP proxy information using the 2-Way Paging Setup dialog of Configuration Manager.

 VOX5241I
PAGE2WAY error code translation. RC= return code Text= error text

PAGE2WAY error code translation. RC= return code Text= error text

Reason:

This informational message is displayed when the paging service returns an unexpected error code to a page or status request.
The protocol-specific error code returned by the paging service will be displayed, followed by the text description of this error
code.

Action:

None.

 VOX5252E
The file filename does not exist or cannot be opened.

The file filename does not exist or cannot be opened.

Reason:

CA Automation Point either could not find or could not read the specified VOX file.

Action:

Verify that the specified file name exists, that the file name is spelled correctly and in full, and, if the full path is not explicitly
specified, that the file is in the current site directory (Site\Data\Voice) or the Distrib directory.

 VOX5300E
Loop drop detected. The remote party has been disconnected.

Loop drop detected. The remote party has been disconnected.

Reason:
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The remote party is no longer connected to the voice card.

Action:

None.

 VOX5301E
Busy signal detected

Busy signal detected

Reason:

The notification server detected a busy signal while using the voice card to place a call.

Action:

None.

 VOX5302W
Call was not answered within xx rings.

Call was not answered within xx rings.

Reason:

The phone call made by the voice card was not answered within the specified number of rings.

Action:

None.

 VOX5303W
No ringing tones detected.

No ringing tones detected.

Reason:

The voice card could not detect a ringing tone.

Action:

None.

 VOX5304E
Special information tone detected

Special information tone detected

Reason:

While the voice card was waiting on the analog line, a special informational tone was detected.

Action:

None.

 VOX5305E
Fax tone detected

Fax tone detected

Reason:

The inbound or outbound call request was placed or sent from a fax machine.

Action:

None.

 VOX5306E
No dial tone detected
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No dial tone detected

Reason:

No dial tone was detected on the analog line.

Action:

Make sure an active analog telephone line is attached to the appropriate voice card channel.

 VOX5307E
Program xx does not exist or cannot be executed.

Program xx does not exist or cannot be executed.

Reason:

The specified program either cannot be executed or does not exist at all.

Action:

Make sure that the specified program exists and is capable of being executed.

 VOX5308E
Unable to open serial communications port portname

Unable to open serial communications port portname

Reason:

The notification server cannot use the ComPort on your workstation.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5309E
Could not initialize port. See trace log for details.

Could not initialize port. See trace log for details.

Reason:

The Notification Server was unable to initialize the specified com port.

Action:

See the ASOTRACE.LOG file for information on the COM port errors reported by the notification server.

 VOX5310E
Could not connect to pager service

Could not connect to pager service

Reason:

The notification server cannot connect to the paging service number specified on a VOX PAGE command.

Action:

Examine the ASOTRACE.LOG file for information on the paging errors reported by the notification server.

 VOX5311E
No ACK received from pager service

No ACK received from pager service

Reason:

The notification server cannot log on to the paging service.

Action:

Examine the ASOTRACE.LOG file for information on the paging errors reported by the notification server.
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 VOX5312E
Internal error in pager service. See notification server console for details.

Internal error in pager service. See notification server console for details.

Reason:

An error occurred during the pager request.

Action:

See the notification server console and ASOTRACE.LOG file for details.

 VOX5313E
No GO received from pager service

No GO received from pager service

Reason:

The notification server cannot log on to the paging service.

Action:

Verify that the paging service is TAP compliant. Retry the page.

 VOX5314E
Cannot logon to pager service

Cannot logon to pager service

Reason:

The notification server cannot log on to the paging service.

Action:

Verify that the paging service is TAP compliant. Retry the page.

 VOX5315E
Received NAK from pager service

Received NAK from pager service

Reason:

A NAK (not acknowledged) response was received from the pager service.

Action:

Verify that the paging service is TAP compliant. Retry the page.

 VOX5316E
Received RS from pager service

Received RS from pager service

Reason:

An error occurred during transmission and the paging service did not receive the requested information. “RS” indicates that the
paging service is requesting for the notification server to resend the information.

Action:

If the page request is unsuccessful, retry the page.

 VOX5317E
Specified port is not valid: see console or trace log for details.

Specified port is not valid: see console or trace log for details.

Reason:
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The specified COM port is not valid on this workstation. Specify a correctly working COM port on your VOX PAGE
commands.

Action:

Examine the ASOTRACE.LOG file for information on paging errors reported by the notification server.

 VOX5318E
There was a transmission error between the two modems.

There was a transmission error between the two modems.

Reason:

An error occurred between the two modems during transmission.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5319E
The modem buffer overflowed.

The modem buffer overflowed.

Reason:

An error occurred and the modem buffer overflowed during transmission.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5320E
The requested port is not available to VOX.

The requested port is not available to VOX.

Reason:

The COM port that the VOX PAGE command specified is not available to the notification server.

Action:

Examine the ASOTRACE.LOG file for information on paging errors reported by the notification server.

 VOX5321E
The requested port is in use by another VOX request.

The requested port is in use by another VOX request.

Reason:

The requested port is currently in use by the notification server.

Action:

Choose another port or wait for the current port to become available.

 VOX5322E
VOX request got a busy signal

VOX request got a busy signal

Reason:

A busy signal was detected by the VOX request.

Action:

If the page request failed, retry the page request using an alternative paging service telephone number (if available).
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 VOX5323E
Pager service did not answer the phone

Pager service did not answer the phone

Reason:

The paging service did not answer the phone.

Action:

Try using an alternative telephone number for the paging service (if available).

 VOX5324E
VOX request did not get a carrier tone

VOX request did not get a carrier tone

Reason:

No carrier tone was detected by the VOX request.

Action:

Make sure an active analog telephone line is connected to the modem.

 VOX5325E
VOX request could not get a dial tone

VOX request could not get a dial tone

Reason:

No dial tone was detected by the VOX request.

Action:

Verify that the phone line is connected properly and is active.

Note: After three tries to connect, Notification Manager assumes there is a problem with the modem, and does not attempt any
more connections. Notification Manager Services needs to be restarted for further connection attempts.

 VOX5326E
The message text was too long.

The message text was too long.

Reason:

The message text for the page exceeds the maximum length.

Action:

Reduce the length of the message text.

 VOX5327E
Request failed on all available ports

Request failed on all available ports

Reason:

The page request could not be sent on any available port.

Action:

Make sure all available com ports and modems are functioning properly.

 VOX5328E
The specified BAUD rate is not supported.

The specified BAUD rate is not supported.
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Reason:

The specified BAUD rate is either not supported by the modem, or it is not supported by the notification server.

Action:

Make sure the specified baud rate is supported by both the modem and the notification server.

 VOX5329E
The specified STOPBITS value is not supported.

The specified STOPBITS value is not supported.

Reason:

The STOPBITS value is not supported by this paging service.

Action:

Specify a different STOPBITS value.

 VOX5330E
The specified PARITY value is not supported.

The specified PARITY value is not supported.

Reason:

The PARITY value is not supported by this paging service.

Action:

Specify a different PARITY value.

 VOX5331E
Incomplete final confirmation received

Incomplete final confirmation received

Reason:

The page most likely completed successfully.

Action:

If the page request failed, retry the page.

 VOX5332E
Final confirmation not received

Final confirmation not received

Reason:

The page most likely completed successfully.

Action:

If the page request failed, retry the page.

 VOX5333I
Started Page. PagerID: pagerID, Message: message, PhoneNumber: phonenumber, ComPort: comport

Started Page. PagerID: pagerID, Message: message, PhoneNumber: phonenumber, ComPort: comport

Reason:

The specified page request started.

Action:

None
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 VOX5334I
Page timed out. PagerID: pagerid, Message: 'message text', PhoneNumber: 'tonestring', ComPort: 'com'

Page timed out. PagerID: pagerid, Message: 'message text', PhoneNumber: 'tonestring', ComPort: 'com'

Reason:

The paging service did not respond to the page request within the specified timeout period.

Action:

Try to launch the VOX PAGE command again. If the message persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5341I
Mail support is not yet initialized.

Mail support is not yet initialized.

Reason:

Mail support has not been installed.

Action:

Make sure mail support has been installed and started.

 VOX5344E
Send mail to recipient failed (hr=hresult)

Send mail to recipient failed (hr=hresult)

Reason:

A VOX SENDMAIL failed due to the SMTP error indicated by hresult.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5345I
Send mail successful to xx

Send mail successful to xx

Reason:

The send mail to the specified address was successful.

Action:

None

 VOX5346E
Send mail failed; recipients xxyy were not found

Send mail failed; recipients xx yy were not found

Reason:

The specified recipients were not found.

Action:

Make sure the specified recipients are valid email addresses.

 VOX5347E
Send mail failed; recipients xxyy are all ambiguous or not recognized

Send mail failed; recipients xx yy are all ambiguous or not recognized

Reason:

The specified recipients were not found.
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Action:

Make sure the specified recipients are valid email addresses.

 VOX5348E
Send Mail failed; unable to create semaphore xx, error = errortext

Send Mail failed; unable to create semaphore xx, error = errortext

Reason:

This is a notification server internal error.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5349W
Send mail successful; but recipients xx are ambiguous or not recognized

Send mail successful; but recipients xx are ambiguous or not recognized

Reason:

The specified recipients were not found.

Action:

Make sure the specified recipients are valid email addresses.

 VOX5356E
SENDMAIL failed; unable to queue request to any of the defined mail servers.

SENDMAIL failed; unable to queue request to any of the defined mail servers.

Reason:

All active SMTP servers would not accept the email request from the Notification Server. This message is returned after all
retries of the server list have been exhausted.

Action:

Examine the ASOTRACE logs to determine why the email request was rejected. Each active server should have an error
message that describes why the request to that particular server failed.

 VOX5359I
Mail handler terminating

Mail handler terminating

Reason:

The email (SMTP) client is exiting.

Action:

None

 VOX5360E
SMTP Mail configuration file mailcfg.apm cannot be loaded

SMTP Mail configuration file mailcfg.apm cannot be loaded

Reason:

There is no mailcfg.apm file in the %AP_SITE%\Config directory. This file contains the specifications for utilizing SMTP
mail functionality.

Action:

Make sure the mailcfg.apm file is in the correct folder.
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 VOX5361E
Unable to connect to SMTP host “XX”.

Unable to connect to SMTP host “XX”.

Reason:

A connection cannot be made to the specified host.

Action:

Verify Mail has been configured correctly to access the specified host and the host is operational.

 VOX5362E
The specified attachment file "XX" was not found.

The specified attachment file "XX" was not found.

Reason:

The specified file does not exist or is not accessible to the Notification Server attaching to send a Mail request.

Action:

Verify that the specified file exists and is accessible to the Notification Server.

 VOX5363E
An attempt to authenticate to SMTP host XX was unsuccessful.

An attempt to authenticate to SMTP host XX was unsuccessful.

Reason:

The authentication information specified for the specified host is invalid.

Action:

Use Configuration Manager to update the authentication data for the specified host.

 VOX5364E
MAPI is no longer supported.

MAPI is no longer supported.

Reason:

You have your email notification protocol set to MAPI, which is no longer supported by CA Automation Point.

Action:

Use Configuration Manager to set email notification protocol to SMTP.

 VOX5365I
Invalid attachment filename: filename

Invalid attachment filename: filename

Reason:

The filename specified for ATTACHMENT is not a fully qualified file name - (drive:\path\...\filename).

Action:

Supply a fully qualified file name for the ATTACHMENT parameter. The specified attachment must be accessible from the
Notification Server issuing the SENDMAIL command.

 VOX5437E
Cannot logon to pager service

Cannot logon to pager service

Reason:
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The notification server cannot logon to the specified paging service.

Action:

Examine the ASOTRACE.LOG file for additional information about the cause of this logon failure.

 VOX5482E
Remote Async initialization error. Cause: Communications port Error.

Remote Async initialization error. Cause: Communications port Error.

Reason:

The requested VOX PAGE command has an error communicating with the COM port. Look in the ASOTRACE.LOG for a
subsequent message indicating which port on your machine had the error and the error code.

Action:

If the VOX PAGE command fails as a result of this error, contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5507I
Successful Page; PagerID: pagerid, Message; 'msg', Phone: tonestring, ComPort; port, BatchID: batchid,
rc=0.

Successful Page; PagerID: pagerid, Message; 'msg', Phone: tonestring, ComPort; port, BatchID: batchid, rc=0.

Reason:

The requested VOX PAGE command was successfully submitted to the appropriate paging service. See the VOX5580I and
VOX5581I messages for more information on the batchid value.

Action:

None.

 VOX5508E
Unsuccessful Page; PagerID: pagerid, Message: 'msg', Phone: tonestring, ComPort: port, BatchID:
batchid, rc=rc

Unsuccessful Page; PagerID: pagerid, Message: 'msg', Phone: tonestring, ComPort: port, BatchID: batchid, rc=rc

Reason:

The requested VOX PAGE command has had an error. First, consult the documentation on the VOX PAGE command for a
list of return codes (look up rc from this message). Also, you can look in the ASOTRACE.LOG for previous or subsequent
messages indicating more detailed error information. See the VOX5580I and VOX5581I messages for more information on the
batchid value.

Action:

If you either cannot determine the cause of the error or are unable to correct it, contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5572I
Using serial communications port: n (com)

Using serial communications port: n (com)

Reason:

This is an informational message indicating which communications port on your notification server box is being used by the
currently running VOX PAGE command.

Action:

None

 VOX5580I
Batch processing started for Paging Service tonestring. BatchID: batchid

Batch processing started for Paging Service tonestring. BatchID: batchid
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Reason:

This message is used to indicate the beginning of a batch paging cycle for page requests issued to the paging service specified
by the tonestring phone number. The batchid is a sequential number used to identify the current batch cycle. All page requests
sent to the specified paging service during this batch cycle will be assigned this same batchid.

Action:

None.

 VOX5581I
Batch processing complete for Paging Service tonestring. BatchID: batchid RC: rc

Batch processing complete for Paging Service tonestring. BatchID: batchid RC: rc

Reason:

This message is used to signal the end of a batch paging cycle for the paging service specified by the tonestring phone number.
The batchid is a sequential number used to identify the batch cycle. The rc is the return code for the entire batch cycle. If this
return code is zero, all of the submitted page requests (successful or not) have been properly processed by the paging service.
If this return code is non-zero, the paging service encountered a problem when processing one or more page requests contained
within this batch that were previously reported as successful. This could mean that a page request previously reported by the
paging service as successful has, in fact, failed due to the content of the message.

Action:

If the return code is non-zero, consider resending all the page requests contained in the current batch to ensure that each
message is sent at least once, since the TAP protocol does not identify which message contained within the batch failed. You
can find out which page requests were contained in the current batch by looking for the VOX5507I and VOX5508E messages
that reference the same batchid value. You may also want to contact your paging service provider to determine the reason for
this condition (see the TAP protocol version 1.8, step 10b).

 VOX5602E
Set hook state to xx

Set hook state to xx

Reason:

The hook has been set to the specified state.

Action:

None.

 VOX5603E
Wink signal sent

Wink signal sent

Reason:

The wink signal has been sent.

Action:

None.

 VOX5605E
Answered incoming call from telephone number xx

Answered incoming call from telephone number xx

Reason:

The notification server answered the call from the specified phone number.

Action:

None.
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 VOX5606E
Answered incoming call

Answered incoming call

Reason:

The notification server answered the incoming call.

Action:

None.

 VOX5607E
Calling telephone number xx.

Calling telephone number xx.

Reason:

The notification server is calling the specified phone number.

Action:

None.

 VOX5608E
Retrieved tone digits xx

Retrieved tone digits xx

Reason:

The notification server successfully retrieved the specified digits.

Action:

None.

 VOX5609E
Loaded xx file yy into memory

Loaded xx file yy into memory

Reason:

The notification server loaded the specified VOX file into memory.

Action:

None.

 VOX5610E
Playing xx file yy

Playing xx file yy

Reason:

The specified VOX file is currently being played.

Action:

None.

 VOX5611E
Recorded voice message into file xx

Recorded voice message into file xx

Reason:

Specifies where the voice message is recorded.
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Action:

None.

 VOX5612I
Retrieved and secured line xx. Line in use.

Retrieved and secured line xx. Line in use.

Reason:

The specified line is secured for use in the notification server.

Action:

None.

 VOX5613I
Released line xx. Line available.

Released line xx. Line available.

Reason:

The specified line has been released and is available for use.

Action:

None.

 VOX5614E
Sending tone digits xx

Sending tone digits xx

Reason:

Sending specified tone digits.

Action:

None.

 VOX5619E
Volume level set to xx

Volume level set to xx

Reason:

Specifies the level to which the volume is set.

Action:

None.

 VOX5620E
Volume level reset to default

Volume level reset to default

Reason:

The volume level was reset to the default level (0).

Action:

None.

 VOX5621E
User ID / PIN combination verified for user xx

User ID / PIN combination verified for user xx
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Reason:

The notification server has verified the user ID and PIN combination for the specified user.

Action:

None.

 VOX5622E
User ID / PIN combination not verified for user xx

User ID / PIN combination not verified for user xx

Reason:

The notification server could not verify the user ID and PIN combination for the specified user.

Action:

Make sure the specified user ID and PIN combination is valid.

 VOX5623E
Reset and released line xx. Line available.

Reset and released line xx. Line available.

Reason:

The notification server reset and released the specified line.

Action:

None.

 VOX5624E
Reset on channel xx was not successful

Reset on channel xx was not successful

Reason:

The RESET command failed on the specified channel.

Action:

Reissue the RESET command to the specified channel. If this problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX5625I
Sending xx messages to system yy on queue zz

Sending xx messages to system yy on queue zz

Reason:

This message is issued to confirm the results of a VOX SETMSGSTREAM command. It specifies that VOX messages of type
xx will be forwarded to system yy through PPQ queue zz.

Action:

None.

 VOX5626E
xx command did not execute successfully. RC: returncode.

xx command did not execute successfully. RC: returncode.

Reason:

The specified command received a nonzero return while being processed by the notification server.

Action:

Examine the trace log to determine the cause of the return code.
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 VOX5627E
xx executed successfully

xx executed successfully

Reason:

The specified command executed successfully.

Action:

None.

 VOX5628E
Automatically reset and released line xx. Line available.

Automatically reset and released line xx. Line available.

Reason:

The specified line was automatically reset and released by the notification server and is available for use.

Action:

None.

 VOX5629E
Automatic reset and release of line xx was not successful

Automatic reset and release of line xx was not successful

Reason:

The RESET command failed on the specified channel.

Action:

Issue a manual RESET to the specified channel (if necessary).

 VOX5630I
Command finished: xx. Cmd#: yy.

Command finished: xx. Cmd#: yy.

Reason:

The specified command finished successfully.

Action:

None.

 VOX5631E
Waiting for incoming call

Waiting for incoming call

Reason:

The notification server is waiting for the incoming call.

Action:

None.

 VOX5632E
Answered incoming call

Answered incoming call

Reason:

The notification server answered the incoming call.
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Action:

None.

 VOX5633E
Identified incoming call but left channel ONHOOK

Identified incoming call but left channel ONHOOK

Reason:

The incoming call was detected but not answered.

Action:

None.

 VOX5634E
Answer cancelled

Answer cancelled

Reason:

The answer was cancelled.

Action:

None.

 VOX5635E
Answer timed out

Answer timed out

Reason:

The answer timed out.

Action:

None.

 VOX5636E
Waiting xx 1/10 seconds before redialing telephone number yy

Waiting xx 1/10 seconds before redialing telephone number yy

Reason:

If the line is busy, the notification server will wait the specified amount of time before retrying the specified call.

Action:

None.

 VOX5637E
Redialing telephone number xx, attempt yy

Redialing telephone number xx, attempt yy

Reason:

The notification server is redialing the specified number. The number of its attempt to redial is specified by yy.

Action:

None.

 VOX5638E
Client REXX terminated. Automatically reset and released line xx. Line available.

Client REXX terminated. Automatically reset and released line xx. Line available.
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Reason:

The REXX process is finished. The notification server automatically reset and released the specified line, and the line is
available.

Action:

None.

 VOX5639E
Client REXX terminated. Canceling outstanding answer on group xx.

Client REXX terminated. Canceling outstanding answer on group xx.

Reason:

The REXX process is finished. The notification server automatically reset and released the specified group, and the group is
available.

Action:

None.

 VOX5640E
Answer cancelled. Group: xx

Answer cancelled. Group: xx

Reason:

The ANSWER command previously specified for the displayed group has been cancelled.

Action:

None.

 VOX5641E
Waiting for incoming call. Group: xx

Waiting for incoming call. Group: xx

Reason:

The notification server is waiting for the incoming call.

Action:

None.

 VOX5642E
Answered incoming call. Group: xx

Answered incoming call. Group: xx

Reason:

The notification server answered the incoming call.

Action:

None.

 VOX5643E
Identified incoming call but left channel ONHOOK. Group: xx

Identified incoming call but left channel ONHOOK. Group: xx

Reason:

The incoming call was detected but not answered.

Action:

None.
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 VOX5644I
xx complete. reason: yy.

xx complete. reason: yy.

Reason:

One of these VOX commands, CALL, CALLPLAY, or SENDTONES, was issued and has completed successfully. The
specified reason gives the result from the call.

Action:

None.

 VOX5645E
Tracing has been turned xx.

Tracing has been turned xx.

Reason:

Tracing has been turned either on or off.

Action:

None.

 VOX5646E
Current status of channel xx: yy

Current status of channel xx: yy

Reason:

This message provides the current status of the specified channel.

Action:

None.

 VOX5647E
Answer timed out. Group: xx

Answer timed out. Group: xx

Reason:

The ANSWER command issued for the specified group has timed out.

Action:

None.

 VOX5648E
Digit buffer contains xx tone digits

Digit buffer contains xx tone digits

Reason:

This message specifies the amount of tone digits that the digit buffer contains.

Action:

None.

 VOX5649E
Set group xx to contain channels yy

Set group xx to contain channels yy

Reason:
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This message specifies which channels the specified group contains.

Action:

None.

 VOX5650E
Added channels xx to group yy

Added channels xx to group yy

Reason:

This message specifies which channels are added to the specified group.

Action:

None.

 VOX5651E
Removed channels xx from group yy

Removed channels xx from group yy

Reason:

This message specifies which channels were removed from the specified group.

Action:

None.

 VOX5652E
Purged group xx

Purged group xx

Reason:

The specified group has been purged.

Action:

None.

 VOX5653E
Retrieved information on group xx.

Retrieved information on group xx.

Reason:

The information requested for the specified group was retrieved successfully.

Action:

None.

 VOX5654E
Retrieved and secured line xx in group yy. Line in use.

Retrieved and secured line xx in group yy. Line in use.

Reason:

The specified line was retrieved and secured successfully in the specified group. The line is in use.

Action:

None.

 VOX5655E
Retrieved information on all defined groups
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Retrieved information on all defined groups

Reason:

The information for all defined groups has been retrieved successfully.

Action:

None.

 VOX5656E
Playing xx from file yy

Playing xx from file yy

Reason:

The specified word from the VOX word library is being played.

Action:

None.

 VOX5657E
Unable to sound out the character xx. It is not in VOX Word Library yy

Unable to sound out the character xx. It is not in VOX Word Library yy

Reason:

The specified character cannot be sounded out. It is not in the specified VOX word library.

Action:

Add the specified character to the specified VOX word library.

 VOX5658E
Sounding out the word xx. Word not found in VOX Word Library yy.

Sounding out the word xx. Word not found in VOX Word Library yy.

Reason:

The notification server is sounding out the specified word. It has not been found in the specified VOX word library.

Action:

Add the specified character to the specified VOX word library.

 VOX5660I
xx is active.

xx is active.

Reason:

The specified subcomponent of the notification server was started successfully.

Action:

None.

 VOX5999I, VOX5999E
text

text

Reason:

This message can be either an informational message or an error message. It is used for internal tracing. The text of the
message is dependent upon the command that was issued.

Action:
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None.

 VOX6001E
Method specified for TELL or ASK is not defined to be used that way.

Method specified for TELL or ASK is not defined to be used that way.

Reason:

When you define a method, you specify whether it can perform the TELL function, the ASK function, or both. You are
attempting to use a method that can only perform TELL functions to perform an ASK function or conversely.

Action:

Choose a method that can perform the desired function or redefine the functionality of the method.

 VOX6002E
The begin date and end date cannot be the same when a schedule crosses midnight.

The begin date and end date cannot be the same when a schedule crosses midnight.

Reason:

When the end time is less than the begin time, a schedule will cross midnight. However, when that is the case, the begin date
and end date cannot be the same date.

Action:

Choose different dates.

 VOX6003E
BGNTIME is unspecified.

BGNTIME is unspecified.

Reason:

A beginning time was not specified.

Action:

Specify a beginning time.

 VOX6005E
Specifying both DOW and BGNDATE is not permitted.

Specifying both DOW and BGNDATE is not permitted.

Reason:

Both the DOW and the BGNDATE keywords were specified.

Action:

Eliminate one of the keywords.

 VOX6006E
Specifying both DOW and ENDDATE is not permitted.

Specifying both DOW and ENDDATE is not permitted.

Reason:

Both the DOW and the BGNDATE keywords were specified.

Action:

Eliminate one of the keywords.

 VOX6007E
Either DOW or BGNDATE needs to be specified.
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Either DOW or BGNDATE needs to be specified.

Reason:

At least one of the identified keywords needs to be specified.

Action:

Specify one of the required keywords.

 VOX6008E
The value of the DOW keyword is incorrect.

The value of the DOW keyword is incorrect.

Reason:

The only valid values for the DOW keyword are SUN, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, and SAT.

Action:

Specify some subset of the above separated by blanks.

 VOX6009E
The key specified is invalid.

The key specified is invalid.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A time key must be between 400000000 and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000
and 899999999. The value you specified did not meet this criteria.

Action:

Specify a number in the proper range.

 VOX6010E
ENDDATE is specified without BGNDATE.

ENDDATE is specified without BGNDATE.

Reason:

If you specify the ENDDATE keyword, you must specify the BGNDATE keyword.

Action:

Specify the BGNDATE keyword.

 VOX6011E
ENDTIME is unspecified.

ENDTIME is unspecified.

Reason:

You must always specify the ENDTIME keyword when creating a time block.

Action:

Specify the ENDTIME keyword.

 VOX6012E
The entity key specified does not exist.

The entity key specified does not exist.

Reason:

The entity key you specified does not exist.

Action:
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Execute the ListEntity command to find the entity key you need.

 VOX6013E
An entity key was expected but a key of some other type was passed in.

An entity key was expected but a key of some other type was passed in.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A parm key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. A time key must be between 400000000
and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000 and 899999999. The value you specified did not meet this criteria.

Action:

Specify a key between 100000000 and 199999999.

 VOX6014E
The entity name specified already exists.

The entity name specified already exists.

Reason:

The entity name you are attempting to create already exists.

Action:

Choose a different name.

 VOX6015E
The entity name is unspecified.

The entity name is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify an entity name.

Action:

Specify the name of the entity.

 VOX6016E
The entity name specified does not exist.

The entity name specified does not exist.

Reason:

The specified entity name could not be found in the database.

Action:

Execute the ListEntity command with the NAME(*) parameter to find the name you are looking for.

 VOX6017E
The entity specified does not exist.

The entity specified does not exist.

Reason:

The specified entity record could not be found in the database.

Action:

Execute the ListEntity command with the NAME(*) parameter to find the name you are looking for.

 VOX6018E
Specifying both a name and a key for ESCTO is not permitted.
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Specifying both a name and a key for ESCTO is not permitted.

Reason:

You specified both a name and a key for the ESCTO parameter.

Action:

Specify the ESCTO parameter only once.

 VOX6019E
The entity name for ESCTO is unspecified.

The entity name for ESCTO is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify an entity name for the ESCTO parameter.

Action:

Specify the ESCTO parameter.

 VOX6020E
The first parm was not specified on an internal call

The first parm was not specified on an internal call

Reason:

This is an internal logic error.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6021E
The requested item is in use.

The requested item is in use.

Reason:

The entity, method, time block, parameter, or login you are attempting to modify is being used by someone else.

Action:

Wait for the other user to finish, then try again.

 VOX6022E
The information specified is insufficient for completing request.

The information specified is insufficient for completing request.

Reason:

You did not supply enough information for your request to be completed.

Action:

See the CA Automation Point guides that pertain to the function you are trying to perform, then add the missing information.

 VOX6023E
The item specified for delete is used by other items.

The item specified for delete is used by other items.

Reason:

The item you are trying to delete is used by other items.

Action:
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Use the ListEntity, ListParm, ListTime, and ListMethod commands to find the items that refer to the item you are trying to
delete, then delete those items first.

 VOX6024E
The item key specified does not exist.

The item key specified does not exist.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A parm key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. A time key must be between 400000000
and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000 and 899999999. The value you specified met this criteria, but it did
not exist in the database.

Action:

Use the appropriate List command (ListEntity, ListParm, ListTime, or ListMethod) with the NAME(*) parameter to find the
item you are looking for.

 VOX6025E
The item key is invalid for the type of item specified.

The item key is invalid for the type of item specified.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A parm key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. A time key must be between 400000000
and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000 and 899999999. The function you are calling wanted one type of key
(for example, entity) and you passed a different kind (for example, parm).

Action:

Use a key value of the appropriate type.

 VOX6026E
The key specified already exists.

The key specified already exists.

Action:

Choose a different value for the key.

 VOX6027E
The entity key specified does not exist.

The entity key specified does not exist.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A parm key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. A time key must be between 400000000
and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000 and 899999999. The value you specified met this criteria, but it did
not exist in the database.

Action:

Use the appropriate List command (ListEntity, ListParm, ListTime or ListMethod) with the NAME(*) parameter to find the
item you are looking for.

 VOX6028E
The entity key in the time block specified does not match the entity key specified.

The entity key in the time block specified does not match the entity key specified.

Reason:

Time blocks are always associated with a single entity. You have attempted to use the time block for more than one entity.
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Action:

Use the ListTime function to determine to whom the time block belongs or which time blocks belong to the entity in which
you are interested.

 VOX6029E
The key specified is not a valid entity, method, parameter or time period key.

The key specified is not a valid entity, method, parameter or time period key.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A parm key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. A time key must be between 400000000
and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000 and 899999999. The value you specified did not fall in any of these
ranges or was in the wrong range (for example, you were supposed to supply a key in the entity range, but instead you supplied
one in the parm range).

Action:

Use the appropriate List command (ListEntity, ListParm, ListTime, ListMethod, and LISTLOGIN) with the NAME(*)
parameter to find the key you are looking for.

 VOX6030E
The invocation string is unspecified.

The invocation string is unspecified.

Reason:

You must specify an invocation string when you create a method.

Action:

Specify the invocation string.

 VOX6031E
The method key specified does not exist.

The method key specified does not exist.

Reason:

The method key you specified does not exist.

Action:

Use the ListMethod command with the NAME(*) keyword to find the key you are looking for.

 VOX6032E
The method key specified is invalid.

The method key specified is invalid.

Action:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A parm key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. A time key must be between 400000000
and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000 and 899999999. The value you specified was not between
200000000 and 299999999.

Action:

Use the ListMethod command with the NAME(*) keyword to find the key you are looking for.

 VOX6033E
The method name specified already exists.

The method name specified already exists.

Reason:
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The method name you specified already exists.

Action:

Choose a different name for the method.

 VOX6034E
The method name is unspecified.

The method name is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify a method name.

Action:

Specify the name of the method.

 VOX6035E
The method name specified does not exist.

The method name specified does not exist.

Reason:

The specified method name could not be found in the database.

Action:

Use the ListMethod command with the NAME(*) keyword to find the name you are looking for.

 VOX6036E
The method specified does not exist.

The method specified does not exist.

Reason:

The specified method record could not be found in the database.

Action:

Use the ListMethod command with the NAME(*) keyword to find the name or key of the method you are looking for.

 VOX6037E
The method is unspecified.

The method is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify a method.

Action:

Specify the method.

 VOX6038E
The method type specified is invalid.

The method type specified is invalid.

Reason:

The destination specified for return information is invalid.

Action:

See the section Changing the Default Return Destination with CMDRESP in the Reference Guide for a list of valid method
types.
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 VOX6039E
Method specified for TELL or ASK is not defined to be used that way.

Method specified for TELL or ASK is not defined to be used that way.

Reason:

When you define a method, you specify whether it can perform the TELL function, the ASK function, or both. You are
attempting to use a method that can only perform TELL functions to perform an ASK function or, conversely, you are
attempting to use a method that can only perform ASK functions to perform a TELL function.

Action:

Choose a method that can perform the desired function or redefine the functionality of the method.

 VOX6040E
The item specified cannot be found.

The item specified cannot be found.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A parm key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. A time key must be between 400000000
and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000 and 899999999. Names for each of these types have no restrictions.
The name or key you specified met these criteria, but it did not exist in the database.

Action:

Use the appropriate List command (ListEntity, ListParm, ListTime, ListMethod, and LISTLOGIN) with the NAME(*)
parameter to find the item you are looking for.

 VOX6041E
The parameter name is unspecified.

The parameter name is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify the name of the parameter.

Action:

Specify the name of the parameter.

 VOX6042E
The parameter description is unspecified.

The parameter description is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify the description of the parameter.

Action:

Specify the description of the parameter.

 VOX6043E
The description of the parameter must not be specified.

The description of the parameter must not be specified.

Reason:

A description is not necessary when the ITEM operand is specified with CREATEPARM.

Action:

Retry the command without specifying the DESC operand.
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 VOX6044E
The default value for the parameter is unspecified.

The default value for the parameter is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify the default value of the parameter.

Action:

Specify the default value of the parameter.

 VOX6045E
Specifying a default value for the parameter is not permitted.

Specifying a default value for the parameter is not permitted.

Reason:

You do not need to specify a default value for this parameter.

Action:

Remove the DEFAULT() keyword from your command.

 VOX6046E
This parameter already has an entry for the method/entity/time specified.

This parameter already has an entry for the method/entity/time specified.

Reason:

You are trying to create a parameter for a certain method/entity/time block combination, but a parameter with that name
already exists.

Action:

Use the AlterParm command instead.

 VOX6047E
The parameter key is unspecified.

The parameter key is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify a key for the parameter.

Action:

Specify the key for the parameter.

 VOX6048E
The parameter key specified is invalid.

The parameter key specified is invalid.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. A parameter key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. The key you specified did not meet this
criteria.

Action:

Use the ListParm command with the NAME(*) parameter to find the parameter you are looking for.

 VOX6049E
The parameter specified does not exist.

The parameter specified does not exist.

Reason:
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In order to specify a parameter at the entity or time block level, the parameter must exist for the method.

Action:

Use the ListParm command with the NAME(*) parameter to find the parameter you are looking for.

 VOX6050E
The value for the parameter is unspecified.

The value for the parameter is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify a value for the parameter.

Action:

Specify a value for the parameter.

 VOX6051E
The password specified is incorrect.

The password specified is incorrect.

Reason:

You supplied an incorrect password.

Action:

Supply the correct password.

 VOX6052E
The entity's password is unspecified.

The entity's password is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify a password for the entity.

Action:

Specify a password for the entity.

 VOX6053E
A negative value specified for a time period's priority is invalid.

A negative value specified for a time period's priority is invalid.

Reason:

You specified a negative number for the priority of the time period.

Action:

Specify a non-negative number.

 VOX6054E
The FORTO keyword is specified without setting TELL and ASK methods to FORWARDTO.

The FORTO keyword is specified without setting TELL and ASK methods to FORWARDTO.

Reason:

When you create or modify a time block to be used as a forwarding link, you must set the value of the TELL() and ASK()
keywords to FORWARDTO.

Action:

Set the values of the TELL and ASK keywords to FORWARDTO.
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 VOX6055E
Insufficient authority to perform the requested task.

Insufficient authority to perform the requested task.

Reason:

You do not have the proper authority to perform the requested task.

Action:

See your Notification Manager administrator.

 VOX6056E
SQL error: error message. See trace messages for details

SQL error: error message. See trace messages for details

Reason:

Whenever an unusual SQL error message is returned to the Notification Manager, it is logged in the ASOTRACE log. Review
this log to see the message. If the message does not appear in the log, increase your tracing level (using the Configuration
Manager), then issue the command again.

Action:

Once you have seen the message in the ASOTRACE log, contact CA Technical Support if you cannot determine the proper
course of action on your own.

 VOX6057E
TELL method is unspecified.

TELL method is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify the TELL method.

Action:

Specify the TELL method.

 VOX6058E
The key for the time block is unspecified.

The key for the time block is unspecified.

Reason:

You did not specify the key for the time block.

Action:

Specify the key for the time block.

 VOX6059E
The time key specified does not exist.

The time key specified does not exist.

Reason:

The time key you specified does not exist.

Action:

Use the ListTime command with the NAME(*) parameter to find the key of the time block in which you are interested.

 VOX6060E
The time specified does not exist.

The time specified does not exist.
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Reason:

The time you specified does not exist.

Action:

Use the ListTime command with the NAME(*) parameter to find the name or key of the time block in which you are
interested.

 VOX6061E
The time key specified is invalid.

The time key specified is invalid.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. A time key must be between 400000000 and 499999999. The key you specified did not meet this
criteria.

Action:

Use the ListTime command with the NAME(*) parameter to find the parameter you are looking for.

 VOX6062E
The number of items to return exceeded the maximum allowed.

The number of items to return exceeded the maximum allowed.

Reason:

Most Notification Manager commands can return a maximum number of lines of data. The command you issued exceeded this
limit.

Action:

Put more constraints on the command so that it returns fewer lines of output.

 VOX6063E
The database tables have already been created.

The database tables have already been created.

Reason:

The database tables that you are attempting to create already exist.

Action:

Do not try to create the database tables without first deleting the ones that already exist.

 VOX6064E
The VoxNMdb DLL could not be loaded.

The VoxNMdb DLL could not be loaded.

Reason:

The VoxNMdb DLL file could not be loaded.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6065E
The requested VoxNMdb entry point could not be found.

The requested VoxNMdb entry point could not be found.

Reason:

The requested function could not be found in the specified DLL.

Action:
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Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6066E
Could not connect to database name database.

Could not connect to database name database.

Reason:

Notification Manager was unable to establish a connection to the specified database.

Action:

Make sure all database connection information is correct. If this problem persists, Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6067E
The parameter key specified does not exist.

The parameter key specified does not exist.

Reason:

The parameter key you specified does not exist.

Action:

Use the ListParm command with the NAME(*) parameter to find the parameter you are looking for.

 VOX6068E
The caller of VoxNMdb did not supply a memory pool.

The caller of VoxNMdb did not supply a memory pool.

Reason:

This message almost always indicates that the VOX client is not running.

Action:

Startthe VOX client. If this does not correct the problem, Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6069E
The value specified in the prefix keyword is too long.

The value specified in the prefix keyword is too long.

Reason:

The value you specified in the prefix keyword is too long.

Action:

Specify a shorter prefix.

 VOX6070E
The parameter string specified exceeds the maximum length.

The parameter string specified exceeds the maximum length.

Reason:

Parameter values are limited to 250 characters.

Action:

Shorten the value of the parameter.

 VOX6071E
Notification Manager timed out while waiting for a lock.

Notification Manager timed out while waiting for a lock.

Reason:
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Notification Manager timed out while it was waiting for a lock.

Action:

If you want to continue waiting, issue the command again.

 VOX6072E
The lockname lock is already held by another process.

The lockname lock is already held by another process.

Reason:

Notification Manager cannot obtain a lock because it is already holding one at the same level.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6073E
Notification Manager tried to free a lock that it did not hold.

Notification Manager tried to free a lock that it did not hold.

Reason:

Notification Manager attempted to free a lock that it did not hold.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6074E
The parameter specified for modify or delete is currently in use.

The parameter specified for modify or delete is currently in use.

Action:

Wait for the other user to finish using the parameter.

 VOX6075E
Adding specified parameter before the parameter is defined at the method level is not permitted.

Adding specified parameter before the parameter is defined at the method level is not permitted.

Reason:

In order to specify a parameter at the entity or time block level, the parameter must be defined at the method level.

Action:

Define the parameter at the method level.

 VOX6076E
The xx key specified (yy) is not numeric.

The xx key specified (yy) is not numeric.

Reason:

The VOX command that you issued requires a numeric key, but you specified a non-numeric key (xx), resulting in an incorrect
value (yy).

Action:

Specify a numeric key.

 VOX6077E
The xx name specified (yy) is invalid: zz.

The xx name specified (yy) is invalid: zz.
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Reason:

The name that you specified in the VOX command is invalid. In the return code text, xx represents thetype of name (entity,
method, and so on); yy represents the name that you specified; and zz represents atext string explaining why the name is
invalid.

Action:

Specify a correct name.

 VOX6078E
The xx specified (yy) is not between aa and bb.

The xx specified (yy) is not between aa and bb.

Reason:

The value (yy)that you specified for xx keyword on a VOX command was outside the valid range (aa to bb) for xx keyword.

Action:

Specify a value in the valid range.

 VOX6080E
xx is unspecified.

xx is unspecified.

Reason:

You forgot to specify a required piece of data (xx) on a VOX command.

Action:

Specify the data.

 VOX6081E
Changing the value of the xx field is not permitted.

Changing the value of the xx field is not permitted.

Reason:

You tried to change the value of a field (xx) that cannot be changed.

Action:

Do not try to change the value of this field again.

 VOX6082E
The data you attempted to change was changed by another user.

The data you attempted to change was changed by another user.

Reason:

This can happen if two individuals simultaneously use the Notification Website to update the same notification policy
information.

Action:

Try to save (commit) the notification policy changes again.

 VOX6084E
The login key you specified (xx) cannot be deleted.

The login key you specified (xx) cannot be deleted.

Reason:

The login keys 800001001, 800001002, and 800001003 are reserved keys and cannot be deleted from the database.

Action:
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Do not try to delete these keys.

 VOX6086E
Notification Manager attempted to "compare and swap" but the old value was incorrect.

Notification Manager attempted to "compare and swap" but the old value was incorrect.

Reason:

Notification Manager attempted to change the value of an internal variable, but it could not because the old value had
unexpectedly changed.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6087E
The PPQ that Notification Manager uses to provide this function is not available.

The PPQ that Notification Manager uses to provide this function is not available.

Reason:

Notification Manager was unable to access one of the PPQ queues required to perform a certain action.

Action:

Make sure the PPQ service is running. If this problem persists, Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6088E
Internal error: xxxxx.

Internal error: xxxxx.

Reason:

The reason for this error is specified in the message text.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6090E
This message generates either of the following:

This message generates either of the following:

The KEY parameter was not specified properly.

Reason:

Keys have valid ranges. An entity key must be between 100000000 and 199999999. A method key must be between
200000000 and 299999999. A parm key must be between 300000000 and 399999999. A time key must be between 400000000
and 499999999. A login key must be between 800000000 and 899999999. The key you specified did not meet this criteria.

Action:

Specify a valid key.

The xx key is unspecified.

Reason:

You forgot to specify the value of a required key.

Action:

Specify the value.

 VOX6091E
The name of the time block already exists. SPECIFY another name.

The name of the time block already exists. SPECIFY another name.
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Reason:

The name you specified for the time block already exists.

Action:

Specify another name for the time block.

 VOX6092E
Terminal error: xx

Terminal error: xx

Reason:

Notification Manager has encountered a problem from which it cannot recover. Several error conditions can cause this
message to be generated.

Action:

Examine the detailed error text (xx) to determine the root cause of this error and correct the problem.

 VOX6093E
The entity specified for this login already has been assigned a login.

The entity specified for this login already has been assigned a login.

Reason:

Each notification entity can only be associated with one login.

Action:

Specify another entity, or remove the offending login-entity association and retry.

 VOX6094E
The entity provided is a notification group and cannot have a login.

The entity provided is a notification group and cannot have a login.

Reason:

Any entity that is a notification group cannot have a login.

Action:

Specify an entity that is not a notification group.

 VOX6095E
The user name 'user name' is unable to login to the domain = 'domain' with the specified password.
Windows error = windows error.

The user name 'user name' is unable to login to the domain = 'domain' with the specified password. Windows error = windows
error.

Reason:

The combination of user name, domain, and password is invalid. The operating system returned the associated error number.

Action:

Specify a valid user name, domain, and password combination.

 VOX6096E
The entity name entity_name is a reserved name and cannot be created.

The entity name entity_name is a reserved name and cannot be created.

Reason:

You tried to either create a new contact or change the name of an existing contact using the "entity_name" reserved word as
the contact name.
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Action:

Try the update again, making sure not to use a reserved word as the contact name.

 VOX6097E
No status items were found in the last xxxx hrs for Login name login name.

No status items were found in the last xxxx hrs for Login name login name.

Reason:

The specified login user name or login key had no status items to display for the specified period of hours.

Action:

None.

 VOX6101
Program-name VOX voxcmd

Program-name VOX voxcmd

Reason:

This message contains the name of the VOX command that AnswerTree executed.

Action:

None

 VOX6102
Program-name free-form-text

Program-name free-form-text

Reason:

This is an informational message issued by the AnswerTree application.

Action:

Examine the text of the message and any previous VOX command errors to determine the cause of the warning.

 VOX6103
Program-name free-form-text

Program-name free-form-text

Reason:

This is an informational message issued by the AnswerTree application.

Action:

None

 VOX6104
Program-name free-form-text

Program-name free-form-text

Reason:

This is an informational message issued by the AnswerTree application.

Action:

Examine the text of the message and any previous VOX command errors to determine the cause of the error.

 VOX6105
Program-name AXC axccmd

Program-name AXC axccmd
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Reason:

This is an informational message issued by the AnswerTree application when an AXC command is executed.

Action:

None

 VOX6106
Program-name CMD cmd

Program-name CMD cmd

Reason:

This message contains the name of the command that AnswerTree executed.

Action:

None

 VOX6121
Message numbers 6121-6129 are configurable messages that Notification Manager sends to the console.
These messages contain the following variables:

Message numbers 6121-6129 are configurable messages that Notification Manager sends to the console. These messages
contain the following variables:

• item-number
Each time you issue a notification request, the request is assigned a unique four-digit number. This number allows you to
track the progress of a particular notification request.
Note: The first few messages from the NMFIND.REX program do not have a unique four-digit number (the item-number is
reported as “0000” because a number has not yet been assigned).

• instance-number
Each time a Notification Manager REXX program runs, it is assigned a unique number based on its start time and date.
This number enables you to differentiate between multiple copies of a particular Notification Manager REXX program that
are running at the same time or for the same item.

This message generates any of the following:

Program-name instance-number item-number Called-rexx call-parms: RC= rc ERROR= error-text

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name called the REXX program Called-rexx with parameters call-parms, and it
received return code rc and error message error-text.

Action:

See the description for the message, xxxnnnny, where xxx is any message prefix, nnnn is the return code, and y is the message
suffix. Follow the provided instructions.

Program-name instance-number item-number Called-program-name call-parms: RC= rc

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name called the non-REXX program Called-program-name with parameters call-
parms, and it received return code rc.

Action:

See the description for the message, xxxnnnny, where xxx is any message prefix, nnnn is the return code, and y is the message
suffix. Follow the provided instructions.

Program-name instance-number item-number FAILUREREXX PROGRAM (FailureRexx-name) RETURNED RC= rc

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name called the Failure REXX program specified on the NMFIND call, and it
received return code rc.

Action:
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See the description for the message, xxxnnnny, where xxx is any message prefix, nnnn is the return code, and y is the message
suffix. Follow the provided instructions.

 VOX6122
Program-name instance-number item-number free-form-text.

Program-name instance-number item-number free-form-text.

Reason:

This message indicates the progress of Notification Manager requests.

Note: If you want to see the details of NMFIND processing for each Notification Manager request in your session, you can
turn on this class of messages. The messages do not have a particular format; therefore, you can automate them.

 VOX6123
Program-name instance-number item-number free-form-text.

Program-name instance-number item-number free-form-text.

Reason:

Notification Manager encountered some minor problems that it recovered from.

Note: If you want to see the details of NMFIND processing for each Notification Manager request in your session, you can
turn on this class of messages. The messages do not have a particular format; therefore, you can automate them.

 VOX6124
This message generates any of the following:

This message generates any of the following:

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= rc ERROR= error-text

Reason:

The program Program-name called a non-Notification Manager service, and it received return code rc and error message
error-text.

Action:

See the description for the message, xxxnnnny, where xxx is any message prefix, nnnn is the return code, and y is the message
suffix. Follow the provided instructions.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= rc Error= Unable to write acknowledge message to AP Msg window.

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name tried to send an acknowledgement to the CA Automation Point Merged
Messages window, but it received return code rc from the ADDRESS AXC WTXC command.

Action:

See the description of the WTXC return code for more information.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= rc Error= Unable to write acknowledge message to CA NSM.

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name tried to send an acknowledgement to the CA NSM console, but it received
return code rc from the ADDRESS TNG UNIWTO command.

Action:

See the description of the UNIWTO return code for more information.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= rc Error= AXC Address environment not available.

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name tried to use an ADDRESS AXC command, but it received return code rc
from the command.

Action:
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See the description of the AXC command return code for more information.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= rc Error= TNG Address environment not available.

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name tried to use an ADDRESS TNG command, but it received return code rc
from the command.

Action:

See the description of the CA NSM command return code for more information.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6088 Error= Incorrect number of args for subroutine-name call on line
nnnn

Reason:

The specified subroutine was called with the incorrect number of arguments.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6088 Error= No value found for parm NMFIND:parm-name

Reason:

Your Notification Manager voice groups are not configured properly.

Action:

Set up your voice groups using the Notification Voice Groups configuration utility, which is available from the CA
Automation Point menu.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6088 Error= The null terminator string came too soon for the
NMANSWER group at index iiii

Reason:

Your Notification Manager voice groups are not configured properly.

Action:

Set up your voice groups using the Notification Voice Groups configuration utility, which is available from the CA
Automation Point menu.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6088 Error= The null terminator string is missing for the NMANSWER
group at index iiii

Reason:

Your Notification Manager voice groups are not configured properly.

Action:

Set up your voice groups using the Notification Voice Groups configuration utility, which is available from the CA
Automation Point menu.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6088 Error= Unable to get name of Engine on local system.

Reason:

Your VOX client is not configured properly.

Action:

Use the CA Automation Point Configuration Manager to configure your VOX client and notification server.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6088 Error= error-code error-message

Reason:

Program Program-name called a non-Notification Manager service, and it received return code error-code and error message
error-message.

Action:

See the description for the message, xxxnnnny, where xxx is any message prefix, nnnn is the return code, and y is the message
suffix. Follow the provided instructions.
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Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6171 Error= error-text

Reason:

The value of one or more user-supplied parameters is incorrect. The error-text explains the problem.

Action:

Specify a valid value.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6172 Error= error-text

Reason:

The Notification Manager method Program-name failed. The error-text explains the problem. A dump is sent to
ASOTRACE.LOG.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support and, if requested to do so, send in the ASOTRACE log files.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6173 Error= error-text

Reason:

Notification Manager called someone, but the call returned “Positive voice detection failed.” The error-text explains the
problem. The call is considered to be a failure.

Action:

Determine whether there is a problem with your phone system.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6174 Error= error-text

Reason:

You specified invalid parameters or too few parameters. The error-text explains the problem.

Action:

Correct the parameters.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6175 Error= error-text

Reason:

Notification Manager successfully contacted someone, but the person did not respond to its queries. The error-text explains the
problem.

Action:

Check your phone system.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6176 Error= error-text

Reason:

Notification Manager successfully contacted someone, but the person did not respond correctly to its queries. The error-text
explains the problem.

Action:

Speak to the person that Notification Manager contacted to determine why the person responded incorrectly.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6177 Error= error-text

Reason:

The user pressed the Ctrl-Break key combination in an attempt to stop the current notification request.

Action:

Avoid pressing this key combination.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6178 Error= error-text

Reason:

One or more methods were performed, but the methods failed to contact someone. The error-text explains the problem.

Action:
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Change the time block definitions.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= 6179 Error= error-text

Reason:

No methods were performed due to the way the time blocks were specified. For example, if a contact method is not specified
for Joe from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. and Notification Manager tries to contact him during that time, it will not perform any methods.
The error-text explains the problem.

Action:

Change the time block definitions.

 VOX6126
This message generates any of the following:

This message generates any of the following:

Program-name instance-number item-number Could not get channelnum for channel nnnn

Reason:

Notification Manager was unable to resolve the voice channel number of the specified channel.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

Program-name instance-number item-number RC= rc RELEASECHANNEL CHANNEL(nnnn)

Reason:

The rc is the return code from the ReleaseChannel request. If the return code is not zero, you may need to take action.

Action:

See the description of the RELEASECHANNEL command for more information.

Program-name instance-number item-number Freed modem port nnnn

Reason:

The modem port named nnnn was freed.

Action:

None.

Program-name instance-number item-number Got NMCALL channel nnnn

Reason:

Notification Manager obtained channel number nnnn from the NMCALL voice group.

Action:

None.

Program-name instance-number item-number Got modem port nnnn

Reason:

The modem port named nnnn was obtained.

Action:

None.

Program-name instance-number item-number Got NMANSWER channel nnnn

Reason:

Notification Manager obtained channel number nnnn from the NMANSWER voice group.

Action:

None.

Program-name instance-number item-number 6172 Looking for another modem because function-name returned result= result
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Reason:

Notification Manager tried to use a modem, but function function-name returned result.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

Program-name instance-number item-number 6172 Looking for another modem because function-name returned
user.modem.state= user.modem.state

Reason:

Notification Manager tried to use a modem, but function function-name returned user.modem.state.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

Program-name instance-number item-number 6172 No modem could be found or all were in use.

Reason:

Program-name needed a modem, but it could not obtain one.

Action:

Obtain more modems (if necessary) or use batch paging, if you are not already doing so.

 VOX6127
Program-name instance-number item-number Starting with parms: parameter-list

Program-name instance-number item-number Starting with parms: parameter-list

Reason:

Instance number instance-number of program program-name assigned to item number nnnn was started with parms
parameter-list.

Action:

None.

 VOX6128
This message generates any of the following:

This message generates any of the following:

Program-name instance-number item-number EXEC RETURNED RC= rc Error= error-text

Reason:

Program-name returned rc and error-text. The return code can be Notification Manager-specific (see the header of the
NMFIND command for a list of the possible Notification Manager return codes), or it can be from any CA Automation Point
or DOS command that Notification Manager issues.

Action:

Examine the specified error text to determine the problem.

Program-name instance-number item-number EXEC RETURNED RC= rc

Reason:

Program-name returned rc but no error-text. The most common causes for no error text are RC=0 or the program issued a
command that failed and did not return any error text. The return code can be Notification Manager-specific (see the header
of the NMFIND command for a list of the possible Notification Manager return codes), or it can be from any CA Automation
Point or DOS command that Notification Manager issues.

Action:

Handle each return code appropriately for the command that issued it.

Program-name instance-number Got item number nnnn

Reason:
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Instance number instance-number of program Program-name was assigned item number nnnn.

Action:

None.

Program-name instance-number item-number Index iiii RC= rc ERROR= error-text

Reason:

The action at index iiii of the call tree for item number item-number when run by instance number instance-number of program
Program-name got a return code of rc whose explanatory text is error-text.

Action:

None.

 VOX6129
This message generates either of the following:

This message generates either of the following:

Program-name instance-number item-number EXEC RETURNED RC=0

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name ended with a return code of 0.

Action:

None.

Program-name instance-number item-number EXEC RETURNED RC=rc ERROR= error-text

Reason:

The Notification Manager program Program-name ended with return code rc and error message error-text.

Action:

Look up the return code and error message and follow the provided instructions. If you still cannot determine the cause of the
error or are unable to correct it, contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6150E
The requested completion status was not reached within the wait interval.

The requested completion status was not reached within the wait interval.

Reason:

The selected NM method requires that the notification request reach a certain completion status before the attempt is
considered successful, and this notification request failed to obtain this completion status before the defined time interval
elapsed.

Action:

Either increase the value of the wait interval (normally the AnswerWait method parameter) or contact the service responsible
for sending the notification request to determine why these requests are not reaching the defined completion status.

 VOX6171E
One or more parameters had invalid values.

One or more parameters had invalid values.

Reason:

This message is generated by the REXX code. It will be followed by additional text that explains the specific problem.

Action:

Correct the parameter value.

 VOX6172E
The method failed internally.
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The method failed internally.

Reason:

This message is generated by the REXX code. It will be followed by additional text that explains the specific problem.

Action:

Contact CA Technical Support.

 VOX6173E
Positive voice detection failed.

Positive voice detection failed.

Reason:

This message is generated by the REXX code. Notification Manager dialed a phone and someone or something answered it but
did not say anything.

Action:

None.

 VOX6174E
Syntax error in method parameters.

Syntax error in method parameters.

Reason:

This message is generated by the REXX code. It will be followed by additional text that explains the specific problem. This
error is usually caused by missing or extra parameters.

Action:

Correct the parameter value.

 VOX6175E
No response from entity.

No response from entity.

Reason:

You specified an ASK parameter on the NMFIND command and Notification Manager was able to contact someone but that
person did not answer the question.

Action:

None.

 VOX6176E
Invalid response from entity.

Invalid response from entity.

Reason:

You specified an ASK parameter on the NMFIND command and Notification Manager was able to contact someone, but the
response received from this person was invalid (that is, the response did not match any of the requested answer values).

Action:

If the 2-way paging method NMPAGE2WAY was selected as the contact method for this person, ensure that the ReplyPrefix
method parameter is set correctly to filter out any information added by the paging service to the beginning of the page reply.

 VOX6177E
User interrupted process.

User interrupted process.

Reason:
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The user pressed Ctrl+C or Ctrl+Break.

Action:

None.

 VOX6178E
No methods performed.

No methods performed.

Reason:

NMFIND built the call tree and one of these conditions existed:

• Scenario 1: NMFIND was unable to perform any of the page, email, or voice requests that it specified.
This error is usually due to hardware problems (for example, bad modem or all phone lines in use).

• Scenario 2: The call tree did not contain any time blocks. This error is due to no time blocks being defined.
• Scenario 3: The parameter MTUP (Methods To Use Profile) was used and the value defined deactivated all time blocks.

Action:

• Scenario 1: Check your hardware.
• Scenario 2: Create time blocks for the period you are attempting to define an NMFIND.
• Scenario 3: Provide an MTUP value that does not deactivate all time blocks.

 VOX6179E
No methods supplied.

No methods supplied.

Reason:

NMFIND built the call tree but it did not contain any page, email, voice, and so on requests.

Action:

Define time blocks for this person that use methods from the database other than the ForwardTo method.

 VOX6199I
NMFIND Acknowledge: RC= rc USERSTR= userstring ITEM= item NAME= name TELL= tell-string

NMFIND Acknowledge: RC= rc USERSTR= userstring ITEM= item NAME= name TELL= tell-string

Reason:

When an NMFIND request completes, this message is sent to an AP Msg window, CA NSM Event Console, or OPSLOG,
depending on the NMFIND request.

Action:

None.

 PPQ Messages
The Program-to-Program queues (PPQs) environment is a universal tool that allows applications to
communicate with each other through the use of common message data queues.

The Program-to-Program queues (PPQs) environment is a universal tool that allows applications to communicate with each
other through the use of common message data queues.

Note:

: There are also a number of common messages that can be generated with the PPQ prefix (4000 through 4499). See Common
Messages for a description of any messages in that range.

 PPQ4500W
PPQ qname empty.

PPQ qname empty.
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Reason:

A PPQ READ operation found no elements on the queue specified by qname.

Action:

None.

 PPQ4509E
Invalid to use WAIT and ITEMNUM operands together.

Invalid to use WAIT and ITEMNUM operands together.

Reason:

You cannot specify both the WAIT and ITEMNUM operands in a PPQ READ command.

Action:

Rewrite the program so that either the WAIT operand is not necessary (and the program periodically polls for the desired item)
or the ITEMNUM operand is not required.

 PPQ4514E
PPQ Session is already active.

PPQ Session is already active.

Reason:

Multiple attempts were made to connect a session to the local PPQ system.

Action:

Make sure that your TCPHOSTS files on all PPQ network-connected systems are specified once in each file. Ensure that the
system names of your PPQ systems are unique. PPQs only use the first eight characters of the Windows system name, so the
first eight characters must be unique within the PPQ network. If there are duplicate names, you must change the Windows
system names of the ones that are duplicated. If you are unable to resolve the conflicts, locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then
contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4515E
PPQ Session write error.

PPQ Session write error.

Reason:

The PPQ write command was unable to send the requested information to the specified queue.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4520E
PPQ qname not found.

PPQ qname not found.

Reason:

The PPQ specified by qnamewas not found by a command that expected it to exist.

Action:

Verify that the PPQ exists on the local computer or a remote computer and that the network transports on both machines
are operational. For information about determining the status of a network transport, see the description of the PPQ
TRANSTATUS command in the Reference Guide.

 PPQ4521E
PPQ name already exists.

PPQ name already exists.
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Reason:

A PPQ cannot be shared because a PPQ with the same name already exists.

Action:

Select another name or dismantle the previously created queue. For more information about the PPQ CREATE command, see
the Command and Keyword Reference Guide.

 PPQ4523E
Network failure; see trace log.

Network failure; see trace log.

Reason:

A low-level network error occurred. You can find information about the specific error in the trace log file.

Action:

Examine the ASOTRACE.LOG file for evidence of error messages. If the cause of the condition is not apparent, contact CA
Technical Support.

 PPQ4524E
Network session termination caused queue lock(s) to be invalid.

Network session termination caused queue lock(s) to be invalid.

Reason:

Connection to a network PPQ has been terminated.

Action:

None, but be aware that any locks have now been freed. Also, the session termination may have been caused by a network
malfunction and the session may not be able to be reconnected. See the trace log file for clues about the cause of the session
termination.

 PPQ4525E
PPQ qname is not shared.

PPQ qname is not shared.

Reason:

An attempt was made to unshare the PPQ qname , but it was not previously shared.

Action:

Verify that the PPQ was properly shared before the unshare operation is attempted.

 PPQ4526W
Timeout occurred on PPQ qname read.

Timeout occurred on PPQ qname read.

Reason:

The wait time interval expired while a PPQ READ operation was performed on qname.

Action:

Retry the PPQ READ operation.

 PPQ4527E
PPQ qname is locked.

PPQ qname is locked.

Reason:

An attempt was made to access the PPQ qname , but it was locked by another program.
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Action:

Verify that the PPQ is not locked by another program.

Note: You can issue the PPQ LIST QUEUE(qname) command to retrieve the lock nesting counter. For more information
about the PPQ LIST command, see the Command and Keyword Reference Guide .

 PPQ4528E
Unable to lock PPQ: qname.

Unable to lock PPQ: qname.

Reason:

An internal attempt failed to ensure exclusive access to the PPQ qname. It is likely that another program has abnormally
terminated while performing internal operations on a PPQ.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4529E
PPQ qname is not locked.

PPQ qname is not locked.

Reason:

An attempt was made to unlock the PPQ indicated by qname, but the PPQ was not locked.

Action:

Verify that the PPQ is locked before attempting an unlock operation. For more information about locking and unlocking PPQs,
see the descriptions of the PPQ LOCK and UNLOCK commands in the Reference Guide.

 PPQ4530E
PPQ qname is full.

PPQ qname is full.

Reason:

An attempt was made to write more than the maximum number of items allowed on the PPQ qname.

Action:

Verify that the PPQ is being properly emptied of items as PPQ READ operations occur. Or, create the PPQ with a higher
maximum number of items.

For more information about the PPQ CREATE command, see the Command and Keyword Reference Guide.

 PPQ4531E
PPQ qname is shared.

PPQ qname is shared.

Reason:

A REXX program tried to delete the network-shared PPQ qnamewithout first performing an unshare operation. Or, a
REXX program tried to share a PPQ that was already shared. This message does not appear from the CA Automation Point
ADDRESS PPQ environment.

Action:

Verify that a delete or share is not being attempted on a previously shared PPQ.

 PPQ4532E
PPQ qname was deleted.

PPQ qname was deleted.

Reason:
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While a PPQ READ command (issued with its optional WAIT operand) was waiting to perform the read operation, another
program deleted the target PPQ indicated by qname.

Action:

None.

 PPQ4533E
Invalid transport specified.

Invalid transport specified.

Reason:

You specified an invalid TRANSPORT keyword when you issued the PPQ TRANSTATUS command.

Action:

Verify that the operand to the TRANSPORT keyword is the name of one of the installed transports.

Note: You can obtain a list of installed transports by issuing the TRANSTATUS command with no operands.

 PPQ4534E
Unsupported function.

Unsupported function.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4535E
Unable to unlock PPQ: qname.

Unable to unlock PPQ: qname.

Reason:

A PPQ UNLOCK QUEUE(qname) command failed.

Action:

Verify that no other programs “own” the lock on the PPQ.

Note: You can issue the PPQ LIST command to determine whether a PPQ is locked.

For more information about the PPQ LIST command, see the Command and Keyword Reference Guide.

 PPQ4536E
Remote PPQ qname not found.

Remote PPQ qname not found.

Reason:

The remote PPQ specified by qname was not found.

Action:

Verify that the queue exists on the remote computer and that the network transports on both computers are operational.
For information about how to determine the status of a network transport, see the description of the PPQ TRANSTATUS
command.

 PPQ4537E
Internal lock timeout occurred on PPQ qname.

Internal lock timeout occurred on PPQ qname.

Reason:
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This is an internal timeout that can occur when the workstation is very busy.

Action:

Evaluate the load on the workstation, then contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4538E
Unable to connect to PPQ qname.

Unable to connect to PPQ qname.

Reason:

The network transport tried unsuccessfully to connect to the remote PPQ indicated by qname.

Action:

Verify that the remote queue exists and is shared by the network transport on the remote computer. Also, verify that the
network transports on both computers are operational.

 PPQ4539E
Process interrupted while waiting on event.

Process interrupted while waiting on event.

Reason:

A control break (Ctrl+Break) or other stop signal interrupted an event semaphore wait.

Action:

Retry the operation.

 PPQ4540E
Command is not supported by OCF.

Command is not supported by OCF.

Reason:

A remote PPQ operation was attempted on an OCF PPQ. The LOCK and UNLOCK operations are not supported by the OCF.

Action:

None.

 PPQ4541E
No network transport available.

No network transport available.

Reason:

An attempt was made to share a PPQ, but no network transport is available.

Action:

Verify that a network transport is loaded and operational. For information about how to determine the status of a network
transport, see the description of the PPQ TRANSTATUS command in the Reference Guide.

 PPQ4542E
The queue or session is no longer valid.

The queue or session is no longer valid.

Reason:

During a PPQ operation, a network session with a remote queue terminated for one of the following reasons:

• A network error occurred.
• A remote queue was deleted.
• A remote queue was unshared.
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• A local REXX program issued a DISCONNECT command on the remote queue.

Action:

Verify that the PPQ exists and is network-shared. The PPQ LIST QUEUE(qname) command can be used on both the local and
remote systems to accomplish this. If the problem is not found, locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG and examine it for possible
network errors. If the problem is not apparent, contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4543E
Return unnecessary.

Return unnecessary.

Reason:

A PPQ error has occurred, which makes a command response unnecessary.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4544E
Queue already serialized by another process/thread.

Queue already serialized by another process/thread.

Reason:

This is an internal return code that may appear in the trace log file (ASOTRACE.LOG).

Action:

Evaluate the load on the workstation and contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4545E
Queue already serialized by this process/thread.

Queue already serialized by this process/thread.

Reason:

This is an internal return code that may appear in the trace log file (ASOTRACE.LOG).

Action:

Evaluate the load on the workstation and contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4547E
Unsupported version of remote PPQ transport.

Unsupported version of remote PPQ transport.

Reason:

This message indicates incompatible queues. You are using new CA Automation Point PPQs to access a queue created by
older CA Automation Point PPQs.

Action:

PPQs that were created with CA Automation Point for OS/2 version 3.2 (SK32020) are incompatible with later versions of
PPQs. Please upgrade to the current version of CA Automation Point.

 PPQ4549E
Resource recovery is already in progress.

Resource recovery is already in progress.

Reason:

This message may appear in the trace log file (ASOTRACE.LOG) if more than one process is attempting an internal NetBIOS
resource recovery operation.

Action:
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None.

 PPQ4551E
Transport not available.

Transport not available.

Reason:

One or more PPQ transports have not been started or are not operational.

Action:

Verify that the CA Automation Point PPQs have been installed properly and that the transports are operational. For
information about how to determine the status of transports, see the description of the PPQ TRANSTATUS command in the
Reference Guide.

 PPQ4552E
Invalid command packet.

Invalid command packet.

Reason:

An error occurred in communication between the base layer of the CA Automation Point PPQs and one of the transports.

Action:

Verify that all CA Automation Point PPQs components are of a compatible version. If you are using a network transport for
network-shared PPQs, verify that the remote CA Automation Point PPQs are also of a compatible version.

 PPQ4553E
Invalid command packet section.

Invalid command packet section.

Reason:

An error occurred in communication between the base layer of the CA Automation Point PPQs and one of the transports.

Action:

Verify that all CA Automation Point PPQs components are of a compatible version. If a network transport is used, verify that
the remote CA Automation Point PPQs are also of a compatible version.

 PPQ4554E
Insufficient packet space.

Insufficient packet space.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4555E
No shared memory transport available.

No shared memory transport available.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Verify that the CA Automation Point PPQs have been installed properly and that the shared memory transport is operational.

For information about how to determine the status of transports, see the description of the PPQ TRANSTATUS command in
Command and Keyword Reference.
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 PPQ4556E
Unable to pass the command response back to requester.

Unable to pass the command response back to requester.

Reason:

This is an internal error.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.

 PPQ4557E
A temporary queue can only be deleted by its creator.

A temporary queue can only be deleted by its creator.

Reason:

A PPQ created as a temporary queue using the PPQ CREATE command PERSISTENCE(TEMPORARY) keyword can be
deleted only by the program that created it.

Action:

If the PPQ must be deleted by a program other than the one that created it, create the PPQ as permanent with the PPQ
CREATE command PERSISTENCE(PERMANENT) keyword.

For information about the PPQ CREATE command, see Command and Keyword Reference.

 PPQ4560E
Unable to load transport.

Unable to load transport.

Reason:

This message may be displayed by the CA Automation Point PPQ Manager at startup if there is a problem loading one of the
transports.

Action:

Verify that the CA Automation Point PPQs have been installed properly.

 PPQ4561E
PPQ restarted, but not all client processes restarted.

PPQ restarted, but not all client processes restarted.

Reason:

An attempt was made to restart the CA Automation Point PPQs that are already running. Or, all client programs have not been
restarted.

Action:

Verify that all programs using the CA Automation Point PPQs have also been stopped, then restart the CA Automation Point
PPQs and the user programs.

 PPQ4562E
PPQ services already started.

PPQ services already started.

Reason:

An attempt was made to start or restart the CA Automation Point PPQs that are already running. Or, all client programs have
not been restarted.

Action:
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Issue the PPQ TRANSTATUS command to verify that the CA Automation Point PPQs are already running. See Command
and Keyword Reference for more information. If the CA Automation Point PPQs are not operational, close and restart any
programs that are using the CA Automation Point PPQs, then restart the CA Automation Point PPQs.

 PPQ4563E
Unable to allocate shared memory pool.

Unable to allocate shared memory pool.

Reason:

This message may occur during startup when insufficient memory exists.

Action:

Verify that your operating system is configured for swapping. Also, verify that several megabytes of disk space are available.

 PPQ4565E
Missing "SYSTEMNAME" key in [PPQ] application of profile file.

Missing "SYSTEMNAME" key in [PPQ] application of profile file.

Reason:

This message may be returned during the initialization of the CA Automation Point PPQ Manager if the SYSTEMNAME
variable is not set in the profile.

Action:

Properly install the CA Automation Point PPQs.

 PPQ4566E
Missing "TRANSPORT" key in [PPQ] application of profile file.

Missing "TRANSPORT" key in [PPQ] application of profile file.

Reason:

This message may be returned during the initialization of the CA Automation Point PPQ Manager if the TRANSPORT
variable is not set in the profile.

Action:

Properly install the CA Automation Point PPQs.

 PPQ4567E
Invalid transport specified in profile file.

Invalid transport specified in profile file.

Reason:

This message may appear during the initialization of the CA Automation Point PPQ Manager if an error occurs while parsing
the TRANSPORT variable in the profile.

Action:

Properly install the CA Automation Point PPQs.

 PPQ4568E
PPQ Claim invalid parameter detected. Internal error.

PPQ Claim invalid parameter detected. Internal error.

Reason:

This message may appear in the ASOTRACE.LOG file when there is an internal problem with the PPQ name cache.

Action:

Locate the file ASOTRACE.LOG, then contact CA Technical Support.
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 PPQ4573E
Error reading transport hosts file.

Error reading transport hosts file.

Reason:

The TCPHOSTS file may be corrupted.

Action:

Delete your TCPHOSTS file and create a new one that contains only the PPQ systems that will be participating in your PPQ
network. If the message still appears, contact CA Technical Support for guidance about using the TCPHOSTS file.

 TNG Messages
The TNG environment is the tool that allows to interface with CA NSM.

The TNG environment is the tool that allows CA Automation Point to interface with CA NSM.

Note:

: There are also a number of common messages that can be generated with the TNG prefix (4000 through 4499). See Common
Messages for a description of any messages in that range.

 TNG5905E
Invalid kernel context

Invalid kernel context

Reason:

You have specified an object of a class that is not defined in the target repository.

Action:

Verify that the class definitions that were provided with CA Automation Point are loaded correctly.

 TNG5906E
Invalid map file

Invalid map file

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid map file” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5907E
Invalid repository

Invalid repository

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid repository” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP CA
NSM Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA
Automation Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the
CA Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all
the above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 TNG5908E
Invalid object

Invalid object

Reason:

You have specified an operation against an object that does not exist.

Action:

Make sure the specified object exists in the Common Object Repository.

 TNG5909E
Invalid parent

Invalid parent

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid parent” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5910E
Invalid class

Invalid class

Reason:

You specified an object class that does not exist in the Common Object Repository.

Action:

Verify that the class definitions that were provided with CA Automation Point are loaded correctly.

 TNG5911E
Invalid pointer parameter

Invalid pointer parameter

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid pointer parameter” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5912E
Select in progress

Select in progress

Reason:

A Common Object Repository select operation was attempted while a previous select operation was still pending.

Action:
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CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5913E
No select

No select

Reason:

The LIST command encountered an invalid entry.

Action:

Ensure that the spelling and case of your entry are correct.

 TNG5914E
More data

More data

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “more data” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5915E
End of data

End of data

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “end of data” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5916E
No match

No match

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “no match” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.
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 TNG5917E
Too many notification

Too many notification

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “too many notifications” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5918E
Out of memory

Out of memory

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “out of memory” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5919E
Invalid window handle

Invalid window handle

Reason:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5920E
Kernel not ready

Kernel not ready

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel is not ready.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5921E
No popup menu
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No popup menu

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “no popup menu” condition. CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level
call to the CA NSM kernel.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5922E
Start process error

Start process error

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “start process error” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5923E
Not tngwv menuid

Not tngwv menuid

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “not tngwv menuid” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5924E
Invalid operator

Invalid operator

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid operator” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5925E
Invalid repository context

Invalid repository context
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Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid repository context” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5926E
Buffer too small

Buffer too small

Reason:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel when the allocated buffer is too
small to contain the required information.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5927E
Out of repository context

Out of repository context

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “out of repository context” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5928E
Repository login failed

Repository login failed

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “repository login failed” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5929E
Repository native error

Repository native error

Reason:
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There was a probable database error on the repository.

Action:

Retry the request.

 TNG5930E
Data truncated

Data truncated

Reason:

The LIST criteria was too broad.

Action:

Restrict the criteria using a PROPERTY/VALUE parameter pair.

 TNG5931E
Missing class name

Missing class name

Reason:

You specified an operation on an object without using its class name.

Action:

Specify a class name for the operation.

 TNG5932E
Virtual class

Virtual class

Reason:

You have attempted to create an object belonging to a virtual class. Virtual classes may not have objects associated with them.

Action:

Create an object that is an instance of a sub-class of this virtual class.

 TNG5933E
Invalid datatype

Invalid datatype

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid datatype” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5934E
Datatype mismatch

Datatype mismatch

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “datatype mismatch” condition.

Action:
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CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5935E
Missing required property

Missing required property

Reason:

You have failed to specify a property that is required to create an object of the specified class.

Action:

See the CA NSM Class Browser for the target class to identify which property has been omitted.

 TNG5936E
Error on temp file

Error on temp file

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “error on temp file” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that there is enough
space on your hard drive, that the CA-AP CA NSM Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common
Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from
the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the
Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical
Support.

 TNG5937E
Missing class level property

Missing class level property

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “missing class level property” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that all prerequisite
properties are set in the CREATE statement, that the CA-AP CA NSM Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA
NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute
of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA Automation Point class definitions have been correctly
loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA
Technical Support.

 TNG5938E
Missing super class name

Missing super class name

Reason:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel when the specified parent class
cannot be found in the Common Object Repository.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
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Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5939E
No instance level property

No instance level property

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “no instance level property” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5940E
Invalid property

Invalid property

Reason:

You specified an operation on a property that is not defined for the object in question.

Action:

Ensure that the spelling and case of your entry are correct.

 TNG5941E
Length missmatch

Length missmatch

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “length mismatch” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5942E
Class exist

Class exist

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “class exists” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5943E
Invalid property name
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Invalid property name

Reason:

You specified an operation on a property that is not defined for the object in question.

Action:

Ensure that the spelling and case of your entry are correct.

 TNG5944E
Operation fail

Operation fail

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “operation failed” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5945E
System class

System class

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “system class” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5946E
Has child class

Has child class

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “has child class” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5947E
Has instance

Has instance

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “has instance” condition.

Action:
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CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5948E
Property exist

Property exist

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “property exists” condition. CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level
call to the CA NSM kernel.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5949E
Load library error

Load library error

Reason:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5950E
Menu format error

Menu format error

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “menu format error” condition. CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-
level call to the CA NSM kernel.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5951E
Menu param too long

Menu param too long

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “menu parameter too long” condition. CA Automation Point receives this return code from its
low-level call to the CA NSM kernel.

Action:
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CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5952E
Could not open registry key

Could not open registry key

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel was unable to open a required registry key.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5953E
Menu param not found

Menu param not found

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “menu parameter not found” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5954E
System error

System error

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “system error” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5955E
Invalid count

Invalid count

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for a parameter passed to the CA NSM kernel.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
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Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5956E
Unknown structure version

Unknown structure version

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “unknown structure version” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5957E
Invalid notification code

Invalid notification code

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid notification code” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5958E
Create process fail

Create process fail

Reason:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel when a required process can not
be executed.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5959E
Invalid notification handle

Invalid notification handle

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received an “invalid notification handle” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
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Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5960E
Notification already enable

Notification already enable

Reason:

The CA NSM kernel received a “notification already enabled” condition.

Action:

CA Automation Point receives this return code from its low-level call to the CA NSM kernel. Ensure that the CA-AP NSM
Gateway service is functioning correctly, that the CA NSM Common Object Repository functions outside of CA Automation
Point (try creating an object or setting the attribute of an object from the CA NSM WorldView Map), and that the CA
Automation Point class definitions have been correctly loaded into the Common Object Repository. If you have taken all the
above actions and the problem still persists, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5961E
Repository connection busy

Repository connection busy

Reason:

The repository is rejecting connections, probably due to concurrent license usage by database clients.

Action:

Wait for a database connection to become available or increase the number of allowed connections.

 TNG5962E
Property read-only

Property read-only

Reason:

You tried to write a value for a property that is defined as read-only in the class definition.

Action:

Specify a value for a property that is writable.

 TNG5980E
End of file/set.

End of file/set.

Reason:

CA NSM Event Manager reported an “end of file/set” condition.

Action:

If the problem is persistent, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5981E
Event Manager not active on node.

Event Manager not active on node.

Reason:

CA NSM Event Manager is not active on the receiving node specified in an Event Traffic Controller command.

Action:

Determine whether CA NSM Event Manager has been shut down on the host or whether your network is not communicating
with the host.
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 TNG5982E
Requested entity not found.

Requested entity not found.

Reason:

CA NSM Event Manager reported a “requested entity not found” condition.

Action:

If the problem is persistent, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5983E
Invalid parameter(s).

Invalid parameter(s).

Reason:

CA NSM Event Manager reported an “invalid parameter(s)” condition.

Action:

If the problem is persistent, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5984E
Unreachable.

Unreachable.

Reason:

CA NSM Event Manager reported an “unreachable” condition.

Action:

If the problem is persistent, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5985E
Function not yet implemented.

Function not yet implemented.

Reason:

You attempted to issue a command that is not supported.

Action:

If the problem is persistent, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5986E
Other error

Other error

Reason:

CA NSM Event Manager reported an “other error” condition.

Action:

If the problem is persistent, contact CA Technical Support.

 TNG5987E
Unable to get ETC config file or required data within the config file is missing.

Unable to get ETC config file or required data within the config file is missing.

Reason:
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The system was unable to obtain the Event Traffic Controller configuration file, or the required data within the configuration
file is missing.

Action:

Verify that you did not leave your Event Traffic Controller dialog boxes on screen and unsaved.

 TNG5988E
Unable to dynamically load the TNG Event management DLL.

Unable to dynamically load the TNG Event management DLL.

Reason:

The system was unable to dynamically load the CA NSM Event Management DLL.

Action:

Confirm that the CA NSM Event Manager or the CA Common Services has been installed on the same workstation as CA
Automation Point. Also confirm that the CA NSM BIN directory is in your PATH environmental variable.

 TNG5989E
An invalid ETC command has been specified.

An invalid ETC command has been specified.

Reason:

You specified an invalid Event Traffic Controller command.

Action:

Verify the spelling of the Event Traffic Controller command that you issued with the ADDRESS TNG clause.

 TNG5990E
An invalid delimiter was specified in an ETC command.

An invalid delimiter was specified in an ETC command.

Reason:

You specified an invalid delimiter in an Event Traffic Controller command.

Action:

See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for the proper command syntax.

 TNG5991E
An unknown parameter keyword was specified, or an illegal value was specified for a parameter in an
ETC command.

An unknown parameter keyword was specified, or an illegal value was specified for a parameter in an ETC command.

Reason:

You specified an unknown parameter operand, or you specified an illegal value for a parameter in an Event Traffic Controller
command.

Action:

See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for the proper command syntax.

 TNG5992E
A required parameter was missing from an ETC command.

A required parameter was missing from an ETC command.

Reason:

A required parameter is missing from an Event Traffic Controller command.

Action:
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See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for the proper command syntax.

 TNG5993E
A starting delimiter has no corresponding ending delimiter in an ETC command.

A starting delimiter has no corresponding ending delimiter in an ETC command.

Reason:

A starting delimiter has no corresponding ending delimiter in an Event Traffic Controller command.

Action:

See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide for the proper command syntax.

 TNG5994E
A message was sent to multiple hosts, and a failure was encountered on one or more of the hosts.

A message was sent to multiple hosts, and a failure was encountered on one or more of the hosts.

Reason:

The ETC component was unable to send a message to one or more hosts specified to receive the message.

Action:

Ensure that each CA NSM Event Manager is responding. (The CAWTO command can be helpful.)

 TNG5999E
Invalid OBJECT specified

Invalid OBJECT specified

Reason:

You specified an invalid value for the OBJECT parameter.

Action:

See the Command and Keyword Reference Guide to ensure that you have the correct syntax for the command.

7 Additional Resources

Includes educational resources, product references and support information.

This section contains links to related resources:

• Automation Point Patches
• CA Automation Point Knowledge Base Articles
• Mainframe Voice Blog
• CA Event Management and Automation Community
• CA Mainframe on Twitter
• CA Mainframe YouTube
• CA System z Automation and Management cookbook on Flipboard
• LinkedIn
• CA Education

 

8 Documentation Legal Notice

View the documentation legal notice.

This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred to
as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by CA at any time.

ftp://ftp.ca.com/caproducts/automationpoint/automationpoint/patch/nt/
http://www.ca.com/us/support/ca-support-online/support-by-product/ca-automation-point.aspx?d=t&language=en&type=Knowledge&typeofcontent=Knowledge%20Base%20Articles&page=1
http://blogs.ca.com/tag/mainframe/
https://communities.ca.com/community/ca-event-management-automation
https://twitter.com/CAmainframe
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ca+mainframe
https://flipboard.com/section/ca-system-z-automation-%26-management-cookbook-beihXS
http://www.linkedin.com/company/ca-technologies
http://www.ca.com/us/ca-education.aspx
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This Documentation is proprietary information of CA and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or
duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of CA.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with
that software, provided that all CA copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable
license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility
to certify in writing to CA that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to CA or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
WILL CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED
IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is CA.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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